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EPISTLE. DEDICATORY 

TO A. F. POLLARD 

MY DEAR. :PoLL,ARD,-

Dedications . are said. to . be wholly out 01. 

keeping with the ' spirit of the age '·; but they are 
not more. so than is the dedicator of this volume. I 
take the liberty of putting my preface in the form of a 
letter to you, for two reasons: fi.rst;"l<'l::>ecause·~ihwas.only 

your:-,, advicet.,and·t.symp<;tthy.;-,w:l1i<::h !"";gav~~~~ercgurage 
to ,tac-kle :bsuc.h t\a}<difficulh::'P,e.r.jC>_q1.!"'-as-...,the..,..,$ixteenth .. •· ................... -............. -__,_ 

~Ce~tury; andsecondl y, qeca-qs~. it .. is,y.o:qr..,_g~!!J.!W-92gE~Phs · 

.~~ ·tl?~!Y<R~~t~:-·~§.~?Hl~~~i~-t~}!~~~~~m~~~~-~~~~~~e,"~~de 
· the ~mosL.cnt!cp.l""'years,m.,,Enghs~w.Hlstory.,1at "'lll$t .. m-

telligfb]~,_.j~~~~~J;.~~~~;, ". I~ am wnot .. likely ... to,.forget 
~n, e.vening-which .. we.spent -together,_ in _tl;le .. co~se o1 
~hich sou, o~t qL.the stores of your ,memory,,.,.dictated . 
to cme~for.,·nearl .:an ·rhQur a list, of ... , the· authorities,:w'li'ich 
.. :. Qught .. J:t9-ci:.> consult. L ;...dilig~ ... took.'"fhe .. hst..,.down 
f[;.<>lJl..,...JWur dl.ctation,~-and afterwards (less diligentl~) 

read about one-quarter of the said authorities. To 
th"is initial kindness, and to that of frequent response 
to my applications for ·help, you have now add,ed the 

· :final service of revising the .p1apuscript of the Tudor 
portion of the volume, and or ~titting your imprimatur, 
to it. 

N e:x:t·• .. to·'~you ·• n: y '·than
1

ks'! ate'' due,~oto,.,,<>,¥.J:.:J:~.egius ,:;Pro-

' " . I 
. I 
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fessor at Oxford, whose knowledge of Seventeenth-Century 
history has never ·been equalled, unless· by that of our 
lost mastc:r, S. R. Gardiner. Professor: Firth has been 
good enough to perform, for the portion of the volume 
dealing ._with . the Stuarts, the same . kind office which 
you performed for that dealing with the Tudors. To 
you, to him and to Professor Lodge of Edinb~rgh, who 
has revised the whole, I owe thanks for innumerable 
valuable suggestions. Mr. Moreton-Macdonald of Largie 
and Mr. Hilliard, Fellow of Balliol College, have both 

· proved themselves expert and trenchant critics of my 
somewhat crabbed, tortuous, and elliptic English. The 
story of the H eldenzeit of England is worthy to be told 
in the majestic periods of Ral~igh or Clarendon ; but, 
you see, it has fallen to a weaker hand, which is the 
product of a less classical, less learned, and less virile age. 

With the exception of the ordinary books which every 
student consults, my sources of information. for this 
part of my work have not been many. I have used the 
volumes of the State Papers in the Record Office which 
deal with the reign of Edward VI., and some of those 
dealing with Mary and Elizabeth ; also Bishop Poynet's 
,' Treatise of Politique Power ' ; several of the Chronicles 
of the Sixteenth Century, printed in the Camden Series
to wit, Machyn's Diary, Wriothesley's Chronicle, the Grey 
Friars' Chronicle, and the 'Chronicle of Queen Jane and .. 
Queen Mary'; the 'Literary Remains of Edward VI.' 
(Roxburghe); the 'Troubles connected with the Prayer
Book • (Camden); Dasent's 'Acts of the Privy Council'; 
Law's ' History of Hampton Court ' ; Mr. Leach's 
• English Schools at the. Reformation.' For social 
history I have made great use of the Right Hon. 
D. H. Madden's 'Diary of Master William Silence'; of 
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the Verney Papers, the Lives of the Norths, Mr. Hamilton',s \;,.,. :··:·, . ... . ' . 
' Quarter Sessions from'. ~lizabetl1 to ~ne, ,. · a,nd · the ·· . ' · -
Sussex Archreologi~al Collec~i9ns .. J have .supplemented · :. 
the latter by a. few eJd:ra:cts f~om th~ minut~-:~'oks .. .of _. 
tne Sussex.q~arter sessions_ in the Seventeenth ~entqry,·. 

• 1! - ' ' •. . ' 1 • 

which were placed at my disposal by the kindne-ss of ,Mr. . 
F. Merrii\~ld, Clerk of the Peace for the County of $rissex. -~ .. : 

I ought perhaps to: repeat, from· the preface to _my. 
:first volume, a caution concerning the • Manor of Tubney.' : 
That happy spot exists only in the spirit, although· the 
incidents that spiritually took place there are all founded- · 
on fact or on reasonable -inference from known facts. : ' 
Mo~t of the _persons who· appear in its story were Jeal· 
Sus5ex characters. In order to conceal its .geographical 
situation, I ·b,ave, like Mahbub Ali,·: muddied the wells 
of mquir}r with the stick ofprecaution. I do not think 

~ Tubney, will re-appear in-my third volume .. 

.,_ 1Y:ou,,..who..,.write.,foLmen,,_al1.d J.:.whq_,~'!!",it~. !o~. boys, . ··: ;: 
_and'" all other ,students .• of histocy .. ar.~._tp:d~y ~m, I_IlOUJ:nin~-. :_ · .. , 
f. or·_t!i..._e __ Ja, .. ss.-- of-Fr:ede_-rick.,..,Wjlliaru;..M;ait_lail,p. I_ .think ·r r g +,. 
r:. - . - - .• -.- ~ .. . . ·~~~""""._.....,_ '"""'~"'"- D :J "' 

~- paye,.often,Jold~you how .. all .. m · real interesLin,se~i~-" 
F~ :· istor dates from a.chance visit many. ears~a o.to hi' ~~ . '' . H ~;cture,roorp,at3C~bridg.b-:-.~is main researches la~ 
~ :n fields outside the -subject of this volume, but in the 
'1 (Cambridge Modem H,istory' there is a chapter,;..by.-him 
' o~ihe An lican .. Settlement,and.,the$cottish Refon;nation, 

w tch is not only -one--oLthe,soundest,"'buLl!l~o,one o . 
liie.most,..brilliant. P.ieces of .writing" in. the ~whole _:range 
~qglish,..,..··hisioJicitl·.Jiterature. His loss seems to 
us for th~ moment irreparable; yet among the younger 
~ers in our. ·:subject there may . be some who an!i 
learning to tre:;Ld in his footsteps. I-:~know....,no.~«one 
who ... iswab~e,.,.t~,..,present~;~o~the 1f<'~gE~s\::Jh~~~1s.., .o~ 
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research "vith a force and vivacity at all comparable 
to his, unless it be yourself. That, in spite of your 
continuous labours at teaching, you may soon find time 
to give us something fresh on Sixteenth-Century England 
(perhaps that 'History of Tudor Parliaments, their Werden 
und W erken '), is the earnest hope of all your readers, 
and especially, my dear Pollard, 

of your most grateful friend, 

c. R. L. FLETCHER. 

OXFORD, New YeaY's Day, 1907· 
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INTRODUCTORY 
.l-IISTORY 0~. ENGLAND 

CHAPTER I 

KING H~NR Y· VII 
THE hundred and eighteen years from the battle of 
Bosworth to the death of Eliza:~eth form an astonishing 
contrast to the period which preceded them. I com
plained· towards the close of my last volume that the 
Fifteenth Century was rather. duU and that the, authorities 
were scanty. In the Sixteenth we are confronted by a 
whole wilderness of authorities,. which seldom agree on 

0 

their story. So in the place of 9ullness will come difficulty 
of reconciling opinions, ·which conflict upon the most 
serious of all grounds-the religious. To some extent 
the conflict has been continued to our own day; for the 
view we take of the men and events of the Reformation 
is bound to be coloured by our own religious views, just 
as the view we take of the later. conflict between Crown 
and Parliament is bound to be coloured by our own . . 
political views. ·One set of historians will tell you that 
Henry VIII. was a high-minded patriot, who only carried 
out what all the enlightened Englishmen of his day 

! 

.. 



THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

demanded; another will regard him as a savage monster, 
who terrorized a nation into abject compliance with his 
selfish will. It is the character of transition from 
medic:evalism to the modern world which makes the 
Sixteenth Century so hard to describe. The duty of 
attempting to understand it is all the more binding. 
It is possible (though not advisable) to regard the story 
of the Middle Ages as a sort of fairy tale, or a series of 
pageants ; but it is impossible not to take the Sixteenth 
Century very seriously. For it was the workshop of 
modern ideas-or rather a sort of cauldron, into which 
were cast all the thoughts of a number of very great men 
upon religion, politics and social life ; the cauldron boiled 
and bubbled, and sometimes, even in England, boiled 
over in fierce spurts of rebellion. The fire that heated it 
was kindled by the torch of the Ancient World. Wild 
ideas upon religion and 'government were put forward 
(you can find some very wild ones sanctioned in Greek 
history and literature) ; and the honest, stupid majority 
of mankind was apt to be confused by them. Happily 
for England, the mass of her citizens was more honest 
or more stupid than their Continental neighbours ; and so 
England came through the stormy period with her old 
ideals rather altered than shattered, and her lavvs and 
habits still reposing in the main upon old precedents. 

Yet 'John :r:3ull' must have had very uneasy qualms 
at times on the subject of his ancient liberties, trial by 
jury; parliamentary powers and the like. One idea, 
however, he had got firmly rooted in his mind before the 
death of Henry VII.-namely,. that he would have no 
more 'Wars of the Roses,' and that the be;t way of 
making perfectly sure of this was to exalt the power of 
the Crown, and let the other factors in the State-Church, 
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Parliament, and Law Courts-go somewhat to the wall. 
Thus it came abqut that the Tudors~ with a weak title, 
with no serious armed fo~ce at their disposal, with all the 
old checks against despotism still nominally in existence, 
came not only to . rule England pretty much as they 
pleased, but eyen to force the great mass of their subjects 
into conformity with their own remarkable and change
able religious views. Order was the great need of the 
country, and the Crown alone could (be trusted tq keep 
it ; and if the king told you that the interests· of order 
demanded the overthrow of the Pope-well, you remem
bered how you had always hated him and his pardoners, 
summoners, apparitors and exactions generally ; then, 
if the queen told you that··England would never know 

·· peace until she was reunited to Papal Christendom-. .,. 
well, you know you hated those greedy, ignorant icono
clasts who had stripped the lead from your ·parish' 
church,· ~hot at your parish . image of the Virgin with 
crossbows, and made a mock of the most sacred cere
monies of the faith: king or queen for the time being 
was likely to know best. Anyh_ow, the Crow~ kept peace 
at home, engaged little in costly foreign wars, was prudent 
enough to tax you very lightly, and your riches grew 
steadily. . ' 

The.:Tudors,!.Jhen, were•ex-oepticrr),ctlly.,ffu~Jl.ll.~~,s!.-~Y the 
temper,.of,.the;,mass;of;men:.w:ith.;vvh991;;i{l~t,:;h3!~t~,deal. 

They we~e .favoured even more. by their~~wn~masterful 
characters<> ana, high,-intell~c:t.!!(ll P9.:Y~rs . .,... All were men 
and women of _great brain-power, carefully cultivated 
(with the goubtful exception of Henry VII.) by the best 

· possible education ; they were scholars,· linguists and 
I 

musicians of refined artistic tastes ; three of them at 
least were masters of political science and statecraft ; 
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and all but one seem to have been almost entirely devoid 
of moral scruples. Poor Mary with the ugly name is 
the least dishonest of the family. 

We must further grasp the fact that the rapid 
spread of education among the upper and middle classes 
brought to the service of the Crown a set of ministers and 
officials trained in the same intellectual atmosphere as the 
kings and entirely dependent on them; men who effaced 
themselves to do the royal pleasure and who would stick 
at nothing to fulfil it_:__the very names of most of them 
must be sought for in obscure state papers in the Record 
Office. Who now remembers Urswick or Bray, Sadler, 
Pace, or Randolph ? Even to contemporaries Wolsey 
and Cromwell alone of them loomed large. The king 
for the time being overshadowed ministers in the eyes 
of ordinary men, as he overshadowed judges, bishops, and 
'Parliaments ; he was 'the State.' Machiavelli discusse~ 
the question whether the prudence of the prince is the 
result of good counsellors or good counsellors the result 
of the prudence of the prince. He unhesitatingly decides 
for the latter view ; and, if we agree with him, we shall 
have to admit that the Tudors as a race were very prudent 
princes .. 

Finally, the Tudors were_favoured by luck. The great 
contest between France and Spain and Germany was to 
occupy most of the century-Germany and France 
themselves torn the while by religious dissensions. If 

England could keep out of this (judiciously fomenting 
it when no one was looking) she would be growing stronger 
unperceived; and at last, when Spain appeared to be . 
winning in that strife, people were surprised to find that 
England was strong enough to clutch the King of Spain 
by the beard and give him an awkward shake. If only 
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Elizabeth hasl had the courage of her people's opinions, 
she might have toppled the Spanish colossus over al
together. 

I shall now ask you to remember only one or two pre
liminaries as to tlie condit_ions of the Europe ,of I485-
I603 ; and one is that in nearly all the Wes~ern countries 
the sovereigns were consolidating ·their power in the 
same way as the Tudors were in .England. Mediceval 
institutions, many ~of which were in favour of· liberty 

~· ~ . 

as well as of disorder-e.g. great nobles with hereditary 
jurisdictions, Parliaments, ' Estates,' and the like-were, 
being deliberately overthrown, or else reduced to shadows ; 
small states on• the borders of . the .• great ,monarchies 

l 
were in danger of absorption. The ·result was· that ·the 
person~ characters of kings and their mutual relatio'ns. 
became of first-tate importa~ce ; and it is for this reaso~ 
that the reports of ambassadors, especially those of the 
highly intelligent ambassadors kept by Spain and the 
republic of Venice in every European court,· are so 
valuable as materials fQr history: 
Ano~her point is that the revival of Greek learning 

led men, even in cou~tries which had little to say to 'the· 
Reformation, to question the truth of the doctrines of the 

. ~. ,. ' ., 
Roman Church; and this in itself would have been merely 
productive of good. But that Church had for ,ages 
declared that doctrine and morality were 'inseparable, and 
must stand or fall together. Even the Reformers, were 
so much under the influence of tradition that they very 
often merely substituted-for the Roman a set· of doctrines 
of their own, and declared morality to. be inseparable 
from the~. And when doctrine "crumbled at the. assault 
of reason, morality was very apt to crumble too. Taken 
as a whol.e, then, it was not a moral age, ~· 
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Lastly, it was an age of 'eye-openers,' if one may use 
such an exp1 ession._ The rapid multiplication 'of s~hools 
and colleges and printed books left each generation with 
a different outlook on life from the one before it. The 
discovery of a direct sea-rout_e to the East, the discovery 
of America and the revolution in prices which followed 
the importation of gold and silver from its mines, came 
as a series of shocks. Sudden r-ealizations of great fortunes 
and sudden losses excite and stimulate the intelligence 
of mankind, if they are bad for its morality. At the end 
of the century anything seemed possible to an adventurous 
spirit. Look at Millais' noble picture of the ' Boyhood of 
Raleigh' ; the child lies on the short down turf, listening 
to the extravagant tales of the swarthy sailor with gold 
earrings, and gazing over the waves to the West:-

There was a murmur in their restless beat, 
That flung strange shells and corals at his feet. 

And Raleigh grew into a man to whom, in the end, 
the possible seemed to have very few limits. Again, 
however, a caution; one must beware of thinking that 
the new ideas revolutionized men's minds all at once. 
Only a very few, like Sir Thomas More or Raleigh, would 
grasp their meaning as a whole. We now look back on 
a ' century ' as a definite period, and see, dimly enough, 
great movements in operation within it, and great changes 
wrought during it ; but we are apt to forget that a century 
contains a hundred years, and that three generations 
of men come to maturity in it. A year, too, is a long 

, period of time; and to most men, even in the age of 
discoveries, seed-time and harvest, the chances of flood, 
fire or drought must have been infinitely more important 
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than the discovery of printing or of America. This 
is a truism, but one needs' to be reminded 'of such 
-truisms sometimes. .. , , 

In King ':Henry' VII.'s reign-these newlidea~ and move
ments hardly show themselv~s- 9-bove the surface. No 
. . .. .: ~ ' . . .· ; ' . .,. 

one is aware that the -reign'is clo~ing orle.( d-till) and opening 
• .... ~ 'o: ·.,~ . ,. ' • . ~. :if ~ . 

,another (great) _epoch; certainly~fh:e .~.ing himself _doesn't 
~seem to be aware of it. •. H.e .. ;~r_ai~twenty::nin~.:.years::-~old 

· ~l:l~n·,?e.won, :.Bosw,Q,r-!r-:;~g£,~bi~~<'!:~~J:LYi .. ~:a,~~~£d}Jf~~ ( si~c~ 
I47:uD.~exhe). The popular conception qLhim.is, r sup
p~s~, .as a King of mysterious prl+de'nce -~ii~fgreat ·avarice. ' 

• ·'.• ' ·' 1- ... • -. 

We all know. two or three stories aBout liirri : how he went 
• . . f "!;\. • ~ ,.., ~~ ' 

to dine with Lord Oxford, Who had turned. out? a -mag- , 
. ' 1r ~ t.,. 1l. --f. ~ ~ .r .. , ~ ~ 

nificent sho\V of retq.iners t9 do honou(to:hi,s''s6vereig!1; 
and immediately fined ~i{Il ~rs,~o9o,rri~~~s fo~:-lia:\iing :more~-· 
'gentlemen in livery. :·i~~n- the;~ vl.w :·allo:wed; 'how .his 
Chancellor Morton ·instructed 'the. ~tax-collectors 'that a. 

' ,· •• <! ' \, ·~ 

~an who lives in splendour~fmist be rich; l)1erefon,; .fleece 
him ; one who live? penurioil,sly ~ust have .l9t§ to ·-spare, 
therefore fleece hi~.' Neither of 'these s~ori~~ is u_nlikeJy 

, i~. be true. But,...it. •. pleased,""t_h~"'-gJ;_~-~t-""El;.~~~()';-_; _,

~ h11Qs<?Pll~E11--~l?:Q ~ .st~te,,§.m.<l:O;"'t~ •.. ,~~2-,f~:.t~.e .. ~~J~.t::Ep.PD!hs ·of . 
. ~is .leisure, ,a_ft~r~ bein,g ~d~sg:t_i~~t:.c! .. fr,c)~rp.• the :S::.pal1_C:~ll~rship; 

1to write, a hundred and twelve .years. after. H~nr~'s ~eath, 
~little book .. called -~th,e,.:;.I-Ustory,.pf~.,th,.~~,tji,g~~?f- ._!\it{g .' 
Henry. YIJ.,:"~nd to, 'dedicate the same to .the. '.Most· 

drnustrious and Most Excellent Prince Charles.'. T-he,.bocik 

. 'J\{s~a_Jre.a.j:ist;.9P.~~ing~raf!,~n.sl_ .~i_t~ .. ~ 
·.~:D~~~~Jt~~~~~~42 ... ~·:~u9,·.<:l~P,~.~~!I~~2is ' 
s·ec~;ecy_~ilithi!>,Jhrjf~,, <!:;~ £.?m~~ns!~~~~~~9-~~i?L·~~\PE~ . 
kings ; and it is to be feared that the Most Illustrious '. 

- - - . ' ' " . . i -
_ Prince Charles, who never could keep a ~hillirtg ·of-a secret, 
.~rofit~~ littl~ by the less~r{. , But my ps>iii~. if that these 
<' • ~ I, ' • . • 

. ,i ... ,I ' • ..,_:\ ... .. 
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two stories, 1 and many others about Hehry VII., come · · 
straight from Bacon, and are not found in any earli~r 
authority ; and that most writers have uncritically copied 
Bacon and taken his character of Henry on trust. 

That Henry wa~ .'.a prince sad, serious, and full of 
secret thoughts and observations,' that he trusted no man 
very much, that he employed spies both at home and 
abroad on quite a novel scale, that he cared little for 
pleasure but was 'wholly given to his affairs,' we may. 
well believe. In person he was quite unlike his burly 
son, who no doubt inherited the good looks of his maternal 
grandfather, Edward IV. When he died, in his fifty
third year, emaciated, furrowed, bald, and toothless, it 
was after years of patient toil a~ the business of state. 
He had a high sense of the dignity of the Crown,·and of 
the necessity of imposing on the vulgar by profusion in 
pageants,, and by reserved state in private life. Yet his 
account-book shows his real tastes to have been simple 

• ! 

and frugal ; only on music and musicians was there any 
lavish outlay. But his love for fine architecture is shown 
in the chapel of his sepulture at Westminster (begun in 
1503), and in St. Geo~ge's at Windsor. For a Tudor, he 
was fairly merciful and' somewhat ostentatiously devout, 
but neither mercy nor piety was ever allowed to interfere 
with his interests. The son of a very learned mother, 
though· not specially learned himself (he seems to have 

f! 
spoken and written only in English, French, and Latin), he 
was at pains to provide the inost elaborately learned 
education for his chjldren. That he· had enlightened 
notions about English comm'erce I hope to show .Presently, 

1 It is only fair to say that in one of Erasmus' letters a story 
somewhat similar to that of' Morton's fork,' is told, but the hero 
of it is Bishop Fox. 
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•• '·• . • '. >t :. ( . ·t 

..... qut he to6 often a.llowed temporary political motives to 
. ''inter:f~re with his :f.ollo\Ving of them up. I like t~ notice· 
. . tkat _he left by' will £z,_ooo to improve the highways and 

bridges in Kent and Ber.kshire, and that he contributed· 
.from his privatei'purse~ to the dt_s.~oteries of J ohh Cabot 
in· ~orth-Westerrt Anierioa:"' We-' may regard I{im, then, 

. as a·' careful steward ·uf the ,.national revenue, which he 
• r~garded (~s, indeed, the 1?-W re~arded it) as his OWll ; 
· /'d car~ful 'husband' to his people, with whom he never. 

···cared to. be popul~r; and y~t some\vhat of a huckster and 
. somewhat. of a tyrant,""'7a m~n who repels us more. by 

absolute want ~~ any 'monil g~ande~r than by any 
active vices. . . . ' 

. Fouf:' main points· in t)le det~ils of his ~~ign win 'chiefly.· 
concerir.: ti~ : ·struggles' with Yorkist pretenders ; the' 
~oundat.io~ of·a n~w sy;tem.offoreign policy; the.J~gal 

' . J d .t 1· 1 'f · d. t' f .... 1.., I. d ' b 1 t' ' · 
f.!L.i~_}f__.f<J,.;-_egq, w . .211E. ·• <!-.:.!<:m~.a. ·~1,I~.:h:.:.l!. .. P~.§2JLl~~ . ' 
,and the development• of· English?~ommerce •and .industry. f . . . . '>.!':').'··· • . ' 
j; r. When the newiKing entered London after Bosworth 
'he was really only a fortunateyretender who had: won a 
battle; he was obliged to manufacture a t~tle to the 
throne, and for this he seems to haye relied 9n a sort of 

· mixture of the old Lancastrian· claim (which, a~ Parlia
.ment had legitima:ted his Beaufoit ancestors;' was un
doubtedly his) and of the 'judgment of God in the field.;· · 

: ' • l.;: 
We· must remember that the original Lancastrian claim 

0 • ~ • • 7'- ~ -. . 

had rested. on tlie exclusion of females, and of suc-
cession through fen:iales; an'd. Henry. deliberately excluded 
his o:wn mother, Margaret Beayfort, who would probably 
have been. an excellent queen. ' In reality he, must have 
known that people saw in him the man who had solemnly 
sworn to marry Princess .Elizabeth, the eldest daughter 
of Edward IV. and the real heiress of Edward III., and 

' \ . ... 
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so to unite the· houses of Lancaster and York. But all 
the Tudors ignored this ground· of title. The so-called 
' Tudor Rose ' is an horticultural fiction ; all bore on 
their coat the red rose of Lancaster. Henry, however, 
craftily got his Parliament (no doubt carefully packed) to 
entail the Crown on himself and the heirs of his body with
out any mention of the proposed marriage, which did not 
take place till January, 1486. Now let us see who could 
dispute his title-from whom danger was to be feared :-

( r) The Princess Elizabeth herself was the best heir of 
Edward III. 

(2) Failing her, Edward IV.'s second daughter 
Katharine, afterwards married to Sir William Courtenay; 
she became the mother of the Marquis of Exeter. 

(3) The son of George, Duke of Clarence, known as 
Edward, Earl of Warwick, now fifteen years of age. 

(4) Margaret, the sister of the said Earl of Warwick, 
afterwards Lady Salisbury and mother of Cardinal Pole. 

(5) The five sons of Edward IV.'s sister Elizabeth, who 
had married one of the Suffolk De la Poles. Three of 
these were dangerous : John, Earl of Lincoln, who was 
of age and had been recognized as heir by Richard III. ; 
Edmund, Earl of Suffolk ; and Richard. 

(6) Edward Stafford, third Duke of Buckingham, de
scended from Thomas of Gloucester, the youngest son of 
Edward III. 

(7) Most dangerous of all, though not as a claimant, 
was another sister of Edward IV., the widowed Duchess 
Margaret of Burgundy, now living at Bruges ; she pulled 
all the str-ings of all the insurrections till her death in 1503. 

• < The House of York had, besides, devoted partisans 
in. the north and in Ireland-especially the families of 
_;<itzgerald, Fer_rers, Stafford~ Lovel, and Howard. In 
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the eyes . of these :people there was no concei'v~ble reason 
why the Wars ofthe Roses should come to an end, unless 
in their favour .. 

' 
King_ Henry, however, from the first set ab.out meeting 

liis difficulties -in a businesslike manner ; he shut up the 
young Earl of Warwick in the Tower, and he tried to con-. 
ciliate the other Yorkist leaders, soon completely winning 
over some of them-e.g. the Howards, and Lords ~ouch 

· and Ferrers. .But with two or .three exceptions lie kept 
great nobles away t'rom his Council, which heJormed at 
first and always of bishops and professional civil servants ; 
and among these Sir J.3.-eginald Bray, John Morton, Arch
bishop and Chand~llor till his death in rsoo, and Richard 
Fox, Bishop of Winchester, stand' easily first. When. 
necessary the King was very apt to be found in person 
on a battle-field to crush his e:p.emies, but in general he 
preferred to catch them one by one in craftily spread nets. 
, Rancorous as Duchess Margaret was, she had some 

poverty of imagina:tion, .for the best scheme she could 
devise was to dress up two successive pretenders, whose 
real names· were Lambert Simnel and Perkin Warbeck, to 
resemble either the young Earl of Warwick or one of the 
sons of Edward IV. (who might be supposed to .. have 
escaped from the murder in the Tower}. One need not 
remember the wearisome details of their respective plots. 
The interest lies in the fact that both insurrections found 
favour in Ireland, that both really originated in Flanders, 
and that the Yorkists do not seem to have made up their 
minds whether it should be the Earl of Warwick.or some 
other Plantagenet who should be crowned when the· pre
tender had· upset the King's Government. Simnel's men 
fought best, but were annihilated'at Stoke (near Newark) 
in 1487, and the Earl of Lincoln was slain. Warbeck's, 
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l10wever, was the more serious insurrection, for, off and 
em, he was a bugbear for seven years, 1492-9. Some 
;)eople say that he did not know who he was; some in
genious doubters have even tried to make out that he 
really was Edward IV.'s second son. But, as the shifts 

l'md turns of Henry's foreign policy caused him to be from 
,ime to time on bad terms with one or other of his neigh
i)ours, this pretender was successively received at the 
f:ourts of the French King, the German Emperor, the 
}Juke of Burgundy and, worse still, in Scotland. There 
the chivalrous James IV. evidently believed in him, and 
({ave him a noble wife of royal lineage. Henry's diplo
macy was usually equal to making Perkin shift his asylum 
i)retty frequently-e~g. he would buy his expulsion from 
~he Netherlands with some remission of duties on Flemish 
;nerchants visiting England. Do not sneer at our 
;mckster King for it ; it was better than blazing out 
~n wrath and sending ten thousand English archers to die 
pf ague in the swamps,,of the Scheldt, as a less politic 
'nonarch might have done. A great war was just what 
,Henry knew he could not afford ; when he thought for 
·t moment of a serious invasion of Scotland, and got 

t
arliament, contrary to his wont, to vote him a stiff tax 

o support it, an insurrection was at once provoked in 
ornwall, and, under leaders somewhat of the Jack Cade 

I 

;ype, rolled heavily up to London, where it was defeated 

~t. Blackh:a:h (1497): . After knocking ~t various doors, 
\vrth and"'Wrthout forergn support, Perkm was captured 

t
n Hampshire and sent to the Tower in 1497. He then 
·ead a public confession of his imposture, which, of course, 
' . 
,Henry's enemies said that the King had forged; and 
'Jy that time people began to see that this Government, 
!lnlike its predecessors, was in the habit of triumphing 
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over insurrections; From every such tril}mph Henry and 
his dynasty emerged st~onger; and perhaps Warbeclc 
might have been spared had he not contrived to intrigue 

. even in 'the Tower With the teal Warwick, a movement 
• ) c ' 

which brought them both to the block. Simnel had been 
' made Aa scullion in th~ King's kitGhen ' ; and onc~,,with' 
a rare touch of Tudor hurriour, ~enry invited some Irishc , 
lords (long sine~ reconciled) to dine; and bade Si~~ei · ' 
senre them, ' but they wished the .great devil had 
taken him before ever they had seen h1s ~face,' and did 

' w • 
not appreciate the wine· he poured out for them. .· ¥ ..• 

The only. other , serious dynastic, dang~r cam~ from 
Edmund, Earl of Suff<;>lk, who, after being.kin~:lly treat~d 
by I:Ien.ry tili 1499; s~ems to have picked a quarrel ai'ld 

t' .-.;- ' • 

fled to the Continent. There he\ pursued ,a course very ' 
. . ~· 

. simila~Jo Warbeck's, and was favoured or scouted by the_,." 
various European,courts according as Henry\ wel.ght 
in the diplorriltic :_balance rose or fell. -At ~l~st,· in rso6, . 

• f j. . c ,, • 

Philip, Duk~' of Burguridy, who,~just because he couldn't 
~ t . . r . ' · 

. afford to quarrel too .openly with England,,, 'Yas on the 
whole the most persistent ·of Hein·y's ene.mie~, ·being 

, , ,j I .• >lh 

accidentally wreckecJ.1~on the. EngV~h coast,· ;sold poor 
Edmun,d to Henry, who shuf him ~p in the Tower; and 
Henry .VIII. onl:f let him out in order to chop off· hi~ 

. ~- . ' 

head. Richard, the last of the De la·,Pole brothers, lived 
. . ' . ~ ' ' 

in exile' ~lr his life and d!~d in the ,French service, 1525. 
Meanwhile King Henry,b,~gat two sons, Arthur and Henry,· 
arid two daughters, Margaret and Mary. Thes,e chil'tlren 

'very e<j.rly ·appeared to him as va,luable assets. to be 
investeq in the diplomatic-matdmopial market.· .. 

z. We come; therefor~, to ~onsider Henry' VII. as the 
founder. of a new _systeip., of f,9.reign policy. To under
stand this we must take ··a glance at" his rivals in the 
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tortuous game, at the objects for which he strove and the 
· measure of success which he obtained. As for the means 

employed by him, in common with his contemporaries, 
they were incessant embassies (a good ambassador should 
always be something of a spy), secret and open bribes, 
matrimonial proposals, and commercial treaties. Every 
~ne of the players loaded his dice and kept cards up his 
~<;leeve, swore on the gospels, and omitted to keep his 
oath. The wonder is that any one ever expected any one 
else to believe him : I suppose that, as Machiavelli says, . 
" men are so obedient to their present necessities" that 
" a crafty man will always find his account in craft." 
Henry's diplomacy was not more conspicuously false 
than that of his contemporaries-probably less so than 

• 
that of the greatest of them, Ferdinand of Arragon. 

Now the leading players in the game were (i) this 
Ferdinand (died 1516) and his wife, Isabella of Castille 
(died 1504), now sovereigns of a united Spain, a 'new' 
country elated with the final victcny over the Moors 
(1492) ; (i:i.) the German Hapsburg family, represented 
by Maximilian (Emperoi.:_I493; died 15i9), and by Max's 
son Philip, Duke of .Burgundy in· right of his mother, 
and.so sovereign of all the Netherlands; he was married 
in 14.95 to Ferdinand's daugHter Joan, heiress of all Spain ; 
and (iii) the successive"'kings of France, Charles VIII. (died 
1498) and Louis XII. (died 1515). When Henry VII. 
came, to the throne England had. not much more con
sideration, in comp~rison with these mighty powers, 
than Portugal or Milan or Switzerland ; when he died 
one might almost say th~t she held the balance of Europe 

-., i' • • ,, • 

in her hands. Turning to Henry's objects, we may 
define them to be ( r) the maintenance of Calai::. ; ( 2) 

the open door into Flanders for English wool and into 
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other countries for English cloth (now really manufactureq. 
upon a serious scale);: (3) the final overthrow' of the ·,· 
' auld alliance ' betwee~ Scotland and · France, and 
the attraction of Scotland into the. orbit of Engla.nd ; , 
and (4), as I have said above, the preservation of his 
dynasty from Yorkist pretenders.. This is a simple, b~si-" ;. 
nesslike and national programme, and the third. article : 
in it,. which he pursued with the greatest steadine~s, '-1. . 

g!Je~;.hiP1,aP-jl?_,~p}!~.&~~l~~~~~~!},:,._ 
Now look :-all these fourobjects he did;·attain; and 

" . ' ... 
only his :son's folly upset th~ ,slitcess of t!le th~rd. It 
·seemed· to Henry distinctly · inadvisable~~to lean too 

~.411 ,.. • • I 4 . 4.. .. 

· · permane6tly towards apy one of the great powers ; but iif;:, · \ 
he leant towards. any one more ,than.a'hother it was to the· 
_,j • ~" • 't ./ . ·.; 

:~ new ' power of Spain. Iri:1 the first place,'' Spain c0,uia · 
• ~ .. h 

brir~g. rpore pressure to bear upoh Philip of Burgundy · 
than a~y other~,POlfev;', f?r, ~as not Philip, in rjght of'bis . 
wife, heir of Casti~l~.? \tin the seco_n.d placet Henry pro
bably had th~ flair<: to discern that Spain was the coming 

<lt... l •· . • 

country. 'The,res111t was the m~rria§e .of ·Pripce l}rthur 

. (cetat. 15) to 1~he tad~. Kat_h~r~}1~~f ~pain :r( mt~(.,}8) iJ?. 
' 1501, and, when Artf?itr d1ed' m 1502, th~· proposal to 

re-marry her t~ Ar'thur's , prather 'Henry. A1 papal 
0 '" ... ~ .. _. • ~"' ... ')< • ·• • .• J' 

· dispensa:tiort was dbtamed for ,the unhallowable umt>n.; 
but, whe"ther th.e ·~.sruple tQ· carw it~6'Sit cam~ from Spain 
or from Eng.l11nd, 'ltCJ.tharine remained~a betrothed widow 

..... ~ i.•- ·"' . 4 ~ .t '1
\ • .. .. 

·till Prince Ben~ry-tl?ecaP\e' king, 1n 1509\ The gre~test 
,value of the Spanish alliarice.\vas 'perhap,s m'anifested 
when Pedro deAyala, Ferdin~nd's4~mbassad~ in Scotland, 
negotiated apd forc~d !};rough tlie rr;;frriage.-J>f MaVgaret 
Tudor with King J arne~ JV. Though for many years to 
come this led to ·little" more than diplokatic intercourse 
between England and Scotland, it was a mast.e'f~~o~r,y 

0 21'~ 4·· . / ~' ' ~· '/ ~~ . ~ ., 
f<l ~ . -...-
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~gaim t France ; and in the end, exactly a hundred years 
• after Margaret had crossed the border, her descendant 

J arne!;, ' sixth and first,' recrossed it as King of Great 
Brita1n.. A more elaborately planned scheme for the 
marriage of the youngest child, Mary, to Prince Charles 

• ·(the >on of Philip and Joan, and so heir of Burgundy, 
·. Spai~ ~nd Austria, and afterwards to be Emperor) came 

to nothing in the end, although it was supposed to be a 
. , ,binding contract when Hen.ry VII. died; but it shows 

the jJosition and estimation attained by England at the 
time: To have accomplished all this, and accomplished 
it wfth only one little war-and that a mere demonstra~ 

' . 
tion,' against France in 1492, with .. practically no blood-

' sheq and a good coiY!mt:rcial treaty to close it-was 
surely a great performance. Perhaps, indeed, of all the ... 
great powers the French kings caused Henry least 
trOt.ble, and that was because France was whole-heartedly 
eng:.tged in" a series of attempts on Italy,' which were of 
little profit to herself but much to her rivals. 

3: •It is . when we come to consider 'the domestic 
fou~dations of the Tudor absolutism that we find King 
Hetuy ~t his best,.and at his worst. It is perhaps a 
terlable view that his exile in France had led him to a 

t «~ 
cor.tempt for English pr~cedents; the very observant 

r . 
Sp11niard Ayala writes in 1498, "the King would like to 
gol;ern England in the French ·fashion, but he cannot do 
id' Once, howeve~, Henry got an obedient Parliament 

. tol pass an Act allowing him, in accordance with the 
'.French practi~e, to indict his .subjects for misdemeanours 

• without the intervention qf a grand jury; much of 
. the extortion of the later y~ars of his' reign was the con
s~quence of this 0\ct, which Henry VIII., who courted 
pi,>pula~ity, at once repealed. 

' '· 



HENRY AND PARLIAMENT 
. 1-~ 

I• , 
As to the obedience of the House of Commons,~.thttre·: 

•• ,:vas nothing new in that. We have seeh it constantly ,' 
'packed since the later years of Henry VI. , We have .: 

... ~ . , i· t 'f ~ 

1 
no records,of debates in Henry VIL's Houfes, c!nd: the. ·· 
existing parliamentary rolls are very scanty. There were' , 
but seven Parliaments in twenty-four years, and six oft;!\ 
these are in the first half of the reign. There is oriJ.y one·.; 
(r504) after the death. of MortQn, who may, therefor~, , , ,. ' ,. 
perhaps be credited with ideas of government somewhat·~ .• ~ 

less ' absolute ' than those of his master ; of that Parlia
ment of· I504 one of Henry's worst financial :agents, · 
Dudley, was ina de S,peaker. .: ; · 

• ". "" • Jf ~ 
~ · But-how Henry tamed the -barons, and.lefhthem·a1most · 

ready t0~ sink' in~~ the ~omtiers,<?ft:his;s<,>p.'_s:--~~~gnf~~"'le~s 
easy to see. " It is a common l:>'!lt erroneous view that the~. 
civil ;wars had actually diminished the number of the'<: . ... , .. , 

. t~Fporal p:ersr,i. the' average. of forty is:Jaith;!•constant, 
. from the re1gn of-Henry V. to,the date of the new crea- ·• 
ti~ns by Henry vhr. : it wa~, in fa~t, a mere accident 
that gave th~ very small· nuinber'\of twerrty-dilt~ at "' 
Henry VII.'s cor.ohation, seve;al ~f!eers being abroad, or 
minors or under ittainders aft-~n~ards reversed. Henry 
added but three _members >t~1 tlfe "House of Lords, <;tnd 

ft • • ~ ., 

his distrust of ' great men·' 'w;as certainly· not ·withbut 
• '" J ·:<-

justification. Yet we must bear in· rhind that the game: 
. - . \ 

9£ ·Lancaster v. York had been played by a very few · 
- families.:_at least on the great scale.;., and it was these 
·families ·who suffered,.zenerition affef gen,~ratioh, until' •• 1 

by I509 they were pta~tiC,j!-liy rooted.;mit ; whi~e the :V 
lesser peers,,._seeing . .,t,he. game~~:\:11?. and~.their leaders gone, 

!~would be content._wi_~h peac'e ,\1). whi~~ ~to <enjoy __ their 

; "M.._ches. Tlu:~~~}J.:i~.-.:Z:~~r~~~~J9-~A~Fr_e~s 
turpulent,, .,.barons ~~a:r:e--;;-· owed\_., to- -;Henry . .vVITH .-:the· 

:;l I • 
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Statu:e of Liveries, passed in 1485, forbidding the 
mainienance of armed retainers in ' livery' ; the 
Act <,f 1495, that no one can be indicted for treason for 
adhefing to the king actually on the throne (this would 
go lar to extinguish hereditary partisan politics in 

' thos(,\ peers who were not of royal blood); and above 

all t~1e jurisdiction given to "(:b.e""'<;.?.mmitt~~-:?ft~7. Council 
kno~·~!l,-a~ :!ths_~~9.~c¥~*-~-!;~~-~ .. {+487 ). This 
court set itself at once to bring to justice the 'over 

J 
migJ1ty subjects ' who kept liveried retainers, who 
bri*d or intimidated judge, jury or sheriff, who incited 
to hots or unlawful assemblies. It-ignored, if not at 

I 
one~ yet before many years were over, the strict rules of 
Cort1mon Law-e.g. it fined heavily jurors who allowed 
the-.nselves to be intimidated into finding a verdict 
co9trary to the evidence (whereas you-know that it is a 
saqred privilege of the British juryman to ignore evidence 

I 
altpgether), it put a defendant •on his oath, it accepted 
evfdence in writing or from witnesses not put on their 
oaths, 'it <l;Uthorized the use of torture to extract evidence, 
and it generally proceeded in a most high-handed and 
ty~annical way. But it was essentially, in Tudor times 

I 

at! least, 'the poor man's court'; it protected the weak 
ag

1
ainst the strong, often doing gross injustice to the 

iatter. It brought considerable sums by way of fines 
iJto the King's exchequer. 1 

' 1 Later on these fines of ' ten thousand pounds ' and the like, 
o1 which we read, were usually remitted, or became merely ways 
o: taking security for a man's good behaviour. It i:- difficult to 
s~:parate the jurisdiction of this Court from that exerCised by 
'the Council' as a whole, which was greatly exteijded in Tudor 
t' mes : ordinary men evidently preferred to bring_ their cases 
l;efore the Council, whose justice was swift, simple and cheap, 
~ather than before the Courts of Common J;..aw, whose justice 
'(vas dear, cumbrous and slow. 
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There is· no doubt that H@ry_gr<:J,S,ped;, as WilliCI.l11. the. 
Conqueror·· had grasped, •. .the ,enorrpou~: •• itp..B9rJ.~~<;e of . 
being a ric:tJ.. king~he had seen .the .... r.uin of his house 
to be' mainly due to the poverty,oHlleA§rown ; but there 

' .. 
is also no doubt that he exceeded the bounds of modesty 
in the matter of avarice, when he allowed h_i~-~gfp.t§. 

Empson a!l~<!:t.J.),;l,lc:lley~.<to arrest on trifling pretexts an'Y:· 
of his subjects who happened· to be particularly rich, 
and to levy enormous'fin~s for 'trifling o~ technical offen~es. 
Among other peopl~ two Lord Mayors of London were 
simply squeezed dry by this process. "The . ...l~§.§....,'Ql~od 
he .~drew ..... the .. ~ore ~he,.. t;o~_pf.,tre~su:d~j;;"·says~.Ba~~n ; 
~~d by the en~ of his reign. h~ r~:v~n~~ .. ,m~~tu~v..~.ap
proached a qua,rter,ofa million.S~(i)rling. Remember, too, 
that the purchasing power of 'money, on the very eve 
of. the discover/ of the American mines, was actually' 
rising rather .than· falling, for gold and silver coins. were 
getting scarce, though ~nonrious quantities of' the metals 
were withdrawn' from circulation in the shape 'of plate . 
in churches.and private' houses. -!Little of th!s?'''tv.ealth · 

... of Henry was derived from parliamentary•taxation-
• ., * T - ~ 

five comparatively small votes of'. tenths-and-fifteenths' 
are all that are recorde1. f<;>r thl~ reign ; :his forced loans 
also he mostly repaid ... , But ':benevolences ' were fre-

~ . 
quent and fell wholly on the rich. The great estates "Of . . ~ . 
the two rival houses, now wholly% in the hands of 'the 

· R;ing, were for once economically .• administ.ert::c1,,.,.and 
these, .with a sedulous nutsi~g"of"the .c:ustoms (£4z,ooo 

at _the end ofhis1 s~ign), 'made.He.nry~th.e.,~{s£~~ J?Y~r.~.ign 
of.~lU:i:?t~ndom .. He.,.cert~~nly left ·an enor,mous treasure 
to_his~successor;· althoug]1, Bacon's' estimat~ (£r,8oo,ooo) 

may.~~~ewhat exagger.'!ted ..•.. 
4- Perhaps the thin.g for which Henry has received 

.. 
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,. 

the greatest' praise is his enlightened patronage of ~nglish 
com:nerce and industry ; but let us be quite sure of our 

! •• 
grottnd before we ·put him on a level with those great 
pion,eers, Edward I: and Edward III. I think that 
Henry VII. had the right ideas upon the subject, but that 
he 4Howed them continually to be thrust aside by tem
porary moves in foreign politics. He concluded two 
greJt commercial treaties for free trade with the Nether
lands (r496 and rso6); and he really held in his hand 

I 

the ';winning card in the shape of English wool : but, as 
he \vas always trying to over-reach his neighbour Philip 
on r'ninor points of policy, he was too often ready, as a 
merle move in the diplomatic game, to suspend these 
treaties. 

I 
A.gain, he was the first to discern, dimly enough perhaps, 

that the carrying trade of England ought to be in English 
hands-the first to be seriously jealous that this was 
usu~ped in Northern Europe by the Germans and in the 

I 
Me(literranean by the Venetians; ahd he put the prin-
ciple of the later ' Navigation Acts ' in force as regards 

I 
Fr~nce, and thereby largely increased our merchant 
na~y. Further, he began to invade the privileges both 
of fi-ermans and Venetians, opened a new window to the 
Ba}tic by a commercial treaty with Denmark, and to 
thl Mediterranean by a similar agreement with Florence ; 
buf he was ready to draw back, and peddle over the 
ma,tter, either for hard cash or for some opportunity 
of lover-reaching one of his neighbours. 

One could hardly expect that Henry would come to 
a (Jecision on thl other burning commercial question of 
th<~ day, whether England was to continue m.ainly an 
exporter of raw wool or to develop into a cloth manu
facturer. Yet that question was presented to him, and 
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in a fairly plain form; and a'very. great .'refdrmer would · * 
probably have drawn a scheme for th~ ... prohibition, . 

• . • . ~4~ . ~ 

within a fixed number of years,. of the export of raW1
l 

'I • I 'f· 0 "} 

wool altogether ; and· so would' ,have secuted the trans~ 
ference of the doth ~anufactory of the world from the 
Netherlands to his own kingdom. I say the question 

. ~ 

was presented to him-and in thi~ way. The com-
paratively new company of ' Merchants Adventurers,' 
chartered by Henry I~., liveltirgely by the e~port ot 
cloth woven on the looms of East Anglia, where, you 
rememb.er, the m'a~ufacture had be;n started byEdwa~d . 
III. ; it was, moreover, allowed by its charter to trade 
to any port of· any friendly country. But it· was in 
constant opposition to. the much•oldelcorporation of the 
' Merchants of the Staple,' which traded only to Calais. 
and to one ·port in the Low Couptries (generally ·now 
Antwerp), and wpich only exported ra,w wool and.other 
raw produce. These two. companies, :q.ad ·~ la:wsuit in 

. l 

1505, and thereby the Me~chant Adventurers won freedom 
to trade in any article ; • but ·Henry, instead of backing 
·up this ruling of the judges, which wo~ld have enormously . ' 
stimulated English manufactures ·arid Engiish mari-
time ad'i._"enture, tried to ~eep the bal~nce between the two 
companies, and confirmed the old limited privileges to 
each ot them. And one sees clearly that 'he did this in 

. fear of losing tpe heavy annual duty paid by the Staplers, 
some 33 per cent. of the whole English customs. This 
went to maintain the fortifications of Cal(!.is, which city, 
said a Venetian in rsoo, ~· i~ as strong~y"guarded from the 

-w .. ·-. • 
French as the castle of Rhodes is from the. Turks." . ) ' ~ . 

Finally, half-heartedness marks H~nry's dealings with 
another great opportunity. Long before Columbus 
put out over Palos bar ·Englishf!;len wer~ g~~ng into 
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the dark Atlantic and wondering if there ·were anything 
but h(:rrings beyond Scilly. From 1477 onwards the 
merch<~nts of Bristol were in quest of the mysterious 
' islanc~ of Brazil ' ; and it was under the direct pat~on-

' age of llenry that in 1497 John Cabot discovered Labrador. 
His voyage was followed by several others, also under 
gover~ment patronage, till 1502. Henry's account-book 
contair:· s the munificent payment of fro to ' him that 
found the New Isle.' Some Bristol merchants in 1502 

also r :ceived a small payment for a similar voyage of 
discovrry, from whi~h they brought back with them 
' threcl men, the which was clothed in beasts' skins, and 
ate rJw flesh, and were in their demeanour as beasts.' 

t 

But lhough Labrador was many miles from the new 
Spani$h colony of Hispaniola, Ferdinand did not like 
the i~a of English ships in the Atlantic, and Henry 
proba ly thought more of diplomacy than of discovery. 
Besid~.s, the' New Isle' showed little symptom of pro
ducint:; gold. 

Yet!, if we admit that neither as man, as king, nor as 
statesban can Henry VII. be put in the first class, we 
an~ dliven, after a survev of his reign, to the conclusion I , 

that he and the England of 1485-1509 were admirably 
l 

suited to each other ; whether by luck or skill, he bound 
up thl~ wounds of his country, gave her peace, order, and 
stron~~ government, and left her immensely respected 
by fof·eign powers. Call him half-hearted compromiser, 
call ~hn huckster and miser, even call him something 
of a tyrant (a mild form of the breed), yet it must be 
admitted that, as Bishop Stubbs said, " for one greater 
or beyter king there are in European history fifty smaller 
or wcrse." · 

I 



CHAPTER II 
1>, 

THE YOUTH OF KING 
HENRY VIII 

HAVE you seen the captaincy of.the schOol pass s11ddenly 
from a sober, shy, unpopuJar boy, who has> earned the 
position by hard work in the lower forms; but who is 
absolutely devoid of attractive personal qualiti~s, to one 
who is already captain of the eleven and the handsomest, 
.cleverest and most popular boy> in the school ? The 
'little fourth-form boys ~hout for joy, and the athletes 
arid scholars alike welcome the golden age. But the 
result is not always good either for the schooJ or fqr the 
moral character of the new captain. , I do not mean 

~ ; . 
to indicate that .. the reign <;>f Henry VIII. was_ bad for 
England, or even that something o~ what happened
in it WiJ.S not more or less inevitable ; still -less would I 
b.e thought to describe the period as a ' failure,' or to 
belittle the character of the terrible ~{ing. ~ 

Henry ,of,.I549~~s" a,Qii!~~!J.k-~~:~!.t~g~"~~~l{l~~e 
He.nrY, of 1509.. · . · 
~~,...·~-~~~1{~1'1~--·Jit:~~·.,.-. 

Th~Jirg~p~r:t.s>_t.hi~r_~gt.t,,.~t.2.J~~z~w.£~,:dJ.hii!~~-
be •. pronoun~ed~-<t~~~om.pJ~S~<!i:t.'Ellli~~;-~d11~;:~~S2RSJ ... {Hi!-lli~.~-
IIJ,ost1@:r~;J,@f!¥~s.uG<;es$ . ..,.,,rhe years rsog·to r527 are full 

- . - ,, '• 

of futile sp}endours, tournaments, masques, r~vels of every 
kind ; full of ineffectual championship of the- tottering 
J:>apacy, of still more ineffectual assertion of' our ancieJ1.t 

23 



THE DAWN OF DAY• 

rights in France.' There is a ridiculous candidature 
foi' the Empire, and a perfectly hollow pretence of' hold
in(~ the balance ' between France and Spain, both of 
which countries laughed at England and bled it of its 
w~:alth; and in such futilities the treasure of Henry VII. 
wtJ.s rapidly squandered. Perhaps worst of all, the 
statesmanlike attitude of that monarch towards Scotland 

; 

wf1s wantonly abandoned. All this time the character 
oi the King remained an unknown quantity ; but, as 
h6 left business to his ministers and mainly to a very 
W;ell-hated Cardinal called Wolsey (who hardly summoned 
Ij'arliament at all, and, when he did, only browbeat it 
and found that it almost refused to grant supplies), the 

I , 
opinion of the nation was probably by no means favourable 
tb the King or his Government. 
\ But these were fateful years. Long before 1525 the 

I:,utheran reformation was in full blast in Germany ; the 
' new learning,' though not as yet affecting the mass of 

J 
I_~nglishmen, had gained a solid footing in both of our 
t,tniversities and at court. England stood at the parting 
of the ways. Was she to accept the new light which was 
l>ound to dawn on religion from a more scientific study 
of the Scriptures ? Well, she would ask herself first 
;Nhether the acceptance of it could be made to fall 
1n with any of her deep-rooted and ever-growing pre
)udices against the abuses of the Roman priesthood; 
:whether those who presented it to her could appeal to 
her national self-consciousness, to her spirit of insular 
:independence; whether.it would involve any risk to her 
great material prosperity and to the positively sinful 
:appetite of her middle classes for more and rriore wealth. 
Was ~ny one prepared to lead the--way? By the year 
1525 people had ceased to hope for very much leadership 



~ 
, Tl!Ji:.: .. BRIXlSH.-LION; ' . ' ~5 

. ' ~ ;. 

from King Henry,. and no other leader was even'aboye 
the horizon: 

' . ~ . 
· But suddenly, at some date between.thatyear;<tn_diS29, · 
the.K:i!lg,,'Y,CJ.k~s_..,.JJp,~He;;,&sires, perhaps not wholly.for 
immoral reasons, the Pope to 'grant 'him a who fly immoral 
divorce from his wife. • The Pope;' who has rio moral . 

•· ' scruples 1n the matter, i~. ih a political position which 
makes it impossible.for him to grant 'the King's request. 

'%i~e British Lion.gi:v~s ;~n_a~uLr<?CI.!~.-~nsi ::7.?-Ys;h<:;)Yill t~a·ch 
~he kings of Europe w:h,ata, feeble :t~}J{g.;_tp~,~,ap<~;t.Y js. 

'The nation· is astonished,-,.but dttlighted .; it hate~-t-he occa,. 
, . > .. , r 

sion (the divorce), but itwelco'mes<'l:~e··result; always .with 
·'the qualification t~atthe,result doesn~tjn~er,rupt;th~.wool 

trade with~Flanders. Henry boldly asserts ;tnd proves 
to his ,people that ~landers is :m:uch ,more econo:m:ically 
dependent~on England than England is on Flanders. And 

' . 
so in seveh.years, -1529~36, .the .. whole~tGtteJ;i·1lg~.e<!i,fj_ce,,pf. 
the Joreign. Church_jl1 .EnglCJ.nc1.:1.is,,_d~1l~~,q·~Q!?:.lYJ;~; .an~ 

. before Henry's death .his· people ~:re· sit1girtg; in a .litany 
in the vulgar tongue," From the bishop·of·R!j!rne,and~all 
his detestable enormities, Good .Lord:deliver us." · 
- ~ . I . ' " ·.• .'·: • ~-- ' ~ •. "- ·'l·"? ""'·~·~,c~•:,..,o;i••,,'!;~~{.f.'~~(\~~"':..wf",, 

From the m01;nent of this discovery of his uni6n with 
his people the Jess .said .about~the .King{s .moral,.chara'cter 
th~~beJter. ·He· became ·a-mo~ster. of,egotism,<:~.n.4 ~ruelty, 
who shocks us the- more from the fact that 'he had the 
da~es of. God·. and conscience for ever on .his lips. ·.He 

<fombined in his own person the odious a.ttributes of 
I , . 

popylar ,despot and anointed demagogue ; and he fc;mnd 
~r wad~" his people participe111; .p;jt?Jittum. 

It 1s :"'proverbially hard to ' dra~ an indictment against 
a whole nation,' but it is at least a tenable view that the 
moral: character. of .the nation' as;a,wMle~w.asr~:H~~.l'(!'"'hH~eF 
than in the,reign .. of, I:Ieu,ry VIII. ;J~A§.~.twe:.;J:hatthe 
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degrad~tion to which the Papacy had sunk between r485 
and I5~;9 is not to be described in temperate language ; 
and it fs true that one might judge by 'results.' One 
might, ln fact, argue thus:-' the breach with Rome, the 
rejectioh of superstitious usages in the Church, the trans-

' ference of the priesthood from the position of mediators 
betweer; God and man into the position of interpreters of 
God to ~an, were all good things, and, we need not inquire 
too clo5'ely how they were won. Henry VIII. was a fat, 
bad m~n, whose tyranny turned out all for the good of 
Englanh and of Protestantism.' But I. hold that to do 
this wopld be to abdicate the functions of the historian, 
who oup-ht to judge the men and events of the past on 
their n\erits. And what we have to explain is the 

l 

astonisl1ing indifference of the nation not only to the 
religioul, traditions, but also to the secular memories of its 
past hihory ; and the only answer appears to be that the 

! 

pursuit; of material wealth, the ' making-haste to be rich ' 
irt the !dawn of the great era of competition in com
merce hsorbed the whole faculties of the people. Even 
so we ~re left wondering at the callousness of the nation 
that co'uld remain devotedly loyal to Henry VIII. to the 
end of his life. With the solitary exception of the rising 
in the porth (always a world apart) in I536, there is not 
the fai~'1test trace of popular disapproval of the confisca
tions oi· of the savage executions of the later years of the 
reign. I While Europe thrilled with horror at the deaths 
of Fishl;r an.<J.JYI()!~.and of the martyred monks and abbots, 

.,.._.. ·'\ ,~ ~.,.,... .. :;.,;J~-·::.t.,;:;;;JI'P ,.c: ............ '"·· -

England went to see the executions, and growled that 
' most I likely the traitors were plotting with rascally 
foreignl priests.' · 

AboAt the loyalty there is no shadow of doubt. It ' . 

will no: serve any one's turn to talk about' packed Par
l 



AND . OF , PARLIAMENT~ 
1 

lia.ments' forced by ·royaLtyranny_to!do things .of.:.,~hiGh 

th~y_ ,._di,s~ppr~v~sL, .. """· Jhere are, in Henry'? reign fewer 
traces than usual of government influence over parlia~ 

{1h~ntary elections. Parliaments,..(:\Yhif;hl>m~t~CQllS.t.a.11tlY 
fr;om~I5~-9:;;!'J.'l'}~wel,"~·,rby1Pn.o},~lJ}:(,~I1.~j.~~I;\'.il~ ,; ,thyy_thr.ew out· 
aJ:ld.altered many measures on which the King has!?et his. 

heart. ~.()L~~?-s..,H.enr.;y;!!tq~th~mJn~$1Jye§t,,_~~~~Ml.'Cl:nt.'; 
he was constantly pre?ent in both Houses, listened to the 
debates, and· explained,,his.,.pol.ic;:y,.,~i.!h}'~'hi~w2•~P.~otmouth~ 
Nor. can~wecproperJy ,sa y;:tha,t .-h~,was ,a,.tyr\aQtt<J. .• tP.~.J.la ti on 
at,1iar:g.e. Tyrants do not train their people to the con
stant use of anns; ·nor constantly appeal to their. loyalty. 
Tyrannies are basep on force ; but·. the force at Henry 
VIII.'s disp~sal was a hundred yeomen of the Guard, such 
as you see now walking about at the Tower of London. 
When a serious insurrection did once ,break out. in two 
northern,counties, Henry was obliged to diplomat_ize and 
to lie till the forces of the loyal counties could be gathered 
for its repression. . 

. But 'if the moral character of .King ~and:na.tipn .. are 
worse--than doubtful, the same cannoLbe .. ,.saicl_of the 
' ip.J~l!~~tu~£llili~£i~IJ.~Pl.Y~"""'.J)e. development of his 

mind,. based on a very extensive.ancUhorougl:J.~ed1Jcation, 
and on wide and deep reading which he kept. up aJthis.life, 
seems after IS29 to have gone pari passu with that·of his 
fierce~and ... selfish~wilL No man ever was more free of 
prejudice, more lacking in reverence for everything but 
himself ; en<;> king was ever more-secret,in ~q:y,n£ikY~!~r.one 
more ready to listen to sound advice, even when it opposed 
his wishes o~ even when he rewarded the giver of it. by the 
block ; none .. w~s.. ever .moreAfJ.dusJrious ,_Qt,,"m9re .self
re!ianL If th.e possible seemed at last to him to have few 
limits, he always k~ew when he had reached those limits, 
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and il.rew back in time to escape a fall. Most people who , 
try to ride upon a whirlwind and direct a storm come 
ultirr)ately to share the fate of Icarus; but Henry, who 
had 1mtied the bags, found the winds obedient to him to 
the end of his life. 

He was born in the year 1491, and so was almost 
eightt~en years of age when he became King. His father 

I 

had lf.ept him strictly 1to his books, especially to the study 
of th'3ology, which remained his favourite subject all his 
life. ! The universal testimony of his contemporaries 
declares him to have been of great personal beauty and 
of ch:arming manners ; but a visit to the Tudor H_oom in 
the National Portrait Gallery induce~ the reflection that 
no eJLrly Tudor ever got his portrait properly painted. 
HenJy VIII. had a noble forehead, it is true, but his eyes 
appe~r as mere slits, and his thin cruel mouth (inherited 
no d!mbt from Edward IV.) is badly set off by,liis huge 
. 11 
Jow ·! 

Th,~ proposed marriage with his brother's widow 
KatHarine, for which a papal dispensation had arrived in 
1504,! had been deferred when Henry VII. discovered that 
he w\1s in no great need of the Spanish alliance; and, in
deed; the lawfulness of it was never quite unquestioned. 
But in r509 Henry appears to have felt no scruples, and 
with{n a month of his accession the marriage took place. 
For ~orne years the King and Queen seem to have been the 
best 'of friends. A full-bodied ' bluff ' hospitality, end
- l 
less masques and tournaments and great extravagances 
in dr~ss and horses, seem to have characterized their court 
at Greenwich and at Richmond. Without believing 
that }he Duke of Buckingham actually once-, put on his 
backj' £rs,ooo in gold, jewels, and other flunkeyisms, we 
may ,guess that the few .remaining families of the old 
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nobility hit themselves pretty hard i? theiVattempt to 
live up to the standard of extravagance set at Greenwich, · 
and later at Hampton Court and Whitehall. The only 
trace of intelligent royal activity that we can see is Henry's 
real interest in all naval matters, arid 1n the science of 

~rtille~y.' Learning,.howfxer,:,,tber,e.;:tlways.,wa~,.-<.l!lCUa_rgely 
tlin;>ugh_Italia,n,..influ~I1f:~2~;.,.Ji~mY~"'SS~.r.?:.Yh~~.§~2 •• ..!s~!Y ... ,i!l 
I talia:O: and Latin .a~ .well .asjn,Erench . .,,.Sir ~Thomas ·M:ore, 
~-r---.....,·~-~-.... ~--- ~-........,-~ ....... ..-.,~ .... .-~~~o......-..~--.. ~"~-"'-"'"·? ·~·-. ... ~ 

who had -been ,in-disgrace.under,..Henr:)l. :V.lL,,. \V<J.s_;.a~i,leade?' 
of the Bar, and was-often-at.courUn.intimatec.conversation 

-. ._, . ~-.: ... ·. _,_ ''"~~·-·-·· ~-'1 .... - .,_,..~ .... - .... ~·...:: 

with the King. Henry's old tutor, Skelton, a really con-
~ 4· ··r· .. ,._, 

siderable poet and satirist, set the tone of those courtiers 
who were jealous ot Wolsey.· Th~ 'court' _had little· 
political infl11.~nce either now or at any .tinie in Henry's 
reign. The Privy Council, wherein lay the real Govern
ment, was composed at first of Henry VII.'s olq bishop~ 
statesmen, among whom were Archbishop Warham and·· ,.. 
Fox of Winchester. The only two. laymen of serious . 
influence were Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey, soon to 
be Duke of Norfolk, and Charles Brandon, soon to be 
Duke of Suffolk. 

Into the fearfu:~_tapgle of. cheating called by courtesy 
' foreign affai·rs' 1Henry's Council, rather than himself, 
immediately plunged .. Old Ferdinand was at death-grips 
with old Louis XII., and old Maximilian was hovering 
about to see what he could pick up between them. Henry 
was young and· innocent· if his ministers were not, and 
Ferdinand seems to have ~bought he could 'run' his 
new son-in-law in the Spanish interest; and;·in fact, he 
inveigled him into what he called a ' Holy League,' 
o~tensibly for the defence of the Pope, but really in order 
to grab more territory -for Spain. This brought Henry 
to his,~rst rupture with France, which r-upture inevitably 
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led to the far more serious breach with his ·brother-in-law 
of Scotland. The older ministers disapproved, but it is 
in connexion with this foolish policy that we now hear 

the name of Thomas Wolsey. 
The sort of deadlift which was made not many years 

ago to glorify Wolsey as the greatest of European states

men is one of the most curious phenomena in the history 
of history. Wolsey was a Suffolk man of comparatively 
humble origin, who had been employed upon diplomatic 

missions by Henry VII. and been rewarded with the 
deanery of Lincoln. It can, I think, only have been by 

playing upon the young and inexperienced ambition of his 

master that ·wolsey gradually came to replace Fox as the 

leader in council ; he brought to his task a mind which 
combined immense grasp of detail with the vaguest and 

loftiest ~iews of the power and riches of the Crown of 

England. " ' I and my King ' are going to reform the 
Church (when I am Pope) ; we are going to establish our

selves as a sort of international tribunal of arbitration ; 
Solomon in all his glory was nothing to what we shall be." 

The industry with which Wolsey set about attempting to 

realize these fine dreams is undoubted; and he must also 

be allowed the credit of courtesy, except when his feelings 

were specially ruffled, of some zeal for learning (witness his 

noble foundation of Christchurch, Oxford, to found which 

he suppressed forty-two religious houses), and of con

sistent humanity towards heretics, none of whom suffered 
death during his period of power. But when we have 

said that we have said about all the good of him that is 

possible ; and all his fine schemes reduce themselves at 
bottom to two-(r). the desire to stave off the threatened 

lay attack on church property, and (2) his own aggran
dizement and riches. In the latter of these objects he 
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succeeded admirably, for he came to possess, at one"time 
or another, the cardinal's hat, the archbishopric of York 
(which he ,never visited till a few days before his death), 
the bishoprics of Lincoln, Bath and Wells, Durha~, and 
Winchester, the abbey- of , St. Albans (the richest bene
fice in England), the archbishopric of Tournai from 
rsr3-r8; and, when that city was in the latter year ceded 
back to France, he made it a condition of the treaty that 
the French Kinkshould give him a pension of rz,ooo 
livres as comperisatio'n f_or the loss -:-of it. He also· en-

. joyed a pension of r8,ooo livres from the Emperor and 
'~ ; 

two Spanl.sh bishoprics·. In rsr6 he became Chancellor; 
iri rsr8 he vlas mad~ Legate for lif~, and all power of the 
realm, spiritual a~d'temporal,· was ·in his hands. Only 
fh~ Papacy he could never 'get; "both the E!ilperor ~rid 
the French King falsely promised him their support at 
the two successive elections of rszr. and 1523, but· in 
r:eality the Papacy was in the gift of the sovereign that 
ruled Italy, and to a tool of his it was pretty sure to g'o: 
No wonder, however, that all these rich preferments 
enabled Wolsey to found a great college and to build 
Hampton Court',and York Place (afterwards Whitehall) ; 
and, if Henry looked on and allowed the Cardinal to brow

b~~Parli~ments, to ·sit beside himself and Katharine. at 
. .Jy::an:r; while the _proudest_ no~les of Englan? held ~asms 
7for him,to wash h1s hands m, It was probably not without 

a growing feeling that at some indefinite date he might 
simply abolish this Cardinal and confiscate all his accumu
lated riches for the benefit of the Crown. 

But to return to· details. In obedience to I"erdinand ·· 
Henry went to war with France, and ser:t. in rsrz an ex
pedition to Guienne, which erided in disaster and disgrace. 
Ferdinand at once slipped out o( the._alliance arid allowed· 
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Henry to pf,y the bill. Wolsey made vast preparations 
for 1513, arid talked about our 'ancient and undoubted 
rights ' in the crown of France. Henry went in person 
to the Cont1.nent, won a battle at Therouenne, and took 
the city of tournai, both of which events might long ago 
have been f(!rgotten but for their connexion with Flodden. 
James IV. of Scotland, in receiving the Princess Margaret 
in 1503, hah expressly stipulated that he did not look 
upon the m~rriage as in any way breaking up the ancient 
league bet~een Scotland ,and France ; and even Henry 
VII. had admitted that only a long peace and good com
mercial intclrcou~se with England could ever effect that 
end. J arne):;• reign had been undoubtedly prosperous ; 
his little nayy was famous, and his towns were growing ; 
none of his !hungry nobles had any particular temptation 
to play traltor. But the breach between England and 
France at ohce altered the case.. Piracy on the high seas· 
preceded t~e open rupture, to the certainty _ Qf which 
Henry (or; Wolsey) showed himself culpably blind. 
James pre1~ared for the natural invasioi,J. of England, 

l-and Kathanne, who had been left as regent when Henry 
went abroat, despatched against him the Earl of Surrey 
with a larg' levy of the northern counties. No accurate 
record of m mbers is forthcoming, but the Scottish army 
was undoubtedly the larger, and, in fact, the whole 
strength of~ Scotland was got together from Highland, 
Lowland, a!1d Island. 

It is wh~re the Cheviots begin to slope- in a series of 
fl.at-topped;ridges towards the eastern s.~a that James, 

I 
who had crossed the Tweed, taken Norham Castle and 
advanced a, few miles to the southward, took post on 
September 8th, 1513. But in so doing he allowed him
self to be ~mtmanreuvred by Surrey, who by rapid and 
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.':concealed march~~ threw his army, starving though it was, 
- between_the Tweed and the Sco~s. Scouting was a thing 

quite beyond King James, or· he might· have annihilated 
Surrey as his army was . crossing the little •River Till.· 
Even 'so, had Jame~ re~airied in his first position· on 
Flodden Edge, a hiJl now covere.d by thick woods; it is 
probable thaf Surrey inust have eitli~r. attacked him - . ,. . ~ ..... , 

at great disadvantage or re.treated for want of provisions, 
" ~ .... '·1bt ~. 

of which James*tha<l:.plenty. , James, however,. was no 
strategist, arid delibe~ately abandoned his first position 
for the.lowefone.of.·Bra~xton/Edge (between' Encamp-....., .._, ~.,. ~ ' 

ment Farm' and ' Blinkbonny Farm '). The battle began 
late· in the afte~~oon of the .9th with an artillery duel, 
in which the English completely g:ot the. petter. All' 

·~ . . . 
!he evening and fa,r into the darkness the strife raged 
d~sperately; and the final' defeat of the Scots seems to 
haye been owing to the fact that Surrey thtew all his . 

' troops irhq one line and so· outflanked his enemy, the 
English right under Sir Edward Stanley breaking the 
Scottish left and at"last getting round to the rear of 

.• j 

the ·Scottish centre. · 
One does not attempt to describe ~ battle which Sir 

~Walter Scott has described once for 'all in words which 
will live as long as 

' 
Tradition, legend, tune and song. 

It was not till the ne:x:t morning that Surrey realized how 
complete his victory had been, and realized also that .his 
own army was ~o. shattered that all attempts to follow 
up his success would be hopeless. King. James had fallen 
among the last of the iron ring of spearmen that had made 
the final stand, and with him fell almost the whole adult 
Scottish nobility. · In the history of the lesser kingdom 
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the memory of· such a glorious. defeat. is cherished almost · 
as ,3.ffectionately as that of the'. victory of Banriockburh.' 

I • \ . ~ ... .. ' • 

Fot· the moment its on~y effect .was to renew for. two 
ge?eratiom~~the border ~a.rs, tf, wl;.i;h t.he prudence of 
HE;nry VII. had put a temporary ·stop. The. young 
King James V. was but a year old, ·~nd, under.one in-

J ...t- i .. .,. ' , r 

car able or treacherous ~egent after anoth~.r:· • he ·~lowly . 
grew to man's estate, to become more convinced, 'year 

t . ·' i •• 

by year that on his clergy alone could he rely for patriotic 
g1\idance, and that the price to be paid for that must 
bf~ the rejection of all reform of the Church and the hand
fasting of the old alliance with France. 

/ Henry, finding himself deserted by Ferdinand, was 
·obliged, in spite of these successes, to conclude in 1514 
a1 peace with Fr~nce and . to cement it by giving his 

l 

youngest sister Mary as a bride to old Louis XII. Wolsey 
represented this treaty as a triumph of diplomacy ; 
! 

'mt what was the result of the whole business ? Practi-
f:ally nothing except the irreparable breach with Scotland 
ilnd the dissipation of the hoard of Henry VII. King 
'Louis died three months aft~r his marriage, and young 
•Francis I. (a sort of French Henry VIII. in his external 
{and showy qualities, but without a spark of that man's 
! intellect or force of will) hurled the whole strength of 
/his chivalrous baronage into the vain Italian scheme 

I again and won the Duchy of Milan by the battle of 
Marignano (rsrs). The widowed Mary Tudor at once 

l married Henry's friend, the Duke of Suffolk. Ferdinand 
I at last died at the beginning of rsr6, but his place was 
I taken by his grandson Charles, who was also grandson of 
f Maximilian and as cold an't almost as false a schemer as 

f 

Ferdinand himself. Finally old Maximilian died in rsrg, 
and Charles and Francis at once became rival candidates 
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~ .. 1, .• . • ~ .;~~~._ ' • i '~· . . .... ., . .. ~ •· .- ~ ' . ' 

• • 
1for: the l!llperial ,c:t:<?Wf?.: , :w6~s~y enter~q his horse "for 

' ' ' . . . . . \ ,. . 
the san1e race; sl)O doub:bmainly with the idea that. ·he 

.11 7 .J. ~-•••• !; ·• \': :· '_~._l" ·f~ ·.: . 
might get support a~':the next ;,papal elect~on, e1ther from 

~ .. • .., ~ ..: ' ./ ,t i( ' ~--- ',.... ' .. 

'Charl1s b~, Fr,~ncis: ~~s · t!}e pr:~y·e. of his .. wi~Cftrawal from 
. the contest. To ~t-ipppse'that either he or Henry seriously 
. con~~~piated .,s~ct~ss is"' to •underrate. their i~telligence 

~ -~ .. . ~ ! . ~ ..... i•, '! i ..... ~ .. ?. "-
-~ e~tirpY,;: .~: 1']1ep;lection of the candidate who held German 

traditions' -from his ancestors, and who haGl solid posses-
"' ·• t~ 40 

: •• l· . 

. sion(:of 'Austria, the Netherlands, and. Naples, whose 
influence 

0 

was pr'edominant, in Italy, who could defend 
Western Europ~: from th~!;Turks and who had Spanish 
riches to bribe with, was a foregone conclusion., Wolsey's 
prating ab~ut'1 

being 'arbiter of Europe' did in fact 
only mean that he was using English· gold to bribe 
Europea~ monarchs for o~j~cts quite .. un-English .. ,I 

Charles, then, was elected Emperor in rsrg, and in the 
following year came .the celebrated interview between 
Hei:uy and Francis called 'the Field of the Cloth of 
Gold,' preceded, a few days before, by a less ostentatious 
yet more pni.ctical visit of Charles to Henry at Dover ; 

~ I . • . . 

both these seem to have been part of W~lsey's scheme 
for exhibiting . his diplomatic abilities. Even Wolsey, 

' . it . I 

however, must have known that a. breach with Charles 
in order to .Please Francis was utterly out of the question ; 
Katharine and the Flemish wool trade alike forbade it. 
To involve England deliberately in a new war With 
France in order to please Charles was almost as mad 
a scheme; and yet in 1521 this was what Wolsey did. 

This war {IS22_:23) was even more useless than that of 
1513. Two futile raids into Artois and Picardy produced 
the. natural Scots counter-raid, which Lord Dacre was 

) . 
obliged to buy off on somewhat humiliating terms. The 
French, meanwhile, were again turned ·out of Milan, and 
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all Italy was ~t the young Emperor's feet. Two papal 
elections came and went (1521 and 1523), and on neither 
occasion had \~lolsey the shadow of a chance of election. 
The new Pope, Clement VII., had a momentary kick left 
in him, and if1vited Francis to try his luck once more. 
Francis enterrd Italy, received a crushing defeat at 
Pavia and wap taken prisoner. Then Charles' vengeance 
turned on thi Pope, and the temporal head of Christen
dom let loose; on the spiritual head an army of Spanish 
and German 1 soldiers, who in 1527 sacked the city of 
Rome for f01.lrteen days on end with a fury unseen since 
the time of ttle Vandals. Worse than all this, the English 
Parliament h

1
ad very decidedly shown its teeth at Wolsey, 

and bad re!used to grant him anything approaching 
the enorm01!s sums he demanded for the war. In the 
next year tl}e threatening attitude of London compelled 
the abandortment of a forced loan. Peace with France 
was the only alternative, and, as Francis was entirely 

J 
at the merfy of Charles, peace was not hard to make. 
Wolsey, however, in his desire to represent this peace a::. 
another triumph of his own diplomacy, considered that 
it might w~ll be cemented by some matrimonial alliance 
between t~e two countries. 

But the ;cardinal had now to reckon with a new factor. 
We stand I at the fateful year 1527. Henry had beyond 
:loubt on~J been fond of Katharine, and (for a sixteenth
century ~ing) had been fairly faithful to her. So far 
as we knfw he had but one illegitimate son, the Duke 
of Richrrwnd, born 1519. Yet this marriage with a 
brother's I widow had always disquieted some tender 
conscienq~s, and when all Katharine's offspring, except 
the Prin(:ess Mary (born 1516), died in infancy, Henry 

' began tO find his own tonscience growing ' tender.' 
I 
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If the worse half of his nature saw in this a chance of 
getting rid of his now old and somewhat ·gloomy wife, 
the better half .of it grew seriously anxious ab_out the . 
succession question. Was • Mary a satisfactory heir? 
·Even apart from he~ sex, fo~eign princes,· 'to whom 'she 
was from time to time suggested as a bride, seemed to 
t!1ink there were doubts of her legitimacy. Besides, to 
marry Mary to a. foreigner would perhaps subject' th~ 
kingdom ; to marry her to an .Englishman might revive 
the d}rnastic·quarrels at home .. But, if Mary were barred, 
the next heir of Henry vp. was the King of Scots; and 
. the bones of the victors of Flodden and of the defeated 

· of Bannockburn would rise £rom their graves against 
such a king. Though ~he last Duke of Buc~~ngham 
was dead (beheaded for ' imagining treason' i!l rszr) 
and the De la Poles were extinct, there 'wer_e still the 
Courtenays and Poles, respectively descended from 
Edward .IV. and f~om his brother, George Clarence. 
Even the succession of the bastard Richmond was more 
than once cont_emplated ; and, at a later stage of the 
proceedings, Pope Clement proved conclusively_ that 
moral scruples had nothing to do with his attitude, as 
~~ proposed . to give a dispensation to Mary to marry 
this eligible· half-br.other! 

Now, I think that, though the less we talk about moral 
.scruples on Henry's part the better, we must allow that 
it was not in any large degree Henry's passion for the· 
celebrated Anne Boleyn that started in his mind the 
idea of divorcing Katharine. Anne, a niece of the Duke 
of Norfolk and otherwise of quite reputable descent, 1 

1 Mr. Pollard, in his admirable monograph on Henry VIII., 
points out that all Henry's wives were descended trqm King 
Ed ward I. by various lines. 

- t 
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had been his mistress before he married her ; her sister 
Mary h~td been his mistress even earlier, and the final 
steps in the divorce in 1533 were only taken in order that 
Anne's child should be born in wedlock and so be a 
possible heir to the throne. But Anne obtained, between 
1527 anJ 1533, more influence over Henry than any other 
woman rver did obtain, and she undoubtedly used it 
to hastetl the breach both with Wolsey and with Rome. 
She wasj strange to say, neither beautiful, intellectual 
nor virthous; in fact, she was a horrid female, and 
Henry's 

1
\warmest admirer, Mr. Fronde, is obliged to 

confess t 1at his hero liked horrid females. 
Before we attempt to trace the sequence of events 

which fotlowed the disquieting of Henry's ' conscience,' 
we must ~.take a look round at the state of religion in 
England fn the first half of the reign. The necessity of 
some reform of the Church, and especially of the monas
teries, hJd been patent for many years. Archbishop , 

1 

Morton h\td held a g_reat visitation, and a very _unsatis-
factory s·~ate of thmgs had been thereby disclosed, 
~specially 1 in the smaller religious houses ; the decli~e 
111 numbets of monks and nuns was very great, wh1le 
both coll(·giate foundations and ' chantries '-that is, 
endowmeJts by which sums of money were bequeathed 
to a chur~ in order that masses might be said for ever 
for the ddnor's soul-had grown enormously; and the 
' chantry-lor 'mass-priests' were a rather disreputable 
set of me . Both Fox and Wolsey were most anxious 
to deal wi h this and kindred evils, and Henry VIII. 
energetical(y backed them up. Champion of the Papacy 
as he had bfen in his early years, he had been no champion 
of the privileges of the clergy at home. ' Benefit of 
clergy' (w~ich since Edward IlL's time had been 

I 
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interprt;ted to mean that any one who could read was a 
' clerk ' and so could not be hanged) had been much 
cut down in I5I2; the ·privileges of sanctuary had been 
restrained ; the loud complaints of the laity against t4e 
vexatious ' summoners ' of'' the church courts had been 
favourably heard. 

'Heresy,' however, was still' far away .. But in I5I7 

an obscure German .monk had .openly attacked the papal 
doctrine of indulgences, and three .years later he had 
publicly burned a papal bull and declared the Pope to 
be Antichrist.· His name was Luther, and I take his deed 
to have been the bravest thing done since Christianity 
had become the official religion of the Western world. 
Luther, in fact, made to that world two appeals,against. 
the papal power? the Platonic appeal to reason and the' 
Teutonic appeal to the spirit of nationality. Now iri no 
section of. the Western Church had the spirit of nation
ality fought' so hard with so little success .. against· the 
Papacy as in England. In spite of William the Con
quer9r's assertions of independence, the defeat· of 
Henry II. at the harids ·of the martyred Becket remained 
the greatest event in English church history. The 
Edwardian Statutes qf Provisors and Premunire, and 
even the long hostility to the ' French ' Popes in the 
fourteenth century, had availed little against the tradition 
of Becket. The Papacy remained master of the situa-, 
tion. One great Englishman, Wyclif, had dared to' 
question both the doctrine and discipline of the medireval 
Church, but he had almost entirely failed to leave. his 
mark upon the educated laity, and had entirely failed to 
shake the temporal position of the Pope. Of, the per-. 
sistent survival of Lollard doctrines, especially in London, 
in Buckinghamsbire <~.nd eveq ill the U:niversity Qf 
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Oxford, there can be no sort of doubt ; in Henry VII.'s 
reign !there are several well-attested martyrdoms and 
a greit number of recantations and ' faggot-bearings.' 
But the victims seem to have been usually persons of 

r 
humble station, whether in orders or not. And so, to 

I 
ovet"1i'ilrn the medireval system of church discipline in 
Englfmd, there was need of a very strong man very 
fierctHy roused. Given, however, the man and the 
occafion, the nation was ready to back him up. 

Ol1 the other side of the Reformation movement, the 
Platonic appeal to reason, the nation as a whole did not 
fee.I/ so keenly ; apart from our innate conservatism we 
werf essentially an unlearned, and at this time a merely 
mol}.ey-making people. Yet there, too-

l 

I 
I 
I 
I 
f 

Through creeks and inlets making 
Came silent flooding in the main. 

ft is pleasant to me, a member of All Souls and Magdalen 
Colleges, to be able to record that the first pioneer of 
Greek learning in Oxford was William Selling, Fellow of 

I 
All Souls; and that of his pupils and successors, Grocyn, 
CAlet, Lily, Linacre, all were members of my own two 
fqundations. All these great men belonged to the reign 
of_ Henry VII. or to the early years of Henry VIII., and 
a'.l died before the least whisper of the divorce question had 
I 

l:jeen heard. Only two of them, Colet, the son of a Lord 
·~Iayor and Dean of St. Paul's, and Linacre, tutor to Prince 
1\rthur and afterwards to_ Princess Mary, belonged to 
the great world; but, either in that world or during his 
~>rief undergraduate career, they had met and made their 
own the greatest of all their band, Thomas More ; and to 
,the aid of that band of pioneers, knit together, as such 
'men are apt to be, by the tenderest friendship, came also 
' 
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the.~g~~a.t~D~ut(:h sch~~m:J.l'•.-~~ho spent at varioJ;ts 
times considerable periods in England. "When I can 
earn any money, " said Erasmus, " first I ,shag.tlJY S{.feek 

books .... and -then._sq~e.:·clo..th.¥~"'~""'.*"'Fox and Warhap1 
patronized them all, and Fox founded in his new College 
of Corpus Christi the first Greek ' Readership ' in 
England, IS I 7. _ Sev~ll_years _ bef()r~. ~Col.e:tJ.lP."Cl •. i9!1J1ded 
aLSL-Paul's~~the~-first.gr.ea(.,.p_ubU(:.,.,§.C<I:!.PJ~.t .. J?f.,.!h.(j,..~e.w 
1,-earning,,~.a.nd had made Lily the first ' high master.' 
Lily's Latin Grammar is really the foundation of King 

,. Edward VI.'s Latin Primer, out of which ten generations 
of English boys afterwards learned their 'rudiments.' 
Nor wa,.s Cambridge far behind. The good Lady Margaret 
Beaufort, grandmother of Henry VIII., had founded there, 
at the instigation of Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,· two 
colleges (Christ's, l:so6, and St. John's, 1 1514) and the 
Professorship of Divinity, which Fisher (1503) and 
Erasmus (I5II-I4) adorned. With''the study of Greek 
came. the study of Classical as opposed to Eccles1astical 
Latin, of Cicero in the place of Duns Scotus ; and with 
the study of both Greek and Latin the study of the Scrip
tures in the original ~nstead of in· the fifth-century Latin 
version known as the Vulgate. To put the proper 
grammatical construction on the words of the writers 
of the New Testament, instead o! taking each isolated 
text and twisting it into some allegorical meaning-tha.'t 
was the- task of the pioneers of the New Leaniihg. All 
this, of course, raised no little storm in the Universities. 
' Greek was the language .of heresy,' said Colet's foes. 
"Do you really know," wrote an. indignant Warden of 
New College (one is glad to think he afterwards died in 
gaol) to Wolsey, "that you have given studentships at 

' . . 
1 Lady Margaret died before St. John's was completed. 
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Christchurch to men who go about teaching Greek ? Pray 
let'

1 
them be dismissed." Alas! history repeats itself; 

anc.l now, four centuries after Colet's lectures on the 
Epistles of St. Paul (1497-98), the outcry against Gr~ek, 
as k worn-out and unnecessary burden to education, is 
agajin being raised by ignorant and interested bigots with 
onl~ too fatal effect. Even of more importance than 
ColM's lectures, as an instrument in the scientific study 

\ 

of the Scriptures, was Erasmus's ' Paraphrase of the 
Ne\~ Testament,' which was the parent of Tyndale's 
Bib!'e, and so the grandparent of the magnificent 
Autlforized Version of 1539. 1 

N<?w it could not be but that some connexion would 
grO\J, some contact of spirit with spirit be established, 
after\ the year 1520, between the Oxford and Cambridge 
studJ\nts and the German reformers of the Lutheran school. 
Colet and his band were, after all, seekers after truth by 
one l~ne, Luther by a slightly different line. Coverdale, 
Tynd,tle, Barnes, and Latimer (the three last subsequently 
mart);rs) were all pupils of Erasmus, and seem to have 
held (ts early as 1521 secret meetings at Cambridge 
to r~ad Lutheran tracts. At Oxford there existed 
all thtough the next decade a little knot of early Pro
testan'ts, who called themselves ' brothers of the common 
life ' altd held secret meetings for the reading of scripture ; 

\ 

they vrere hunted out and sent to gaol, whenever the 
zealous Warden of New College and his kind could lay 
hands bn them. Wolsey, however, was averse to burning 
human{ bodies, and contented himself with two great 

\ 
1 Bis~op Westcott, in his 'History of the English Bible,' has 

successfitlly vindicated the claims of Tyndale's Bible to be the 
groundw;ork of our present text, in which only very slight altera,
tions ha{e been made since IS39· 

l 
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holocausts of Lutheran books in r:Szr and rszi Even 
Co let was aocused · of heresy by the Bishop of London, 
but his patron Warham .indignantly quashed the case. 
Yet, perhaps, of all the leaders of -the Ne:v Learning, Colet · 

. came nearest to the· position of later Protestantism ; he 
would never have recanted (as Erasmus admitted that. 
he would have done), and he seems to have been averse 
to compromise and indifferent to tradition. More was 
too much of a philosopher to feel comfortable in any 
attack on ancient privileges and traditions; he had, 
moreover, a peculiarly ascetic and mediceval side to his 
mind-e.g. he believed in the duty of burning heretics, 
though it is probably not true that he sent any to. the 
stake during his chancellorship. . 

The attitude of the King towards the movement was 
characteristic ; · I should define him as a very irreligious 
theologian. On the one side he was an ardent patron of 
learning arid welcomed all novelties up· to a certain point. 
His charter to the University of Oxford in 1523 put the 
city at the mercy of the Chancellor and scholars, and the 
Mayor was thereafter obliged to take an oath to maintain • 
the privileges and customs of the University-a godly 
practice unfortunately little attended to of late years. 
Henry applauded Colet in the face of the whole court 
when Colet preached openly agains~ the war of I5I3 
as unrighteous. More was one of his dearest friends, so 
far as such a king could have friends. In a later day 
he delighted in the rugged eloquence and fearless logic of 
Latimer, whose English s'ermons are full of racy humour 
and originality not unlike that of the' Pilgrim's Progress.' 
But Henry thought Luther a blasphemous heresiarch, 
wrote in rszr a most learned and royal book to prove him 
so and sent a beautifully bound copy of it to Pope Leo X., 
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whd thereon conferred on him the title of ' Defender 
of :he Faith.' Henry was fully determined to defend, 

I 
and1 later, even to define the faith; all the external 
symbols and ceremonies of which (probably as part of 
the fabric of law and order) were dear to him. More
ovei·, when the breach with Rome came, he was most 
anxJous not to seem to be cutting himself off from the 
' brotherhood of Christian princes.' If at any time 
during the movement he showed mercy to heretics 
or +gotiatcd with Lutheran princes in Germany, it was 
only in order to be able to use them as tools, either against 
his pwn clergy or against the Emperor. 

!lorn the first serious proposals for the divorce in 1527 
it b,..gan to da'h'll upon Henry's courtiers that the King 
was! a changed man. He pursued his object with a relent
less! egotism that contrasted painfully with the dignified 
resif,tance of Katharine, and with the pitiful shifts of the 
har{tssed Pope and of Cardinal Wolsey. Wolsey was ready 
for ~my munber of divorces, but only in the very last resort 
was: he ready to swallow Anne Boleyn as Queen ; ' all my 
glories in that one woman I have lost for ever ' is quite 
truJ. But the enemies of Wolsey (and they were all but 
all ~he nation) were ready to use Anne as a tool ; indeed, 
the:(r were ready for any tool tnat would upset the minister 
wh~ had ridden England for fourteen years. 

If Henry could at the last moment be persuaded to 
mairy a French princess instead of Anne, all might yet 
co~e right, thought the Cardinal. So he strained every 
nerve to get the Pope to consent to the divorce. The poor 
Pope was quite ready to give Henry a licence to have two 
wiv:=s at once, but Henry professed much too lofty a 
rig~teousness for this simple expedient; whatever 
happened he intended that there should be no doubts 
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as to the legitimacy ofthe heirs he hoped to leave. Nob 
only Wolsey, but all the King's numerous ag~nts at Rome 
told Clement how dangerous the .lion would become if 
he ·were roused :-' he will abolish you; and cast ·m 
the lot of England with Luther ; he has· only got to 
say the word and the whole nation will follow him in 
a regular Pope-hunt; which will end in the confiscation 
of all cl~rical property.' But poor Clement was fast 
in the clutches of Charles, the nephew bf Katharine ; . . 

and the utmost that he would do was to join an Italian 
Cardinal (Campeggio) in a legatine commission with 
Wolsey, to try the question of the validity of the marriage 
of, Katharine and Henry ; but, in doing so, he gave 
Campeggio secret orders to avoid pronouncing a ·sentence. 
The Cardinal arrived ~n England in 1528 and began to 
hold his court in the spring of the next year ;_ .after a 
few formalities the Pope revoked the case to Rome, ahd 
cited Henry and Katharine to plead there. This was the 
death-blow to Wolsey and, as it prov'ed, to the papal 
power in England. In the month of October, rszg, 
the great minister was stripped of all his offices and 
preferments except the archbishopric of York ; was 
indicted in the Court of King's Bench unde~ a 
' prenmnire '-i.e. for having acted as Papal Legate, an 
office conferred upon him, at the King's express request, 
eleven years before ; and was attainted in the House 
of Lords, though the Commons threw out the Bill. 
Being now merely an archbishop, Wolsey thought he 

1(lllight as well visit his see, which he had never yet done, ' • 
/~.U~:whlle,he.was atSork he was.arre&e£iJ?E. higl}.,.tr~?:!'l<?!l 

on . Novemb.er,...Mb.~.:W:hile·,.._journeying;,;slC>,;wly .J:>ask to 
the.Tower:,P,~,d.ied,.of,a.broken,-heiJ.d~a-tr~eict:,lst~tr~Pl>YY·. 

T~!p,j.~_,hjs_. y}W$5~ ~apg~~ •. !~e -~~n~. ~l- ._~11gland , 
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turned to his people. I say in the utmost danger both 
at home and abroad. Up till now he was known only 
as an extravagant and extortionate monarch, who had 

' left all his business to a hated foreign-hearted minister; 
1 who was trying to divorce a wife highly respected by 
~ the nation, in order to marry a concubine who was utterly 
1 detested by it ; who in order to gratify this wish was 
I going to risk a war with the Emperor, on whose good 
; will the wool trade, the very life of commercial England, 
~depended; who had only called on: Parliament in the 
, last fifteen years, and that one which had been sullen 
I 

~ and fruitless. Charles and Francis had made their 
1 
peace in the summer, and England was thus without even 

'\a nominal ally. But the Italian priest had cited a King 
I of England to plead at the Romai). tribunal ; and that 
i King held in his hands a mighty bribe for the English 

1laity. He had but to say 'go' and the attack on the 

~~abuse~ a~d immunities of the clergy would begin at once. 
He said It. · 

I 
1 
l 

l 
I 
! 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MANHOOD OF KING 
·HENRY VIII 

· . 

. . 

TuE...: ... Long .. Earliarnertt.-of;..the"'Refol'mation.k .. ;(:r:5z9;;::36) 
consisted of 45 lay peers, 19 bishops, and 29 abbots, 
and of 256 }<nights and burgesses. There were no 
doubt some attempts to influence the elections to the 
Lower Jfouse, but they were singularly unsuccessful; . . ' 

and there is absolutely no truth in the statement· that 
intimidation was used by the King or his mini~ters to 
that House during the sittings. It has been ·asserted 
that the Statutes passed in this· Parliament were drafted 
by the ·King's own secretaries (even as they are now by 
the King's ministers); if so, they were as profoundly 
modified in the debates as a modern government Bill is in 
a modern Parliament. Even those who think that ·the 
whole Reformation was both a blunder and a crime must 
admit that the Henrician part of it was. thoroughly to 
:the taste of the House of Commons. The only Statute 
not wholly. pleasing to the House, that of 'Uses,' 1 

was thrqwn out· time after time and only passed in the 
last session. Moreover, we should be in .error if we 
imagined that the Parliament was busied wholly in 

·effecting the breach with Rome. _It took, in its stride, 
as a society of businesslike Englishmen were then apt' to 

1 Vid infm, p. 55• 
l. 
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do, a vast number of matters : finance, the navy, poor 
relief\ and above all commerce, most of the Statutes on 
whicl\ emanated from the Lower House. It is when we 
come:to examine the attitude'of the House of Lords that 
we a1·e puzzled. Almost to a man the bishops were 
agai~h the Crown; but a large number of bishoprics 

' fell vacant in the early years of this Parliament, 
and 'jere at once filled by government nominees. The 
abbot!; appear to have been pliant; the freely spoken 
hints bf dissolution would naturally lead them to keep 
quiet tongues. Of the lay peers, possibly one-half would 
have held back if they had dared, but the influence of 
the pe~rs as a political body was at its nadir. One may 
say, t~en, that the Commons welcomed the changes, 
the L1rds submitted to them, but, in submitting, by no 
means ,consented; in fact, their adhesion was only after
wards !secured by the distribution of the lands of the 
dissolv~d monasteries among the more prominent mem
bers of1their order, as well as by new creations on a scale 

I 

more ~onsiderable than any since the accession of the 
House 'of Lancaster. 

Sir T:1omas More succeeded Wolsey as Lord Chancellor, 
Norfolk, Anne Boleyn's uncle, became Treasurer, Lord 
Wiltshi~e, her father, took the Privy Seal, and all the 
offices ~f State were rapidly transferred to lay hands. 
It is uJ;ual to speak of Thomas Cromwell as' the great 
' manaJer' of this Parliament, but his influence doesn't 
really ~ecome important till 1533. In the first session 
(NovemlJer-December, 1529) the attack on the clergy 
was mi1d in comparison with what was to come; Bills 
were pltssed only against pluralities, non-residence. 
abuses <,,f the right of sanctuary and excessive fees for 
burials. 

1
• In 1530, while the King, by the advice of his 

I 
I 
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new acquaintance Thomas Cranmer, was taking the 
· 'opinions of the Universities of Europe on the question 

• ' • J 

of his divorce, there was no session of Parliament held. .. 
' I 

But in 1531 Henry suddenly declared the whole 
clergy of Engla~d to lie under a' premunire,' for havjng 
accepted· Wolsey as Legate. ·This was punishing the 

' . 1;, 

clergy for the King's own ·act; <ind no more cruel ~easure '!: 

of injustice could be imagined ; but it had two objects-'-'
orie to show Convocation how entirely it lay at his mercy, 
.and the other to sell that mercy for a ro~nd' sum of ov~r 
·£wo,ooo, provided. the clergy would declare him, the 
royal robber, ,to be their ' Supreme Head as far~ as the 
law of Christ· allows.' In trembling silence they ac- ~ 

' ' ( 

cepted the shameful bargain. ~.But it -is quite obvious· 
I 

'that it was anything. but displeasing to the House .of 
Commons, ~hich. in ,the next session put an9ther we~p9n 
into Henry's handsJ ig 'the shape• of· a Bill suspending 

, (not •yet' abolishing) the. 'payment of ' annates'· to the'.-· 
Pope ; . this would obviously enable the King to put 
the screw on Clement· if he continued obstinate in the 
divorce qu~sti~n .. At the sam~ time the House present~d 

• 0\: ,,. • • ., • ~ • 

to the Crown a long bill of' grievances against the clergy, 
m~ntioning .~xpr~ssly ··the ·harshness · of the spiritual 
courts towards laymen, the expense of proving wills 

1

in tho~e courts, and the citation. of unlearned men for' 
heresy with;ut lay indictment, 'which was a manife;t. 
• ' t' 

vJolation of the heresy Statute·of Henry V.'s reign. In 
the same session Henry got Convocation to declare that 
it had no power to legislate even: for the clergy withotit . . ' 
royal consent, and to agree to a reform of the existing 
Canon Law: The H~use 'of Lords rejected b~th th~e 

. ~ ~-

measures, but.it.was·the last effort of the clerical part~. 

~~r~, ~~i£g or..lt&~ l?i~g~~e!"~~g~~g," turf-~.ll?~<L,FP.e ... 
4 . '• ~II i 
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Great ~.eal in that same year, 1532; and his place was taken 
by Sir Thomas Audley. Archbishop Warham died in 
August, and his .place was ~t once taken by .Cranmer, for 
whose .::oilsecration our 'Holy Father the Pope' sent over 
the re."1uisite bulls.. To Cranmer more than to any one 
person' we owe the present shape of our Bible and our 
Prayer

1 
Book ; and, ·if his will was too pliant, and if his 

courage once faltered, his nature was one of the gentlest 
and k'ndest that ever played a leading part in English 
politiq;. Of mercy in that most unmerciful age he was 
perpetually the champion, but unfortunately he was 
not a ;strong champion even, of the causes he ha~ most 
at hec\rt. • 

All :1532 Clement was still wavering, and Henry was 
danglit1g the £roo,ooo worth of annates before his nose. 
Sudde,hly, in the e:;rly spring of 1533, both Houses passed 
the 'Act of Appeals,' forbidding any il:Ppeals to Rome 
whate1ver; the Archbishop's court. thereon became 
the fir,tal Court of Appeal.. The Bill was brought in just 
a,bout the time of the King's secret marriage with Anne. 
Crann'1er held a court and in twelve ~ays P!onounced 
the d'.vorce from Katharine ; he then held an inquiry 
and pronounced for the validity of Henry's marriage 
with Anne. The show of 'legality which veiled the 
essen{ial injustice of such proceedings may or may not 

· have blinded contemporaries ; it cannot blind us. 
We now begin to hear seriously of lbomas· Cromwell. 

~ • .,.,...-. - ., ""'e,.,..- ~ -

·He v;·as then about forty-eight years of age, and of 
j 

huml:·le birth.; he had been soldier, clerk, lawyer and 
merchant, and finally steward of Wolsey's ~household ; 
he .had been in Italy and ha,d probably read Machiavelli's 

'f~ ~~~-;;.:;:.~ manual of which the motto is, ~ b.o scruples 
and ;elj-reliance at all.ri:ks.' ;No, d?ubt he was the 

.•. . . . .. .. 
' . 
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agent of all ~enry's 'inost vi~lent ·a;4· unsQ!U{rulous 
acts, but itr wd1.1Id·· be belittling~ the King's'i:mtellect to 

~ ~ ! "' .~ .. 11· .. 4 'f; ' 

call'him t-qe" counsellor' of 'ttem. All 1along>' the<Kirig~' 
' ,. ~ ' ' \;:.,• . ' ~. .... ' t. ~ 
probably tr:eatgd him li~e the :.rriiea:n hound;rh~' .. rea:ny: ~ 
was; 'he beknaveth- him• once or.,t~ce:_a'"wee'lk and 1 

"' ~ ' ,..Jh, 

knocketh him about the pate.' But l:!-11 Cromweq's 
efforts and ~~n ·.~en~y's· ho\v. ·g~ea! :pcrpul~rity :f~ile1cf:. to: ., 

ob!ain'·from th.e !-~ndqn .mo.b. _a'.?i..~gle che~r·'fqr Quie~. . 
Anne· when she was cz:owne~ on ;June rst. • The ha!reo: '· 
of high and. low for~'·the ·:Boleyns was· open .and honest/ .. 
I · . J .~ ,., ~ • '' , . .f *" i, . ' ~ ' . i':.;,_ • 

.. No contemporary :would have . exclaimed, when" the1 
,. .... · ~ f~~ ·.- r · ,._ · 

: Pri~1ce~j' El~iaibeth -~~s~borB ··ox:: ~ept~mher;·: gfhr~IS33;---c-t_ ·~~. 
~ ,;.. .. t _ __ .... ... : : " i. ~ ·~ f:~. '·~- t 'f~. :.~'~ .. ~ ,, : " 

-~ Th~ roy~l infant (Heaven still move,'a,pout .her!); ... ', .·~ 
• • ... ... • ' ..... '" ~. ;;> ~ ••• .,. 

Though in her· cradle, ·yet now promis~s • ' • • ' 
' ... ,- . • - \ r: -~ ,; ' . • .1 ~-~. . ... 
. Upon this'land a thousanCI·thousand blessings{: '61. .\ /. 1 .~ 

• ' .;·. , : , I ~ ,. t·,, ·:~.,.. ·:AI: ht•· ~~ • ,:~~·: ~t• · 
One would lilte to. think~ tha:t all tlie ;·other ·lovely .w<irds · · 'i 

• ~ • I • I ... \ J. ~;. ., • 

. which Shakesp~afe puts iJ).tO th~ mouth• of Cre:~riier;•·<;J.~~1he _·;.· 
·bends over the. cradll of ~Good ·Quee~ Bess,' wer~ 't~u:~:~ . ·, 

r . · , 1;' •• ~ • t> •• f ~ ·~~ 

but they wer~ not.' The· Pope, 'however, was· fated. to·" ' 
I l :. ' . • " , . i.. ', ."" ~ 

,SP,<_?il his 1j}Vn 1S%use.,•: :rhe 'eJ:Ccoinn:uinication· Of. Henryf . 
. wliich immed~;itely .follqwed, more. "than :wip'ed ogp irt .: 
•• ,\.. . ..... fl . "' .._ • 

:Hie eyes or.:hjs people ;the,stain of the Boleyn\Cqnnexion t . 
anh the treason whiCh the f;\\;~b~ave·· hearts ~(the des~rt~d,t ,· 
\~ . ,. . . ~ : ~ l ' • . ... . -.-. ' 

Queen;s party at once. Degan· to plot •only helped to·, r 

ipentify 'th~ .,t~ing's •. caU:~e,: ~vil tho:ugh ·it· w~,' with.;tha{·+-:· 
9

1
, the nation .. The. ~trings of 't~~s.,tte~s.o~. were· pulle? .~( 

by ,the•Emper~r's amba~s.ador, .Eustace:·~hapuys; and irtf. 
· it.' were in~olved Katharin~ ·and .·her, d~ughte(Miify, ~id'' 
·!Bishop FisJ:.!er of Ro~hest~r, Re~i~~l~ }?o!e· (the.g.rands5n~~: 
of'Clarence),.the youhKMarquis of"~x'~ter. (a·C<::mrtenay), 

•. • and se~ral. Of 'the~>Northei:m{)~e;s, especially Lc;md~J):arcy: .. 
ir; ,. K ~--.1 . -~- •. • 

~Charles was implor~d j~ ~ken~t~oney ~· a,nq~ t:?~~s '~ro~;,; • 
•.t..f,. . ,.,f,i , .••. ·" '\. ,• y ~~~,, 'r'~.~·. ' ·'1·"" 

l" ~·· .·~· tit' ,, .. '. ,, -t· .. ,) ' . 1, ,~. '. '''l 
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Germany or Spain. The 'nation of shopkeepers' had 
but one fear, 'will this hurt the wool trade?' 

The· !aving points in a dangerous situation were (r) 
that Charles was a Fleming by birth and at heart, and 
that th~ Flemings were even more dependent on the 
supply of wool from England than England on the 
demand for wool from Flanders; (2) that Charles, a 
cold diplomat, was more afraid of a combination of 
Englanc; and France than zealous for his aunt. ' Could 
not Jarpes V.,' he suggested, 'do the job? couldn't 
an insurrection be raised in Ireland? Upset, excom
municate, assassinate this" English monster by all means, 
my frie\tds, but don't ask me to appear in the matter' ; 
(3) that·, utterly powerless as Henry would be against 
a generltl insurrection, his opponents couldn't combine. 

I 

Were they to rise for Mary ? for Mary married to a 
noble of to a foreigner ? for James ? for a Courtenay ? 
for a Pc~le ? Like William the Great before him, Henry 
divisit ej imperavit. 

On b~ing excommunicated Henry· at once appealed 
to a Geqeral Council, and it was the subsequent persecutor 
Bonner 1who carried the appeal to the Pope. By 1534 
oppositibn was practically at an end both in Parliament 
and Co1wocation, and Henry danced down what re
mained ;of the papal house of cards ; there was a fresh 
Act of Appeals, vesting the final appeal from the church 
courts in certain delegates of the Privy Council ; a 
fresh AJlmates Bill, transferring that useful £roo,ooo to , . 

the Cro)vn. The Bill that Convocation has no legisla-
tive poyer passed both Houses. ' Peter's pence ' were 
abolisherl. A Commission was ordered to reform the 
Canon ~Jaw; it drew up a code, which, however, was 
never atithorized. Finally the Act of Succession settled 

j 

. i 
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the crown on the heirs of Henry and . Anne-; and' all 
r~ . -

this was run through' in thre~ months. To the Jast of 
thes~ Acts ''was a:nnexed the i:qiquitous <J.nd fata:l ~ath
clause, ·a~d cop1missioner9 were \sent round to tender . 

" 'J ~ ' ~ 

to whomsoever they pleased the double oath, not only 
J \' If.: 

that you would uphold the succession o{':Anne's children, 
but that you believed the marriag.~' ~ith Katharine h~d 
always been. invalid. We can only- conclude that.~the 
Government _delibe~at~ly·intende<;l. to use this weapon 

-to destroy its 'opponents: Obviously many. might' be 
... • ·.J 

content to swear to the former- half of it who could not· 
f "\j ~ < • •; ' I \"\t, • j_ 

swallow the latter half. In- the ·autumn session the. 
title of ' Su~n;rhe Head1 of the Church ' was ::~v~n • to· 

, Henry by the famous A~t of Supremacy; and by,another 
·Act every one who den-ied that title was declared· to be· a 
traitor. Hencef?rth .bishops were to b.e nominated by a 
royal mandate to th~ chapters of the cathedrals,. ev~ri- as·· 

• • \, •· . ~ - t 

Henry IL had intended them to be before Becket's d~ath.' 

~: Crom~ell ~was-. not the minist~c .. to.,-lef~:}h~.~e--"i~~po~s ' 
rv-st in his mast~r's h;mds,.andAhe .yea,r~J535~S"~!Jlarked 
by:· the~ b~ginning ~ oha'l'tlong-~sedes-tof~ho~rih!Y,l!1-!lf.tyr<;I~tits .-

. ~ l . ... 

t'o the.J~o .. Ayt? ,;pf,.~ucc~ssiog-~?-nd";>gp.);e_w;;tcy1; abbots 
went to tl!e ·scaffold by the dozen, monks by the score : 

fjsher_,_~ggJ\'!i?!J~.~e.!~· thE).>:!~Y£;m8.~t§fi~lgt;tl.~~.~-ct!,ms .. 
If this exceptional. vindictiveness an2I cruelty is ·-to -be' 
attributed to the . ' villein blood ,- of Cromwell,~ the 
indifference to the charaCter of the· p~r~ons struck "do~ · · 
. i . \ ,. If- ... 

must} ~e attri~uted· to the 'intoxic.ation. of pri?e which , 
grew in Henry when he found how compliant his ad
versaries had· become. Here we may' indeed let loose 
our anger against qoth the' i{ing. and the man ; fo~ . the 
very complety:ness of his triumph should have ~howed 
him how little he needed' to ~emept' it"with blood. . He 

' ~-f ~ ',T " .. ~ li I I '{ > \ \ .;,-
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' might have dissohred the monasteries amid the same 

thundering applauye which greeted the abolition of the 
Pope; he might have got the Houses so to frame his 
Succession Acts as1 to leave a loophole for ' conscientious 

1 

objectors ' to rall~· to them with time and in silence. 
Had he dope so, tjre story of his reign vmuld have gone 
down to posterity !painted in very different colours. But 
together with mJch that was noble, the Tudor_ nature 
combined not ~~rely great callousness, but an actual 
dash of the tigerf that rath~r likes blood. 

One can hardly wonder at the_.ex:f:;<;ution of Fisher,_ex-
1 ,...;,~------""' -. • 'lj" .. ~ 

cept on the score of his age and learning and of his long 
devotion to the fGng's grandmother. and father, for he 
was undoubtedly ' adhering to - the King's enemies ' 
when he plotted' for an Imperial invasion. ,But More, 
the friend of Hdnry's e~lier years-the man ·-~hose life 

·-·· ,. ... - ... -~- ~ "" ~. ~- - --· ... ~u..m .~ ...... ~·-·*'-~ ,........ . ._ ' ~-

wa§ ?-S_saJn~tly _as JP~ )9X~1JX,. ~~ :?1l~~:u~,::e.c1, who was 
willing to take ~he substantial part of the oath, though 
not to swear th'3.t the Pope had no power to grant the 
original dispensdtion for Katharine's marriage ! But the 
innocent monks of the Charterhouse, who had actually 

I 
taken the oatij once! .But the abbots, Glastonbury, 
Reading, Colch'ester, and a dozen more, who had all 
taken the oaths of succession and supremacy and had 
actually surrentlered their monasteries or were prepared 
tp do so ! An~ on the news of the death of his deserted 
Katharine, Hel1ry praised God and danced at a ball ! 

The session of I536, the last of the ' Long ' Parliamenf, 
is marked by two great Acts, the 'Statute of Uses' and 
that for the dfssolution of the smaller monasteries. The 
importance of1

1 
the former, if my readers will pardon a 

little legal dib:ession (which may even prove refreshing 
after so much bloodshed), lay in the fact that titl~s 

' 



STATUTE .OF USES, 1536 
" 1 

to- landed . property were oft~n difficult t'o . trace. The · 
Common Law recogp.ized but one heir to my" estate, my }. 
oWn eldest son. The Chancelior, however,'in his'' Equity· 
Court,' enabled ine to evade this'J for t c<;mld Jeave the 
manor of Tubney ~o· my· eldest son John 'to the us~ 
of '-i.e. in trust for-my sons W1lliam • and Richard ; 
and so John, who remained the legal owne}~ and ought 
to pay to the Ring the feudal dues !lnd';..servi~es arising 
out of the manor, had to hand over the rents and profit§ 
to William and Ri~hard, and th~ Chancellor coul~ enfor~~ 
him t?. do.s?. Poor John.wou!d then; not unnaturally, 
plead that lie could not pay his legal dues to the Kifi.g; 
and apparently thfre was p.o machinery by which _he · 
could recover~ the .value of them from his rich brothers. 
The King was.Ultimat,ely a great loser· by this <;].evice; 
and younger, sons and the Co;11rt of Chancery ~~re tlie 
great gainers. Henry, .as good a lawyer ~as he was 
theologian, got a Bill introduced in 1529 to put an end 

l' ' \ ... ~ . 

to this ; but the Commons three times threw it out, ·' 
I 

and only passed it in the last session out of .gratitude 
to the Kink The Bill provided that no such ' uses ' 
should be created in· future; and vested the legal o-wner
ship of the' .land, and therewith the feudal burdens, in 
the persons ·who were actually enjoying the use of it. 
This produce.d gre?-t inco:r;tvenience and counted for 
something in the· coming insurrection, which some·~ wits . ~ . ~-

have called a 'younger sons' crusade.' Four years 
later the Kin~ got thr0ugh Parliament' an amen~ing Act ~ 
called the ' Statute of Wills,' which allowed a• man to / 
leave all hl.s~p~operty held on ot~er than military tenure, 
and one-third of his property held on military tenure, 
to whomsoever he would. The Chancery lawyers, after 

. . 
gnashing their teeth at the consequent loss of business 
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for sqme twenty-one years, contrived in I557 to evade 
the Shtute against uses by an ingenious rigmarole, no 

I 

doubt a little more expensive for their clients than the 
old pl:an ; and ' estates held in trust ' are, of course, quite 
well ~nown to-day. But it doesn't hurt the King any 
more,; because the feudal dues and the military tenure 
were ~.11 swept away in the first year of Charles H.'s 
restor<(tion, and so you may now leave all your land, 
provided it is not ' entailed,' 1 as freely as you will. 

1 

The· importance of this question was, however, chiefly 
prospebtive ; the business of the monasteries was im-

1 
mediat.e. The land held by monastic corporations in 
Engla~d has been calculated at one-fifteenth of the 
cultivable area of the country, distributed between some 

\ 
6oo hobses of monks and nuns, containing perhaps 8,ooo 
' profeJsed religious' persons-i.e. persons who had taken 
the fuU monastic vow. One may perhaps multiply this 

I 
number by ten in order to include all the persons who 
directly or indirectly depended for their livelihood on 
the monastic system-say· 8o,ooo persons in all; and 

1 
this in 1 a population far short of four millions. The 
amount! of wealth expressible in monev is much more 

I " 

difficult' to calculate. But even if we include the 2,300 

chantriEcs and the rro hospitals, which shared the fate 
of the *onasteries either before or just after the end of 
the reign, it is still difficult to believe that the total 

l 
value of the clerical spoil could have reached fifteen 
millions (present value of money), as it is sometimes 
stated t}) have done; at the same time, four millions is 
probabl~ too modest an estimate. It might perhaps at 

I 
t I use: the old word because my readers are accustomed to 

it in vol.l.; but, for legal accuracy, it would be necessary to add 
the wordsl' or settled, under the Act of 1882.' 

I 
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the present day build half a dozen pattleships or f~mr 
'Dreadnoughts.' It is obvious that in the hands of the 
monks it was producing far too li~t~e. The monks were 
not easy landlords, nor popular landlords ; far from it. 
They were financially in a~ 'very bad condition, and quite 
unfit to enter the lists in the 'race for wealth which had 
begun .since the great development of w~ol-:growing; 
many convents were, in fact, bankru,pt.. Before we 
condemn .the confiscation we must allqw s~me weight ' . . . ' 
to the strong Tudor idea that every man ,ought Jo 
be made to wofk, that the law should se~_ that he 
did work or should get hirri · flogged ; and there -were· 
no doubt many sturdy beggars hal}g,ing on to monastic 
charity. We must allow even more weight to the fact 
that the monasteries were-'the strongholds :of the old. 
learning against the new, , of ignorance against light, 
of false miracles and superstitions with~mt end ; and 
even more, they were strongholds of the old papal tra- . 
dition ;'. they were a part of the· ''foreign ,garrison of 
the. Pope.' , Their ~cq~iescence. in the. recent' change§,, 
had been woh either by terror or :with"; grudging.' It·~ 
would be almost impossible. to, ad~pt t?erri to' the ne'Y 
state of things, as the largest and best of them were 
exempt from: the authority of the bishops. l But, while 
allowing all due weight to these arguments, it is t~lerably 
clear that the ·lust for spoil.":as at the root of the matter. 
Henry's :finances were the worst thing about his reign, 
and his need ~nd greed for money were stupendous. · 

The way had been paved for the. dissolution by a rapid 
visitation:·of the monasteries, got up by Cromwell in the· 
previous year. It was conducte.d by three violent, arrogant 
ruffians, whose c,ommission undoubtedly was designed 
to ' get up a case ' against the monks. Their actual 
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I 

report Is not extant, but many of their letters are, and 
they are not good to read. They profess to find a state 
of moral corruption in which one resolutely refuses to 
believe;. No doubt there were great evils, both moral 
and industrial, especially in the smaller houses. No 
doubt.' the monastic vow pressed heavily upon many 
people' who had taken it in an hour of pique and were 
glad lo be relieved of it. No doubt the ascetic enthu-

' stasm· of the twelfth century was all but spent. But 
the J1ain crime committed by the dear, fat, lazy old 

I 
monks was that they were possessed of broad lands 

. I . . 
whtcL they hopelessly mismanaged, and of immense 
quanlities of gold and silver plate. Nowadays a Royal 
Com1!nission, when it dissolves an ancient corporation, 
divet,ts its revenues to some purpose demanded by the 
' spi~·it of. the age.' It usually commits an error in so 
doing, because the spirit of the age chiefly makes itself 
heatd by ignorant or interested mouths. 1 Cromwell 
was!a walking Royal Commission, and perhaps a corrupt 
one 

1
; but to some extent the (interested, if not ignorant) 

spir'it of that age saw its demands fulfilled, when the 
' mo:i1astic lands were granted away to the new families 
I . 

whkh had grown up at the court of the Tudors. As 
gra13ping and as selfish as the 'new' Norman land
owllers of ro66, the Russells, Cavendishes, Seymours, 
Grhs, Dudleys, Cecils, Herberts, FitzWilliams, were 
yet going to make these new possessions pay ; to make 

' thf! lands and wealth, that had long lain idle, contribute 
t6

1 

the power and plenty of English life. Even 'Stump, 
a ·rich clothier,' who bought Malmesbury Abbey and 
filled it with looms, was a more useful member of the 

1 e.g., as of those who now seek to turn our Universities into 
technical schools. 
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com'inunity than his predecessor the abbot. But when 
we contemplate the ruins of Tintern or Fountains, wh~h 
we read of the lead stripped from the seven-hundred
year-old roofs ~£ Osney arid Glastonbury, it is not 
easy for us to think calmly of' the spoilers. 

The Act of 1536 vested in the Crm:Vn,the property of 
all religious houses whose income was less t11a:n £zoo 
a year (say £z,soo of modern mo~~y), and scattered the_it
inmates a.mong the larger monasteries. Cromwell~ now· 

. I 

the ' King's vicegerent in all matters ecclesiastical,' J 

imposed upon these such, a strict rule' of asceticism that 
few could live .up to it. Constant visits were mad_e by 
his bloodhounds to see that they ·did so ; and, driven 
~rom pillar to post by every species of bullying, the 
ruled of the greater mona~teries soon found themselves 
at their wits' end. Many of the abbots were only too ·, 
ready to surrender their property and houses, to the 

Crown (1536-39)~ -
Meanwhile, Henry had t!red of his · horrid Queen, 

especially as she brought him no son ; 'she 'was' accused 
of incest and adultery, and beheaded in ,May; 1536. It./ 
is impossible to arrive at the truth!,b1.lt the•ladies of ,the 
'court were·not~riously wicked, and it is unlikely that a 
jury of twenty-six peers, 'presided over by Ann~'s u_ncle: 
the Duke1of Norfolk, would have. condemned her·without 
strong evidence. Not a word of regret ·was expressed 
for her fall; and a few days afterwards H~nry married 
Jane Seymour, the daughter of ·a Wiltshire knight, of 
whose character practically nothing is knoWn. A new 
Parliament called in the same year settled tlie Crown on' 
the issue of'Jane. The Seymour family was even then 
believed to be inclining towards the Lutheran heresy, 
and it is, possible that it was this new connexion which . . 
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led the Kin-g into something more than coquetry with the 
German Ll(theran princes. The mere rumour of such 
a thing was· enough to set the North of England, already 
deeply disd;ntented, in a blaze ; and Henry was face to 
face with the one insurrection of his reign. 

The Nor~h, more backward, more loyal to ancient 
tradition and very thinly peopled, probably suffered 
m9re than r the South from the dissolution of the 
monasterid ; these had been centres of hospitality and 
had given "~hat employment there was. The dispossessed 
monks app~ared as . the fomenters of the rising. This 
broke out first in Lincolnshire, whose inhabitants Henry 

I 
thereon stigmatized in an energetic proclamation, as, 
'the rude '!commons of one shire, and that the most 
brute and 

1 
beastly in the whole realm ' ; but it soon 

spread, in a far worse shape, into Yorkshire, where it 
I 

found lea(\ers in Lords Darcy and Hussey, and above 
all in an a,ble young lawyer called Robert Aske. Their 
banner, with the five wounds of Christ emblazoned on 
it, earned for the revolt the name of the ' Pilgrimage 
?f Grace.' ' The leaders demanded the repeal of the 
Statute of Uses, the restoration of the monasteries, the 
repression ~)f heresy (Cranmer and Latimer, no.v Bishop of 
Worcester,iwere mentioned by name as heretics) and the 
removal ol the 'villein blood '-i.e. Cromwell, Rich and 

I 
Co.-from :the King''s Council. Their weakness lay in the 

I 

fact that they had no alternative candidate for the Crown, 
and so wef.e obliged to profess loyalty to Henry, although 
no doubt tbe sympathies of the Courtenays and the Poles 

' were with!them, and these families would have profited 
by their yictory ; in fact, Reginald Pole, now an exile 
in Italy, 'who had fiercely attacked his cousin Henry 
m a most; vituperative work, was sent by the Pope to 

j 
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Flanders to keep in touch with the insurgents. What 
made the rebellion 'serious wa's the fact that it 
took Norfolk, to whose care Henry committed its sup
pression, some weeks to collect -an a_rmed force from 
the South s~fficiently strong to be sure of victory ; and. 
so the ~ing was obliged to temporize and to r~cei':"~ 
graciously a deputation of th{{rebels with Aske at their 
head .. Giving always fair words, Henry cqmpletelyiwdh 

' , ~·~-
over Aske, an:_d ,.promised redress of all the grievances ; 
but; while Aske' was detained in London all the early . 
winter of 1536, the rebel army was kept on foot on the 
borders of Yorkshire, arid in December, with cries that 
they, were being beh·ayed by Aske an~ the ' gentlemen,' 
they proceeded to acts of violence. Meanwhile, Norfolk 

' ' 
had been steadily gath~Ij.ng force, and in -J a:nuary, 1537,;; 
he crush~d the rebels with p~rf~ct·ease. A series of bioody': 
reprisals' followed, which a better man than ·Henry might 
well hav,e spared. 

But tlie 'King- had learne.d the lesson ; he saw that it 
would not do to coquet to~ iri.uch with Lutheranism, and 
probably resolved that, 'as soon as Cromwell had finished 

. ' '.1 
, off his monastic job, he would be an excellent sacrifice to 
the interests which •had been offended. The royal posi
tion :y~s immensely str~ngtheJ].ed by the birth of ~rince 
Edwardtin October, 1537, though Queen Jane died a few 
days afterwards. Henry may have been fond of Jane; 
he actually wore mourning for her andremained a widower 
for two years. But he took care to let the ladies of 
Europe know that he was again in the market, and one 
of them, a widowed young Duchess of Milan, is reported 
to have said, 'Yes-if I had two necks.' The birth of 
Edward no dov bt stimulated ideas of treason in the minds 
of the ~ourtenays and Poles; before that event they, 
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as Plantagenets, might have had som~ ultimate chance 
of successio~1 to the Crown. 

Francis, Charles and the Pope (Paul III.) now being at 
comparativ\~ peace, it seemed a good opportunity to the 
latter to prepare in r538 a bull of deposition, and to call 
upon all q.ristian princes, especially upon James V., to 
execute it. ! ' Yes, yes,' said the Emperor, ' James V. by 
all means-!-any one but myself.' At the last moment 
the bull w~s withheld, but Henry 'rightly guessed that 
that was not the fault of Reginald Pole, who had now 
worked hi!mself up to a pitch of anti-English (and 
perfectly i/npotent) fury, and was endeavouring to sow 
strife in E\1gland by every conceivable means. The axe 
immediately avenged Reginald's treason upon all members 

! 

; of his family within Henry's reach-to wit, his brother 
·Lord Monfague and his cousin the Marquis of Exeter. 
Even his rged mother, Margaret, Lady Salisbury, was 
sent to the Tower. Henry took his people, with a 
murderous~ fullness, into his confidence on the matter, 
and caref;ully explained his reasons in Parliament ; 
and Parliament cheerfully responded with an Act giving 
to his 't•roclamations' the force of law for the re
mainder oi his life (r539). Meanwhile, in serious appre
Hension of an Imperial invasion (I538-4o), he trained the 
nation to~ arms and bade it keep its powder dry. The 
south an4 east coasts were made to bristle with castles, 
some of J them built with abbey stones-Gravesend, 
Tilbury, Deal, Sandown, Calshot, Sandsfoot (Portland), 
Hurst, (towes, Southsea, Queenborough, Pendennis, 
Camber ; : most of them simple round low towers full 
of artillei y : even women and children might be seen 
digging ~iith a will at the fortifications of Harwich. At 
a great ~·eview held in 1539 the ' trained-bands ' of 
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London ' turned out rs,ooo strong ' ; · but one hesitates .. . 
to accept such a figure when one can hardly conceive the 
population of the· city to have exceeded go,ooo. Still, 
the men took five hours to march past the King, and 
the numbers evidently impresse~ the I111perial ambassador 
and others whom it w~s desirable l? impress. <i, · ~ 

All the rest of the reign the plunder of the Ch~rclf" 
... ~ Jt 

went on. The shrine of St: Thomas at Canterbury j\vas· 
t '! . ., 

pulled down, his bones were scattered to the winds asthose 
of a traitor, and cartloads of gold and silver tolled away 
from the cathedral .t<? the. •court, 'An wonder-working, 
images and relics of saints shared the same fate. Hold'!"· 
causts of ·such thing~ ;were made an' o"Ver the ·country, 

- •# • l 

and someti~es were used to burn,,pppis~ martyrs alive 
with. Such sa vag~ measures cf{n. hav~ d<;)rie no go?d t~'·t·· 
the temper of the nation·: ·if anywhere they provokedly 
'enthusiasm, it could only te that ;fa few extreme fanatics; 
in the main th~y, only proved that in place of one .re
ligious bigotry a~~th~t may easily ,l,Je established, and 
they fostered a spirit of irrever~n'~e ~and contempt for 

. the past which led to many of the excesses of Edward 
VL's reign. No 'Act of Parliament dissolved the greater ' 

' . . 
monasteries1 because none was, needed;. but, after the 
Pilgrimage of Grace, the Crown lawyers invented thli 
iniquitous doctrine that, if an abbot either surrendered 
his monastery or was attainted for treason, the property 
of the corporation was forfeited. In such a stat~ o~ 

· things pressure easily produced surrenders : where 
I 

pressure. failed, attainders were ready ; • and, by an . . . 
Act of May, r539, the property of all the houses.' sur-
rendered~ superseded or dissolved' was vested irt·:tli.e. 
Crown. The chan tries f~llowed in r545, and the .'._re-' 
ligious hospitals_; the Universitie;, the. great public 

... 
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' 
schools, eve11 the lands of the bishops were in grave 
danger. ,I • 

But, to I-tenry's credit, he drew the line at the dis
establishme~·~t of learning. When his courtiers presumed 
upon his grfed to pre~s the matter, he himself examined 
some colle~~e account~ and decisively pronounced in 
favour of ~men who could produce so much learning 
from so little rent.' Even the infamous monastic visitors 

' 
of r536, who at Oxford had scattered the works of the 

t 

schoolmen/' to the winds and 'put Duns Scotus in 
Bocardo 1 

. (the prison), established Greek and Latin 
lectures ir\ every college. The splendid royal founda:
tion of i'rinity College, Cambridge, dates from r546. 
The yea~ I540 had already seen the establishment 
at both :universities of the Regius Professorships in 
Divinity, icivil Law, Physic, Hebrew and Greek. By 
the end J£ the reign the victory of Greek was complete ; 
Sir John;Cheke, tutor .of Edward VI., was the first really 
successfu;\ teacher of it at Cambridge. Elyot's 'Book 
of the Governor,' which reflects the later views of Sir 
Thomas /More, as 'Utopia' reflects his earlier, is prac
tically Plato's theory of education in English ; and 
Roger Ascham's 'School-master,' the universal manual 

• I 
of edudation for two centuries following, though not 
publishyd till I5JO, was probably written late in Henry's 
reign. 1 Bishop Latimer would fain have gone further 
th~n tije King, and would have retained the two largest 
monasleries in each diocese as centres of education. 
Obviodsly an· even more natural use to which to apply 

1 • 

the re~enues of the greater monasteries would have been 
the• cteation of 11-ew bishoprics on a large scale. The . ' ~ 

dioces¢s of England were always ~idiculously inadequate 
to' her: spiritual needs, and the statesmen-bishops of the 

. ~ . i .. 
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last five centuries had constantly been obliged to get 
their episcopal wo;k done by suffragans,. of whom there · 
was a large number, though it is not ~n record- that 
these rejoiced, as their successors rejoiCe, in being 
addressed as 'My lord.' Henry, however, could, only 

. 0 . . . 
part with sufficient spoil to carve out six new dioceses:_ 

{ i• +" 

Westminster, Chester, Oxford, Gloucester, Peterborougll 
and ·Bristol ; in; these. cases a large dissolved m~n~sterir' 
simply became a se~, and in one of them (Oxford) the last 
abbot became the first bishop. · ~; 

The new faith, if 'new it' could. be said to be; had\;.~, 
in 1536 b~en defined in a series of 'Ten. Articles,'_ .. -

which retained only three sacraments p.s necessary; and. 
expressed doubts as to purgatory, private masses· and 
,ceremonies ... ;g'enerally. An English version of the Bible · • 

(Coverdal~'s) was published in r536, and two years ~at~r· 
appeared the first fully ' authorized ' version prepared by 
John Rogers and Cranmer on the basis of T,yridale's trans
lation. In I539 this was ordered to be kept in every 
parish church in the land for all men to read, the expense 
of purchase, ten shilling~ a copy, being apparently borrie 
by the parish . priest. But the Ten Articles were, after -
all; not an authoritative corifessi?n- of faith so much . 
as ·a mean!; of instructing people what the faith ought • 
to be. They took- their stand upon Scripture, the three · 
creeds and the ~Acts of the first four General Councils ; 
and a f~~he~ explanation'of them was 'set forth in_the 
following·- year,· 1537, in the 'Institution of a Christia~ ; 
Man,' usually known as the 'Bishops' Book.' . ., '• ' 

But when the Lutheran party, growing from vetysmall -
beginnings i~to something like a factor in;the State, sought 
to impel the King in the/direction of a real religio~ uni9n· .;. 

: ' .. ;. 

, with. those North Gednan princes who had accepted the : 

-· 
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do<;trines of Luther, it.soon found out its mistake. The , 
sacrament of the mass in its most Roman form was to 
He:niy the keystone of the faith; and he would listen to 
no 1 compromise on this subject. The rising tide of con
trdversy warned him that in the Ten Articles Cranmer 
hatl gone too far. The Parliament of the year 1539 
shJ>wed clearly that the nation at last wished to put 
on1 the drag ; it passed the Statute of the ' Six Articles,' 
the work of Bishop Gardiner of Winchester, which 
re{tffirme~ all the old doctrines . of the Catholic faith 
except that of papal supremacy. In them Cromwell 
re{td his fall as certain, and made one desperate effort 
to get female influence on his side by providing his 
m~ster with a new Queen from North Germany. Ac
ccirdingly, Henry was married in January, r540, to the 
e$inently respectable lady Anne of Cleves, who could 
sdeak no language but German and was only. moderately 
fJir to loo~ upon. Either she was too respectable for 
hls depraved taste, or he repented of the political 

I 

a~liance as soon as it was formed, for he utterly refused 
t<~ live with her as his wife, though it is only fair to 
a{ld that he and she seem afterwards to have lived as 
g1Jod neighbours. At least once Anne visited him at 
l}ampton Court ; and there is no truth whatever in 
the received storv of his rudeness to her. 
J In his disappoi~tment Henry dropped the North German 

alliance, and, as the Emperor showed at the time no dis-
1 

:position to trouble him, he threw Cromwell to the wolves 
~fth savage glee, and compelled two of the reforming 
l;ishops, Shaxton and Latimer, to resign their sees. 
Not a voice but Cranmer's was raised for Cromwell 
\~lhen he was attainted and beheaded ; and Cranmer 
rnded by going with the stream of reaction. In 
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accordance with that reaction the.few married clergy, 
including the Archbishop, were forced to put away their 
wives. Henry. made their course easier by putting 
away his· own; Anne, happy to escape with her one 
neck, was divorced by · a . vote of Convocation upon 
some frivolous allegation of . a ' pre-contract,' and Henry 
at once married a second niece of the•Duke of Norfolk, 
Katharine Howard.· The Emperor was .. delighted at the 
change : Henry was his ' good ·brother '. again, and all 
fear of invasion passed \i,way. 

r1 Ap.duso ..... w.~ ... ~nter,'ftlle~,J~~t, .. .p,~J;i.Q~Pf~4!1~~f~:i.gi;;""'~I<ing 
A~d-~Pop~,.,in~oRt!j«llenry.J,seen::t~Gl,,._!lt_g_,.,..l?,~~7,ffi~~jp:g}'p}Jllself 

alir't~t .. ~~God. He 'defined the faith' in 1543 by-a fresh 
.v ... ---: .... "''r-•-"-.-J. .,.. .. ·,J.: ...... 

explanation of the Six Articles,· called the ' Erudition of 
a Christian Man,' usually known as the ' King's Book ' ; 
and indeed, the King wasthe principal. author of it. The 
English Litany of 1544 and the Primer of 1545 are the 
direct forerunners of the first Frayer Book of Edward VI. ; 
and both were in regular use before Henry's death .. 
Even the Six Articles were not allowed to be taken as a 
warrant. for a wholesale persecution. Some twenty
eight Protestants altogether suffered death ; but if any 
servant of Henry was involved in a charge of heresy, 

' ' the King knew how to protect him. There was one Sir 
George Blagge, whom Henry called ' his pig.' . The 
Chancellor issued a warrant for his arrest ; the King 
instantly interfered, and when Sir George ran to thank 
his master, ~· Ah, my pig," said Henry, "are you here 
safe again?" "Yes, Sire; and if your Majesty had not 
been better than,your bishops, your pig had been roasted 
.f~re this. time." For good or ill the awful royal will was 
S)lpreme. '.Under the 'whip with the .six strings,' as the 
Protestants called the Six Arti<;les. y<;m might occasionally 
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' 
enjey in Smfthfield the spectacle of men bein'g burned at 
the stake for, denying transubstantiation, while a few yards 
away others'1were being hanged and quartered for denying 

I 
the royal s,upremacy. A faint murmur of discontent 
in the N orti1 was the signal for old Lady Salisbury to go 
to the blof:k. Queen Katharine Howard might have 
escaped, if her morals had been as unimpeachable as her 
orthodoxy 1~nd her allegiance ; but they were not, and 
she too wynt on the same road in I54I. Ireland, a 
desperate qrain on the resources of the Crown for the last 
three centhries, was pacified in I542 by a tardy but 
consummate measure of statesmanship, 1 which could only 
have ema4ated from the King himself; and in rs34 
Henry se9'med about to realize the ideal of his great 
ancestor Edward I., by making himself King of Scots 
and Empyror within the seas of Britain. 

We cannot, however, understand Henry aright until 
I 

we examine the one case in which his blunders were 
almost g\·eater than his crimes-the case of Scotland. 
To realilte this we must go back to the date of· 
Flodden.! The first regent for young James V. had 
been his! mother Margaret, Henry's elder sister ; she 
married 1n I5I4 the Earl of Angus, of the house of 
Douglas. Henry expected to manage Scotland through 
her influ •nee ; but she was as wicked as she was foolish, 
quarrell/d with and threw off husband aft~r husband, 
and ga~e her brother many excellent opportunities of 
lecturin~ her on the laxity of her morals. During James' 
minorit)'r a Duke of Albany and an Earl of Arran alter
nately wielded power in Scotland, and the French and 
English 1 alliances were tossed to and fro between them. 
In rsz{~ James, from whom the King in Scott's ' Lady 

1 Vid. infr~, p._214. 
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of the Lake' is drawn, took after a ~ashion the rei~; of 
government-; he was popular, shrewd and immoral, but 

' at first excessively unstable in' his political views. He 
could not be expected to forget that ·he ~ight one day 
be heir to the English Crown; yet he ~ould. hope for. no 
peaceable succession to it. His nobles hated him and 
intrigued with Henry against him ; and on them· he 
occasionally took sharp and unexpected vengeance-e.g. 
on the Douglas family. But he managed to keep on 
good terms with England until 1534, when Henry deliber
ately offe~ed him the hand of his cousin Mary ml. condition 
that he would join England in throwing off the papal yoke, 

. ~ . . 
to which the said Mary was devotedly attached. James, 
ori the whole wisely, decided. that this offer wa.S a mere'. 
trap, and from this date began Henry's nine-year-l~:mg 
efforts to kidnap his nephew, in order to force him either 
to do homage, to marry Mary; or to cede his kingdom. 
The Scottish ciergy were quite as corrupt: and as lax 
in their morals as the English, but they had always been 

"the truly nationalist party; and had clung to the French 
as against the English alliance. Sporadic appearances 
of early Protestantism were punished by them, as they 
were in other Catholic countries, with the stake. The 
~rst martyr, Patrick Ham\lton, was burned in 1528; and, 
after . some hesitation, James threw in his lot with the 
persecutors. At the head of these stood the two Beatons, 
James and David, successively Archbishops of St. Andrews, 
men of no saintly life and no deep religious convictions, 
but cool schemers and nationalists to the backbone. 
By their advice James married a French· royal princess, 
Magdalen, in 1537, and on her death in the same year 
took as his second wife the heroic Mary of Guise, of a 
heroic a11d politic line,· th;;~.t of the Dukes of Lorra.in~. 
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Henry, kept, of course, an ambassador at the court of 
James~ usually Sir Ralph Sadler, who managed to bribe 
large numbers of the Scots nobles; but David Beaton, 

' until h,is death, proved more than a match for them all. 
In rsh began a series of fierce border raids, which 

1 . 
really imly ended with the battle of Pinkie in the first 
year of Edward VI. In 1542 one of the worst of these • 
raids produced the dreadful disaster of Solway Moss, 
the net's of which killed the young King of Scots at 
the age of twenty-nine. He left a week-old infant, 
Mary, Jl o the guardianship of Mary of Guise and David 
Beaton now a Cardinal of the Roman Church. ' 

It m~y well be supposed that at this date the Scots 
nobles looked on.with envy at the spoliation of the Church 
by whi1h their southern cousins had enriched themselves, 
and that they would be glad to enjoy the same in their 
own co{mtry ; moreover, the last ten years had seen, in 
spite ofloccasional persecution, a very vigorous growth of 
Protest~mtism in the towns of Scotland. The defeat 
and dist_~race of Solway might operate to some extent to 
produc~, in the greedy nobles and the earnest reformers 
alike, a1 sense of weariness at the incessant English 

I 
wars, and a regretful look backwards at the two decades 
before flodden, when peace and the English alliance 
had be~n secured; if the nascent Protestant feeling 
should plend with the cry for peace, that fierce spirit 
of patri!Jtism which had been evoked by Edward I.'s 
tyrannytwould at once show signs of abatement. Had 
Henry played his cards with anything like his usual 
dexterity and statesmanship he might have fostered this 
feeling ;)nd secured a new marriage connexion between 
the heirJ of the two thrones. But it seems that the mere 
mention of Scotland called out all his worst passions ; 

<1 
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and, after Solway Moss, he had the colossal impertinence 
to claim the croWn of· Robert Bruce for his own head. 
It was vain for him, after ;this; to propose a marriage 
between the heirs ; if the Scots for a moment wavered 
and even agreed to treat on this basis, they soon came 
to 'their right minds again, and the only re~ult ·was 
another fiery ·outburst of nationalism, of which the 
leader could only be the Cardin<~;l-Archbishop of St. 
Andrews. 

Francis of France at once promised Beaton his support, 
and ,Henry found himself again in the wretched position 
of 1513, between the two fires of France and Scotland. 
True, the power of England had grown enormously during 
the intervening thirty years, while the power of ?cotland 
had declined. But when, in his rage· and fury, Henry 
ordered his brother-in-law; Lord Hertford (the future 
Protector Somerset), to spa~e neither age nor sex in his 

·raid on the Lothians of 1544, it naturally availed nothing 
towards the subjugation of Scotland. Hertford sacked 
Edinburgh and Leith and carried out his •horrid instruc-

·. tions to the letter, but the Scottish victory of Ancrum 
Moor in the next year· sufficiently ·avenged this raid, 
and the only weapon left. to the English King was the 
dagger of the assassin. This he did not. spare to use ; 
in I546 David Beaton was murdered by a band of fierce 
Protestants ·in his own castle of. St. Andrews, and the 
Queen-Mother was left with?ut a real statesman to counsel 
her. After Henry's death, Somerset, as Protector, 
continued his policy, coupling it with the renewed 
demand for the marriage of the two children ; but then 
followed up his demand with a large army, · which 
inflicted on the Scots the terrible defeat of Pinkie; 
After ·that, the only thing for the patriots to do with 

·~· 
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their baby Queen \vas to send her to France to be married 
to a French prind~, and to be brought up in the traditions 
of the 'auld alliance.' Her brave mother, Mary of 
Guise, remained behind, the lonely champion of a failing 
cause. Old Catqolic Scotland was near its end, but the 
end could hardly be said to have come while that champion 
lived. The futu~e, after another century of black intrigue 
on the part of thk nobles, of fierce and unlovely fanaticism 
on the p~rt of/ the preachers of the Gospel, was ~
doubtedly m the hands of the latter. Perhaps they fauly 
earned their po\~er ; but at what a price ! 

This, howevetl, is anticipating. Henry might be foiled in 
Scotland ; he wrs able to inflict a serious loss upon France. 
In 1544 the old Duke of Suffolk fell upon the city of 
Boulogne by la/1d and sea and effected its capture. Henry 

I 

hoped to turn it into a second Calais, although the day for 
that sort of thing had gone by. France answered by 
preparing a pbwerful fleet, which actually succeeded in 

I 

entering the Solent and throwing a few troops into the 
Isle of Wight

1
• But Henry went down to Portsmouth 

I 

in person and1 saw Lord Lisle, his Admiral, sail out with 
the English n

1
avy to chase the intruders. Lisle hung on 

their skirts a/1d fought a rearguard action with them off 
Shoreham; /t was not a distinguished victory, but it 
was enough, ;and, when peace was made with France in 
1546, EnglaJid retained Boulogne for eight years, after • 
which Franc/~ was to be allowed to redeem it for money 
if she could./ 

In 1543 ~-Ienry had married his last wife, a gentle, 
learned wori1an called Katharine Parr. If she had any 
influence o:d him she used it rather in the interests of 
the Seymot!rs, and so of Protestantism ; but she was 
mainly bus~ with acting as a nurse, for the King suffered 

I 
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agonies of pain with a fistula in his leg. · The end was near 
at hand, and the last act of ,this eminently national
hearted monster was to send his aged and too faithful 
senrant Norfolk to the Tower, and Norfolk's son, Surrey, 
to the block. Surrey, though a considerable poet, was 
a· vapouring foolish fellow, who was no doubt intriguing 
for power against the contingency of the' King's death ; 
but Noiiolk ·seems to have been guiltless of everything 
except of not denouncing his son. He, too, was to have 
been executed on January 28th, 1547, .bl;lt,.duri~g, .... the 
previous night . .t.he ,;..KiJ:?,gA.i~§: ,...,(,ranmer arrived too late 
to hear the dying man speak, but he was able to feel an 

; affectionate pressure o~ 'his hand. 

And either Henry there, 
, The murdered Saint and the majestic Lord 

. That broke the bonds of Rome. 

Contrast between ·two men could hardly be greater.' 
Only in their love for learning do the Sixth and the 
Eighth Hertries draw near to each other ; but the impres
sion that ea<;h made on the English nation was and is in
delible; Even Mary, daughter of the discarded Katharine, 

- ' . ' 

looking back after the degradation of her brother's reign, 
· was obliged to speak in her proclamations of ' our late 
Royal Fatherof glorious memory.' To the Ral~ighs and 
the Drakes 'of Elizabeth'~ time;for whom Henry'VIII., by 
his incessant and watchful care for the navy, had opened 
the paths of the great waters, and who lived to see the 
intellectual, spiritual and material fruits of the breach· with 
Rome, ·her.was alwcay.s :;2good·~King~.Hency;~~.~ Td ·the re
flective statesmen of after years he was the King who first, 
and with might, directed the efforts of the nation to 
merel)' insular and, attainable en&;. To the politica} .. 
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e:conomists of the later sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies he was the King whose laws and whose diplomacy 
~rere directed to make England rich and powerful by the 
Cjevelopment of her native resources ; who set all men to 
vrork and repressed idleness and beggary. To the con
s:itutionalist who worships parliamentary government, 
Henry ought to be the dearest of all kings, for it was he 
VTho truly taught the House of Commons its power and 
ifs place in the nation ; who told that House, in no mere 
spirit of flattery or cajolery, that he ' would be as tender· 
o.f the least of their privileges as of his own prerogative 

I 

rpyal.' Could we imagine a dialogue on that subject in 
t~e Elysian fields between his burly shade and that of his 
ryfined and melancholy successor who died by the axe, we 
might in fancy hear Charles reproach Henry with having 
' f?rged the i~strument which, a century later, overturned 

t{le throne ; but we can imagine the scorn with which 
the elder King would turn upon the younger, and ask 

I 

him, ' What hast thou done with the counter-instruments 
o

1
f prerogative and royal majesty which I also forged? 

When didst thou feel the pulse of thy people ? Was I 
l~d by priests and bishops? Was I the slave of any of 
n\y numerous queens ? Did I let my valets search my ' ' pockets at night for the memoranda of my most secret 
c~uncils and then betray them to my enemies? Avaunt, 
a~imula, vagula, blandula ! ' 
i " Or when we would enlarge ourselves, let it be that 

v.lay we can, and to which eternal Providence hath des
• tined us, which is by the sea " : these words are put by 
I 

the oldest historian of the reign into the mouth of an 
eArly councillor of Henry VIII., who is supposed to be 
p~eading against the French war of rsrz; and, indeed, 
these words are the key-note of the sixteenth century. 

I 
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To turn from vague ' ~ides through France ' to. the 
development of the natural heritage of an island realm 
was now the aim of the nation ; and it was ·thoroughly 
grasped by the first great sailor King. ·As for military 
history, there is none in his reign ; · his land wars, with 
the excepti<;>n of the· campaign of Flodden, are a poor 
business, 3:nd in his thirty-eight years he was hardly at 
·war as many months. The whole nation was, indeed, 
trained to the· use of arms, and · stringent Acts were 
passed to secure constant practice in archery, 'but always 
With the idea of merely defensive warfare. Directly war- . 
fare became offensive it became evident that the English 
army was an ineffective weapon .. Ca:va.lty there was 

··virtually none, except a small force of borderers mounted 
.on thirteen-hand poJ?.ies, and these could only be used 
away from the border when the ·scots were quiet. The 
yeoman, down even to the . fifteenth . century, had more 
or ·less been following his ' natural lord,' or at least 
the territorial· magnate of his county, to battle : ·the 
·yeoman of the sixteenth century might be· impressed to 
serve in France, or Scotland, or Ireland, under a paid 
captain1 . to whom ·he owned no feudal or territorial ·tie; 
·but he hated his job, and as often as not mutinied in 
the camp. 

' . But the fisherman or the merchant-sailor, when im
pressed.on board the royal navy, was of another temper; 

he was on his natural element. lL!!<!~.~tl~!!..IY~~he,~~~vy 
be<;:<J:m~ ,;;a«~department-·of •··.State, -:,:,!u;_1g ;;-..t~~~,::.bR~~.;;;_.~~gh 
'4 ... 4.lll~!"~LJb~.·:.~~£<>.~<l;;:persoJ! .!!ht~~.S"t.ls,~g<li..nh .. .>:The King 
·himself.was a-first-class pilot, and.often,steered his own 

Jl.O- .";-,··~·~.;..· .:-., . ...,..:,.; ~ ...... \'~'";._~,.,_._., 

yacht,. though, being fond.c..of fine .. dothes.,.a,nd liking 
to show off his big calves, he was .apt to 'wear breeches 
of cloth of gold, which must have got spoiled by the 
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tar. He gave enormous sums towards the deepening 
of the /:hannels of all our navigable estuaries, espe
cially th,ose of Plymouth, Portsmouth and Bristol. He 
founded j the royal arsenals at Deptford and Woolwich. 
He refounded the lost rope-making industries of Brid-

1 
port, L~rme, Charmouth and other Dorset towns ; he 
encouraged by every possible means the growth of 
flax and 1hemp for this purpose. Above all, he chartered 
the Tharres pilots and founded the Trinity House as the 
centre of1an the science and art of the coastwise trade and 
defence {)f England. One is tempted to wonder what he 
would bJ.ve thought of our modern system, which allows 
pilots of !any nation to bring ships into English harbours, 
and to lfarn the secrets of the shoals and banks which 
nature has placed to be our secret and irremovable de
fences. )In naval gunnery Henry from his earliest years 

I 
displayed the greatest interest ; the first English gun 
foundry jdates from 1520. He was the actual inventor 
of the ~10rtar or short bombard, and of shells filled 
with explosives. Of the pride of his heart, the 'Henri 
Grace a I Dieu' or 'Great Harry,' laid down in rsrs, 
you may still see a model in Greenwich Palace ; she is 

l 
really like a floating castle, of which the 'stem-castle' 
is the ke?p. Her fore and stern castles have battlements 
along thlm1, and each ends with a little ' saddle-turret ' of 
pepper-b~x shape. She carries four masts, each made in 

I 

one piec<~. 1 and a yard and square sail on her bowsprit ; 
oil all h~r masts she has heavy tops which can be filled 
with arc\1ers. The things that strike one as weak about 
her are her very small rudder and her want of beam ; 
and if thk' Mary Rose' (capsized at Portsmouth with loss 

1 Joint~:d masts were not introduced before the reign of 
Elizabeth .. ' · 

l 
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of'~ll hands, I545) was lilte _her in this respect, one may 
guess that the fate of that vessel was a lesson to our 
constructors to build ships qf greater beam. The 'Great 
Harry ' carried some fifty large and some two hundred 
small guns, and a crew of seven hundred men all told. 
There is no doubt that Henry employed Italian and 

-perhaps Spanish shipwrights ; and, before the end of the 
reign-e.g.- in the fighting off the Isle of Wight in I544 
-'-We had swift pinnaces worked both by sails and oars, 
which entirely outpaced the French galleys. As early as 
I5I2 the King had in his navy fifteen sail of one kind and 
another; when he died there were seventy, of which 
tliirty might rank as ~ ships of t,he line.; .. Besides the 
King, the Howards were great and hereditary sailors ; 
t~o sons of the victor of Flodden ~ere successively Lords 
High Admirals, and next to them in fame came Fitz
William and Lisle. In view of the isolation and dangers 

' of England during the last half of the reign, we may feel 
sure that not one of these naval precautions was wasted. -

Before Henry's death we thoroughly penetrated to the 
furthest east of the Mediterranean, our exports to the 
Levant consisting almost wholly of home-made woollen 
goods: both the North-east and the North-west Passages 
were projected by English sailors with the hope of tapping 
the spice trade at its source ; the Gold Coast trade was 

' ' 

ooened up in i530 by the first adventurers of the 
Devon family of Hawkir;ts ; and everywhere English sailors 
were refusing to be bound by the papal decision of 
I494, which had divided the oceans of the Western and 
Eastern worlds as maria clausa between Spaniards and 
Portuguese. ' -

For the development of foreign trade Henry may be 
considered, if not the inventor, yet the most perfect ex~ 
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ponent of jhat came in latero times to be called the 
'mercantile Jsystem.' Vve shall search Tudor literature 
in vain for ai1y complete exposition of this new political 
economy, if qne may so call it ; for the truth is that the 
actual gener~tion in which great economic changes are 
taking place 1s never able to realise the meaning of them. 
Indeed, we ~ay search a good deal of modern literature 
almost equant fruitlessly ; hardly any two writers give the 
same statistid; or arrive at the same conclusions as to the 
actual events~ much less as to the1r causes and effects. 
But if we may judge by the Acts passed during the reign, 
and by the rysults as worked out during the following 
century, we ,ay suppose the King and the leaders of his 
Council and His Parliaments to have had some grip of the 
following prin1ciples : 

r. The end bf all laws and all policy is not the comfort 
1 

of the mass ofithe people, but the efficiency of the nation. 
2. For this! purpose the shipping industry is all-im- . 

portant, the arricultural industry is all but all-important. 
3· All other industries are important; but all, even 

I 

the woollen, are of subsidiary importance to these two. 
4· The Government is more likely than any private 

individual toi know what is best for the nation as a 
j 

whole. 1 

So, as fisherken make the best sailors and ploughmen 
make the besf soldiers, Henry will encourage by laws-. 
laws which adfittedly raise the prices of commodities
the fishing inelustries and corn-growing:-' no English
man shall bri~g goods into England or take goods out 
of England ex?ept in English ships ' ; 'every man shall 
eat fish in Left '-not with any religious motive, but 
an obvious economic one. The King will restrain wool
growing wherJ it threatens to eat up tillage (here he 

I 
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failed, but never faltered in his design): 'no man shall 
keep more than two thousand sheep ' ; ' no man shall 
pull down farms or lay out his arable lands in per- · 
inanent pasture~; 'beggars who won't work shall be. 
adjudged as slaves ·to· any one who offers them agr'i- · 
cultural employment.' Strong hands and oak ships, 
and raw materials; and money for the sake of . national 
power-these are the .ob]ects of the innumerable Statutes 
of the Tudors in their heroic struggle to produce national 
efficiency .. 

To much of this the spirit of the age was opposed. · The 
'new men,' and especially the grantees of tl).e abbey 
la.,nds, were making haste to be :r:ich, without, regard to 
national efficiency. The old agricultural tenants had to go, 
Statutes notwithstanding ; the execution of the Statutes . 
was largely in the hands of the justices of the peace, many 
of whom were more interested in growing rich .than in 
national efficiency ; and the. lands did get_ laid down in 

-pasture. The King's ey~ was tolerably wide in its range, 
but it could not see everywhere. Wages, however much 
Statutes :m,ight fix them, were coming to .depend on prices 

. rather than prices upon wages ; profits were now based ' 
on competition rather than on custom. The old ' order ' 
was giving way to the new 'progress.' No longer were 
men. content to stand at the head of their . own rank 
·w:herein they were born, as ploughmen, freeholders, 
merchants, gentlemen, barons ; every . one who thought · 
at all was striving to get a foot in the rank above his own, 
and for this purpose money was all-necessary. Hence 
the intelligent part of the nation was often in a sort of 
c<;>mbination to defeat the Statutes by which the King 
st,rove to k~ep each rank at its highest efficiency. 

Some excuses for this struggle of·cross-purposes may be 
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', found first in the general rise of prices which after I520 
I 

1. affected Europe in an increasing ratio. The cost of living 
,was rising everywhere, owing to the influx of gold and 
t>ilver from Spanish America. It was impossible for 
~vages to keep pace with the rapid rise in prices, and the 
result was constantly recurring misery among the lower 
classes, which the Government did its heroic best to 

\ . . 
r(;medy. Secondly, there had been a great displacement 
or shipping since commerce had become an oceanic 
rither than a mere coastwise business. The decay 
of the Cinque Ports was rapid-Bristol, Plymouth 
an~ all the Devon and Dorset ports were taking their 
pla1ce; Newcastle, Yarmouth and Hull were coming to 

I 
control the North Sea trade; above all, London was 
risi}lg to an altogether disproportionate wealth and 
impfrtance-it probably doubled its population between 
I53C: · and rs8o. In manufactures a corresponding 
dispiacement of industries was taking place; Manchester, 

! 

Shefl\eld, Birmingham, Leeds, Halifax and Wakefield 
were \taking the place of the small East-country towns, 
which, under the presidency of Norwich, had hitherto 
contr~lled the woollen manufacture. Vainly the old 
craft-gilds and the Drapers' Company of London cried 
out against ·innovations in the craft introduced by 
the nel11 men, against violation of their apprenticeship 
laws, j~ainst establishment of trades in towns which 
had n~gilds, against underselling of gild-brethren. The 
Government, which hated to see ' hands ' out of work, 
and fail~d to realize that this displacement of industries 
would in the long run make for instead of against national 
efficienc~, tried to back up the gilds by innumerable 
Statutes, \regulating where and how cloth was to be woven ; 
it was Ieh on from this to deal most sharply with the 

' l 
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vagrancy question,< and after that'·with ~lie. ' problem 
of pauperism ,.:_whipping; ;~he stocks ana:slavery were to· 
await the able-bodied beggar ; several Statutes o~dered 
provision to be !D-ade for, the poor who were past work; . 
and· in some cases even licences ·to beg were ."g'ranted to . 
such people.. But' not till long after Henry VIII. 's reign: , 
~ <; • ' • 

and perhaps not y~t, has any successful scheme beeh · 
devised for treating'the.able-bodied poor man who cannot 

~ find work. r ·~ ' '. 
The great sheep~farmers were often great clothiers as 

well, and gave out raw wool for cottagers to spin ·and . . 
weave at hqrhe ; by the end of the century cottages in 
which there \vas, no spinning wheel were the exception; 
and this of itself did much to• mitigate the suffering caused 
by the diminution of the deiJ?,and.for agricultural hands.· 
This diminu!ion has, in fact, been much exaggerated. 
No doubt a great deal oHand was laid down in permanent ·. 
pasture; and. so 'enclosed.' Nuw. 'enclosure' meant · 
either the actual appropriation by greedy lords of manors 
of the whole or part of the ' ~ast~ ' or ·common ; ' or it 
meant a rearrangement of the manorial map, by which, 
instead of the old system of half-acre strips intermixed 
with each other, the lord got a solid block of demesne all 
coterminous, and each descendant of Higg~and Troll and 
Wamba equally got his coterminous block. In both cases 
it is clear that the small freeholders and copyholders were 
very much at the lords' mercy. True/the Statutes were in 
theirfavour; but the lawyers who interpreted the Statutes 
were in favour of the lords, and legal claims cost much 
money to make good. Actual eviction under force of law 
was not possible-----since the reign of Edward IV. even copy
holders were protected against this ; but jobbing, bribing 
and bullying them out of their holdings was only too 

6 
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possible. We can imagine a practical peer, who had been 
~eavily fine(l by Henry VII. for keeping too many liveried 
retainers on' his land, saying, 'Very well, then, since it no 
longer pays to grow men, and is even dangerous to do so, 
I will grow ~sheep and get rid of the men.' As early as 
I5I7 there lNas a Royal Commission on the subject, and 
another in , I549· Both reported strongly against the 
system of ei1closing, except where adequate provision was 

1 
made for tHe displaced tenants ; but both were failures, 
for the lord.j; were masters of the situation. But.my point 
is that the ,enclosures were by no means always for the 
sake of pasturage ; often they were done in order to start 
a better an~d more scientific system of tillage. That this 
was the cabe is proved by the fact that the price of com 

. ' d1d not go 
1
up even so fast as that of wool or other com-

modities. )something like one-third of the open fields in 
the South I and East of England was enclosed between 
1450 and ryoo, and two-thirds remained to be done in the 
next great Enclosure period, r76o-r84o. Henry was able 
before his death to encourage export of com in years 
in which t'.1ere had been a good harvest, and we do not 
read of import on any serious scale. 

But, ste!tdily as the Government strove to grapple 
with these; and kindred problems, the rise in prices con
tinued to baffle it more and more. In the reckless ex
travaganc€1 of his early years Henry had raised up trouble 
for his lat;~r years. His Parliaments never much liked 
granting him money. True, it became the practice in his 
reign to mrtke, on the few occasions on which a 'tenth and 
fifteenth ' Were granted, an additional grant called a sub
sidy, whicp was intended to represent a fixed proportion 
of each mrn's income; but the nation simply wouldn't 
pay. In t5I3 a poll tax produced less than one-third of 
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1ts estunate, and a· 'subs1dy less than one-third; The 

I - . 
celebr~tfd gr~nt of £8oo,oo6 wrung by Wolsey out of th~ 
grudgmg Parliament of r522 was spread .over four years 
. I 
of payment, an~ not half of it could ever be collected. 

4 
For tw~lve years from that time no lay subsidy was 

I . -

, grante~ at all ; a~d only three more were granted during . 
the rest of the reign,_ usually at the rate of about £8o,ooo 
~ach. /In spite of the growt~ of the cu~toms to somet~i~g 
hke £so,ooo a year, the kings were m constant stra1ts 

I . 
for money; and at last were driven to the dreadful ex-

' . pedient of debasing the coinage. · Full blame must rest on 
the King who began to do so, and that was Henry VIII. 
His tvlo successors continued on the same evil path ; ·and 
by thd end of Mary's reign the silver penny was ~qual to 
but ohe-seventh of its old value. Elizabeth's supreme 
merit fwas her economy and financial honest.Y ; she re
called• in rs6o all the alloyed coinage, but it cost her 
forty 1 years of stinginess to undo the results . of her 
father's original· mistake. , _ · 

'? I~~::c:mclusiOJ.!!~tjtic;i~YHenry as you will and compare 

~~i~ fith w_hom you will: ~..;~~~l!.cl.§ .• !1~~~h¥~·!:':Y.~·:a~ a 
~}g~y"'p._a,tlonal :fact ;\':Whtch;· aided: bY:.iY~!Y,.:.orgrg~ry. mims-
t~~~· ia~cqmplisheq a ,v~ry ·great, work,:, ~~~~P.R~f.,l!.~~a!.and 
~ol~tfi<;ab- Ales~r man would, in ma~ingthe breach with 
Rome, have transferred to the .Archbishop of Canterbury 
or tb Convocation the disciplinary and spiritual powers 
of Jhich the Pope was deprived; would have kept the: 
Chu~ch as a sort of co-ordinate power inside the State. 

I . ' 
In the seventeenth century Archbishop Laud strove· for 
this1 position ; and thereby not only wrecked the Church, 

I • • 
but, pulled down the State ·on the top of it. Henry 
del}b~rately ·preferred .. the seemingly. illogical,., po~ition 
that the' Church-is··a~department'·of-.the,State1~and•that 
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I King and Parliament will govern it better than it can 
I . ' 

: govern itself. The modern idea of ' free Church in free 
1 State ' was, of course, wholly beyond him; as it was wholly 
beyond any of his contemporaries or his successors for more 

;than a century. The early Christian Church had preached 
,that it was the duty of the State to enforce uniformity, 
iand therefore to persecute heretics. Henry had no desire 
'.to shirk any of his duties ; he burned twenty-eight 
\eretics during his reign, and ninety-nine hundredths of 
;1is subjects regarded it as his duty to burn them. That 
~1e did it after partially encouraging them blackens 
1io doubt his moral character ; but in the eyes of 
contemporaries it was the encouragement and not the 
9urning in which he erred. 



• > 
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• CHAPTER IV 

KING EDWARD· VI 

Eow ARD VI. was mne, yeapi old when he began to 
reign; and he reigned six years and six months jn what 
he fondly imagined 'to be a new Jerusalem. ' We dar~ 
not-for it is not for us to judge-say that he did ... . \ 

that which was good or that which was evil in the 
sight of the Lord ; but, as for his doings in the sight qf 
man, with the means we now have of judging, it is difficu.'tt . 
to.continue to look upon him as the young Josiah.ni.ised 
up by Heaven to extirpate the worship of idols. - To a few 

; . 
contempo~ary enthusiasts, such as Hooper, Bishop of 
Gloucester, he may have appeared in this light; and fo 
ardent ~rotestant partisans of later c~nturies his na~e has 
always been d~a~. The most charitable view that I am able 
to take of him is that his extremely precocious intellect was 
developed at the expense both. of his heart and his body. 
One is told that traces of Tudor self-will were manifest ,, 
in him, 'but, with the exception of one famous scene in 
the last month of his life, there is little confirmation of this. 
Rather he appears as a,_ shadowy figure wlio.se strings 
are pUlled and who is made to speak with authority by 

,some person who has got hold of the substance of power. 
Once, but on~e only, I find him taking part in op:n-air 
sports-in: May, 1551, he and sixteen 'gentlemen of his 

_ chamber ' were ~atched at Greenwich agai~st seventeen 
as 
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othet gentlemen at tilting at the ring and other sports ; 
the , King ' ran a course ' at the ring, and his side was 
very, badly beaten. From the year 1550 he kept a 
rem~trkable and voluminous diary, in which he noted down 
the ,events of the time with the complexion which the 
advlser of the moment wished him to give them. The 
colq-bloodedness of this diary is quite extraordinary. 
Infhence Edward may have had ; but, during his last 
three years at least, he was in the hands of the most 
sub~le and false politician of the sixteenth century-the 
Dul~e of. Northumberland. He seems always to have been 
excbssively weak in the lungs, suffering from a continual 
cou1gh and perhaps from some hereditary tendency to 
drdpsy ; it was an age of weird diseases, about which we 
kn<!lw very little. 

I 
Of one thing we may be tolerably sure concerning 
) 

Edward-his ambition to be the protagonist in the 
Eu'ropean Reformation. He desired to carry religious , 
ch1mge to its furthest possible limit, and his death 
mfrcifully prevented John Knox from being a sort of 

' bh;hop in Engl~nd. How the monuments of our religious 
an;tiquity would have fared under that godly leader the 
mMancholy example of Scotland can teach us. It would, 
hdwever, be a great mistake to look upon these six and 
a pal£ years as being all one period, during which religious 
cljange went on with increasing velocity. There is, in 
fa,ct, a mar~ed break at the fall in October, 1549, of the 
Pi"otector Somerset. 

This remarkable man, Edward Seymour, was Queen 
Jime's brother; he had been successively created Lord 
Beauchamp and Earl of Hertford, and was just going to 
ci·eate himself Duke of Somerset. Though an ardent 
hotestant and a leader in the ignoble race for church 
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spoil (he pulled down the doistev~ of ,st., Paul's to bui~d 
his town house-Somerset Hous~,<. it is .still called), .h~ 

·seems to have been entirely ahead of his age in his desire 
.~· \ ~· 

for·· toleration·'t and mer:cy towards those who disagreed 
~th him. He was :O:o · gr't~t sbtes~~n-certainly no 
statesman at all in foreigri, affairs,;. and he ~committed 
the usual English blml.der of attempting to coerce thf~ . , 
Scots. He was impatient of counsel and hot-headed;. 
perhaps ·he wa~? not even ,.ab.ove the .\tel).dency of the 

~ i ' ~ -

demagogue to· appeal to the."' People< But his ideas 
were on a very big scale, and he was entirely. dqminated 
by them-a virtue fatal to his t:nm succeSs. For instance, 
hisheart was set upon mitigating the hardships of the poor. 
-hardsl).ips which, owing to theJall in the ~alue of money 
and the f~ling off in the demand for hands, were now ' 
growing:~eal indeed, and which have been with us; .off 
an~ on, ever/ since. He was. also set on mi~igatihg the 
severity of. the ,treason laws, a!ld on entirely abolishing 
religious persecution. ,. 
' A truly stranger product 'of· the reign of f!enry VIII. ! 
But · one who, 1 unfortunately, stood · a!lpne ; Cranmer 

~ >! . ~ " • 

no doubt shared ·his zeal· for mercy, yet ·even Cqmmer 
condemned to the staj.{e twolfheretics who denied the 
divinity of Our Lord. . Soiner~~t cli~bed, as we shall 
presently see, to supreme ·Bower in .. the State .. :~ he 
tried without tact .,or m0deration to carry out his fine 
ideas ; he could.) not conciliate the selfis~ in~riguers 
who · surrounded him, and, indeed, he · made l;ittle 
effort to· do so. He probably lost the affections· of'.the 
young King by keeping.hhh too much under his own 
eye ; dreading, not with~~{ reason, the influence ~f th_e 
corrupt courtiers upon him. Edward very early com.: 
plains, throug~. one of his servants, thq.t ' h~ ~§ nqt l~ft 

. I 
'," 
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half a quarter of an hour alone.' The upshot was that 
almost the whole Council combined against Somerset, and, 
in the autumn of 1549, the power, though not the name, 
of Protector passed to John Dudley, Viscount Lisle, 
Earl of Warwick and soon Duke of Northumberland. 

This subtle ruffian, whom a contemporary likens 
to Alcibiades, was the son of Henry VII.'s old extor
tioner Dudley, and the father of Elizabeth's rather 
disreputable favourite Leicester. As a brave sailor 
he had repulsed the French i~ 1545, and had otherwise 
distinguished himself in the few wars of Henry's reign. 
He knew how to conceal his designs and to bide his time ; 
and his designs ultimately came very near the Crown 
itself. When he overthrew Somerset he might either 
have headed a Catholic reaction, or bidded fqr the 
support of the extreme Reformers. He chose the latter 
course, and the result was that, while under Somerset 
religious change is -moderate and mainly the logical 
outcome of King Henry's Acts, under Northumberland 
it is violent and contemptuous.. Foreign influences are 
brought to bear on it : Germans and Poles are promoted 
to English benefices ; bodyguards of foreign mercenaries 
are imported, for which even a foreign name (' gen
darmery,' 'gens d'armes ') has to be invented. The 
savage treason laws of Henry VIII. are revived and even 

\ made more atrocious ; and the ' poor commons,' who 
\ attempt to break down enclosures, are hanged and 
\ quartered by the dozen. The reaction which placed 
~Mary on the throne, with shouts of joy even from the 
·most Protestant parts of England, was no sign of a desire 
to return to the Papal Church, but of mere English hatred 
i£or the intolerable tyranny of a gang of grasping revolu
tionaries. 
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And now we may attempt to trace the history of 
Edward's reign in ·more detail. Two successive Acts of 
Parliament had given Henry VIII. the power of .·dis
posing of the Crown by will. 'Dreadfully, uncoilstitu~ 
tional ? ' · yes, but the only possible road out of the 
inextricable tangle which Henry's successive marriages 
had created, and perhaps the best means of preventing 
the Crown from falling to a foreign prince. 'The will 
named in.succession Edward.arl.d his heirs, Mary and ,her 
heirs, Elizabeth ·and her heirs ; apd, failing all these, 
the children of Henry's younger sister, Mary, Duchess . 
of Suffolk. The succession of these last seemed a most 
unlikely: contingency. Unfertile as the Tudors were, 
it wa.S against all the laws of chance :that Edward:* 
.Mary .,and Elizabeth would all die without heirs. But 
you· will see~ that, when this comes to pass, the heir, riot 
of Mary·.Suffolk, but of Margaret, Henry's elder sister, 
wili ,succeed in the person of James of Scotland : . James 
Stuart inherited the English Crown in the teeth of an . 

. Act of Parliament, and perhaps it is not surprising that 
f.· 

he ·and his son thought very small beer of Acts of ParUa-
ment.1 

Further, by the last will of Henry, drawn up a month · 
before his death, a Council had been created, to govern 
during Ed~ard's minority, consisting of sixteen executors, 
of whom the Earl of Hertford was only one. But, since 

' . 
the fall of the Howards, this Earl had been Henry's most 
trusted adviser, and so would naturally hav~. the chief 
voice in his nephew's Council. Be that as it may, on 

. ' ' 1 One might apply the same argument as regards the contempt 
. which the Stuarts felt for Common Law also ; for the Common 
. Law fqrbade an alien to inherit an acre of English land, let alone 
th~ c;:rQ'Y~ qf F;n~l~nd. : -
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FOREIGN POLITICS, 1547-9 

January 31st, three days after Henry's death, the said 
Earl became Protector of the kingdom, apparently with 
f:ill consent of the majority of the executors. The Pro
fectorate was to last till the King was eighteen, and 
the Protector at once proceeded to make himself Duke 
~f Somerset, and to reward the rest of the Council with 
n.wre church lands and peerages. He chose a fresh Privy 
Council at his own pleasure, from which he soon excluded 
the ex-Chancellor Wriothesley, who most strongly repre
s{~nted the Catholic element. Thus Somerset was virtually 
k'ing until his fall in I549· 
~It was an exceedingly awkward crisis in European 

p:)litics for a man who was to prove himself no statesman. 
c\1.arles V., at the height of his power, believed himself 
to be on the eve of crushing German Protestantism. 
His son Philip, for whom universal monarchy seemed 
tc be in store, was now twenty-one. Cardinal Pole 
w1.s urging Charles to strike a blow at England for 
tr,e Princess Mary, and to strike at once. Mary, now 
ttiirty-one, was hardening into a prematurely aged 
w1)man, brooding over her mother's wrongs and her 
m•rn. True, we had just concluded a peace with 
Fiance, but how long was it likely to endure in view of 

I 

th:e passionate determination of the English Government 
to' get hold of Scotland, and in view of the fact that the 
ne\v King of France, Henry II., was a far more keen
sighted politician than his father Francis ? The futile 
ach.uisition of Boulogne had not only imposed a fresh 
ddtin upon our falling revenue, but would be certain to 
pr,)vent the permanence of any Anglo-French alliance. 
The coinage was already "fearfully debased, and prices 

I all, over Europe were nearly double what they had been 
in irszo. Wages were stationary, Qt: ~v~~ ~alP,~~; the. 
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' ancient yeomanry of England ' was pitifully decayed ; 
and the shift in- the territorial balance, froni the old 
aristocracy · and the Church to the new commercial . 
landowners, was ~ccompanied by·a decay in all morality, 
public and private. 

Somerset was never able to do much to ameliorate the 
condition of the coinage ; but his first Parliament, called in 
November, 1547, proceeded to wipe outall·the iniquitous 
treason laws of the late reign,· and to enact that two 
witnesses are necessary to prove any treason. ·Except that 
,it was still to be treason to attack the Royal Supremacy 
ovet the Church, the crime was once more confined within 
the limits of the Act of 25 Edward III. The few persons 
who suffered death under Somerset were nearly all false . 
coiners : nothing is more startling, in the contemporary 
London ·chronicles, than the small number of .public 
executions they record at this time ; whereas under 
_Henry VIII., Northumberland and Mary, hardly a day 
Rassed without some show of the kind, Further, ,the 
same Parliament· repealed the Act of the Six Articles and 
the heresy laws of· Henry IV. 11nd V. This left only a 
very' doubtful ' Co~mon Law ' power of putting heretics 
to death, under which only two suffered in the whole 
reign, and these· both after Somerset's fall. The 
' J oumals of the House of Commons,' a precious monument 
of English, history, begin with this Parliament, and the 
debates seem to have been remarkably free; even matters
of foreign policy were regularly submitted to the Houses. 

Of ecclesiastics, Cranmer alone seenis to have had 
real inifuence, although Tunstall, Bishop of Durham, 
a 'Catholic without the Pope,' was an_ intimate friend 

. of. the. Protector ... Of laymen, reliance could be placed 
mainly on the late King's secretary, ·Sir William Paget, 
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afterwards Lord Paget, and to a. lesser extent on Sir 
Anthony Browne, ancestor of the tragic 1 house of Cow
dray. The working bees of the Council, men like Wootton, 
Mason, Petre, were mainly employed in diplomacy, and 
would serve all governments. Two young men of dis
tinction were among Somerset's warmest friends, Sir 
Thomas Smith and William Cecil, afterwards Lord 
Burghley. But the new peers, with Warwick at their 
head, the Marquises of Northampton, Dorset and 
Winchester, the Earls of Bedford, Pembroke a.nd 
Southampton, 1 would be steadily intriguing against the 
Protector even at his own council-board. There is good 
evidence of the intelligence and activity of nearly all these 
men, but to the really important question of the time, 
the religious movement, all were more or less indifferent ; 
and we find several of them turning Catholic under 
Mary, and Protestant under Elizabeth, with great 
equammity. 

, Somerset's religious views probably went some way 
I 
' beyond those of Cranmer. We know that he corresponded 
\ with the ' Geneva Pope,' John Calvin, whose grim 
I . 
\ theology was to mould all later gen:rations of Protes-
\tantism, and even to leave a strong mark upon the 
\' Articles ' of the English Church. But in so far as 

1
the essence of Calvinism is an intolerance as fierce as 
I 
i 

I t In fulfilment of a curse uttered by evicted monks, his last 
I 
\lescendant was drowned in the Rhine on the day on which 
(:owdray House was burned to a ruin. 

2 I have gone on the principle of giving to these people and 
t_o peers generally the titles by which they are best known, and 
s J not, in all cases, the titles they bore at any particular point 
iil the narrative-e.g. the ' Dorset' here mentioned became 
Duke of Suffolk, and was_ the father of Lady Jane Grey, and 
oil p. 112 I am obliged to call him 'Suffolk.' 

1 
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that of Popery, and a daim to rule consciences )nde
pendently of· all human laws, Somerset was certainly no 
~alvinist. .;.fhe complete control of the bishops by the 
common sense of a lay Parliament was the firmest. article 
in.his political creed ; and, in. an age of warring opinions, 
su'ch a control was the only possible safeguard for modera
tion. In P<!-~liament he permitted free discussion of re
ligious changes, and no doubt many of the bishops voted 
~gainst them, though, if so, they were invariably quite 
out-voted. His first step had been to send round, in the 
early summer of 1547, a mixed commission of clergymen 
·and laymen to hold a visitation of each diocese, with a 
view to suppressing superstition and image worship. 
Though most of the visitors were distinctly ·reformers, 
they were one and all men of learning, apility and good 
standing, and very different from the bloodhounds of 
<::romwell who had ' visited ' the monasteries; They 
sat for several weeks in each cathedral c~ty and made 
regular otders for t~e holding of divine service; and their 
injunctions became the basis of those of Queen Elizabeth 
in 1559. But one deplores that they ordered the white-

. washing of church walls and the destruction of painted 
glass and costly shrines ; even Edward the Confessor's 
shrine at ,Westminste~ was destroyed, and had to be 
rebuilt under Mary. 

The administration to the laity of the communion in 
both kinds was voted in the first Parliament ; the Act for 
dissolving the chantries, which had lapsed through the 
late King's death, was re-enacted. Cranmer protested 
against it, owing to his wish to retain the endowments .for 
educational purposes. The ' chantry-priests ' had often .. 
been schoolmasters ; and, though some few of 'their 
foundations were spared an~ became' KingEdw.ard VI.'s 
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Gr~tmmar Schools,' the enormous majority were swept 
int) the net of the Crown, which rapidly alienated them 
to 'deserving' noblemen and privy councillors. In the 
seCJnd session of the same Parliament (r548-g) the 
marriage of priests was licensed; and the 'Book of 
Coinmon Prayer,' drawn up by a Committee of Convoca
tio~l in the autumn of r548, was made, by the 'Act of 
Untformity,' the sole lawful service book. 

That book, after all, remains, with the English Bible, 
the' greatest legacy of the sixteenth century. No words 

I 
can express the value of it to the after generations of 
En~lishmen. Our noble language, though not yet 
grammatically perfect, was at the height of its splendour 
in f:he matter of diction and phrase ; it had absorbed 
endugh, but not too much, of the classical vocabulary of 
the' Renaissance, and had shed all inconvenient or harsh 

I 

arc,1aisms. The book is based, in the main, upon that 
Latin version of the Roman mass-book and breviary whicl\ 
is citlled the' Use' of Sarum (Salisbury), and which dates 
frOI,n the eleventh century. In order to abolish super
stit~ons, such as the invocation of saints and the doctrine 
of transubstantiation, many of the prayers had to be 
gre~,ttly altered-e.g. twenty-five of the collects had to 
be (e-written, and the unsurpassed beauty of the language 
of rpost of these points decisively to one master-hand at 
work. Tradition does not err in making the compilation 

! 

of the Prayer Book substantially the work of Thomas 
Craflmer. If any one else's hand can be traced at all, it is 
that of Nicholas Ridley, successively Bishop of Rochester 
and London. All attempts to add to or alter the 
Prarer Book since Cranmer's death have been complete 
failures; and it is a disparagement rather to our present 
lanf1uage than to our present bishops to say that these 
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cannot compose prayers worth praying. As regards 
doctrine, the Prayer Book of'r549 is very little in advance 
of the Catholic doctrine of r539-47; the_ real presence 
(though without transubstantiation)> prayers for the dead 
and auricular confession to the priest are retained. The 
c~ange that made itself most felt was the great curtail~ 
rnent of the number of holy days ; but there was·obviously 
little 'compulsion in the matter. On 'Corpus~ Christi 
Day,' one of the most splendid and popular festivals of 
the ?ld Church,' some kept holiday .and some kept none,' 
says a disgusted old Grey Friar. . 

The mere fact, however, that the Act of Uniformity 
made .the ~ass in Latin illegal was bound to bear hardly 
on honest Romariists. Henry VIII. would :have taken 
a 'shortest way' with -such 'dissenters.' Somerset 
allowed _Pri~ce~s Mary to use the mass in her own house, 
but, after enduring for two years the steady opposition 

' ' ' 

of Bishop Bonner of London, who sat and voted in the 
Lords doWn to the autumn of r549, he was obliged to 
commit him to prison ... Gardiner, after a brief imprison-
ment -in I547 f~r resisting- the Royal Visitation, was sent 
in the. middle of . r548 to the Tower, from which he was 
only released by Mary's accession. But neither the 
bishoprics of London nor Winchester were given away .. · 
till 'after Somerset's fall. To Cardinal Pole, who had 

' . 
been attain~ed by· Henry VIII., the Protector offered a 
free pardon if, _he would return and <;onform. One is 
tempted to smile at the idea that he actually expected 
the three most bloodthirsty persecutors of the ·next reign 
to. become Pr~testants by persuasion and reason. 

The stock i-p.~tance of .tyranny adduced against Somerset 
is the ex~cutiori of his own brother ; but, if you. bear the 
sword of justice, and your own brother is a thorough-
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paced villain, who is scheming, for his own private ends, 
to make spoil and havoc of the kingdom, there is some 
justification for your severity. Thomas, Lord Seymour 
of Sudeley, was loaded with favours both before and after 
Henry's death. He became Lord High Admiral in 1547, 
and from the very first began to intrigue against his 
brother. He married the widowed Queen Katharine with 
indecent haste after Henry's death ; he got into his hand 
two potential heiresses to the Crown, Princess Elizabeth 
and Lady Jane Grey, the granddaughter of Mary, Duchess 
of Suffolk ; he was suspected of poisoning Katharine in 
order to marry Elizabeth, with whom he started a violent 
flirtation (she was fifteen) ; he entered into a corrupt 
bargain with a mint-master named Sharington to issue 
false coinage, and another corrupt bargain with a famous 
gang of pirates at Scilly ; he even turned pirate himself, 
a somewhat singular trade for an English admiral ; he 
threatened 'by God's precious soul' (which seems to 
have been his usual expletive) that he would make the 
next Parliament the blackest Parliament that ever was 
in England; finally, he began to arm himself in his 
own castle, like any fifteenth-century Neville, and to 

1 

collect large bands of armed retainers with the avowed 
1
\ purpose of overthrowing the Government. Perhaps what 

Somerset felt most was Thomas's deliberate attempt to 
\ pervert the young King's mind by lending him money, and 

by keeping up a private correspondence with him through 
his menial servants. For several months the Protector, 

l 

, as these malpractices became successively known to him, 
\wrote letters of remonstrance to his brother, promising 

him 3.lways that he would weigh carefully any evidence 
I 
he could bring in his favour. All was in vain; and 
~n March, I549• Thomas was attainted of high treason 
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and sent to the block. Prqbably no one cried for him 
except Pi-incess Elizabeth ; he was ~· handsome man and 
her 'first love,' and she always liked''handsome' men 
So far as, we can judge, no more perfectly justifiable 
execution took place' in the ~ixteenth centl~ry ; YE\ the 
taint of fratricide could not fail to cling to' the memory 
of the Protector, and it no doubt gav~,a handle to his foes, 
who by this time were not a few in number. . · · 
· Thy real cause of Somerset's fall is, however, something 

different, and something very strange in~ a sixteenth
century ruler: .. his excessive .and loudly expresseq 
sympathy with the hardships of the poor. 'The proces!;i 
of encl~ure was ··going . on more rapidly than --~ver, · 
and,. as always, was followed by wholesale evictions, 
whether. with or without legal warrant ; also by· rent
raising on a colossal- scale on tenants wno were n~t· 

. . ( . 

evicted. . Not only in the country was this· the case, 
but even in London ' speculators .in house , property ' ~ 

b6ught up whole streets and raised exorbitant' rJnts 
from tliem (did any. of my readers ever see horrid 
.little sl~ms in> modem . London called ' So-and-so's 
rents ' ?) : proclamations and Acts of Parliament wer~ 
alike powerless to check the evil. Cranmer, I::.atimer and 
John Hales, ardently patronized by the Protector, took 
up, in sermons·and' in pamphlets, the cause of the poo;, 
and in May, I548, a Royal Commission was appointed to 
inquire into the grievance, and to ask why Henry VIII. 's 
Statutes ag?-inst turning arable lands into pas~re had 
been violated. The Commissioners, of. whom Hales was 
the chief, met a dogged resistance in every county which 
they visited : the juries which they summoned dared not 
to preserit :~he truth against their rich neighbours ; . II_len 
ran one furrow acros5·a pasture field and called it' arable,' 
. IT' 

.A. . 
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a~d so on. As little availed Somerset's quite unconstitu
tional creation at his own house in London of a ' Court 
of Requests,' at which he sat in person to hear the 
complaints of poor suitors. Such a court had no real 
legal sanction, and the hostility of the lawyers to it was 
ai: once manifested.1 Somerset had ignored the deep
s<:ated reverence of the upper and middle classes for law 
a~1d property. The net result of his whole attitude was 
slen in the rising of the commons all over England (most 
dimgerously in Devonshire and Norfolk) in the summer 
of I549· It was easy for his enemies, even for his friends, 
eyen for the prudent and tolerant Paget, who more than 
OllCe addressed to him appeals to be more politic, to point 
M the Protector as the encourager of rebellion. 
I The west-country movement, upon which it is just 

p~ssible that some friends of the Princess Mary looked 
n?t unfavourably, had been from the first captured by 
tl~e priests. The rebels demanded the restoration of the 
' f,ix Articles,' of Cardinal Pole to a place in the King's 
Cbuncil, and of the Latin mass; the Cornishmen quaintly 
adding that they understood no English, and that the 
n;;w service-book was ' but like a Christmas game.' But 
tl:.e fans et origo of the business appears to have been an 
ai;rarian movement against enclosures ; hardly a single 
man of rank was in it, and it was no doubt fanned by the 

' same influences as those which produced the more serious 
m;ttbreak in Norfolk a few weeks later. Both these 
rci,bellions introduce us for the first time to the number 
of 'vagrom' men-' runabouts,' they are called by 
S<

1
Jmerset's secretary, Sir Thomas Smith-who mai:le a 

plofession of stirring up discontent from county to county. 
I 

{ A' Court of Requests' was a recognised branch' of the juris
didion of the Privy Council. ' . 
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Somerset ~o doubt erred in. not taking the field' in 
\ . . ~ ~ 

person against the rebellion; he could have enforced 
leniency better at the head of troops tl!an by sitting in , 

. London and issuing general pardons to all who would la.y_ 
down their a1'ms. Nevertheiess, his proClamation, dated 

: July 8th, 1549, is a very remarkable documept, and a 
great contrast to Henry VIII.'s brutal address to the 
Lincolnshire rebels ; he ~nswers one by one all the 
demands, and shows the mistakes· upon, which .they 
are grounded. But he made a still greater m~stake ~n 
allowing Warwick, whose hostility to himself ,he could 
hardly fail)to expect, to undertake the task of putting 
down · the Norfolk rioters. There, one Robert· Ket of 
Wymondham had proclaimed a 'commonwealth '-'-i.e. 
a redistribution of property, not a republic-'-and had 

' actually proceeded to allot the property of the gentle-
r 1 

men of the east~rn counties among his followers. No 
personal violence- was used, but occasional priests we~e 
caught and made to·preach at the ~Oak of Reformation' 
in favour of Ket's proceedings-among others M;tthew 
Parker, the future Archbishop of Canterbury. Ket took 
Norwich city, and Warwick had to lay a regular siege 
to it. Meanwh'ile ,the western rebels were with diffi.~ulty 
got under. By the month of September order was 
restored in b~th pla~es; and martial law, in defiance 
of the government proClamation, was in full swing, 
with very numerous executions. 

In this restoration of order Somerset had no hand, 
and even moderate men were obliged to admit that 
as a IDler he was a failure. Nothing contributed 
more completely to this conviction than his disastrous. 
foreign policy; 'If in domestic administration he was 
two centuries ahead of his age, 'abroad he merely 
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continue.] in a very weak manner to follow the course 
of Henr~· VIII. In spite of his ardent Protestantism, 
he made, no attempt to help the German Protestants in 
their strttggle with Charles V. In spite of his zeal for 
peace he managed fatally to quarrel with Henry of 
France qver the boundaries of the county of Boulogne, 
and hostilities of a sort preceded for nearly a year the 
open war of August, I549· The fact is that his whole 
policy wi1s dominated by his determination to effect 
the union of Scotland and England at all costs. If the 
Scots woV.ld not agree to marry their young Queen to 
his young' King he would make them do so, and his King 
should b~~ called ' King of Great Britain.' He knew 
the way Into Scotland, and also into the pockets of the 

I 
Scottish -Qobles better than most men ; and his victory of 

Pinkie 1 (9eptember, 1547) was no doub.t a very complete 
one. Swq,rd and torch in one hand and English Bible 
(to spread the Word of God among the poor blind Papists 
who were1 fighting for their country) in the other, he 
burnt Leith, unaccountably spared Edinburgh, seized 
and fortitled Haddington, Home, Roxburgh, and a 
whole ro"; of lesser places ; and, wherever he went, he 
confiscated church lands and offered them as a bribe 

' to any oite who would betray Scotland. The nobles 
pocketed ~is bribes, but they pocketed French gold 
also, and, when French help at last came at the end of 
the year, ~showed that they preferred to rely upon it. 
As soon as' the French came the English hold on Scotland 
slipped aw1ay as rapidly as ever, and by October, 1548, 
th~ ~ittle Q

1
ueen was safe on French soil and was betrothed 

to the Da~phin. In impotent anger Somerset began to 
assert the ~:itle of Edward VI. as King of Scotland. All 

l Vid. supra, p. 71. 
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1548-9 he was trying to, recruit both· horse and foot in 
North Germany ; and· an interesting letter from one of his 

' ' 
recruiting agents there shows us an ancestor of our present 
.royal family (the Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg) making 
an excellent bargain to sell hissubjects as mercenaries to 
England-always with the proviso that the King. of France.' 
did not offer him a higher price for them, as he Often did. , . 

Unfortunately for Somerset, the year 1549 was the 
year of his worst domestic trouble, and Scotland· could 
·afford to laugh at his empty threats. Once more, but for 
the last, time, the fatuity. of an English statesman had 
identified the dying Catholic Church with '-the national 

·honour, the rising tide of Protestantism with rank treason. 
France, however, had hesitated long before. declaring war, 
and might perhaps have been bought off by a. timely 
surren~er of Boulogne ; as it was, before the end of the 
year she had pen.etrated that county in every directi~m 
~nd stormed the outworks of the city. . . ' 

The movement against the Protector in the Engli-~h 
Council is difficult to trace, but it was undoubtedly 
engineered by Warwick during his pwn absence in Norfolk. 
The other ag~nts were Northampton, Southampton, 
Winchester, Pembroke, Dorset and Arundel-a combina
tion of men of old and new opinions. Whatever delusive 

· hopes Warwick may have held out to the Catholics, it is 
~le~r that his obvious cue was to push on the spoli~tion 
of the Church, and therefore to forward the Reformation 
at an increasing pace. At the beginning of October 
Somerset was with the young King at Hampton Court, 

. . . 
· when he became 'aware of the plots against him. "He 

at once appealed. in an ill-judged proclamation, to the 
' poor coniinons of England ' to rise on. his behalf; and 
hurried the young· King (who bad a' very bad cold) 

l. 
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>suddenly to Windsor on the night of . October 6th. , 
Edward did not like Windsor, and complained that there 
'were no galleries or gardens for him to walk in. London 
was hostile-at least, the great merchants were, though 
papers in Somerset's favour were scattered about the 
~:treets, emanating from the uninfluential classes ; but 
conservatives would dislike his plunder of St. Paul's, 
ci~nd the ' hot gospellers,' who were very strong in 
London, regarded him as a timid reformer. No real hope 
of raising the ' poor commons ' could be entertained. 
P\get and Cecil, who had stuck to their patron almost 

' to the end, deserted him, and he allowed himself to 
I 

be arrested and sent to the Tower on October 14th. 
'Arbitrary use of power,' 'sowing of dissensions between 
ge\1tlemen and commoners,' and failure of foreign 
po,icy-there was enough truth in these charges to 
ju1tify :;t change of ministry, but not an accusation of 
tret1son. Would the new Government do better ? 

The new Government-thatis to say, Warwick-speedily 
1 

pro\red that it was going to do very much worse. Its policy 
may be summed up in one word, 'scramble.' All the 
rem~ining church plate, bells, etc., on which hands could 
be laid, were seized ; the remaining chantry lands were 
disthbuted to courtiers, instead of being used to found 
scho~ls or sold to proviut. soldiers. All Mod~rates and 
Cathhlics were swept off the list of the Privy Council ; 
the r~maining Catholic bishops, Day of Chichester, Voysey 
of E~eter, Heath of Worcester, were deprived of their 
sees ; the venerable Tunstall of Durham was deprived 
and" irnprisoned, and the lands of his see were destined 
to enrich Warwick's future dukedom of Northumberland. 
Bonnbr's see of London was given to Ridley, Gardiner's 

' see of\ Winchester to Poynet, Gloucester and Worcester 
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to Hooper: '~~dley had to. lament to Cecil how fearfully, ·· 
during the vac~ncy of the see, the King's officers had 
despoiled his property., Cranmer ~ooked on helplessly at 
his ,own loss of influence, and allowed Ridley. to. prepare 
a revision of the Prayer Book, which wiped out the 

• I 

doctrine of the real presence, prayers for· the dead and· 
confession. This was published in 1552 and known as 
the 'Sec~~d Prayer Book of Edward VI.' From. the 
very firstthe Prayer Book of 1549 had been attacked by 
Hooper as too full of ·superstitious. usages, and. Hooper 
had imbibed his doctrine-that the Sacrament is mereiy · 
a commemorative act-during an exile at Strasburg and· 
Zurich ; when he was consecrated bishop he protested 
against the legal dress and ceremonies with great 'energy : 
one may say that in him the spirit of Nonconfbrmity 
was already born. I ' 

It was in these disastrous years, too, that the ' hot 
gospellers ' from the Continent poured into England in 
great crowds ; . our ambassador at Brussels complains< 

' - ' 

that 'malicious people. say that England .is the harbour 
for all infidelity.' Martin Bucer, who knew not a word 
of English, was made a divinity professor at Cambridge, 

, and was pleased to give his approval of the new Prayer 
Book, which had to be translated into Latin for his 

. perusal ; Paul~Fagius and the Italian Peter Martyr also 
got university chairs. A congregation of French-speaking 
Walloons was established in Canterbury Cathedral, whose 
descendants still continue, in spite of Puseyite efforts to 
dislodge them, to worship in the Black Princ-e's Chantry, 
off the cryRt ; a similar congregation was established in 
the melancholy. ruips of Glastonbury Abbey. John a' 
Lasco, a Polish refugee, was appointed superintendent of 
the foreign congregations in London. Calvin, from his 
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po~tifical throne at Geneva, directed this motley crew 
of :foreigners, bullied Cranmer, and sought to impose his 
vie"''s on the English Church. In Convocation a Con
fession of Faith, : "!aning strongly to Calvinism and 
known as the ' Forty-two Articles,' was drawn up ; 
but .it never received the assent of Parliament, and was 
issudd on the strength of a proclamation of the Privy 
Cour~cil. Mary had been deprived of her mass imme
diately on Warwick's accession to power, and only a 
suddbn reverse of fortune, which overtook Charles V. 
in rbz, averted the long-threatened invasion on her 
behalf. 

As- for foreign policy, Warwick had none except to 
• 

grovel to France. He gave up the struggle both with 
her a~1d Scotland, surrendered- Boulogne and all the Scots 
fortre1;ses which were left, reduced the garrison of Calais, 
negle~ted its fortifications and made a disgraceful peace 
with • Henry II., to whose daughter Elizabeth he 
betro~hed his young sovereign, in spite of his zeal for 
the Protestant faith. 1 The Enclosure Commission was 
dissolVed, and its leading member, Haies, had to take 
refuge 1 abroad ; a tax on sheep, which Somerset had got 
throug'l Parliament, was repealed, and it was made a-

I 

felony for twelve or more persons to meet with the object 
of rais1ng wages, abating prices or pulling down en
closure{;. At the end of the year it was made treason 
to atte}npt the life of, or to coerce any member of the 
Privy Council. 

Yet ~t was not till nearly two years after the first 
arrest of Somerset that the new ruler was really able to 
show h\s harirl. Certain articles of accusation against 
the lat~ Protector, some definite, some indefinite, were 
presented in Parliament in December, 1549; and, on 

I 

I 
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his making a somewhat tame submission and acknow, 
I . 

ledging a guilt he could h~rdly have felt, he was released 
from the Tower in February, 1550. Much of his property 
had been given away during his imprisonment, but much 
was restored to him. In April -he was readmitted to the 

. Coundl,. and ~n appa~ent _reconciliation all .ro'und took 
place ; this was probably owing to the influence of Paget· 
and Arundel. But the concord was quite hollow, As
Wa~ick's Government went from bad to worse, it was 
impossible ·for such a tnan as Somerset not to seek to 
overthrow it, even if mere righteous ambitlon did' no't 
prompt him ,to try to regain his i'nfluence over Edwarod. 
He was known to entertain a wish, to restore to. Mary 
the use of the mass, and to get Gardiner liberated from 
the Tower. Warwick had his spies everywhere, arid· 
Somerset was notoriously . ~nguarded in his lang~age ; 
whether he had done· ·more than talk is difficult for us 
to discover; B~t, in October, rssr, Warwick bribed 
Grey, Herbert and Paulet with steps in th.e peerage, 

·made himself Duke of Northumberland and that rising 
young, man William Cecil a knight, irn'prisoned. Paget 
and , re-arrested the ,ex-PJ!otector ; charging him with 
a conspiracy, dating from the. previous· April, to raise 
the :commons and. to murder or imprison the. Privy 

, I • 

Council. . Parliament, wherein Somerset would un-
doubtedly· have found many friends, was prorogued, 
and the King, who was fourteen, declared to be 
of age to sign state documents. Evidence . of the 
conspiracy was procured from disreputable· persons by 
the use of torture, and carefully packed grand juries 
returned true bills against the Duke. Paget and Arundel, 

. who were said to be implicated in the conspiracy,· were· 
· never brought to trial. ~ On ·December rst $omerset 
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~'aS tried by twenty-six out of the for!y-seven temporal 
peers, carefully selected from the ranks of his enemies, 
a·ld even they were only able to find him guilty of felony. 
He was beheaded on Tower Hill on January zznd, 1552. 
The callousness of the young King, who calmly entered 
ii. his diary, " The Duke of Somerset had his head cut 
off upon Tower Hill between eight and nine o'clock in 
tlj.e morning," is as astounding as it is horrible. But the 
n~;tion was of a different temper : at the scaffold men 
cr;owded to dip their handkerchiefs in Somerset's blood 
as in that of a martyr. 

:Before the end of Northumberland's rule the coinage, 
wl1ich Somerset had begun to restore, was so far debased 
thl,1t a nominal shilling only contained three pennyworth 
of jpure silver, and the result was widespread and appalling 
misery. The carcase of a sheep was fetching ten shillings ! 

l 

Gf,~at economic crises as well as great religious changes are 
' apt to tend to the disintegration of society. Increase of ir-

rellgion accompanied the nominal purification of doctrin~. 
La'cimer's often-quoted sermons show us how men mocked 
at lholy things, and gave the benefices in their gift to 
illiterates, to serving men, to huntsmen. Even Princess 
Elizabeth is not above writing to beg the parsonage of 
Ha~ptree for her yeoman of the robes. ' Ass-heads,' 
'ddddipots,' 'lack-latins' are some of the mildest con
te~porary names for the curates of the period. Many 
evep of the extreme Puritans began to distrust the Govern
me~lt and to look longingly towards Germany as a refuge. 
Evin Hooper, who had likened Northumberland to 
Joshua, complains of the misery of the poor and implores 

l / 
CecJl to ''take a bold stomach to speak herein for a 

I , 

redress, that the goods of every shire be not wrested thus 
into a few men's hands." Meanwhile the schools were 
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empty; ' the Universiti~s were silent ·and' d(\caying ·; 
young nien mocked at the old, children a:t their parents: 
~ranmer's heart was breaking under it all. What must 
his feelings have been,, when he learned that Northumber
land wished to make ' Mr. Knocks ' 1 'Bishop of Rochester, 
",to be a whet-stone to quicker- him . [Cranmer], of· 
which he hath need"? Under such a government the 
pain£~ · apprenticeship of William ·Cecil was served ; 
entries ~n his pri~ate journal prove how much he loathed' 
his masters. . · 
, As the young King's health manifestly began.:.__sa:y 
from J imuary; 1553-to decline, it becam~ obvious to 
Northutnberland that his own: death, and that a violent '· 
one, would speedily follow Edward's. · No ·praise can 
be too' high for the sturdy attitude that the unlovely 
Mary maintained throughout the reign. As long as,t 
Somerset was in po'Ye~ she was left in peace and frequently 
visited her brother. The Protector's wife was her friend, 
'her' gossip,' 'her good. ,Nan'; and many of. the 
Princess's letters are addressed to her-simple, kind·and' 
unaffected· epistles, in great co~trast to the obscure, 
inflated and pedantic writings of Elizabeth. When Mary 
begs for favours it is always for some old servant of her 
mother's, never for herself. That she and the Howard 

, I 

family, her most constant friends, watched the course 
of. affairs c~osely, is obvious ; but she was also in' .cor
respcin:dence with the Emperor, with a view of ultimately 
marrying either himself or his son Philip, as a preliminary 
to the restoration of the Catholic faith in England. I~ 

seems to me probable that, if Edward had·not died when 
he did, some stroke from the Spaniqh side would not 

1 John Knox, the Apostle of Calvinism in Scotland, came to 
England in I549. andwas made a chaplain to Edward in rssi. 
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i have been long delayed. Spain and its legends were, 
, in fact, the curse of Mary's life ; she was never an English
, woman. We must rememl~er that, though recognized as 
; heiress presumptive by King Henry's will, she had for 
~many previous years been described, even in legal Acts, 
, as 'the Lady Mary the King's natural daughter,' and 
had been assigned precedence after her sister Elizabeth. 
,When she was required to conform to the Prayer Book 
'she boldly replied that she did not recognize the authority 
!of the Council to make religious changes during Edward's 
;minority. Warwick had summoned her before the Council 
in the spring of 1551, and committed the officers of her 
~1ousehold to prison for hearing mass. All through that 
year she, opposed a dogged resistance, occasionally 
f,howing spurts of temper, and telling the upstart 
l:ouncillors what she thought of them in their persons and 
their ancestry. By the spring of 1553 Northumberland 
gave up the attempt to coerce her, and it is probable that 
by that time he had other thoughts in his head. 
r That godly man ' Mr. Knocks ' (who, to do him justice, 
s;purned at proffered bishoprics and called Northumber
l~nd ' Achitophel') was for making short work with all 
1pposition to the spread of pure Calvinism, and proposed 
t~1e execution of Gardiner, Bonner and Tunstall. This 
I ,,ould no doubt have cut away some of the ablest of 

:Mary's supporters, but it would have done nothing to 
rymedy the bankruptcy and corruption by which the 
~overnment was beset. The new Parliament of March, 
r;)53, was carefully packed, and new boroughs in Corn
wall were created to return Government nominees. With 
eHormous difficulty a subsidy was wrung from it, and it 
w J.S then at once dissolved. Edward's last public ap
pearance was at its dissolution in March. He then 
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retired t<? GreenWich to linger· out three mont~s of lifeR-
in,-de:ith. 

l 

Whether he ~aw through Northu~berla:nd or' not·. 
(and there is some evidence that the state ~£his fin'ances 
was; troubling his precocious mind), he appeared to .be 

.... . . . ',..... 
entirely in his harids, and to regard hirri; as -a father. 
But the intense unpopularity of the- minister was patent 

.) • • ' I - ' • 

to every one dsEt; ·few ministersliave been so well hated. 
The King of France an.d the E,mperor, who had been -

-for some· time engaged in Of!e(-of their ordinary wars, 1 
~ . ~- . . 

were· ,drawing towards peace; perhaps' because each· was , .. 
profoundly, i~terested in thei guestion, of the ~Engli~h · 
succession. ; AD:d that .is why we get'the .best information 
on the crisis of) th~ year rss3 .>from th~-'Erenchand Irri-

-perial ambassad6rs, the latter of ~hom bore the extremely ,, 
appropriate name of. R~nard. In estimating' t~~ cert~in 
danger to E~gland ~rom the. Spanish interest, 'YJlich. , 
would triumph~ with Mary,_ v;;e must not forget· that an 
even greater danger threat~ned if, France~ 'coul<l ~weep 
•aside' all· other claimants, and set on the English throne 

\ .. 

Mary Stuart, Queen o_f Scot~, Dauphiness and f~ture ~ 
Queen of France. For, if both Mary Tudor and Elizabeth 
were out of the way, Mary Stuart's w~s the best title 
by descent. ·' 

The whole common sense of the nation was set on 
maintaining the will of Henry NIII., and Northu~berla~d 
outwardly professed the same desire. It was; perhaps;· 
not till the month of May that his •own mind was made 
up, for it was then that he married his fourth . son, 
LorP, Guilford Du~ley, aged· seventeen; to Lady Jane 
Grey, the representative of th~ Suffolk line,~aged si~teen. 
For some time he pad been steadily collecting troops in 
the neighbourhood .of London, 'and weaving a net to 
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;ecure possession of Mary's person in case she should 
try to es:2ape to the Continent on Edward's death. We 
don't knpw the exact date on which Edward was ap
proached on the matter ; but, some time in June, he was 
induced to make two ' devises ' of the succession, both 
of whichj excluded his two sisters. The first limited the 
Crown td possible heirs male of the Suffolk family ; the 
second (~o such heirs being in existence as yet) to Lady 
Jane GrJy and her heirs male-in other words, to the 

! 
wife of !iorthumberland's son. Chief Justice Montague, 
who was; summoned to attend Council on June nth, 
has left ns a description of the scene in which Edward 
himself imfolded his plan, to which he commanded 
assent. ~ontague hesitated long, but ultimately, by 
threats ahd force, the consent. of the judges and of all 
the Countil was obtained. Edward, in the intervals of 
spitting u~ his lungs piecemeal, showed imperious passions 
against tlwse who wished to refuse their signatures to 
the 'lett<:rs patent' which he made the judges draw 
up. Ceci~, when he saw what was coming, had shammed 
sick ; bu~: his friend Audley, who was a student of 
medicine,: was too much for him, and recommended 
two reme{lies :-(r) a sow-pig of nine days old, flayed and 
quartered, and stewed with peppermint, fennel, liver-

' wort, tuniip, celery, nine dates, raisins and other spices ; 
after dis{illation Cecil was recommended to set the 
mess in t~e sun for nine days, and then to drink nine 
spoonfulslof it at intervals: (2) a hedgehog, ·quartered 

! 
and distilled with a quart of red wine, a pint of rosewater, 
a quart Jt sugar, cinnamon and raisins, one date and 

l 

twelve turnips. And Northumberland was so peremptory, 
that Ceci,.'s sickness had to vanish, with or without . 
distilled {mcking~pigs and hedgehogs, and he signed 
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with th.e rest, although he afterwards tried to prove to 
Mary that he. had not done so. Last in point of time 
of the twenty-three bishops and·peers, Thomas Cranmer 
signed his. name on .June zrst. He held out long, 
expostulated with the King and with all, · and yielded 
at~ la~t· only to the entreat:y of the dying boy-his godson, 
whom·he had loved so dearly. The. political indifferents, 
like Winchester,. Northampton; Paget and Pembroke, 
were ready to sign anything. When all of these within 
a mohth pisavowed their· signatures, and hastened· to 
assure Mary that they had no intention of putting the 

' . I -
letters patent in ·force, Cranmer, though he submitted 
.to Mary,' avowed to her that he had signed unfeigned!~'· 
and without dissimulation. 

Still ~Edward lingered on, and, if Northumberland 
thought that Mary was ignorant ofhis plot, he was very 
much mistaken .. Any one of the peers was ready to 
betray it, and the hohour· ofhaving done so is generally 
attributed to Arundel; besides, Charles V!s ambassador 
had, good spies, and. kept the ,Princess fully informed of 
all that passed at Greenwich. She was at Hunsdon, 
in Hertfordshire, when secret news . was. brought her 
that Edward had· ~ied on the evening. of July 6th. She 
took horse at once and rode a hundred miles northward 

. to ~ stronghold of the H~w~rds in Norfolk. 
Edward's death. was kept secret in London for three 

days; then, on July roth, amid a sullen, silent pe'ople,· 
Jane was proclaimed queen .. Ten days later, and amid• 
the same people drunk with joy, Mary was proclaimed 
by the same heralds. · N _aturally enough, few documents 
remain to attest the flurry and excitement ofthose days; 
men had little time .for writing. There is no direct evidence 
of Jane being proclaimed anywhere except in London; 
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t,hough there is indirect evidence that she was proclaimed 
~,t Lynn and at Berwick. It is probable, indeed, that 
r;10st provincial mayors found it wiser to proclaim 
neither queen. There is, however, a very interesting 
'~hronicle of Queen Jane and Queen Mary,' written by 
a. nameless official of the Treasury, who was actual~y 

living in the Tower during those days; and we have 
al;o the defence of his own conduct-a somewhat lame 
orl.e-which Cecil afterwards presented to Mary. 

'1 ane had known nothing of the plot, anq was the 
m{>st astonished person in her dominions when on the gth 
sM was sent for to Sion House and told she was the 
Q+en. She was as remarkably precocious in point of 
learning as Edward, and, as far as we can judge by her 

l 
let~ers, of a very noble character. On the night of the 
rot)l Jane was at the Tower after her proclamation, when 
a h~tter arrived from Mary indicating that she had long 
knqwn of the plot against her, and commanding the 
lords of the Council to return to their allegiance and 
pro(:laim her queen. 

Tt1e letter ended with a Q'ttos ego-which was no empty 
threat. The whole of England was rising for Mary; the 
very men sent to arrest her, the fleet sent to prevent her 
esca~e, had gone over to her side. The lords looked 
at of,le another in blank silence; but Northumberland, 
who lhad never been known to lack courage and who 
expected French help, resolved to take the field against 

' her i'1 person, though he must have known that by so 
doing he left the Council to intrigue against him behind 
his b~tck. Suffolk was left in charge of his daughter and 
the Tpwer, and Northumberland set off accompanied by 
Grey hnd Northampton, with about six hundred men. As 

' soon a.s he was gone Arundel suggested that the air of the 
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T~wer was 'unfavourable to free discussion'> and, though 
Suffolk prevented one attempt of Winchester and Pem
br<;>ke to slip out, they soon managed th do sp, Paget, 
Arundel· ·and· Cecil pulled the strings, and~ on the zoth 
Pembroke threw off the mask and· proclaimed Mary in 

·London. 'The 'Council then wrote a letter :to Northum
.. b~rland. bidding ~im lay down his arms. Deserted by 

all, he had alr~'!ldy anticipated them by proclaiming 
. Mary i:tt Cambridge on the rgth. Arundel arrested him 

th.e next c;Iay, and all the Dudleys upon whom he could·~ 
la:y hand~. ~Suffolk and the itine-days Queen_ remain~d 
prisoner~ at the Tower, and the reign of Mary had begun 
-'-the reign of Mary, which opened with the burning of . 
the ' Gre~t Harry ' and closed ·with the loss of Calais: _ 

· ...... 
_ ..... ,., 

8 
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CHAPTER V 

QUEEN MARY 

AND 1now, what sort of queen was this woman of 
thirti-seven, whose accession was welcomed with such 
outbut·sts of passionate delight, likely to make ? As 
for he,r looks, the portrait of her by Sir Antonio More 
shows ·a prim little woman of pallid complexion, but with 
the h{gh, broad forehead of the Tudor race ; she was 

( . 
hard-f~~atured, shapeless and prematurely grey. Dropsy 
carried her off at the age of forty-two, and dropsy is a 

I 
disease of slow growth ; as early as I550 she writes of 
having seldom escaped the attacks of her disease in the 
autump for several years past. She had a 'gruff voice 
like a ~nan's,' and, in her last years at least, an exceed
ingly !;harp temper, though she never seems to have 
attain~::! the same perfect mastery of the art of scolding 
as her: sister Elizabeth. She was devoted to music, 
and sp?ke Latin, French and Spanish excellently; but 
I gath~r that she knew little Greek, from the fact that 
when the Imperial ambassador once presented her with 
a Thuc[ydides, ' to teach her what kind of punishments 
ought to be inflicted on rebels,' it was in the form of a 
French I translation. Her will was more of the obstinate 
Spanish type, which did not know when to give way, 
than ofl the haughty but politic Tudor type, which did ; 
she cou~d not feel her people's pulse. Worse than this, 

114 
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like her brother Ed'Yard, she was a religious fanatic ; 
it has been well said that Edward and Mary were parti
sans; Henry and Elizabeth were 'the State.' 

!. ~} 

From the 'very first Queen Mary seems to have deter-
mined to extirpate the entire w,ork of the ·Reformation, 
and to 'reduce all things. to the conditions of 1529 ; if 
this 'shduld necessitate the extirpation of the Reformers, 
so much the worse for· them. Less naturally cruel tlian 

' ... . ~ . 
her father, she ,was far more vindictive, and her virtdictive;; 
ness was concentrated· on the leaders of the Reforma- l 

tion. The blame"" for the martyrdom of the rank arid' · . 
file of the Protestants must also rest upoit her, for she . 
not qnly held th~ 'medi.eval idea that the extirpation of •. 

' heresy and heretics was a duty, but she came to believe 
the new (Spanish) idea that it was a sacrifice pleasing · 
to G<;M. Her passionate. desire for the absolution of 
the realm and for complete reunion with Rome sprang 
from the same cause, a z.eal for the welfare of the· souls 
of her subjects. Thus, she alone of the Tuqors threw 
back to an earlier age, and refused to see how far the world 
had advanced under the influence of the New Learning. 
It is ajnong the most ·cruel ironies of fortune that .the ' 
Papacy, for the sake of which she incurred such a fright
ful, load' of hatred, deserted her at the last, and that 
almost her latest act was to prohi?it the introduction 
into ·England of the bulls of a Pope who, for political 
reasons; was. a red-hot anti-Spaniard. The Spanish 

, connexion and the Spanish marriage was at once ·the 
darling ideal and the curse of her life : 

f 
Your peopie hate you as your husband hates you: 

at what date she realize? the full meaning of this we can 
oniy guess;' but her heart was evidently broken a full 
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year before her deJth. • Encompassed even among her 
courtiers and depeiJdants by a network of treachery, 
which was pardonable only because her cruelty was so 

I 

great, she came to re utterly weary of her surroundings 
and to hate her native country. But when all possible 

f 
excuses have been {made for Mary, she stands at the 
bar and is convicte[ ; for what she did she did with her 
eyes open. She Vlielded the full power of the Tudor 
sceptre; she ascend~d the throne at a most favourable 
moment ; she was, learned, well read and accomplished, 
and had no reason 1for being blind to the progress of the 

world and to the iemper of her people. 
While the reign of Edward is complex and difficult 

for us t< .. grasp, thct of Mary is simple; its course can be 
followed and its leJsons applied by any reader of ordinary 

I 
intelligence. But 1to contemporaries it must have been 
a puzzle indeed./ When Mary entered Lond~n on 
August 3rd, 15531 and Elizabeth rode in the gorgeous 
cavalcade beside j her, very few persons would have 
prophesied the unpleasant ~urn which affairs were soon 
to take. Most p~ple expected a restoration of the con
ditions of the last. six years of Henry VIII. without his 
tyranny, perhaps with the first Prayer Book, or at most 
the mass in Engl\sh. Among the prisoners whom with 
gracious words t1e Queen released from the Tower were 
not only Gardinyr, burning with the spirit of religious 
revenge, but her. 'good Nan,' the widowed Duchess of 

I . 
Somerset, the old Duke of Norfolk, head of a fam1ly 
which was not ldss ardently patriotic for being Catholic, 
and young EdwJrd Courtenay, the last male scion of the 

l 
White Rose of York, to whom the Queen at once gave 
the earldom of pev~n. Mary must m_arry an ~nglish
manJ and what 

1
Enghshman so appropnate as this royal 
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imp? Elizabeth should marry, an ·Engl.is.hman too-an 
Arundel of the great . house of r.Fitz-Alan. for choice_:_so 
spoke the vox populi. Gardiner migh~ be made· Arch: 
bishop, in place of Cranmer, and Chancellor; he would 
probably bum a few extreme Anabaptists, but no one 
would complain of that. -The liot gospellers might go back 
and make Germany and Switzerland as uncomfortable 
as' they had made England. The ddences of Calais 
could be put ·once more on a sati_sfactory footing, and 
Lord William Howard as High Admiral might be trusted 
to make the English flag respected at sea. Neither 
Charles V. nor Henry tL could dare to impugn such a 
settlement of a friendly kingdom. ~ 

Alas! Renard the fox-Simon Renard, ambassador 
of the Emperor-was at Mary's elbow, and Renard and 
Pole .were the only councillors she trusted during ·her 
reign. Renard, who cared little for the Pope and less 
for ~eligion,. did in fact at first advise a show of !llOdera
tion, in order to win England fully for the Sparl:ish cause. 

' . .~ .. 
Pole, on the other hand, froni his Italian monastery, cared 

' . 
nothing for the Spanish cause except as a means to the 
re-establishment of the old Church; 'away with politic 
moderation ; the souls of Englishmen were perishing for 
want of his Holiness' blessing,' that was Pole's ciy. 
So well did C~arles V. understand this that, although he 
could not object to the Pope nominating Pole as Legate 
for England.' he took good care to detain him in Fl~nders 
till the autumn of 1554, by which time the yoke of Spain 
had been safely riveted on the necks of the English Council . 

• 
To marry the Prince of Spain, with or without the consent 
bf her Council, was Mary's resolve from the moment of 
her accession. , · · 

tl 
Within tha first week all the bishops deprived and 

'· 
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imprisoned by Nprtimmberland were restored to their 
sees, and all the _:Protestant bishops were ejected or im
prisoned. Crannier's last public act was to read the 

j 

Prayer Book senvice over the body of Edward VI. in 
I 

Westminster Abpey; but the Queen would not attend, 
and Gardiner at lhe same hour sang a Latin requiem-mass 
at the Tower, which very nearly provoked a riot. London, 

I 
fiercely loyal, was largely Protestant also. Not long 
after this a cat/ dressed in full priest's robes, was hung 

1 

on a gallows in Ctheapside, and then amid roars of laughter , 
held up beforer· Catholic preacher at Paul's Cross. The 
children of th very citizens who afterwards· defended 
Mary so valia1tly against Wyatt's rebellion greeted the 
Spanish amba~sadors who came to propose the marriage 
with Philip wi~h volleys of snowballs. 

Northumbe}land, after a fair trial, was sent to the 
block in Aug;ust, I553 ; under abject fear of death he 
turned Cath9lic and professed that his whole life had 
been a· shant Gardiner at :6.rst would gladly have 
saved both ,tatimer and Cranmer, and made a strong 
effort to irl.duce them to escape to the Continent, 
whither a gr

1
eat many of the ' hot gospellers,' including 

r 

all the lead1ng foreigners, had gone ; but neither of the 
two showe9 the slightest inclination to fly; Cranmer, 
in fact, anf,wered by a public letter openly defending 
the comm1tnion against the mass. He was at once 
committed_/ to the Tower, where La_timer to~k up his 
' old lodg(ngs ' about the same tlme ; R1dley had 

' been imprisoned even before Mary reached London. 
But the ~rst proclamation on religion had simply been 
to the e~ect that only those service-books in use at 
Henry Vjiii.'s death were to be read in churches. 
Mary's dxonation was celebrated with great splendour 

I 
I 
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on October- rst. In the second .r"!'rriage. rode Princess · 
Elizabeth, and (with hei'~ack to the'horses) that accom
modating lady, Anne of Cleves, now living at, Rever Castle 
in the enjoyment of a snug annuity '1of £4,000; Anne 
visited the court in state the next year; she died in r557, 
and a requiem-mass for her Protestant soul was sung in 
Westminster Abbey. .. 

It could not ·be long before the\emper of the Queen 
became know:O: to the members of her Council, who, it 
must be remembered, were mostly members of N~rthum
berland's old Council. From them the knowledge would 
spread to the peerage and to the bulk of the gentry. 
In all of these, it is sad to say, the greatest fear that was 
inspired was by the (quite probable) prospect that_ the 
Queen would take away from them the confisca,te4 chl)rch',. 

'• . I , 

·lands. ·That she would re-enact the Statutes for burning' 
Protestants w:as terrible, but not so terrible to them"as the 
land question. The feeling, therefore, gradually grew, in 
wh?t was, after all, the ' parliamentary class,' that there 
must either be a revolution or a compromise. 1 The nation 

·would have to swallow the Pope, possibly even to swall~w 
the Spanish marriage, if the gentlemen were to keep their 

· aqbey lands. 
, Gradually there appeared two parties in the Council, 
those of Gardiner and Paget; and Renard'~ letters show 
us better than anything else the tug and rug between 
them. Gardiner, who had been made Chancellor, was 
all for Courtenay as King-Consort, and, though willing 
in the l~st resort to acknowledge the Pope, dreadeq 
and distrusted Pole as an ' Inglese Italianato,' wpicP, 
is supposed to be a synonym for ' diav()lo incar_nato.: 

Paget, on the other hand, whose religious views_ we.r~ of' 
the loosest, though Renard called hi~ the m95t pestilent 
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hen~tic in the kingdom, fixed his eyes on the chess-board 
of 'European politics and was in favour of the Spanish 
ma,

1
rriage, under certain stringent conditions securing the 

independence of England. The marriage would cement 
ou/· old alliance and trade with Flanders ; it would open 
a (\oor to the Spanish Indies for our hardy sailors. Above 
all( Paget dreaded and distrusted Franee ; the marriage 
was, he thought, a necessity as a set-off to the marriage 
ofiMary Stuart with the Dauphin. Paget, however, was 
sl{ghtly behind the times ; we must remember that 
E{1gland and Spain had drifted apart since 1529, and that 
since that time Spain had identified herself with the new 
at.!d fiery spirit of the Papacy, which was setting its house 
ir; order for the spiritual reconquest of the world. Spain 
hiid, moreover, since 1529 been dominant in Italy and 
tj1e New World, and, wherever she had put her foot, all 
l(,calliberties had been extinguished and horrible cruelties 
eixercised. The once free Low Countries were at this 
,;ery moment being fiercely purged both of liberty and 
l'teresy by Charles V. As early as November, 1553, Sir 
! ohn Mason reports from Brussels that ' our young men 
~n Antwerp (English merchants to wit) are talking most 
Wildly against the Spanish marriage.' At the same time 
[King Henry II. told Wootton at Paris that it would be 
fmpossible for England and France to remain at peace 
,if this wedding came off. 
' I Distracted by the factions in her Council the poor Queen 
I 

1leaned ever more and more on Renard. Small need was 

!
1there for him to whisper 'Philip, Philip,' in her ears all 
_day, and to show her the picture of that lovely young 
I man (already once a widower}, with his yellow head and 
· yellow beard. But Renard had more to do than his ; 

1 he had also to insinuate the idea that the Emperor would 
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never 'allow his. precious Philip to visit' El).gland .while a· 
possible rival lived-in the person of Elizabeth, or Jane· 
Grey; or even Courtenay. Elizabeth's danger, great at 
all times, was in fact infinitely gr~ater before .Mary's 
marriage than after it. Mary must often have felt that 
it would not take much to make Courtenay elope:with 
Eljzabethand raise the flag of revolt in the west of England. 
Happily for her, Courtenay, who had spent thirteen years 
of his life in the Tower, was making up for his long im
prisonment in a whirl of low gaiety. 

In such a condition of affairs Mary's first Parliament 
met, October 5th, 1553. No serious attempt to influence 
the elections had been made, but a sixteenth-century 

, :parliament was always apt to reflect the complexion of an 
established government. This assembly at once showed 
its temper by voting that under no circumstances should 
the holders of church lands be disturbed in their new 
possessions. It then repealed the savage and uncon
stitutional treason Act of Northumberland's government; 
passed an Act declaring the Q~eeri legitimate ; another for 
the restoration of the mass in Latin, though without 
penalties for nonconformity, and another for the celibacy 
of the .clergy. Encouraged by this testimony to the 
temper of her people, Mary solemnly promised Renard 
to marry Philip, and sent Cranmer, Jane Grey and her 
husband to a swift trial for high treason, whereat all three 
were condemned to death. But then, to her astonishment, 
Parliament petitioned her to marry· one of her own sub
jects. She rated it fiercely for the proposal, and rated 
Gardiner for having encouraged it. She overbore all 
opposition, ordered her Council to draw up the marriage 
treaty and on December znd dissolved Parliament in 
anger. 
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The treaty was a very specific one and the liberties of 
England wqre carefully safeguarded. Philip was to have 
the title of ~king only as long as Mary lived, though his 
name was io come first in all Acts of State (hence an 
Act of Parli<~ment of 1555 is' 2 and 3 P. and M. '); Mary, 
on the other~ hand, was to bear all Philip's titles. Philip's 
son by his ;first wife was to inherit Spain, the Italian 
provinces aqd America, but the Netherlands were to go 
to the issue l of Philip and Mary, and to be annexed for 
ever to the (Crown of England. Philip was to have no 
voice in the hdministration of the revenues, army or navy 
of England, nd no foreigner was to hold any office under 
the Crown ; England was not to be obliged to go to war 
with France on behalf of Spain. Many of these clauses 
closely rese ble those of a later Act of Settlement drawn 
up when the \lismal prospect of the Hanoverian Succession 
loomed over England in 1700. 

In spite Jr these precautions the Council protested 
and haggled lover every detail of the job. The nation 
looked on in lsullen discontent, which, early in the new 
year, burst 1nto flame. Several of Northumberland's 
old partisans 1took refuge on French corsairs, and swore 
to cut off Phllip on the high seas. Three great centres 
of what is known as 'Wyatt's Revolt ' were active in 

' January, I 55{~· The Duke of Suffolk, father o~ Lady 
Jane, escaped from the Tower, flew to the midlands 

I 
and tried to {aise his tenants there; Mary evidently 
expected him to proclaim his daughter again. Sir Peter 
Carew hurrieJ off to raise the West. Northampton, 

I 
Grey and Throckmorton were all in the plot ; but the 

I 
soul of the "'hole was Sir Thomas Wyatt, a Kentish 

I 

squire, who ra,ised Kent in real style. The worst point 
in the conspin~cy (which, in fact) led to its failure} was 

r 

I 
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that it was patronized by the French, for too obvious 
political reasons. The probable intention of Wyatt 
was to place Elizabeth and Courtenay on the tlirorie; 
how much Elizabeth knew is doubtful. · Wyatt on the 
scaffold said she knew nothing; but Courtenay certainly 
knew, and as certainly 'betrayed his knowledge to 
Gardiner. N everthe1ess, Courtenay had to go back to the 
Tower, and from that fortress' to Fotheringay Castle; 
and tlie consequence was that Gardiner was· obliged to 

. ' 
withdraw his opposition to the Spanish marriage. 

Alone of the Council· Gardiner and Paget displayed 
loyalty ; and it was really the city of London ,which 
saved the situation. Wyatt rolled up the Dover-London 
road in great strength, and the' first squad of. royalists 
sent to fight him we~t over to his side; but the Queen, 
with only a few attendants, hurried in person to the 

· Guildhall, and made a fierce and clever speech to the 
citizens~ in which she promised to refer the question of 
her•marriage to Parliament .. A large army of defenders 
was levied on the spot and entrusted to Lord Willi~m 
Howard. When Wyatt 'reached Southwark, galled by 
the guns from the Tower, he found the drawbridge, 

. r 

which then hung in the middle of London Bridge, raised ; 
he had to march as far west as Kingston before he could· 
cross, his men deserting him at every step. It was only· 
a very few wet and draggled Kentishmen who, on Feb
ruary 6th, fought their I way past Whitehall up to~. the 
city gates. There at Ludgate they yielded. 1 

The Queen, who had been rudely shaken, showed no 
mercy. Jane Grey, 'with her father and her husband, 
preceded Wyatt to the block. Elizabeth went to the 
Tower, and every one expected her immediate death. 
All Marts promises of.· referring the marriage ques-
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tion to Parliamrnt were forgotten, and the marriage 
was, in fact, the, direct result of the movement against 

! 
it. Yet Renard was by no means at ease ; he recom-

( 

mended the E:mperor to give large presents and 
pensions to t~e leading members of the English 
Council, and nf)t to forget the chief ladies of the 
bedchamber, for'- whom 'rings or such small gear will 
do.' Paget sup11>lied him with a regular list of the most 
bribable people, though Renard distrusted Paget above 
all men, and dreaded the ' fickle and inconstant 
English people, hose temper is always most dangerous 
in the heats of summer,' and hoped that Philip would 
come before th n. Gardiner, thought Renard, was not 
so much to be eared, though he was hot-headed in the 
affairs of religi n; but he was so much hated that the 
ambassador feared that the hatred of him would recoil 
on the Queen. All was chaos and confusion at court 
through March,,i April and May ; " by God ! sir," wrote 
Paget, at the e~1d of April, " I am at my wits' end if his 
Highness comejnot shortly." 

Meanwhile the second Parliament met on April 2nd. 
Up till now Mcfry, who was still legally 'Supreme Head 
of the Church,' !had acted as such, in spite of the passion
ate remonstran'ces of Pole, who wrote to her constantly 

I 
on the wickedness of the title. She, indeed, loathed 
it a~ much as re did. From. the opening. of the second 
Parliament, t~erefore, the title was tacitly dropped; 
and the last qercise of the power was in a vigorous set 
of injunctions jto the bishops, in March '54, to eject all 
married clergyJ and to put in force all canon laws which 
were not actyally contrary to Statute. The Bill for 
the marriage pJ.ssed quickly and easily, but no persuasion 

I 1 . or threats could !.nduce the Houses to a ter the successwn 
I 
! 
J 
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:,lS laid down by Henry's will. Bills passed the Lower 
House re-enacting the Statute for burning heretics, but 
Paget and Ar~nd~l succeeded in throwing them out in 
the Lords ; and Mary again dissolved her Parliament 
in anger at the end of a month. 

It had shown its teeth on one point; Princess Eliza
beth had ~o be released from the Tower, from which 

·she retired to semi-captivity at Woodstock A splendid 
Eng~sh embassy was sent over to fetch the Prince from 
Spain, and reported that, as he was wont tobe very sick 
at sea, he would probably wish to land at the first English 
port within reach; nevertheless, they would do all that 
in them lay to bring him t? Southampton. Lord 
Wi~iam Howard, it appears, held' the Spanish fleet in 
great contempt ; ' mere mussel-shells,' he called their 
ships, which is curious in view of the reputation for 
great size which they possessed in 1588.. Renard dis
pl~yed great anxiety that the Prince should do all he 
could to conciliate Englishmen ' by his accustomed . . . 
courtesy '-a polite way of begging him to lay aside his 
accustomed haughtiness and discourtesy. 

At last, in July, Philip, with a shirt of mail under his 
doublet anq 'a tame cook in his train for fear of poison, 
reached Southampton; and on the 25th-the day of 
St. James, his r patron saint-was wedded to Mary by 
Gardiner in Winchester Cathedral. 'The Winchester 
scholars did not miss the opportunity of the wedding, 
and vomited fearful elegiacs at the bride and bridegroom, 
e.g.-

. Deest puer, at- dabitur, Christo donante, Mariam 
Qui vocitet matrem teque Philippe patrem. 

(I hope my readers, even· in the fourth form, do not 
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wish me to continue the (opy.) The first impression 
Philip made upon the English nobles was evidently a 
good one, although they! were only able to converse 
with him in Latin; he wks at this time twenty-seven 
years of age, and, though fn person more like a Fleming, 
he was in manner and temper a thorough Spaniard, 
grave, reserved and prdud, yet capable of showing 
affability when policy dem~nded it. In political matters, 
though less able, he was + patient and subtle a schemer 
as his father, and far mor:e fanatically devoted to Catho
licism ; he was a true S anish patriot, without scruple 
and without mercy, and e has reaped his reward, for to 
this day he is the his to ·ic idol of the Spanish people. 
The English alliance me mt a great deal to him, for it 
meant the casting of tl e weight of England into the 
Austro-Spanish scale aglainst France ; apart from this 

the mere marriage mea1,t nothing to him, and, when it 
became evident that h[ could hope for no heir fr<?m 
Mary, he took little pp.ins to conceal his indifference 
to her. As the sovereians entered London there were 
pageants of the usual kJnd, which made the most of the 
fact that Philip was descended from John of Gaunt : 
but it is evident that lhey were not particularly spon~ 
taneous ; every one whb was asked ' to do something on 
a grand scale' pleaded ~overty. 

Mary's third Parliament met in November, 1554, 
after a circular letter{ to the sheriffs had enjoined the 
choosing of 'none but good Catholics.' The King and 

Q~een determin:d to} force through t~e reconciliation 
with Rome ; while tht:Y Queen and Gardmer were equally 

I 
determined to force tnrough the Statute for persecution. 
Pole was at last allo\\-Jed to land in state as Legate, and 
Londoners gaped at s~J.ch a barge and such silver crosses 
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and pillars as had not been since Wolsey's time. On 
November zgth, the two Houses of Parliament grovelled 
at the Legate's feet in Westminster Hall; and were 
solemnly absolved of the guilt of heresy.· But they rose 
from their knees only to go and pass a most stringent 
Act that the possession of all property, lands, plate, 
benefices, tithes, formerly annexed to religious · founda-

' ' tions, should rest in the hands of the present possessors 
and their heirs for ever. The whole thing was in fact 
a treaty or compromise, and a dispensation had, with 
enormous difficulty} been procured at Rome to make 
the arrangement, which Pope; Legate and Queen hated 
with equa1 hatred. The Statute went on to say that 
any one attempting to molest or iJ.Tlplead any holder 
of church lands was at once to be liable to the penalties· 
of ' premunire.' 

A sordid bargain indeed, yet one whiCh we could look 
b'!:ck upon with more· satisfaction had not the noble 
L~rds withdrawn. their opposition to the Statutes ·ag~inst 
heresy, which were at last re-enacted, after a gallant 
fight by Paget, on December rsth, I554· The · Act 
put it . into the hands of each bishop to purge his 
diocese of heresy, although no bishop could arrest a 
heretic without a warrant from a sheriff or justice of 
the peace... ~n~ episcopal visitation was to take place 
in each diocese before Easter; and Bishop Bonner, of 
London, has obtained unenviable notoriety as a perse
cutoi" because he began to carry_ out the law at once. 
Rogers, ·One of the original translators of the Bible, 
and the fierce Puritan Hooper, Bishop of Gloucester, 
were the first victims, rapidly followed by Rowland 
Taylor, Sand:rs and Bradford. But so great was the 
indignation expr~ssed by the inhabitants of the towns 
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in which fhese five men were burned, that Philip found 
' it necessaiy to bid for popularity by pretending to be 

.-verse to persecution; he may, indeed, have seen, as 
Renard saw, that it would destroy the very object for 
which he Had come to England. 

During tl\e first nineteen months of Mary's reign not a 
single persort had suffered death for religion's sake ; during 
the remaininf forty-five months two hundred and seventy
seven person;, were burned alive for it. Probably many 
more would ~ave suffered but for the unwillingness of the 
lay authoritiJ

1
s to issue the necessary warrants for arrest. 

Enbugh, howlver, suffered to make a return of Popery 
for ever imporsible in England. The Reformation had 
been dragged\ in the dirt by Northumberland and his 
crew; it wasl associated with grasping greed, social 
disorder and infidelity. The apune'ia of the Marian 

I 
martyrs purged it once and for all in the fire. They did, 
indeed, to use ~~atimer's last noble words, light a candle 
that could neve~· again be put out in England. The really 

I 
remarkable fact about the martyrs is the exceedingly 

I 
humble social ~osition of the large majority of them; 
about two hundrled and thirty belonged to the labouring 
classes. \ 

The geographital area of the persecution was curi-
1 

ously limited. It has been cleverly pointed out that 
all the towns inl which it really raged were upon one 
or other of the g~at roads leading to the ports of em
barkation on the last or south-east coasts, London and 
Canterbury having by far the largest number of victims. 
Something may nb doubt be allowed for the temper 
of Bonner and Polb, who respectively presided over these 
dioceses; but outsitle East Anglia, Kent, Surrey, Sussex 
dlld Middlesex onl!r forty-four persons suffered ; and, 

\ 
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of these, seven were burnt in Oxfordshire, seven m 
Staffordshire and ten in Gloucestershire. North of 
the Ht~mber only two persons suffered (at York); irii;~ 
~ales, three; in Cheshire, Derbyshire, Devorishite (this 
las~ so soon to be the· stronghold of Elizabethan Pro
testantism), but one each; of Wycliff's old strongholds, 
Leicestershire supplied only two victims and Worcester
shire none. These figures cannot be entirely without 
significance, and the lesson which we should draw from 
them is that absolute denial of the real· pre~ence was a 
plant. of entirely foreign growth, and flourished o?ly 
where 'there was close intercourse with the new Con
tinental churches.. Any adherent of the sacramental 
doctrine of the first Prayer Book of Edward VI. was 
completely safe : " is there or is there not anything 
taken and recyived in the Holy S.acrament besides bread 
and. win~ ? ·,_:_that was the test question which the 
episcopal tribu~1als ~ut to the majority; of th~ marfyrs; 
Thus it is not true to say that men were burned for 
denying tp.e_ supremacy of the Pope. ,/f 

We cannot, of course, acquit Gardiner of being a per! 
secutor. .. It was he, more than any one, who had forced 
the Bill through Parliament ; yet, though he lived for 
nine months more and sat on the first commission to 
try heretics, no heretics were burned in his diocese of 
Winchester. Bonner was a vulgar, blustering fellow, 
but he seems always to have done his utmost to pe,rsuade 
heretics to recant, and to have accepted almost any
thing a~ a recantation. All the bishops, in fact. ·were 
constantly receiving ' whips ' from the court urging 
them to greater activity ; it is with the court that the 

blame must rest, an4 .in this matter the court was the 
Queen and Cardinal Pole, themselves.urged on by bloody· 

9 
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minded Spani~h friars among whom they chose their 
confessors. T~e French ambassador Noailles writes to 
Henry II. in 1556 that " the Queen lives in two great 
extremes of ar:ger and suspicion, and in a continued 

l 

madness of disappointment, not being able to enjoy the 
I 

presence of her' husband or the love of her people, and 
she is also in ~reat fear of losing her life through the 
treachery of solne of her domestics." Knox's 'Faithful 
Admonition to ~he Professors of God's Faith in England,' 
hurled from the safety of his refuge in France against the 

Spanish marri~1ge as early as July, 1554, had undoubtedly 
stimulated Ma ·y's zeal for persecution, if it needed 
stimulating. . ut, above all, as the hope of an heir 
vanished from jthe unfortunate Queen's mind, she came 
to imagine hetself to be undeserving of the favour of 
Heaven becaus~ she did not burn enough heretics. 

It is not rrly intention to regale my readers with 
stories of torfure and agony, nor, where one and all 
suffered deathl so nobly and unflinchingly, to single 
out special talJ(s of heroism. If Ridley met his judges 
with keen polemic argument, and Latimer with flashes 
of his quaint ~umour, their deaths (October 16th, 1555) 
are only rema{·kable for the high positions which they 
had held. C{anmer had been removed to Oxford, 
together with lhe two last-named, as early as April, 1554, 

I 

when it was decided to punish him rather as a heretic 
I 

than as a traitor ; he had already been ct>ndemned to 
death in the la\ter capacity. They were at first confined 
to Bocardo Pr'ison, which stood over the north gate of 
the city, but )Ridley and Latimer were soon removed 
to private hot~ses. A sham theological disputation was 

I 
held m St. M'az:y's Church shortly after their arrival, 
but they were'not really allowed to speak, and were at 
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once excommunicated. In fact, in other cases· where 
.such disputations had been allowed, as in those of the 

·martyrs Rowland Taylor, Philpot and Rogers, the learn
ing of the Reformers in the history of the primitive 
Church generally proved too much for their adversaries. 
The long respite in prison which was granted to Cranmer 
was, in fact, granted with the sinister design of working 
on his tender spirit to make him recanL I A solemn 
disputation was again held with him on September rzth, 

- ' but he wisely treated- it as a trial, and refused to recog-
nize the authority of the Pope's delegate ·to t~y him. 
He "was allowed to witness the deaths of ·Latimer and 
Ridl~y from the roof of his prison, and the warrant for 
his o~n death was delayed till February 24th, 1556. 

Even, then a .month was allowed to elapse, during whiCh 
he was taken to the Deanery a:t Christchurch and caressed 
and flattered ~n every possible way. Every. false promise 

. was h_eld 'out to him if only he would recant-alas ! , with 
, . th~_ desired result.- He signed several successive re

cantations, and 'it was only when it was told hiin that 
these would be of inestimable benefit to him in the next 
·world, but none in this, that. he made up his mind to 
play the ina~. On March zrst, in St. Mary's Church, 
the ex-Primate of England was required to read aloud 
his recantation. To the utter astonishment of his 
judge!?, to the joy of the whole Protestant world then 
and thenceafter, he recanted his recantation, and declared 
that it had been made from fear of death, " to save my 
life if it might be . . , . and, as for the Pope, I utterly 
refuse. him as Christ's enemy and Antichrist with all his 
false doctrine '' ; the hand with which he had signed the 
evil document should be burned the first. When he· came 
to the stake he held it in the flames before they reached 
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the rest <)f his body. His death came quickly; did 
I 

Pole not shudder when he was consecrated Archbishop 
of Cantervury on the very next day ? Cranmer had 
under fear of death denied Christ once, and has been 
called a edward for it by a certain set of modem English 

I 

churchmen ; but a greater than Cranmer had denied 
his Mast~r thrice-according to Catholic tradition 
four timer;. 1 The actual place of the burning of the 
three great Oxford martyrs is in Broad Street, nearly 
opposite tl1e gate of Balliol College. It is strange that 
they had Ito wait until the worst architectural decade 

I 
of the ni4eteenth century for a ' martyr's memorial ' ; 
stranger st;ill that it should have been placed in a site 
some distahce away from that of their suffering; not so 
strange, cdnsidering the average level of English educa
tion, thatlthe ordinary Oxford citizen believes the 
memorial o have. some connexion with a hairdresser 
called Mar yr, whose shop is or was in the immediate 

I 

vicinity. ~ . 
Twice drring the year I555 the papal throne had 

been vaca11t ; and twice Cardinal Pole, like Wolsey 
before him

1
, had been put off with discreet promises. 

The second of these elections resulted in the elevation 
of a Neapohtan of the great house of Caraffa, sworn foe 
to Spain arj.d all its works; Paul IV. threw himself heart 
and soul idto the arms of France. All that pitiful year 

, poor Mary bung to the idea that the dropsy, which was 
eating her life away, was pregnancy; her court was full 
of midwivlls, rockers and decorated cradles, but the 

I 
baby never came. Once-May znd-an actual report 
reached Fl!tnders that it had come and was a prince, 

I 

1 The allu!;ion is to the beautiful legend of ' Domine, quo 
vadis?' 
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and 'old Charles V., beside. himself with joy, sent for 
Mason at 4 a.m. to learn particulars ; but Mason had ·no 
confirmation of the news from his court, and_was sceptical. 
When it became evident that the hope was delusive, 

. Philip was prudent enough to in~ist on the complete 
liberation of Elizabeth, who was . unwillingly received 
at court by her sister, and then allowed to retire to 
her own. home of Ashridge, in Hertfordshire, where she 
studiid and practised those careful principles of economy, 

~ of which (hcept in tlie ~aher of frocks) she was to 
give such a fin~ example on the throne. The complete 
pardon of Courtenay was more Mary's· own doing ; he 
was 'sent off to travel and improve his mind ' in Catholic 
and friendly countries,' in compliance with which order 
he went off to Ve:r:tice-then and for long after the Monte 
Cado of the period_:__and died there. 

" '.'Philip soon began to feel that th~re was no need for 
him to stay loriger in England : his father was going to 

Cast crowns for rosaries away, 
An empire for a cell; · 

and Philip, already King of Naples, was going to take 
up the burden of Spain, the Netherlands, Milan and 
the Indies. He was likely enough to have trouble with 
them all except his native Spain. He deliberately lied 
to Mary when he promised to return in a few weeks. . . 

On August 28th he bade her farewell, and his letters soon 
ceased to speak of returning. It is, however, quite a 
mistake to think that he took no more interest in English 

.. ·: politi.~s. The Council did nothing serious without 
·.· cons1flting him, and we have a long series of minutes of 

theirs, translated into ;Latin for his benefit, with ·his 
annotations· on ~hem, also in Latin, which prove his 

·industry and his passion for detail. 
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The Queen was distracted with grief at his going and 
glutted her passions with heretic blood ; and it was 
then that Ridley and Latimer were burned. " You 
have lost the hearts of twenty thousand that were rank 
Papists a year ago," is the comment of a contemporary 
in a letter to Bonner. The fourth Parliament of the 
reign was summoned on October 21st, 1555, and Gardiner 
roused himself from his death-bed to preside in it. Philip 
was almost at open war with the new Pope, who, from 
the moment of his accession, declared that he would 
never consent to the permanent alienation of the lands of 
the English Church. Mary utterly agreed with this view, 
and took steps to unload the already bankrupt English 
treasury and her own conscience by the re-endowment 
of the monks and abbey of Westminster. 

Gardiner died on November 13th. The Queen had not 
a single honest English councillor whom she could trust. 
Yet her Parliament voted her a subsidy, and she at once 
proposed to strip herself further by the restoration to 
Rome of the whole vast treasure of the ' annates and 
firstfruits ' of benefices, something not less than a tenth of 
her whole revenue. This sacrifice Parliament refused to 
sanction, and a compromise was effected; still much to 
the prejudice of the Crown, by which lay holders of what 
had once been benefices-e.g. the abbeys and chantries
were to retain the annates for themselves, while clerical 
holders were to pay them to the Archbishop, who was 
to apply them to the payment of pensions of ex-monks. 
Parliament was dissolved on December gth ; beyond the 
Act above mentioned it had refused every proposal of the 
Crown. The last consolation left to Mary was to refound 
monasteries, by incurring debts at twelve and fourteen 
per cent. interest to foreign Jews. Besides Westminster, 
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Greenwi(:h, Shene and Sion again received riolo'nies -of .. 
monks and nuns: ; . ·. . . . . . ' . . ·t 

.. :A 

Conspiracy after conspiracy· shook Mary's throne · 
during her !c:tst three•years; no~ it was ~he remnan.ts ofi • i 
the Dudley family, now the Carews, now Sir Antl}ony 
Kingston. Once Wootton reported.from Paris, ~itl~out 
sendi1:1g names, that there was something very seriou~ ·• 
afoot i11 which some of the greatest men of the kingdom-' 
were involved.· From the summe;· of. rss6 a reguiar 
system of piracy , was organized by English rdugees 
from French:-~harbours against Spanish vessels; and all 

' . 
the conspiracies were tainted by their reliance on French 
help. The ministers occasionally pounced on an ,agent 
or two and ·did not spare the rack, which seldom failed 

· to extract some information, true or false. Peers were, 
involved, but Mary does not .. seem to have dared .to· 
'strike at them: Even Lord William Howard, loyalest 
of. the loyal, told Noailles that he couldn't stand the 
tyranny and. the burnings much longer ; h~ resigned· his· 
office of admiral' before the end of the reign, and was 
succeeded by. Clinton. Elizabeth's life. or liberty were, 
according to Howard, once more in great danger. 

France had, indeed, concluded early in '56 a five-years' 
truce ~th Philip, but had no -intention of keeping it. 
No more had Philip ; but, if he was to win any startling 
success, it. could only -be· by involving England in the 
.war, which by his marriage treaty he was pledged not to 
do. IfHenry had been able to restrain his ally the Pope, 
he might have won the last trick in the game; but the 
fierce Neapolitan patriot would not be restrained, and 
declared that Philip had forfeit~d the kingdom of Naples, 
to which Philip -quietly answered by sending the Duke 
of Alva with·rz,ooo veterans into the papal states. Alva, 
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with protestations of fervent Catholic piety, was con
strained to remind His Holiness that providence was some
times on the side of the big battalions, and that the year 
1527 had seen an unlucky example of the fact. France 
was not quick enough to anticipate Alva's action. The 
Pope had to give way and acknowledge Philip as King 
of Naples. France, however, was preparing a counter
stroke-nothing less than an attack on Calais by coup-de
main. Wootton's letters show us that religious hatred had 
even gone so far as to promote within the city of Calais 
conspiracies to surrender it to the French; as early as 
October, 1556, he was in grave alarm on the subject. 
The outworks of the city, Guisnes, Ham, Sangatte, were 
but ill provisioned and garrisoned, and it seems to have 
been only owing to Philip's watchful care that these evils 
were for the time remedied and the disaster averted for 
one year. But a systematic refortification by earthworks 
was the only thing that could really have saved the city 
from the new siege artillery in which France was so much 
ahead of her neighbours. 

France could, however, hardly complain if Philip 
looked on her designs on Italy and Calais as a violation 
of the truce, or even if the English Council held that 
the latter design absolved England from its pledge of 
neutrality ; and so in March, 1557, Henry threw 
over the truce and sent an army under the command 
of the Duke of Guise to help Paul. Philip even paid a 
three-months' visit to England (March to July) and im
plored the English Council to declare war. His pleadings 
would have been in vain but· for a mad descent of 
Thomas Stafford, one of the refugees from France, on 
the Yorkshire coast. The Catholic North was ill chosen 
for this purpose ~ Stq.ijord w~s ~i1Ilself ;:~. des<;:end~nt 
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of Edward III. (through the dukes of Buckingham), 
and the proclamations ' he put forth about ' ridding 
England of foreign tyrants ' had an unpleasant fifteenth
century ring about them. After ·holding Scarborough 
Castle for a few days, Stafford was overwhelmed by 

· loyalist levies, disarmed and executed. The English· 
Council, knowing that France had abetted the enterprise, 

. could not choose but declare war, empty as the treasury 
was. The Pope, who regarded the quarrel as his owp., 
·took the meanest revenge possible by cancelFng. Pole's 
legation, and that on the cruel-nay, infamous-'-ground 
that Pole was suspected of heresy ! A sovereign who 
poses as the champion of the Pope at home is often uri:. 
fortunate enough to quarrel with him abroad; and then 
the Pope does not care what weapons he uses. ·Thus 
it was now with· Philip and Mary ; thus a hundred 
and thirty years later with Louis XIV. and his ally 

JamesJI. , 
The war opened with a startling Spanish success won 

by Philip's general, the Duke of Savoy; who made a sudden 
raid into Picardy; when the French were expecting him . 

. t. 

in Lorraine, and won, by sheer weight of numbers, the 
bloody battle of St. Quentin, August roth-the last great 

· victory' of ·Spanish over French arms in history. Equal 
'good fortune attended the Spaniards in Italy, for Guise's 
'army· melted away ~th fever, and the Pope was again 
on his knees before Alva. ·Charles V., in his monastic 
retreat, daily-;expected to hear that his ~on was dictating 
a peace within the walls of Paris. . But Philip was not 

' . 
·the man for 'that ; he cantoned his troops along the line 

t . .-

·'· · of the Somme, and the French gradually came up in force . 
· and glared at them across the river, until both a11f!ies 
• ,. went into wiriter qu<;~-rters. Ten thousand Englishmen 

' . 
·' 
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had been shipped across to Flanders for the campaign, 
but arrived at the front. a day too late for the battle of 
St. Quentin. 

The war was by no means over, and in deep secrecy 
Guise began maturing his plan of the year before, for a dash 
upon Calais. There could be no question of a long siege : 
it was bombardment, storm or nothing. Guise knew the 
weakness of the defences, and couldn't wait till England 
should be roused to send reinforcements. Lord Grey was 
in Guisnes with about r,ooo men-too few to hold the 
extensive works. Lord Wentworth, in the city itself, had 
perhaps 500. The defences of both rested on a system of 
dykes and sluices, by which the marshes could be flooded 
so that the only dry-foot advance would be by causeway 
roads. Spanish troops were as near as Gravelines, though 
not in sufficient force to repel a large French army. 
Provisions were very short behind the walls. Passionate 
appeals to England were sent by Grey and Wentworth 
in the latter half of December. Soon, as French ships 
gathered round the harbour, it became difficult to get 
letters through. Mary turned a deaf ear ; and, when a 
sharp frost set in on the 22nd, both commanders knew 
that they were in imminent peril. The actual investment 
began on the first day of 1558. The first attack was 
beaten off from the outwork of 'Newnham Bridge,' but 
Sangatte fell on the znd ; nothing could stand against 
the heavy guns, which simply made powder of the old 
walls. Calais was in ruins by January 6th, and Wentworth 
was obliged to surrender, though some Spanish troops 
had made a valiant attempt to break through to his aid. 
Guisnes still held out, and, when too late, the Queen made 
a despairing effort to collect men and ships to relieve 
it; but from the roth to the 14th a fierce gale prevented 
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anything from crossing. The bombardment of Guisnes 
began on the 1jth, and in a week it too was in ruins'
gallantly defended to the last. To both fortresses Guise 

f. , ,· 

granted honourable terms, and Grey could not refuse· to 
accept them. 

. .,The humiliation to England was terrible, although the 
ultimate gain from the loss was to be immense: On the · 
v~ry day of the fall. of Guisnes Mary met her last Parlia
ment with some show of Tudor spirit, and, representing 
the danger of a French invasion, asked for .an enormous 
subsidy., The Houses granted less than half what she 
asked, and she . had to go on borrowing money from 
Flemish Jews at increasing rates of interest. An Act 
was, however, passed known as the 'Mustering Statute,' 
which was to prove of great value in the ensuing reign. 
It was really a re-enactment of the old Assize of Arms of 
Henry n.: adapted to changed conditions, and may be. 
said to some extent to legalize impressemen,t for the 
militia. Every one between the ages of sixteen and sixty 
was liable to serve under' penalty of death for refusal, 
and every one was to keep arms suitable to his condition-
1-.e. his wealth r in real and personal property. A ' Lord 
Lieut~nanC was to command the musters of each county, 
and- to hold monthly drills or ' weapon-showings.' The 
nation for the moment responded but feebly. Stunned 
by 1;he loss of Calais, it was even more sttiimed by the 
tyranny of the court and the priests. The fleet, .it is 
true, kept the sea, and in August, 1558, attempted a 
raid on Brest : but otherwise the y~ar is void of historical 
interest ; only .the holocausts of martyrs went on. 

The war between France a.p.d Spain was dragging to 
its close, .and with it was closing an epoch of history. 
Charles V. died in September; Mary was dying, Pole was 
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dying; an armistice was agreed 'on in the same month 
and a conference opened, at which Wootton represented 
England. Philip at first bravely stuck out for the 
restitution of Calais. Little as he cared for Mary, he was 
statesman enough to see that the alliance of England 
might still mean much to him; for the national hatred 
he cared little, being accustomed to override such matters 
by his big battalions. Nothing seemed more natural 
to him than that he should quietly take Elizabeth as his 
third wife, and continue the foreign policy of the last 
five years till France should be humbled; for that, too, 
seemed to him. only a question of time. Time, he used 
to say, was his best ally. 

He therefore sent his confidant Feria to his dying wife, 
to insist that she should recogniie her sister as her heir, 
and Mary meekly bowed her head. From the deathbed 
Feria hastened to Elizabeth, who was staying at the 
Admiral's house. She received him graciously and gave 
him supper; but, as for any promises of alliance with 
Philip, or any gratitude for Philip's protection of her
which she certainly owed him-she refused to make any 
admissions. She told the envoy that it was the people of 
England who had saved her ; " indeed," writes he, " there 
is not a heretic or a traitor in the country who has not 
started as if from the grave to welcome her with expressions 
of the greatest pleasure." Her friends are. the young, 
the spirited, the adventurers ; " but her councillors will be 
the prudent men, the Pagets, Woottons, Cecils, Masons." 
In these words one can read the death-knell of the foreign 
influences and the priestly influences which had sucked 
the life-blood of the country for the last five years. Merry 
England was come again in the person of this young woman 
of twenty-five, vain of her great mop of red-gold hair, 
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gorgeous in dress, lovi~~ a handsome mari~1 a-man ~ho 
could .hunt and fight and ride,' as· she said.;·· 

Her eye proclaims her of the Briton line; 
Her lion port, her awe commanding face, 
Attempered sweet to virgin grace; 

yet trained in the svbtle school of adversity arid danger, 
where she had le.arnt that to deceive her. enemies was one , 
of the first essentials of statecraft in perilous times. 
~ From her interview with Feria Elizabeth rode to' 
Hatfield to await the end. 'Cecil was fully possessed of 
all her instructio~s ~nd would take the necessary steps 
for' her proclamation. T~e dying Legate· sent a short 
letter to her, almost seeming to beseech her par: don ; the· · 
d)ring Queen could not write, but sent a pathetic message' 
begging that her debts might be .paid and her old servants 
provided for. Mary died while the Holy Sacrament was 
being celebrated at l!er bedside, November r7th, and 
Pole followed her to the grave a few hours after. 



CHAPTER VI 

QUEEN ELIZABETH FEELING 
HER WAY 

IF we are to understand history rightly, we must realize 
that sometimes great persons are able to control the 
destinies of their countries, and that sometimes even 
the greatest become the playthings of forces whirling 
around them. Machiavelli said, " Fortune is always 
spinning a wheel, sometimes fast and sometimes slowly; 
the successful man is he who can judge of the pace of 
the wheel and act accordingly." 

It is very difficult to say whether the great characters 
of the Sixteenth Century were in control of the wheel, 
or whether the wheel spun them whither it would. At 
first sight, in the period which we have now to con
sider, everything seems to depend on the 'personal 
equation.' Elizabeth, Philip, Cecil and Mary Stuart 
loom so large, their characters have been so closely 
analysed, that it looks as if the fate of the world were in 
their hands ; a poisoned dagger more or less-there were 
plenty of them going about-might have changed our 
destinies. But let us not be too sure : there are nations 
at the back of each of these leaders ; there are national 
aspirations and combinations to be faced, which will be 
very apt to grow independently of these leaders ; there 
are loves and hatreds of peoples as well as of queens. 
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Elizabeth certainly did riot like Philip, and she loathed 
John Knox; yet Knox and-Philip were, after all, her best 
fri;:rlds on the political che~sboard. ' There's a divinity 
that doth shape the ends! of Spain, England, Scotland,. 
Flanders and France, rough-hew them how their spve- _ 
reigns will. But the rough-hewing will certainly have 

' ' an important effect on the shape that is ultimately turned. 
out ; it is the ·age of personal government, and the great 

. . 
figures stand out clearly. · 

First of all stands the King of Spain, with the whole _ 
of modem ~elgium and Holland, the richest country in 
the world; with the Duchy of 1\'Iilari, perhaps ·the next 
richest ; with the kingdom of Naples and Sicily, mother of 
incomparable cut-throats, bravos and soldiers of fortune; 
with the whole Spanish peninsula, mother of th~ finest. 
army and navy .then upright oLafioat; with the whole of 
the New World, so far _g.s it was yet colonized, except Brazil 
and Canada, pouring 'millions of gold and silver ari~ually 
into his lap. He is the champion of the Church in its 
most aggressive form-the Church of the stake .and the 

, Inquisition, the Church which has. turned aside from in
tellect and art, the Church of the Jesuits ; he has a per
f~tly honest belief in his divine. mission to spread the 
'counter-reforrriation' by means of the universal monarchy 
of Spain; he is the' junior partner of Almighty God,' 
and the idol and darling of his devoted people. The end 
being -consecrate, all means were alike to Philip ; he 
often quarrelled1with·Popes-they didn't know their own 
business, he alone had the secret. Diplomatic •honesty 
was as far froin his creed as it was from that of his most 
worldly opponents. Assassination might often be useful 
----only one must be sure not to strike too soon. He was 
above law,- divine or human, and above feeling ; in 

. ' 
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character patient and laborious beyond belief, unelated 
in victory and utterly undaunted in defeat ; the careful 
master and affectionate husband and father, who put his 
eldest son to death and mistrusted every one who served 
him; the statesman with the mind of a lawyer's clerk, who 
annotated every despatch and accounted for every penny, 
who missed every opportunity from excess of caution: 

Six sides of a question vexed he saw when commonplace men 
saw two, 

He looked at it east and he looked at it west and he looked at 
it upside down, 

and went on ruining his country from mere excess of con
scientiousness. And when his long duel with England 
was ended, and he lay for long months dying in his grim 
palace in the grim mountains of Guadarrama-dying 
in unspeakable agony, with the ruin of his noble people 
manifest all around him-his faith in his cause never 
wavered. It was .God's will ; though he had not been 
counted worthy to be the instrument, another Spanish 
king should be. 

To take the measure of Philip was the task that, early 
and late, presented itself to Elizabeth and her great 
minister. The measure of Mary Stuart was easier to 
take ; but the danger of a mistake in their dealings with 
her was infinitely greater. If circumstances forced 
Philip, as I hope to show, to remain for long years Eliza
beth's only European friend, they equally seemed to force 
Mary, from the first, to be her natural enemy. 

Much more intellectual than Philip, Mary erred and 
threw away her chances even more than he did; but 
from a wholly different cause-not from excess of con
scientiousness or caution, but from unrestrained passion 
and impetuosity : the ' primitive woman ' was for ever 



MARY .STUART . '·345. 

peeping out in her., Brought up from her sixth yea:r in 
the vicious but cultivated society of the French Cqurt, 

. Mary was. mistress of all. the graces that a W?man 
could command ; no fanatic in religion and blinded by . ~ 
no illusio11s, she .,.knew that she had to playi. for her 
own hand. And unluckily for her, she ~ad to play 
the game very much alone. . She had no united people 
behi~d her ; the best tradition at her command,-~ the 

' f: ~ t. ' ' 

' old alliance. of Scotland and France,' was dead 1or· dying. • 
' , . t !.;_ ~'.,/ 

But she was able ·enough, and had chances · enougJ:l· 
' ""="· "' to .create both a tradition ·and' a united people; .these: 

chances she deliberately 'threw away. She .would 'lie·"" 
. . . r· .~.. ·"' _,.. ',. ,~ 

a-bed all day and iise only to dance all night;· yet: on ' 
occasion, slie could ride on a dangerous expedit'ichi .to ·. 

' ... . .,. • i"'~ ~ 

. the.,,north and rough it .. for .wee~s with, the roughest of.~ 

her troopers .. She was no more honest in her diplomacy 
than Elizabeth, n; more averse to political murders [ 

"' .. . "" .... · ·~( , . 
than Philip; but unfortunately she allowed her"personal •· 

' ' desires to dominate her at the mosHcritical moments. 
. Again one asks' the ~ld qU'~stion, ' Is the prudence . -~ ' 
of the prince. a 'iesult of good counsellors; or f!.re good 
counsellors .thelresult of the prudence of-.-th~~·pririce·~.:· 
lt is an ex~ellent subject for a debating society, and a 
stock instance is.'t:hat of Elizabeth and Cecil. In this 
int~resting d~bate I shall go behind the chair ; for forty 
years these two worked together f~r the good of England, 
and each prevent~<! the other from making many mistakes. 

Cecil had, ~~s we ·know, been Secretary of State to; 
Edward Vl.; he .. held no office, but incurred no disgrace 
under Mary. ··~Lil~e -Eilzabeth, he h~d made no difficulty· _

1 

about going to)niass·,_ lnd M was in~ifferent, then .and ~ 
always, to mere dogma. But he·was unquestionably of , 
the reformed religion, thong?- of ·t~e more conservative r I . r.- • " ~ ~ • ' ' I.... I IO, .. 

• . fT \ •. ,• .. 
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wing of it ; his womenkind, ·especially his second wife, were 
earnest and learned Protestants, and his greatest friend, 
the Earl of Bedford, was the leader of the Protestant 
nobles. Cecil was constantly exposed to accusations 
of lukewarmness from both sides : the old Catholic 
nobles, Howards, Clintons and Arundels, abused him 
as a Calvinist ; the restored Protestant exiles as a 
dallier with the scarlet woman. In foreign politics his 
caution was nearly as great as Philip's ; his craft far 
greater. Peace was his object, and, if possible, the main
tenance of the old Spanish alliance. For he always 
dreaded and distrusted France ; and so in the latter part 
of the reign he is always the drag on the coach, and the 
enemy of the ' rising generation,' which came to regard 
him as a cynical old fogey. His personality in private 
life eludes us somewhat; his tastes seem to have been 
stay-at-home and domestic ; he was a great gardener, 
builder and book-collector, not much of an open-air man; 
often tormented with gout. Elizabeth called him her 
' sprite ' or ' spirit,' and, though she often scolded him 
and sometimes neglected his advice, she knew and made 
him feel that he was indispensable to her. 

The Queen's own character was to her contemporaries 
a standing puzzle, and to some extent it remains so to 
us; or rather, perhaps, it is truer to say that her character 
was full of contradictory traits, and that her idiosyn
crasies developed with age. She has much in her of King 
Harry--the fierce temper, the passion for the open air, the 
scorn of fear, the love of show and splendour; something 
of her wicked mother, for she is a flirt to the very verge 
of impropriety~she cannot do without three lovers, at 
least, sighing for her at the same time : but, at bottom 
perhaps, more of her grandfather Henry VII.; and it is 
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just, those unlov~ly traits 9£ his which ·she reproduces 
that turh out most for the benefit of England in the long 
run-~ef passion fm diplomatic intrigue as' against war 
(a' passion so great .that intrigue became to her almost 
an_ end in itself}, andJher fright~ut stinginess in every
thing except dress... When we ppise her long patience . 

. ~ . " 

and aversion to war, we must always· rem'ember that the 
. ~ost of any ·.national policy ~as always grievous to her ; , 
after 1588, slie refused,' 'from mere parsimo~y, almost as 

~ .. ' ,,., 
· many chances :as Philip had refused before that y~ar. . 

As for her religion, it ~s, as she say~,,~ that of all reason
able.people.'. She'does,not want to define it"'too closely' 

' ' . f.~. ·, • • ... ·' ' 
at first i. but. she means that she is no' fanatiC either way. 
Her learning, whiCh is real and .deep, draws her to the~' . - . ' ;_.' .- " ' .... 

:: :{?rote~t2;qt si~e ; and s~e;_~~Q.infs 'th~t, 1~ .. ~~e is very s~c-
cessful, she Will ·be:able,tormakea church which shall stand 
. . . \ t'•,t.~ ... ··~<·' . . . ·. ? ' '·. 

the shocks· of fanatlclsm. from both sides. The result of ..,.. . '·>;;, '. . . ' ' ,. 

the whole is a woman who, beginning perhaps merely as 
., 1~ ·~ . 

one whod;eeks to 'live and reign;~ ca:n):md. by. telling, and 
truly teiling her last Parlialrie~t t•ha:!f ' if she had a.chun-

. · dred tongues she .could riot. express her hearty :good-. 
yvill ; that, as she ha:d ever: held her people's good most • · 

• dear, ~o .the last day.•t)l her life should witness it.' ·Fore- . . . ~\ 

sight, subtlety, dignity and noble confidence in herself 
and in her subjects are splashed and blurred, out riot' . . 
marred· by ludicrous vanity and coquetry, and occasionally 

.... ~ l'i. . . • .. ' ,., 0 

,by passiOn vented "'m . the language of, ~ fishwife .. Two 
things· especi<~1~y irritated h;r-:suggest1ons that she 
should name a' successor, and :suggestions~ from any one 
but a su~tor, that she shduld marry; her·Parliaments were· • 
particularly exposed to scoldings on both these heads. 

. . ~ . . \- ~ 

Whethe~ she or Cecil ever seriously thought of recognizing 
Mary or any one else as heir, we don't .know.; every d;:t~· 

. • ·;,..y," 

'. 
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that passed with the Queen unwed was so much advantage 
to England. 

Her immense good fortune lifted her, at the end of 
her reign, on to a pinnacle where she w~s almost ~or
shipped by her people ; their pride, their self-conscious
ness, their prosperity, they believed to be her work; she 
was ' Gloriana,' the ' fair vestal throned by the West ' ; 
and to the Parliament of her successor (who did not like 
to be reminded of it) she was 'that bright occidental 
star, Queen Elizabeth of most happy memory.' 

These four, then, Philip, Mary, Cecil and Elizabeth, 
are the main actors in the drama for many years to 
come ; and on the whole the action of the drama is 
simple. Elizabeth has to keep England and . herself 
safe and moderate-Protestant; safe from her enemy 
Mary and her friend Philip. On the other hand, Philip 
cannot afford to help Mary to the English throne, for that 
will mean the union of France, England and Scotland 
in one interest, which will spell death to Spain. Yet he 
cannot openly help Elizabeth, who more and more evi
dently becomes the champion of heresy in Europe; Eliza
beth hates the position, and still more hates the idea 
of championing rebels against their sovereign. Yet to 
this also her necessities drive her; and the secret support 
of heretics and rebels in Scotland, France and Flanders 
is the best card she has in her hand. France is torn 
by forty years of religious wars, but her wisest heads 
are steadily drawing towards an understanding with 
England. England keeps out of actual war so long that, 
when it comes, she is to some extent prepared for it, 
and proves more than able to hold her own. Elizabeth 
and Cecil have often been blamed for their lukewarm 
assistance to the cause of Protestantism abroad ; they 
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doled out men and money· in driblets and in secrecy~ 
But they did. help it, which their Stuart successors did 
not ; and we must also remember that the Protestant 
powers on ~he Continent never· lifted. a finger to help . 

· England when she was in like straits. · 
It would be· impossible, in a short book like this, to 

attempt to follow ,every move in the gail!e of foreign 
policy ; but perhaps it will be convenient to break up the 
reign. into three periods. The ftr;st will end about I5JO, 
with the failure of the northern rebellion and the ex
communication of the E~glish Queen by the. Pope ; war is 
then declared.on her by Catholic 1zealots all over Europe, 
but they lack a leader; Philip, if he was to strike at all, 
should have struck then. The second will end with the 
execution of Mary in.

1
f58J, which makes Philip at last 

resolve to strike. · . In the last period Ph,ilip has struck, 
and, paid· for his' blow with disaster and shame ; the 
English fleet has become the greatest material force ih 
the world; ~ut the .Queen will,not allow it to show its 
teeth in earnest, or to reap the full rewards of victory. 

Elizabeth. was often~r than not in grave personal 
dangers : her godson. Harrington tells us how she made 
no secr~t of sleeping with a drawn sword by her bedside
a sword ~hich, we may well believe, she would not have 
scrupled to use : but she was s~ldom in greater political 
danger than at her accession. !he Kings of France and 
Spain were making a peace, at1d apparently uniting for 
the suppression ~f heresy throughout .the world ; in 
this peace the formal cession of Calais by England was a 
most necessary provision. Philip was perfectly honour
able about Calais ; he did his best to save it for us, but 
he told us that he couldn't keep on the war for that , 
alone. The Queen had. to ~egin with the cession o£ 
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Calais ; with her currency debased to half its nominal 
value ; with a large majority of her subjects clinging to 
the old dogmas when she had chosen the new ; and wiiil 
a strong feeling in favour of legitimacy while her own 
was more than doubtful : here were difficulties and 
dangers enough. We may well believe that she hesitated 
before she decided to accept the post of honour, for 
popes were willing to absolve her and to wipe out the 
stain of illegitimacy that clung to Anne Boleyn's daughter. 
Philip was ready to offer her his open alliance and his 
hand, or, if she shrank from that, the hand of his Austrian 
cousin the Archduke Charles, or even to leave the choice 
of a husband to herself, if only she would remain a 
Catholic ; every consideration of safety seemed to point 
in that direction-the open trade with Flanders, the age
long friendship on the old lines. France and Mary Stuart 
might indeed protest-but they would be powerless. 

But this would not be the path of the young and the 
free and the bold. Cecil, 7ro'A:up,7Jnr;, saw far beyond it. 
Perhaps he had already taken Philip's measure ; perhaps 
he fired the Queen's Tudor pride into choosing the path 
of danger and honour ; perhaps the temper of her capital 
on the day of her entry impressed her; perhaps her own 
conviction of the truth counted for more than we usually 
think. She had to make a decision fraught with the fate 
of the world. And she chose the faith of freedom and 
of the free. :. -;~ · · · · 

. But of wh<J.t shade was it to be ? Here in her heart 
of hearts she lagged far behind even the moderate Cecil. 
Edward VI. 's first Prayer Book and its ritual were 
probably her ideals ; the Church without the Pope, but 
with all the ornaments and many of the superstitions. 
But that would have few followers now; a good deal 
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•' t p I • ,. 

of water -and blood too-had flowed _under the- bridge • 
' . 

since I549· The Queen would have to~take the second 
Prayer Book, if any, for the basis of her'settl~ment, and" 
could com~and for its •revi~ion' the help "'of . ~eiy few· · 

.A ~ < 1'~ • 

ecclesiastics ; and these would ~e, almostr wholly men 
wh~ had fi.ed from the Marian persecution, ,and -!hrown · 
.themselves, a:s e~il~s:· willingly or, unwilling.ly, into t&e~· 

l v i ·' .. 

arms of the.Jextreme Protestantism of Frankfort; Geneva:' 
, • I -. 

or Zurich. No more)ludicrous error is possible than that 
which is ~ften heard. from the lips of well~ meaning but 
ignorant ~lefgymen of to-day, thai: no :?hange 'in the 
doctrine or:·the·discipline of tile English Ch~rch was made 
by the Reformation.': · It would be nearer to. the truth , ' . . 
to say that the Queen, backed UF by ?-,brave minority 
of think:~ng .-English laymen; definitely created a new 
Church, ~nd,c;mpelled fanatics on both sides to accept it. 

Among the Queen's great strokes of luck these were 
not the least :-;;that ten out,of the twenty-six sees were 

~ ' ·' . . . . 
va~ant ; tha,t tlie Ca~holics had no ,English head, cl~rical 

~ or lay, -~o~th ~~ailing such; that. 1 ~the only .possible · 
opposition candidate .for the' thro~e was a Scot· and a 
Frenchwoman ; a~d :that the horrors a~d .disasters of 
Mary'sreign'hil-q~.inade even,ea;nest Catholics long for a 
change df some s;rt: But, ~even so, the position required 
all the craft that could be employed. The Cou,ncil was 
reinforced by lords of moderate or Protestant leanings ; 
a committee of Protestants ·was set secretly to work ·to 
revise Edward's second Prayer Book ; but. the only signs 
of innovation that the .Queen gave,· before. Parliament 
met, were the acceptance of the present of an English 
Bible (which she kissed .,in pubfiC amid the plaudits 

. . ~ 

of her people) and the prohibition • of the elevation of 
the Host. .For .the moment all preaching without special · 

"!' ~~ ··••· ' ~ • . ~ 
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'- licence W?-S forbidden. Sermons, indeed, were never to 
Elizabeth's taste, and she considered t~at a good homily 
was more suitable to the ordinary congregation. We 
must not omit to record how, in later years, when a divine 
waxed warm before her on .some point of controversial 
theology, the royal guardian of religious peace called 
out from her pew, "Stick to your text, Mr. Dean; leave 
that alone." With great difficulty a bishop (Carlisle) 
was found to crown her, and, when her first Parliament 
met, eariy in 1559, one might almost say that there was 
no State Church at all. As for Convocation, it was, indeed, 
allowed to meet and to meet unmuzzled ; but, as it was 
openly and honourably Papist, its debates and decisions 
were quietly ignored. The church-making was the 
laymen's job, for it was to be a laymen's Church. Still, 
the first five years of the reign were most critical ; ' re
ligious anarchy' would hardly be too strong a word to 
describe the state of things. 

After hot debates the Acts of Supremacy and Uni
formity were passed in 1559, the former substituting 
the title of ' Governor ' for Henry's more pretentious 
' Head ' of the Church, and the latter prescribing the 
new Book of Common Prayer (now revised by the com-

' mit tee mentioned above), and enacting penalties for the 
use of any other service, and for absence from church on 
Sunday a fine of one shilling. The new Prayer Book 
was virtually Edward's second, but with a phrase intro
duced from the first, in order to make the doctrine of 
the sacrament more ambiguous. Henry's ' Act of Ap
peals,' and his Act subordinating Convocation to Parlia
ment in legislative matters, were re-enacted. Test oaths, 
the bane of Henry VIII.'s settlement, were as far as 
possible avoided,-e.g. the oath of supremacy was at first 
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. ' , I '.i-
Only to be tendered to clergy and to those who held office ~ 
under the Crown; even in I563, when it wa~·. rna& J. 

more sweeping, no ~ath was enforced on the:_ peer,S,::~ 
' '",{_,_ 

No b~shops and few deans would accept 'the oath, and 
the Queen was obliged .t~,- find occupants for all the 
higher offices of the Church· at 'once : naturally, she could 
only find them either among the indifferent or the re- , 
turned exiles;· but of, t_he lower·clergy scarcely two hun., 
dred refused the oath: The Elizabethan bish?ps were 
celebrated .(with a few clear exceptions, such as Parker, 
Grindal and J ewei)· neither for learning, fervour- nor 
piety ; and the Queen certainly. showed scant respect 
fbr many of her own creations. The Catechism, the 
Book of Homilies, and the ' Confession of Faith;' which 

·meant the cutting down of Edward's Fort:y-two Articles 
to Thirty-nine, and th~ cutting out of passages leaning 
to the Zwinglian view, ' were not perfected till i563. · 
'{hough the ·'Thirty-nine articles '' are •distinctly Cal:. 
. vinist in tone, there are also in them traces of Lutheran 
doctrine; . we m~st not fo~get that they are not, and 
never were binding on laymen. 

Now if we consider the enormous difficulties of the 
inception, we. s!J.all be amazed at the lasting success 
of this expe~ime~t in church-building. If, as I said, 
the . great majority of Englishmen was Catholic in 
1558, . a far greater majority was Protestant in r603 ; 
and ·for this the only discernible reasons are the width 
of. the terms of communion allowed, the extreme am
biguity of doctrine on the crucial question of the sacra
ment, into which either a; Zwinglian or a Catholic could 
(and can still) read his own view, the absence of any 
fanaticism or sacerdotal spirit ~!}- the rulers of the Church, 
and finally the fact that, by i6o3, this artificial Church. 
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had become a symbol of national independence and resist
ance to foreign influences. Since that time it has never 
ceased to be assailed by fanatics from both sides ; once, 
when the sacerdotal spirit had invaded it and deflected 
it from its true reA.o<;, it paid, and rightly paid the 
penalty of a temporary submersion in the wave of Puritan 
fanaticism. But merses profundo pulchrior evenit : its 
worst foes have, after all, been honest men within its 
own pale ; it survived Laud and it survived Hoadly ; 
it may yet survive Lord Halifax and Lady Wimborne, 
and weather the storms which threaten it to-day. A 
prudent English churchman might answer the advocate 
of some more theoretically perfect system with the old 
Scottish saw:-" when your lum has reekit as muckle 
as ours there'll be mair soot in it." 

Long before the dangers of the religious settlement 
were over, the danger from France and Scotland had 
become acute, and the long struggle between the two 
Queens had begun. We parted from Scottish history 
shortly after the battle of Pinkie, and the story was still 
that of a gallant little country, fighting for life and for 
an independence which seemed to be bound up with 
the maintenance of the Catholic Church. The secular
miD;ded bishops, who were sporadically persecuting 
Protestants, were still the patriots; and the Protes
tants, to whom Somerset's emissaries were distributing 
English Bibles and bribes, were still the traitors. 
The little Queen was safe in France, and the regency 
passed in 1554 from the Earl of Arran to the gallant 
Mary of Guise. The latter would, however, nati.ually be 
actuated more by French patriotism than by Scottish, 
whereas Arran might, if properly approached, yet form 
a government which, without being traitorous, might 
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conciliate the rising spirit· o'f the Reformation and the· '' 
English alliance. Given a real leader, the Reformation l,J . 

might, with g9od fortune, r~concile ~to its~lf the spirittJ· 
of sturdv 'independence which was so much akin 'to~ ·its •. 

... f '*' ... ~ ~ 

own. Arran was no such leader; but such a leader 
was apparently fopnd in John Knox, who, in ·1555, re
turned to Scotland f~om captivity in ;France. I? Jhe 

. short space of eighteen mo;nths Knox organized' his J ' 

party into the ' Lords of the Congregatism of Christ 
Jesus,'. who signed the first 'Covenant' in ~557, 
directly against the interest. or France and the Regent 
Mary. Compelled to retire by threats of ·the stake, 
Knox attacked from Frankfort in 1558. the three· royal 
Maries in his ' First Blast of the Trumpet against 
the monstrous Regiment of: Women.' Mary Tudor's 
cruelties in England, and the corresponding cruelties 
in Flanders, flooded Scotland with English and Flemish 
refugees; and materially inqeased K~ox's party. If 
only Arran could,, put hhn•self at the head of this 
and could marry the heiress o{ England, _Somerset's 
'Great Britain!: would become an accomplished fact. 
It inay have. been the prospect of this which induced 
Queen Mary Stuart, ~hen she married . the Dauphin in 
1558, to quarter the arms and take the title of' Que~n of . 
England; nay, at that very time, to make a solemn 
·d.eed of gift to the French Crown of her rights in Scotland. ' 
Herehl lay her first, but not her last sin against Scotland, 
and it\'was enough to shatter, in most Scottish hearts, 
the tottering fabric of the old alli~nce. · 

Still' the 'Regent strove against her foes by conciliatory 
measures until May, 1559, when Knox finally returned 
to Scotland and war sharp and short followed. The 
'Lords of the .Congreg~tio1;1? · swept .all: before them 

·. t : l 
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and the monasteries fell ; every monastery that fell 
added to the adherents of the new faith those who shared 
its spoils. The Regent and her few French troops were 
soon shut up in Leith and the castle of Edinburgh. 
Would Elizabeth help? help rebels? help Knox just: 
after his ' First Blast ' ? defy the King of France ? 
rely upon the benevolent neutrality of the King of 
Spain? The accidental death of King Henry of France 
in July, 1559, decided her to do so, for Mary Stuart now 
became Queen of France as well as of Scotland, and all 
Scotland that did not wish to be an actual French pro
vince would rally to the rebel lords. And France herself 
was tottering on the verge of civil war ; the coast was 
clear. So, early in rs6o, Elizabeth sent her first military 
expedition and enforced the surrender of Leith. The 
Regent died, game to the last, on June nth, and the 
Treaty of Edinburgh was signed on July 6th. This 
agreement compelled Mary Stuart to drop the arms and 
title of England, and to refer the question of religion to 
the Scottish Estates. Without waiting for their Queen's 
ratification of this treaty, the Scots lords set swiftly to 
work to overthrow the relics of the old Church root and 
branch. They had in Knox a leader of incomparable 
craft and fury, but even he was not always able to 
direct the storm. Bishops' lands, teinds, glebes and 
almost the manses followed the way of the abbey-lands ; 
and the roofless cathedrals still tell the melancholy story. 
Years passed before a bare living could be provided for 
the Calvinist ministers who succeeded the Catholic 
priests. To say mass was punishable with death. Mary 
must have felt that Scotland was as good as lost when, 
eighteen months after his father's death, her husband 
followed .him to the gra~e, and the power in France 
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passed for a time wholly away from the Guise family. 
In August, r56r, poor Mary4had to,:return to her terrible 
country a widow; 

Now, as I have s~id, she was an able woman, 'and; 
---put for her constant view of -the English crown (a cro.;n 
which she c.ould only hope to g~t with the help of some 
great Catholic power), she might have pl?-yed, .in a re
united Scotland, the' part ·that Eliz.abeth was playing. 
in England: some sort of headship' of some sort of 
church, and some sort of alliance with England might 
have been open to her. She had a prudent, if selfish adviser 
in her half-brother, ~~e Earl of Moray, and a very prudent 
one, a' Scottish Cedi,' in Maitland 'of Lethington. She 
was still, in the matrimonial mark~t, a prize only less 
great than Eli~abeth. . But her upbjinging an4)er tra
ditions drove her wholly into anti-national courses, and 
her own evil passion~ contributed fatally to the result. 

- ... ~· ' 

! For the moment she began well: she temporized, and 
avoided' co~fir~ing the Acts of the Scottish Parliament ; 
she steadfastly 'retained the mass in' her p~ivate' chapel, 
despite the railings of • Knox ; and 'as steadfastly went 

'-1. ' ~ "'• ; ' . I " ' 

about the country detaching, by her personal influence 
and charm, prominent nobles from ;the 'Lords of the 
Congreg~tion.' And this attitude she maintained during 
the whole four years of her widowhood. But all the 

' . . ' 

time it was the English crown, and, not the welfare o£ 
Scotland, of which .,she was dreaming and for which she 
was intriguing. . · 

Almost every one who wooed Elizabeth wooed Mary 
' . 

also during these years and even ·afterwards ; and it 
must have exaspe;ated the younger Queen to learn that 
her rival, after kissing in P,ublic at Hampton Court 
an Earl of Leicester or _ari Archduke 'of Austria, wouid 

I 
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dismiss him with a gracious intimation that she was 
wedded to her people, " but why don't you go and 
court our sister of Scotland?" We may divide Eliza
beth's suitors into the possible and the impossible ; and 
among the impossible Philip comes first. His was quite 
a grave proposal, and the first she had had ; but he didn't 
break his heart when she ' preferred to remain his 
sister'; he knew that she couldn't afford to break with 
him, nor, indeed, could he afford yet to break with her. 
Impossible, too, was Eric, King of Sweden, though at 
times a useful stalking horse against the Catholics. 
Impossible, in Cecil's eyes at least, but only too desirable 
in Elizabeth's eyes, was the handsome Master of the 
Horse, Lord Robert Dudley, son of the infamous North
umberland; and him, if any one, the feminine part of her 
probably loved. But I have come to doubt if there was 
much of 'feminine' in the Queen's heart; her sex 
was revealed rather in her passion for making others 
responsible for what she wished to get done and then 
scolding them for doing it. Dudley was not exactly 
a scamp, but he was a vain fellow, and_ was ready to 
turn either Catholic or extreme Protestant, or even to 
receive aid from a foreign power, if only he could get the 
Queen's hand; he remained dangerous till his death 
in 1588, and was, perhaps, the greatest difficulty in 
Cecil's path. Quite a possible candidate was Henry, 
last of the FitzAlan earls of Arundel, but he was twenty 
years older than the Queen. Possible, over a consider
able period, was the Archduke Charles of Austria, Philip's 
first cousin; he would have meant moderate Catholicism 
and the warm approval of Spain ; perhaps, apart from 
personal considerations, he came nearer to being first 
favourite than any one. Possible also, right through 
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the middle period of the reign, was one of the Frei).ch 
:Valois princes, either the Duke 9f Anjou, who- became 
Henry III. of France iri 1573, or his :brother, the Duke 
of Alenc;on (her 'Frog,' as Elizabeth. called him) : with 
these two miserable specimens of humanity the .Queen 
carried on·' flirta':tions,· which amazed;'her courtiers and 
terrified her councillors almost as muth .as they terrified 
Philip. Very possible ,once or twic~ at the beginning 
of the reign was the 'Earl of Arran, the,same man who 
had troubled Mary Guise, ,but he was a sullen, ·crazy 
fool ; and, when the Queen of Scots married Darnley 
in 'rs6s and had a so:ri. the next year, all Arran's pre-'· 
tensions to the he!irship of the Scots Crown fell to the 
ground, and after that, of course, he was out ofthe question. 
Henry, Lord Damley, the heir of the great Scots house 
'o( Lennox, and, equally with Mary' Stuart, descended 

l' . ' . 

from Margaret,. daughter of Henry VII.,· was, 1 think, 
- . ' - ' . 

'never a serious candidate for Elizabeth's hand ; but 
.~e was th'e ol;>vious . one for· Mary's, and, i~ spite of 

, r. Elizabeth's ,eagerness to prevent the match, she was 
f ,_ ' . ,j 

•obliged to congratulate when it took place. Mary 
would have preferred Don Carlos, the eld;st son· of 
Philip, and Philip, under certain circumstanc~s, might 

: have agreed ; , but· Carlos was mad and went about 
/'sho6tin~(people in the streets of Madrid, till his father •;. . ,. 

·. ·shut him up and had him strangled. Darnley was a 

. ' 

t-

h"andsome 'long lad,' and, for a few weeks, Mary was 
violently in love with him ; and then: came ~0 h9-te him' 
as .. violently when she discovered his cowardly and 
disgusting character; for, like Elizabeth, she loved a: 
'real man.' 

This, however, is anticipating~ A- great stroke of 
poli~y. o~1 th~ English Queen was to· send help to- the 
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French Protestants, who had begun in rs6z their long 
series of civil wars against the Guise interest-wars in 
which the French kings, under the guidance of their 
Italian Queen-mother Katharine, tried to maintain a sort 
of balance, but in which it became more and more 
evident that Philip would ultimately ha7e to support 
the Guises if England supported the ' Huguenots' ; 
peaces and truces were patched up from time to time, 
which it was to the interest of England to prevent from 
becoming permanent. Elizabeth's first treaty with the 
Huguenots stipulated for the cession of Havre, Dieppe 
and Rouen as a pledge for the ultimate restoration of 
Calais; and, in effect, Havre was occupied and held~for 
some six months by English troops ; but in 1563 a peace 
was made between the rivals in France and our men 
were quickly expelled. Nor were Cecil's eyes ever for 
long off the Netherlands, where the final attempt to 

. extinguish heresy by fire and sword was about to be 
begun by the terrible Duke of Alva ; but the time for 
help (other than secret doles of money and an open 
asylum in England for refugees) was not yet. 

The tragedy and fall of Mary had first to come. Her 
marriage in 1565 seemed to give her the opportunity, 
for which she had waited, to strike at the Protestant 
lords, and she acted with such vigour that her brother 
Moray was caught in a trap, raised a hesitating flag of 
rebellion and then fled to England, where Elizabeth, in 
public at least, rated !Jim dreadfully. But Mary's vigour 
alarmed many of the Scots nobility, who, in fear for 
their newly grabbed lands, easily made a tool of Darnley, 
broke into the Queen's chamber and murdered her secre
tary, Rizzio, who was supposed to be an agent of Spain 
and the Pope. 
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The murder taught Mary that. she could not carry all 
before her, and she turned b.ack ,to the path of concilia
tio'n, and pardo~ed and caressed her husband. Her only • 
child, Prince James, was born in June; 1566 ; Elizabeth, 
lorn with jealousy as she was, congratulated and stood 

• godmother. But Daniley ~as impossible; his effeminacy 
and his vices equally disgusted his spirited Queen, who 

\ 

·had probably alreadY, fallen in love with a fine specimen 
I 

of the violent border ruffian, James Hepburn, Earl of 
Bothwell. Bothwell had few friends, but Darnley had 

.many enemies; and· the 'bond· of Craigmillar' was • 
signed, by which Moray, Maitlan4, Bothwell, Huntly 
and' Argyll-men ·of ' very, various \ shades of opinion
bound themselves 'to put the King forth py ohe way or 
other;' in accordance with which D~rnley was murdered. 
(blown up with gunpowder) on February gth, 1567. . 

It is impossible tq acquit Mary o~ connivance in some 
shape: .In April, after just a decent show of resistance, t 
she allowed Bothwell· to carry her off to his castle ·at ,< 

Dunbar; the ruffian then got a divorce from his O\vn . .. . ~ 

wife and married the Queen on May 12th. Both Scotland 
and Europe stood aghast,'and it·is_to the.credit of the 
Catholic statesmen that their first impulse w~s to drop 
Mary altogether. Scotland rose in wrath ; the Queen 
and Bothwell were 'defeated in June at the battle of 
Carb~rry Hill, and the Queen was i~prisoned at Loch.
leven, where she was compelled to: abdicate. in. favour 
of her son. -Little James was crowned on July 29th ; • 
Knox preached the coronation sermon, and· Moray 
became Regent for his nephew. 

Ten months later Mary escape<:} from Lochleven,-. q.nd, 
with. a few adher~nts (mostly Ham}lton~), fought and ,., 
iosf the battle of Langside and then fled to England 

I 

•, II 
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She came, not as a supplicant seeking an asylum, but as 
an injured sovereign claiming aid and vengeance. Again 
Elizabeth was confronted with a perilous crisis. She 
could not restore Mary by force of arms-if she did she 
could expect no gratitude ; she could not hand her 
back to certain death at the hands of her ' rebel ' sub
jects-if she did it would encourage rebels in England: 
while to keep her, either in honourable or in strait 
captivity, was to make her a centre for Catholic 
plots. Yet it was this last course that the Queen chose, 
and the danger of it developed every day for nineteen 
years. Probably the best that she hoped was that, 
with time, Mary would offer such securities both to 
England and to Scotland that a conditional restoration 
(with a partially white-washed character) would become 
possible, and that this would neutralize all future danger 
from the north. 

So Mary remained a prisoner at Bolton Castle, in York
shire, though treated as a queen and, at first, allowed free 
communication with her friends, both within and with
out the kingdom. But the net was woven round her with 
marvellous and cruel craft. Would she seek to clear 
herself of complicity in her husband's murder ? Let 
there be a ' conference,' says Elizabeth ; ' oh, no, not 
a trial at all.' . But a trial it virtually became: English 
and Scottish lords were represented at it, evidence was 
produced,-among other evidence the famous ' Casket 
letters,' which had passed between Mary and Bothwell 
and of which Moray produced copies (who saw the 
originals, whether there ever were originals, is not clear : 
certainly Mary could never get a sight of them),-and, 
when the unrefuted evidence made the case look very 
black, Elizabeth suddenly suspended the proceedings. 
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And Mary went on eating out' her heart, and if she 
• plotted against her rival's life it is not a subject for 
much wonder. For many years, ;however, the restraint 

. on. her was mainly that of close espionage: once she was 
allowed to go to Buxton to take the waters, and Cecil 
even paid her a courtesy visit there. · In these strange 
conditions it gradually dawned on her that to ~cheme 
for the English crown was far less hopeless than todream 
of restoration to her own. For 1Elizabeth's difficulties 

- were by no means ~ of Mary's making. He~ artificial 
Church was long in taking root an,d sadly lacked leaders: 
Her first Archbishop, Matthew Parker, though a prudent, 
learned, God7fearirtg 'man, with ma~y of the instincts of a 
statesman, was probably very hazy in his own mind as 
to the lawfulness of much that had been done. The 
Act of Supremacy had empowered' the Queen to exercise 
her ecclesiastical jurisdiction by ' royal commissions,' 
and it was by such; commissions' that uniformity was ·. 
gradually introduced into the practice of the Church ; 
but uniformity is -~ot unanimity. ! So far as the clergy 
were enthusiastic they were mostly Calvinists ; and · 
some of them scrupled to wear the surplice and to use 
the legal ceremonies. · By r565 it h~d become necessary 
to suspend or deprive of their benefi~es many such 
' Puritan ' clergy ; and yet it would not do to drive 
them too hard, for from such men the sturdiest resistance 
to any danger from the other~the Roman-side was to be 
expected. Moreover, to· French and Dutch refugees full 
liberty of extr~me Calvinist worship had to be granted; 
the Queen could not afford to .offend such priceless allies. 
Nor could she afford to offend the nas,cent Scottish 
Kirk, which after Mary's fall was steadily shaping itself 
on the Genevan model-that is, with. a ' General Assembly,' 

~ -..:: . ' ~ 
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in which laity as well as clergy were represented, with 
provincial 'synods' on the same pattern, with lay 
' elders ' elected by the congregation in each parish, 
with a liturgy of prayers, differing at first little from 
some of those in the English book, but gradually giving 
way to the practice of unwritten prayers at the dis
cretion of the ministers, and with 'superintendants' 
in each province, who in Knox's eyes probably differed 
little from the very moderate Elizabethan bishops. 

Now the natural drift of all this is away from the old 
government of the Church by ordained bishops ; and 
the example of Scotland soon led the English Puritans, 
headed by Cartwright, a learned young professor at 
Cambridge, to demand the abolition of episcopacy and 
a ' parity ' between all ministers of religion. Good 
Archbishop Parker poured on the swelling waters all the 
oil he could, and his successor Grindal followed suit ; 
but, though Cartwright received little open encourage
ment from Parliament, the temper of the Lower House 
was such that until 1593 no severe legislation against 
those who would not conform to the legal ceremonies 
was possible; by that time the Church had obtained a 
real roothold among all reasonable people. But depriva
tions there were, and occasional fines and even imprison
ments, for a few days, of some of these most loyal but 
troublesome subjects, who would have died for the least 
hair of the head of the royal mistress who was obliged 
to keep them in order. 

Moreover, as soon as Mary was in England, vigorously 
appealing to discontented English Catholics (she began 
this game at once-it was only tit for tat), it became 
very difficult for Philip and his ambassadors to keep 
quite clear of her. Just in proportion as she ceased 
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to be a useful tool for France, she became a useful tool 
; .. 

for Philip. The year r568 is remarkable for several 
things pointipg towards the ultimate breach between 
England and her old Spanish ally : it was the year, of 
the first open clash of arms in American waters 1 

; the . ' .· . 

year in which accident thr~w into Elizabeth's hands a 
very large treasure of money, wl).ich was on its way 
by sea to Alva, , and of wh,ich she · ' took care,' lest it 

· should fall into the hands of Flemish pirates ; the year 
in which Philip dismissed an English ambassador becau~e 
he claimed to read the prayer Book in his chapel; and 
the year in which Alva seemed definitely to have got 
the better of the rebels in Flanders. That great soldier 
then advised an immediate i~vasion of England . in the 
Spanish interest; but Flanders was really as tough 
a job as he could manage, and Philip never had any· 
money to spare for great schemes. 

Result-in the next year the English Catholics, in' 
definite reliance upon Spanish help (which never came), 
took up arms, led by the Earls' of Northumberland and ' 
Westmoreland with the connivance of the Duke of Norfolk. 
The latter was to liberate and marry Mary; but Elizabeth 
was lucky enough to catch him apd shut him up before he 
co_uld draw his sword. Several other great men were in it, 
perhaps even Arundel and Winchester ; Leicester knew 
of it, ·for he seems to have beeri its principal betrayer. 
Mary :was at once removed from Bolton to safer keeping 
at Tutbury. The two northern .Earls raised a large army 
and occupied Durham, burnt, the Prayer Book and sang the 
mass_. It was the story of 1536 on a lesser scale ; Sussex 
rallied the loyal forces of the south and advanced in . 
such strength t~at the rebel army melted ~way without 

a . Vid. infra, p. i;;. 

'' 
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fighting. Elizabeth never had the tiger touch of her 
father in her, but there were very numerous executions, 
in terrorem populi. Most of all the Queen hated executing 
a peer, and she kept Norfolk alive against all policy 
and judgment till 1572, when still greater dangers com
pelled her to behead him and Northumberland. 

For in 1570 the greatest blow of all fell : the fierce old 
Pope Pius V. hurled a bull of excommunication against 
Elizabeth, and absolved her subjects from their allegiance. 
Henry VIII. had been able to laugh at Clement and Paul 
when they did a similar thing ; but the Papacy had 
immeasurably recovered power since that time. Eliza
beth could afford little laughter as yet ; but it was a 
cruel blow to the Catholic faith, fo;· it gave a Catholic no 
choice but between disobedience and rebellion. Happily, 
most of the Catholics were Englishmen first and Papists 
afterwards. Philip was furious with the Pope, for his 
action had precipitated matters, and ' matters should 
never be precipitated.' The bull at once led to a rapid 
succession of plots for . the assassination of the Queen
plots from which she was never free until her death. I 
do not much care about the details of these plots ; 
now it is a papal banker Ridolfi who is pulling the 
wires, now a disloyal scion of the loyal family of 
Throckmorton, now a young Antony Babington, now 
the Queen's own Portuguese physician. Up till 1587 
the object of all was the liberation of Mary ; and 
Mary's knowledge and encouragement of them varied 
inversely with the clumsiness of the plotters. Spanish 
ambassadors were usually accomplices, and two of these 
had to be dismissed (1571 and 1584). What Philip liked 
least about the plots was their steady want of success. 
He was not so unsuccessful with the Prince of Orange 
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(r584), or Henry III. of France '(r589), but Elizabeth 
seemed to bear a charmed life; and, -though Cecil's hair 

. turned white with anxiety, the Queen was reckless: she 
loved strong ale and never stopped to ask if ·it were 
poisoned; she accepted present~ of hunting saddles 
(which might easily contain infernal machines) from 
persons of quite dubious character. 

Cecil had now (ISJI) become Lord Burghley, and was 
in the next year promoted to bei Lord Treasurer ; his 
Secretaryship passed to his friend Sir Francis Walsing
ham, who was the best unraveller of a plot ever seen. He 
·hag spieS everywhere." and could nurse'- a co~spiracy 
carefully until he had all the threads separated, and then 
suddenly- clap hands on three or: four of the principal 
agents, bundle them off to the Tower, and rack them till they 
revealed what they ~new. He kid,napped the celebrated 
Dr. Story, a plotting refugee at Antwerp, and brought 
him across with the greatest success ; the difficulty was · 
te get the Queen to:pay the wages for which the agents 
of the job had stipuiated. In con,nexion with this point 
it will be convenient to notice here the activity of. the 
Jesuit emissaries, against whom Walsingham waged 
special war, although the danget from them .belongs 
rather to the decade rsso-go. Traces of them can be 
discovered as early as 1568 ; they flitted to and fro in all 
,manner of disguises between England, Ireland and 
Scotland. We begin ·to hear of a certain ' Cardinal Allen,' 
who pulls the strings from. Rome ; of a papal legate, 
Nicholas 'Sanders, who dies of starvation on a mission, 
to Ireland; of the blustering Father Parsons, who manages 
to save his neck. Inasm!Jch as . Parliament in. ISJI, 

rs8r and 1593 enaCted on various coiunts the death penalty 
agai~st such Jesuits, those of them who suffered have 
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been called martyrs ; but it would be an insult to the 
memory of More and of the monks of the Charterhouse 
in Henry VIII.'s reign, to even such men with them. 
Call these Jesuits martyrs if you like, but you will have 
to give the same name to all political assassins throughout 
history. 

In proportion as Spain began to draw away from 
England, France began to draw nearer to her ; and it is 
the decade 1570-80 which is marked by the " Gaping 
Gulph into which England is like to fall by reason of this 
French Marriage." So wrote the valiant plebeian and 
Puritan Thomas Stubbs, waking once more, in defiance 
of policy, the old hatred of France which the new hatred 
of Spain could never wholly lay to rest. Wherefore, as 
all readers of Sir Walter know, " this Stubbs or Tubbs 
or whatever the plebeian was called, was sentenced by 
the Star Chamber to have his hand chopped off for the 
libcl, and, though, when Derrick the. hangman clapped 
the hissing hot iron on the raw stump, till it fizzed like 
a rasher of bacon, the fallow set up an eldritch screech 
which made some think his courage was abated, it was 
not so, for he plucked his hat off with his left hand 
and waved it, crying' God save the Queen and confound 
all evil counsellors.' " That was the sort of man that 
England bred then. 

The treaty of Blois in 1572 laid the foundations of a 
fairly solid understanding between us and the moderate • 
or ' politique ' party, then r~sing in France ; and, in 
that very year, the Netherlands rose again from the 
ashes in which Alva had laid them, and the capture of 
the fortress of Brill by their pirate ships laid the founda
tion stone of the Dutch republic. Even the massacre of 
Protestants on St. Bartholomew's Day, I512, by the 
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-direct order of the French Governt?-ent, interrupted but. 
little the politiCal understanding ·with England. And, 
in spite of the alliance with that Government, Cecil went 
on doling out help to the Huguenots, lest France should 
get too strong. InScotland, too, things looked fair till 
1578: Though Moray was murdered in 1570, Morton, 
who succeeded as regent: in 1572, was ia man of iron will 
and thoroughly'devoted to the- Engl1sh alliance. But, 
as the young King of Scots grew up, in bondage now to 
this regent, now to that, and ·as the· Kirk developed 
more and more indepen'dence (till Andrew Melvill could 
address his sovereign as ' God's silly 'vassal'), it was by 
no means certain that J,ames would keep upon the sound 
path. Once, I578~8z,--he broke loose and had' Morton 
put to death ; French1 Spanish and papal influences 
tugged and rugged at :him incessantly-once or twice 
Mary from her prison sent him affectionate messages arid 
intrigued with his nobles ; and he gr~w up,· in an atmo
sphere of dissimulation, ·to be ' the wisest fool in Christen
dom,'_ but also the ' ablest man of his house since the 
death of James I.' The prospect of ~he English throne, 
which had been the ruin of his mother, came to be the 
salvation of James ; he learnt by her mistakes to bide his 
time. He liked to show: his royal godmother that· another 
policy than that of her alliance was open to him ; 'but, 

· apart from his own convictions in favour of Protestantism, 
¥he must have known that he would never be able to turn 
Scotland--now a nation of Calvinist! 'theologians-hac~ 

. into the toils of the old Church. 
And so Mary grew m:ore and more. despairing, and 'in 

I577 she se-cretly made over all her rights on England, 
not to her ungrateful son, but to the King of Spain. · She 
took the opportunity of doing this when· Philip's ·bastard 

' ' . 
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brother, Don John, the typical chivalrous hero of the 
Catholics, who had recently smashed the Turkish fleet at 
Lepanto, became governor of the Netherlands. John 
arrived at the seat of his government to find his troops 
starving and mutinous for wages ; here was a chance to 
pay them-he would fling them upon England, liberate 
and marry Mary and send Elizabeth in chains to the 
Pope. Mary joyfully caught at the prospect, and was 
horrified to _learn that slow Philip looked very coldly 
on the noble enterprise; in plain English, he was pro~ 
foundly jealous of his brother John, and so he let another 
great opportunity slip. Don John died broken~hearted 
in 1578. 

By this time the position in the Netherlands had 
cleared. Alva, for all his blood~baths, had failed, and the 
next two governors, Requesens and Don John, had been 
sufficiently conciliatory to win back a grudging acknow~ 
ledgment of Spanish suzerainty from the Southern 
Provinces (the Belgium of to~day). Their main cause of 
rebellion had not been their Protestantism; but the 
attacks of Spain upon their curiously rigid and ancient 
charters and liberties ; on getting these reconfirmed 
they were content to remain Catholic. But the North, 
the modem Holland, the seven ' United Provinces ' 
(that is, from 1579, their name in diplomatic docu
ments), had found a noble leader in William the Silent, 
Prince of Orange. Between him and Philip it was now 
to be war to the knife, and England would have to take 
one side or the other. If she did not, France would in
evitably put her oar in; and Elizabeth, with whom diplo~ 
matic vacillation was becoming a passion for its own 
sake, hesitated so long that she once let a Valois prince 
(her own ' Frog,' too) get himself proclaimed sovereign 
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of the Netherlands. Of course, the Frog ,meant primarily 
to. get the Southern. Netherlands for Fran.ce. Cecil, 
however, would none of this; all his old hostility to 

·France was reawakened; and luckily for Erigland, the 
Frog's brother, Henry Ill., disavowed 'him angrily; 

Philip's hands had been tied else~liere while this act 
of the drama was being played in the north, for in 1578 
the prospect of almost immediat·e succession to the Crown . ~ 

of Portugal was opened to him. He was not the best 
heir, but very nearly the best, and op the· death of the 
last direct descehdant of the old line in rs8o, he made 
swift seizure. Portugal still held posts and· factories 
in all the Spice Islands of the far East, of which the 
Dutch and English .were gradually to, rob her during the 
next hundred years, as well as settlements on both sides 

. of , Africa, and the great colony of Brazil. To Spf!.in, 
almost bankrupt as she was, the possession of these things 
opened a new vista· of hope ; of still greater advantage, 
perhaps, were the glorious harbour of Lisbon, where all 
the navies of the world could ride, and the pos~ession of 
the Azores as a halfway house to America. Elizabeth' 
and the King of France alternately cherished a Portuguese 
Pretender called Don Antonio, ·but he was never a very 
serious danger to Philip-certainly not after the Spanish 
Admiral Santa Cruz had smashed a French fleet at 
Terceira in rs8r. Santa Cruz wisely advised his master 
to strike at England immediately after this victory, but 

·again Philip delayed. 
In 1584 the stage was cleared by the death of the Duke 

of Alenc;on (the Frog), which made the Protestant prince, 
Henry of Bourbon, King of Navarre, heir to the childless 
Henry III. of France. The Guises saw that they must 
now rely on Philip and on him alone ; their patriotism, 
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once a very genuine one, had utterly given way to 
religious hate ; they would rather see a Spaniard on the 
French throne than a heretic and a Bourbon. They 
would not call on Philip in vain, and Cecil saw that the 
time for the final struggle was near at hand. 

In the first place, prompt help should be sent, and was 
sent to the Dutch, now threatened by the greatest general 
of the age, Alexander Farnese, Prince of Parma, and 
deprived of their leader by the successful assassination 
(after many attempts) of the Prince of Orange. The 
Dutch put themselves under the suzerainty of the Queen 
of England, and put certain coast-towns in her hands as 
securities. An expedition under Leicester was sent to 
the Low Countries-larger and more successful than the 
average Tudor undertaking of the kind; it showed that 
even on land England had got teeth of a sort, and was 
in earnest. It was rendered memorable by the battle 
of Zutphen and the death of Sir Philip Sidney, the 
flower of Elizabethan chivalry. 

In the second place, an end had to be made of the 
intrigues of Mary. In view of the constant danger to 
Elizabeth's life, an association had been entered into in 
1584 by the principal nobles and gentry of England; 
the signatories bound themselves to defend the Queen's 
person, and, if her ·life were attempted, to pursue to the 
death not only the assassin, but any person in whose 
favour such attempt should be made. Parliament 
sanctioned the association, and provided by Statute 
machinery for bringing ' such person ' to trial before 
a special commission. This was, of course, directed at 
but one address-Mary's. The discovery of Babington's 
plot in 1586, and a final treaty with James, by which 
he entirely_ abandoned his· mother's cause, cleared the 
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way;. and in 'october Mary was 'tried tinder the new 
Statute in Fotheringhay Castle., Of course, there was 
no law in· existence; 'nor could an: English Parliament 
make a law, by which a foreign sovereign could be tried 
before an English cor,nmission; ·yet it was not legality 
but policy which stuek in Elizabeth's throat when she 
refused, over and 'over again, to confirm the inevitable 
condemnatory sentence and to sign the· death-warrant. 
"Could' not some one.:_you: for instabce," she gravely 
said toMary's gaoler Paulet-" do the business secretly?" 
Paulet voiced the feel~ngs of the nation, as well as his 
own, when he indignantly refused; this deea was not 
to be do~e in a· corner. · At last Elizabeth signed, and 
late~ still winked at tl!-e execution of the warrant ; she.· 

. cruelly .disgraced for life the honest secretary Davison, 
who was her agent in the job-and here if·you like she 
was feminine, if the worQ can ever be. used in a bad sense. 
Mary was beheaded on February gth, ,1587:. Philip at 
once cast a~ay all hesitation; he clai~ed the ~rown of . 

. ' 
England, not from Mary's solemn bequest made at the_ 
block, but as the destel).dant of John of Gaunt, and the 

' . ' 

preparatiOJS for'his great invasion of our island began. 



CHAPTER VII 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
TRIUMPHANT 

To understand the story of this invasion we must go some 
way back. We are all too prone to connect the first glories 
of our navy with Queen Elizabeth, and to forget what it 
owed to her father. Briefly it owed to ~im three things; 
(r) the establishment of an efficient board of adminis
tration, of which our modern ' Admiralty Office ' is the 
descendant; (2) a great advance in naval construction; 
(3) a new and superior system of tactics. For he was 
the first King who built ships capable of keeping the sea 
for long periods of time, and so capable of blockading 
an enemy's ports in fair weather and foul, and the first 
King who developed real naval gunnery which could 
work destruction at long range. The enemies of England,, 
far into the seventeenth century, trusted to boarding 
tactics, and filled up their ships with crowds of useless 
soldiers, whom the English cannons, worked by the same 
men who sailed the ship, mowed down in heaps. Superior 
naval construction also developed superior seamanship 
and confidence in the machine handled ; until in r588 our 
tall bluff ships could not only outsail, but sail round and 
round the Spaniards; and yet this would have been 
comparatively useless without our superior weight of 
broadside and skill in gunnery. 

The adventurer-i.e. the gentleman or merchant who 
174 
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' 
fitted out and· armed at his own cost, with or without a 
licence from the Crown, a ship to take his merchandise 
to unknown lands, was to some extent a new creature o£. 
the sixteenth century. He was the outcome of a new set 
of conditions of life in which men were seeking to become 
rich by ~orne sudden stroke of enterprise. Shakespeare 
has hit him off. in the' Merchant of Venice~:....:..." he hath 
an argosy bound to Tripolis, another. to the Indies . . . 
a third at Mexico, a fourth for England, and qther ventures 
he hath, squandered abroad." A merchant who became 
rich in 1450 could find but one '.in!Vestment for . his 
capital,' he could buy land ; and, if that was impossible, 
he must "sew his rose-nobles into his flock mattress, or · 
bury them in his garden, or deposit the~ in the treasury 
of a neighbouring church. But. a century later he could 
take shares in an ' adventure,' and perhaps earn (as tlie 
earliest shareholders of the East India qompany actually 
did earn) over roo per cent. return on 'his outlay. The· 

· Government would often utilize this spirit, and grant 
charters to this or that 'Company of Merchant Adven
turers trading to regions unknown.'; and ~ the. Tudor 
sovereigns, and especially Elizabeth, . were · ready to . . . 
invest or take shares in enterprising companies arid to 
reap private profit by so doing. 

Two results are quite obvious: in the first place, such 
enterprises could only succeed if you had good manu
factured articles to take to' the said unknown lands
hence the adventures immensely stimulated English 
manufactures; and secondly, they were bound to bring 
England sooner or later into conflict with other European 
powers which were doing the same thing. And this 
last was just what every Tudor government, and especially 
that of Elizabeth; tried to avoid. It is, true that there 
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was much successful adventure which led to no such 
conflict : for instance, in Mary's reign, Chancellor and 
Jenkinson penetrated to Russia by way of the White Sea; 
and from that beginning arose a trade which lasted so 
long and grew so great that perhaps it alone threw the 
force of the gigantic Russian Empire into the scale 
against Napoleon. But even this led to some jealousy 
on the part of the North German merchants, who had 
hitherto been our purveyors of 'Baltic goods.' Com· 
paratively peaceful, also, as regards European powers, 
was the career of the Levant Company, chartered by 
Elizabeth, which opened up trade with the ports of Turkey 
in Europe and Turkey in Asia. Peaceful also in result 
were the marvellous voyages of Frobisher to the Arctic 
seas, though their intention was not so peaceful, for the 
North-west Passage, which he hoped to discover, was 
to lead by a back door-the' white gate that never was 
opened yet' '-into the King of Spain's Pacific Ocean. 

But when we come to deal with our venturei to Africa,' 
to the East Indies and, above all, to America, the story 
changes altogether ; for in the two former Portugal, and in 
the latter Spain had already asserted a claim to monopoly, 
and the claims had been blessed by Pope Alexander VI. 
If we were to a.ccept that decision, the seas leading to the 
East and to the West alike must be maria clausa to English 
keels, and it would be rank piracy to trade thither. Well, 
our Elizabethan seamen have been considered rank 
pirates ; but please· remember that a power which pre· 
tends to keep a mare clausum should (1) be able to satisfy 
the dwellers on its shores with the goods they demand ; 
should be (2) in possession of a real force to keep the said 

' It has been opened while I write by a gallant Norseman, 
Captain Amundsen, in a ship of 47 tons only. 
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sea really·shut. A paper blockade is not. one which com
mands the respect of practical men. It is quite true that · 
we afterwards shut against other nations the trade with 
our North American Colonies; but then, w~ kept ou~ 

t , ; ' ! 

·colonists thoroughly well supplied with goods, and we 
were in force to make the blockade respe~fed. '.Now, fro~ 
the very ,first ~ay of Elizabeth's reign, tpe love of our 

· mer.chants. for gain and of our 'younger sons for adventure 
laughed at 'the Portuguese arid Spanish locksmiths . 

. Whatever scoldings the Queen 'and Cec,il ~ight admi~ist~r. 
~ to the.' pirate;>,' whatever 'pr:omises of reparati6J]. ;~hey. 

might give to foreign· ambkssa,4ors, counted for very 
little while' Parliament, unde~ their very noses, filled 
session after sessibn withA~ts specially directeq to impr~v~ 

,, l . 

manufactures designed for export to the forbidden lartds. 
The Gu~nea trade was:the fi~st to be def.mite~y :tapReci,'. ~· 

and ·' the Portugais' were always complaining, to. Cecil ' , . I . 

of the i~iquity of ,Englishmen. appearing on the African' 
, .·cqasts ~~cl c~rrying off negroes. And curiously eno-qgh,' 

it 'Vas the negro trade that first brought us into collision 
with the Spaniards in rs68. It was at St.' ~J uim de Lua, 
in Spanish Ameri.ca, and a Hawkins, as,tisua:f, was· in it. 
~ut he was ·not ~lone ; with him was ' a short, sturdy 
man with ~een grey eyes, with a ·bullet hea~. of crisp· 
J?town hair, a wrinkled forehead, high cheek-bones, short 
square face, broad temples,. and thick lips, which are yet . 
firin as granite ; a coarse, plebeian stamp 'of man, of · 
boundless. determination, self-possession and energy,' · 
and ~is name was Francis Drake. They were engaged 
in the good ol~· English job of attempt~g to sell their 
wares to a people that wanted them,very much, in spite 
of the prohibition' of the goverrtment ~f the said people. 
The wares in question were negroes,, val~e £r6o a-piece.; 

. ~ ri' 
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the Spanish governor let Hawkins in-enticed him in, 
said Hawkins-to tJ:le harbour, and then treacherously 
fell upon him in great force : he and Drake with difficulty 
escaped with two small ships out of a flotilla of six. 
The partners then coolly made out their accounts : 
" King Philip to J. H. and F. D., debtor many thousands 
of pounds" (amount unspecified); and, as many of the 
Queen's courtiers at ~orne had shares in this and similar 
'adventures,' the Queen was easily persuaded to arrest 

. some Spanish money, which was on its way to Alva, in 
part payment of the debt; and so the first reprisals had 
begun between Elizabeth and her ' best friend.' Of 
the reprisal money we may doubt whether Drake or 
Hawkins ever saw a farthing; but they knew of plenty 
C?f places in the King of Spain's mare clausum where they 
could recoup themselves. 

This they proceeded to do upon a very large scale 
in 1570-7I. Drake, on his third voyage, in 1573, attacked 
and took a large gold train on its way over the Isthmus 
of Panama~ and sacked Nombre de Dios. Naturally, he 
had many imitators, some of whom came to bad ends and 
some to wealth ; but, the more imitators he had, the 
more the bubble of Spanish magnificence was pricked, 
and the Spanish navy shown to be something not far 
short of a fraud. Queen and courtiers .shared in the 
plunder, the Queen always protesting to Philip that she 
gav~ no encouragement to the pirates, or finding that 
Philip was causing annoyance to her or her subjects 
sufficient to justify any encouragement : 

Blest era when the reckless tar, 
Elated ·by a sense of duty, 

Feared not to face his country's bar 
But freely helped himself to booty ; 
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. Returning home with bulging hold 

, ·):'he Queeh would meet him, much excited, 
Pro'nounce him worth his weight jn gold 

And promptly have the hero knighted. 
).. ' . ,'1 

; 

For inst~nce, in 1577-80 Drake made the f:imoris voyage . 
... \ ,., . ' . . .., ~ ' . ~ .. 

round the world in the immort;:tl ·'·Golden Hind' : only 
• -' . "& two such voyages ·had yet been made ; plunder un:.. 

"' told ; one mare 'clausitm b~rst open after another ; 'all .the 
.... 'l. ,;.. ' ' 4 ""' -.It - ..... 

secrets of the plate:-fleets o(Spain laid bare. ·The Q'ue~:n .'• 
• had no official knowledge of it, and protested that of ., 

. I ' 
· course the pirate should be hanged if he ever came.back :. \ 
'but then, ,when he did come back, H wa:s disco\iered that ' 
Philip had been lending Spa'nish troops for a~papal ... . . 
expedition to Ireland; and had thereby entirely put him-. 

. .I "s_ 

self out of court ;·'and so Drake got a knighthOod instead; 
.of -~ rope,· and.• the· Queen's new; 4resses bl,azed with 
'Peruvian g6ld. Indeed, once the game of reprisals 
aJd ~ounter-reprisals.l had begun, Philip c~uld not' much 

. more ·fairly' c-o~plain than Elizapeth ;. and our am-. 
bassadors in Spain at least did . not plot t~eason and. 
a.psassin:ation, as Philip's Mendoza did. ' • · . 

. The Queen would sometimes lend ships to the. pirates 
out of the royal navy ; but I fear that we cannot acquit 
her of pitiful :parsimony in the maher of adding to the 
r'oyal-navy itself. In fact, she spent even less on it than· 

- her poo~· bank;upt sist~r had spent; and the aggregate 
~.tonnage' of the whole navy was at her death little more 

thim ~thad b,een at the death of her father. Philip, though 
he had an excellent admiral of the old school in Santa 

,~· "• l t 

Cruz,~ and many noble ol~ s~a-dogs like Oquendo, the 
two Valdes, .Recald~_ af!d de Ley~a,· .was as stingy as 

)• . ' . -

Elizabeth; aQd 'with more reason ; and never would 
reform his coilstr~dioiJ- or his tactic~ to meet. the English 

u t • 

,... i 

•• 
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improvements. The only thing that can be said for the 
English Queen is that she knew that her subjects would 
do the work without her help, while poor Philip might 
have known that his would not. From 1580-87 the 
privateering increased in success and grew in scope : 
and, first of men, Sir Walter Raleigh grasped the true 
idea of colonization, not as a search for gold or plunder, 
but as the expansion of a people who were beginning 
to find their little gem of an island too small for their 
habitation. The ' Virginia Company ' was chartered 
immediately after Raleigh's ' adventure/ in which 
Captain Barlow had discovered the true ' England
beyond-the-sea' in the' lands of temperate climate 
lying between French Canada and Spanish Florida. 

In '85 Philip laid an embargo on all English ships in 
Spanish ports and began to clap English sailors into the 
Inquisition, which tortured and burnt them, not as 
pirates but as heretics. Elizabeth answered with a 
corresponding embargo on Spanish ships. She had no 
Inquisition at her command ; but she had something 
better, for she allowed Drake in '85-6 to go-this time 
under open royal patronage and with royal capital openly 
invested-to plunder San Domingo, Carthagena and St. 
Augustine, and to cripple the resources of Spain in the 
New World. It was this raid, followed by the death of 
the Queen of Scots, that spurred Philip to undertake 
the invasion of England in earnest. All the Spanish 
dominions and all the allies of Spain and Portugal were 
laid under heavy contribution for a great 'Armada'; 
and the plans of Santa Cruz were drawn upon such a big 
scale that Philip's treasury was totally unable to bear 
the burden. The straightforward old sailor, who had a 
little of the ' Nelson touch' in him, said, " Let us be in 
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over-Whelming force at Plymo'uth or ;Falmouth and fight 
our'way to land. Give me go,ooo 'men )and I'll do it.;, 
But Philip· thought ona more elaborate plan;'· Parma's 

, fine army could be ferried 'across f;om the Scheldt-it. 
would be cheaper ; the Spanish fleet was to' b{' us~d 
merely to protect the'; ferrying, and was therefore to.' 
avoid fighting onits way;_' up Channel as much as possible. 4> 

Drake, in April, '87, put even· this plan off for a year by 
his famous ,' singeing ·o£ Philip'~ beatd,' · wh'en h.e sailed 
right into Cadiz harbou<·and burnt,· s~nk or carried away 
thirty-eight ships of war; had not the Queen;s foolish 

,. t ,I -

orders prevented him from repeating the exploit in the 
Tagus the Armada would n'ever have 'come' at all. · 

Up till the last moment th~ Queen W~S carrying on peace ..• 
negotiations with Parma ; and it is- only fair to add that . . ~ 

· Parma tit'terly distrusted his master?s plan, knew how 
i ! ' 

rotten the Spanish navy was, and was really anxious for 
peace. The death of Santa Cruz in Ja~uary, 'S8, was~ . . 
great stroke of luck for Englanq ; Philip chose to succeed 
him a·, sweet meek man' of no experienc~ but of the 

)' . 
highest ·r1mk, who would carry out orders however un-• . 
reasonable, called the Duke 'of Medina Sidonia. Eliza~ 

beth's own admiral, Lord Howard of Effingham, was not 
much better ; the How~rds, though perfectly loyal, were 
old ·partisans ~f the. Spanish alliance : . and certainly this 
Howard was no fit commander for the Hawkinses and the 

. I -
-Drakes; but he :was pru~ent enough to put himself pretty 
completely in their hands for the final campaign. · 

And so the Armada, after one false start in May, sailed 
from Corun~a in J :une, with 130 .ship~ and about 3~,~00 
men-i.e. about one-third of what the most experienced 
sailor in Spain· h~d ~SkE)d for. <The 'huge sea c~stles ' 
were under-~p¥._n~d. ~d ~der-manned,· full of priests and 
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mouldy bread and stinking meat, and short of water. 
The objective of Parma, whom they were to convey 
across, was the mouth of the Thames ; and that is why 
Elizabeth mustered her troops (at the head of which she 
rode herself) at Tilbury. Under the' Mustering Statute' 
of Mary's reign, a nominal gathering of 40,000 men wac;. 
put on foot, a small proportion of whom were still armed 
with the old English long-bow, and the rest with muskets 
and pikes. But such levies would have been useless if 
Parma's veterans had once got across ; a drill in the 
churchyard on Sunday afternoons under the local Dog
b~rry, and a 'weapon-showing' for one day in each 
month at the county town, ending in a jolly night at the 
' White Lion ' for the officers, did not make efficient 
soldiers. 

Meanwhile, the English fleet gathered at Plymouth, 
leaving a small but efficient squadron under Admiral 
Wynter to blockade, in conjunction with a Dutch fleet, 
the mouth of the Scheidt, and so to shut up Parma. We 
may put our total of true ships of war at something be
tween a half and a third of the Spanish navy; but every 
merchantship in those days was a ship of war also, and 
these poured out to fight in numbers, once our Salamis 
had begun. And among the fleet were a dozen real first
rates. superior in ordnance speed, build and handling 
to any ship Spain had afloat. When the Armada ap
peared on July rgth off the Lizard, Howard was all ready 
for them, and could get and keep the weather gauge all 
through the week's fight that followed. Indeed, the first 
day's fighting was enough to convince the Spaniards that 
it was to be no 'walk over.' It was not bad weather 
that gave us the victory : ' affiavit Deus et dissipati 
sunt' is true, but it was into the hearts of the English 
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sailors that Heaven blew inspiration; there was rio real 
gale ,till the Spaniards were far into the North Sea. On 

· the 23rd ·t~e two fleets were off St. Albans Head, on the 
25th off the Island,-fighting and fierce fighting alLthe 

. time. By the 27th, when the Armada dropped anchor 
. in Calais roads (what a place of refuge !) the powder on. the 
English side-was almost spent; .on the Spanish it was" 
spent. It is not true that the Government had under
victualled or under-~rmed our fleet. A.ll the week casual
ties had been ceaseless, among the, Spaniard~-Oquendo 
blown up, Valdez ~ecked in a collision, Recalde gone 
ashore in Seine-mouth ; every hull was riddled with shot, 
and eve!y rotten SJ?ar was strained and cracking ; but it 
had all. been done at comparatively long l:>owls, and the 
English loss was trifling. When P,arma got the long-

' . expected summons to come out, he could only reply, 
"first clear away those fat Dutchmen and Wynter, who 
are blockading• me." But, before the Spaniards could 
try that dangerous· game on. that shallow coast, eight 
fireships had· been sent down into their midst (midnight, 
28th), spitting out venom and death from double-shotted 
guns. The en,emy lost heart, 'cut cables, fouled each 
other and drifted away with a light but freshening S.S.W. ~ ... 
wind into the·North Sea, the English fleet, freshiy sup
plied with powder, pounding th~m as they went, to which 
the Spaniards could only reply with _.musketry fire. 
Sidonia lost his head completely, and fled north and north; 
round the Pentland and back into the Atlantic, which 
hungrily took its due.-. Ship after ship went ashore here 
and there, 1 or sank in mid-ocean ; how many were lost 

. ·~ 
1 The Duke of Argyll is at this moment conducting elaborate 

diving operations to recover portions of one of th~se ships in 
Tobermory harbour. ' " ·· ... · 
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was never known accurately, perhaps nearly half the 
fleet. It is to this day a traditional way of accounting. 
for any peculiarly dark-complexioned people on the west 
coasts of the British islands to say that they are the 
descendants of the shipwrecked sailors of the Spanish 
Armada. 

The greatness of the victory would only come to be 
known little by little, and, when it was known, it seems 
to have appalled the Government. Lord Nelson would 
have followed the Armada to the Faroes or the North Pole, 
but he would have taken care that not a ship of it ever 
saw Spain again, and that no Spanish navy was rebuilt. 
The strange female to whom the crowning mercy had peen 
vouchsafed, and who has managed to pose before pos
terity as the ' warrior queen who did the job,' utterly 
missed the opportunity. England could instantly have 
taken the offensive, freed Portugal from the yoke, swept 
the treasure fleets from the Atlantic, blockaded or laid 
in ashes the ports of the New World or of Spain itself. 
Elizabeth had the mastery of the seas in her hands, and 
she simply threw it away. She still believed that she was 
not at war with Philip ! She had but two ide.as in her 
head, fatal trust in her own diplomacy and inordinate par
simony ; and for this last she lacked even the miserable 
excuse of modern politicians. For Parliament was eager 
and clamorous for war, and in the spring of r589 voted 
large subsidies. Drake and the young Earl of Essex, aged 
twenty-two, the Queen's last favourite, saw that now was 
the time to cripple the Spaniards for ever. Essex repre
sented the cry for an efficient army, as Drake did for a 
navy, and Sir Walter Raleigh energetically supported 
both. But Burghley had the Queen's ear, and Burghley 
was content. His son Robert Cecil s-ucceeded in IS96 tQ 
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Walsingham's place of Secretary (Walsingham had ~ied 
in rsgo), and steadily backed up the Queen inlier·, half-'. 
measures.' And the result was that Philip, patient and 
faithful as ever, was able r'eficeri rates quassas and 'to keep 
England,still in a quak'e for the rest oHhe reign. Stingi
ness, one is glad ·to think, reape.d its own reward;· the 
Queen was obliged to send a lot of little expeditions where 
one big one would have given us half a century of peace. 
- Num~rous ~trqkes· were, in fact, tried-e.g. the so
called Counter-Armada of 1589, really only a piratical. 
raid· with the :Queen as principal' shareholder : it, sacked 
Corunna and landed,troops near qsboh, but they w~re 
utterly repulsed from the walls ; Drake in disgust stayed 

.. outside the T~gu~ plundering Sparii~h ships, and· was. id' 
disgrace .for the next five years. In 1591 an attempt to 
capture the treasttre-fleet off the Azores was signalized by 

I • ' 

the fight of the ' Revenge ' against a whole aimada of fifty- · 
three sail, and by the death of the hero Grenville, but it 
failed to accomplish its object. In 1595 came Drake's 
last voyage to .the West Indies-but hefound every port 
fortified. against him, and died at sed on his ~iy home. 
In 1596 tpe .best! ~quipped and best armed expedition 
England had ever sent did manage, under Essex, to cap
ture C'!-diz, ·but it let the Spanish· 'fleet escape. And it 
was the same ~tory with the last great expedition to the 
Azores, the ' Islands voyage' of I597· Result-in 1590 
the Spaniards w:ere able to capture a. port in Brittany, 
from whence they terrorized the English coast, and in r6or 
to throw troops into Ireland on a really large scale. 

If we could think that it was immense foresight on 
Elizabeth's part-a.desire to avoid being too great lest 
she should provoke fortune-a feeling' that the little 

Eng lang gf th9J age would never be abl~ ~t9 manage a v~t 
1' ~ ·, 
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American empire-we could forgive her. But it was not 
so. The Queen simply thirsted for the profits of that 
empire, but she would not pay the price. Her subjects 
were ready to do so: the cause was righteous; it was 
the cause of progress and freedom in thought, in faith, in 
trade, against the heaviest, gloomiest tyranny that ever 
threatened to check the development of the world. 
Edward III. and Henry V., whose cause was far less 
righteous, had understood the business of beating the 
enemy in a very different fashion. 

When we turn to the internal history of the last fifteen 
years of the reign, there is little to. chronicle. Taxation 
was heavy, but it was cheerfully borne; the nation rallied 
in rapidly increasing numbers to the Prayer Book and the 
Church; and a result of this was that Archbishop Whitgift 
was able to draw the cord more tightly against those 
Puritans who refused to conform. The Queen, as she grew 
old, grew to hate all innovations, and her temper cer
tainly became worse. Burghley lived to a great age to 
die only in the same year, 1598, as his antagonist Philip; 
as the old generation passed away, the Queen clung 
to Burghley more and more, and on his death readily 
transferred much of her trust to his favourite son. 
Raleigh and Essex, at one on the subject of war with 
Spain and eager rivals of the Cedis, were yet bitter rivals 
with each other for the Queen's favour; and Essex, 
though vain and rash to the last degree, would have been 
perfectly loyal to the Queen if Robert Cecil had not 
practically entrapped him to his ruin. Even to the 
most loyal courtiers the question of the succession must 
have loomed large. Essex and Cecil were rivals for the 
favour of James as well as for that of the reigning sove
reign, and, on l.:J.is return from a disastrous campaign 
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in Ireland in r6oo, Essex went the length~of attempting 
' an insurrection, with the object of compelling the aged 

Queen to dismiss Cecil and to recognize the King of Scots r 

: as her successor. It was as hopeless as it would now be to 
raise an insurrection in London against King Edward VII. 

·With deep reluctance the Queen was obliged 'to behead 
her .last favourite. 

One of the best cards in Essex's hands had been the . . . 
somewhat ~tiff repression which the growing Puritan 
party was suffering at the hands of Archbishop Whitgift,, 
who,· though a 'str~mg Calvinist in doctrine, insist~d 
too sharply upon 't~e legal ceremonies. Puritans· were 
even seceding . to Holland in the last decade of the 
reign ; we begin to hear of Brownists, the followers of 
Robert Brown of Norwich, who claimed absolute spiritual 
in~ependence for each congregation" But by far the . 
larger part of them were not claiming anything so reason~ 
able as that, but rather seeking to mould the Church of 
England to their own views, some going the length of 
demanding the ~ntire abolition of episcopacy .. Ih 1588 
began a series of fierce tracts against lawn sleeves, signed 
by 'Martin Mar-Prelate'; and in 1593 the judges 

. ' . 

twisted this attack upon the Church into an attack on the 
Crown, and three persons suffered death for it. Such 
pe~S()ns,' however, had they got their way, would have 
been quite as intolerant as Whitgift; in fact, proved 
themselves to be so two generations later. , The via media 
was steadily commending itself to all moderate and 
reasonable Christians, and the appearance of Hooker's 
great work on 'Ecclesiastical Polity' (r592-g6) may 
be said to mark the.' coming of age ' of the new Church 
of· ~ngland. . Had· Elizabeth's successor possessed a 
tenth part either of her tact or her firmness, he would have 
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been able to keep his bishops in order, and to graft on 'to 
the growing trunk of the central Church the germ of the 
noble idea of toleration. 

In the spring of r6o3 the Queen's health suddenly be
gan to fail. The Venetian ambassador was the last person 
who saw her give full audience, covered with ropes of 
pearls and crowned with diamonds, with all her courtiers 
round her ; she harangued him at length in excellent 
Italian. The death of Lady Nottingham, a favourite, 
affected her powerfully; the story ran that her ladyship 
on her deathbed had confessed thaf she had omitted to 
send the Queen a ring, with which she had been entrusted 
by Essex-a ring which the Queen had once given him 
with a promise of pardon if it were sent back to her ; the 
Queen always blamed herself for sending Essex to the 
block. Her last days were passed at Richmond ; no one 
dared mention to her that which was in every one's mind, 
the succession. Should it be the legal parliamentary heir, 
Lord Beauchamp ? 1 Should it be, with a compromise, 
Arabella Stuart, the great-granddaughter of Margaret 
Tudor? "My seat hath ever been the seat of kings," or" I 
will have no rascal's son in my seat," was all the Queen 
would say. The spirit was not dead in her, though in the 
middle of March her speech wandered, as she lay all day 
fully dressed and propped on cushions on the floor. 
"Madame, you must go to bed," said Robert Cecil once: 
"Little man, little man [he was deformed], is must a word 
to be used to princes? Thy father, had he been alive, 
had never dared," etc., etc. Who can tell the anguish 
that must have wrung that great fierce English heart at 

1 He represented the ' Suffolk line,' to which Henry VIII.'s 
will had limited the crown after the failure of his own direct 
p!)sc~I).Q.ants : vjd. sup. 1?· 89. 
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the thought that there was no pos$ible successor· who · 
could carry on her wo~k? She must ha~e known JC!-mes 
fairly w~ll by r6o3; and she must have known that it 
would have to be J a:mes and no other. She died, on . 

' . . 
March 24th. She had live<;! through seventy such years 
<?~ d~ger and discord as England w.as never to see again, 
anq hers had been the hand which had finally guided the 
ship of state into a comparatively secure haven; but . ""-· . . 
there wa:s a ground swell going on even inside, and none ·' 

.. knew that better than Elizabeth. 
One. who was standing on guard at the door of St.' 

George's Chapel at ··the funeral of, Queen Victoria can 
ha~dly fail to draw some s~rt. of parallel between the 
sovereign who~ we a,ll knew,· loved anq at last almost 
worshipped, .~U:d .the Elizabeth whom we did not know. 
Our 'Queen was as free of the meanness and vanity as of 

f • . 
the fiercel}ess of the Tudor ; whose memory, it was said, 
she disliked and underva1ued. Sh~ had none of the out
ward person'al beauty, none of the intell~ctual graces of 
Elizabeth ; but she had the same ' inspiration to be a 
Queen,' the same native majesty, and .the same .convic
tion that, far aboye all other treasures, God's greatestgift 
to her had been the love of her people. 



CHAPTER VIII 

AN ELIZABETHAN SQUIRE 

CouLD we evoke from the last decade of the Sixteenth 
Century a descendant of our old friend Roger of Tubney
call him Roger the Eighteenth-we should find that he 
was a very different sort of fellow from the by-gone 
Rogers whom we tried to know in the eleventh and thir
teenth centuries-whose likeness is, indeed, more nearly 
reproduced in their descendants in the eighteenth. 
Even to our remote village the storm and stress of the 
Reformation period has penetrated. Sir Roger as he 
sits, at the end of the old Queen's reign, in his beautiful 
new red-brick manor house with the stone-mullioned 
windows, with a mighty tankard of ale before him, has 
done and seen many things which neither his ancestors 
nor descendants have done or seen. 

First, he has had an education which had been denied 
to most of the former, for he has been grounded in Lily's 
Latin Grammar at Eton College, and has learned to follow 
the lessons in church with his Greek Testament ; and, 
though he has forgotten most of his Greek, he still loves 
to quote you Tully's Offices, Martial's Epigrams, or Virgil's 
Eclogues ; and George Chapman's grand translation has 
just introduced him in his old age to the beauties of 
Homer. At school he had been duly swished every 
Friday; often, in the fourth form, been turned back 

190 
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.. . .. " ,' .. 
by the ~ Praepostor ·of the Unclean' for having dirty 
' . ~-

hands; had proceeded up 1the lesson books from Aesop's 
, Fables to the a~ting of _i~tin comedies written oy a late 

head m~ter (who, it is sad to say, had been d_ismissed 
for some . qu~stionable transactions with the college 
plat~): One of the sights he will always remember is the 
funetal ,of King' Henry at Windsor; he had stood in his 
surplice, 'with a, taper in his hand, saying the seven peni-

• ·• • •• r 

tential psalms as the coffin-was drawn past College Gate 
by its eight great black horses, with a page riding on each 

' . . . 

bearing ~· banner of the King's arms. But, even before 
that, ·he can remember riding, on a pillion behinq his 
-father. to 'see the court pass through Petersfield on its t 

, way to Portsm~uth in the year of the loss of the ' Mary 
Rose'; and there he saw 'good King Henry;' ·as he 
will always call him, riding, ill at ease-for his leg pained 
him-orir',a mighty Flanders mare something like ~ 
9ydesdale· porse of the present aay. There was fear of 

' a 'F1;ench landing then, and he remembers the piles of 
.~.. ' 

brushwood and faggots on Halnaker, on Cissbury and on 
·"• Chanctonbury; ·he lived to see those beacons lit in e~rnest, 

and many another light from Dellhaven to Rye, in the 
July nights of 1588, and the hobblers riding past fr()m 
beacon to beacon. 

When 'Roger was sixte~n he had been sent to the house
hold of the Earl of Arundel, that same Earl Henry who 

· ; rriade our Arun navigable, to be bred as a page-not a · 
page~_,in buttons who cleans boots,· but a gentleman to 
learn· all knightly accomplishments ; he had learned 
there to sing Italian and French songs to 'please the ladies ; 
and he had seen with envy lances shivered on the plain ' 
below .the castle, in one of the last tournaments that 

) ~ver t<1dk •. pl~ce in England. Then he had kept a term ., 
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or two at. one of the Inns of Court at the beginning of 
Queen Mary's reign, and learned enough law to pose in 
his middle life as a vigilant justice of the peace-even 
now at his elbow beside the tankard you may see the 
ingenious Mr. Lambarde's book, 'Eirenarcha, or the 
office of a Justice of the Peace,' which he is almost as 
fond of quoting as his Tully. He had gone to mass 
again (by his father's advice) in '54, although his pious 
mother, far away in the Sussex village, was a devout 
and learned Protestant, who corresponded controversially 
with Mr. Bullinger on high points of theology. From 
the roof of old St. Paul's he had seen Wyatt's men 
marching up the right bank of the river, galled by the 
Tower guns, and seen them turned back from London 
Bridge ; enrolled himself in the volunteer company of 
halberds which flew to aid Lord William Howard in the 
defence of the city-though his own sympathies were 
with Wyatt, 'rebellion was as the sin of witchcraft.' 

But the beginnings of the persecution had thoroughly 
shocked him. He went to see John Rogers burned in the 
horse-market at Smithfield, February, I555 (the last time 
he was there he had been to buy two Spanish jennets 
to send down to Sussex); and he had come from the scene 
grinding his teeth against all things Spanish, kings, 
queens and jennets alike-' so .help him God he would 
never ride a Spanish horse again.' The next week he sent 
his old serving-man, Dick Hazelgrove, down to Tubney 
to beg his parents' blessing, and was off to join the exiles 
who were already gathering at the French Court. Thus 
he was absent when the burnings began at Lewes, where 
we are still proud of our sixteen martyrs-nine at one 
fire in I557, and five of them women. 

The programme of these exiles soon cam-e to be nothing . 



much short of a pi~aticallife in th~Cliam1el;to.be directed 
against Spanish ships 6n their way'to Flanders. The 
French King ~as' quite ready to find, in an underhand 
way, tn~ sinews' of this war,· and was ·pleased with the 
hands~~e you,ng E~glishman who spoke French ·and 
Italian so well. Roger might have had a French court~ 
lady to wife and a pension; but the lust of adventure' was 
awake in him ; his share of the prize-mqney of one of the 
piraiical cruises was enough to equip him for further 

~·· . , ' .. . ~ . ', 

·adVE\htures, and _he was soon off to Italy, where the 
fierce;. Nfapolitan; John Peter Caraffa, had just been 
elected Pope,- and ·was calling in the French to come and 
deli~er him from the tyranny of the Spaniards. Being 

' - f 
still nominally a • Catholic, and still nominally a loyal 
~~bfect of Queen Mary, Roger had been admitted to aU: 

.J •• ' 

audience .at' the· Vatican, and had heard friars, in th~' 
half-finished St.- Peter's, rave against Spaniards and 
heretics almost in the same breath. A closer acquaint~-~ 
~ . ' 

' ance with the head quarters of the Catholic faith had 
not deepened ·his attachment to it, but he had turned 

, with almost equal disgust from the controversies of 
the Scottish and English Calvinist exiles ~~hom he met 
in France. It was the magic of the Ancient World 
·' . 

that held him in Italy ; he had made the acquaintance 
' \ _, . 
of the ~learned Bernardino -Telesio, who -proposed to · • 
reconcile Plato and the Gospel, and had tried to think . 

1 that he understood him. 
It_ was good news that the Duke of Guise was coming, 

:· at the end of 1556, · with a large army, to drive the 
Spanish garris~ns out of Milan and. Naples, and Roger 
e~sily obtained a corr{mission in the French army. By 
.incredibly bad luck he was taken .prisoner in a skirmisli 

-•t beforeHh_~·· li~tl~- town of Civitella, and, :ha~ing nothi~g 
. ;. " - ' - 13 . '· 
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left to bribe with, was promptly set to row in a Spanish 
galley, which was patrolling the Mediterranean against 
Turkish pirates. In a smart fight with these off Malta 
his galley was sunk, and he saved himself by swimming 
to the enemy. The Turkish galley which picked him up 
was commanded by a renegade Christian, who treated 
him well and carried him to Constantinople, where 
he was sold as a slave to a Pasha, who employed him 
in the stables. In 1559 the Pasha was ordered to the 
Hungarian frontier, which was always in a disturbed 
condition, though there was nominal peace with the 
Emperor. Roger rose rapidly, in virtue of his great 
knowledge of horse-flesh and especially of the veterinary 
art, blistering, drenching and all that sort of thing, to 
be a prime favourite of his master; and, having had 
the good luck to save the Pasha from an assassin when 
they were quartered at Komorn, was given his freedom 
and a good horse. 

So in the spring of rs6o he made his _way back to 
England by way of Vienna, in the train of a certain Count 
Helfestein, an Austrian nobleman, who was bearing the 
portrait of the Archduke Charles, set in diamonds, to 
Queen Elizabeth. He saw the portrait, and hoped that 
his Queen (whom he remembered to have seen in those 
perilous hours of r554, pale and haughty, being carried 
in a litter to visit ·her sister at Whitehall) would not 
marry a man whose neck was all awry. But he kept 
these thoughts to himself, and was duly presented to 
Gloriana in March, rs6o, at" Whitehall. The Queen was 
delighted to hear of his adventures, and bade him go off 
at once and see his parents. He found that his father 
had been dead for two year~, and that his mother was 
playing the part of a careful stewardess at Tubney and 
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Fyficld. · For Fyfielq had ·'passed to the pri"ory of Lewes 
at th~ close 3£ the thirteenth century, and. the ··monks 

· had·proved .suc!:t hard landlords that in the year IJ8I:
the year ·of ·Waf Tyler's insurrection-;-their steward had 
'~?een;ducked 'in the horse-pond, and the manorial charters 
.,t?rn · up,: for \Vhich several of the' Fyfielders afterwards 
suffered death .. • Now; when the evil days of Thomas 

..., .. f 

Cromwell came,' Roger's father had been able to make 
-~interest at' court-probably in the way of a heavy bribe 
: tq ly.[aster Cr~mwell-and, at the suppression of Lewes. 
~ .priory, the manor of Fyfield. had been granted to him. . ' 
. H~ in~talled a. bailiff of his own in the empty grange-
. house, stubped up the vineyard where the monks had 
striven to :grow sour wine, and planted a· hop garden ; 

# ' •. 

treated the old<monastic tenants with even less ceremony . . ,: 
than the abbot had done, bullied them out of their ' 

. ' . ' ' 

holdings . and gradually· installed a couple cif thousan_d 
··~heep i~ ·. t~eir. place. Roger's mother, who for all he~ ·' ~~· 
Puritanism·'is superstitious, has often told him of thi( , ' ., 
curse t]le monks let fall as they went out ; but, by 
.rs6o, · ·Roget' has been cursed in too many foreign ,1!:• 

. fl. 
· langu_ages to mind a .little monk's-Latin. · 

X et our ,friend had ' heard the East a-calling,' and, .. . . 

affer two or three visits to London and the court, he 
~:.l' • ~.- -* . . t. . ~ 

· embarke,d in;r564 £roo and his own sturdy person in '·~ 

') ohn H~wkins's second voyage to the Guinea Coast, 
~ . ''f ~ .. • '· 

.,~<tQ;,. trade tor·,gold dust and negro slaves, which they 
·. -;tt. . 1 ~ 

~ ... fofthwithr·carrie"d to the West Indies; and so he was . J 

' ..... one.! of~ the· :first to taste those potatos,. 'the most 
delicate ~~oots that . may be eaten, and do far excel our 

~ · parsn.ips a:nd cirrots.'; and was disappointed· to. find 
~ ·,.tP,at the'~'cr:otodiles of the Orinoco did not (as the 
.-, pature of 'ihis bt;ast is): when they would have their 

·~ ~ ~~ 'k. 

.. ~-
• r ,..' ~ ,t- ..,.j·i 

. ' 
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prey, cry and sob like a Christian, to provoke their 
prey to come to them. But he sailed up the coast 
of Florida and North America, and saw Red Indians, 
who wear pieces of unicorns' horns about their necks 
(' of these unicorns there are many in Florida,' the 
natural enemies, as he heard, of the horses of those parts); 
and so returned to Padstow, Cornwall, September 2oth, 
r565, bringing home gold, silver and pearls, and of other 
jewels great store. On his return he presented himself 
again at Whitehall on New Year's Day, and w;1s able to 
make the Queen a present of a fine hair-net of curiously 
wrought. gold wire, dotted over with seed pearls, \\"hich 
pleased her so mightily that she knighted him. But, 
as he was rash enough to present a pair of gold earrings 
to one of the maids of honour, with whom it is to be 
supposed he had fallen in love three years before, the face 
of Gloriana was changed towards him. He eloped with 
his maid of honour; they were married secretly and 
banished the court in disgrace. Thenceforth he could 
only settle down to a country life on his own estates. 

It is to these estates that we must now turn. The 
fifteenth century had wrought a great change in the 
tenantry of the Manor of Tubney, although the political 
commotions had passed us by unharmed. There are 
now no ' villeins ' left, and no labour-rents paid. A few 
copyholders, men of twenty or thirty acres, still struggle 
on with the old system of cultivation in strips ; but they 
are dwindling every day. The strip holding, where it 
still exists, has become an intolerable bore, and nothing 
but the most dogged conservatism and ignorance. main
tains it. Sir Roger would like to evict those fellows 
wholesale; but the law is on their side. He can only 
watch his opportunities, and get rid of them one by one 
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by taking every advantage :.of their poverty or stupidity . 
. Theil cabins are miserable hovels : tpe smoke escapes r 

through a hole in the roof; pigs,·fowlsand oxen·(if they 
have so much as all ox a-piece) s~are the interior witJ:l the· 

. family,-you might fancy yourself in the West of Ireland 
in the twentieth century. · They pay Sir Roger·,· quit-, 
rents ' totally inadequate to the size of. their holdings ; 
and they pay a fine which, by the' custom of the manor:•·, 
is reckoned at one year's value of their land, every time· . . . 
their property passes from dead to living, : They are not 
well nourished enough to make go9d day-labourers on his· 
home farm,' and their children wander off, when they 
grqw up, to swell the ranks of the beggars who swarm . ~ . 
ovef Tudor England, or get caught up by the officers who • 
come rouna to.~mpress men for the frequent small military ··:~ 
expeditions. . They" make lazy, mutinous, weedy sold_iers. 

The three or four sturdy freeholders are in a very 
different .case. · By purchase or arrangen;lent with Sir 
Roger's ancestor!?, they have 'managed to throw their 
ancestral strips into. compact separate holdings~one of 
them a~ big as one hundred and twenty acres. The 
ever-thriving Hazelgrove family, once of villein origin, 
ha;;;thriven in this way. It. has laid down half its holding 

, in perg1~nent pasture, and may -feed a hundred sheep 
and a dozen cows on it ; it has taken oil lease another 
hundred acres of Roger's demesne land, for which it pays 
a rent varying with the price of corn; ·and it grows 
oats, rye and barley, beans· and peas thereon. It keeps 

• 
four hired servants, whose wages are mainly paid in food 

• ~md clothing, and who live in the farm-house, a long, 
low. structure of stone in the middle of the pasture 
field. 'Farmmg is still very. pdmitive: drainage is 
still do~e with! piles of broom faggots laid under t:P,P. 

'• 
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furrows ; there is no manure but seaweed (which is 
fetched up over the downs on pack-horses) and· that 
of the sheep and beasts; and no rest but that of !he 
fallow. Rye, the stock bread crop for many generations, 
will soon be giving way to wheat, and Sir Roger may 
yet live to see twenty bushels an acre as the yield 
from a Tubney farm in an exceptionally good year. He 
encourages his(farmer' to grow flax and hemp and hops, 
though as yet in small quantities. The Hazelgroves still 
employ the old heavy plough with eight oxen, and still 
help the plough by breaking up the clods with a huge 
mallet called a ' beetle.' But Sir Roger will change some 
of this before he dies; on his travels he has seen the 
use of clover, and the value of spreading marl upon the 
grass-land. There will soon be on his shelf a little book 
called 'Five hundred Points of good Husbandry,' by 
Thomas Tusser, as well as Scot's ' Perfect Platform of a 
Hop-Garden'; and when he invites neighbour Hazel
grove, as he sometimes does of a winter evening, to hold 
a hand of cards with him, he will recite Tosser's doggrel 
verses with all the authority which his position gives him. 

No one can doubt that the enclosures and the change, 
, from farming in strips with a common plough to farming 

in separate large fields with your own plough, was in 
the long run immensely beneficial to agriculture; and 
it is a curious fact, over which Sir Roger and his brother 
justices at quarter-sessions will often stroke their beards, 
that though the price of everything is advancing, at a 
rate for which they are at a loss to account, the price 
of corn is not advancing so much as that of most other 
things; of course, tile :t:al reason is that the enclosures 
have led to supenor cuable fatming as well as to 
extension of pasture. 
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For the present, however, the manor, ~hen Roger· 
succeeds to it, grom little more corn than suffices to 

· sustain itself ; . most of the demesne has ~een laid 
. down in pasture, and Roger's riches, which are co1_1- · 
~iderable, have come far more from the sale o( his 
.wool in Lewes market than from the rents of his 
:enants. Much of the .land round the manor house 
·}as been ' em parked '-turned into a deer park. Sir 
r~oger will soon settle down into as mighty a hunter' 
Jtfter his kind as his earliest Norman ancestor. . But 
/~unting, like everyt):ling else; is changing its character ; 
ilt is no lo1_1ger conducted so much in ·order to get food as 

e a sportsman, and Sir Roger's library will include, on 
1e same shelf with Malby's 'Remedies for· Dise?-ses ~

J)r the sake .of sport itself.· 'Every gentleman' must 

t Horses ' and Gervase Markham's ' Discourse of 
~~[orsemanship,' 'The Noble Art of Venerie' and ' 

urberville's 'Book of Falconry.' The newly enriched · 
rerchants, who. had bought land, were as diligent stude~ts . 

of such books as' Mr. Thackeray's famous footman was 

y •u will be posted behind a tree and shoot with·. that ~' 

of ' Pelham : the. Adventures of a Gentleman.' A deer 

d~~ive iri Sir Roger's park wili, however, be a tame aff~ir.: 
. - . i 

cl1msy ~eapon, a crossbow. Sir Roger's park deer are 
k pt more for ornament and manorial splendour than for 
sp-ort-unless, indeed,, Gloriana should ever forgive him 
and pay him a visit, as she did to Waverley Honour, '' 
w 

1
'tere my readers will remember that f~om the '.Queen's 

st .nding ' she ' pierced seven bucks with her own 
ar ·ows.' She is, in ·fact, occasionally in our parts. In· 
1513 sh~ knighted Tom Shirley of Wiss'un (Wisdon) fo:t 

" hi ! happy thought of spreading her dinner~tabie undei.' 
an oak-tree. outside Rye-th!'!reby spanng the r~ya1 " 

. ,. 
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nostrils the effluvia from the streets of that ancient port. 
There is talk of her coming to Cowdray in '77 ; and, 
when she does come there in 'gr, Sir Roger rides. to 
Parham to pay his respects to her on her passage; and, 
as three years ago he subscribed £roo to the Armada 
defence fund, he is graciously received. 

But, as for hunting, our knight much prefers ' hunting 
at force,' as it is called, when the wild deer, having been 
tracked or ' unharboured ' by the slow lyme-dog (blood
hound), is run down in the open by the deer-hound. To 
such a hunt Sir Roger will invite all his neighbours of 
whatever degree .. His favourite horses for this purpose 
will be home-bred, with perhaps a strain of the Galloway 
or the Irish 'Hobby' in them; and they rarely reach 
fifteen hands high. His hounds will bear the very names 
of our hounds of to-day-Ringwood, Bellman, Fury, etc. 
He will know how to give a tired horse barley-water on 
his jog home, even as we do. He is not at all averse 
from hare-hunting, for which he keeps a little pack of 
beagles ; but on the fox he wages merciless and unsports
manlike war. Fancy a set day, on which all the country
side turns out in a body to shoot foxes or destroy them 
with every possible engine of destruction ! But perhaps 
his favourite sport is hawking, and in his 'mews' he 
keeps, besides the native merlins and peregrine falcons, 
one or two of those great gerfalcons imported at some 
cost from Iceland or Norway. Heron, partridge and all 
varieties of the wild duck tribe are his favourite game, 
and he often works dog and hawk together. Of shooting, 
except in war, he knows almost nothing, and would speak 
Witli. great contempt of a man who shot anything with a 
• ha.>dgun.' Horse- racing, happily, has not yet been 
Introduced ; 1t will remam for his descendant under 
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Charles II. to di~sipate the fa~ily f9rtunes 'by 'importing 
Arab blood and gambling at •Newmarket. Some of the 
oa'ks which our Sir Roger is even rtow planting, with a 

. view to future navies, will be cut down to p'ay ·for these 
fo~lies. The day's hawking .will hardly furr~ish Sir Rqger's 
plentiful table, and his 'fowler' will always be more or ·· 
less about the place, catching birds for food with nets, 

. or snares or even birdlime. Matches with' coursing dogs 
(greyhounds) in the open are another favourite game. 

The manor house is a· two-storied building with t~ll 
twisted. chimneys,· with pointed gables _.on the' upper 
story, bay windows on the lower. There is a large entrance
hall and a great dining-hall, a· witlidrawing:-room and a 
gallery looking on to the garden, and above these many 
bedrooms. The ·dining-hall is the favourite room .of the. 
family, ~nd is·· strewn with fresh ru;hes every week ; 
in the next· generation it will be . carpeted instead of 
rushed. My lady's drawing~room has already a Turkish 
carpet, sent by our old friend the Pasha in a L~vant 

. . ,;_. 
Company's' ship.· The walls of the hall are of panelled 
oak, and . ornamented with old armour and stags' 
heads; only in the drawing-room is there a piece 6f 
tapestry, wrought during the last half-century by the ·
ladies of the family: the bedrooms have hangings of 
painted cloth. There is a great open fire-place in the 
hall piled up with beech logs ; and dinner is served ther~' .r• 

at eleven or twelve o'clock, supper at five or six, to the 
whble family, servants and all-only the family sit at a 
separate ' l}.igh table ' on the ' dais,' or slightly raised 
upper end. We begin. the day at. five in summer: and .. · :: 
at seven in winter, and usually begin it with a· draught ', 
of home'-brewed ale. and a crust of bread. ·i 

The ladies took part with the servants in a,ll the finer. 
- " . • • •< • . 
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work of cooking-i.e. the puddings and pies ; also in the 
baking, the brewing, the malting, the dairy work, the 
distilling of perfumes from flowers in the herb-garden. 
They were also past-mistresses of physic, surgery and 
nursing ; and yet they found time for music on the spinet 
or lute, and for endless reading of Italian romances, often 
also of Greek and Latin; while, of course, the arts of the 
needle were never neglected. The maid of honour whom 
Sir Roger had brought home as his wife would ruffle it, 
on great occasions, in a monstrous structure called a 
farthingale-i.e. a skirt set out from her person on a wire 
hoop, balanced above by a ruff of starched linen, also 
set on wires ; and she padded her hair up with other wire 
structures and crowned it on the top with a peaked hat. 
She never travelled far from home, and she trusted for 
her smaller finery largely to the frequent visits of the 
travelling pedlar, who, like Autolycus in the 'Winter's 
Tale,'. brought lawns and gloves and trinkets, pins and 
perfumes, as well as all the news of the countryside, and 
often did a roaring trade on Sunday mornings in the 
church porch when the villagers came out of church ; 
but her ladyship would have skimmed off the cream of 
his pack first. 

In the Hall would take place the endless dramatic 
performances which every one crowded to see-the Christ
mas mummers with St. George, Robin Hood and Maid 

· Marian-the carol-singing-the ' harvest-home ' dinner 
to rich and poor alike. The Maypole-a huge young 
poplar-tree-was drawn on the rst of May by all the 
oxen in the village, and set up on the green outside the 
church, dressed with garlands and streamers for the folk 
to dance round. Sir Roger would on this occasion give 
one or more barrels of ale. Nothing could be done 
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without feasting and strong.-'ale, and there were many 
siinilar anniversary festivais : ·' Shrove Tuesday: m~rked 
by cockfights; Easter Day, with the morrice-dancers} 
Whitsunday; with the ' Lord of Misrule;' who danced. 
right into the. church sometimes. It ·is to be feared ·that 
the old church festivals had lost whatever sacred character . . . 

they had retained in Catholic times (and that was ri()t 
much). One stands aghast at. the notion of ' church
ales~ when th~ weaJthier parishioners contributed each 
a barrel of ale to be sold and drunk in the church, to pay 
the expenses of keeping· the fabric in repair. 

The influence 10f the Church was in fact very slight. 
Our parson at Tubney .between 1530 and 1574 had been 
a regular Vicar of Bray ; he was succeeded by the son 
of the bailiff who managed Fyfield. Him Sir, Roger's 
father had patronized and put to school, from whence he 
had gained a sizarship at Cambridge ; there he had 

I attracted the att~ntiori Of Whitgift by a pamphlet againSt 
I . Cartwright's· Presbyterian views. Sir Roger,. who was' 

the patron' of the livings both of Tubney and Fyfield, 
presented him to the former in 1574; but the parsonage .· 
at Fyfield had been allowed to fall· down, and as there 
were:no villagers to· go to church, except the bailiff and his 

· family, the church itself followed suit. On the death of 
the last incumbent of Fyfield, who broke his mare's knees 
and his own neck in returning, one dark night, from a 
cockfight at Steyning, Sir Roger procured from the Bishop 
of Chichester a licence for his young friend to hold both 
livings. The new parson was fond of preaching learned 
sermons full of Latin quotations, which delighted Sir 
Roger and his lady, but which, it is to be feared, few of 
the villagers could understand. He was not· averse to a 
h'and at cards or to ' dnnking a pipe of tobacco ' with the 

.... 

I· 
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Squire from a long silver pipe, with a very tiny bowl; 
he joined in a friendly way in all the village sports, and 
tried to make the Prayer Book and righteous living 
respected at least in his own person. He spent all the 
income of his livings on his books and his garden, and 
perhaps he displayed more zeal for these than for the 
awakening of his parishioners. 

The garden of the manor house was one of exceeding 
beauty. It was planned on an Italian model, with a 
long terrace, from which steps led down to side walks 
lined with cypresses and yew-hedges clipped into fantastic 
shapes and 'curious knots.' "God Almighty," the parson 
was wont to say (anticipating thereby the great Francis 
Bacon), "first planted~ garden"; and Sir Roger and he 
were never weary of grafting and planting new-fangled 
trees, such as the peach and the apricot. At the foot of 
the terrace lay the bowling-green, with a stone bench at 
either end; beyond this was her ladyship's rose-garden, 
her ladyship's garden of pot-herbs and ' simples,' and, in 
broad beds with green walks. between them, every variety 
of old-fashioned English .flower and shrub-rosemary 
and lavender, gilliflowers and wall-flowers, ' periwinkles, 
the white, the purple and- the blue, crocus vemus both 
the yellow and the gray, primroses, anemones, the early 
Tulipa, Hyacinthus Orientalis, Chamairis, Fritellaria '
and all the otheP lovely things with which Gerard's Herbal 
or Parkinson's ' Paradisi in Sole Paradis us Terrestris '. 
(the former an Elizabethan, the latter a Carolian book) 
are wont to make the horticulturist's mouth water. 
For fruit-trees there were pears and plums, cherries and 
figs-of the latter Sir Roger has procured slips from the 
famous fig-trees at West Tarring, which they say Thomas 
Becket planted-apples of every variety, almonds, qleq-
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CHAPTER IX 

TUDOR IRELAND 

WE left Irish history a long way back-in fact, at the 
close of Henry H.'s reign ; and it is convenient to treat 
of it here because the Tudors were the first sovereigns 
who made any serious attempt at governing Ireland. To 
the Plantagenets it was mainly a ' dumping-ground,' 
in which they could get rid of inconvenient relations or 
reward importunate beggars (for it was so easy to grant 
a man 50,000 acres of some one else's bog) ; or at best a 
place where they could raise soldiers of the lowest class 
at the lowest wages. In the grants of Irish land to 
English courtiers it was often stipulated that English 
traders and husbandmen should be 'planted' by the 
grantee, and the idea of thus colonizing the island, 
though it became a fixed one only in the sixteenth 
century, was well known long before then. But the 
English traders or husbandmen, if they ever went, never 
stayed, and so your new landlord had to content himself 
with Irish tenants. These soon made him into a 
' chieftain ' instead of a landlord ; and though his name 
had once been FitzNigel or De Burgh, it gradually 
became O'Neill or O'Bourke. Thenceforward his main 
object was to be recognized as The O'Neill or The 
O'Bourke ; and it was often a complicated process, for 
one may say that no Irish tribal law of descent existed 

uo6 
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at all. As a rule succession . to the chieftainship oi a 
tribe was provided for by the election, in the life-time of 
the reigning chief, of a' tanist,' who was not necessarily 
the eldest or any legitimate son, but the man who could 
command the largest body of gallow-glasses or kernes 
(a 'gallow-glass' 'is an axeman, a 'kerne' a bowman). 
Thi~ custom was further complicated by the laxity of 
the marriage tie in ·Ireland. Three wives at once was 
very common : I know· an otherwise quite respectable 
Earl of Clanricard who· had five, and an ·Archbishop of 
Cashel who made a great fortune by selling divorces at 
£5 a-piece. 

Having, then, become Th~ O'Botirke you· have certain 
rights over .your fellow tribesmen. These are not tenants 
at all, they are co-owners of the land with you; they do 
not pay you regular rent either in money or kind, ·but 
certain irregular exactions can be levied on them by you, 
and, as far as one can see, without stint. There· is 
•·bonaght,' or free victual for yourself and your gallow
glasses for several days ; ' coshery ,' ' cuddies ' .. and 
' sorohen,' which seem to be varieties df ~he same 
thing; and there is ' coyne and livery,' which practically 

,. means 'stand and deliver whatever I ask you for.'· 
· ' Black rent,' which, when levied by a comparatively 

decent Highland thief, Scotsmen are apt to call black
. mail, is not, properly speaking, leviable. on your own 
fellow tribesmen, but on those of your neighbour. 

Of course, no Engiish government could recognize any
thing .of this kind; and all grants were supposed to. be 
made and held upon ordinary feudal tenure ; and perhaps 
'before rsoo three-quarters of the soil of Ireland had at 
one time or another been granted upon such tenure. 
Sometimes the King's viceroy would catch a chief and 
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try and tame him into a feudal tenant, pointing out the 
undoubted advantage of such a position over his present 
one. But the experiment never succeeded. I think it is 
nonsense to say that the English conquest of Ireland 
' superimposed feudal anarchy on Celtic barbarism ' ; the 
only symptoms of feudality were a good many rude stone 
castles built by the chieftains-mere square towers for 
the most part. Celtic anarchists needed no lessons in 
their own trade, and the reign of Stephen in England 
was a golden age compared to the Middle Ages in Ireland. 
Feudalism, however anarchic towards the central govern
ment, rests upon fidelity of a baron's tenants to himself. 
Now fidelity of Irish tribesmen to their chief had no 
existence, and Jhis fact was the one card in the govern
ment's hand : it was the easiest thing in the world for 
a viceroy to detach sections of a tribe from their chief, 
or to set up a rival chief-not by bribery, but because the 
people positively enjoyed conspiracies and, one is sorry 
to say, treachery. Therefore, any general rising against 
the English crown was impossible. It is a sordid tale 
from beginning to end ; as we read it, the Ireland of to
day, so dear to any of us who have humour or pity in 
our hearts, seems very far away. 

From the end of the twelfth century there is usually 
in Ireland an unfortunate being of the 'Viceroy,' 
'Deputy, or 'Lieutenant, type residing in Dublin 
Castle; under him there are some government officials, 
who usually quarrel with him and delate him to the court 
in London. There is no ' king ' till Henry VIII. ' We , 
are only' Dorhinus'Hiberniae'; but our writ is supposed 
to run as if We were that plural entity called a king; 
west of Athlone it never runs at all, and seldom so far. 
There is a coinage, which bears Our image. From John's 
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time there is a sort of division into counties ;, . from 
Edward i.'s time there is a sort of Irish Parliament. There 
are even judicial circuits-which are never ridden, and an 
assessment for soldiers which is never paid.,, And that 

~is about all the government that there is. Taxation· in 
any regular sense there is not. 

The devotion of Ireland to the Holy See or even to the 
Catholic ffl,ith is mainly of later date; and is tl;le result of 
the Protestantism of-lj:ngland; the medireval Irishman 
was anything but religious. Good St. 'Bridget had a vision 
of angels, and, being naturally more· interested, as most 
medireval saints were, in . heli than heaven, inquired 

l·. · which country contributed the greatest number of l~st 
. soUls ; and 'the angel showed her her o\Vn country and the 

soUls falling into hell therefrom ' as thick as hail showers.' . \ 

An Elizabethan deputy s'ays. of his subjects, " I cannot 
fj:nd that they make any conscience of sin ; I doubt whether 
they christen their children or no ; ·and when they die I 

'· . 
camiot find that they make any account of the world to 
come.'' In the early monastic ages there may have been 
mu~h preaching, for there were 350 monasteries and zoo 
'f-riaHes; but of parish churches hardly any. In the 
diocese of Meath, the richest in ireland, out of 224 parishes 

·only thirteen were served. There were twenty-six bishopA 
rics and four archbishoprics ; but in t)le si.X:teenth century 
the cathedral of Tuam had been used for a fortress for 
the last th,ree hundred years. When an Irish chief burns 
, Armagh Cathedral with a li.ve archbishop in it, it doesn't 
appear to shock the religious sense of the country. 

·In the towns along the coast, no doubt, things were a 
little better. Some of these, we must remember, had once 
been Norse colonies, and some were more· or· less suc
cessful English colonies. Dublin, Drogheda, Waterford, 

I 
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Limerick, Cork, Kinsale, even Galway had charters from 
the Crown, and were allowed to spend their customs on 
the repair of their walls. No Irishman was admitted, or 
at least was supposed to be admitted, to reside within 
the walls unless he took an English name and wore English 
dress. There was considerable trade between these ports 
and Bristol and Chester ; also with French and Spanish 
ports : the imports mainly consisted of wine ; Irish 
chieftains would have their red seas of claret (at nine 
cowskins the hogshead). The common people drank 
usquebaugh, or potheen, which tastes rather' like liquid 
fire: only in Dublin was this liquor replaced by strong 
ale ; and Dublin boasted in the sixteenth century more 
alehouses in proportion to its population than any 'city 
in the King's dominions. Universal and bestial drunken
ness of both sexes is a subject of constant complaint. 
The exports were almost wholly the said cowskins, cattle 
being the sole wealth-indeed, the sole food of Irishmen. 
In the towns there was a rough manufactory of frieze 
and linen for native wear; the Irishman's dress consisting 
mainly of a coarse linen shirt of enormous width ' dyed 
with saffron to prevent lousiness,' and never changed till 
it fell off in rags. 

Agriculture, except just round the towns, there was 
none; even there all ploughing was done 'by the tail.' 
The cattle were small, wiry, black beasts who tasted no 
food but grass ; even in the towns meat was far cheaper 
than bread, and it was quite common to bleed the live cow 
for a refreshing drink of blood. Roads there were none, 
for Rome had never been there (think what that means : 
the Celt without the Roman or even the Teutonic disci
pline) . what was not mountain or quaking bog was 
dense and tangled wood, any track through which could 
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~(lways b~ blocked by the felling of ~ ·f:w trees; every 
t . 
Iough in the country had a fortified cattle-shed or' cran-

ltog ' on its island, to which cattle co.cl.d be made .to swim . 
)ver, in time of danger. _ . · .· . . 

To the great ' baronies,' which grew up out of inter
:narriages of the descendants of the' first Norm~ grantees, · 
lr were created in the thirteenth century, Edward II. 
~nd III. adde_d thr~e which played important parts in · 
[udor Ireland. These were the earldoms of Kildare and 

esmond, granted to members of the Fitzgerald (or 
. G~raldine ')" family,. and that of Ormond, gra~ted · to 
:he Butlers .. Kildare's possessions lay mainly in Leinster, 

r' md so gave him the best chance of disturbing the Gdvern-
:nent.; The Desmonds gradually a~nexed the greater part 

, ?f Munster, except Tipperary, which, with Kilkenny an~ 
exford, was. the property of Ormond. This last family 

s very remarkable : it was as much hibernicized as .1nost 
~thers, yet throughout its history it remained devotedly· 
oyal to the English Crown, and gained almost nothing by 

:(~s loyalty. At the date of the creation of these earldoms ~ 
. JSnglishmen had begun to recognize. the fact that English 

l
aw•could not be maintained over the whole islan,p; that 
:here was, in fact, an English ' Pale,' and a wild Irishry 
Jeyond it ; with the latte_rc the inhabitants of the former 
.vere tc;> have no 'intercourse, were not to wear its dress, 
:o wed its maids .nor to speak its language (Statute of 
Kilkenny, 1367). The history of the next century is that 
}f the gradual shrinkage of this 'Pale,' until1t comprised 
10thing but the county of Dublin and parts ot Louth, 
y.reath and Kildare-say from Dundalk southward to 
· ublin and Kilcullen, and westward as far as Kells and 
rrim. ·A Statute of. Edward IV. actually used the word 

'f~a.Ie;~. and ordered it to be forti~ed ~i1.h a double ditch 
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and a wall. ' Raiding the Pale ' (which grew better 
beef) became the ordinary amusement of an. Ulsterman. ; 
every gentleman on its borders kept a professional 
cattle-thief: "if I put away my thieves," says one of 
them, "somebody else's thieves will rob me." 

The Lancastrian Government had been too weak to take 
up the forfeiture of the great earldom of Ulster, which was 
allowed to fall in to Richard, Duke of York. He, during 
his short viceroyalty, acted practically as if he were king 
in Ireland ; and, at the date of Bosworth field, all Ireland, 
except the family of Ormond, was acting in the Y or kist 
interest. Lambert Simnel was crowned in Dublin as 
'Edward VI.' by an earl of Kildare with a. crown bor
rowed from the Virgin's statue; but the said Kildare 
prudently avoided following his protege into England, and 
so escaped the defeat of Stoke and soon made his peace 
with Henry VII. 

But the tide was going to turn. Not only the kings, 
but the greater-hearted and more intelligent English 
gentlemen of the Renaissance period grew ashamed of 
this nest of anarchists at their doors. It is not fair to 
accuse any Tudor government, not even Elizabeth's, of 
extreme severity in Ireland ; what is true is that no 
government of that day could face the enormous cost of 
keeping order : conciliation plus coercion was perpetually 
tried, not from humanity, but because it was cheaper. 
Above all, colonization was incessantly tried on a really 
big scale; and unfortunately, colonization involved ex
propriation. And if you expropriate Patrick to make 
room for John, Patrick will get into the habit of shooting 
J oh1'1, especially it, as is the case after the Reformation 
begms, nis priest tells him that John is ' not a Christian.' 

Henry VII. had one energetic deputy called Poynings, 
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· who bravely hammered rebels where he cou\d get at _them 
(but that was always difficult), arrested Kildare and sent 
him to Eng~and ; he also got an Act passed, which. ever 
after went by the name of 'Poynings' law,' to subject the 
Irish. Parliament to the English Privy Council, and he 
successfully drove off Perkin Warbeck (whom the Des
monds protected) from Waterford. But then Henry 
made the mistake ofrein~tating Kildare and making him 
deputy, in which capacity the Earl enjoyed some excellent 
private wars against his own enemies at the "King's cost. 
Henry VIII., until his ' awakening,' continued in much 
the same way. Oftener than not a Kildare was deputy, 

· mainly because he had more ways than .any one else of 
mak'ing all government but his own impossible. At las~ 

. <,; one of them, in 1534, raised the standard of open rebellion, 
· murdered an archbishop and besieged Dublin. By that. 

time Henry was sufficiently deep in quarrel with Catholic 
·Europe, and so the idea occurred to this Earl Thomas that 
the Pope might favour any rebellion against him. Ireland 
might be represented as a fief of Rome longing to escape 
from the her.etis King ; . hence arose the first slight con
nexion between popery and rebellion. But Pope· and 
Emperor were far away, and. Henry sent a rough soldier 
called Skeffington w~th some guns, who battered down 
Kildare's flimsy castles : Earl Thomas was caught, and in 
1537, with five of his uncles, hanged at Tyburn, and the 
championship of Irish anarchy instantly passed to the Des
mond branch of his family-men of less ability but greater 
wildness. These were always ready to inveigle £~reign 
powers into sending money and ships; but, when the ships 
came, the Desmonds usually disappeared or hastened to 

:make their peace with the ·Government : on the whole 
.French and Spanish a,gents paid little attention, to them. 
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Lord Leonard Grey was deputy in 1536, and, in his 
viceroyalty, the antipapal Statutes were forced through 
a rather unwilling Irish Parliament, and the confiscation 
of monasteries began. This was completed in 1542, and 
the crown revenue, which had been about [4,000 a year, 
was doubled by it. But Henry spent on the Irish govern
ment on an average [5,000 a year above this doubled 
revenue. The Irish chiefs, whether of native or English 
descent, swallowed abbey lands quite as readily as the 
English nobles, and seem to have been quieted by the 
excellently prudent steps taken by Henry in the last 
decade of his reign. These simply resolved themselves 
into a re-grant of all existing titles to lands on ordinary 
.feudal tenure, with a fixed and very light obligation of 
service to the Crown. There was no expropriation, and 
considerable and regular pensions were paid to the dis
banded monks and friars ; and the result was comparative 
peace, which lasted through the reigns of Edward and 
Mary. In 1542 Henry was recognized as ' King of 
Ireland'; and even The O'Neill of the north and The 
O'Brien of the west, having accepted the earldoms of 
Tyrone and Thomond respectively, furnished the King 
with soldiers for his French and Scottish wars. 

But the seeds of future trouble were there too. If you 
turn a chief into a landlord you turn his co-owners into 
tenants and therefore into dependants ; you put it into 
his power to evict them. The same thing was done in 
the Highlands of Scotland after 1745, and often led to 
cruel hardships ; but, by that time, there were great 
towns crying out for hands, there was the vast continent 
of America open to emigration. In 1542 there were no 
such resources ; : and Ireland was dens~ly over-populated 
with co-owners and tribesmen, who simply refused to 
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. recognize their new legal condition : insensibly and 
gradually t~e· landlords had to sink back . to their old 
position of chieftains. Again, there were in Ireland 
absolutely no schools but the mona.Stic; no new schools 
were founded. till Trinity College in . rsgr : and so, 
after the· disappearance of the monasteries, what little 
education there had ever been was gone. 

Grey had been recalled and accused of high treason irl 
1538. He suffer~d · death : it is an obscure story, f?r, 
as far as we can see, he had served most faithfully, and ~· 

erred, if at all, on the side of severity ; and it wa.S not 
like Henry to kill spch a man merely to please jealous 
officials in Dublin whose tongues clacked agai~st a good• 
servant. There was a much more justifiable clacking ·. 
against sir John Perrott, in somewhat Similar circurh~ 
stances, in 1588 ; and he too was ·condemned, ' though 
reprieved by Elizabeth. One cari only say that the Irish 
Chancellor and Lords Justices almost inva~iably beset t 

the patqs of every honest and stern deputy ''with pitfall 
and with gin," because they were nearly always corrupt 
themselves 'fand such a man was apt' to expose them. . ' 

Of ' Reformation ' in Ireland, in the sense of iconoclasm 
or Protestant zeal; there ·was as little in the reign of . " 

Edward or Elizabeth as· there· was of reaction in that 
of Mary/'. The only important thing burnt, that I. can 
remember, was the crozier which St. Patrick had used, 
when ··{ · 

• He gave the snakes and toads a twist 
And bothered ·them for ever: ' 

• ...,,. t' 

I 

• J 

Men and women of both races, in the towns at least, ' 
' . ' ~ 

seem to have attended Catholic or Protestants er\rice with 
perfect indifference ; 'in the' country, now that the abb~ys. 

I ...._, ' f ,- , ~( , 

·. 
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were gone, there were most likely no services to attend. 
No attempt was made till the reign of James to translate 
any Prayer Book into Irish; and the only really Irish 
thing that the Government did was to order the service 
of that non-existent book to be read in every parish 
church in Ireland, when parish churches were almost 
as rare as snakes. On the other hand, no one seems tu 
have made any difficulty about taking the oath of 
supremacy. Mary refounded one priory (Kilmainham), 
and went the length of absolving an Irish Parliament 
of heresy: one or two Protestant bishops, who had 
been appointed by Cranmer, fled on her accession, among 
them the learned but cantankerous John Bale. There 
is a good story to the effect that Dean Cole was, in 
1558, on his way to Ireland, with a written commission 
in his wallet to burn heretics: but, while he waited for 
a wind at Chester, he looked too long upon the beer 
when it was yellow, and boasted of his mission; whereon 
a Protestant landlady ransacked his baggage and sub
stituted packs of cards for the odious commission. 

In civil (or rather uncivil) matters we now begin to 
hear of certain ' redshanks ' called Macdonnells, who in
habit Kintyre and Islay, and covet land across the narrow 
strait that separates them from Rathlin Island and 
Counties Antrim and Down : if they get across and 
settle those lands they will probably call themselves 
O'Donnells; at the end of Mary's reign they enjoy one 
of the best private wars on record to and fro across this 
strait, and the O'N eills of the north are in it too. All 
are quite ready to combine against the English Crown, 
and it is no use for the latter to complain at Edinburgh, 
for the Stuart writ has as little power beyond Ardlamont 
as the Tudor has beyond Athlone; Sorly Boy Mac-
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donneli and _Tirlougb, Luineach O'Neill are . the .leading 
' ' actors .in this play. 

Another point is the steady extension from Mary's time . . ' 

of the >Pale to the westward,. pushed. on by a succession 
of· vigdrous .deputies and lords justices, Bellingham, St. 
Leger, Sidney, Croft; Sussex. There is a 'plantation' 
of the ~istticts of 'Leix and Offaly (in Wes~ 'Leinster) 
by the', name of ·' King's ' and ' Queen1s ' . Counties ; 
'. Philipstown ' and ' Mary borough ' suggest to us by 
their names that the age of the ' expansion of England ' ' . 
has beg:un : indeed, it was as a colony that Ireland was 
always !regarded by. the men of Elizabeth. Raleigh at 
the end\of her reign harped incessantly on that string; 
and by; a colony he meant not a mining; but an 
agricultural and a pastoral colony ; land, not gold, was ' . 

the true·source of wealth. But wealth, and not mercy 'or 
justice, ~as the' object; for a native ·Irishman Raleigh . 
cared no more than for a Red. Indian. In every one 
of the 1' pla~tations,' which now became the fashion, 

· ; certain definite principles were laid down, and. in most 
I . 

of them: certain mistakes made: (i) some land was 
reserved\ for the natives~but never enough ; (ii) the 
planters !were to keep firearms, the natives forbidd~n 
t~ d~ so; (iii) a ' chief-rent ' was reserved for t.he 
Crown, fo be paid after a certain number of years ; 
(iv) no It·ish tenants were to be taken by the planters
but few English tenants would come ; · (v) the planters 
were to come in person-few came and fewer stayed; 
(vi) churches, each with a parson of English birth, 
were to be built by the planters. The Marian planta
tion was .perhaps the least unsuccessful of all ; . and it 
was only; in r64r that King's and Queen's Counties 

. rebelled on ~ny serious scale. 
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From about the same date we have the germ of a real 
tax, the ' cess,' levied on landowners, and devoted to 
maintaining a small standing army (hence the familiar 
Irish curse' bad cess to ye! '). Unfortunately, it fell almost 
wholly on the Pale ; and one of the worst features of the 
middle of the century was the poverty of the Pale owing 
to the debased coinage : even Elizabeth, who had 
carefully restored the Irish as well as the English coinage 
to a respectable standard, could not resist, in her direst 
straits at the end of her reign, the temptation to call 
threepence a shilling for the Irish money-market. 

The reign of Mary also saw the rise of a power which 
was to make peace hopeless for Elizabeth. Shane (John) 
O'Neill was probably the first to abuse the name of 
' patriot ' for his own ends : he was a ruse savage, and 
an arrant coward; but the cry of 'O'Neill aboo! ' soon 
came to be the most magic word in Ireland, and con
tinued so down to 1603. Wild tales are told of Shane's 
cruelty to his innumerable mistresses and wives, and to 
his prisoners, whom he usually kept chained up neck to 
heels ; of his bestial drunkenness, to recover from which 
his favourite remedy was to sit in mud up to his neck. 
He once visited the Queen at Whitehall, where his 
'liinguage was as the howling of a dog,' and his de
bauchery shocked even the hardened Lo~doners. But 
his cunning and his following were such that for ten years 
he kept every Irish government perpetually on the alert ; 
and all the time he pretended that his only object was 
to be recognized as The O'Neill, for which inheritance 
the English had a candidate more in accordance with the 
legal view of legitimate birth. Elizabeth finally decided 
that it would be 'too expensive' to put down Shane 
and to maintain the legitimate heir.. Th~t was the worst 
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of our greaJ Queen : when power and economy coii~icted 
I '· -

she too oft~n voted for the latter ; result_.:__she 'had to 
receive sub'mission after feigned submission, promise 
after brokeb promise, and usually to 'en~ by .:sending : , 
small punitive expeditions. By r603 'it was calculated ... 
that she had spent two and a half millions in such small' 
expeditions,\when one-third of that sum, spent once for 
all, would liave uprooted anarchy~ She never left her 
deputies loJg enough in office ; and, though :she sup
ported them! more loyally than .any other sovereign had 
done, she wls always ready to listen if any one told her 
they were t9o extravagant. The cruelty the'y. h;:td to . 
exercise (an4 in the hands of Grey, Perrot~, St. Leger, 
Pelham, Gilbert and Mountjoy it was often great cruelty) 

I . . 

was mainly the result of her parsimony; but it is not 
I . . . . 

true to say that she urged it, or ever counselled extir-
pation : to ~11 her contemporaries she seemed to lean 
too much toi mercy. 

Nor did she persecute Catholics; though penal laws 
might be on\ 'the Statute-book, they were not enforced 
in. Ireland. 1 Indeed, no ' Protestant Church ' was es
tablished til1

1
. James's reign. Livings were worthless, 

or, • if worth anything; were in the hands of illiterates ; 
the Irish bishops,_ whether appointed by Crown or Pope 
(and the Pope appointed to some sees in the west far 
into the seventeenth century) were not much to boast 
of at any ticle, though perhaps Magrath of Cashel was 
singular in ho,lding at the same time one archbishopric, 
three bishoprics and seventy-seven livings. Even · a 
• l 

century and a· half later Dean Swift said that the English 
Government ~o doubt appointed the best of men to the 
Irish bishopri2s, but that unfortunately the way -to Ireland 

I 

lay across Bagshot Heath, where the highwaymen met 
I 
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the bishops, stripped them, and came over to . Ireland 
dressed in their victims' lawn sleeves; but then Swift's 
tongue was rather a satirical one. 

Anyhow, the result of Elizabeth's neglect was that 
proselytizing Romanism, in its most militant form, came 
over and seized on the self-consciousness of an oppressed 
and imaginative race. Jesuits swarmed into Ireland, 
and their secret schools existed in every town ; every 
promising peasant youth was sent abroad to be educated 
for the priesthood at Douai or Salamanca or Paris, and 
carried with him a burning hatred of England. More
over, it became the regular practice to intrigue with 
foreign powers-every ' patriot ' called the King of 
Spain or of France his father and his mother, and im
plored him to come to deliver the suffering Catholics. 
Shane O'Neill was no doubt the first to play deliberately 
for a vassal crown of Ireland under Spanish suzerainty. 
In rs66 he was at last proclaimed a traitor, and in the 
next year killed in an obscure skirmish by some of his 
own people whom he was plundering. 

Shane's main theatre of war had been the border of 
Ulster and Leinster : after his death the Desmonds of 
Munster came to the front again ; but the boundaries 
0f the provinces were not accurately fixed, and a re
bellion in Munster was very apt to produce trouble 
nearer home-the O'Byrnes of Wicklow or the O'Connors 
of Leix were always ready for a little shillelagh-play. 
Connaught, indeed, had its O'Briens and its MacWilliams, 
but, with true Irish perversity, it was the quietest of 
the four provinces throughout Elizabeth's reign. Ulster 
was never quiet at all; Sorly Boy took care of that, 
and so did Tirlough Luineach. The latter· positively 
wept when a strong Englishman left Ireland ; u Sir 
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John Perrott," he said, "was a man worth rebelling 
against." 

The ' Desmondiad ' is not worth writing in detail. 
It. began about r56g, and is mainly noticeable because 
it and the almost contemporary excommunication of 
Elizabeth first led Philip to reflect seriously on the 
'possibilities ' of Ireland. For several years a certain 
renegade Englishman called Stukely was trying to per
suade him to turn his attention thither, but, finding 
Philip too cautious, he ended by enticing Pope Gregory 
XIII.. to accept the crown of Ireland for one of his 
'nephews' (as they were politely called). Sea~oned' 

troops were harder to come by than blessed banners and 
papal legates, and one of these latter, Dr. Nicholas 
Sanders, in 1578 accompanied. some eight hundred 

r . 

Italian and ?:Panish troops to Kerry, under a scion of 
the Desmond house, and the cry of 'Pope.aboo!' was 
raised a:ll over the south-west. The Earl of Desmond 
sacked the English colony of Youghal, and left no living 
thing in it: Lord Grey de Wilton fell upon the foreigners 
at Smerwick and massacred them to a rrian; Munster 
was devastated ·from end ~o end. by fire and sword in a 
Desmond-hunt; which lasted till the death of the Earl 
in 1583; the papal legate was found starved to death 
in a wood. 

A Parliament held in 1585-6 sanctioned a plantation of 
all the Earl's forfeited territories.:._that is, of all Munster 
except Tipperary. A company was floated to start the 
new settlement, which was made upon far too large a 
scale to last ; the shares given to individuals were enor
mous-up to I2,ooo acres in some cases. The poet 
Spenser was allotted 4,000, but complained that h~ only , 
got 3,028-enough, one would have thought, for a poet 
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to manage ; but he earned it, for he- wrote the ' Faery 
Queene ' there : 

Mulla mine whose waves I whilom taught to weep 

is the River Awbey, near Doneraile. Kilcolman was the 
name of his house; it was burned, with Spenser's baby, 
and perhaps lost books of the 'Faery Queene,' when 
Tyrone swept over Munster with fire and blood in 1598. 
Raleigh was another large shareholder. But, even before 
the devastation, the plantation failed; your English free
holder, of whom you were to 'plant' so many for every 
thousand acres (as if he were a potato), had something 
better to do at the end of Gloriana's .reign. He never 
came, or, if he did, he soon went away again; nor did the 
original grantee come himself. Do you think Raleigh was 
going to bury his genius in that remote corner? Not he l 
He sent an' agent' instead; and back came Tim Conlon 
and Pat Murphy, and offered the agent anything he liked 
to ask in the way of rent, if they might stay and brew 
potheen on the lands they had once owned-and, when he 
asked them to pay the said rent, they shot him. 

And the Armada came and went. Its relics staggered 
down the west coast of Ireland, either singly or in small 
shattered squadrons; but they met a cold reception. 
The lion's share fell to Connaught. Irishmen had never 
utilized their noble coasts for fishing ; the sea was to them 
but the giver of wrecks-and here was a wreck beyond 
the usual mercies of the Virgin. It is estimated that 
twenty ships and nine thousand men were cast away on 
the Irish coast ; of the latter perhaps one thousand re
mained alive by the end of 1588. Both the lust for 
plunder and the desire to curry favour with the Govern
ment told against the poor fugitives; there were noble 
instances of individual humanity, but, on the whole, an 
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Irish chief had no· use for a defeated Spaniard... A vic·: 
torious ohe would have been a very different thing. 

About 1594 the scene shifts to the north again. There 
was again an O'Neill, Hugh, the son of Shane's natural 
brother ; he got the earldom of Tyrone in 1580. He· 
was less cruel and much more. civilized than Shane, was 
an educated man, and even knew some Latin; he was' 
clever enough to make real friends with the rival tribe 
of the O'Donnells, and to get their chief; the Earl of 
Tyrconn~l, to act with him. He trained his men· to 
the use of pike and musket instead of axe and bow, 
an.d very· good shots they became;· he also saw that it 
. was foolish to try to hold •stone castles against English 
guns, and trusted rather to the forests, in which he 
blocked .the paths with felled trees . 

. We don't know exactly the history of his first intrigues 
·. with Spain, but he was certainly receiving· Spa11ish gold 

as early' as 1594. In '95 he ravaged the: Pale up to the 
gates of Dublin, and this opened the eyes of the Govern-. 
m'ent, as whose friend he had hitherto posed. In ;96 he 
had the ,colossal impudence to come to Dublin, and show 
.the Lord Lieutenant a letter from Philip urging him to 
take up arms, " which," said he, " I scornfully, refused to 
do." The first fleet that Philip prepared against Ireland 

•· w~s scattered by a storm ; but a second was being steadily 
gOt ready when, in '97, Tyrone .threw off the mask and 
declared open war. The Government held him in check 
till May, '98, when he u,tterly defeated a large English force 
at Yellow Ford, on the River Blackwater, the boundary . 
between the counties of Armagh and Tyrone. Dublin 
lay exposed to him, but he was shrewd enough to know 
that s\eges were not the strong point of Irish troops : he 
preferred to turn .west and destroy the new plantation of 
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Munster; this he did without distinction of race or creed, 
and such English as escaped with their lives fled to Cork 
or Waterford. 

This disaster seems to have roused the old lioness at 
Whitehall ; from now till the end of her reign there is no 
sign of wavering or stinginess in her. Robert Devereux, 
Earl of Essex, already the hero .of Cadiz and the spoiled 
darling both of Queen and people, was then at the height 
of his reputation. Though vain and rash, he was a real 
soldier, and, when he had teased his fond sovereign into 
letting him go, he made large and sensible preparations 
for crushing Irish rebellion. He took r6,ooo foot and I,400 

horse, by far the largest English army ever sent to Ireland 
down to that time ; his best lieutenant was Sir Arthur 
Chichester, the future deputy and pacificator. 

Once in Ireland, however, in the spring of '99, Essex 
seems to have lost his head. Instead of driving straight 

• 
at Tyrone and Ulster, he made a vain progress through 
famine-stricken Munster, where were neither English 
to succour nor Irish to fight. When he turned back, 
much weakened and in deserved disgrace with the Queen, 
the cunning Tyrone demanded a parley with him, solus 

cum solo: what they said we don't know, but Essex 
appears to have promised to present all Tyrone's de
mands to the Queen ; and these included the extirpation 
of Protestantism, and the restoration of all lands held 
by Desmonds, O'Neills and O'Donnells for the last two 
hundred years. Elizabeth's fury was great. Essex 
made matters worse by deserting his army and riding post 
to London, where he was at once committed to the Tower 
on a charge of treason ; and in the next year, after a 
futile intrigue with King James and a still mo.re futile 
appeal to King Mob, he lost his head on the block. 
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Then Lord Mountjoy was sent to Irelaird in Essex's ' . 
place and a:cted in a very different manner. He. had. 

--~~· . 

about ~i3,ooo men in all ; and, sending a strong detach~ 
.,.l': i. • 

ment of ,them to take Ulster in the rear from the Con~ 
naught border, he advanced with his main body straight at' 
the Blackwater. He systematicallyravaged the country, 

.-drove off all the cattle, drove before him or left foodless ~·.• • 
. - '· '}' <,.~ . • 1 

b~hin~. hi~1 all the people, and fortified strongly all the · 
, pa~ses· througJ;l the woods. By the spring of r6or he was 

.,..~ ~~ly e~tablished at Armagh and had several other posts . "' . 
:, ~in the rebels' court try,- when news came that '4,000; 

Spaniards· under d' Aguilar had landed at Kinsale and had 
evicted ,th

1
e ~nglish garrison there. They came too lat~ ; 

_, Sir._ George C3;rew held Munster in a grip of .iron, and not 
a''kan came i~do Kinsale to receiv~ the arms and powder 

.... • of• 

w~~h . th,e •. ~I?aniards had brought ~ith ·them:- the 
, •·Eifgiish. fieet;·d~ove off d'Aguilar's transports at once. 

The lattfr was a valiant fellow, and fortified his post with 
' ' 1; 

some skill ;'but he had only one chance: Mountjoy was 
+ t ~,. ·, .· ' 

hur:~ying southwards, and, if Tyrone could come; after him 
·.·: q~~ckly enough, the English might be enclosed betwee~ · 

two fires. And Tyrone did come. • But 'Morintjoy·must. 
have been a very considerable soldier, for he disposed his 
forces so weil as to be able to contain the Spaniards with ,. 
his left hand, while he annihilated Tyrone \\oith his right 
(December: 24th, r6or): D'Aguilar capitulated almost 
at once and obtained most ·honourable terms, his men 
being sent back to Spain. Tyrone and Tyrcorinel took a 
lot of catching, but their game was' up: the former made· 
unconditional submission a day or two after the Queen's 

' ' . 
f death (April.4th, r603) ; he was restored to a portion of 

his lands under strict conditions. Mountjoy, had done his 
· work very thoroughly : in· his train stalked famine. and 

.0:: rs 
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pestilence, but he left behind him also a chain of garrisons 
which was never shaken till the fall of the royal author
ity in England in r64r. When Tyrone and Tyrconnel 
tried once more to raise Ulster (r6o7) it refused to move; 
when Tyrone tried to levy the old exactions of a 
chieftain on his former friends, they told him they were 
the ' King's freemen, and not his slaves.' The next 
forty years may, in fact, be classed with the forty-six 
years of the two first Georges as the most-almost the 
only-peaceful years Ireland has ever known. 

The great Ulster plantation of r6o7--the result of the 
final forfeiture of Tyrone and Tyrconnel in that year
was based upon the lapse to the Crown of six whole 
counties, Donegal, Derry, Tyrone, Armagh; Fermanagh 
and Cavan. Sir Arthur Chichester became deputy in 
r604 ; and, though he made at the beginning the foolish 
mistake of trying to enforce penal laws on the Catholics, 
he soon abandoned it. He sedulously built churches and 
translated the Prayer Book into Irish. The whole of 
the barbarous Irish law was swept away and English 
justice was dispensed. Chichester proposed to confirm 
all the Irish inhabitants of these counties in their existing 
lands, merely substituting the feudal suzerainty of the 
Crown for the chieftainship of the earls ; this would 
still leave enormous tracts of land for colonization. The 
native gentry of Ulster eagerly supported the Deputy
but the English Privy Council took a different view of the 
confiscation question, and stuck by the fact that legally 
all the lands in these counties were matter for forfeiture ; 
so that ultimately only about one-third of the lands was " . given back to Irishmen, and these the ·poorest in quality. 
The holdings of the new colonists were, however, to 
be small-never over 2,000 acres. Scotland, lifted into 
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sudden commer~ial,. c~riscic?usness by the union1;0f the 
crov0ns, was ,.i"eady'~th su~h cci"pital' as it· possess~d, and 
with the strong arm of many a younger son, ~hose normal 
trade of border thief was gone. Ultimah~ly, perhaps, ·not 
far short of twenty thousand Scottish and English col?nists 
settled in tJlster; but this took time, and was largely the 
result of the growing religious intolerance of the Stuart 
~ings.1in England and Scotland: the same ~tolerance 
w~s {ariviti~·- men even furtp.er afield, to . the North · 
American colonies. Those who came to Ireland ... were 

"• .'. . "r 

true-;-blue· ·Protestants and Whigs to a man, and turned, 
''II . • • . ~~ . "' 

at ;thelend 9f the sev:enteenth century, into true-yello~ 
Orangemen,; they· made the best of colonists, ·and .laid 
' ... , 
t_!,le f.oundatioil -of ,the prosperous and loyal Ulster of our 

-~· ··~Wn 'days. . - - . _ . ) 
: 1 ames called an Irish Parliament in r6r3, the first that 

"'had been held for tw~nty-seven' years; he created forty 
boroughs-I,llany of them, it is true, small .hamlets~arid 
raised the ~~~bers of the Lower House to 232. He 
regulated th~ bo~ndaries of counties, appoint~d slie~iffs-

lo and justices of assize, and all the legal' machinery of 
. !"-," ' . I 

regular government. The oath of supremacy not being . 
enforced,. C,atholics and Protestants were fairly balanced 
in Parli~ment, and no real distinction of race or religion 
was made throughout' the time of th~ first two Stuarts. 
The· wors·t danger ahead was to arise from the view taken 
by English lawyers that ho length of title to lands is 
good against the Crown ; and the greed of the Crown for 
money :constantly led it to attempt to upset titles
e.g. 1 ames thought i~ r6r6 of cottfiscating all. Connaught, 
but refrained in return for a h~avy bribe. 'Wentworth 
(Strafford), in _liis long viceroyalty,· actually began such 

. a confiscation, and- fined and -bullied juries which were 
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loath to find verdicts for the Crown ; in Leinster there 
were numerous and irregular confiscations. Charles' first 
deputy, Lord Falkland (father of him who fell at 
Newbury), was authorized to establish the principle that 
a sixty years title should be held to be good against 
the Crown, and to relax entirely all penal laws against 
the Catholics ; but no Irish Parliament confirmed this, 
and Charles disgracefully avoided fulfilling his promises. 
Wentworth called two Parliaments, 1634 and 1640, but, 
on each occasion, skilfully avoided confirming these 
' graces,' as Falkland's concessions were called. But under 
Wentworth's rule the island made great and indisputable 
advances in material prosperity; the linen trade of 
Belfast and the fisheries of the east-coast ports were of 
his creation and were the objects of his constant care. 
His administration, however, is most notable for his 
strong repression of the 'Castle Party '-i.e. the greedy 
and unscrupulous officials of the. Government, who had 
been such a thorn in the side of every deputy till his 
time. Their hostility pursued him with every sort of 
invective and false accusation, when he was on his trial 
in England ; it was not the Irish to whom he had been 
a tyrant (except in his attempted plantation of Con
naught), but the English officials. Here for the present 
we must leave the Isle of Unrest ; of the rebellion of 
1641 and its consequences it will be more convenient 
to treat in the course of the English story. 
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CHAPTER X 

KING (JAMES ON TRIAL 
' 

,THE ;Englishman of the Sixteenth and S~venteenth Cen-
turies was fully. conscious that he was '7ro'A.tTucov· ~rj>ov, 

a state~building animaL It was a great race of men 
which ~ad built up th~ Elizabethan State: every shade of -_ 
qpinion was represented in it, and, while the fabric was 
\~finished or in danger, all the best men had been willing 
to sink 'th~ir minor differences, even though they may 
have ~elt that they were doing violence to some of their 
ideals in sinking them.. But, when the· task. was. over 
and these same men and their children had to Jive in 
. the hou~e which they had built, fairly secure from. all 

' outside interference, it became obyious to severalsection~' 
of the•'greaf English family that there were defects in the 

· c<?nstruction, of a nature so serious that they might 
even lead to domestic quarrels among the ,inhabitants. 
People had begun' to feel these defects under the late 
mistress of th.e house, in ,spite of· the adoration with 
which she was r;egarded as. the chief architect of • the 
fabric. But there was now a new master : would he 
supply a remedy for these defects, or would he allow 
them to become more apparent ? 

Unfortunately, King James thought that he C§tme into 
his office by divine hereditary right. In reality he came' 
i.n because there was no other possibly acceptable can-

·. 
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didate ; he was the one safeguard against a civil war 
or a Catholic reaction. All that was known of him was 
in his favour. He was a sound Protestant who had 
resisted a good deal of pressure and temptation to become 
a Catholic: he had had an excellent education even for 
that learned age: he was tolerant, merciful, humorous, 
a lover of justice, free from rapacity or the grosser vices : 
he was a heavy drinker, but not a drunkard; a skilled 
and mighty sportsman, who loved hunting and the 
open air as much as any Tudor : and he was essentially 
no humbug. England had yet to learn that he was 
a coward both physical and moral, a grossly incompetent 
manager of his own and the nation's wealth, a blabber 
of secrets, eaten up with conceit and entirely devoid of 
kingly dignity. The adversity and dangers of his youth, 
the fate of his father and his mother, seem to have taught 
him an unwholesome dread of assassination, and very 
little else; whereas such things should have taught 
him, when to be silent, when to strike, when to forbear 
and whom to trust. As a matter of fact, he was always 
'too much pleased with himself' to learn any lessons 
at all. 

He was immensely pleased with himself and his new 
kingdom on his long, slow journey from Edinburgh to 
London in the spring of r6o3, in the coui:'se of which 
he passed two days at the house of a certain Sir Oliver 
Cromwell, beside the slow winding Ouse. Running 
about his uncle's garden and staring at the fine horses 
in the royal train, he may have seen a sturdy little boy 
of four years, nephew and godson of the said Sir Oliver. 
James had not been used to highflown compliments in 
Scotland ; he got plenty of adulation from the English 
courtiers. He had tried his hand, without much success, 
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at curbing the tongues· of the Scottish clergy·; behold, 
the English clergy, and especially the.bishops, were ready. "' . 
tamed tol his hand, and .did not scruple to tell .him 
that. )lis not too refined language about Puritans came 
from the .. especi9-L inspiration of the I):oly Spirit.· He 
qrank it all in greedily, ·and, curiously enough (for he 
was not really a fool), shut his ey~s to the fact that 
much of it was insincere .. 

Almost at once he had to face ·the question which 
was to bring his ,son to .the scaffold. ' The repression 

, which the growing Puritan party in. ,the Church had 
suffer~d . from Whitgift was carefully, ~xplained to him 
in a docurrien~ caJ!ed the ' Millenary Petition,' . which 
'':a~ presented to him on his way to London. Surplice, 
ring, bowing at the Holy Name, the declaration that 
you' unfeignedly. believed the· whole Prayer Book:
these things were odious to the Puritans;:, probably 
before Whitgift's primacy they had not been strictly 

ienforced. '!Ier~ is a King,' thought the petitioners, 
' who . has beeri bred a :i;>resbyterian ; :surely he will 
sympathize with us.' But when, after nine months' · 
consider~tioir, James met their leaders at the Hampton · 
Court Conference {January~ r6o4), the only . message 
he had, for them . was that they must conform , or he 
would ' harry them out of the land.' The bishops, 
especially Bancroft, who succeeded Whitgift · at Canter
bury that year, had in fact got at James in the meantime; 
three hundred ministers refused to conform and were .. . 
ejected from their benefices within a. few months. I do 

. . '!" ' ~ 

not for a moment doubt that these gentlemen, if they 
had had the upper hand, would equally have ejected 
tlie clergy who persisted in _using ceremonies ; they , . ' 
would, moreover, have revised, and ruined .the Prayer .. 
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Book: but it is probable that the best way to prevent 
them from ever getting the upper hand would have been 
to tolerate them. Yet worse remained behind : Whitgift 
had enforced conformity in the name of expediency and 
the law ; Bancroft invented the quite new doctrine 
that the government of the Church by bishops is of 
divine, not of human origin, and enforced conformity in 
the name of a mandate from on high. How the Catholics 
must have smiled when the new little Church of :England, 
the creation of expediency and Elizabeth, began to dress 
itself in the feathers, and to imitate the methods of 
eternal Rome ! 

James was in fact a g;ealous convert to the high-church 
doctrines of the bishops, who were careful to repay him 
by preaching up the divine right of their new ruler to 
govern as he pleased. The nation acquiesced for some 
considerable time in acknowledging, if not the divine, 
yet the ' indefeasible ' right of King James to govern 
England; but not to govern it as he pleased, only in 
conformity with the known laws. It never acquiesced 
at all in acknowledging any divine right of bishops; even 
the most zealous defenders of the Prayer Book, the most 
loyal of the later Cavaliers, had 'no reverence for bishops, 
for whom the quarrel subsisted.' The only good result 
of the Conference of r6o4 was the commencement of a 
final revision of the Authorized Version of the Bible, 
which was completed and dedicated to the Most High 
and Mighty Prince James in r6II ; a book which we 
still read every day. 

James had been well advised in retaining Robert 
Cecil, whom he soon created Earl of Salisbury, as what 
we should now call his ' prime minister.' You will 
notice that as the century goes on, ministers do on 
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the whole. become more important~'th~n kings. The 
Sixteenth Century had been · the age of gx_:eat kings ; 
the Seventeenth was t~ be the age of great ministers and 
even of favourites~ Kingship, without realizing the 
fact, became lazy or ornamental rather than all~per

vading : and a country· was lucky if, like , France, its 1 

kings put their trust in a Richelieu instead of a Bucking
ham. Salisbury was quite good; he had the skill and 
moderation, if not the distinction of the Elizabethan age : ' 
not until he died, in r6rz; did the English kingship fall 
back upon favourites. Besides Salisbury. there ·was a 
large clan of Howards, the most respectable being the 
dull old Admiral, now Earl of ~ottingham, who had 
allowed Drake to beat the Arm~da for him, the most 
disreputable, Lord Henry Howard, soon created Earl 
of Northampton; all wer~ Catholics or crypto~Catholics. 
Northumberland, Dorset, Aruri~el (another Howard) 1 

arid Worcester were loyal, but, except as splendid gentle
·m~n, uninteresting. The few Scottish courtiers whom 
James brought with ·him, Elphinstones, Lindsays, Hays; 
Maxwells, did not seriously influence English politics. 

~ . ,, 
But the two ·supremely able men of the age were/ 

Francis Bacon and Walter Raleigh, and by the deaf 
ear which he ·turned to both we may fairly take the 
measure of the new Stuart King. Bacon had already 
written the immortal 'Essays,' and the 'Advancement 
of Learning' was well-nigh complete. Not a crop 
had 'been reaped or was to be reaped from the rich soil 
of the Europe of hisday but his hand was at the gather
ing; as he truly said of himself, he had 'taken all know
ledge to be his province.' · Nor was 'this mere abstract 

' .. 
knowledge; every great project which was to bear fruit · 
in the future owed to Bacon support, if 'not initiation. ;"r 

. - I .. 
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The reconciliation of King and Parliament, Bishop and 
Puritan, Scot and Englishman ; the true scope of coloniza
tion, the true remedy for Ireland; the reform of law, 
of the methods of knowledge, of experiment, of history : 
all these ideas were ranged in order in that gigantic 
brain ; Bacon was ready to propound them in due and 
orderly sequence, and many of them he was able to 
bequeath to posterity. But they bore little fruit in 
his lifetime, and brought little profit to his contemporaries 
mainly because he was so anxious that in the first place 
they should bring large profit to himself : side by side 
with all the great projects came petition after petition 
to the throne for emJ>loyment, for office, for pecuniary 
reward. As at last Bacon slowly rose from King's 
Counsel to be Solicitor General, Attorney General, Lord 
Keeper, and finally Lord Chancellor and Viscount St. 
Albans, he was ready to buy each step by compliance 
with policies of which he disapproved, or by clinging 
to the skirts of some favourite against whose supremacy 
his intellect revolted. But the fact that Bacon entirely 
lacked moral nobility of soul does not excuse the scholar 
James for his slow recognition of the talents that were 
offered for his service. 

It is less a matter of wonder that James turned a cold 
shoulder to Sir Walter Raleigh. He was not singular 
in this attitude. Raleigh combined with the lofty 
aspirations of the Elizabethan patriot, and the farseeing 
wisdom of the founder of British America, a good deal 
of commonplace self-seeking. He was as arrogant as 
Bacon was supple, and his arrogance had made him 
extremely unpopular ; he was also extremely unlucky. 
In many attempts to approach James both before and 
after his accession Cecil had forestalled and thwarted 
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.. 
him. But above all; he was the champion· of the war 
with Spain, and James came · to , Englan'd determined 
to· make peace·; . Raleigh was at once depriv~d of hi~ 
office at court (the ~ptaincy of the Guard); ·and his rivals 
soon .found it easy to involve him in·a charge of -high 
treason ·in connex~on with an obscure plot to dethrone' 
the King in his very fust year. In rage at his-treatment, 

' 
: Raleigh may have listened . to something . of the. kind"; 
his friend Lord Cobham was certainly involved· in it: - '_., . 
but to pretend, 1as was pretended at ~aleigh's trial, 
that he had acted in' the interest of Spain, was as ludicrous 
as it was cruel.. The'tria1- was conducteq with conspicuous 
'unfairness, and the last of the Elizabethan heroes was 

' . .. 
c0ndemned to death, respited 01;1 the scaffold 'arid sent 
back to the. Tower, to spend fourteen years of captivity 
in writing the • History o; the World,' with his eyes ever 
fixed upon the distant West, of the true riches of which 

·· he, alone of his contemporaries, had taken the mea~ure~ 
To reject· Bacon and condemn Raleigh, to shut . the 

door of reconciliation against a growing section of the 
Church, was a bad beginning for the new dynasty ; and 

. ' 
now came the question how the KingJ would agree with 
his Parliament. He had no experience of such a body. 
The sing}e ·chamber, iri which the Estates of Scotland 
were wont to sit, was as a rl!le manageable, in spite of 
the feudal instincts of its leading members ; and the true 

!i'" Parliament of Scotland was now to be found in the General 
Assembly of tlie Kirk, which James had.steadily endea
voured to muzzle, but hitherto without much success. 
On the attitude which the Stuarts were to take towards 
Parliament, and on the attitude which Parliament was 

" to take towards them, depended the future, not only of 
England but of the whole of the Western Woild. The · 
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fact that they quarrelled and practically never ceased from 
quarrelling led directly up to the independence of America 
and the French Revolution. It led to the setting up of 
the doctrine that the People, with a big P, is always right, 
and, that all rulers wish to oppress the said People ; to a 
new claim of divine right, almost as illogical as that 
of kings, and infinitely harder to shake off, infinitely 
more far-reaching and dangerous in its consequences, 
the ' divine ' right of Democracy. 

For the. present all this was hidden from the actors 
in the strife, and yet the strife arose by no means 
accidentally. Each side went in with its eyes open, 
and the object of each was to solve the problem of 
sovereignty in its own interest. Two views on this 
problem were, or soon became current: (r) a few 
people, who were quite willing to admit that James 
and his successors held the crowns of the three 
kingdoms by hereditary indefeasible right, desired to 
confine the actual exercise of the kingly power within 
very narrow limits; (2) the bulk of the nation would 
be averse to a narrow limit, but, without forming any 
definite theory, thoroughly understood that there were 
limits, and that Parliament should see that in practice 
these were not overstepped. Neither in r6o3 nor at 
any subsequent period had unfettered absolutism· any 
sincere lay partisans in England, except the King himself. 
It was upon the second of these classes of opinion that 
the Tudors had grounded their ' popular despotism ' ; 
and the result of their government had been, on the 
whole, so good, and they had trained the nation to 
such a pitch of self-consciousness that it would no 
longer be content to submit to ' strong government ' 
at all. Even if Elizabeth had left a son or daughter 
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engowed . with· all her.. ~~··taCt, 'th~t ~ucces~or ~ould , 
have had· to give way,. to more ·strict parliamentary·· 
control. But rno(e~the .Tudors ~had been content' to, 
act despptitally without insisting on an open declaration', 
that they had the righ! to do so ; ' King J anies wanted it 
written down in black :arid white, and wanted Parliament 
to acknowledge (ori. its. knees) that he was above law! 
and absolute. Now it was just the wrong· time and 
he wa.s jtist t~e ~rong man ·for , this : · ' the Stuarts· · 
sought to aggravate and, above all, to define the Tudor 
system of gov~rnrrient after 'tlie need for it had passed 
away '-tl~at is the gist of the whole matter. '' 

- r . . 

It took a, sensible and conservative people nea:rly forty: 
yeats to reqli~e: that any kings of England could be su~h 
fools as to strive· for such a position. When men;:fmally 
realized if, their rejection of the idea, in the first ~ession 
of the Long Parliament, was unanimous. In,· their. ( 
attacks on the: civil liberties of. the nation neithe~ King 
James ~or his son had a 'single disinterested .lay vote. 
on their side ; , and there could . have been no ·civil ~ar 
had not the nation be~n divided into two religious camps 
of nearly equal bala~ce. · By that time the bulk of. the 
nation had gorie over from the second to the .first .pf the 
opinions meptioned above : the ·problem of sovereignty 
must be solved in favour of Parliament and against the. 
CroWn; but the process of solution led to the worst ". ~ . 

· evil 'of political life-that uTaln<;. or faction which ul-
timately destroys states. 

Now what was a Parliament like at the opening of the 
seventee'~th century ? The Hot"se of Lords was still a 
very small body-not above seventy-five persons, of whom 
twenty-five were bishops. Elizabeth had hardly a~~ed to 
it ~t all, and had made alm'ost no attempt·to control it 
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When sh~ came to the throne, a peer, even of the new 
Tudor creation, was still rather a dangerous animal to 
touch-had still a feudal bite left in him ; he was gene
rally a Catholic, though seldom very enthusiastically a 
Papist (he had swallowed too much abbey land for 
that) : therefore her maxim was, ' leave him alone, don't 
enforce uncomfortable oaths of supremacy on him.' 
And the result was that, at the accession of James, he 
had become a splendid, peace-~oving g·entleman, very· 
rich, very conservative and on the whole tolerant ; the 
bulwark of the throne as long as the King respected his 
privileges. 1 If the peers were less to the front than the 
commoners in the defence of civil liberties, it was because 
they could hardly conceive that the kings would seek 
to violate these liberties against their persons. The 
Stuarts sought to increase the ' royalist • strength by 
lavish creations of peers, and altogether added over a 
hundred to the number existing in r6o3. 

The bishops were in a different position, and they 
alone of Parliament-men were the mere creatures of the 
Crown. The Stuarts used their vast church patronage 
almost wholly to reward political service, and to foster 
their own party in Church and State. A few episcopal 
names of great learning and saintly life occur to us, 
such as Lancelot Andrewes and Jeremy Taylor : but 
most of the bishops were either time-servers, like Bilson 
and Neile, or were, like Laud, so intent on enforcing 
conformity to ceremonial orthodoxy that they were 
content to back up anything which the Crown did 

1 One must add the qualification that in the north and west 
there were still a few great families, whose names could command 
followers ; the power of the Stanleys in Lancashire and of the 
Herberts in South Wales was proved in the Civil War. 
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against civil liberty, if :cinlyi;it' would giVe'"tliefn its 
help against religi~us liberty. · ' ' f . ' '~ ~:~ 

• J _,. ,'" ~l. I 

.. The House of <;:ommons was in a very different position. 
From· the days when Henry VIII. had fostered it and· 
flattered it ·~nd.refi~d 'uppn 'it, a seat in it had, become 

. an object of competition. · Members no longer took · 
their wages ; perhaps they already bribed their . way·· 
into' it; 'many~ elections,' thought Sir Ralph Verney, · 
'were decided by tobacco and beer' (1640). The con
siderable '?onstituencies in the counties and the very 
narrow ones :in the boroughs ,represented sturdy, well-. ~ . 

to-do, if. dirrtinishing classes-the freeholders and the • 
. burgesses. The. Tu.dors had added over a hundred,and 
fifty met:pbers · to the· House, 1 and it now contain~d 
so~e four' hundred, and fifty gentlemen, the leaders of 
society.. in ,·every district of England. . Its intellec: t-_~ ·, 11 

tual level was, and remained for two generations, very' '' 
high; and the business capacity· of its me'mb,er?,' col
lectively an4 i_iridi~idually, higher still. There; would _. 
generally~ be a small court party in it; and Elizabeth 'J 

had' been careful to contrive that some of her leading' 
l .,.,. . 

statesmeh ~hould_hav~ seats in it; the Stuarts promptly 
n:eglected this us~ful. plan. · · 

Now the mosf remarkable thing about the early Stuart 
Houses of Commons was that most of their members were · 

. ~ '. . t 

both ·'Prayer -Book men' and ·'Puritans'; . and unfor-~ • . , 
tunately that was to prove an impossible combination. 
They did not. Wish to alter- the words of the Prayer Book, 

. ~- ~ 
1 Henry VIII. had begun to add to the numbers of the Lower · '• ·. 

House by smhmoning representatives' from Wales and 'cheshire. 
The later Tudors ' created ' many boroughs perhaps with the 
purpose of increasing crown influence in Parliament, although 
this is by no mearis certain. , (See Mr. Pollard's • Factors in· 
Modern History,' p. I 22:) . • 
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but they wished to restrict the bishops' power to enforce 
conformity to the ceremonies which the rubrics of the 
Prayer Book enjoined. Utterly intolerant of innovations 
in one, the ' high-church,' direction, they wanted to tole
rate them in the other. They were strong for supremacy 
of State over Church (i.e. 'Erastianism '), but by 'State' 
they understood Crown and Parliament ; whereas the 
very words of the great Erastian Act of Supremacy 
had vested all power over the Church in the Crown alone. 
It was a thoroughly illogical and a thoroughly English 
attitude, from which were only two possible issues: 

" these men would have to give up either their Prayer 
Book or their Puritanism. In r642 they and the nation 
were equally divided on the point. 

Elizabethan Parliaments had been Puritan too, and 
perhaps even less 'Prayer Book,' before the majestic 
words and thoughts of that book had grown up into 
a national heritage of the younger generation ; and 
the Queen had been very sharp with some of them for 
moving for innovations. She loved, as we know, to 
scold ; she even, on rare occasions, sent honourable 
members to cool their heels for a week or so in the Tower, 
thereby violating the two most cherished ' privileges 
of parliament '-freedom of speech and freedom from 
arrest during the session. It was now quite certain 
that the Houses would never tamely put up with such 
things again. 

The cause of civil liberty, in all its various branches, 
was soon to be well understood by these Stl.iart Parlia
ments ; and it was wedded already to a cause which their 
members considered to be the cause of religious liberty 
Early Puritanism was, however, not that cause, for it 
never dreamed of general toleration·, which wa~ only slowly 
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to emerge as 'the one possible solution of the strife. But, 
for the actual purposes of '• the struggle, Puritanism 
supplied the,place of the true cause; and it gave three~ 
quarters of the fervour ·which won _the cause· of· civil 
liberty. 

:~ 

Now we must lookat (l.nother side oLthe question .. If . 
' ~ . ' ~~ 

iL was to be a match, or triaL of strength .between King 
·and Parliament, it must be acknowledg~d that the 

1

kihgs 
did n~t get a fair start. They had h~rdly any weapon 
to • fight with ~but' the Joyalty ·of, a coriservative pe~ple. 
The whole. spirit of the laws, and .of the unwritten. but 
long-descended Constitution, was in ·favour_ of. Parlia~ 
ment ;-liberty was old, despotism was new. There was·. 

· no army for a despot to coerce With ; 'and, ab~ve all, 
• therewa~ no money. r England was.g;roWing richer every 
~ay, a?d the sove_reign: was getting less and less share 
in its growing riches. The cost of living had trebled 

~ ., '. . 

· in a century, as the value of money fell; but the' wages~ 
~of the Crown had been, as it were, fixed far back in 
the ·Middle Ages. A . ' tenth-and-fifteenth ' still {ueant 

' £30,_000, a/subsidy £70,000 ; and these -were. the ordinary 
and antiquated .forms in which Parliament doled out , 
money to· the kings. On rare occasions, such as the 
da~ge~ fro.m the Armada, as m~ny as eight subsidies · 

. . " , 
m1ghtbe voted; and it is true that one source of revenue, 

•. * . / 
the customs-duty on imports, was going up rapidly. . ' ' 

This had for nearly two hundred years been voted to 
:each king for his life, and was duly voted for life to King 
· James by his .first Parliament; but what if it should be 
:~withheld from, the next king? Elizabeth's whole revenue 
h~d barely touched £4oo,ooo_ a year, and even she had left . ·~ 
heavy debts; and.,!J.er stinginess had been proverbial'. King . 
Jam.es was l1 spe_ntlthrift, who could never keep. a shilling, 

• ! •• y -~' ~ • \. '16 
1' I ... ',. 

'· ' .. 
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and so lost the first point in the game at the very outset. 
But, even if he had been stingier than Elizabeth, he 
could never have been independent of parliamentary 
subsidies: it was always in the power of Parliament to 
withhold these grants ; and when it was displeased it 
withheld them. All non-parliamentary sources, such as 
forced loans and benevolences, not only irritated the 
nation almost to rebellion-point, but also poured mere 
drops of satisfaction into the sieve of expenses. 

There was, however, just one point in favour of the 
Crown, and the Crown used it without scruple or tact. If 
the spirit of the Constitution was on the side of Parlia
ment, the letter of the law was occasionally in favour 
of the King. As I tried to explain to my readers when 
dealing with the early history of English Law, 1 changes 
in law were and are constantly being introduced by 
particular decisions of the judges upon particular cases; 
each of these decisions creates a 'precedent,' and 'the 
last precedent is always the best.' Now Tudor judges 
had been extremely subservient to the Crown, and had 
given many decisions which formed precedents adverse 
to constitutional freedom; and the kings themselves 
had acted in an arbitrary manner, in certain details, 
without judicial decisions, and had then claimed that 
these arbitrary actions formed precedents. To give only 
a few instances,-the judges had stretched the treason 
laws to a dangerous width; they had refused the writ 
of habeas corpus to persons committed to pri3on 'for 
reasons of State ' 1 ; they had authorized an extensive 

1 Vid. Vol. I., p. zr8. 
2 The reasons were generally good : it would often have 

imperilled the safety of England if ' Jesuits and other wicked 
persons,' who were plotting against Elizabeth's life, could not be 
kept indefinitely in prison. 
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use ·of proclamations by the Privy Council,~. which in 
effect took the form of additional laws: the sovereigns. :1., ~ 

' . ' . ··~ j 

had even slightly increased the customs by prerog?otive ; ' 1 · 

they had· levied forced loans and ' benevolences.' ~And. 

each of these additions to royal power might be treated,~' 
as a ' legal precedent.' The judges were, indeed, the 
'i:rtterpretets oLthe law between subject and sovereign,' 
as well as between subject and subject: ~ut they were • 

{. also the nominees of the Crown ; they held their offices 
'during ~he Cr~wn's good pleasure.' No Tudor had 
dismissed .a judge; but your logical Stuart said,·' If I 
can appo~t,fcan I not also dismiss ? ' The King may- ,. 1 

nay, ought ,to-consult the judges if he is in doubt of his 
own power on any particular point; and if he sends 
for .all twelve together and· says, ' now, may I .take 

' ·, 

such and such a tax ? ', the· prqbability is that they 
. will~ say,"

1
/ with deep r~verence, your Majesty. no:' 

But if he 'sends for each of them separately, and over
whelms him'half with scolding, half ·with broad Scots 
humour and with much pedantic. learning, the chances 
are that the answer will be different. The use of the 
judges for what t:qe great Royalist historian, Lord 
Clarendon, calls ' acts of. power,' was the gre~test evil 
of the .Stuart· 'reigns. A . clean sweep was more than 

. once made of judges;who would not prostitute the law· 
in favour of arbitrary government.. + 

Finally, the King had at his command the extensive 
and vague jurisdiction exercised by the privy councillors 
and judges in the Court of Star Chamber, and by 
privy councillors and bish?ps in the Court of High Com-. 
mission. These Courts, and also the Court of Chancery, 
were a stanoing ;nemice to the Common Liw·lourts. 
They used to 'stay by injunction' cases pending m 

. i 
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the Common Law Courts, and usually for some private 
end of the sovereign. Once Star Chamber had protected 
the weak against the strong : but the strong were no 
longer dangerous to the weak, and its good work was 
already done; it now only existed to defend arbitrary 
government. 

But the two-handed engine, as Milton called Parlia
ment, is at King James' door, and we must keep it 
waiting no longer. James called four Parliaments 
during his reign, and dissolved all but the last in 
anger ; he was dissolved himself while the last was 
sitting. In the first Parliament, which sat, with many 
prorogations, during the first seven years of his reign, 
the germs of all the subsequent quarrels cropped up. 

First the King tried to interfere in the case of a dis
puted election for that sturdy Puritan county Bucking
hamshire, mother of Hampdens and Verneys : appar
ently James wanted to job in a privy councillor, Fortescue, 
in opposition to Goodwin, who had most votes. It was 
a well-established privilege of the House to decide its 
own disputed elections, and yet James was indiscreet 
enough to tell it that it derived all matters of privilege 
from his grant. The House buzzed like a nest of hornets; 
but, unwilling to engage too far. at first, submitted to a 
compromise. 

The next question of serious moment was a proposed 
union between England and Scotland. The mutual 
relations of the two countries may be gauged from 
the fact that, before r6o3, all the farmhouses on both 
sides of the border were small castles, into which the 
cattle were driven every night ; if a traveller arrived at 
night, the family was quite apt to go on to the battle
ments and pour hot water or drop stones on him, on 
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the gr_eat probability of -his being a thief ' from 
beyond.' -Here, as was not uncommon, Jam-es; with the." ' 
enthusiastic approval of Bacon, saw further ahead than ,,, 
the House of Commons ; but, as was even less uncommon, 
he failed to _see the immediate difficulties h~ the way: 
' ~e .was in such a hurry for the marriage that he would 
not allow time 'for the courtship.; The courtship was to . 
ta~e one ~undred years, and to be interrupted by a 
good deal of that biting and scratching which is the 
proverbial method of Scots folk's w_ooing. Neither nation 
in 1604 real~y wanted union : Scotland dreaded ·the 
loss of her ancient and glorious independence, of her 
Roman :Law Courts, of her amazing Presbyterian system 
of chur'ch government ; the larger kingdom dreaded 
the influx of the beggarly breechless Scot, who would 
work for 'lower ~ages and sell black cattle for half the 
price of English beasts. The hostile border laws were', 
however, nepealed, and regular 'border commissions' 
of assize were established, of equ~l numbers of English 
and :Scottish justices; but for long after this period 
their '·methods were rough and ready, and the mere 
fact that an unknown horse was found feeding near 
your shieling was very apt to hang you, evidence or no 
evidence. But the project of a real parliamentary 
uni,~n could at this time get no _ fair discussion in 
'the House 'of Commons, and the utmost· result ~'was 
'thi t ' the King was 'allowed to call himself - ' King ·-- : 
of G~eat Britain.' In despair of -moving Parliament 
further James in 1607 turned to his judges, and got a 
decision that a Scot born after the accession of his sove
reign to the English crown was at least not an ' alien ' 
in England, and coulq therefore enjoy the civil rights 
of an· Englishman. 
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Another proposal, which dragged on for some years, 
got to be known as the ' great contract.' The Crown 
derived a considerable, though fluctuating revenue from 
its old feudal rights over those who held estates 
in military tenure, f'rom their reliefs, wardships and 
marriages, from its power of compelling them to become 
knights (and to pay for that honour) ; why not, said 
James, give all this up in return for a fixed revenue, say 
of £zoo,ooo a year? The Commons thought that £5o,ooo 
would be better. James seems to have been quite 
honest in the matter, but naturally tried to get better 
terms than the Commons would grant. After being 
very nearly settled at the higher figure the matter was 
dropped, and, when Charles I. had enormously increased 
the crown-rents from these feudal rights, and thereby 
goaded half the gentry of England to rebellion, 
the Long Parliament abolished them during the inter
regnum, and an early Act of Charles II. confirmed the 
abolition, wiped out all distinctions of tenure and gave 
the King instead the permanent excise on beer ; and, 
as the jolly Cavaliers who were restored in r66o drank 
long and deep healths to King Charles, he made an 
exceedingly good thing out of the transaction. 

A worse cause of dispute was soon to be discovered. 
The first session of Parliament had indeed granted the 
Kin~ the customs for life, and these, which included 
a fixed grant of so much on every' ton' (or cask) of wine, 
and one shilling on every pound sterling value of other 
imported goods, usually went by the name of 'tonnage 
and poundage': roughly, in r6o3 they brought in 
£rso,ooo a year ; while from crown lands, feudal in
come and smaller sources James may have got another 
£zso,ooo. But his debts began at once to mount up 
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to enormous sums, am! in r6o7 there was an annual 
deficit of £7o,ooo at least. It had been the .practice 
of both Mary.and Elizabeth to issue 'books of rates,' in 
which they defined the value of the articles which phld 
import-custom ; and both these ladies had also increased; 
without parliamentary . sanction, the amount paid by 

) . 
certain articles. Currants and tobacco were both com~ 
paratively novel imports, and James proceeded to lay 
upon these articles duties which did not appear. on any ; 
existing· book of rates. A valiant ' Turkey-merchant ' 
of the Levant Company, called John Bate, refused 

1
t<;> 

pay ; . and, ,when sued for the debt, pleaded before the 
Court of Exchequer that these duties were illegal 'im-. 
positions.' The judges, acting upon the Elizabethan 

I 

prec;edent, gave judgment for the Crown, and gave it in 
words which seemed t<J authorize the King to levy what
ever import dues atwhateverrate he pleased. He accord
ingly proceeded to draw up a new book of rates, and to, 
increase his total revenue from this source by some, 
£7o,ooo. · The Commons, who had put off any grant of 

· supply till r6o6 and had then doled him out a miserable 
quarter of a million, spreading the payment of it over 

. four years, were up in arms at .once; and, through· every 
Parliament of James and Charles, ' impositions ' was the 
burden· of their song. In one sense they were most 
unreasonable; for they took no account of the increased 
cost of living, ~or of the increasing burdens· of govern
ment~ They forgot, e.g., that the King,· in order 
to protect commerce, had got to maintain a navy, 
and that a navy is a very costly weapon. · . But as it 
undoubtedly was a principle of the English Constitution 
that no taxation, direct or indirect, without consent of 
Parliament, is legal, .they were legally in ,the right. 
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Other things of which the Commons complained were 
·(i) the 'innovations' in religion introduced by Bancroft 
and his school, particularly a certain canon passed by Con
vocation in r6o4, which laid down ~hat every person who 
did not unfeignedly believe every word contained in the 
Prayer Book was ipso facto excommunicated; (ii) the 
ejection of the Puritan ministers above referred to ; 
(iii) the vexatious use of the Bishops' Courts, which 
were again raising their heads as if Henry VIII. had 
never lived; and were fining and excommnnicating lay
men ; (iv) the abuse of the royal power of issuing pro
clamations-e.g. ' no more houses to be built on the out
skirts of London '-whereby new offences, unknown to 
the law, were created. On all and every one of these 
subjects King and Commons ' answered each other 
back '-the latter with firm and respectful remonstrances 
and petitions, the former now with reproofs and ex
planations in which there was often much humour 
and good sense, now with scoldings which degenerated 
into loose and unkingly railing. In the beginning of 
February, r6n, the first Parliament was dissolved, 
and, as the members dispersed to their counties they 
must have carried with them an uneasy suspicion that 
the century-long union between King and gentlemen of 
England was in grave danger. 

There were, or men thought there were other things 
in danger, too, although no open remonstrance had been 
presented in Parliament against James' foreign policy, 
in which was involved his attitude towards the Catholics. 
·When the great Queen with her shifts and intrigues and 
vacillations is gone, we begin to see through the stage
veil which she had adroitly dropped over the sc....ne of 
European PfDlitics, and we perceive that England is 
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engaged in a war which has as its ostensible object . 
the liberation of the United Provinces, now coming· 
g~rierally to be called 'Holland' or ' the Dutch,' from 
the grip of Spain ; that France, under her moderate 
Catholic King~ Henry IV.; has been in 1598 obliged 
from sheer exhaustion to make a peace with Spain 
even in her career of victory ; ' that elsewhere the 
flood of the 'Counter-Reformation' is steadily gaining 
ground : Pope and ·Jesuits are only too confident of 
ultimate success, and to most thinking Englishmen they 
seem to have good-grounds for their confidence. 

Now James, like all the Stuarts, desired a considerable 
measure of toleration ; he also disliked seeing the map 
of Europe painted in two clearly defined colours, Catholic 
and Protestant; and he believed himself able to bring 
about a modus vivendi between the two faiths,.although he 
had absolutely no grounds for this belief. Protestantism 
was s~crire in England, and Holland was pretty nearly 
safe; the Dutch were carrying the war into that Spanish 
N ethetlands which we must not yet call Belgium 1

'; . two 
English regiments in Dutch pay, under the lead of the 
gallant Sir Francis Vere, were helping the cause of . the 
Protestants there. Spain, too, under the new· and 
infinitely dull Philipiii., wanted peace. King Henry IV., 
however, though not yet ready to go again to war w1th 
Spain, was most anxious to persuade James that 1t 
would be a mistake for England to conclude any peace 
while Spanish soldiers were left in the Netherlands; 
and James usually showed a statesman's appreciation 
of his wiser French neighbour-did not, indeed; embark 

1 In diplomatic documents it is by this time called ' the 
Low Countrti}S'; most seventeenth-century Englishmen call it· 

' Fland~r~1 ' 
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upon his worst courses in foreign politics until after 
Henry's death. So matters stood through the year of 
Raleigh's trial (r6o3); but, even before the meeting of 
Parliament, direct negotiations had been begun with Spain. 
In these negotiations Salisbury proved himself far too 
skilful for the Spaniards : the Treaty of London, of August, 
1604, left English regiments in Dutch service and English 
volunteers free to enter that service when they pleased; 
Englishmen in Spain were not to be molested by the 
Spanish Inquisition, provided they abstained from open 
insult to the Catholic faith; and England was not to be 
compelled to stop her subjects trading (at their own 
risk) with Spanish America. From the strictly diplomatic 
point of view it was a great treaty, and it fully expressed 
the fact that England had come victorious out of a great 
war. But to the average Englishman, even to the 
average member of Parliament, it was a mean scuttle 
and an abandonment of a great cause ; to Raleigh and 
men of his stamp it was a compact with the Devil. As 
for the Dutch, they quietly blockaded the Flemish ports, 
and reduced the small Spanish armies left in the Nether
lands to a state of semi-starvation, until a truce was 
concluded between Spain and Holland in r6og. 

The fears of the ' man in the street ' as to the recovered 
power of the Pope were by no means groundles5. Your 
Jesuit had for some years past begun to shift his ground ; 
he was not, of course, averse to violence or insurrection 
on a large scale if they could be successful, but he felt 
that the time for this was past ; hence, as a species, 
he was never enthusiastic about the Gunpowder Plot. 
He was going to work by subtler means : by conversions 
of kings and great men, especially of queens and great 
ladies ; by getting hold of the youn~ ; br po?ing as the 
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man of the world, who would. begin by showing you that \ 
religious differences meant. very llttle, and then what 
a much simpler, easier faith-' the only religion for a 
gentleman '-the Catholic ,wa.s. Among the German 
princes, each a petty<'sovereign in his duchy, electorate, 

· rnarkgraviate or what-not, this was prdving an eminently 
successful . plan. " Go to. ~h'urch by all- means- for the 

·present," said the jesuit to the Engl~shman around whom 
he was weaving his toils, " we give easy absolution for ali 
these matters ; soon if Will not be necessary. · The King-? 
well, between you and me, the King is an obstinate 
heretic; hut he won't live for ever, perhaps not as· long 
as you think. The Queen, you know, is ours-what, 
didn't you know ? and the conver~ion of the Prince' is, 
I may_ tell you in confidence, merely a question of weeks: 
your whole new religion )s a house of cards." Then, 
if you are lucky enough to be a frierid of Sir Edmund 
Vern:'ey (as every one ought to be), you cantgive your 
Jesuit the lie direct, for Verney will tell you _!hat Prince 
Henry, wlfo is his greatest friend, is- not only a: staunch 
Protestant, but has strong leanings to Puritanism and 
privilege of Parliament ; that in him lies the hope of 
this already somewhat sorrowful nation. But; if you are 
not, you will probably gape, and end by half-believing 
the plausible rascal, who may go on somewhat in this 
fashion : " Yes, of course, you know that ·the Prince 
is to marry the Infanta of Spain ? did you ·ever hear 
of a . man holding out against his' wife in matters of 
religion ? " ".But," you say, "why should he not 
marry a Protestant? " "My good sir; the King may 
be a· heretic, but at least he knows that there are no 
Protestant Princesses of sufficient rank for the heir of 
.Great l3ritilill-," "Th~ l?i$hops ? " " Bah;" says he: 

li 
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"' I mock myself of your bishops : Bancroft will take 
a cardinal's hat fast enough-a patriarch's, if he likes." 
"But Parliament? the King's poverty? possible 
insurrections of the common people? " "For what," 
he finally answers, " did Heaven endow the King of 
Spain with the mines of America, but for the profit of 
the true Church? for what did God create the invincible 
Spanish tercia, but to guard sovereigns who tum back 
to the Church's bosom ? Tramp, tramp, tramp, they 
will come, and methinks I see the glitter of their 
pikes flashing up Ludgate Hill." 

The Jesuit, like the chameleon, ' ate the air promise
crammed,' and would feed you with the same windy 
dish, but, like that interesting little animal, he could 
appear in several plausible colours. And he did not 
lack opportunities. James early conceived for his son 
the notion of the splendid match with an Infanta of 
Spain ; and in return was ready to promise toleration 
to the Catholics, provided always that the lady brought 
a solid dowry of something well over half a million. 
His pleasure-loving Queen, Anne of Denmark, was a 
crypto-Catholic, and her influence was all the same 
way. Many of his Privy Council were actually in receipt 
of Spanish pensions. The chapels of the ambassadors were 
open to Englishmen, and, down to 1640, were thronged 
by an increasing crowd of English worshippers. It was 
very natural if, to the uneducated eye, the increasing 
splendours of the ritual of the English Church seemed 
to be leading Romewards. And when before the end 
of J atp.es' reign the so-called Arminian doctrines, coming 
from Holland, where they were stamped out in r6rg, 
began to lay hold of court, clergy and universities, and 
to imperil the fundamentq.l tenet of Calvini:.m-namely, 
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absolute predestination of every soul either to eternal 
bliss or eternal agony-it ·was rio wonder if the Jesuits 
regarded the Church of England as the thin end of t?eir 
own wedge. 

To do the kings justice, both James and Charles were 
resolutely antipapal ; but it is perhaps not .unfair to say 
that James was anxious to make such toleration as was · 
possible a matter of diplomatic bargain both with the 
English Catholics ~nd the King of Spain. To the former 
he could always say, 'if you don't behave well, I will 
enforce the recusancy fines 1

· of iny predecessor against 
you' -:ilnd, as they did not always behave well, or 
when too much pressure was put upon him by Parliament,· ' 
he did . occasionally raise some money from· them, 
once a~ much as £g,ooo in ohe year (r6ro). In dealing 
with the King of Spain, the subject of toleration 
formed part of the bargaining for the · hand of an . , 
Infanta. It, is, I think, much to J ame_s' credit that 
he did not take a much more severe vengeance than 
he did, for the Gunpowder Plot of November, r6o5. 
This was no tangled skein Jf Jesuit in,trigue, but 
an honest, fanatic attempt, originating in the ·brain 
of Robert Catesby, as an improvement on the mere 
murder of James, whiCh had been suggested to him by 
another fanatic gentleman. Several others, gentlemen 
of good position: and estate, Wynter, Percy, Digby, 
Rookwood, Treshan'!, brooding over the wrongs of. their 
Church, were gradually admitted to the plot. Tpey 
relied on no foreign help; they would blow the King 
and Prince Henry and/ the Lords and' the Commons 
int<? the air, and then seize the little Prince Charles, 

; 1 Elizabeth had finally permitted Popish 'recusants' to com
pound for absence from church by the' payment of £zo a month. 
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and proclaim him king with a Catholic regency. The 
whole thing was so diabolically simple that one wonders 
that it did not come off. A fanatic of heroic mould, 
called Guy Fawkes, was selected to do the actual deed ; 
a house was hired next to the Parliament House, and 
then a cellar immediately under it. This was filled 
with thirty-six barrels of powder, covered with heavy 
iron bars and concealed under faggots. Two at least 
of the leading Jesuit fathers in England, Greenway and 
Garnet, were acquainted with the scope, and perhaps 
with the details of the plot ; and Garnet very possibly 
expressed abhorrence. But he did nothing more. The 
conspirators took the sacrament together, and apparently 
had no doubt of the righteousness of their design. News 
of success was to be taken rapidly down to Worcestershire, 
where a number of Catholic gentlemen were to be ready 
assembled under colour of a deer-drive. But one of the 
conspirators, Tresham, seems to have developed qualms. 
At least, he considered it a pity, and persuaded his asso
ciates that it was a pity to waste so many good Catholic 
peers : could these not · be persuaded by some artifice 
to stay away from Parliament on the fatal 5th ? The 
artifice took the shape of a letter written to Lord Mont
eagle, advising him ' as you tender your life to devise 
some excuse to shift of your attendance at this Parliament 
. . . for they shall receive a terrible blow and yet shall 
not see who hurts them.' Monteagle naturally went 
and told Lord S:,1lisbury at Whitehall : it did not need 
all the wisdom of James, with the story of his own father's 
fate in his mind, to discover that these words pointed 
to gunpowder; but his Majesty long regarded, and was 
allowed to regard his interpretation of the letter as a 
proof of his great mental acumen. 
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This was on October 26th. Salisbury; during the 
next· few days; took the necessary precautions, and we 
are all familiar with the terrible figure of Fawkes, as he 
was discovered still gallantly standing sentry with niatch 
in hand not yet lighted, for it was but II p.m. on No
vember· 4th. Some one, perhaps Monteagle, had already 
warned the other cpnspirators, who fled pell-mell to 
Worcestershire, to warn their associates there that 
there would be no hunting that day. The fugitives were 
pursued and trried to defend themselves : some were 

·shot, including Cates by ; others were captured and 
tortured, con}essed and were executed. On the whol.e 
the vengeance ·of . the Government was mild. Garnet 
and two other priests, who w~re guilty. of ' knowing but 
not .revealing,' were executed, together with all the 
survivors of the conspiracy itself. It was not unnatural 
that the Parliament; which had been so miraculously· 
preserved, should enact in 1606 a new and fierce 
recusancy, law; which, if it had ever been carried out, 
would have gone fa~ to stamp out the Catholic faith in 
England. 

But it was never seriously carried ,out at all, and, ai 
I have said, James used all anti-Catholic laws as ·pawns 
on the diplomatic chessboard for the rest of his reign. 
·In the summer of that year (I6o6) he received a visit 
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to the suggestion that James should mediate between 
them and the Dutch, whom they now despaired of 
reducing. Conferences were opened at the Hague at 
the end of r6o7; and, after a long delay, a truce for 
twelve years was concluded between the belligerents 
in r6og. Both England and France were represented 
as mediators; but in truth England had little to do 
with the conclusion, although James in later years 
was fond of congratulating himself that he had here 
illustrated his favourite motto, ' Beati pacifici.' Both 
countries at least guaranteed the Dutch against any 
infringement of the truce by Spain. 

The last years of Lord Salisbury's life saw a still more 
striking development of the understanding between 
England and France, and therefore a temporary with
drawal of England from the Spanish interest. In Germany, 

·even in North Germany, the Catholics were making rapid 
strides and violating the religious truce concluded as far 
back as rsss. The shadow of the Thirty Years' War was 
already visible ; Henry IV. declared that he would 
stand it no longer, and was preparing early ip the year 
r6ro to cross the Rhine and bring help to the Protestants. 
James consented to stand by Henry, and the Dutch, 
under Prince Maurice of Orange, could be counted on to 
follow suit. An Anglo-Franco-Dutch alliance, led by 
the 'white plume' of Henry of Navarre, would almost 
unquestionably have set a permanent barrier to Austrian 
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and lovable daughter· Elizabeth, theri aged fifteen, to the 
Elector Palatine Frederick, the head of the West-German 
Protestants, James consenting because he had ·recently 
received a fresh rebuff ~ro!ll Spain about the Infant,a. 
The old .Elizabethan· statesman died in r6r2, just before 
the accomplishment of .the marriage." James never had 
another ' minister of State.' ·A worse loss was in store 
for the kingdom. Prince Henry was now a splendid 
young man of nineteen·; of him Bacon says that he was
' slow'of speech, patient in listening and strong ih ~ncier:
standing.' He was the warmest supporter of· his loved 

.·sister's Protestant ·match; and, though he was never 
openly t.Jnfilial, it was common talk that he was sworn 
enemy to his father's anti-Puritan and . pro-Spanish 
proclivities. He had always· said, since he reached years 
of discretio~, and he reached them early, that he would 
never_ marry an Infanta or any other Catholic.. He 
died suddenly of typhoid fever in Oclober, r6r2. The 
heir to the throne, was now a boy_ of twelve. 

_So one by one vanished the hopes that the great age· 
of Elizabeth had left behind it, and it is interesting to_ 
see that at this very time, r6n, Shakespeare retired. 
for good to his native Stratford. In his last and loveliest 
play he tells all the splendid figures which he has evoked 
tn'at ~heir 4ay is over, that he abjures his magic art, 
breaks his staff and buries it fathoms in' the earth, 

And deeper than did ever plummet· sound, 
I'll drown my pook. 

' . 
\ 

17 



CHAPTER XI 

KING JAMES FOUND WANTING 
--=-··---~- ---·y· ~.·- ~---- ........ -··-~ ---

THE stage being thus cleared of King Henry, Lord 
Salisbury, Prince Henry and William Shakespeare, a 
new figure, henceforth the· baleful star of James' 
life, steps forward. In r6r3 Sarmiento, afterwards 
Count Gondomar, the ablest diplomatist in the Spanish 
service, arrived in England to keep its King ' good.' 
It was no very difficult task, and Gondomar seems to 
have enjoyed it thoroughly. The position which he 
was skilful enough to make for himself was that of a 
trusted friend rather than of an ambassador; James 
used to pour out to him all his private woes, and to 
consult him on many questions of English public life. 
For the King's nature was such that he must always 
have somebody about him to whom he could blab his 
own and other people's secrets ; he must have a ' favour
ite.' Ladies of doubtful reputation have often played 
this part in the courts of kings whose morals were less 
pure than those of James ; James preferred a jolly 
young man, some one who would arrange hunting 
parties and court pageants well, who would come be
tween himself and the endless tribe of petitioners. 

His first experimet;tt in favourites was not a great 
success ; he was a young Scot called Robert Carr. who 
was created Viscount Rochester in r6rr and Earl of 
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Somerset in r6r3. · He fell in love with the wife of the 
I ' 

Ea'"l of Essex ; she got a divorce and;;married her new 
lover; there was a very unsavoury scandal. -Worse than 
that, she contrived, without he~ new husband's privity, 
to murder an old dependant o~ his, cilled 'overbury, 

· who had opp_osed the match. In r6r6 the murder was 
discovered ; · . more scandal ; solemn . t~ial bf Earl and 
Countess in Westminster Hall; verdict of guilty; a 
lot of accomplices. executed ; the principa1s' Jives spared. 
It is 'only fair to say that James made no attempt 
to shield any' one; he courted publicity for the scandal, 
which made a deep impression on the growing.Puritanism 
of England. . . 

Carr was replaced by a much mbre interesting favourite 
who absol~tely swayed the court of England from ;r6r6 
to 1628-George Villiers, soon to. b.e Earl and· Duke of 
Buckingham. Villiers was a very different fellow from 
Carr, much more honest and honourable ; but much . . ' 
more dangerous, both because his _ascendency at court 
was more complete ·and because he made pretensions to 
a statesmanship .of which no trace is discernible in him. 
Prince Charles, as he grew out of boyhood~ began by hating 
Buckingham; but Buckingham stooped to court him, 
and won and kept for life not merely his favour, but all 
the affection which the Prince's cold nature had in it to. 
bestow. Buckingham never stooped to court any one 
e~se ; as for the old King, he positively bullied him at 
the end of his life. As he climbed up the ladder he 
occasionally kicked down a rung on which he had risen, 
or threw over a dependant who had clung to his skirts 
(e:g.t Bacon in r6zr}, but not often: usually-Buckingham 
-*¥.a. firm. friend, as he was a determined and avowed . 
enemy; By degrees everything fell 'into his.hands. At 
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~rst no doubt he took bribes to further the suits of pe
titioners (it was no mor~ than everybody else did at the 
time), but he soon dropped this; and, on the whole, his 
hands were a deal cleaner than those of most of his con
temporaries. The domestic and foreign policy of England 
alike became, his, and they oscillated according to the 
oscillation of ideas in his impetuous brain. When he 
said ' call a Parliament,' it was called; when he said 
' dissolve,' it was dissolved. The reputation and fortune 
of England have.often been in more dishonourable hands; 
they have seldom been in the hands of any man who 
inspired less confidence. 

If Buckingham had been a scoundrel, Gondomar's task 
would have been a much easier one; as it was, the very 
unsteadiness of the favourite was often a useful counter
poise to the wiles of the ambassador. From about r6r4 
there was occasional talk of a French princess, instead of 
a Spanish, for the heir to the English throne ; but the 
policy of France after the death of Henry IV. was almost 
as unstable as that of England, and Spanish influences 
were powerful at the French Court until the rise of the 
great minister Richelieu about r623. One thing was 
clear, that the German and Dutch Protestants were getting 
more and more alarmed at the rising tide of Catholic 
power, and so the eyes of all thoughtful men in England 
were turning more and more to watch the course of 
events in Central Europe. In r6r8, as we shall presently 
see, the storm burst. Two events must, however, be 
considered first-the second attempt of James at a 
Parliament, and the final end of Sir Walter Raleigh. 

In mere despair at the state of his finances, which had 
made a long stride down-hill since Salisbury's death, 
James decided in r6r4, against the advice of Gondomar, 
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to call a Parliament ; ·he had debts to the tune of some
thing under three-quarters of a million. Because there 
was some attempt on the part ·of some members- of the 

. Privy Council to procure· elections favourable to the 
Government, and also to prepa,re ·a set of concessions 
which the King was .ready to make; th~ ~ord ' Under
takers ' got abroad and was magnified . by rum our. 
James himself afterwards told the Par:liament of r62r, 
' at my second . Parliament a strange kin? of beast 
called Under~aker came bet~een me and my subjects.' 
If, indeed, there was anything unusual in this action 
of these privy councillors, it only emphasized the -sad 
fact that England was now notoriously divided into 
two parties, those of King and Country. 

The elections were completely in favour 9f the latter; 
and among the very large number of new members were 
the twoJ future ;party leaders, Wentworth and Eliot. 
James made ·rambling and humorous speeches 'to . the 
Houses, the gist of which was, ' look what a good king I 
am, and' how well I take care of the interests of England ; 
and look sharp with supplies.' The House of Co_mmons 
made no comment whatever, but simply took up the 
question of grievances exactly where the last Parliament 
had , left it. four years before :-' Impositions ! Imposi
tions ! Religious Grievances ! Spread of Popery ! -;all 
these things are much more important to us than sup
plying His Majesty with money.' The House fL~w upon 
Bishop Neile, who had uttered, in the Lords, words in-

" dicating that -it was acting ' seditiously' jn discussing ~. 
impositions ; there was what would now be called ' a 
S<?ene '-the first of many in that narrow Gothic room 
with the window looking' out over the Thames behind 
the Speaker's chair : excitable young members shouted 
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rude things about courtiers, favourites and Spaniards. 
James dissolved Parliament at once. It had sat for two 
months and passed no Bills. Several members were 
sent to the Tower. James blubbered out his complaints 
against his subjects on Gondomar's neck, and pushed on 
the negotiation for a Spanish marriage and alliance. 
He proceeded to try to levy money by a ' benevolence,' 
which was practically a demand for large gifts from all 
well-to-do people. Oliver St. John of Marlborough re
fused to pay and stimulated others to refuse; he was 
hauled before the Council, heavily fined and im
prisoned. Not £7o,ooo could be squeezed out of rich 
England. 

But Raleigh, dreaming in the Tower of his old voyages 
to the West, had been able from time to time to bring 
to the King's notice petitions for liberation, which were 
mainly grounded on the suggestion that behind the delta 
of the Orinoco lay a golden country which no European 
had yet trodden. He had heard of it when he was on the 
coast in '95· Thither the survivors of the old Peruvian 
kings had fled from Spanish tyranny. Its city of Manoa 
was built, like Mexico, in the middle of a lake ; and it was 
chiefly built of gold : hence the name of the country
or as some said of fts Emperor, who was notoriously in the 
habit of powdering himself with gold dust after his bath 
-was ElDorado. Well, there was nothing incredible in 
the story; there were men alive whose fathershad seen and 
handled with Pizarro the almost fabulous treasures of old 
Peru. "Let me go," said Raleigh, "at my own expense; 
and, if I bring back less than a ton of gold-my head 
is already forfeit, as your Majesty knows." That such an 
expedition to such a place-the northern coast of South 
America. weJl within the charmed preserve of James' 
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ally the King of Spain-would inevitably lead ·to collision 
. with the Spaniards both Raleigh.and James m~st 'have 

known. But Raleigh, who, whether he believed . the 
whole El Dorado story or not, certainly believed that h.e 
knew of a definite gold rriine in Guian~, probably thought 
that, as in his old mistress's days, everything would be 
forgiven if he brought pack gold. He might even seize 
the Mexican plate-fleet and so precipitate a war with 
Spain. 'Yes, he would give any security that he would 
not attack the Spaniards' -he was never over-scrupulous 

· as to such promises: anything to be out in the' fresh 
salt air again. What he could not believe was that 
James would allow him to go and then betray the whole 
story to Gondomar., But this was exactly what James 

. I . . 
did ; and so the small Spanish settlement on the Orinoco 
received timely warning. Raleigh, a· man prematurely 
aged by his long imprisonment, found outside the walls 
of the Tower a different England from that he . had once 
known. His crews wen· ill-chosen, his ships ill-fo';lnd, 
disaster dogged his every step ; so sick was' he, when he 
reached the American coast in the winter of r6r7; 'that. 
he had to be left aboard, while his eldest son and Captain 
Key~is in small boats struggled for weeks· a~ainst the 
current. of the Orinoco, only to run their heads into a 
Spanish ambush. Young Raleigh was ~illed, and KeYII).iS, 
when he had brought the' survivors back, committed 
suicide.'· The old hero returned to England broken- ~ 

hearted, only to be arrested on his return. Gondomar 
instantly demanded that he should be sent to Madrid to 
be hanged as a pirate there. James was quite willing ; but 
this was too much even for James'. Council, and Raleigh 
was beheaded in Palace Yard upon the old charge of r6o3. 
His last public utterance was a fierce defiance of Spain 
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and all its absurd claims to mare clausum. He was the 
last of the Elizabethans. 

And now, indeed, the Continent was ablaze. In r6r8 
began the last of the religious wars of Europe. The 
Lutherans of Bohemia, whose political privileges were in 
danger from the encroachments of the House of Austria, 
suddenly threw off the Hapsburg yoke, and offered the 
crown of their country to the Calvinist, Frederick, Elector 
Palatine. Was he not the acknowledged head of German 
Protestantism? Was he not the son-in-law of the rich King 
of England ? To do Frederick justice (he was seldom a 
wise man), he sent to ask his father-in-law's advice before 
accepting the crown; he might as well have asked the 
extinct oracle at Delphi. If King James' pretensions to 
be a leader of nations had been worth anything, he would 
at once have said yes or no. His pitiable vacillation was 
not upon the expediency, but upon the principle of the 
thing. What he said was, in effect, " Get me a copy of 
the Bohemian Constitution and give me some quiet 
months to study it, and I will produce you a ruling which 
shall astonish Europe by its wisdom: if I find that the 
throne of Bohemia is hereditary in the Austrian Haps
burgs, then I think that for me to sanction your usurpa
tion would hardly befit my divine office of king; if, as 
you say, it is elective, well, I shall doubtless be able to 
persuade my ally the King of Spain that his Austrian 
cousin has no more right to it than you have." He forgot, 
or ignored the facts, that one part of Frederick's own 
hereditary dominions, the Rhenish Palatinate, lay open 
to an immediate attack from the Spanish army in the 
Netherlands; that another part, the Bavarian Palatin
ate, lay open to Maximilian of Bavaria and the German 
Catholic League; and that Bohemia itself would soon 
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be at the mercy of the Austrians and- J3avarians united. 
Most of all James forgot or ignored the temper. of, his 
own· people. 

Frederick did not wait for his father-in-law's verdict ; 
in r6rg he accepted the proffered throne, was crown~d · 
at· Prague and looked round for help. But German 
Protestantism was utterly disorganized'; the Lutherans 
almostpreferred•the Catholics to the Calvinists; loyalty 
to the . idea of 1 the Empire struggled against loyalty 
to the faith. In September, r62o,. the Spaniards were 
sweeping into the Palatinate; 'in November Frederick's 
new Bohemian subjects were annihilated outside the· . 
walls of_ Prague : before two years were out the King of 

,England's daughter and his grandchildren were homeless 
wanderers. English emotion rose at once to ·boiling 
point ; even Buckingham and the Prince Were. for war: 
volunteers poured over-sea to assist the Protestant cause, 
and loans were raised in the City. The obstinacy which 
took the place of resolution in the King's mind made 
this display of popular enthusiasm harden him still more 
in his determination to be neutral Gondomar had him 
firmly in his toils, and James perpetually promised 
himself the restitution of the Palatinate as the first 
clause in the marriage treaty between Prince Charles 
and the Infanta" of Spain, the prospect of which the 
astute Spaniard for, ever dangled before his eyes. But 
he at least allowed himself to be persuaded to. call his 
third Parliament for January, r6zr; 

If you ask how he had lived, from . the financial point 
of view, since r6ro, it is very hard to answer ; partly, no 
doubt, by the disgraceful means of the sale of peerages, for 
which as IJ1Uch as fro,ooo a-piece was sometimes paid, 
and of baronetcies, a, new invention of his OW~; 'but 
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partly also by a steady rise in the ordinary revenue from 
customs, and by a very much stricter administration of 
most of the departments of government. These last 
improvements had been introduced by Lionel Cranfield, 
once a city apprentice, who since r6r3 had been sur
veyor of the customs ; from this position he rose step 
by step by mere business ability until he became Lord 
Treasurer and Earl of Middlesex. It was no use for the 
King's tradesmen to send in bills charging ten times the 
real value of the gold lace for the royal hatband, when 
the bills would be inspected by a man who had himself 
sold gold lace across a counter. But such a man would 
be quite out of touch with the larger aspects of life, and, 
though in reality he seems to have kept to the paths of 
honesty, it was the general belief that he had received 
bribes, and he was impeached for peculation by James' 
last Parliament in 1624. Buckingham, who had once 
been his patron, promoted the attack on him, and James 
had the foresight to tell his favourite that he 'would live 
to have his belly full of impeachments.' The same period 
(between the second arid third Parliaments) saw the fall 
from power of the leading members of the Howard family : 
Buckingham replaced Lord Nottingham as admiral in 
1618 ; and Arundel, the richest peer in England, retired 
in the sulks to be the great collector of pictures and 
statues, some of which we still know as the 'Arundel 
marbles.' It saw in r6r6 the dismissal of Chief Justice 
Coke, the rugged defender of Common Law versus Pre
rogative ; saw also the muzzling of the Scottish General 
Assembly, and the reintroduction of something like epis
copacy into the Scottish Kirk. Thenceforward till 1638, 
and again between r66o and r688, we shall hear of 
Scottish 'bishops' in possession of the old territorial 
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titles, but· of course ,with ,none. of- the lcmds or power. . . / 

of the old Episcopate; they were, in fact, little niore 
than Moderators of the Provincial Synods. Fiv~ articles, 
known as the ' Articles of Perth,' the most unpopular of 
which ordered the communion to be received. kneeling, 
were forced through the ;{\ssembly by soine means or . 
other. James visited Scotland in 1617, and, partly by 
adroit persuasion and partly by threats, accomplisl]ed i 

these and other ecclesiastical changes ; he covered up. · 
a seething mass of discontent and called it peace. 

But it is fime to tum to tli~ crisis of 1621. · F~ederick 
had indeed lost Bohemia, but the Palatinate was not yet 
wholly conquered ; Heidelberg, its capital, did not fall 
till September, IQ22. . The Parliament which was, to 
.rescue it was called in January, 1621. It met"- James 
with a fixed determination to act in unison with hiin for 
the defence of the Protestant cause ; James met it with 
a determination to keep .the friendship of the' King of 
. Spain and yet to save the Palatinate if possible. The J 

House of Commons rightly saw that the King of Spain 
was the enemy; that he had· the power, if he had the 
will, to make Bavarians and Aust7iaris drop the Pala.,. 
tinate ; that to hope he would do this unless the King 
of England showed his teeth was futile. James trusted . 
entirely to his tongue in preference to- his teeth. But he 
talked vaguely about ' negotiating sword in hand' ; and 
said to the Commons, ' you vote me half a m~on, 
and you'll see what I'll do with it ; details of foreign 
policy are not your business.' I~ would be ridiculous to 
vote such a large sum if the House were to be kept en.,. 
tirely in the dark as to its employment ; and it merely 
voted £I6o,ooo instead. ' 

James was delighted: he got some money,··and he was 
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able to explain to himself that the Commons were averse 
to war on the large scale on which alone it could succeed ; 
therefore the whole business frittered itself away in endless 
embassies to Madrid and Vienna. It is quite true also 
that the Commons did not realize the magnitude of the 
task. An army of at least 30,000 men would have been 
required; it would have cost a million a year; it would 
have lacked leaders, unless England had thrown up a 
Cromwell before his time. War was becoming on 
the Continent an exceedingly scientific profession, and 
England was entirely uneducated for it. The task of 
saving German Protestantism, if it were to be saved, had 
to be left to other hands-more selfish hands, no doubt. 
The Dutch went to war again with a will; and for them 
war meant mainly preying upon Spanish commerce, 
defending, and afterwards extending their southern 
frontier towards Antwerp. Adventurers of all sorts 
poured in to the help of the Palatinate, and some of the 
bravest feats of the war (e.g. the defence of Frankenthal) 
were done by English volunteers. But it was a horrible 
business : Frederick did not care whom he called in
'Turks if you like'; his armies had no pay, and sub
sisted upon systematic plunder of friend and foe alike. 
There never was in history a more awful drama than the 
Thirty Years' War. 

Sadly the English House of Commons turned from the 
scene to complain of monopolists-i.e. people who held 
royal grants authorizing them to deal exclusively in some 
particular article ; and to impeach Lord Chancellor Bacon 
for taking bribes on the seat of justice-the bribes had 
not influenced his decisions, but he had taken them, and 
confessed that' it was a just sentence, though he had been 
a just judge.' It is one of the saddest scenes in James' 
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reign. A huge fine was 'soon remitted, and from Im
prisonment Bacon was soon. released ; but. his name and 
character were blasted for ever, and he has come dowii 
to history as ' intellect divorced from virtue.' James. 
didn't mend matters 1 by entrusting the Great Seal to a 
bishop, Williams of Lincoln! a versatile, unsteady humbug ; 
nor by raising Laud, already' known most unfa~ourably as 
the promoter of high-church innovations,· to_ a bishopric. 
In June the Houses were adjourned till November: The 
interval was filled by a futile mission of James' best diplo- • . 
matist, Digby, afterwards Lord Bristol, to Vienna: a 
mission futile for two reasons, first because Frederick 
would listen to no terms which did not leave him the ~rown 

' 
of Bohemia as well as ~is own electorate, and secondly 
because the Austrians and their Spanish backers· knew 
that James had ~pthing but words to use. 

When Parliament met again in November the Commons 
cried almost with one voice for 'Yar with Spain, not·only·as 
the one means of recovering the Palatinate, but as the 

. . I 

necessary fruit of too-long toleration of the Catholics. 
They saw plainly that ~James was becoming the play-. 
thin~ of Gondomar, and they petitioned for a strict 
enforcement of the recusancy laws and for. the, instant 
marriage of Prince Charles to some Protestant princess. 

The King was very angry and told the House by letter, 
arid in a verbal answer to a deputation, that it had no 
bu~iness to meddle in such matters at all; and 'don't 
talk to me. about your privileges-any privil~ge you 

· enjoy is entirely derived from my grace and favour.' 
He showed extraordinary indiscretion in talk, com
paring Parliament to a broker of whom a prince might. 
raise a loan to carry on a· war, ' but that does not 
giv~ the ·broker a voice in the conduct of the war.' 
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The result was a most solemn protest, not upon the 
war question but upon the dangers now threatening 
the parliamentary principle :-" That the liberties, fran
chises, privileges and jurisdictions of Parliament are 
the ancient and undoubted birthright and inheritance 
of the subjects of England; and that the arduous and 
urgent affairs concerning the King, State and defence 
of the realm and of the Church of England, and the 
making and maintenance of laws and redress of griev
ances, which daily happen within this realm, are proper 
subjects and matter of counsel and debate in Par
liament ''-with some more short and sharp words to 
the same effect. 

The barons of rzrs or 1258 had stood grimly round 
King John or King Henry with somewhat similar state
ments of fact, and had appealed openly to the nation 
thereon. _The Commons of r6zr, who had now taken 
their place, contented themselves with entering the 
protest in their journal; but it rang through the land, 
nevertheless. James, on his return to town from New
market, tore it out of the book with his own royal hand, 
which, said Gondomar, was the ' best event for Spain 
and the Catholics that had happened since Luther began 
to preach heresy a century before.' A dissolution followed 
almost at once, and several members were imprisoned 
-among them he that was to be ' King Pym.' 

It would be impossible to overrate the importance 
of the Parliament of r6zr. In the first place it had 
vindicated its right to give advice on grave questions 
of state; and in the second place it had disinterred 
from a half-forgotten past its claim to impeach ministers 
of the Crown-a claim which struck at the whole theory 
and practice of Tudor government. Subsequent Parlia-
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ments 'I).o doubt realized the,~ature of the c6~ing struggle : 
~ore sharply, but as a rule upon technic,al, temporary ·; 
o~ even doubtf:ul grounds ; none, before the Long Parlia- . ~ 
ment 'realized it. upon ~uch broad .grounds,." And; whe~ ,~ ' 
the Long Parliarnent·met, it met not to call upon the : 

· King to unite himself to his people in a gt:eat, national t 

ag.d religious cavse,' but to call upon ~him to tninsfe~." :· 
the weapons of sovereignty' to its own hands. -, The 
cause of the .union: qf King and nation had ..foundered 

I . ' ~ 

ii1- January, r,622: , , 1 . 

All chance of an England united for defence of foreign ' 
Protestantism ·being . now at an . end, Lord ·Bristol ' 
went off. to Madrid ~ith a heavy hear(to try to get in- 4 
serted in the marriage ~:r:eaty, on which James was now 
rrior:e. obstinately set than ever, some security Jorr the 
'poor distressed Palatine . .' To what lengths James 
would go in thewayof.meeting the wishes of the Spaniards 
the resl of his reign was to reveaL . One J?ropcisal twice , 
made by Jam~s, and· several times ·in later 'days by 
Charles, 'was/ ap Anglo-Spani~h conquest~of . .the United- : 
Proyi~ces :. )twas, of cours~, quite unsuspected ·at the \ 
time ; ;the storll! which would 4ave greeted it in England 
qul. ecisily be imagined ; English Protestants still looked 
upon the Dutch Republic almost in the light of a sturdy 
child of th~ir own. But in the Far East. a little cloud 
was risi,ng, at· present no bigger than a man's hand, 
which was in the future to assume .most 'serious pro
portions. While· Drake and his· fellows had be~n 

hammering Spanish plate-fleets and ports; the· shrewd ' 
commercial instinct of the "'Dutch had carried 'them. 
straight . at .the .most defenceless and rithest · part · of.- · 
tl}e prey-the Portuguese settlements in .the. Far East. 
These included the littl~ dots of. isla~ds kno\vn as the· . . ~. . .. . 
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Moluccas, off the coast of Java, where grew the richest 
spices in the world ; and, when the English East India 
Company entered the field and managed to establish 
a few precarious factories in the territory of native 
sultans in those parts, it found the Dutch very decidedly 
in possession. 

The non-existence of the Ten Commandments any
where east of Suez, though not yet proverbial, seems 
to have been already recognized as a fact. Every 
nation believed in m?nopolizingtrade; but of all nations 
the Dutch showed the most rigid spirit of monopoly. 
It was a ten months' voyage from Acheen or Bantam 
to London or Amsterdam ; and though the home govern
ments in Amsterdam and London occasionally attempted 
to regulate trade-disputes, their awards naturally arrived 
at the seat of the dispute somewhat late ; in fact, the 
most gross case of injustice, the massacre of Amboyna, 
perpetrated upon some defenceless Englishmen by a 
rigorous Dutch governor at the great depot of the clove 
trade in February, 1623, was not known in England till 
May, 1624. At the moment when it became known 
there happened to be a close alliance between England 
and the Dutch against Spain, and so the news was 
received almost with indifference as a matter of no 
importance. But as fresh causes of commercial jealousy 
against Holland developed, the cry for reparation for 
that massacre gradually swelled during the next thirty 
years, and tt remained for Cromwell to give effect 
w that cry in 1654. Englishmen began to find it 
objectionable that Dutch fishing fleets poached herring~ 
within three miles of the Norfolk coast, that Dutch 
wnalmg iieets tned to exclude ours from the Greenlana 
sea:., that the Dutcn were establishing themselves in 
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North America and ·the West Indies in dangerous 
proximity ·to' our infant colonies, and finally thit they 
were· rapidly developing into· the great carr-iers of 
European commerce. In r622 most of the causes- of 

·!this jealousy were still to come; but the poirit to be 
·~;·noticed is that the. first two Stuart kings were·. as 
:''unable 'to protect commerce and the honour of their 

flag against the· natural allies as they were against the 
natural enemies of England. · • 

For .. the moment it ·no doubt seemed to some few 
English merchants a nuisance tha:t the Dutch should 
blo.ckade the ports of Flanders; but the mass of th~ 
nation rejoiced thereat. For Protestant affairs . in 

t Geimftny were going from bad to worse, and at last the 
whole Palatinate fell, and even poor Frederick's title of· 

'Elector was transferred to the Duke of Bavaria. ·And 
. all this while James was being amused by the Spaniards 
in the.matter of the marriage treaty. To that treaty, if 
it could be had on the.ir own terms, the new ·King of Spain, -1 

Philip IV., and his minister Olivares were by no means 
averse. Bankrupt as Spain was, she could still afford a · 
handsome dowry for one 'of her daughters. England 
seemed to have a great deal to give •in return, including 
a very good chance of the reconquest of Holland ; 
riay, the treaty . might ultimately, lead to the re
establishment of Catholicism in Northern Europe> 
which ~e-est;].b,lishment was to every Philip a sacred 
hereditary ;outy. Moreover, Spain intended to teach 

, the English Catholics to look to her, much as Russia 
gets the Christtan subjects of Turkey to look to her 
now. James· seemed inclined to admit this as quite 
practicable and reasonable; with what temper his 
patriotic' subjects would look upon it, we can now 

r8 
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understand. It is beyond question that his long dangling 
after this marriage put off the chance of toleration for 
a full century ; when he exclaimed on one occasion 
that all the devils in hell could not prevent the match, 
it was one of his own courtiers who whispered, ' there 
were no devils left in hell ; they had all gone to Madrid 
to sign the treaty.' It is entirely needless to detail the 
shifts to, which Bristol was reduced in his efforts to 
secure the prize, of which in his heart he disapproved, 
without paying the only possible price for it; one episode 
only must be told. 

Prince Charles was now a young man of twenty-two. 
He had outgrown the delicacy of his boyhood. He was 
far more obstinate than his father, and was without his 
father's shrewdness; far more respectable and decorous, 
without the warm heart which almost atoned for 
James' silly . tempers. James was fickle and impulsive, 
but he could see reason when his passions did not blind 
him; he had, moreover, a really wide outlook, and great 
principles swaying about in his head. Charles had, 
at this time at least, no principles ; he was self-con
centrated and self-worshipping; and he was capable 
of telling any amount of little lies, which are much worse 
than one big one. So far as he had any affection, it was 
given to Buckingham ; and the two young men now 
proposed to each other to go incogniti to Madrid, terminate 
all the diplomatic palaverings by such a sudden compli
ment to the King of Spain, and fetch home the Infanta 
in a halo of romance and a big ship. James protested, 
refused, blubbered and gave way. The young men rode 
in disguise across France, and, at 8 p.m. on ~arch 7th, 
1623, surprised and horrified Bristol by knocking at his 
door in Madrid. 
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The decorous Spanish Court was from'the fir,st,sc~nd.a-
lized at the expl~i't. To ·PhWp ~nd his ministers it could, 
however, have ·but· one \meaning; the" :f>ri~ce w~illd · 
obviously not haye come unless he we;e prepared to de-

• ,. ·clare himself a Catholic, or at Ieist give security for liis' 
' ' . 

. ultimate conversion and that:of his ·subjects. · Char~es 
· -was prepared to'go* a very gte'at" way towards this ratilet 

' \~~than. be baulked. of h.is __ bbject: 1 He worked hirns~lf 1 up 
to believe that he was desperately iri love with the 
Infanta; in 'reality, he -was only in love with hiniseifand 
his own will. He bore himself with his usual outward / 

· . decorum, but I soon' found that he ~as running his h~ad . 
against .a stone wall of Catholic orthodoxy-confessors' 
of the ~lady,-necessary dispensations from unwilling 

->p9pes-honourable ..- but astute Spanish ministers, who 
simply saw one price which he mus! pay for his bride. 
Rather Jhan< .. ret:um baulked, Charles ,finally swore (r) 
that his wife's··household ~hould be entirely nominated 
by the 'King of Spain, and its priests and bishops exempt 

. from the law~ tf England; (2) that, wherever she was, 
there• should oe a public Catholic church 'open to all 

• -~nglishmen ; ' (3) that no existing law against Ca thoiics 
• should t be ·put. in force, and no future. Acts passed 

against ·the~ ·in any of his three kingdoms; (4)· that 
;perfect 1toleration· for their religion should be granted 
in all• private houses ; (5) that within three years Parlia
ment should confirm these articles; (6) that his father 
should af once swear to the same. 

When the news· of thiS reached James he was thrown 
i:n.to a terrible state. He at least knew how impossible 
of fulfilment such articles were ; and what, oh ! what 

. had b'ecome bf •the Palatinate ? But he· swore, simply 
.because he felt sure that, if he did not, he would 
·' 
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never see his 'Baby Charles' again. And now, having 
got an instalment of the price, the Spaniards naturally 
hesitated to hand over the lady ; would not the Prince 
wait till the spring? Each side, in fact, gradually 
began to see the falsity of the whole concern. The 
delay disgusted Charles, and it disgusted Buckingham 
still more; most of all Buckingham's free-and-easy 
manners, not to say insolence, disgusted the grave 
Spaniards. Charles suddenly declared he must go 
home~he would send a fleet to fetch his bride. Philip 
was delighted at the idea-anything to get rid of his 
troublesome guest. The parting was outwardly most 
friendly, but on the short voyage home Charles dis
covered that he ·had never loved the Infanta, that 
he had been grossly tricked throughout, and that 
only Spanish blood could salve his wounded honour. 
In truth, the Spaniards had behaved on the whole 
far more honourably than the Prince, whose measure 
Olivares had probably taken, and whom he trusted 
not at all. 

But to the English nation all this was hidden. The 
Prince had returned (he reached London October 6th) 
without the hated Spanish woman, and had escaped the 
Inquisition, in which the ordinary John Bull had pictured 
him languishing; he was still, marvellous to relate, a 
Protestant, and London blazed with bonfires as Charles 
drove through to join his father in Hertfordshire. 

For a while James, for whom one really begins to be 
sorry (for he saw the whole laborious edifice, which he 
thoug-ht he had built up, crumble at a touch of exaspera
tion on the part of Charles), struggled to believe that the 
marriage was still not impossible ; and his ambassador 
at Madrid strove to retreat from his awkward position at 
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least with honour. But the Pf"irice was obdurate; for the 
first and o~ly time in his life he had tasted the sweets of 
popular acclarriation', ·and Buckingham, who was ·never 
indifferent to the ·good-will of the nation, saw for himself 
a splendid chance of recovering it. He saw himself· 
a new Drake and a more successful Essex, storming the 
harbours of Cadiz and Lisbon, negotiating a French 
marriage ilnd alliance, . and leading the English people 

; ' in its most cherished and warlike design. A new· Parlia-
.ment ~as.s~mmoned in February, ~624, and the King 
had to give wayto)t step by step. He_ ate his own words 
·about privilege by entr~ating its advice on, grave matters 
of state," ate .the oaths he had sworn to the Spaniards, 
and · fl.uu"g the negotiation to the winds ; but it was 
manifest that he did all this only at the bidding of his 
favourite and his son. Three hundred thousand pounds 
were voted . by Parliament for a· naval . war and for 
assistap.ce tp the Dutch .. Bristol, who could have told 
a t~e.r tale than Buckingham about the Prince's visit 
to Spain, w.as, upon his return; confined to his house 
and not allo~ed to tell it even to James ; embassies were 

-sent to Il.egotiate for a _French bride for Charles, and 
t~ Gerffi~ny, Sweden and Denm<trk for a P~otestant 
crusade; and so the last year of James passed away in . . . 

,noisy preparations. Count Mansfeld, one of Frederi<;k's 
half-brigand allies, was allowed· to· come to England 
to levy men for the recovery of the Palatinate ; subsidies 
were promised to him, as well as to Christian of 
Denmark. 
B~t not, unfortunately, for such a war as the Commons 

had intended. The Houses were prorogued in May, 
already dissatisfied at the turn things, were taking. In 
spite of the invitation to assist in the royal councils. 

., 
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they had found that all the preparations for war were 
for a land war only, and were never revealed to them. 
The close French alliance, which formed the most impor
tant item in Buckingham's programme, was hateful to 
them ; small wonder that the first Parliament of the 
next reign repudiated responsibility for the King's 
engagements to foreign princes. All his last year the poor 
old King made pitiful efforts to avoid an open breach 
with Spain. 'Mansfeld's troops were for the Palatinate 
and for that only,' he said; 'they shouldn't even help 
the Dutch to relieve a single frontier fortress.' So those 
troops starved and died for want of pay and supplies. 
James' state-craft, such as it ever had been, was gone 
from him. Buckingham, in his eagerness for the French 
alliance, not only promised English ships to King Louis 
XIII. to help him to put down a rebellion of the ever
restless Huguenots, but, in view of the coming French 
marriage, compelled James secretly to pledge himself to 
articles of toleration for the Catholics which .would be 
only a shade less inacceptable to English Protestantism 
than those of the broken Spanish treaty. · 

Seven-and-fifty years of hard living-study, hunting, 
feasting and hot temper-had worn out the ' British 

I Solomon,' a name which Bishop Williams g~~e to James 
in his funerai se;~Qli'.--~On'March 27th, 1625, Charles I. 
·became killg:- The verdict of history on King James 
~ill have to be a more merciful one than that of his 
contemporaries would have been. In the main it will 
be this : he saw, far away, great things-peace, union, 
toleration ; but he failed to understand the things that 
:were near, ,;hich stoqd in ·the llght-of'th~_g-reat_ objects; 
and his career might well . illustrate a sermon on the 
virtues of temper, tact and self-restraint. 
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THE FIRST DEAFNESS OF 
KING CHARLES 

KING JAMEs. had inherited, as we .. h9,ve.~een, mans.flifti-: 4 
:ae -•• - u•AJI ........ ..:%.;ec:un,. . ..,.. ~· .'ft.!J u m r t • • : ~ -~ _, -,. 

cUI ties, both ,domesti~_.,a.ndjor,ei~ ... ,Jte -pai;aggrava ted 
them all and left_ th~rn, a terribleleg~X· to liis son. JKe 

. problem of ·sovereignty, to whlcili referred above, was 
·now bpenl)r"'Oii: tli'e * tabli""iot;oil.ltio~ • "ch~ries- ~as· far 

.,.." __ ,_. ~ ~ -~---;::. ~- ";"': •.. _ .. ~ .. ~;"~.:-.'...!'"" '-~-~''·x~~ ... -- --.-...o.. .... .;.;;;o., 

w,_~~~~ql}.JPP~Q ...... tb..,a.p.I_m;);;t~r.,for~..P,~~su*:r:~;n""!h~J~k~_ 
He-was -o&~'0£]4~iCj~ge$;p(men)na£""ever' tried 
to rule. He ~as quite self-sufficient, and quite-~ncapable 
either of inspiring confidence or giving it ; liKe EWelred, 

1he was the 'unready,' the evil-counsellea. _He was cold, 
. ''formal and proud, and withal of narrow ·intellect and 

poor edu~ation. This made him entirely blind to th~ 
changes, wliith were coming over the social and political 
atmosphere .. One doesn't suppose that he deliberately 
said to h-imself, " I will not listen to the voice of my 
pe~ple ".; but the effect was as if he had sa,id so. He 
did not .listen verr. much to the 'Only friel)d he.,.ever 
had, Buckingham. The· ,King and not Buckingham was 
to blame for. half the mismanagements of which the 
House of Commons was soori to accuse the latter; and 

I • 

th~ House was almost obliged. to confess as. much,.as .. 
soon as Buckingham was dead. , 

~ . ~ . . 
For the moment Buckingham seemed -to rule all. The' 

·r.,. ' , ·'J · ; 

Spanish war, the a~d to the German 1 Protestants,' the , 
of·,.. 1'. 

·,.. ..... ~·~ 
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French marriage, with its promises of toleration for 
English Catholics, all were put into his hands to be 
carried out. The gay little Queen, Henrietta Maria, 
aged fifteen, daughter of King James' old ally Henry IV., 
came over and was duly married to Charles ; but she 
found a very dry reception, and for three years at least 
her husband remained as cold as a fish towards her. He 
had early committed himself to a promise to lend ships to 
his new brother-in-law, Louis XIII., for the repression of 
the Huguenots; and in order to evade paying this disgrace
ful price for the French alliance, he actually got up a 
mutiny in his own royal navy. This was so far successful 
that the sailors refused to serve under the Papist flag ; 
but the ships had to be sent, were manned by Frenchmen, 
and helped to blockade La Rochelle, the great Huguenot 
stronghold of Western France. The rest of the French 
treaty came to nothing ; all Charles' promises of tolerating 
the Catholics were broken, the Queen's French ladies were 
packed off home, and the result was that the new French 
alliance was first strained, then snapped : and these 
things were done deliberately in order to throw dust in. 
the eyes of the English Parliament, from which the King 
now asked for a million of money to pay for the various 
enterp~ises which he had in hand. What would Par
liament say to it all ? 

The first three Parliaments of King Charles (1625, 1626, 
r6z8-:9) form a single epoch in the reign. They threw 
up many names to be famous in the strife to come-Pym, 
Wentworth and Cromwell ; but they threw up also a 
man who was to do more than all the rest to make ac
commodation impossible. One might call Sir I ohn Eliot 
the first professional leader of the Opposition, ' whose 
duty .it is to criticize everything the Government does.' 



SIR JOHN ELIOT z8r 

··Dr. Johnson said ' the· Devil was · th~ first Whig ' ; and, 
if we take his Gteek name of t::.uY.f3o~or;, the spirit that 
divideth (wher.e God willeth unity), there is some truth 

,I 
in the saying. Sir John Eliot was a man of the loftiest 
character, whose ghost, if it could haunt the scene· of 
his triumphs, would be horrified at the modern travesty 
of his principles, but he was as intolerant as hi~ opponent · 
the· King ; -and it is hard to resist the conclusion that, 
at last, he intended- to_ push matters to an extremity. 
Unfortunately, also, he po~sessed the most dangerous 'of -
all gifts, the power of moving a great assembly with 
.words., Of mortals he was certainly' the first Whig. the 
forerunner of Shaftesbury and Fox. 

\' 

I-le was such an admirable leader that he led the House 
further thanitintended to go, and further, I think, than - -it need have gone. With su,ch ·a stupid king as Charles, 
the game ,was really il1 the h'ands of Parliament,' and I 

there was no need for violent measures. The violence 
of· the third Parliament of the reign, if it did not found_ 

' . 
a Royalist party where none existed- before, at least gave 
the King excuses for some of his high-handed acts ; . ' ' 

and when, relying on these excuses, Charles went on to 
his eleven years of despotic government, he in his ·turn 
gave to his opponents far ampler excuses for the ~ubv~r
sion of his government, even at the sacrifice of the unit:y 
of the nation .. In my opinion the first Parliam~nt,-tha\ 
of r625, threw down an unnecessary gauntlet in refusing_ 
to grant the King . the customs for life. This main and 
increasing source of royal revenue now amounted almost . 

to £3oo,ooo; ~very kjgg~~Yfc~;;-J?.~fit 
grant~,?- !<?·hill]. fq_r. lik._,In, Charles' first Parliament . 

r .-, -- ,. - __ ;r-_."~ ·- . ·"-
the' Commons brought in a Bill to grant it for one year _ 
only,; th~ Lord~, tak}ng the patural'yi~w tp.at, thi~ wa~-
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an unnecessary irritation, would almost certainly have 
amended or thrown out the Bill, had Parliament not 
been dissolved before they could do so. The King, who 
simply couldn't live at all without this resource, collected 
the customs, without any grant, right down to r64o. 
Technically the Commons were within their rights ; and 
they had a good excuse in that they wanted to gmit 
the 'impositions' referred to above. Morally, howev~r, 
the King was in the right ; _ and the Commons so far 
acknowledged their error, that they made at first little 
complaint against the King's collection of the dues. 
To refuse other parliamentary grants was quite another 
thing ; these, and not the customs, were the real weapon 
which should have been used. 

Again, however objectionable the 'Arminian innova-• tions' in church matters were to the mass of the nation, 
it cannot be denied thaf the violence of the leaders of 
the Commons against Arminians threatened to produce, 
and did ultimately produce an intolerance quite as great 
as that of the court clergymen. Side by side with all 
that was noble in Puritanism, the direct relation of the 
individual soul to God, the hatred of priestcraft and 
ceremonial, lay the less lovely feature of the Calvinist 
creed, the doctrine of election and predestination, which 
Burns has so frightfully satirized in ' Holy Willie's 
Prayer.' Gradually, in the strife of parties, to many 
reflective minds, which had no sympathy with Laud's 
petty ceremonial or his sacerdotal doctrines, this funda
mental of the Puritan creed became unbelievable ; and 
such minds were driven by the violence of the Opposition 
into the Royalist camp in spite of themselves. 

All this, however, was in the future. The strife of 
parties had definitely begun : each formed its shibboleths 
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and. sharpened its ~eapons ; , and; .ill five cases out~ of 
six, it must be admitted that the Parliamentary party 
was in the right: the Government seemed to have· a' 
genius for putting itself in the· wrong. It Will be C9n
venient if, before discussing the domestic quarrels, we 
take a ra:rid . su~vey of 'the_ foreign policy of Kirtg :. 
Charles, if, indeed, there is anything' which ·can be - ' ,.. ' . . . ..,, "' 
dignified by such a ~~me. On Jam~·· deat.h the money 
promi~ed to Mansfeld and to: ·King Christian:of Den:-, . ~...... ... . ., ... . 
mark remained unpaid. The latter had made war in 
Germany mainly on the strength of the promise, and 
Charles' failure to keep it hastened Christian's utter 
defeat at the hands of the Imperialists in r6z6. Mans
feld's army , also starved and melted away. A few 
gallant Englishmen ,in the Danish servic~ saved·' the 

<t • • 

towns at the mouth of the Elbe for a few months longer, 
and Sir Charles • Morgan ·covered', himself with immortal 
honour by his defence of Stade; but by r6z8 all·.chance 
of serious English interference on behalf of the· German. 
Protestants was over, and only the appearance of King 
Gustavus of Sweden ·on the scene saved North Germany 
'for Protestantism. Gustavus, almost as great a states
man as he was a soldier, had taken the measure of 
English promises, and, though Charles coquetted with · 
him, he woul~ have nothing to say to Charles at all. 
It was impossible for the king of such a poor country 
as • Swede~ to make war on its own resources, and 
Gu~tavus turned to a better payma.Ster, the King of 
France ; an~ thus was founded the alliance of France 
and Sweden, which was to last almost to the close of 
the eighteenth century. Ill fortune also attended the 
attack of our fleet on Spain in the autumn of r625. Sir 
Edward Cecil, its commander, whom his men somewliat 

•' .. 
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unjustly nicknamed 'Sit-still,' failed to take Cadiz, 
failed to damage the Spanish ships in the harbour, and 
failed to capture the Mexican plate-fleet. Buckingham's 
administration as Lord High Admiral, though not without 
its merits, 1 had produced foul hulls, rotten tackle and 
landsmen impressed as sailors who had no stomach for 
Raleigh's old game. 

To quarrel with France while he was still at war with 
Spain was Charles' next move, and a madder one could 
scarcely be imagined. It seems to have been partly 
his determination to dismiss his Queen's French ladies 
that set the match to the fire; but it was also a desire 
to show himself off as a champion of Protestantism, in 
which character he was even then being hissed off the 
German stage. In 1626 he would succour the distressed 
Huguenots of La Rochelle, for use against whom in the 
year before he had lent King Louis English ships. It 
would not really be fair to compare the position of the 
French Protestants with that of the English Catholics ; 
for the former had enjoyed, since 1598, complete freedom 
from persecution everywhere, and liberty o:f worship in 
certain specified districts. They had also enjoyed very 
wide political privileges, which, one is bound to admit, 
they had misused even to the length of rebellion; and 
it was these privileges only which the great French 
minister, Richelieu, was seeking to break down at La 
Rochelle. Charles and Buckingham either totally failed 
to see this, or overlooked it from their 'champion of 

1 Buckingham certainly reformed many of the abuses which 
had crept into the navy during the long admiralty of old Lord 
Nottingham, who had gone serenely to sleep after his victory 
over the Armada. But Buckingham was really more fussy than 
thoroughgoing, and was too impatient to learn anything in 
detail. 
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Protestantism' point of view. Richelieu ~round hi~ 
teeth and unwillingly consented to patch up a temporary 
peace with Spain (April, r(iz6). . He would make an· 
end, he vowed, of La Rochelle's independence. And 
so, in the summer of r627, a great English fleet was 
with' difficulty got ready '.for the relief. This time 
Buckingham would go· in person ; and his expedition · 
to the Isle of RM, which guards the entrance to La 
Rochelle, was an even more pitiable failure than Cecil's 
to Cadiz. Buckingh~m displayed great personal courage, 
great humanity and great 'fussiness. His men starved 

I 

and rotted· for three months in a hopeless and gallant 
at~empt to take:a small fortress at the harbour mouth. 
The Rochellese also starved behind their own walls ; 
by the beginning of November Buckingham was back 

' ' 

at Plymouth.· An effort was made to keep the fleet 
and the army. on a war footing during the winter; in tne 
hope of a fresh effort for the next year; but there. was 
no pay and little. food, and the results we~e mutiny, 
desertion and plundering of Devonshir.e farms, answered 
by executions under martial law. 

In,May, 'iB, the fleet, under Lord Denbigh, sailed and 
failed again. Richelieu's lines were closing round the· 
doomed city, and Denbigh returned in a month without 
having l?een able to strike a blow. The entrance to 
La Rochelle was no doubt a difficult one ; but. Bucking
ham, who, with all his faults, was a high-spirited English 
'gentleman, felt the failure deeply, and in August he 
was preparing for a fresh relief expedition, when he was 
murdered at Portsmouth by one I ohn Felton, a gloom~, 
discontented fanatic who made himself the agent of the 
.c;;:.a:::; _ "; & 't'ltllt I~;;: ~ W:-!!#t!~ .• 1 ifl7 if 'Will~ .-o 

P2P..l;,!ar .. h~.tred .... La Rochelle surrendered to Richelieu 
~n October iBth:- ·It is characteristic of Charles that 
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he was quite as ready to make peace With Spain or with 
France as he had been to make war : to each he offered 
an alliance against the other ; both negotiations could 
go on at the same time-why not ?-and he would con
clude the one that turned out best. There was, in fact, 
no real obstacle to either peace; for Spain was reduced 
to her last maravedi (she always was, and yet somehow 
managed to stagger along for nearly a century more), 
and France had greater schemes on hand, now that the 
unity of her kingdom was achieved. But as for alliance 
with Charles, not even the poor Spaniards cared about 
that now. The treaty of Madrid (1630) closed the 
Spanish war ; that of Susa had closed the French war 
the year before. Henceforth King Charles had to avoid 
wars, little or big. His poor brother-in-law Frederick 
died in 1632, leaving numerous children, whose destitute 
condition afforded employment for Charles' ambassadors 
at European courts for the rest of the reign. Charles 
was quite ready to promise aid to any one who would 
help to recover the Palatinate, but. for ten years no one 
paid the slightest attention to him. Perhaps the most 
humorous point in the situation was reached when, in 
the autumn of 1639, the Dutch chased a large Spanish 
fleet into the Downs, and Charles offered his protection 
and the assistance of the English fleet to the highest 
bidder, Dutchman or Spaniard; and he went on haggling 
so long that the Dutch got impatient and blew most 
of the Spanish ships to pieces. The curtain was rung 
down for good on the foreign policy of the Elizabethan 
age, and the name of England was blotted from the 
pages of European history until a mightier hand than 
that of Charles took the helm of state. 

Now, it is impossible to acquit the House of Commons 
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9f all responsibility for this. effacement :of the influence 
of. England abroad. Some of its l.e~ders_,.,_e.g. the King's 
future minister, Thomas Wentworth-avowed that Eng~ 
land had no concern. with foreign quarrels. But the 
gre?-t majority of them, and especially Eliot, while 
1ooJ.dng upon interference on behalf of foreign Protestants, 
no matter the .right or wrong of their cause, as a sacred 
duty, were eith~r. qurt~ unwilling to pay the enormous 
necessary , cos~, or unwi,lling to trust the King and his 
ministers with the task. They therefore dribbled out 
subsidies quite insufficient even to keep a fleet ·afloat : 
ini625 £r4o,ooo (about half the cost of the fleet for that. 
year);. in r6z6 nothi11g; in r6z8 five subsidies (£350,ooo) 
were actually .voted, but the formalities necessary· to· 
make the vote a Bill were not completed. After the 
dissolution in r6zg, Charles. took these subsidi~s as if 
they had been~ granted. 

I hope that I have shown that the King and his ministers 
·gave the. most .ample justification for this' mistrust-'
n6 ·government ever gave greater; but it was hardly 
fair, under the circumstances, for the House· to scold , 

·them as incessantly as. it did for the .f3ilure of their 
.foreign policy. The fact is that, as.things stood, Went
,worth was probably right: . the Continent must be 
left to take care of itself; the English Parliament 'had 
other tasks to perform. In the course of the performance 
of these tasks Wentworth found that he was very much 
out of touch with the other leaders, and deliberately 
went over to the side of the Crown. It was Eliot, Pym, 
Sandys and Phelips who bore the brunt of the struggle. 
To t?em, perhaps even before civil liberty, the ·dearest 
cause was Puritanism; and to the defence of that cause 
they went with a will ... Now their complaint is of the 
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non-enforcement of the recusancy laws against the 
Papists ; there is a perfect nest of Jesuits at Clerkenwell 
who are not hanged, drawn and quartered, as his Majesty 
promised they should be. Now it is Queen Mary's old 
candlesticks that are being placed on the communion 
table in Winchester Cathedral. Now it is Richard 
Montague, who writes a 'New Gag for an Old Goose,' in 
which he says that the Pope is neither Antichrist nor the 
Man of Sin, and defends auricular confession and pictures 
in churches : surely he ought to be punished ? Charles 
coldly says no, and makes him a bishop instead. Now 
it is Roger Mainwaring, who preaches a sermon, in which 
he says the King can take what taxes he pleases (even 
Laud remonstrated when Charles ordered. this ' blatant 
beast ' to publish his sermon). He is impeached, con
demned by the Lords, pardoned by the King and given 
a rich living; him, too, lawn sleeves await (r636). Now 
it is John Cousin, Prebendary of Durham, who publishes 
a manifestly Popish 'Book of Devotions,' specifying at 
what hour you are to say what prayers; who has (or 
has not) been seen during the communion service, reading 
a book called 'The Preparation for the Mass.' He, too, 
is treated to Eliot's thunder; he will get his bishopric, 
though he will have to wait till after the Restoration for 
it. Worst of all, the communion table is, in too many 
places, being made to look like an altar ; and men are 
seen bowing to it. 

It all sounds like a fore-echo of the dismal controversies 
of our own days, and oneis tempted to wish impatiently 
that Eliot and his friends could have been more tolerant. 
But then one must reflect, first, that the King was heart 
and soul in favour of these innovators, and that he 
possessed, by the Act of Supremacy, coercive power to 
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install these innpvatiqns everywhere. Parliament had 
really no legaj power of resistance in chu~ch matters, 
~n.less it could repeal that Act ~nd get the King's consent 
to such repeal ; and that . Act had, up till now, · been·. 
regarded ~·the firmest bulwark against ~orne. Abbot, 
Archbishop of Canterbury, a moderate Puritan, counted 
for nothing in the strife ; his voice was quietly set aside, . 
he was, ih r6271 confined 'in one of his own houses, ·arid' 
his jurisdiction was taken· from ~~: because he refused 
to license a sermon which a sycophant named Sibthorp 
preached in favour of a forced loan. Dr. Laud----,-suc
cessively Bishop of St. David's (r62r), Bath and Wells 
(r626), London (r628), and soon (r633) to be Arch
bishop-stood behind the throne, rigidly determined to 
enforce conformity and uniformity on a wholly unwilling 
people. · "· 

Secondly, one must reflect that these innovators in 
-,, 'religion were also the foremost in maintaining the extreme 

·d9ctrine of the King's prerogative, and therefore were 
, ·the greatest enemies of civil liberty. In their defence of 

this l~t the Puritan leaders were reinforced by men like 
Selden, the most learned scholar of his age. and .by·oid 
Sir ·Edward Coke, whom James had dismissed froni the 
Chief- Justiceship •. , Whatever opinions o'ne may hold in 
the religious con.'troversy, it is perfectly 'clear that in ., 
dvil matters the House of Commons was wholly in the 

·right. The House of Lords supported it here with far 
more energy than in the defence of Puritanism. ·The 
peers of older creation had, indeed, long resented the.~ ·. 

·' rapid additions to their House of men who, were mere 
•. ~courtiers (Scottish courtiers, too, in some ca~es) or'favour

ites, of men who bought peerages or receiv~d them as 
rewards of financi"al services. .They felt themselves ousted 

t9 0: 
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from the Privy Council, 1n which Elizabeth had been 
careful to consult them ; · they felt that the Government 
was becoming a '.bureaucracy.' Charles began his 
reign by trying, with the most shocking ignorance of 
Constitutional ;Law, to keep out of the House the Earls 
of Arundel and Bristol, respectively the proudest and 
the ablest of the Peers. He attempted to keep them 

•" 
in confinement during a parliamentary session, lest they 
should critici.ze Buckingham's foreign policy. The Peers 
growled ominously in each case ; and Charles, after 
various subterfuges, including an absurd, accusation 
of high treason against Bristol, the most loyal man in 
the kingdom, gave way. 

Still, it was to the Commons that the bulk of the work 
and ~ll the lead fell. The first. Parliament skirmished 
and bickered, mainly on religion and on ~he failure of 
the foreign policy ; at last it went straight to the point 
and named the Duke of Buckingham. The King, 
against his favourite's advice, at once dissolved it. The 
second went straight to the point at once and impeached 
the Duke. The charges against him were either vague 
or not easy to prove : ' he held too many offices ; he 
trafficked in peerages for his personal gain ; as Admiral 
he failed egregiously to guard English commerce; he 
had doctored King James on his deathbed.' Eliot, in 
an impassioned summing up, compared him tp Sejanus, 
and it did not need much knowledge of history to enable 
Charles to remark, " Then I must be Tiberius." Generally 
speaking, the individual charges broke down hopelessly; 
any court would have been bound to acquit any man 
on such evidence as the Commons were able to produce. 
The real charge was that here was a man who monopolized 
the power of the Crown and ruled the State in a most 
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incapable fashion ; his remo~~l' ~as imperatively neces-
'tsary if there ,were to be ·any·reform at alL '<Before the 

·LJrds -could .investig~:te' th~ charges .the'. Ki~g, in' the 
~~bid~le o.f; the sessi<;>n, iniprjsoned ,iDiot an:~. ~~gge~, and. 
t the Common;; absol~te~y refused to pro<,:ee,~ ~o busin~s 

fill they were relea§·ed. )Vhen thatwastdone;. the H9use .. 
. ... ''io • . ' 

. v<;>ted by a large,niajority a'r_oot"'~rrd-prarich remonstrance • ,(. 
·' ! . ·I ·- . •r . ' ' . '~' . 

ag~inst· ~he very existence of Buckingham: '·the ,-affairs ; 
of tlie Christian' wqrld. do all suffer ehiefly by his ;nean~: ~ ·} · ' 
.. a:ny. IJ.leiney, we shall give your Majesty;:wiJi, tP,rough . 

h1s miserhploymen~;,·be turned rathef, to ~he" hurt and . 
prejudice ~h{ty~~r.. kingdom than otherwise:r.Jtc.' _"" 

.• • - ' I ~ • \ ; ~ ·~ ,_~ ,,. If 

Instant dissolution fbllowed. \ · t• . • ,• 
~::::.;.!Bo"~l:=""i==-!oi~~~,;,;,.;.~--:-··· ~ . ' . ~ • 
Charles;, like his,.father in r6r4, had tq f~ll bacJ5, •iJ.h!i.l ;,. 

wer~. to liv.e at ·an,: ori~unJ2arliamentary taxa.:tion ... Firs(~·-''; 
... he asked his loving~ subjects, county by 'copntyt fo:f,a/· ~< 
. ·free· gift. His•loying subjects replied,.;; No:~·· ... 'th;n t~e•• .:_:'~ 

~· tried, .foll;>\\:ing ···a 'precedent of Elizabetli',_''t0: t?illP.~ltt .• , 
. -1each of, ~he rmarihme··fOUnties to provi_df:hi~ • a ,s~if> •... ~· 
· for his fleet, or its 'equivalent in cash .• Sqmetliing· \Ja~ t 

'raised in. this way:; after the list of'justi~es of th~;p~ic~ ~~· 
'·f- V· ,... , 1 f-

>Had be~n' purified by the erasure of the names• cif';j~:Iiot, "'' 
W~nhyorJ~· .J?h~lips and other Parliamentary lejlde~s. :::.t:, 
p.inaJly (September; r6z6), just as he ·was b~gihning {lis 

.·q:uarrel with France, the King sent rou!fd a cirtulaf 
dernaridil!g .afor~e~l'loan. It was expecteq to' bring, inf .• 
[35o,ooo ! and 

1
men were ,rated to it a~cortling , to what 

they,. would' hav~ tpai~ to five parliamentary subsidies.; 
>!' f ·, t Jot . I ' 

So~e people' ~hJl ,refuseq ·!,? pay· ;were impressed to 
t · serve as soldiers or sailors. 1.Even the judges· kicked 

. ' ~ ~ . 

. against sanctionirig'Jorced loans; Crew., :c.}., was instantly 

' ,. 

• ) I 1 . ..- i ~ ~ 

dismisse_d. '.,Fiftee~ peers refus~~-among · them·. the ,,. 
fut~re ,leaders ih the·~ Clvil .~War;:,Essex, Warwi~!< · arld ~ . 

• • ,. ~,.· ··~ 1 ~ If~:: .(~· 
, I , ., "!> ·r .. ~ '~ 

-t,. r ~- ,· \· 1-r 
I, 
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Saye. Early in r627 the privy councillors themselves 
went round England to enforce payment; but re
sistance steadily grew. Among the resisters were 
Wentworth and ] ohn Hampden, as well as Eliot, who 
was again promptly imprisoned. Altogether, nearly a 
quarter of a million was squeezed out of the country : 
Buckingham's expedition to Rhe swallowed it all up 

-· in a few weeks. 
,.r 
~,, Then came the famous cause of the ' five knights '-
l 

1 
may their names live long in the land-_!2arnel, Corbet, 

j ,_ Erle, Heveni~glJ._a~ru~nd __ Edmund J:late-p~en .• They too 
\ 1, had been imprisoned for refusing to p~ They de-
\ i m~ded a habeas corpus-that is to say, the sacred right 
1 ci(e~ery -En-glishman: to be broughtup for trial at the 
: next assize, and, unless COffi!Ditt~d for treason or felony, 

lo-be releasedo~ail in the meantime. Not even King 
Charles alleged that the refusal of a forced loan was either 
treason or felony; therefore it must be a misdemeanour, 
the only other class of crime known to the law. But 
the Crown lawyers argued that a person committed to 

\ 
.'.' , prison 'per speciale mandatum regis' could not sue out 

, his writ of habeas corpus; that the Crown was not bound 
' to show cause; that there were plenty of precedents for 

it ; that, even if there were· not, it was ' matter of pre
rogative,' ' reason of state.' There were, undoubtedly, 
plenty of precedents ; but then they had been il! times 
when the safety of the State was in grave danger. Eliza
beth had seized and kept in prison lots of Jesuits who 
were plotting the overthrow of English law and liberty. 
Now it was King Charles rather than the five knights 
who was plotting that same. No one, in short, denied 
that there was a useful and necessary sphere for preroga
tive ; but the application of it in this case would lead 
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to sheer tyranny. The .fo~r judges; before whom the 
~ase was tried; felt it ~afer to stick to the '~etter of th~ 
law and to allow the precedents to ruri on; they there~ore 
refused to liberate the prisone~~-but they also :efused 
to rule that the Crown was not bound to show ''cause 
of commitment.• 

'-

The ~ing n~?x~ thought he would try an excise-i.e. · ,' 
~ tax on good'? made at home, levied by inspectors 
(Dr. Johnson's ' hat.eful impost levied on commodities; 

• and 'adjudged, not by the common judges of property 
·. but' by wretches hired by those to whom the. excise is 

. -.. I 

paid ') ; bbt'.even his Privy Council would not follow 
&(-r-~ ' • 

~~· him here. t-· Then he thought of a 'ship-money,' to be 
levied ~n all,courities ; this too was abandoned. Filially, 
the ·only thing to be done was to try a Parliamenl again. 
The .third Parliament of the reign' accordingly 'inet in 
March, r6z8. Wentworth at first took the lead. in. the 

' ( 
Commons, and denounced forced loan~, favo';rites, 
billeting of soldiers on private houses, impressment . of. 
soldiers for foreign service, and the like ; above all, he 
denounced inefficiency. His position was·a peculiar one : _ 
he had little reverence for Parliaments-they were to 
him only'a means to an end, to enable the King's Govern
ment to be C<!-!!~ed on efficiently ; his ideal was the 

.i' Elizabethan i~~al, strong government based on the 
unity of King and People ; he hated Puritans and Puri-. 
tanisin, a~d distrusted Eliot almost as· much as he hated 

' ,. 
Buckingham. He had enormous confidenceo in hi~ own 
ability to r~le, and. wanted to di:>play .it. Charles 

· early learned that c.ertain concessions might win over 
this strong man, who .had been obliged for the time to 1 

throw in,his.lot with the Opposition. It was Wentwor.th's_ 
influence that procured the vote of five subsidies, eve~ ' 

\ ,...,;.., 
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whil_e ~e _:y§:s~ _also bringing in a Bill to restrict _a,rbitrary 
imprisonment, forced loans and billeting. He went still 
further, and- -proposed th-at- the--Coillill;J;-L~nv doctrine 

:z of habeasco~ -;h~;ld b~ f~rtified by ~ -Stat~te, an 
___........-...-- ~ -·- -....--·-~ 

ideal not realized till 1679. 
It was Sir Edwa~d -~oke who propos~d to cli!Jch the 

~ matter by embodying the principal demands of the 
-:! '; Co~ons.in a' Petition of Right.' This was~ medireval 

I name for a declaration of both Houses, which was not 
i a Statute but had all the force of one. It had to 

receive an immediate answer, instead of waiting, like 
a Statute, till the end of the session. The Petition, after .. - .... 
~~ch discussior:._._ ~ ac~~p_te~JI.!)s>th -~ouses in May, 
'28. It declared commissions of martial law unlawful, 

·- --~-·-·-·-·----- -- ----- -··-· -··. ~ 

~g of soldie~ _and s~iJors on privat~- houses un-
lawful, all loans or taxes without consent of Parliament 
unlawful, -~~d-all -~rbitr-;:;y--i~pri~o~m~pt unlawful. 
Though- W entw~~tl;~s -- p;~p~~als -h~d laid the ground 

for it, the express nature of its terms·, and its narrow 
limitation of the sphere of action of the prerogative, 
displeased him. Henceforth he went back, and walked 
no more with his former associates ; and, as it was not 
in his nature to stand aside or to do anything by 
halves, he went over wholly to the King. In the 

' second session of this Parliament he appeared as Baron, 
and soon as Viscount Wentworth; and men have called 
him an apostate. 

The King struggled and wriggled against consenting 
to the Petition. He consulted the judges, each one 
separately, before giving his reply. The general drift 
of their answer was, "Your Majesty knows that we are 
the interpreters of the Law; all laws have need of 
interpretation." " Yes, but if I consent to this, shall I 
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" ever be able to violate it again? " Answer again, " It 
will be a· matter _for interpretation in eac};l particular . • 
c;ise ; did we ever fail your. -M~jesty yet ? ·, Fortified , 

. . \ 'i 

with this, Charles 'gave· a shuffling assent, with reserva-
' tions which the Houses utterly refused to receive. "It 
is Buckinghall!," again they cried, , " who has coun
selled this ; he is the author of all our .evils " ; and:;;; .. ., ...... 

the King, fearing a fresh impeachment of his favourite, 
gave way and swallowed the Petitidn whole. Here the 
Commons· ought to have rested content, and here Lords 

~ 

wanted them to rest; rbut party spirit had beeri'highly 
inflamed-the House was no longer in Wentworth's 
hands,-but in Eliot's. ,In the very next month (June, 
'?8), it drew up a remonstrance on the state of t~e king
dom in general and. on the Duke in partictllar ; and, 
further, i} proceeded to complain of the collection of · 
the customs, which it had never yet grapted. ~t is 
quite certain that the Commons never intended the 
wo!ci ·'tax' in tqe J?etition to cover the customs; they 
only meant direct taxes, and they had no .business now ., 
to shift their ground, The King angrily prorogued the 
Houses ; and, when they met again, Buckingham was 
dead, and Wentworth had gone to . York as ' Lord Pre-. 

I ' 

sident of the Council of the North.' 
• !'J 

London was, then as a~ways, fiercely Parliamentarian, t 

and the autumn of 1628 and most of r629 witnessed a 
long struggle between the merchants, who now refused 
~o pay customs ,on their goods, and the Law Courts, 
which held that such duties were leviable by prerogative. 
The most famous cases ar:e those of Chambers and Rolle. 
Chambers bolqly told the Privy Council that merchants 
were worse ' screwed and wrung ' in England than in . 
Turkey; he fought h~~ case stoutly, inch by inch, befor~ 

·, 
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Council and Star Chamber, in spite of fines and im
prisonments. He lived to resist ship-money also, and 
to be indemnified by the Long Parliament as a' martyr 
to liberty.' Rolle was a member of the House of 
Commons as well as a merchant ; the House explained 
that this made the matter worse for the King, and 
fiercely claimed 'privilege of Parliament' for a member's 
goods as well as for his person. For a time trade lan
guished completely, for no one imported goods, but, by 
1630, the merchants (who, after all, must live) began to 
give way. 

The second session of the third Parliament was there-
,._- -- ~ ··------ - - - ~ - ·-

fore the fiercest of all that had yet been. Pym and ' ---· ,._ -~ 

Eliot defitt_itely carried the war into the !fing's country: 
f -' Religio:r: perishing ! _<:us toms illegally levied! Viola
' • tiori of the Petit!on_~R.!_ght ! Viola!ion_ of privil~ge of 

Parliament ! ' Shriller and shriller rose these cries, .. ~. -·· .. ... 
illustrated by a hundred details of arbitrary actions and 
of Popish innovations, on one of which Oliver Cromwell 
made the first of his amazingly ungrammatical, but 
forcible speeches. In the discussion of Rolle's case the 
custom-house officers were even summoned to the bar of 
the Lower House and sharply interrogated. On March 2nd 
the quarrel culminated in the refusal of the House to 
adjourn at command of the King. The doors were 
locked, and the Speaker, who protested in vain, was held 
down in his chair by physical force, while Holles, at 
Eliot's instigation, read to the House the famous three 
resolutions :-" That whoever brings in Arminian or 
Popish innovations in religion, whoever advises the 
levy of customs before parliamentary grant, whoever 
even pays the same, is an enemy to the Kingdom and 
Commonwealth." It was an open defiance of the King 
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and all his works, on the two capital grounds of religion . 
and taxation. The House adjourned itself,· after a 
wild scene of enthusiasm and disorder, and Parliament 
was at once dissolved. 

"No man," says Clarendon, "can show me a source 
from whence these 'waters of bitterness we now taste 
have more probably flowed than from this unseasonable, 
unskilful and precipitate,dissolution of Parliaments," .•. 
the court and people" usually parted at these sad seasons 
with no other respect anq charity, one toward the other, 

• . • ·I 
than accompames persons who never meant to meet ; 
but in · their own defence, . . . and whoever considers 
tli~ acts ofpower and injustice in the intervals of Parlia
ments will not be much scandali4ed at the warmth and 
vivaci~y of those· meetings." Moreover, the historian· 
well indicates how the plan defeated itself; it made 
people co~sider the power of Parliaments to be rriuch 
greater than [in Clarendon's own later view] it legally 
should have been,: "since the sovereign power seemed 
to be· compelled to that rough cure [dissolution], and to 
determine their being, because it could not determine 
their jurisdiction." 

'-. But Eliot had ar.~ealed to the country beyon~ tl_J.e 
walls of St. Step!J.J!!-2 Chapel, and the first penod of 

. King Charles' reign was at an end. 

• I 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE BLINDNESS OF KING 
CHARLES 

. tf~~E period now before us, from ~1a~<.:h,_ :_6zg, till April, 
jj 1640, contains the longest interval between two Parlia
' 1 ~e_;;ts·_ ~n~~n-in English history. It ~ oft~n called 
: ' the period of despotism,' but I do not imagine that 

Charles had, during these years, any more consciousness 
that he was ruling despotically than he had had before. 
The fact seems simply to be that, as long as he could 
make shift in one way or anoth€r to get money enough 
to live on and govern with, without driving his long
suffering people into open rebellion, there seemed to be 
no particular reason why he should call a Parliament 
at all. There were, from his point of view, a great many 
reasons why he should not. I suppose that he was too 
stupid to realize that discontent was bound to go on 
increasing every year, and that the bill of reckoning, 
when presented, would be heavier for every year of delay. 
The same excuse may probably be made for Laud, with 
whom he took frequent counsel, and not upon church 
matters alone. But it is difficult to believe that Went
worth can have closed his eyes to the inevitable sequel; 
possibly his view was that the increase of commercial 
prosperity (and we have plenty of evidence of such an 
increase) would dull men's minds to the loss of con-

:;o9a 
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stitutional liberties. After all, he may have thought, 
it was the ' regular thing ' in Europe. In France. and 
Spain, in the German states, even in happy Scandinavia, 
roy'al power had been for. more than a century on the 
increase.; all media:val systems of Estates, of ·which 
our Parliament was only one, had gone to the wall; 
·and, in· those countries, order had been all the better ' 
kept, and prosp·erity had been greater than in the 
Middle Ages, when monarchs. were ' linlited.' · An 

:;(" unfettered ki~g ~an intro~uce refor:ns which are in 
r "advance of· his age; Parliaments will only represe!].t . ______.,. -- --~ 

the commonplace feeling of the age, and will retard such 
. . 

reforms. Wentworth, moreover, was far away in Ireland 
most of the time, and his ' experiments' in strong govern
·~ent ' bore good fruit there ; and perhaps he didn't. 
realise that, long before his ·return, peo2le were muttering 
of him as' black Tom Tyrant.' . . 
· Yet, even if Wentworth persuaded himself that the 

day for strong· government was ·not yet past, he m~t 
7hav.€ sopn felt that as ·an apex for the system Charles · 
~'was lioperess.--Charle.s' indifference to counsel, and. the 
· scantin~rid tardiness of his rewards to his ~ost faithful 

servant might have convinced him of this. There' is -· ..l- o sort of evidence that Charles· perceived Wentworth's 
r greatness: " this King," the Venetian ambassador 

f;rote, 'tis so' con'stituted that he never obliges any one 
/cither by word or deed.'' As for other 'advisers,' the 

I King listened to very few, and those quite undistinguished. 
Down . till 1635 he had an admirable steward, of the 
Cranfield type, in Richard Weston, Earl of Portland ; 
who, though he made a large private fortune out of the 
Treasurership, watch~d, with a sharp eye, against the 
peculations of others.· To Cottington, a selfish time-
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server who knew the backstairs of European diplomacy, 
the King occasionally turned; to Sir Thomas Roe or 
to Lord Bristol, who understood both the needs of Europe 
and the honour of England, hardly ever. The Marquis 
Hamilton, his Scottish cousin, was calculated to give 
him the worst possible advice on the government of 
Scotland; and with Hamilton, who was often playing 
for his own· ends, Charles made the nearest approach 
to friendship that he ever made after Buckingham's 
death. From being very rude, and then coldly polite 
to his Queen, he had passed into her affectionate lover 
and servant; and, while no one could say that the Queen 
was a bad woman, she was levity and folly itself. For 
the· rest, the King walked about his beautiful palaces, 
planted and built, collected pictures and statues (in 
which he had a fine taste), hunted a good deal in a stately 
kind of way, and perhaps, like the proverbial ostrich who 
buries his head in the sand, really came to forget all 
about public opinion. 

What chance had public opinion of getting for itself 
organized expression? Very little. For the pulpit 
was to the seventeenth century what the newspaper is 
to-day, and Laud took care to tune the pulpits to his 
own key. The universities were watched, and weeded 
of Puritanism by the same careful hand. Success in 
the learned professions awaited only those who ' con
formed.' Perhaps the best opportunities of a talk on the 
'state of the nation' were enjoyed by the populace at 
executions and pillories, by merchants and tradesmen 
in town councils, by country gentlemen at quarter 
sessions and assizes, at the meet, or at the new-fashioned 
race-meetings. 1 But we have abundant evidence that 

1 Among the pestilent innovations of the Stuarts, horse-racing 
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the lessons of ~esistance,taught in the're~ent Parliaments, 
wen~. well remembered by all thes~· classes. We have 
also·'~uch powerful tradition that Pym and John Hamp
den, a gentleman of fortune in Bucks, deliberately ·set ' 
to work to build upon the foundation which Eliot had 
laid; that they held meetings at the houses of ·the Earl 

·of Bedford, the Earl of Warwick and Lord Saye, and 
kept their armdur, so to speak, polished for the :Q.rst 
chance of renewal of the fray. As, without such renewal, 

. the liberties of England would have been lost, we cannot 
·afford t~ reg~et that they did sb. But we are· bound 
to regret one part of the result; for, when the victory 

. over the ine~_cient monarchy had been won, Parliament 
be_came, not .the place of the expression of a united . ~ 
national will, but the theatre of party strife for ambitious ... , . . : . . 

·'POliticians, seeking to maintain (hemselves in power,· at 
first, by the adroitness of tongue-fence, and at last by ., 
appealS to the cupidity of uneducated men. 

f!:owever, the victory had to be won first; and many 
a ' martyr to liberty ' had to suffer in the proc;ess. Eliot 
was 'the first ; he and several other merp.ber's were sent to 
prison for ' exciting to sedition ' in the last Parliament. 
They applied for a writ of .habeas corpus. The judges 
did not half like their task, and"were inclined to\grant • 
it; but the King deceived them by a mean trick/ and 
they were obliged to refuse it. Walter, the Chief Baron 
of the Exchequer, who kicked against this disgrace to 
his order, was suspended froni his functions. Eliot 

was not the least disastrous-" whereby," says Madden, "the 
country has been filled with ruined gamblers and the horse
market flooded with worthless weeds, in order that here and 
there a horse may be bred of the rarest power to gallop for ·a' 
couple of miles, carrying on his back a boy or an attenuated man." 
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died in r632 in the Tower, where he had suffered some 
hardships; he seems to have been one of the few people 
to whom the courtesies, usually accorded to political 
prisoners, were refused. Strode, hi;; stoutest comrade, 
remained in prison till 1640. The other prisoners, one 
by one, made some sort of submission to the Crown, 
and were grudgingly released, Holies and Valentine, 
two subsequent leaders in the Long Parliament, being 
among them. 

Laud, meanwhile, was hard at work at his endeavour 
to. enforce outward confor_mity to, -arid -uniformity in - ---...........--~-- --
the services of the Church. He seems to have cared very 
little for theology, though, as Chancellor of the Uni-' ' - ·- -

-:; 1 versity of Oxford, he was a munificent _patron __ <,?£ learning 
':_::;itu'ess his noble gift of Arabic MSS. to the Bodleian. 
In some ways he rendered excellent service to the Church, 
for he was always sending for parsons and churchwardens, 
and insisting that they should keep the fabric of their 
churches in repair, and should have the services decently 
and reverently conducted. In fact, he was more fitted 
to be a diocesan surveyor than a bishop ; unfortunately, 
he was bishop of the most Puritan diocese in England 
(London), and in r633 he became Archbishop of Canter
bury ... In liisnew c~paci!Y. h._is_: y!?itation~ orall dioceses 
In England are incessant : he pounces upon cases of 
simony ; he compels kneeling at the communion ; he 
evicts scandalous and drunken ministers. He is no 
respecter of rank or wealth ; the rich adulterer shall do 
penance equally with the poor. The Ecclesiastical 
Courts shall work, in despite of public opinion. The 
fines collected in them shall go to repair the fabrics of 
chthedrals, too often in a state of neglect. Laud was a 
very brave man, and cstred nothing for the insults and 
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of .th~ London mob, whic~:"bfi~ri ·;each~d his .. threats 
ears. Unfortunately; he was able to reach the ears o,f his 
opponents~in a more practical way. . · i;· : 

,z' . five special cases of tyranny are ·usually alleged against 
· "-:him-those oCLeighton, Pr~ne, BastwicK, Burton and 
' · Lilburne. Leighton. was a Scottish theologian,. who ' 

printed. iri. Holland ~n¢[· disseminated in England a. 
.. violent book called ~. Sion's Plea against Prelacy' : there 

is nothing too bad to be said of a bishop ; the mere fact ..,. 
' · of b~ing a bishop is a yile crim~. Laud fell on Leighton, ( 1 

and the Star Chamber sentenced him to be whipped\_ 
and to have ,his ears cut off (I63Q)!. Prynne, a barri~!~r (~ 
of immense learning, was an old enem:r. of Laud's ; :he ' 

•. had already cried out fiercely against Arminiari doctrines 
, and high-church practices ; and when, in 1634, he wrote 
a ridiculous book, · directed against the appearance of 

•.women on' the stage, he was sentenced to suffer vivi-
( section similar~to Leighton's, but the stumps of his ears 

were left: And so, in 1637, whe~ three more years 
.of misgovernment at home and contempt abroad had 
svrred meh to still . hotter passions, ~ne had. the 
remainder of his ear's sawed off, and was branded on the 
cheeks w:ith ' S.L.' (' Seditious Libeller,' s'aid 1the Govern
ment ; ' Stigmata L~ud:ls,' said ·P~ynne, with excellent 
humour). This time it was for an attack upon the bishops, 
almost as fierce as Leighton's; this time the crowd 
treated him as a marty~ ; and this time he w:as not alone : 

· ~urton, a Puritan clergyman, for an attack u2on ritual,\:J 
it- ~nd Bastwick, ,a doctor of medicine, for a :r-arody of the 
. I Dtany (' from plague, pestilence and famine, . from 
~ fuishops, ~riests and deacons, Good Lord deliver us'), 

1uff~ed ~similar punishment. And, after their Runish-; · 
ment, they were sentenced to be imRrisoned for. life 

. .; 
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and deprived of pens, ink, paper and books. The last 
1£amous case-in !637 was-that of John :Cilburne, ~ho had 
I ~ .. -- ~ ~• ~ ·~ 

!Circulated Puritan libels. England was to hear enough 
r- -"""'-··----···. 

'of ' Freeb_orn_J o~n,' as ~e was called, in years to come ; 
indeed, he was, at bottom, the very negation of all govern
ment. Cited before Star Chamber, he refused to put 
himself _on_ oath ; as theY. whipped him along the Strand 
he scattered Puritan pamphlets, which the eager and 
sympathetic c~o~d -pi~ked up ; he was then gagged and 
p~t iJ.?- ~litary confinement. 

Th~se men were all mo~t _ ~e~mous pamphleteers, 
who published falsehoods and used coarse language, 
such- ~w-;-uld. infallibly-le~d -t;;- irb~i p;o~ecut-ions to
day ; but they were not, as Laud represented them 
to be: Seditio~-mo-nge~. They were perfectly loyal 
to the Crown. What they attacked was a particular 
for~of church government; and the spectacle of Laud, 
assisting in giving judgment against them in the Star 

, Chamber, was not an edifying one; for he was virtually 
: giving judgment··-in his- own favour against the large 
majority of the English nation. ~epression brought its 
usual r~tribution : there were presses in Holland, and 
secret presses in London, which would print anything ; 
and the pamphlets got worse and worse. The Star 
Chamber made in 1637 a strong effort to enforce Eliza
beth's old decrees that all books must be licensed, that 
any one printing an unlicensed book was to be whipped 
through London, and the like ; but, though the Govern
ment had a few spies, it had no real police (except of the 
Dogberry and Verges type), and so nineteen out of twenty 
of the authors were undetected. 

One of the things that excited the wrath of the bustling 
Archbishop most was the fact that congregations, which 
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did not like- the views of their parish priest, used fo 
support a ' lecturer,' who ~ould give them sermons mote 
to their taste. Thus laymen. were claiming a voice in 
the nomination of their spiritual teachers-an idea 
horrib>le to . the sacerdotal mind. These intruders Laud 
rooted¥'out with a strong hand very early in .his c~reer ; 

·and he plainly showed that he would allow no sermons 
to be preached which handled controversial topics in 
a qangerous fashion. Some of the extreme Puritans 
took to holding 'conventicles,- in private houses, and 

<these he hunted out with fine and imprisonment pretty 
thoroughly. When they P!epared, as they often did, 

. to emigrate to Ne~'England, it was Laud who procured 
orders in council stopping them. Worse than this, he 
insisted that the descendants of the French anJ'· Dutch 
refugees, whose congregations Elizabeth had wisely. 
exempted from the Act of Uniformity, should henceforth 
use the Pr~yer' Book service and that only. ·Did any one 
accuse the Archbishop of being a Papist, as Ludowick 
Bowyer di~ in 1633? off went his ears, and 'L.R.' ('Liar 
and Rogue') were stamped upon his cheeks. In all Star 
Ch~mber cases Laud's was the voice for the sharpest 
punishment. Williams, Bishop of Lincoln, an erratic, 
faise but ~ble,man, was· prosecuted in $tar Chamb~r in 
1637 .for. ~riting a p~mphlet called ' The Holy Table: 
name' and' thing> in. which he took-mainly' it. is' true, 
'out of spite against 'Laud-the Puritan view' of this 
question._ One co~ldn't very well whip or mutilate a · 
bishop, but W_illiams suffered a harsh imprisonment 
and a heavy fine. In 1639 Laud seems to have b~en in 
favour. of burning John Trendall (a very p~rnicious 

sectary) alive. Bishop Neile urged him to do so ;1 but 
, somep9w or other the proceedings were dropped. 

20 
•. .. 
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3o6 LAUD'S TASK HOPELESS -Much good, however, was done. St. Paul's Cathedral 
was no longer to be used as the Royal Exchange plus the 
Stock Exchange-it is th~ house of God. Communion 
tables, all over the country, were to be replaced at the 
east end of the church .. and reverently railed off. Yet 
it must be remembered that Laud's enforcement of tlus 
act of decency was a deliberate violation of the Eliza
bethan compromise, which had been that the table should 
stand at the east end during the week, and be moved, 
for the communion, into the nave. To the Puritan of that 
day, to keep it at the east end was to make it an altar, 
to make the communion a sacrifice, almost a mass. And 
to Laud it was an altar ; and no one act of his-perhaps 
not all his acts together-provoked so much opposition as 
this. Almost as much offence was given when, in 1633, 
the Archbishop induced the King to reissue his father's 
'Declaration of Sports,' which ordered people to play 
games on Sunday. Terrible fetish as the Puritan Sabbath 
was, in its turn, to become, this attempt to nip it in 
the bud was government by grandmother-and such a 
grandmother ! As if to make it worse, the declaration 
was to. be read in churches. 

Somehow, when all is said, one gets to be a little sorry 
ior' LaU.d ;~ t:hewhOie -thing- is so l~opeless. The rising 
tiCI.e oC:Puiitallisin ~swelh :;;n:c1e; him:__he feels that it 
wili ~~eep hi~· ~way : but he will not strike an inch of 
saTI;- he- cro~ds on~anci pl.lt~h"ff-head at the waves. To 
th!n:khlin inclined -t~palter~ith Popery, as three-quarters 
of England thought him, was a grie,:,ous error, founded 
on ignorance of his character. !he Chu!-"ch of England 

/
was more than sufficient for him. :He utterly refused a 
"cardTnal'shat,-which some unauthorized pers_on suggested 
:to .. him-as -a -P~~~ibility o~ his- ~levation to Canterbury 
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in 1633. The increase of Pop~y: was, in fact, one' ~f his 
greatest trials. He wanted the King to close the am· 
bassadors' chapels, and so to r:estrict the growing numb~r 
~----~~~~~~----~--~~~~~-----of conversions; Charles promised to do so, but,the Queen 

soon· set that right again._ 
.What was true was that :m.any_pJ:.2]2le went 'on from;.,, 

LaudiahiSm t to Catholicism. Weston, the Treasurer, J'::' 
!died a: <;:atholic .. Windebank, Secretary of State, was.· 
convert~d, an·cl called. Henry VIII. a pig ; Bishop·-
Montague discussed with an agent of the 'Pope the . 

~'possibilities of a 'reunion' of the Roman and English h 
Churches!, Charles, himself a firm churchman, was .+-.. 

a:lways thinking of the, Pope· as a bishop, useful on 
the chessbpafd of . foreign politics (a bishop. in chess 
moves in 'oblique directions), and so was willing to receive 
two snccessiveu Nuntios' at the English Court, Panzarii 
in 1634, and Con (a Scot) soon after ; and" the ·latter 

·,remained till 1640. , Naturally enough, these gentlemen 
knew how to make themselves agreeable in society ; 
and the Queen ··wa~ delighted to show her powe; 'to~ 
. ' ' 

protect converts, all the more because it put a spoK:e ih 
the wheel of the uticourtly Archbishop . .~-... • , 

It does n~t, however, seem as if the Catholics 11cid. much 
J t?f ' 

chance of ultimate success; in religious conflict, although >t 

immediate success may rest, as in the case of the coming 
" triumph of Puritanism, with those whose zeal burns 

most fiercely, ultimate success will rest . with those 
who can best reconcile faith and reason. And, through 
'the smoke of' the strife, we can discern one or two men 

·who belong to neither party, whom each party will con-
demn ; men whose real affinitie~ are to the earliest and 
most.learned of the reformers, Colet and Erasmus ; m~n 
to whom dogma is very unimportant and uniformitY.. 

'I 
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nothing, morality and reason everything. Of such was 
Chillingworth, who in 1637 published ' The Religion of 
Protestants a safe way of Salvation ' ; of such was John 
Hales, Fellow of Eton College, in whose sermons and 
pamphlets we can trace the truest note of toleration 
so far given to the world. Similar conclusions might 
have been reached by one of the greatest thinkers of the 
age, John Milton, had not his cold and lofty republican 
instincts, founded on his classical learning, impelled him 
on to the side of the Puritans Milton moved, indeed, 
more among the abstract religious conceptions of the 
Ancient World than among either Puritan or Laudian 
attempts to justify the ways of God to man. For the 
moment he was pouring scorn on the pettiness of the 
Laudians in his ' Lycidas.' 

When all is said on the subject of this religious strife 
one must acknowledge a profound feeling of regret ; 
for the result of Laudianism was that the Church of 
England was never again to be united as a guide for 
the whole nation. I have dwelt at some length on the 
religious troubles in England during these eleven fateful 
years, because it was on the question of religion that the 
battle was to be fought out; but we must not forget 

?':'that the irritating r~pression of Lau~_~ad its counterpart 
'"'in the irritating repression of the Civil Government. The 

o~J~-<:ivili~it st~t~sm~I_! _ _in wh~~ ~haEl;; could have 
relied was far away dur_ipg_~t.l!_~p~r~<L __ _:w~_ntworth had, 
in December, 162~, become Presi~ent of the Council of the 
North and had taken up his abode at York. This Council 
had-had- an- -illtermittent existence since 1536, when 
Henry VIII. sent down a special commission to stamp 
out the embers of the Pilgrimage of Grace; Elizabeth 
had sent a similar commission in 1569. Wentworth 
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now got a new set of instructions, which practically 
made his Council into a northern Star Chamber. The 
northern shires had not quite shaken off ·their wilder 

. feudal instincts, and Wentworth may have done good 
~ork there in protecting the weak against the strong. 
But it is obvious that the effect of such a jurisdiction 
was the ,withdrawal of a considerable area of· England 
from the sphere· of the Common Law ; and I sus
pect tl?-at 1 the whole 'thing was. little more than an• 
'experiment in strong government.' Wentworth_ re
tained' the office of Pr~sident, though he was oblig~d 
to execute it hy deputy, when he was a~pointed in r632 
to be Lord Deputy of Ireland. Ireland was the true 
field f.or his abilities, and his success there.was marvellous. 
There was i talk of bringing him over, to succeed Weston · 
as Treasurer, in r635, but it came to nothing; and in 
Ifeland he remained, except for a few weeks of r636, · 
until the.spring of r64o. His voluminous correspondence 
enables tis to see the view that he took of English affairs. 

~
Many o{his letters are to Laud, with whom he contracte_d 
a friendship,, founded, one must sup,P.ose, on their common 
bravery, their common contempt for :QUblic OP.inion~d 
the common ho:Qelessness of their tasks. t And meanwhile the King~got to live. Machiavelli 
says that it is one of the ![;a test misfortunes for a wince to 
be obliged to be 'fiscal' -'-i.e. to look upon every measure 
in the light of how it will affect his purse. Elizabeth, 

. in ·her later days; suffered from this misfortune ; but, 
' then, she could inspire her subjects to serve her and their 

·country at their own expense. Charles couldn't; -and 
his government became before all things a fiscal one. 
Let us try to see how he managed to raise a revenue 
which at times approac~ed a million a year? 

•· .. 

·' 
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I f ) ?iJ~e;~~;o;;~ep~:~;·_~~.~~;~~c-~~~ ~~;p;!~~:: 'a:f ~: 
father, and, after 1635, with some of his own invention 

1-At" the -end- of Weston's treasurership, in 1635, they 
brought in [328,ooo ; by the meeting of the Long Parlia
ment, nearer £4oo,ooo. This was the result of the 
natural increase of prosperity and of trade, which 
friend and foe alike admit. A few sturdy grumblers 
like Richard Chambers long held out against the illegal 
payment of these customs, and were harried, fined 
and imprisoned for doing so ; but the general common 
sense of the country recognized that the Parliament 
of r6_29 had gone too far, and on the whole the 
duties were not unwillingly paid. The revenue from 
crown-lands may give another £roo,ooo ; the feudal 
income from reliefs, wardships, etc., as much again. 
Nothing contributed so much to exasperate the 
country gentlemen against the Crown as the excessive 
rigour with which the uttermost farthing was wrung 
out of them by the 'Court of Wards and Liveries' on 
this last count. Equally exasperating, and more fla
grantly in violation of existing rights, was the revival, 
in all their mediceval rigour, of the F crest Courts ; by 
whose means titles to land hundreds of years old were 
often disturbed, and enormous fines levied for encroach
ments made in a far-distant past. We must, however, 
beware of thinking that the mere fines added largely to 
the royal revenue. The huge fines of ten, twelve, forty 
thousand pounds frequently imposed by Star Chamber 
were merely imposed in terrorem, and were always re
mitted. If the King averaged £5,000 a year in fines hE: 
was lucky. The sale of monopolies to companies (an Act 
of 1624 had made it illegal to grant them to individuals) 
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no· doubt brought in a good 'geat perhaps [40 ,ooo a year,; 
one of these ·attracted great atte.ntion when a compa~y. .. . 
in which the shareholders were largely Catholic5, got , 
~ patent· for making,· and ·a monopoly for selling soap. 
Shall good Protestants 'Yash with Papist soap .? Perish 
the thought-let us not wash at all. M~nopolies were 
also gr~ted to ·corporations of brickm9-kers, who 
made bad mid dear bricks for the · London ,builder ; 
~{ coa1-~hipp~~s, who rigged the N e~c~tle . m~rk;t 
like a modern American 'ring'; of salt-m~kers).who, 
cheated the Yarmouth' bloatermen: but when the. 

·• 
Crown, by similar juggling, proposed to restrict the 
brewing of beer (in the interest, forsooth,· of a new ' 
corporation of starchmakers) the nation answered ~th · 
such a growl, that, had the King nof given· way, the 
Great Rebellion would have begun about beer instead 
of.about bishops. Still, all these monopolistic companies 

• < 

brought grist to the royal 11Nll. Even· the few practical . . 
benefits which were introduced at t~e tip:te .had. to 
pay toll.· ,The Lbndon hackney coachman,~ o~~' cabby,' 
qatesf_roin I636, but he came into existence as a licensed 
an4llal not for the benefit of the' British public; but for 
that of Charles' friend the 'Marquis Hamilton. Up till 

.'~~~~ time the Thames wherries ha~ been t~e cabs of 
~ondon ; you m<;ty imagine what the watermen's language 

· wa§. like, when they heard they were to have licensed 
rivals. The Post Office and the transmission of letters 
at varying, yet on the whole low rates, is the one re~l 
reform which we owe to King Charles;· and out of that, 
at its inception, he could have made but little: his 
successors ha~e made a good de~l. We may, perhaps, 
allow the King another £Ioo,ooo a year from all 
these last sources un~ted; and we have se~n that,. 
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except the Post Office, every one of them entailed a 
grievance. , 

But th~gr~,ates_! _grievanc~ _of all was the new tax 
called-;-Ship-money,' which was, at its best, calculated 
to pr;d~c~ £z;o,ooo -~ year and to throw the burden of 
maintaining the honour of the flag of England entirely 
off the shoulders of the King. Had such a tax been 
granted by a Parliament, no one could have had a 
word to say against it; and it must be clearly under
stood that the Ship-money collected by Charles' four 
writs was spent on the navy and on that alone. You 
may see at Greenwich the model of one of the noblest 
ships ever floated, the 'Sovereign of the Seas,' designed 
in 1635 by Phineas Pett. 1 She was built with the griev
ance which is forever linked with the immortal name 
of Hampden. 

The Cinque-port navy having become almost obsolete, 
and the balance of shipping having shifted from the 
narrow to the open seas, the Tudors had without much 
difficulty established a general right to impress, in time 
of war, from all the ports of England both ships and men 
to man them. Once at least, on the eve of the Armada, 
Elizabeth had levied from the seaports a contribution in 
money towards the expenses of fitting out the royal navy. 
Again, during the war of r6z8 something of the kind 
had been suggested ; J:_ut it \Vas in r634,_i? a time of per
fect peace, that the ' first writ of Ship-money ' was issued 
in order to~<!ufr_a.:, fleet ' tQ.£;;2-\'~ _the :King's undoubted 
right of sovereignty in all these seas.' In order to clear 
the way from any resistance on the part of the judges, 

L • Take it all in all,' says Mr. Ruskin(' Harbours of England,' 
p. 25), 'a ship of the line is the most honourable thing that man 
as a gregarious animal has ever produced.' 
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C.J ., was dismissed from his J20St on tbe King's . 
. . e!}ch; and the Chief J usticeshi,12 .was given to Finch, . 
fue subservient Speaker_of_the_lcfs.t-P.a:r1iament . ...:· The 

rst writ was directed onl to the coast towns,· and the 
fOSt of, building and equipping a !l~et and mai~tait?-ing it. 
for six months was to be assessed by the sheriffs and 

. . . ,t 

justices of the peace on the inhabitants of ,these towns 
·' .J • 

alone; the money to b~ paid''over to' tax-collect'?rs and re-
n}it:ted ~o ~he Admiralty. , By the first wht only £roo,ooc, 
was d~~anded. The City of London, assessed at one-fifth 
of the whole sum, at once petitioned against the tax as . 
wholly illegal, but was induced to yield and,'pay.. The· 
fleet did pu't to sea in May, r635, and saiied up' and .. 
down the Channel; but, as the King of England was 
not at wq.r with any one, it found no enemy to fight. 
Before July, ho'Y'ever, six hundred men had died on 
board of .. it--'-of ·stale . water and stinking beef; while 
under its nose Dunkirk privateers and other pirates 
were making prize of English merchant vessels. The 
porr:pous cruise ended quite peacefully in September. 

The first writ. had been acce2ted with c~mparativ~ 
meekness, the result no doubt of the natural desire of 
Englishmen to know that there still was such a thing as an 
:r:nglish fleet; and this meekness soon tempted Charles 
(August, 1635) to issue a second writ-this time to include 
the inland counties as well as the P.Orts, and to bringjn 
double the sum; in fact, said. every one, this is to be a 
permanent unparliamentary tax. No one could foresee 
where such levies would stop; but every one could foresee 
that they were ~ot likely to stop where they were. Re
sistance according!y sprang up everywhere ; whether it was 
succe~_sful.or not depended much upori the character of 
the sheriff of the county. The ju<;lges, on being privately ' 
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v 
t ··--·· -~·--··-···· 

consulted as to the legality of the writ, gave a general and 
guarded, but ·not a unanirno~s decisio~ i~- fts favour. 
One oCtile first to refuse payment was our stout friend 
Chambers; Lord Saye was another. Still, by hook or 
crook nearly the whole £zoo,ooo was collected ; and, with 
it, in the summer of r636, a new admiral, the Earl of 
Northumberland, was sent to cruise in the narrow seas 
after last year's model. He actually captured one Dutch 
ship suspected of piracy; nay, more, he made quite a 
considerable number of Dutch herring-vessels pay tribute 
to Charles for fishing in his waters. When a third writ was 

;. issued in October, r636, resistance increased t~nfold, Lord 
'Y.arwic~ _leading __ the way ; and it is impossible to doubt 
that with him and Lords Saye and Bedford the determi
nation to bring on a test case originated. So openly was 

this known that Charl~s again tu__:.12e? to !~~_ju~g_es.! and 
again they answered favourably. He did more ; he even 
consulted Wentworth, who told hi~-to go or{ boldly, and 
showed that he hop.ed Ship-~oney would be a precedent 
~or Soldier-money too. Bu~Lord Saye and Hampden re
solved to strike; an_<!_ the King, sur~ of his judges, allowed 
Hampden's refus~l to be made a_ test case (November, 
1637). 

"r The case for Ha,!!P_d~1 .a?.,put by~is c~ns~l__,_ ~t. John, 
res;lved itself into this :-' Salus populi is suprema lex, 

~- - - .. ·- - ~----·~--· - ~ ~. ~ ~- ~ ·~-· ... 

and, in graye cases of danger (of which the King must be 
sole-judge), he has a ri~~t_!~ u~~-~li ~~-a~~ for def~nce of 
the Commonwealth. But the law of England requires 
this to be done through a Parliament ; the King must call 
a Parliament at once, when he has to take such extra
ordinary precautions. As to the case before us, of course 
every one knows there is no state of danger warranting 
anything of the kind.' Even counsel for th~ (J;QWt\ 
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was obliged to.admit·that such an impost was unlawful " . ··except in times o~ danger;· but the King alone knew, 
now or at any ti"me, the meaning ofthe'word 'd~17-ger '-
' danger·' might; in fact, be permanent~ Hampden's 
second ·counsel even argued that it was better to run any · 
risk, rather than trust the King .to act illegally iil ~ases of 
alleged,' danger.' '!Ee j2.ie:.~s took full time to deliv~!, ~ 

their decision. The solemnity of the occasion was marked 
by its being heard before the whole twelve ; ·.and of them 
two. decided that Ship-money was utterly illegal, two 
evaded the question,. one was ill, seven decided for the 

) . 
Crown. Finch, in giving his decision, went out'of his way_ 'l 

~ to pour scorn on all P.arliamentarv restrain~~· And, .as 
·Clarendon says, the result was that the nation felt that 

. . ' 

the seven judges had prostituted their office. Ship-money 

~ more unwilling!Jr_paid,,pow it was . openly declare~ 
lt>~al, than before, when grave doubts of its legality had 
existed. The. third writ, despite all squeezing, did not 
bring in nearly as much as the second., 'The payment 
of twenty shillings would not have ruined Mr. Hampden's· . 
fortune ' (he and his had been Hampdens of Hampden 
frorrt;before the Conquest; they still show you the avenue, 
which his grandfather cut in one night through his . ~" ' 

beeches, to surprise and please good Queen Bess) ;. ' but 
the pay~ent of half twenty shillings, upon the princij;le 
upon which it was demanded, would have m.ade him a 
slave.' Bombast cif a bottomless Whig ? or the voice of 
free old England ? 

One .cup remained to fiU. Wordsworth tella us that 
Liberty hath two voices-=o~e of the mountains and one 
of the sea.. The Stuarts had challenged the liberties of 

'?the seafarers;;£ Ellgland; it was from Scotland that the 
t''spark was to come which was to '£et all in a light low.' 
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In r633 Charles visited his native kingdom and 
. ~----· ~ -· --

was crowned King, while the fo~ntain~ of Ed~n_!>~~gh ran 
with unaccustomed wine. Even before that visit he had 
gravely alar~ed the Scots nobles _by something like a 
threatened resumption of the lands their ancestors had 
grabbed from the Church in rs6o ; and he had succeeded 
(all honour to him) in enforcing the payment of an 
augmented stipend to the very poorly paid ministers 
of the Kirk. But, while irritating the upper, he had 
gained no popularity with the middle class, for, at the 
s_ame time, he vigorously enforced the hated Articles 
of Perth, a:p.d revived a project, which had several 
times been mooted, for the publication of a regular 
Prayer Book like the English. Laud now came to 
Edinburgh in the royal company, and, horrified at what 
he saw and heard, proposed to introduce the English 
Prayer Book whole. The Scottish bishops, who could 
have told the King what the result would be, stood aside 
and gave no counsel in the crisis; a strong opposition, 
headed by Lords Rothes 1 and Loudoun, prepared to 
resist any further innovations. After his return to 
England Charles still furth~r scandalized Scottish feeling 
by packingthe Scottish Privy Council with bishops and 
by creating one of them Chancellor of the kingdom. 
Meanwhile, a small committee of these same bishops was 
preparing the new Prayer Book, practically at the dicta
tion of La~d. The Scottish nation had now for near 
three- gener~tiori.~-drunk-deep of that strong Calvinian 

·fountain;- the taste of ~~q~ _ _i~ter~, J:J::t.?ugh _oJten in
\~piring self-righteousness and intolerance, fills man with 

',~ ::~s_e _ ~h~<!ig~_!!y~ _hj~-igcliyidu3:l_ sou!_~l}d of the 
·~u!y of resistance tQ..Joreign._ tyra~I_lY· Those who had 

1 Head of the great house of Leslie. 
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drunk most deepjY, thereof now bracketed Canterbury 
•with Rome as twin children of the Scarlet Whore of 
Babylon. Every thinking Scot, educated or uned~cated, 
was a theologian; and education'had, since Knox's time, 

' • . ' • .I 

penetrated to a lower stratum of society than it had· 
reached in England. .: · 

Yet it may well be doubted whether Scottish Puritanism ., 
(which,from the hour of its victory rapidly degenerated. 
into a s.our. and irrational. tyranny). would ever have. 
triumphed, if it had not appealed to a still deeper instinct 
than its own_:namely, to that of patriotic resistance .to 
Engiish dictation. In the main, I believe the coming 
movement to have been nationalist in origin. Laud was 
tlie successor of King Edward 1., coming to impose hated 

· English laws and customs on us. When Laud and · 
Charles and all his race are fled, our hearts will still b~at, 
far ·into the ei~hteenth century, for any one wh; will give 
us back our Independence ; for the moment our symbol 

' is the Covenant ; anon it will be the White Rose. An 
attack on this independence now appeared in certain 
canons of the year I636. They were as unimportant as 
they • .,were irritating, except one which directed the new 
Prayer Book, which was not yet published, to be used in· 
all Scottish churches. "We cannot get a sight of it," writes 
an intelligent Scottish minister, Baillie, '' but we hear it 
is more popish than the English book." It received no 
official sanction from the Scottish clergy, or Parliament, 
or even Privy Council; it was simply imposed by pre-, 
rogative, and English prerogative at that. Not till May, 
1637, did it re3;ch Scotland, and, on the day fixed for its 
reading in St. Giles' Kirk in Edinburgh, there was an 
awful riot. With cries of "the mas~, the mass! a Pope, 
a Pope ! " the women took up their cutty-stools and flung 

' . 



them at the heads of the surpliced clergy. The Bishop 
of Edinburgh barely escaped with his life. Not a minister; 
dared to read the book in the length and b;readth of 
Scotland. 

The Scottish Privy Council was powerless to quell the 
storm, and lukewarm in desire to quell it. Charles might 
coldly say, "I mean to be obeyed"; but he had come to 
the end of his tether. The Scottish nation rallied as one 
man round Rothes and Loudoun, round Alexander Hender
son and Johnston of Warristoun, a leading minister and 
a lawyer, who made themselves its spokesmen. Protest 
followed petition, and petition protest, all through the 
summer of 1637 and the winter of 1637-8 ; and Lord 
Traquair, the leading member of the Scots Privy 
Council, told the King plainly that, if he wanted his 
Prayer Book, he must support it by an army of 40,000 

men. A body of commissioners, partly self-elected, 
partly chosen from the gentry, the boroughs and the 
ministers of Scotland, met in February, and issued an 
appeal to the whole jeop~~ and the--r~suT(_iyas the 
Covenant of February, 1638. This was an act of 
association, binding all its signatories to stand or fall 
together to- reco;er thj -pu~ity and liberty of the Gospel 
as it was before the recent innovations ; to appeal to a 
General Assembly of the Kirk and to a Parliament ; to 
defend the King's Majesty to the uttermost ; and to live 
virtuous lives in defence of the same objects. You may 
see the tombstone in the Greyfriars kirkyard, where the 
populace of Edinburgh began to sign it on the evening of 
February 28th. 

'Nemo,' says the Scottish thistle, 'me impune lacessit.' 
King Charles will prick his fingers in vain. Our nation 
shalt be united against him. Does any one hesitate? 
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We will enforce the.,Coven'ant on e~e'ry Scot; toleration, 
~ we say, i~ of the Devil~ . There were a few learned doctors 

in Scotland, .especi<ill~ at the. U~i~~rsity of Aber~eeil,~ 
belonging more to the sc~ool of Chlllmgworth t},lan to 'th~t ~ 

of Laud, who objected to the Covenant. There were a 
few great CathOlic families, like the Gordons, in_ the north, 
which were jealous of their southern neighbours. There f 

,were~p1any Highland clans which were jealous of the 
, great ·house of Argyll, wh,ose eldest son hitd declared for 

the Covenant. Such men might afterwards grow into 
• <. '. 

a party for the Crown, if they could find a leader; for 
the moment ·all opposition was smothered and silenced. 
Scotland would have a Parliament and, what was far more 
importan( a General ~ssembly of the Kirk. Charles 
temporized, and sent down his cousin Hamilton to preside . 
over these . bodies. The Assel)lbly met at Glasgow, 
November zrst, ·r638; it at once claimed divine right to 
settle all· church questions. Henderson and Warristoun 
were its Moderator and its Clerk ; it treated the bishops 
as criminals, refused to disperse when Hamilton, by the 
King's command, dissolved it, and .went on to reduce 
eyerything in Scotland to the pure Genevan model, as it 
was believed to have existed before the innovations of the 
late and the present kings' reigns. That Hamilton wa::; 
·betraying Charles at the time, and advising his country
I?en to go on and get all they wanted, is a small matter; 
they ignored him or used him as a pawn in their game 
quite indifferently .. 

This 'astounding revol~tion was carried thr_o_ugh~b_y_yery. 
ordinary men. The nobles adhered to it, mainly because 
they feared for their church lands. Johnston was only a 

; sharp lawyer, Henderson only a learned Calvinist ; Lorne, 
soon to be Earl and then Marquis of Argyll, was ·a seif-

' j.• , . I ' . 
-..I ~ '.. ~ ' 

·J 

. 
' 
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seeking scoundrel who saw his chance of making the clan 
Campbell dominant in the Highlands. Montrose, the best 
of the early Covenanters, was soon to desert them, largely, 
it is true, out of jealousy of Argyll. But the nation didn't 
want leaders; it led itself. And, if it came to war, there 
were plenty of sturdy Leslies and Rutherfords serving the 
Protestant cause in Germany, who would flock back to 
set the pikes in array with a discipline l~rned in the school 
of the great Gustavus of Sweden. 

To war it would obviously come. Charles, in tem
porizing, had not the least intention of yielding; he had 
one card to play from which he hoped much. He could 
appeal to the ancient English jealousy of the 'weasel 
Scot' ; and, early in '39, he set about levying an army 
under the stately but incompetent and ill-tempered Earl 
of Arundel. The Scots answered by choosing a pro
fessional soldier,' a little crooked man,' of long experience 
in the Swedish service, called Alexander Leslie. Went
worth's advice to Charles was to seize and hold all the 
strong places on the border and on the Scottish coast, to 
blockade Clyde and Forth, and then gradually collect a 
large English army on the border. Charles answered by 
demandl.ng that Wentworth should send over from Ireland 
half of his own small army, and should allow Lord Antrim, 
who had an old feud with Argyll, to land Irish troops 
in the south-west of Scotland; to which Wentworth re
plied that this would be the undoing of all his own work 
in Ireland, and that Antrim was a vapouring fool. 

Some attempt was, indeed, made to hold out a hand 
to the Gordons and to Aberdeen, but it came to nothing ; 
the few royal garrisons in Scotland surrendered to the 
Covenanters without a blow. With great difficulty 14,000 

undisciplined levies from the northern wunties of England 
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were pressed ~nd collected jn 'Northumbeiiand by the 
.ll- t "' "'il < ..... . ' • .• • 

month(~o( May, 1639, and the Kirtg moved gorthwards 
to join his army. L.esli~'s prepa,rations were more effi
cient ; his men, 20,ooo ·in all; were, equally .. with the 
English,. ignora11t of war, but they were rapidly trained 
and disciplined by experienced officers, and, above all, 
they were well fed and united for the cause. They took 
post on Duns Law, about twelve miles north of Kelso and ..,.,.. ' . . : ' 

,.!welve west of Berwick. Graduapy 'Ch9-rles managed to'· 
'get another 7 ,ooo men, and took post .at Berwick ; and 
the two armies sat, till June I 8th, glaring at each other. 
Truly it suited neither side to. fight.. With the English 
army were a great many nobles who .dreaded a victory 
for the Crown, and did riot care a straw what form of t . . 

church government was established in Scotland ; while 
the shrewd Scots knew well that a victory on their side, 
followed by an advance .into England, wpuld exasper~te 
the English people, who had for the time forgotten their 
race-hatred, and were ready to make common cause 
against the Government. When the Scots occupied Kelso, 
Lord Holland, the General of the English Horse, made a 
reconnaissance in force up the Tweed, and on finding 
himself quite outnumbered precipitately retired. No 
money. could be squeezed out of England to provide 
for the army, only the clergy listening to. the King's 
pathetic and reiterated demands for that commodity: 
' bellum episcopate ' it was, in truth. 

The King reluctantly~pJep_the_ineyita:ble, ::tnd' 
agWe""d to a .cessation of hostilities· ('alled the Treaty of 

lBerwick. • It was a com:Qlete victoa. for the Scots ; both 
ies were to be disbanded, and a free General Assembly 
:din burgh was to settle all ~cclesiastical matters. Of 
·se, Charles had not the slightest intention of consent-

2I 
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ing to what that' free' General Assembly was certain to 
demand ; but he might now gain time to levy more money 
and a better army. He, therefore, made little fuss when the 
Assembly simply repeated all the Acts of that of Glasgow. 
In the autumn followed a Parliament, in which Argyll 
at once grasped the reins of power. This body passed 
Acts which substituted parliamentary for royal authority 
in civil as well as in religious matters ; it even refused 
to be prorogued without its own consent, and despatched 
commissioners to London to ask the King to ratify all 
its Acts. 

It seems clear th?-!_~t was by the advice of Wentworth, 
whomhe n.ow su~mo.ned_ and created Earl of ~trafford, 

•. that Charles resolved, in the winter of 1639-40, to throw 
himself upon the loyalty of his English subjects, and to 
~· -·· . 

summon that which was to be known in history as the 
"' -· ......... -·- •••••• -••& -- -

''Short Parliament'; and it is difficult to see what grounds 
5'tn3.ffor(Cfui:d ·f;~nfide~ce in that loyalty. Probably, 
fh~efore, he only regarded the experiment as a means 
of enabling the King to say to his subjects, 'Very well, 
if you won't give me subsidies in the old legal way, I 
shall be obliged to take them by prerogative.' Or it 
may be that his own complete success in managing Irish 
Parliaments 1 blinded him to the very different temper 
of the English nation. At any rate, preparations for a 
new army to fight the Scots went on at the same time 
as the English elections, in the first quarter of the year 
1640; the men were to be impressed from counties south 
of the Trent. 

The Parliament met on April 13th a11d was dissoh . -· -~-- ... 

1 He had just succeeded in getting from one of these 
sum of money, voted with acclamation for the very pu 
the Scottish war. 
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on May__:s,!Q~ ~t ~as'~~xactly like other Carolian ·Parlia
inents in composition, demeanour and '':tward expres- ·•~ 
sions of loyalty; but its feelings (for aFly assembly of 
men has a set of feelings of its own, aparNro~ ~hos.e' of 
its members) were sharpened by eleven years of suppres
sion: Charles was prepared to do some haggling, and to 
give up his claim to Ship-money in return for a vote 

, of about a million. The Commons, by the mouth of Pym, 
who'from the first definitely took Eliot's place as leader, 
declined to· listerv to any bargain ; and methodically 
began to enumerate the grievances, ecclesiastical and 
civil, of the Commonwealth-2rep~red, in fact, to pass in 
review every' action of. the Court, Pxivy Council, Bishops 
and Judges since the year 1629. · In vain the Lords voted 
tliat, in such a crisis, this attitude was hardly an expedient 
one, for tqe Scots were levying men as fast as. they could, 
and had even been trying to get support from France : 
the Commons answered by preparing a petition against 
the Scottish war altogether. Getting wind of this, 
Charles hastily dissolved the Short Parliament before 
the J=>etition could be drawn up~ 

It was true that the Scottish leaders had written for 
help to the King of France, and so had made their treason 
the more overt; but Richelieu had shrewdly seen that 
th~ best policy for France was to refuse all aid to either 
party : Charles, if left alone, would be sure to ruin himself 
and weaken his kingdom. It was also true that Pym 
and other parliamentary leaders had entered into corre
spondence, and possibly conversation with the Scottish 
commissioners in London, and had thereby committed 
a treason, which seems to us merely technical only because ·" 
we are now able to think of Great Britain as one 

> 
kingdom. These ·treasons were known to . Strafford, 
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and his advice now was for a rapid movement 
on Scotland, a blow which would finish the state of 
uncertainty, and would make it clear to rebels and 
potential rebels (for as such he regarded the English 
Parliament) that the King was master. " In the last 
resort," he said, or was believed to have said, "your 
Majesty has an army in Ireland, which may help you 
to reduce this kingdom." To which kingdom did he 
refer ? On his trial he said that, if he had used the 
words, he had meant Scotland; but, not two days after 
the council-meeting, it was being whispered that he had 
meant England. Wild papist savages to be employed 
against an England standing for its undoubted rights 
and liberties ?-the thing was too horrible! 

Matters were not improved by the committal to prison 
of three unimportant members of the late Lower House, 
nor by Strafford's threats to hang some fat alr.lem1en 
unless they gave the King a large loan, nor by attempts 
to raise money from Spain and the Pope ; still less by the 
fact that Convocation continued to sit, after the dissolu~ 
tion of Parliament, voted the King £rzo,ooo and passed 
four new canons, one of which was 'that every parson 
should instruct his parishioners four times a year in the 
doctrine of the divine right of kings.' Another canon 
declared that for subjects to bear arms against their 
King, upon any pretence whatever, was 'to receive to 
themselves damnation'; while a third imposed upon all 
clergy a.nd schoolmasters an oath, that they would never 
consent to alter the government of the Church by arch
bishops, bishops, priests, deacons et cetera (familiarly 
known as the' etcetera oath'). In May the city appren
tices rioted, and broke Laud's windows at Lambeth. 
Sporadic mutiny was visible in the new levies for the 
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army, and officers suspected of Popery were.murderedby 
their own men. Very slmvly these levies went on. N or~h- · 
umberland was 'a very 'lialf-h~arted' general, ·arid one 
wonders at Strafford's selection of him. Conway, as 
General of the Horse, and Strafford himself as Lieutenant
General would do better. But the latter was racked 
with gout and dysentery, and perhaps also.· with. what 
a later age would have called ' revolution-fever.' Even 
Ireland, so docile in his presense, was kicking in his 
absence, and refusing to pay the. subsi4ies it had. voted. 
Newcastle, where Conway was painfully endeavouring 
to discipline ~ few horse, was left unfortified~ Above all, 
there was no money. Proposals to debase the coinage 
and to seize the bullion,'.which the merchants of London . . 
always kept depo~ited in the Tower, were not persisted~ 
in ; but their suggestion added to the unp<?pularity of 
the Government. ' · 

By the end of July, encouraged by promises ofs'upporf 
from the English Parliamentary leaders, J;..eslie ·prepared 
for an invasion of Northumberland, and·· preluded the 
invasion by a manifesto to the English nation calling to 
account the King's evil counsellors. The King an~wered 
by appointing Strafford General-in-chief, and advancing 
in person to York. On ~ugust 2oth the Scots crossed 
the Tweed, and pushed rapidly on to the Tyne, 25,000 
strong. Conway had not much over half that number, 
and therefore, after a vain attempt to defend the ford of 
the river at Newburn he evacuated Newcastle, aba~doning 
all his stores, and fell back upon Durham: Petitions for 
a peace and an English Parliament began to pour in. on 
the bewildered Kirig, Pym and his friends in London 
circulating them broadcast, and fanning th~ flame. ~~ 
despair Charles clutched at a middle term, and summoned 
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a 'Great Council' of the Peers-there was a fine Magna 
Charta flavour about the name-to meet at York. The 
Scots pushed rapidly on to the Tees, avoiding all plunder, 
but confiscating, and living on the estates of the rich 
bishopric of Durham. Every advance of this ' enemy ' 
was received with demonstrations of joy in Puritan 
London. 

On September 24th the Great Council met at York. 
The King for once was cowed, and promised to summon 
a.Pa~liam~tf~r November 3rd. All he hadt~ ask his 

..1'- - . ...-·· : ~ -""""" _.....,.,. . .+ ~ 

Peers was to help him to raise money with which to pay his 
own army as long as the invaders were in the kingdom. 
Thus the reins had slipped from Strafford's hands, and 
an ~agreem~i"tt with~the Scots was a certainty. An equal 
certainty was a complete reorganization of the relations 
between the Crown and the English Parliament. Com
missioners for a Treaty met immediately at Ripon; and, 
before the end of October, the Scots agreed to desist 
from their southward progress on payment to their army 
of £8so a d~~y,_ the _f_urt?~r s:ttlement to be arrived at in 
London. There was no difficulty about the money. 
Now that there was to be a Parliament, rich England 
cheerfully bore the support of the 'enemy's' army as 
well as its own; in fact, it rather preferred to pay the 
enemy. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE .SECOND DEAFNESS O·F 
·KING CHf\RLES 

::\... SEL~~M in hi~to:ry ha~ the fact that a ~reat crisis w·a~ at 

l 
hand been more clearly recognized than on November 3rd, 
1640; ~- Very ' active canvassing seems to· have been. 

. done by the Opposition. England went into this ' revolu-
. tion ' with 'its eyes OP$-• as nearly~Rossible unitedf and, · . 
considering the J>resence of the Scots on' English soil, 
certain to obtain the greater part of its desires. If we 

' ask what these "desires were, we become" 9-ware 'how 
inappropriate is 'the modem sense of. the word ~'revolu
-tionary ' ·to e?'press them. In the eyes of• the n;:ttion, , 
Charles, Laud and Strafford were the revolutionaries ; · 
what the nation wanted was to worship as its fathers liad 
-=-~· -=::::·· -· ~----~~''-"'' '-'-' ---~-:==-~-:-
worshipped two generations agQ, and to control the 
King's government as its ancestors had controlled it two 
centuries ago. No thought of ' reform ' in the modem 
sense, no democratic 'principles of government' were 

· in the heads of the real leaders of the Long Parliament 
~: either House.· 'To pull down consciously the Stuart; 
!'{..nd less consciouslY, the Tudor accretions on the old 

Constitution, represented the sam of the desires of the 
peers, knights and burgesses of England. The sad part 
of the whole thing was, that every step in this conserva
tive direction, having to be wrung from an unwilling King, 

~ 
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in whose favour the letter of the laws still spoke, was to 
be accompanied by other steps, based upon less moderate 
and less conservative views. The appeals to the old 
Constitution would have to be strengthened by appeals 
to principles of government; in fact, it would become 
obvious that the problem of sovereignty was one which 
could never be solved by precedents alone. 

The leaders in this great revolution were as far from 
~eing revolutiop~~i_e~~ as one .. can ~~agiii~. __ T~ey were 
essentially men of the same stuff as those who had sat 
fn the Eli~~b~than and J~c~bean Pa~liamen-ts, only with 
tempers sharpened by forty-years oi misgovernment. In 
the Peers, Bedford, Warwick, Pembroke, Essex, Brooke 
represented famili'es ennobled by the Tudors and of tra
ditions of profound loyalty to the Crown. Northumberland 
was a Percy and Arundel a Howard, but any two persons 
more devoid of feudal instincts of ' resistance ' it would 
be hard to find. Old Lord Bristol, intellectually the 
ablest of them, was of Stuart creation, and, though his 
own grievances had been great, he came, utterly forgetful 
of them, to give the best advice to the Crown both in 
public and private; if there was one 'Royalist' leader 
in the Upper House it was he. Lord Saye-and-Sele was 
of older creation, and was perhaps the most bitter oppon
ent of King Charles in the Upper House, the most intimate -
friend of Hampden, as Bedford was of Pym. With 
Warwick and Brooke, the former an advanced champion 
of parliamentary government, and the latter the only 
champion of religious toleration, Saye formed a trio which 
ultimately helped to force on the war; but at the outset 
all three professed to follow the temperate lead of Bedford, 
who unfortunately died in May, r64I. These men wer~ 
the link with the leaders in the Commons, with whom 
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they·had acted in the Short Parlia.!Pent, and with whom 
th~y had held meetings during ' the period of deSP,Otism.' 
· Of the•country gentlemen and lawyers who stood out 

~s the lead~rs of'the Lower House no single person 'is 
typical. .Thet~ were, of course, violent and unprincipled 
rrieri in tha:t House." There· were. men who had deep 
wrongs to avenge-the fiery Holles; w.l_l~ ha.<f' held the 
Speaker doWJl' in r62g, Strode who had been in prison _[or 
eleven years, the honest but blundering Hazelrig, the 
astute lawyer St.John. Henry Marten, a blusteriQg fellow, 
was an avowed republican; Harry Vane .was born to 

-be a thorn in the side' of alLg;;;rnments, ecClesiastical 
. or civil ; Nathaniel Fiennes, rsaye-and-Sele's son, would, 
I suppose; be classed as a dange~ous Radical even now ; 

t· • 
George Digby, the son of Bristol, was the most eloquent 
orator and the most ver~atile chameleon in the political 
world of the day. But the learning. and the reverence· 
for law of Seide~, Holbonie, d'Ewes, the lofty character 
and innate conservatism of Falklanq, Ham12den_and 

· Grimstone.'seemed sufficient warrant against re~ol~tion
ary legislation : and to the opinions of these men the 
great majority of the House leaned. Of the two meq 

?who were hereafter to stand ~s definite leaders of ~heir 
~arties, Edward Hyde, the future Lord Clarendon, a man 

oiTteady_principk • ..!£~ mind and verx unimaginative 
common sense, was as yet the fellow-worker with his· 
future opponent, John Pym. Pym owed the ascendency; 
into which he at once stepJ2ed, at first to his comi~xion 
with Bedford, whose protege he was, but soon to his own 
unrivalled skill as a debater and a man of business. H..e 
had a longer exP.erience than most,:.having sat in the 
Parliament of 1621, and having been the intimate friend 
and· follower of E!!Qt. -
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The House of Commons still sat in the long narrow 

room which had once been the ch~P.~~ of ~~tminster 
~C:~~.c~, with an east window opening on to the Thames, 

1 
and a door into Westminster Hall. Its usual hours of 

\
sit~~~g;,~~e -~~~m ~igl}t_a.~. ~ntil no~~ ; ~ccasionally 
it rose as late as four ; very rarely it sat on until 
,'-cand!e-time and night.-,- - - - - -

William Lenthall, a barrister of moderate views and 
iiuperturbabl~ -temp~~;as -chosen Speake;. ~trafford, 
with many misgivings and relying ' on the word of a 
king' that no harm should happen to him, took his seat 
in the Lords; and, as he brought in his pocket evidence 
against several. leaders of the Lower House of ' treasonable' 
correspondence with the Scots, and was prepared to use 
it, the said leaders anticipated him, before a week was 
over, by striking first and impeaching him. The Lords, 

- _____ ._... ..... ~. < ... - .... h- ___ _.... .. ,_. .. ~ - -

to whom h~ was most obnoxious, readily con_§_~nted to 
commit him- to prison. -The instinct of Pym and his 
friends taught them that, without Str-afford at- his side 
the k!ng was practically p~~ri~ss, -~nd- th~t it wa; just as 
well to strike a- wholesome terror into the court. The 
indictment against the Government was indeed loud, long 
and unanimous, and may be generally summed up in the 
words, that not only had it been the most tyrannical, -
but also the weakest government of modern times ; it 
had betrayed the honour of England, as much as it had 
violated the liberty of the individual Englishman. And 
so, in rapid succession, Secretary Windebank, Finch, 
recently the Chief Justice in the Ship-money case, and 
since then Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, and lastly 
Laud were impeached of high treason ; while several 
other bishops and judges were called upon to give 
security for their appearance in case they should be 
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summoned. Finch and Windebank showed the stuff 
they were made of bY' running awaY'; but the Archbishop 
was not the man for flight, and he and Strafford remained 
fellow prisoners in the Tower. Their impeachments 
~l<I be pr~pared· at leisure. None knew better th~n 

. Py'm. what a difficult matter it would be to prove high 
t~eason ag~inst either of them. · ' -

• Meanwhil( what-one 1may call the 'good work' of the 
• Long:' Parliament proceeded apace ; it was .almost -aii · 

crowded into the first session of teil. 'months. Without 
f<fut"tting the event of these months in chronological detail, 
I mus~ point out that, as regards civil matters, the Houses , 
had · two tasks to perform. , They had to secure a-gainst 
the Cro_wn (i) the collective appeal of the nation, (ii,~tHe 
individ~al appeal of the subject. • The first of these had 
been traversed by the. long intermissio!JS of Parliament; 
five years in Elizabeth's reign, seven in' James', eleven· 

' . just rec~ntly. There was an unrepealed Statut~ of Edward 
III. in· favol!r of annual meetings, and' at first· an 
appeal was mad~ to that; but it was soon• rejected"in 
favour of an Act for Triennial Parliaments. This, after 
much discussion, became law on February r6th, r64r ; ·it· 
was guarded by v~ry stringent clauses, providing that; if, 

.·after the lapse of three , years, no Parliament had been 
summoned, the electors were to meet and elect one 
without precept from Kjng, Chancellor or Sheriff; further, 
no Parliament was to be dissolved within forty days of 

) 

its meeting unless with its own consent. This was; of 
course, an innovation, and a shearing away of prerogative, 
but it was in accordance (i) with Lancastrian practice, 
(ii) with the spirit of the Constitution. Yet the case is 
one which specially illustrates the danger to which I 
referred above ; the Act did overstep legal precedent; 
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and as there was nothing to prevent the King from 
dissolving the existing Parliament, as soon as the Scots' 
army should be disbanded, the Commons were led on to 
.the wholly unconstitutional measure which followed in
the month of May. 

All that month and the month before it, which saw 
the crisis of Strafford's trial and fate, there had been 
plots and rumours of plots, many of them trac~able to 
the courtiers of the Queen ; but the result of all was fear 
lest a coup d'etat in favour of Strafford should be attempt~d 
with the aid of the English, or still worse of the Irish army. 
A sudden dissolution would be the first step in such a 
coup, and therefore, on May 5th, a Bill was suddenly 
introduced into the Lower House, providing that this 
present Parliament should not be dissolved without its 
own consent. The Peers swallowed it with greater ease 
than was expected ; and, on the 1oth, the day after that 
on which the King consented to sacrifice Strafford to 
his enemies, he agreed to this fatal Bill also. By the 
former sacrifice his personal honour alone suffered ; by 
the latter he cast away his crown. The result of the 
Act was curious. 'This present Parliament' saw half its 
members go over to the King in war, saw half the rest 
secluded by Cromwell, voted its own older branch out of 
existence, was twice forcibly dissolved by the sword, yet 
somehow retained such a legal hold on the English mind 
that this' own consent 'had to be formally given, by some 
hundred and forty grey-haired old gentlemen, with Speaklillr 
Lenthall at their head, in the spring of r66o, before a 
real legal Parliament could again come into existence. 

The collective appeal of the nation having been thus 
secured, the appeal of the individual subject was safe
guarded by a series of resolutions and Acts, against which 
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the Government made much less resistance. The victims .. . 

of the recent tyranny, Prynne, Leig~ton, Burton, etc., 
were recalled from their prisons and' encourag~d to lay 

.;their complaints before the Houses. The decisi~n of the 
judges in the case of Re~ v. Hampden was de~lared 
utterly illegal, and Ship-money an illegal impost ; the 
canons of 1640 were declared not to be. binding either on 
laity or clergy ; above all, in July, the Tudor creations 
of the Courts of Star :Chamber and High Commission, · 
together 'Yith the subsidiary. ones of the Council of the 
North, the .Council of Wales and the Castle Court of 
Dublin, were voted out of existence. No Act of Parliament . . 
laid down that the tenure of .the judges was in future to 
be' during good behaviour,' ihstead of' during the King's 
pleasure,' but the King rriade an .express' promise to this 

r . 

effect early in the session. . Finally, in the same con-
nexion, we may notice that a Bill to grant ,the customs 
for two months only was accepted by Charles on June 
z2nd; and ·this was the first legal grant he had ·ev~r 
received of this revenue. 

All this time the grim Scots had stuck tight. to. Durham 
and Newcastle. Parliame?t had voted them large sums 
'of money towards the expenses of the 'Yar-£300,000 at 
one time, £22o,ooo at another ; and not tili late in. Sep-

· .. ~~ 
., tember, 1641, did they finally recross the Tweed, and, all . . 

but a few troops, disband. The English army, 
1
which, 

after the treaty of Ripon, had remained at York, grew 
more and more discontented .. It was paid in acco~dance 
with parliamentary votes, but less regularly than the 
Scots; once at least it had to complain that £IO,ooo 
voted to it had been transferred to pay its rivals. Its men 
were drawn from a stratum to 'which the ·religious and 
civil questions at issue had hardly p~netrated.; its officers 
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had been largely chosen by the King in the day of his 
power. Northumberland had, after the cessation of 
hostilities, returned to a nominal command of this force, 
and, though he was a man of no special mark and on¥ 
who loved a quiet life, there were plenty of 'roaring 
blades' among his officers who were ready to listen to the 
suggestions of courtiers. It was one of these plots, 
encouraged and then betrayed by the unprincipled 
George Goring, which cost Strafford his head ; for there 
had been a definite proposal to bring the army up to 
London to overawe the Houses of Parliament, and Charles 
had despatched to some of its officers part of the money 
which he received as the price for the marriage of his 
eldest daughter Mary to Prince William of Orange (April, 
1641 ). A second proposal of the same kind was made to the 
officers about the beginning of June ; but Sir Jacob Astley, 
the Major-General, a veteran of the German wars, and 
afterwards the King's right-hand man in the Civil War, 
would have nothing to say to such schemes ; and in 
August the English army was quietly disbanded. It 
was characteristic of Charles that, during this whole 
period, he should have been thinking, side by side with 
these plans, of using against his English subjects (i) the 
Irish army, some g,ooo in number and largely Catholic, 
both in officers and men ; (ii) the Scottish army itself, 
some means of conciliating which, he thought, could 
easily be found; (iii) Dutch or Spanish troops. His 
mind moved in a labyrinth of incongruous plans, any 
one of which would infallibly have spoiled the others. 
The Irish army 'Was finally disbanded a little later than 
the other two, but had almost at once to be set on foot 
again to meet a rebellion. 

The event, however, of the first year of the Long 
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Parliament, in the eyes of the ordinary Englishman, was 
not au'y one· of the constitutional changes, or even the 
withdrawal of the Scots, ~but . the fate of the Earl of ·· 
Strafford. It was a hundred and ninety years since any 

\ ~ini~ the Crown in the full confiden~~-of his sovereign 
had been put to· death at the. demand of Parliament. 
From the first Pym seems to have resolved on exacting 
the death J>enalty• by fair means or foul; and in this 
matter, much as we may deplore the vindictiv(;!ness of 
the time, we must admit that Pym had behind him 
almo~t the whole strength both of the future Royalist and 
of the future Parliamentarian p,arties~ While vindictiveness 
was largely responsibl~-· (revenge for the death of. Eliot, 
fro the outraged lib'erties of Parliament, requital for that 
which all the leaders of r6zg regarded as a deliberate 

-apostasy), two other motives must also be alloZved : 
-\,the mere vulgar one·of.fear, for Strafford was so gr~d 
~ able; thflt, while he lived, none of the lead~~s would. 
be safe ; and the desire to strike terror into King and - -
~ A king who would· sacrifice such .a servant, 
Pym might well think, would be a ve!Y tame king in 
the future. The difficulties in the way were, however, 
enormous. First, the law of treason was clear; it rested 
wholly on 25 Edward III., in which all acts of treas9n 

J(' are acts done against, not on behalf of the Crown. 
An endeavour to subvert the' fundamental laws of Eng
land ' (supposing that any one could find such laws) was 
not treason. Now the managers of Strafford's impeachment 
would have to argue (i)that such an endeavour was treason; 
(ii) that a number of isolated acts of-tyranny to individual 
subjects of the Crown (mostly in Ireland) amounted to 
such an endeavour. Again, the court before which ~they 
would have to plead, and before which the Earl would 
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have to make his defence, was the House of Lords, which, 
much as its members hated Strafford, would surely be 
slow to vote that a too faithful service of the Crown 
could be construed into high treason. Lastly, it seemed 
a moral impossibility that the King would sign the 
death-warrant; perhaps in this matter the leaders knew 
Charles better than he knew himself. 

In their favour was the fact that the Tudors had, on 
more than one occasion, thrown an unpopular minister 
to the wolves~e.g. Thomas Cromwell. There was also 
the evil prilctice of the Law Courts of the time, which 
allowed a prisoner no counsel on matters of fact ; the 
Earl would have to cross-examine hostile witnesses 
himself, while his own witnesses would have to stand 
against all the legal talent and chicanery of the bar. 
There was the possibility of calling in, in the last resort, 
the still more evil practice of a Bill of Attainder-that is, 
an Act declaring that the prisoner has committed higlJ 
treason. Finally, there was the universal hatred felt 
for Strafford by the Puritan mob of London, which might 
be trusted to bring pressure to bear upon the court. 

A committee of managers was appointed before the 
end of November. The particular charges, preliminary 
and finaJ, which this committee came to prefer need not 
detain us; many of them were obviously false-e.g. that 
the accused had stolen crown moneys, encouraged Papists, 
betrayed the English army at Newburn. When read 
over to the House in January they were by no means 
unanimously believed ; and the Lords were disposed to 
give Strafford a very full time to prepare his answer and 
his witnesses. Thus it was not till March 23rd that Pym 
opened the impeachment in Westminster Hall; and, in 
')rder to follow it in detail, we must remember that debates 
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in both Houses went on side by side with, and. often o~' 
the same day as portions of the trial-all in the same set · 
of buildings, and within a' ston~;s throw ~f Whitehall. 
·Charges of tyranny in Ireland wer~ the first count ; and . 
it was not difficult for the Earl to show that Ireland could · 
hardly be goyerned like England, always in accordance •, 
with constitutional principles. Strafford had, in fa~t, 

been rarely unjust fo the native Irish,! but 'less rarely 
. unjust to. members of the English colony ip. Ireland: 

Two particular cases were proved against him, the one 
a death sentence passed ·against a Lord Mountnorris': 
(though afterwards respited) and:theother the depriva;tion ,; · 
of Lord Chancellor Loftus of the Great Seal of Ireland; • 
but how these could be conceivably interpreted into 
treason, Pym failed to show. He was obliged to fall b.ack .. 
upon the doctrine that these and many other acts were';' f.. 
evidence of a general intention to subvert the laws' of the··, 
realm and to introduce arbitrary government. ', · 

On April 5th a more serious charge was p~ef~r~ed by 
· Whitelocke, another member of the Committee.' Straf
ford, he asserted, had a design of bringing in the Irish ., 
a'rmy;_' Papists, of course' -to conquerEngland.· Secre
tary Vane was called to prove that Strafford had used, 
at the Council, words indicative of this intention.· Straf
ford was abltrto point out, (i) as I said above, that, if he 
had used the words, they referred to Scotland; not to 
England; (ii) that one witness was not sufficient' to prove . ' 
anything of the kind. The tide of feeling in the· Lords, 
and in all the audience, was running stronglyin his favour. 

·I• ' 

If. the King had thereon sent orders to disband the Irish 
army, and had turned a deaf ear to the plots which were 
being hatched in the English one,· the Earl's \cquittal. 
must have followed. But to Charles such a straight-

22 
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forward course was impossible, and he went on dabbling 
in fruitless intrigues with both forces. On the 12th the 
managers took a further step, and sent to the Lords a 
paper produced by Harry Vane the younger (the son of 
the Secretary)-in fact, a copy of the notes his father had 
taken in Council in the previous May, when the words 
about the Irish army were alleged to have been uttered. 
This seemed to supply a second witness. Meanwhile 
Qle viol~party: in ~he _Co~l!!_On_~, lej. _by ~~zelrig and 
Marten, were g.etting out of Pym's hand ; and, much 
against the will of the latter, and in order to bring 
further pressure to bear on the Lords, a .. Bill of 
Attainder was introduced. The Lords at first resented . ' 

th:_ pres~ur~ ; and to_ the impassioned oratory of Pym 
and Glyn on the 13th, on the old theme (' subversion 
-of fundamental laws is treason'), they turned a deaf 
~ar. The Commons ~nswered by a second reading of 
the Bill of Attainder (15th), and forthwith a sharp 
and resolute opposition appeared in their House, 
Selden, Holborne and Digby fighting hard against the 
Bill. It was only the tardy conversion of Pym to the 

-, side of the maj~rity which led to th~ J?_?.S_s_ing of the third 
~ reading of the Bill (April 21st) by 204 to 59· - .. --

• The Bilf" was -forthwith sent up to the Lords, who, 
unwilling as they were to vote, as judges, in the teeth of 
the law, that such and such acts amounted to treason, 
were somewhat less unwilling to take the shortest way, 
which besides had abundant precedent, for getting rid of 
Strafford. Stories of plans devised for his escape, of vessels 
lying off the Tower, of fresh negotiations with the officers 
of the English and of the Irish army, ran through the 
mouths of all men during the last week of April. On 
May rst the King took the very unwise step of coming 
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to the House-of Lords, an4 making ~ solem11 declaratiol) 
that no one had ever advised him to employ the Irish 
army in England, and- ;th~t- he would never· 'employ 
Strafford again, but that: his' life must be spared. The 
Lord~ resented the dictation. • ' A s~cret attempt of the .• 
,King to introduce fresh soldiers into the To~er, no doubt 
with a view to a 'forcible rescue, ended the hesitation' of 

. ·-.. i 

he Lords. Pym played his last card,. and let· loose the 
' -1 

London mob to howl· round the. alaces of Westminster 
and Whitehall for' Justice on the traitor'_; he introduceq• 
into the 'House of Commons a 'Protestati~n and Oath,1 
which' was soon unanimou~ly taken, each member swearing 

. I 

to· stand by the reformed :religion against Po'pery, and iri 
defE(nce of King and Parliament against all plots and 
conspiracies, and to bring to condign punishment all whd 
should abet the same. The L~rds took this- oath, and 
tlien. the clergy and the citizens of London were i~vited 

~
to s":ear. · I~ was. the beginning of the reigll...of ' King, 
Pvm. . : . . , 
~- '. • 'I 

·.On May 8th the Lords: finally P-assed the BiH of'' At.-' 
tainder ;_ and the struggle began afresh over what; 
King Charles ·was fond of ·calling his conscience. The 
noble victim to that conscience wrote a beautiful letter,' 

imploring his Majesty to pass the Bill 'for the prevention 
of evils which may happen by its refusal ; Sir, t:nY: 
consent shall more acquit you herein to God than all: 
the world can do besides.' All the night of the 8th and 

~all day o~ the gth the mob howled ' Justice, Justice ! ' 
~ound the palace ; and on the evening of the gth the King. 
discovered-in his Privy Council, too-by the advice of· 
the false BishoR ,.,Willi.ama~ th9-t he had two consciences, 
a {lrivate and a P,ublic one, and that it was the .latter 
alone that consented to pass the Bill. The brave Laud: 
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was safe in the Tower, but good Bishop J uxon and 
Archbishop Usher spoke out against the detestable 

'~ subterfuge. Strafford's -~eath on Tow~E-~~..!__~_!~e .nth 
~~ _!_he_P.r~s~I_!ce £_f __ ~ar a g_~_?.rteE_9f a millio~-~f_ ~pectators 
was as fearless as his life. Laud from his prison window 
~·· ~···-- ~ - ·~···- - --· - -- ,_ - -

gave him, with uplifted hands, his last blessing. 
·-Strafford is to me an enigma. His i~tt~rs are among 
th~ most charming m"emorials of the lit~ratt~~e of his age ; 
they show a mind keenly alert for the redress of all 

real~bus~s, a genuine_p!!y_ c:nd ~ -~ea}_J?r !he __ relief 
~f- t~~ 12oor_~_nj~ppres~_ed, an extraordinarily modern 
i_nsight _i~!o_~om_!l1_e!;_Cj<l:_l_ ~n<}_~conomic .Pr?blems, a playful 
and affectionate gaiety towards his many friends and a 
wise and tender devotion to his family; but at the 
same time a contempt for legality and for vested interests. 

·: ·~~e f~~-;~t _b~t- narr9w R1,1r:it~isn{ of the_ tilJl~ jarred on 
his instincts of scholar and statesman; but we must 
rem~~b~r that they did not jar on similar instincts in 
Hampden or Milton. We might call him an Elizabethan, 
if he had not so entirely acqcle;ced in the obliteration 
of England as a power in Europe. In fact, then, he is 
not like an Elizabethan 'mere English'; nor is there 
any great Frenchman, with the possible exception of 
Richelieu, to whom one could compare him. 

Had it not been for two factors, the peace and prosperity 
of the nation would now have been assured. The Crown 

was stripped of all its arbitrary powers, but it~ splendour 
and- its Ia;f~tpre;ogative~r~ unt~~ched. -The future 
~----- --· ___ -......____,__ .. 

of parliamentary government was safe; the liberty 
of the individual was adequately guarded. The two 
factors of disturbance were the development of the 
religious question and the character of the King. 

Long before the close of the first session of the Long 
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Parlia~ent the signs . of tqa.J divergence 0f opinion, 
which was to find .its only solution i~ civil wai; were beihg · 

4 • 

manifested .. ·If both Hou~es thoroughly· acquiesced i~~ 

the removal of the eng-ines of civil despotism, there w?.s 
in each a large numbei of men. who wo~ld rally to the cry 
of 'Church in danger.'. This is not to say that the~e 
was any serious Laudian ~arty in either House : every one 
wanted to ~urtail :the inquisitorial p~wer of the bishops 
and the ·church · courts ; no one wanted compulsoty 
saints-days, compulsory genuflexions, pastoral staves 
or ,sicerdcftar millinery .. But there was a large majority 
in the L;rds and a col!siderable minority in the Commo~s 

, who .would always resent any attempt to· tamper with 
· .the .. Prayer Book, and who hated the •' inspire':! tinke~ ' 

eyen more than they hated Laud and Montagu~. , 
The tinker had been pecuiiarly. inspired ever sin~e 

November 3rd. ·The opening of the session had let loose 
some of the wildest sectaries; against whom the bishops~ 
dig· not now dare · to mo've ; ·and London was drinkirig 
in:· deep draughts of refreshing. Calvinism from . many 
long-silenced ministers. These called loudly for the 
overthrow· of bishops and Prayer Book. The Commons 

t. seemed not unpleased ; though, when a p'etition, signed 
by rs,ooo citizens, demanding these changes was presented 
to the House; it was very coldly received (December nth). 
This was perhaps the first instanc~ of the disastrous practice 
of bringing pressure to bear. upon Parliament from out-

. f . . 

side<; and Pym and his friends, who were gradually led 
on to encourage this practice, thereby showed themselves 
not so much Whigs as Radicals. It must, however, be 
r'emembered that' the po\\'er and influence of the City o~ 
London was out of all proportion to what it is to-day; . . . 
AA<l that. withwt it~ loans, th;e armies could ncitbe pa,iq 

~· - . ; . ' 
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off nor any final settlement reached. The Lords were, 
how~_ver, very angry at the movement, and issued an 
order for the performance of divine service according to 
the Prayer Book and that only (January r6th). 

It was a question which might well divide such a 
serious and noble people as our ancestors in that serious 
age. The ' plain words of Scripture ' are not so very 
plain in our Authorized Version, after all ; you might 
find in them warrant for the establishment of several 
different forms of church government. The mistake of 
each partisan lay in thinking that his favourite form, 
or any particular form, was of divine origin. We are 
able to gauge the changes in the temper of the two 
Houses on matters of religion from the sermons preached 
before them : Parliament had very early instituted a 
' monthly fast-day,' on which each House listened to a 
sermon from a preacher appointed by itself-the Lords 
in the Abbey, and the Commons in St. Margaret's; these 
sermons nearly all remain in print. The early days 
of February, r64r, were taken up with a fierce debate 
in the Commons, in which the future cleavage of parties 
was revealed. The defenders of episcopal government 
were the future Royalists, Hyde, Falkland, Culpepper, 
Digby ; the assailants Hampden, Fiennes, Pym and, 
in a remarkable speech, Mr. Oliver Cromwell, member 
for Cambridge. The conversion of Pym and HampdP-n 
to what was known as the ' root and branch ' view of 
the question-i.e. the utter abolition of Episcopacy
was a slow one, and could have been by no means 
complete when Parliament met ; for the alternative 
to Episcopacy was apparently not toleration, but 
Presbyterian goyernment on the Scottish model, and 
perhaps some men already saw that this would only 
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substitute one tyranny • for .. another~ "Certainly inany' 
saw that it would be. incompatible with a vigo~ , 
monarchy, as recent Scottish history had pr6ved jt.to""'Jr· · 
The Scottish Commissioners, whose strong point~was not 
modesty, .lectured th~ :Houses. on their 'religious dpty,
February 26th, and even the C~mimons did not like tha.t. 
For the moment the result was the introduction in the 
Lower House, on .March roth, of:a Bill for depriving the 
bish?ps of their seats in the Upper, though this was not 
sent up to t!J.e Lords till May rst: It included a proposal 
to 'disenable clergymen from exercising any secular 
functi9ns ; · and, _on June 8th, the Lords accepted' this 
clause,> buf rejected the exclusion of bishops from their 
House-,-which, whatever its merits on principle, would 
mean a most revolutionary interference with the balance . -
of the Constitution. Perhaps it was rriainly , in order 

. " - ~ 

to bring pressure on the Lords that the Commons, a few · 
days later, read 'a first and ~econd time a .' Root and 
Branch' Bill for the utter ; abolition of, Episcopacy. 
No confiscation was intended:; church property was. to 
l:>edevoted to, churchol5jects, whatever· the Iorni of 
government substituted. Th~ Bill was fiercely deb~ted 

. • in committee, and the third reading had not .been reached 
when the first session of Parliament came to, a close. ~ • 
On the last day_(September gth) the Lords again r~
itei='ated their orde--;-mat---divine service be performed 

I according to the existing law only, and .that such as 
dist~rb it ~hould: be severely punished. . The Houses then 
adjourned thems.elv.es till October zoth:. Their union was 

already at an end. ·!"' ·~ 
A great writ~r of romance has, drawn, a wpnclerfu'l 

' • I 

picture, in which, while the King is being rea:d to sleep 
in an inner roo;n.-at White~all, at .the .end of;May, ~4i, 
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a sleepy esquire who watches without is startled by 
the sight of a mailed figure, which, giving the watch
word of the night, strides through the room towards the 
King's chamber. A moment after there is confusion
the King is taken ill; the trembling young man is sent 
for and interrogated as to whether any one had passed
the King and he both know too well, " It was my Lord 
of Strafford." There are also passages in the Eikon 
Basilike-if that book were really composed by the 
King-which indicate remorse. But though, if ever 
ghost had a right to haunt a bedside, Strafford's should 
have been entitled to haunt that of Charles, one doubts 
whether the King was as sensitive to ghosts as Mr. John 
Inglesant. He was too essentially cold, and too self
centred to disturb himself much about such matters as 
the sacrifice of a faithful servant. All June and July 
he had been weaving fresh plots and combinations, which 
gradually resolved themselves into a fixed idea to go in 
person to his detested native kingdom and to exploit 
its loyalty, if he could find any (and if he found none, 
he was fain to think he could make some or buy some), 
with a view to the use of its pikes against the English 
Parliament. A second thought-might he not get 
possession of written evidence, to prove the implication 
of Pym and others in treasonable correspondence with 
the Scots before the pacification ? To get these advan
tages he would consent to anything which the Scottish 
leaders demanded, and would scatter earldoms and 
pensions right and left. 

Montrose had, in fact, invited him to come, for since 
the treaty of Ripon Argyll had been practically king 
in S:otland, and Montrose was rightly of opinion that 

Argyll was a scoundr~l ::j.l14 a traitor~ The ~n~lish 
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Parliamelt, om the other hand, w~s by.nb me;ns anxious ,· 
that Charlefshould go. · Pym had ple~ty of•information 
about court secrets : he knew of the intrigues with the ;
Irish army as well as of the mon~y asked from the Pope, • 
and of the price that was to. be paid for it; of the two , 
successive ' army plots ' with the 1English -officers, of , 
April and June. A certain pretty widow called Lucy; · 
Lady Carlisle, used to whisper, him all the Queen's : 
secrets, and he took his OWn times for revealing them to I , 

tl:ie House ; perhaps there were some which he never · 
revealed, but'.kept for greater emergencies. Anyhow,:
long• bef~r~ 1 August Pym was getting anxious that th1s ·, 
.Scottish army should be disbanded, in case anything -
awkward should happen. :The King, however,- had his : 
way ; and, on August 1oth, he set out on his ride fo~ : 
Edinburgh, :which he reached in five days. On his way • 
thr,ough Newcastle he was gratified by the apparent· 
loyalty of Leslie's troops._ · ' · · ' · : 

He had, however, forgotten one 'thing-.that he had_: 
left England pradica1ly without an executive govern.:! 
ment. Those of his privy councillors and secretaries-· 

' who did not attend him northwards were quite withqut : 
authority. The Queen was operily an object of suspicion. 
to every Protestant in the kingdom. In such- circtt~-; 
stances it was natural that the two Hou?es s~ouf~: 
grasp at the reins of power. In fact, they issu~d a series . .._ 
of ordinances upon a great many ·subjects, and, except 
on_ the r~ligious _question, acted in harmony in doing 
so.-t- Am,ong other things they appointed a commander 
for Hull, where were stored· the· munitions used in the 
lil.fe Scottish war, and they also took special precautio'ns ; 
to secure the Tower. _ They likewise appoint~d a COJl!;
mm~~ pf goth Ho~se~ to ' attend' -i,e, to spy·upon-the . 
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King in Edinburgh, and Hampden was among its mem
bers. Hampden, no doubt, reported that it was wonder
ful to see with what edification Charles listened to long 
sermons from Mr. Henderson ; also that messengers were 
often going between Holyrood and Lords Ormond and 
Antrim in Ireland (not quite such a satisfactory symptom 
of His Majesty's intentions). 

As regards Scottish politics, Charles appeared to have 
gone north in order to make ' a perfect deed of gift of 
that kingdom.' He gave the royal assent to every Act 
which Argyll had forced through the Parliament, 
even to one by which he was obliged to choose his 
ministers with the consent of that body. The· Cove
nant triumphant proved to be a less lovely thing than 
when it was signed as a protest against tyranny. With 
a lofty spiritual purpose and a high ideal of individual 
and civic life, it combined three great vices-it was 
fanatically intolerant, it was clerical, it was iconoclastic. 
It rested in .the main, and with it Argyll's power rested, 
on the preachers, who swayed both the middle classes and 
the mob ; from their dominion much of the better sense 
of Scotland gradually pulled away. The mobs of Scottish 
cities have always been -one hardly knows why--peculiar
ly fierce, and by them the few remains of medireval Scottish 
art and architecture were now ruthlessly torn down. 
Argyll held them in the hollow of his crooked hand, as 
no Pym or Shaftesbury ever held an English mob. But, 
being as grasping as he was crooked, and utterly devoid 
of all higher qualities of statesmanship, he had already 
raised up against himself a number of opponents, who 
had no mind to substitute a Campbell for a Stuart on the 
throne. Of these Montrose was the leader and spokes
man, and Argyll had craftily mana~ed to get Montrose 
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imprisoned· before Chades' visit. The Catholic Crawford,' 
head of the great house of Lindsay, was another en~my; 
of the Camp bells ; , Roxburgh, Morton, Loudoun, c0uid 
also be reckoned upon. ;Rothes had- died, and, his 
kinsman Leslie, whose comman~ of the now di~banding 
army gave him weight, was at first neutral; but Ham~ ton, 
who had accompanied: his King-cousin to Scotland, went 
over to Argyll, and ptobably·swayed Leslie in the same 
direction. , Montrose from his prison offered to ptove 
both Hamilton and Argyll to be traitors. How much 
the King liste~~ed to, we don't know; but the ways of 
Scqts nobles were what the French call ' ways of fact ' ; 
an,d there certainly was a plot afoot to kidnap, and :per
haps kill Argyll and. Hamilton. Montrose wante~ to 
bring them to a legal trial, but the' Incident' was'hu~hed 

I up, and even now no one knows the truth. Enough 
leaked out in London to justify the leaders in both Houses 
of Parliament (which had just reassembled) in ·arguing 
that, wherever the King was, plots and violence accom
panied him, and therefore in ordering a guard to be kept 
for their; protection 1 by the citizens of Westminster 
(Octobe/zrst). ' · . 

A few days later the King was interrupted in a· game 
of .golf by., terrible news from Ireland. His own erratic 
play in th~ game of life had landed him in a~ worse bunker 
than was to be found on the ·links at Leith .. 'His Irish 
Catholic sll:bjects, ma~y of whose leaders knew of royal 
intrigues with Lord Antrim, ,had risen against the Protes
ta~t a~cendency. The north was in flames; Dublin!wasr 
in danger, and a terrible massacre ,going on :'its lea,ders 
were avowing excessive loyalty to the Crown, and in some 
cases pleading royal orders. Charles finished his game, 
as he had finished his prayers when the news of Bucking-
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ham's death was brought to him in church. But he al$o 
hastened to finish his visit to Scotland. Whether or no 
he had obtained any written evidence of treason against 
the English parliamentary leaders, we do not know ; but 
in other respects his whole visit had been a failure. Be
fore he left Holyrood he patched up some sort of a peace 
among the nobles, and even managed to secure the libera
tion of Montrose; he made Hamilton a duke, Argyl'l a 
marquis and Leslie an earl: but this did not disguise the 
fact that he left Argyll still virtually in power, and the 
nobles of the opposite party as discontented as ever. 

He came south weaving fresh schemes in his restless 
brain. The Irish rebellion-well, it was unfortunate, but 
might he not make even that a plank in his platform? 
He could raise an army and suppress it-at least, Parlia
ment must vote money to him for such a purpose ; he 
might even go in person to the task ; that army might 
afterwards be useful-elsewhere? Meanwhile he would 
conciliate the wealthier citizens of London, who, as 
mmour said, were getting disgusted with the tumults 
of their apprentices, and the wild utterances of fanatic 
sectaries. In the Commons Pym, with more knowledg€ 
of the King than he cared to reveal, had not been play
ing his cards so well as usual ; and the church party was 
rapidly growing to be Royalist as well as Episcopalian. 
For the time no more was heard of Root and Branch, but 
a second ' Bishops Exclusion Bill ' had been hurriedly 
passed and sent up to the Lords. The Lords deferred 
its consideration (October z8th). Pym w~~ preparing a 
'Grand Re~on~tr~nc~ on-.J!:~ State of the Kingdom,' 
when, on November rst, the news of the Irish rebelliem . -- .. ~ ~- --~ '~---- - ....-~~·--· -~. 

reached Westminster. The story was~ ~f~r~e, wildly 
exaggerated; but there was enough horrible truth in it. 
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·. _ There·were in that rebellion two elements,-first~ .the· 
"'~·· . ' ·' . . . 
land-hunger, religious hatred and race hatre<jl of the ex-

~· ~· l . . ' 

propriated peasantry of Ulst~r; ·these things spelt mere 
plunder and massacre of the English .arid Scottish colon-

. ists : secondly, the political aspirations of the Catholic 
lords and gentry of'the old Pale;' these,· whb had b~en 
well treated ~ince the ~ccession of the Stuarts, had been 
s~ddenly threatened in thei; consciences and

1
. their pro~ · 

perty by the turn taken by the English revolution. The 
successors ~f Strafford in the Irish Government~w~re .true
blue Protestants, to. whom every Catholic was. as a dog.; 
and.it .was with the moderate Catholics that the ~ing's 
intrigues had been carried on. It was the leader.s of these, 
Maguires, Dillons, O~Neills,. who had a real phm, which 
they believed w,ould please the King, to seize Dublin 
Castle an(;l hold it for him. To the designs of these _men . 
the.agrarian risi~g.,and the massacre were the ~ost fatal 
things possible. ·Their plot was betrayed, as !all Irish 
.P~ots have beef; ·:an,.,d the massacre broke out, as~~as only 
·to be expected .. · to the English Puritans the whole .thi~g 

..... f . 

became at once 'the Queen's rebellion,' if not',actually 
the King's. It is, impossible to arrive w1th cert'~inty at 
the number ,of the victims, orto fix any one time at which >

plunder and massacre gave way to actual civil war. It ' 
is,· howe~~r, estimated that some 4,ooo English and " 
Scots may have been killed in the first two months, and 
perhaps as many more perished from starva!ion and 
colq in their attempt to reach Dublin. In December 
the CathoFc lords qf the Pale definitely joined the Ulster 
insurgeljltS; and, as English and Sco~tish troops gr1dually 
dribbled into Ireland, the rebellion: spread over thd whole 
island~ and the wor~t scenes of the Elizabethan: age were 
re-enacted. The English Parliament, on the eve\ of its · 

' ': 
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own civil war, could spare no money and few men. The 
King was in a like case ; and each side came to treat the 
Irish rebellion as a pawn in the game. The only plan 
for its suppression that led to any result was an 
invitation to 'adventurers' (subscribers) to lend money, 
which should be repaid them out of confiscated Irish 
land, when the rebellion should be put down. The 
London citizens embarked largely on this rather immoral 
speculation. 

Pym's first move, on November 5th, was to demand 
t~at -the -_King should _c~oos~ -~is- ministers only with 
the approval of Parliament. This eminently fourteenth
century proposarshoclred air the moderates, and began to 
weld together a Royalist party under the leadership of 
Hyde, the future Lord Clarendon; and the watch
word of this party came to be, ' stand for the existing law,' 
for the Commons were now definitely the aggressors . ..--;< 

i~- The debates on the ' Grand Remonstrance,' which Pym -_, 
pushed- for~~rd,- accentuated the cleav~ge of parties. 
fhis-r~~onst~;;:-;;~ was, in effect, an app~ai to the nation 
beyond· the walls of the House. It was a most unfair 

.!f \ docu~ent .. ;- it :e~~pit:ul_ated all.the ~vii ~eedsof the King's 
j government since 1625, and spoke of them as if they were 

still likely to be repeated. --Papist lords, bishops, evil 
counsellors: were all lumped together as if they were still 
serious dangers ; worse still, nothing practical was sug
gested except the choice of ministers with consent of Par
liament. While fiercely attacking episcopacy, the Re
monstrance proposed no new form of church government, 
except in a vague appeal to a general synod of the ' most 
grave, pious, learned and judicious divines.' Thus it 
was either a confession that all the good work of the Par
liament had been thrown away, or else it was a deliberate 
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incitement to civil war. :A fortnight's tough ;debate. 
~nded in its being .carried on November 22nd by~ eleven 

I . . 

votes only. .: 
Three days later Charles entered London, and began 

to take up in the name of the Law a definite position of 
resistance to fu;theh:hanges. In this position he could 
couril'upon his side th,e large majority in the Upp~r •. and 
a ve~y largeminority in the Lower House. Even'by the 
wealthier London merchants he was warmly received, 
and went to a great banquet in the Guildhall. · Had . 
he been contented to stick to this position of legality, it, 
seems clear that the majority in the Commons: wo~ld' 
have found themselyes in a very awkward situatio~; .th.ey 

') 

had gone almost too far to retreat, .and were on the eve of 
a conflict-with the Lord~, who still looked askance at the 
Bishops Exclusion BilL But the King was in high spirits, 
and began by disrrii$sing the Parliament'S guard; w,hereol} 
~umultuou's assemblies of 'prentices took its pla~e, and . 
howled against 'Bishops and Popish Lords.' Wnen the 
Remonstrance was presented to Charles he received it 

. I . 

coldly and. deferred his !lnswer for some wee.ks·; at last 
he told·'the House that he would maintain the Church of 
England, and that .he knew of no evil counsellors. The "' . - . ' 
real issue was quickly joined. On December 6th, apropos 
of a ~Bill~for voting soldiers .for Ireland, doubts were 
raised as·,.to the power of the Crown· to compel a man to 

serve beyond the borders of his own county ; and on the 
next day Hazelrig introduced the famous ' Militia Bill,' 
which, superseding the power of the Crown to command 
either· army or fleet, entrusted them to ' persons to be 
named hereafter.' It was a deliberate clutch at the 
sword, and took awa:y the oldest prerogative of the Crown. 
If a king is not to command the armed forces· of his 
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realm, what is the use of a king? Civil war was nearer 
with every step. 

At the end of the year things had gone so far that the 
bishops did not dare to force their way through the mob 
in Palace Yard, to get into the House of Lords. The Com
mons applauded the mob. Eleven of the bishops, by the 
mouth of Williams (recently raised to the see of York}, 
protested against any votes passed in their absence, and 
declared that Parliament was no longer free. The Lords 
were very angry at this undoubtedly true statement; 
and when the Commons impeached the bishops of high 
treason, the Lords cheerfully imprisoned them. All 
December there had been street riots between the ap-· 
prentices and the courtiers, and Whitehall was packed 
with gentlemen who volunteered their services for the 
defence of the court. The Commons spoke of these 
gentlemen as 'debauched swashbucklers,' and were for
ever petitioning the King to give them a regular guard 
of London citizens. 

If the King was to maintain his present legal position, 
it was obviously necessary for him to abstain from incur
ring any suspicion of plot or violence. He could not rely 
at the same time on army plots and on the cop.stitutional 
support of the Peers. This was just what he failed to see. 
The Peers were for the law quite as much as, or more 
than himself; if he alienated them he was a lost man 
indeed. Yet probably, from the date of his return, he 
had determined to seize some opportunity of bringing an 
accusation of treason against Pym and Hampden, and, 
as a preparative to this, he dismissed the Lieutenant of 
the Tower and appointed in his stead one Lunsford, who 
was, said the Commons, a notorious ruffian (Decem
ber 21st). Lunsford was too much even for the Royalist 
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Lord Mayor, and a_ week later_ the King s:ubstitutt:!d 
Sir J olm Byron. 
· And so the ye2;r 1642 opened with the celebrated 

_' attempt on the five members.' Charles had just taken 
Culpepper and Falkland into his service as Chancellor 
of th~ Excheque~ and Secretary of State respectively ; 
Hyde refused office, but· inspired the- other twp a:t'ld '· 
thr~mgh them the King.. It is unlikely that any of thepe 
three gave the adviceto attack; it was, therefore,' probably ; · 
George Digby or the Queen who was responsible for it . 
. On January znd, Herbert, the Attorney G~n-eral, appeare~ . 

- ---
in the Lords, and impeached of high treason Lord-Mancie-

1/ ·ville (afterwards Earl 'Of Manchester), Pym, Hampd~n, · 
1 

Bolle~, I-Iazelrig and Strode. The Lords didn't inuth 
- ~ 

like it, _and merely appointed a committee to consi~er 
the matter. The King sent orders· to the serjeant-at· 
arms 'to arrest the five commoners. The Commons iiked 
it _still less than the Lords, and angrily voted that it ":as 

_ a br~ach of privilege; the Lords concurred in this. TJ;.,en 
? the King, on the 4th, resolved to take the mad step ;of 
"'\going-'in force to effect the arrest- himself: Of course, 

the secret was betrayedf and the five escaped by water 
to the City just as the King, who had been followed by 
a lot of courtiers with drawn swords, entered the Hou¥e. 

The· scene must have been extraordinarily dramatic. 
-Outside the door and half looking in at it were gathered 

His bravos of Alsatia and his pages of Whitehall; . -

-ribald· words expressive of contempt for the grave ,men 
• assefubled -within were heard from them : while up the '-floor of the House strode the erect and handsome figure 
in black velvet with the ribbon of the Garter across its 
brE'ast: (" Go .,.Y.OU coward'" his loved vvife had said to him' 

2j 
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"and pull out. those _!~gues ~~ t~e ears.") ~erfect silence 
wa~ ~aintaine_d by _!he 111eEU~e~s a_s the King borrowed Len
thall:_s_ chair and sat !~i_~;_bu~ their hearts were beating 
~ast at the sight of tJ:t~~na~e~ _swords in the doorway. 
After some cheerful remarks to Lenthall and himself, 

; Charles discovered that the 'bird~_er~- ~_own,' and 
strode out again as swiftly as he had entered, four hundred ... - .. ~-~------·--·~---···-~- ~ ~-

throats bursting into. an angry roar of ' Privilege ! ' 
b~hi~X him. The next d~y:-·b~ut without the armed 
force, he proceeded to the Guildhall, and tried to beat 

. his birds out of a fresh covert. The Common Council 
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for gaining possession ·of. certain strong places-above 
all of a ~eaport,whither arms and foreign troops could be. 
brought ; ·. but in" each case Parliament was more resolute 
.and got there before him-or, as in the ~ase of Portsmouth, 
the man in possession deceived. the King and ultimately 
obeyed the Parliament' .. It seemed as. if it would .be 

r - . 

touch and go at Hull; but Sir John Hotham, for Parlia-·~ 
ment, j.ust anticipated the· Earl of Newcastle for•lh~ 
King (January) ; and when in July the King~ came_ to 'i 
summon Hull in person, Sir John fell upon his knees;6n . . 

the walls -and professed unbounded loyalty, etc., but h_e; 
• :.·kept the object of his loyalty outside the walls. It seemed .. ' 

as if, it would be touch and go for th'e fleet, to whifh.· 
Parliament in July appointed Warwick, ~nd '"th~ ;King 

' . ~.~ 

Pennington:·· Warwick got to his task a _few hours 
before his rival ; though not at heart a Prtritan, he was 

. a strong anti-royalist, and a bluff fellow thoroughly poputar. · · 
·:with the sailors. But this is anticipating ; from Ha~p~on 

Charles had .gone to Windsor, and thence to DoY;er, _
whence he despatcl;led his beloved Queen to Holland/ to· 
raise money by pawning the crown jewels, and to intrigue 

- . . 
for Dutch or Danish troops; finally, carrying the Pripce' 
of Wales with him, he had settled' at York in the middle 
of March. Hyde, his wisest adviser, remained for some 
tim-; ionger in his' place in Parliament ; .and apparen'tly 

j, ' 

no one suspected that the long answers, so promptly 
returned by the King to the equally long remonstrances ··· 
"~£the Parliamen~, were in reality drawn up by Hyab in 
London; , ' . ·-t- , 

. ~- ""' . ' - . . 
-~ The.Commons had pressed on apace, and carried1 the 

Lords with t-hem much further than they had a~y fight 
~to expect. The Militia Bill took new shape, and both 
Houses agreed-. to ent~ust the command in each co~ty 
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' to a person to be nominated by Parliament,' though 
that person was ostensibly to act in the name of the 
King. In short, Parliament proposed to raise in the 
King's name an army to fight against the King. When 
this monstrous innovation was presented to the King 
for his acceptance, he said, " By God, not for an hour ! " 
In the same spirit of docility to the Commons, the Lords 
at last passed the Bishops Exclusion Bill, and to this 
Charles gave, as soon as the Queen was safe away, a 
quite unexpected assent. 

Down till about May things looked very black for 
the King: but, with that month, the desertions of 
Moderates from Parliament began; and, once they had 
begun, all smts of quite unexpected people discovered that 
they had ' business in the north '-among them the Lord 
Keeper, Lyttelton, who brought with him (inestimable 
fetish) the Great Seal. Why did not Charles then take the 
prudent step of calling the two Houses to join him at 
York, where was no Puritan mob, excluding by name 
tl1e leaders of the Opposition, for whose seats he could 
have issued fresh writs? But this never seems to have 
occurred to him. Soon but a small minority of Lords 
was left at Westminster, though not all those who de
serted Parliament repaired to the King. Cleared of 
opposition within, and in sure possession of the city 
of London, of the fleet and of the militia of the home 
counties, 'Parliament,' as one must for convenience' 
sake still call it, sent early in June its ultimatum to 
the King. This took the shape of 'Nineteen Prop!")Si
tions,' which were a mere substitution of parliamentary 
for royal sovereignty; everything was henceforth to be 
done, every officer of state henceforth to be named by 
Parliament and to be responsible to Parliament alone. 
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If these propo~itions ,had· really been offered by a plebiscite 
'to all adult· Englishmen, they. ~ould have been- scouted 
or laughed at. The answe~ to thein obviously was, as 
above, ' then of what .use is a king ? ' ' ' 

Not, however, before rriid-June'did the King feel'stro~g · 
enough to order, by th,e old 'commission.of array,' the 
levy of soldiers on }).is own behalf, and even then he w~s 
obliged to protest,- in order to satisfy his o\yn- most loyal 

- ' j 

supporters, that he intended -to stand wholly on .'th'e · 
defensive. Parliament made shift to; protest,. for its 
part, the same thing. A; strong committee of both 
Houses, of which tthe, ~ost active members were Lords,. 
Essex- and Saye, Pym, Hampden arid Fiennes, was' 

.. ' . \ 

voted· early in July, for the purpose, of raising troops': 
for the -defence of the kingdom and Parliament; the 
'ordinance' of; the militia was put in force as if it were law, 
and a few days later E~sex, the most honourable, faith-

. ' - ~ 
ful, stupid soul that 'ever dr:Ued a squad of· pikemen, 

. was appointed Lord Gene;al. 1 From 'that hour the 
King's commission and the Parliament's ordinance 
' jostled each other in every county of Engl'!-nd "; ' 
the usual shape tha:t the jostling took was a race for· 
the county magazine. 1 The only really important places 
'which · the King managed to secure were Newcastle-• ' 

on-Tyne and York itself. Money was the great need 
of each side, but the far greater need of the King's, 
and gifts of money and plate (easily convertible into 

• money) .. were eagerly welcomed; but for the enormous 
contribution. of the Catholic Marquis of Worcester it 
would not have been possible for the King to raise his 
first levi~s at all. The colleges of Oxford sent· their 

1 i,e. storehouse of arms and powder : a Statute of James I. 
had established a magazine for each county. · 

I 

~ 

i. 
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plate to Charles, and Cromwell was only just in time 
to prevent Cambridge from doing the same. 1 Parlia
ment, on its side, made little scruple of ' borrowing ' 
£roo,ooo, which had been set aside for the rescue of the 
distressed Protestants of Ireland. And so, on a very 
windy evening, August 22nd, in the presence of a small 
force of loyalists, the Royal Standard was set up by the 
Knight-Marshall, Sir Edmund Verney, in front of Notting
ham Castle, and the Civil War had begun. 

The England that was to be the theatre of this war was 
a far more open country than it is at the present day. 
The Tudor enclosures had affected perhaps orie-third of 
the southern, eastern and midland counties. The rest 
of the cultivated land still lay in hedgeless, open fields; 
and far more than half of the whole acreage was still 
moorland, down, marsh or wood. Roads were few, and 
roads practicable for artillery very few indeed. Bridges 
were, I think, numerous out of proportion to good roads; 
but, of course, before the days of pound-locks, fords even 
on navigable rivers were far more numerous than to-day. 
The great arteries radiating from London were still the 
old Roman roads to Dover, Bath, Chester and York. 
The Thames was a regular highway from Reading to 
London, though between Reading and Oxford its 
navigation was constantly in need of repairs and traffic 
on it was very slow; of other rivers Trent, Severn and 
Great Ouse alorie seem to have been seriously navigable 
into the heart of. the country. All the heaviest traffic 
between different localities was still as far as possible sea-

1 Plate seems to us a poor resource, bu.;, in the days before 
banks, it was one of the commonest forms of realized wealth. 
The plate kept even by a substamial yeoman's family was out 
of all proportion to his revenue in cash. 
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horne. And yet o~e is as~onished at_ the pace at which 
armies occasionally moyed, and· at the places to which one 

,! . ' 

finds their waggovs/,transporting. Il).Unitions. The- ex-
planation probably is that horses:(not forage) were cheap 
and abundant, and munitions of war and even cannons 
very light. Cavalry was the mairi branch of. the service, 
and in an open country cavalry can. moye anywhere; 
even in the enclosed country the scanty hedges were not, 
very formidable obstacles to a race of i7r7roOaJ.LQ£. 

The population may perhaps have been .between four 
· and five millions, of , whom all but a million would ·b~ 
persons engaged in agriculture. Of that remaining 
million London would account for three-eighths. During 
the war its population increased rapidly; if for no other 
reason, just because it was the safest place, for all people · 
who were in trouble, to hide in ... Norwich and Bristol 
may have held so,ooo between t}:lem ; the sm;~.ll manu
facturing, towns . of the eastern counties, of Somerset 
and the .. West Ridi:tig of Yorkshire another 5o,ooo. Not 
much is lef,t. fo~ the other towns. Of the agricultural 
persons, it is probable that over a: million souls were 
comprised under the head offreeholders and their families; 
half or three-quarters of a million were supported on the 

. dwindling copyhold tenure ; and the rest would be tenant 
farmers and labourers hired for the year, and these 
labourers, if unmarried; would live in the houses of their 
employers. There had been an enormous decrease. in 
the numbers of the pauper class and th~ ' sturdy beggars: 
of the Tudor period, for the last half-century had been 
one of ever-increasing material prosperity. 

The activity and intelligence of all-except the lowest 
class was probably nev~r greater at any period ·of 
English history ; and, though pelow. the· middle class 
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there was no 'education' in the vulgar modern sense 
of the word, every little town possessed some sort of 
a grammar school, in which any one could get a 
smattering of letters. The boundaries of classes were 
infinitely less harsh than at the present day ; for there 
were no factories, weaving and spinning being still 
carried on by hand, and in country cottages as well as 
town cottages. The woollen industry was, after agricul
ture, the backbone of the country; and, though specially 
fine branches of it were localized in certain districts, it 
was carried on everywhere. Much as one reads in con
temporary writings about the dangers to be apprehended 
from the ' rude multitude,' one is rather at a loss to 
know of any large class of which it could be composed; 
and one is tempted to suspect that by it a Puritan meant 
the Royalist soldiery, and a Royalist the London 'prentice
boys, who formed some of the best and steadiest foot
regiments in Essex's army. Both armies must have 
been largely recruited from the agricultural class : 
peasants with anns in their hands are, unless perfectly 
disciplined, apt to be ' rude ' ; and as regards discipline, 
and therefore as regards 'rudeness' and plunder, there 
was, until the end of 1644, little to choose between the 
two sides. War is war, and cannot be waged in kid 
gloves. 

Yet, never was a war waged with more regard to 
humanity and mercy on both sid~s. 1 And this is the 
more remarkable from the fact that a large number of the 
officers on each side had just been serving in the most 

1 To this generalization one terrible exception must be made ; 
when Irishmen were found in the King's armies after surrender, 
or even Irishwomen following the camp, they were knocked 
on the head without the least scruple. 
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brutal of all wars, the Thirty Years' War ih Germany. 
In that dreadful conflict it• h;td been, and still was; the ·' 
direct interest of the professional soldiers who waged it 
to destroy and' waste the country, in order to reduce the .; 
enemy to starvation, and to avoid battles, lest they should 
end the war, which kept their purses full. ·. But in the 
English Civil War the cry on each side was,' ~here's my 
brother th~ enemy ? let me get at him, shake his hand 
and fight it out, and so end the war at a blo'w.' , When 
the sw~rd' was- first drawn every one believed that a 
single set field would be enough. The completely un
military character _of the nation, since the close of the 
Hundred Y~ars' War with France; was a well-worn 
theme with pessimists. The so-called ' trained bands' in 
each county were selected from those liable- to serve in 

' the _old militia, and were drilled one day a month ! In 
London alone did they possess any efficiency, and before 
long the Londoners proved the best foot that either. 
side possessed. The trained bands could ~eldom be 
persuaded to march beyond the boundaries of their 
own counties except for ·a special and temporary 

.. service; and so, though many regiments were at 
first raised by voluntary enlistment, each gentleman 
undertaking to find so many ho~ses and men, either at 
his own expense or for pay, recourse to impressment 
was on each side speedy. In both these methods the 
Parliament, as the better paymaster, had the advantage; 
yet, in quality as ap,art from numbers,. the King's horse, 
being raised from the hunting and riding tenants of rich 
country gentlemen, and his foot drawn from the more 
mountainous parts of the kingdom, Wales, Cornwall and 
the north, were at first superior, in endurance and 
strength, if not in· discipline. 
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It needed, indeed, no small endurance to be a foot
soldier in those days. If a pikeman (and the best re
cruitc;, were always chosen to be pikemen), your pike 
was still a two-foot blade on a sixteen-foot ash-shaft; 
you wore a ' back and breast' -i.e. a half-cuirass-of 
steel, and on your head a steel cap on a leather 
foundation; a sword, which you seldom used, was girt 
to your side. If you were a musketeer your musket 
was so heavy that it had to be fired from a crutch, the 
barrel alone being four feet long ; your bullet weighed 
an ounce and a quarter, and you carried a few pounds' 
weight of these ; your powder was another serious item, 
and a coil of ' match '-i.e. inflammable rope with which 
to light your powder-hung somewhere about you, several 
yards long; in fact, you often blew up yourself and your 
front-rank man with the powder and match with which 
you were laden. On the other hand, a musketeer had 
no defensive armour ; and, when the enemy charged, he 
had to fall back behind his brother pikeman for defence. 
Hence the absolute necessity of the two arms of the 
infantry to each other ; in the battle-field little squads 
of each arm must be interspersed ; they stood in ranks 
six deep, and the musketeers of each rank, having given 
fire, fell back to reload behind the next rank. In these 
conditions it is not to be wondered at that thirteen 
miles a day was an extreme march for an infantry regi
ment. 

Cavalry was, however, to be the deciding arm of the 
war, and it is a mark of the essentially civilian character 
of the war that a man who enlisted in the cavalry always 
provided his own horse. A cavalry-man wore a buff 
leather coat half an inch thick, back and breast of steel 
and steel cap ; and the best cavalry-men trusted to the 
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swo:r:d and to ' shock-tactics ' alone. They carried, 
however; a pair Of flint~lock pistols a-piece, and reserved 
tlieir fire with these till they· were witp.in t~e enemies' 
ranks ; they ~harged three deep, each several rank being 
locked knee to knee, at a round trot. In i all cases; 

~ A ' • ' 

until Cromwell, disciplined the • stout farmers of the 
eastern counties, the Parliamentary horse were slower 
at the charge than the Royalist; and .this explains the ' 
fatal superiority of Rupert's horsemen over Essex's at 
the beginning of the .war; these w~uld, indee4, have 
ended the war at a blow, could they have, been kept in 

'hand in the hour of· victory .. Dragoons were a species 
of mounted infantry, unarmoured, but carrying 'sword 
and carbine, and were ·nearly always dismounted for 

( ' . 
fight. The proportion of· cavalry to· infantry in all 'the 
armi~s was almost as one is to two. 

What' we call the scientific branches of the· service, 
engineers and ·artillery, were· wofully behind; the ·.war 
was fought under such conditions that of entrenching 
there was virtually none. ' Pioneers ' were chiefly 
employed to dig mines at sieges, or to assist in dragging 
the few guns into position; instead of being an honour
able, theirs was held a degrading employment, and the 
chief engineers were generaily foreigners. . The heaviest 
field guns of the day would shoot a sixteen-pound ball point 
blank for less than a quarter of a mile, and their extreme 
range was barely a mile ; the ordinary light gun shot a six
or even a three-pound ball somewhatlessthan this distance. 
Range-finding instruments other than the 'perspective 
glass' (telescope) and the human ~ye there were none. 
The Parliament certainly started with a much heavier 
and better organized train of artillery than the King ; 
but . the fact of the same guns being captured , and 
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recaptured so often during the war makes it difficult to 
assign any permanent superiority in this arm to either 
side. Every big battle opened, as a matter of form, 
with an artillery duel, which had for its object 
rather the disturbing of the enemy's f9rmation than 
the putting of him out of action ; the sharper the fire, 
the more quickly did the rival leaders hasten to come 
to cavalry-charge or to push of pike. In the matter of 
sieges, however, such guns would be useless; yet it is 
not till about 1645 that we hear of any 'cannon' or 
'demi-cannon '-that is to say, forty-eight and twenty
four pounders respectively. As a rule, the commanders 
preferred to risk a storm or an escalade rather than 
undertake a formal siege with batteries and mines ; you 
began by blowing in a gate with a petard (tin of gun
powder) ; or you set fire to brushwood, and smoked or 
burned out your enemy. 

If the pay in both armies was high in relation to pay 
at the present day, it was always in arrear. Essex 
may have been a professional grumbler, but the letters 
of almost every commander tell the same story as his, in
cessant and growing arrears of pay. 'An army, like a 
serpent, moves upon its belly,' and, though a couple of 
waggons of' proviant' were usually told off to accompany 
each regiment on the march, they were seldom sufficient. 
No doubt there were army contractors, many of whom 
did as army contractors in all ages have done. There 
was something like a travelling canteen, private persons 
getting permission to follow the camp as ' sutlers,' and 
to sell tobacco and ale ; but field ovens there were none, 
nor cooking-pots, and none of those savoury stews which 
are daily dispensed in a modern regiment to the tune of 
'carne to the cook-house door.' In a beef-and-beer-fed 
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England the privates of foot were~ m·ainly · fedi· upon 
bread and chee~e, and for all food a deduction fror(l their 
daily eightpence, amounting in some cases to on~-ha1f, 
was usually made. The cavalry were much b~tt~r off: 
a trooper's wages were as mu~h as half a_crown 'a day 
(saY. tw.elve shillings, present· value); and it w~s· the. 
custom in both armies to assign certain districts to each 
regiment of ·horse, from which supplies could be drawn at 

. . ' 
' free quarter' ; this meant that the quarter-masters ;could 
take from the country people what they wanted, p.(lying , 
for it by a ticket, which head quarters pledged its~lf to 
redeem in cash -a ·pledge seldom fulfilled. . ·Right ~own 
to 1645 pay in both armies was very irregular and m_ainly 
dependent upon< local funds; this or, that count¥, or 
'association of counties' would equip and• pay art army 
for a definite purpose and for a definite time. The· real 
rewards of the soldier came in the case of a storm, when, 
in the eve~t of success, a day's plunder was usua:lly 
allowed; -or, if that were forbidden, a· defi!lite surp of 
ten or twelve shillings was paid to each man as 'storm~ 
money.' It is strange how seldom one hears of outrage 
or murder committed, even when definite plunder 'was 
allowed ; the Royalists have got a worse' name • for 
plunder and free quarter, partly because they were.~ the 
poorer party in purse, and the defeated party in the . . 
later years of the war, but mainly because most hist,ory 
has been written • by Whigs; when one digs into con-. . . 
temporary .documents, ~me ·finds the complaints against 
both armies fairly evenly distributed. 

The cost of clothing the soldier was also deducted 
from his pay. At first every regiment was dressed 
according to the fancy of its colonel; it was the New 
Model Army which definitely :;t.dopted the red coat of t);le 
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modem 'lobster,' though, curiously enough, the name 
' lobsters ' is applied in 1643 to a regiment of heavy 
cavalry at Roundway Down, on account of their shell
like cuirasses. A worse colour could, as is now recog
nized, hardly be imagined; and Cromwell's menhad not, 
or ought not to have had, the one excuse that can be 
pleaded for it, that it attracts nursemaids, and therefore 
attracts recruits. In early years each army had to 
adopt a sign in battle, such as a white or coloured scarf, 
in order that men should be able to distinguish friend 
from foe; one storming party (at Dartmouth in 1646) 
adopted the original plan of rushing to the assault with 
its shirt-tails hanging out. Each army possessed sur
geons-in-chief, regimental surgeons and ' apothecaries,' 
the humanity of whom to the wounded of the enemy as 
well as to those of their own side is well attested. We 
hear little of sickness or epidemics, 1 such as carry off a 
great proportion of men in modem war-possibly because 
there was no such abomination as tinned meat. Field 
hospitals did not exist, and badly wounded men were 
usually quartered on the nearest villages, which received 
(promise of) pay for their charges. 

Each army, at the opening of the strife, was subjected 
to 'articles of war,' which decreed the penalty of death 
against sundry grave offences, such as cowardice, de
sertion, treason, mutiny, unauthorized plunder or vio
lence ; and minor punishments, such as flogging, cashiering 
or ' riding the wooden horse,' for minor offences. Each 
regiment had chaplains, who prayed and preached with 
great regularity; if anything, the Royalists were better 

1 Except in Essex's army in Thames Valley, April-July, '43, 
and in Fairfax's Devonshire campaign in '45-6. Plague un
doubtedly increased during the war. 
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provided.1n this respect, for, from 1642 onward, Epis-
copalian ministers were largely ejected from their cures, 

~ . ' \ 

and could get a living by joining the King's forces in 
' t ~ ) 

this new capacity. That the balapce of righteousness 
' 

lay with the Parliamentary cause and the Parliamentary 
soldiers is ·a common belief, ,to which it is worth while 

" ' 

to devote a moment's 1examination. I neither assert 
nor deny it ; it appears to rest upon two rtiairi 

· premisses :-(r) That the ·victory of this particular .. 
King- (not of the Royalists or Royalism) would, if 
complete, uri-doubted~y have endangered civil liberties 
-Charles, . if· successful, ·would have tried to undo' 

. all the good ,work of the Long Parliament.; if/ then,; 
the cause of civil liberty is co-extensive with ···righteous-; 
ness,' pmch 'is to be ~aid for the view. (2) That,·on the: 
whole, it was a war in which the majority of the country~· 
gentry were a:-rrayed against the majority of the .. m~ddle~ 
classes and the townsfolk/ and it is now a: belief that; 
the latter is the more righteous class; but a belief. which,: 
I think,'· cannot be traced ·earlier 'than this peiiod, : 
and which is probably quite unwarranted. The truth : 
is the Parliamentarians had the victory,. and therefore ' 

• I 

the ear of. the world for some eighteen years to come, · 
• - 4 

and they were very loud to assert their own righteous-
ness.· The King's friends would not have taken up arms 
had the Prayer Book not been in danger, and the Parlia
ment would not have fought but to destroy Episcopacy ; _ . 
yet great numbers of men fought for the King who, like 
Sir Edmund Verney, ·'had no reverence for bishops.' 
The ·victory ·of- either side · ~as equally dangerous to , 
r~ligious liberty; as a ' side,' neither had the least idea 

1 But this is only true with great qualifications-(a) geographical, 
(b) personal, (c) professional. , '. , · . -
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of toleration. One can't say that the Parliamentarians 
fought, as the Scots did, for the establishment of Pres
byterianism ; when they pretended to do so, after 
1643, it was because the Scots made the establishment 
of the Presbyterian model a condition of their help. 

But we may well be very proud of our ancestors on 
either side in the great Civil War. Never was a war 
undertaken more soberly, more seriously, or with greater 
regret; never was peace more ardently desired by the 
best elements on each side; never were higher ideals 
upheld, and never by more religious and righteous 
soldiers. Often it was the slenderest bent of thought 
or temperament which operated as a line of cleavage, 
and sent the noble Sir Edmund to the side of the Crown, 
and his equally noble son Sir Ralph to the side of the 
Parliament; not infrequently we shall see two old 
friends-a Hopton on this side and a Waller on that
exchanging letters of courtesy and affection on the eve 
of battle. And again, there were many genuine ruritans 
who chose the King's side because they had imbibed 
the Old Testament doctrine of the sanctity of kingship, 
or the Tudor doctrine of loyalty to the Crown, as the 
one symbol of a united nation ; while, as there must 
have been few Prayer Book men and fewer Episcopalians 
on the side of the Parliament, the basis of loyalty for 
the Royalist cause was somewhat the wider. 

One word more before we come· to view the armies 
in battaglia. The war began to some extent in every 
county in England, and no exact dividing line can be 
drawn between Royalist and Parliamentarian districts. 
But roughly, all southern, eastern and midland shires 
were for the Parliament, all northern and western for 
the Crown. Treaties of neutrality between the gentry 
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.of ·different opinions in the same county were' at first 
riot. uncommon, but were naturally of short endurance. 
The King, however, from the first suffered from having 
to keep ari infinite number of small garrisons to defend. 
isolat.ed country "twuses-for he must d~fend those who 
rose in his name; the Parliament had no such disad-; 
vantage : it would have paid the King, in '43 or '44, 
to~ recall all these ga~risons ·and march in overwhelm-

' ing force on London.'· Also, the nearer Charles got to 
his 'objective, London, the further he was from .. his' 
recruiting areas-Wales, Cornwall, the north. ·Finally, 
the loss, in the first days of the war, of the riavy 
and therewith of sea-borne trade, although I think too 
much has been made of it, was a very severe blow to the 
Crown. The Parliament could generally sen a naval relief 
to any port which a Royalist army was besieging: Hull and 
Plymouth are the two great cases in point ; J and tn'e failure 
to take these places was the great cause of the failure 
of the King's exceilent plan of strategy 'of 1643. But 
Parliament was not able to patrol the Irish· Channel,, 
nor to prevent the fall of Bristol in '43, nor to prevent 
occasional supplies of arms and money reaching Charles 
from Holland. 



SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGNS IN THE FIRST 
CIVIL WAR, TO ACCOMPANY THE MAP OF ENGLAND 

1642, October. King's advance from Shrewsbury on London; 
he meets Essex at Edgehill (October); Turnham 
Green (November); King falls back on Oxford. 

1643. King's plan of triple advance on London. 
(a) Hopton from south-west: his victories of Bradock 

Down (January), Stratton (May), Lansdown and 
Roundway Down (July); then sieges till December, 
when he is ready to advance into Sussex. 

({3) Newcastle from north: defeats Fairfax at Atherton 
Moor (end of June); besieges Hull (September); but 
checked on his left by Cromwell's victories of Gains
borough (July) and Winceby (October). 

{y) King from centre (Oxford) : loses Reading to Essex 
(April), but wins Chalgrove (June); waits for the 
advance of (a) and (/3), and turns on Gloucester 
(August); fails there; on way back meets Essex 
at fil:st battle of Newbury (September), and falls back 

-on Oxford. 
1644. King's plan the same as in 1643 ; but checked (a) by 

resistance of Hull and Plymouth, ({3) by coming of 
Scots, who advance in January. Fairfax wins Nant
wich (January). Hopton finally beaten at Cheriton 
(March) by Waller. Newcastle at York, calls for Ru
pert to help him against combination of Scots, Fairfax 
and Manchester; Newcastle and Rupert beaten by the 
combination at Marston Moor in July; the north 
lost to King. 

Essex and Waller operating against King at centre 
(May to June); Essex goes south-west. King turns 
on Waller and fights him at Cropredy Bridge (end of 
June); then on Essex, and beats him at Lostwithiel 
(September). 

Cromwell, Manchester, Essex, Waller, combine to 
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catch King on his way ~aok from south-west; second 
battle of Newbury (end October). · 

Montrose's victories from Tippermuir (September, r644) 
to Kilsyth (August, 1645) are disquieting Scots; ~l1o 
want to go back .. New Model on foot (:i'.'lay) begips 
first siege of Oxford (May) ; King dashes. on Leicester 
(end of May), l.s beaten to pieces by Fairfax and Crom
welJ with the New Model at Naseby (June). Fairfax 
then recover~ 'the south-west, takes Bristol (September). 
Montrose ruined at Philiphaugh (Sept~mber). King's 
last serious army defeated at Che!?ter (end ot'September). 



CHAPTER XV 

THE CIVIL WAR 

I WISH to spare my readers as much as possible details 
of campaigns or battles, and, where almost all were 
heroes, it is difficult to single out individuals without 
becoming prolix. Rupert on the one side, and Cromwell 
on the other stand out above the rest. Rupert, a young 
man of twenty-three, son of that beautiful and unfortunate 
Elizabeth who still went on calling herself ' Queen of 
Bohemia,' had already endured hard service and im
prisonment in the German war; he came to his uncle's 
side at once, and was with him in his abortive attempt 
on Hull in July, '42. It is unfair to consider him a 
mere dashing leader of cavalry; he made grievous mis
takes, no doubt, in both branches of the commander's 
art, but the excellent strategical plans of the Royalists, 
as well as the cavalry tactics, are probably to be ascribed 
to him. He was, too, a good organizer of a long march 
and of the business details of a campaign. Intellec
tually, Rupert's was one of the most versatile 'ind in
genious minds of his century: he was artist, philosopher, 
experimentalist and inventor as well as soldier and sailor; 
and, better than all, he was the very soul of honour both 
in his military and his civil career. No man ever set a 
higher value upon a brave and honourable enemy. It was 
he who gave Cromwell his nickname of' Noll Ironsides'; 
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he who saved the life of his enemy Blake at BristoL He 
was, in short, t)1e one :eally fi.ne flower which the Stuart 
race had produced since James I. ·of Scotland. His 
failure is not due so much to the fact that he could 
not always control his men in the hour of victory, 
as to the dullness of the professional commanders-in
chief who were put over him, to the King's disastrous 
interference with his plans, and,.to the peremptory ahd 
self-contradictory orders which constantly reached him 
from head quarters. 

If Rupert at once manifested natur.al genius for war~ 
Cromwell, who was forty-three when the sword was drawn, 
had yet to discover his. A stern Puritan gentleman from 
Huntingdonshir~, whose spiritual enthusiasm affiliates him 
to the ' pilgrim fathers ' of r6zo, and whose political 
opinions were those of his cousin Hampden, ' only more 
so,' he had already sat in two Parliaments, and, in the . ' 

present one, had voted steadily ··against bishops and 
prerogative. ·From what sources, except frorp his pious 
mother and his excellent schoolmaster Dr: Beard, he had 

· imbibed his lofty fervour it is not very easy to see; but 
by 1642 he h~d . become a ;perfect enth~siast. He was 
bound by few of the formulce of Calvinism, and to the 
end of his life was very apt to have his head in the 
clouds ; thus he never saw very far in front of him, 
but what he saw came to him in lightning-flashes, which 
produced instant and most effective action. From step 
to step he went on, not so much in worldly greatness, 
of which he reeked very little, as in spiritual and mental 
development, until his became indeed ' a soul to which 
God had given few limits.' Very early in the war Cromwell 
discerned . the excellent teniper of the yeomen' of the 
eastern counties, and began to train his 'lovely.company.' 
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Yet he never limited his view, as most of his contem
poraries did, to the military operations of his own 
corner of England ; and, when he became a general, he 
revealed strategic powers of the highest order. He had, 
moreover, a natural eye for the possibilities of a battle-field, 
and became by experience a superb tactician. Alone of the 
really great leaders he had had no military experience 
abroad or at home-not even of the foolish little wars 
of '39 and '40. Essex and Ruthven, Hopton and Waller 
('William the Conqueror'), Skippon and Astley,! had 
all seen some service either with Swedes or Dutch. 
There was, of course, on either side another type-among 
the 'Cavaliers' swashbucklers like Goring and Lunsford, 
and among the 'Roundheads' adventurers like Urry, 
who would have brought discredit on any cause; but, 
on the whole, they were very rare. 

The King's objective being London, his plan of strategy 
was a simple one. At Nottingham he was really in an 
enemy's country, and the raising of his standard there 
was a bit of bravado-which failed. He, therefore, fell 
back on Shrewsbury, where he could gather recruits 
from the loyal counties of Cheshire and Shropsh,ire and. 
from Wales ; and he soon found himself at the head 
of rs,ooo men. Essex, with about the same force, set 
out to meet him. After a little skirmish outside the 
city of Worcester Charles began his advance on the 
capital, and, rapidly outmarching his rival, got between 
him and London. It was on Sunday, October 23rd, 
that the armies met at Edgehill, a few miles west of 
Banbury. The King was perhaps three thousand men 

1 Sir Jacob Astley's prayer before Edgehill fight is worth 
quoting: '0 Lord, Thou knowest how busy I must be this 
day ; if I forget Thee, do not Thou forget me. March on, boys.' 
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to the better of Essex, two of whose best regiments were 
a whole day's march to, the west. The Royalist position, 
~n a steep westward-facing hill, was very strong. Essex 
sat down below, and looked up at it ; he liked what he 
saw far too little to attempt an upward attack.·· Rupert, 
as he looked down, must have felt confidenL of victory; 
but, as Esse:x would not come up to him, he had to go 
down if he were to fight Essex, an<f the two armies 
were finally drawri up without much advantage of ground 
to either side .. No doubt, as on a later and greater 
Sunday, there were many there who 

thought of home upon that Sabbath morning; 

but, recruits as· they were, the foot fought· desperately 
to a man. The nom.inal commander of the King's 
army was the Lincolnshire Earl of Lindsey, a splendid 
gentleman seventy years of age ; he had resigned the 
command for the day to Ruthven, from whose control 
the horse were exempt. The battle began at about 
I p.m:, and the Royalist horse on each wing swept 
most of the opposing horse before them ;_ as was, 
perhaps, only to be expected, they carried the pur
suit m·~ch too far. Enough Parliamentary horse were 
left undefeated to tell with fatal effect upon . the 
~truggle between the two ihfantries, which was a very 
.desperate one. The havoc in the Royal foot-guards· 
was fearful; there fell Sir Edmund Verney, the standard
bearer,· and there, at the head of his own regiment, the 
Earl of Lindsey ; it was, push of pike, cut and thrust, 
man to man, till night closed the battle. The pro
portion of slain on each side was enormous-probably 

over twenty-five per cent. ; but, if horse, as every one 
expected, were to win in the end, the promise of ultimate . 
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victory was for the King. Moreover, Charles, shattered 
as his foot-regiments were, was enabled to push on at 
once to Oxford, on the road to London. Essex beat a 
hasty retreat in the same direction, and, when he got 
home, recommended a peace on any reasonable terms. 

Tha.t something like reasonable terms were obtainable 
was an idea to which all moderate men clung as long as 
possible. All through the autumn, winter and spring 
of '42-3, messages were incessantly passing between 
King and Parliament, with proposals for cessation, for 
disban.dment or for formal treaty. There was a solemn 
conference, known as the ' Treaty of Oxford,' in March
April, '43, the first of a long series of abortive negotia
tions. The tenor of the King's demands were, ' restore 
my fortresses, magazines, ships and revenue, bring in 
Bills to secure the Church upon the old basis of the 
Common Prayer Book, leave traitors (undefined, but 
probably meaning most of yourselves) to a legal trial; 
there is nothing I love so much as a Parliament, and I 
have no wish to separate myself from you.' To which 
Pym's answer would be, 'disband your army of swash
bucklers and Papists, consent to the control of Parlia
ment over the militia and the Church, leave 'delin
quents' (undefined, but generally meaning all your most 
faithful servants) to the justice of Parliament, and 
promise to choose your ministers heru:eforth with the 
assent of the same.' It was only another way of saying, 
on each side, 'we are Englishmen, and we don't know 
when we are beaten.' 

Meanwhile, when the danger was greatest, the temper 
of the great Puritan city was at its finest. Hampden 
had not been with Essex at Edgehill, his regiment being 
at least a day's march to the rear; but he had rejoined 
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him immediately afterwards, and had done all he· could 
• 

to stiffen his commander's resolution. Pym never 
wavered, and he carried the Commons and the city with 

·him. As the King pressed on (Oxford, October zgth; 
Reading, November 4th; • Colnbrook, November nth), 
Parliament returned tha~ks to Essex for his ' vi~tory ' 
at Edgehill, and voted to live and die with him. Charles 

. prudently amused the enemy with negotiations, for 
which he has been som~what unreasonably blamed, 
while Rupert was storming Brentford, which might 
almost be regarded as an outwork of L,ondon. 1• The 
citizens threw up hasty earthworks, and fastened heavy 
chains across the streets ; better· st~ll, 24,000 sturdy 
trainbandsmen and volunteers, crying, 'hurrah for ol? 
Robin,' mustered under ·Essex on Turnham Green, 
close to the present ending. of the Twopenny Tube. The 
King had not half the number, though he had horse flushed 
\Vith a real victory. But his fatal indecision prevailed ; . 
and, to Rupert's intense chagrin, he retired over "Kingston 
Bridge without giving battle. ' He did not wish to 
,expose London, to the horrors of a sack;' he had, in 
fact, expected that the rebel city would lay down its. 
arms at· the mere approach of Majesty. Rupert knew 
better than that: he was, perhaps, wrong in wishing to 
attack on the 13th, for the enemy had the advantage, 

·both of numbers and position; but to turn back in full 
career of victory without striking a blow was more than 
he could bear. Broadly speaking, his principle was 
right; once the sword is out, it is a mistake to shrink 
from bloodshed, even if it involve a storm of your capital 
city. Cromwell, on his side, had a similar opinion :-• if 
I met the King in the field l should pistol him.' These 
views eqq~lly ~hocked the Essexes and Manchesters 
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(that 'sweet, meek man') among the Parliamentarians, 
and the Hydes and Falklands on the Royalist side. After 
a few days the King fell back, and it became clear to 
both sides that the war was not to be ended at a blow. 
By the end of November Charles had taken up his 
quarters in Oxford. 

One would like to have been a scholar at the Uni
versity, or even a mere don, in those stirring days. 
The city was then, as old men still living have seen her, 
standing in all her mediceval beauty. Under the charter 
of Henry VIII. the Vice-chancellor and the University 
were lords and masters within the walls; :Mr. Councillor 
Smoothface and Mr. Alderman Snubnose trembled 
before them, and would have been thrown into Bocardo 
if they had dared to propose to lay down electric tram
ways in the High Street. Wadham College and Laud's 
beautiful quadrangle at St. John's were the newest of 
the great buildings. There were slums, of course ; St. 
Aldate's, then as now, was a bad slum, and so was the 
district between the Castle and the Cornmarket ; but 
in most other parts of the city it was gardens, gardens 
all the way, with grey old houses and walls between. 
No slate and bricks disfigured the approaches ; _Bulling
don Heath stretched unbroken, but for a few cottages, 
up to Magdalen Bridge. The old walls were still intact, 1-

though suburbs had grown up beyond them on the north 
side almost as far as St. Giles's Church, to the Cherwell on 
the east and to many-branched Thames on south and 

1 Even while I write I learn that the Bursar of one of the leading 
colleges has ordered the destruction of a piece of the old city 
wall; when remonstrated with he replied (i) that it was a very 
old wall, (ii) that it was very much in the way, (iii) that there 
was plenty of it left. The matter was brought to the notice of 
the college in question, which refused to interfere ! 
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west. Indeed, the place was admirably pefend,ed on these 
three sides by nature herself; and only on the J;IOrth was 
the King obliged to throw up earthworks. These appear 
in Loggan's map (1676) as 'ruins of the fortifications,' 
running across the northern edge of Balliol c~icket
ground to the 'King's Mound,' which is the site of one 
of the bastions, and so-across St. Giles' westwards to the 
river. ·Pen-locks were constructed, on both rivers, of 
sufficient height to create a flood on- south; west, and 
east; the cottages in St. Clement's were pulled "down; 
and a barricade constructed across the London 
road. 

The King lodged in the Deanery at Christchurch, the 
Queen, when she arfived in July, '43, in the Warde0:'s 

- ' 
House at Merton ; Rupert's head quarters were in 
Magdalen. The King's mi~t was at New Inn Hall; 
his gunpowder was made at Osney Mill. The Schools 
became storehouses for corn and clothing; New College_. 
tower was a powder magazine. The scholars were 
drilled in the' New Park' and on Balliol cricket-ground, 
then a 'fair bowling-green' ; and every. college, as 
well as giving its plate, paid a definite weekly or monthly 
sum at assessment, and quartered a definite number of 
soldiers within its walls. The city was ·as full of ladies 
as in an Eights-week, as well as of idle courtiers 
and grave privy councillors, many of whom had to 
lodge in some ' baker's house in an obscure street, to
lie in a very bad bed in a garret, and eat from one dish 
of meat, and that not the bes~ ordered.' If money was 
scarce, gaiety and courage were, for the first two years 
at least, abunda_nt ; -but the dreadful fire of October, 
1644, in which over three hundred houses were burned, 
must have added to the discomfort. This_ fire sef'ms 
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to have begun in the modern George Street (then Thames 
Street), from the roasting of a stolen pig. 

Round this central position was gradually fixed a 
girdle of fortified garrisons, attacks on which became a 
constant object of Parliamentary strategy. Some were 
taken and retaken more than once; but, on the 
whole, the girdle was fairly unbroken up to the 
autumn of '44. The most important points in it (going 
southwards from the London road and so round the 
circle) were Wallingford, Abingdon, Farringdon, Ban
bury, Boarstall House ; and again, there was an 
outer girdle, Reading (lost, won, and lost again), 
Basing House, Marlborough, Cirencester, Worcester, 
Birmingham, Towcester. The line was weakest on 
the north and north-east, for North Oxfordshire, 
Warwickshire and Buckinghamshire (Lord Saye's, Lord 
Brooke's and Mr. Hampden's counties) were strongly 
Puritan and Parliamentarian in spirit, and Essex always 
held on to Aylesbury, which is only twenty-three miles 
from Oxford. Still, the Royal centre was excellently 
chosen and valiantly maintained. Now the King's plan 
of strategy, after the repulse of his single-handed advance 
on London, was to try a triple one. The Cavendish of 
the day, the Earl of Newcastle, was collecting a 
Royalist army in Northumberland, and the greatest 
hopes were always placed in him. The Marquis of 
Hertford was made general of the southern and western 
counties, and was to combine with a South-Welsh force 
under· Lord Herbert, the son of another Marquis (Wor
cester). The northern army was to advance through 
East Anglia on Essex; the southern through Hamp
shire and Sussex on Kent ; between them they were 
to blockade the river and so starve out the capital, 
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while the King would compel Essex to fight him in 
front at the centre. The military criticism on this plan 
is that the three armies were ' operating fro:n bases too 
far apart ' ; a disaster or a severe check to any one of 
theni would upset it all. But it had at least the merits 
of being a plan ; and plan or conception of unified 
strategy, Essex had none. 

Indeed, in the course of the year '43 the King's plan 
showed every prospect of success ; for while Essex, 
after taking Reading in April, slumbered and grumbled 
for two months, the Royalist army grew, and each of 

' ~ 

its wings began with a tdumph. It was not, however, 
Hertford or Herbert that -set the ball rolling in the south
west, but Sir Ralph Hopton, .who, almost alone, had 
started in Cornwall with the seizure, of Pendennis Castle. 
He and Sir Bevil Grenville, grandson of the Sir Richard ' 
of the I Revenge,' began by sweeping t~e Parliamentarians 
out of Cornwall and over-running Devon (December,' 42); 
they destroyed one force of Lord Stamford's at Bradock 

·Down, near Liskeard, in January, '43, and another at 
Stratton in May. The latter victory entirely neutralized 
a striking series of successes won by Sir William Waller 
in March and April over Lord Herbert and Prince Maurice 

·(brother of Rupert) in Gloucestershire, and Hopton w~s 
put in command of the south-western wing. 

Meanwhile, Newcastle had defeated Lord Fairfax, who 
was holding the 1 clothing towns' of the West Riding, 
at Tadcaster, and so had cut that district off from Hull; 
and Sir John Hotham, in the latter fortress, was thinking 
of declaring for the King. There was an awkward gap 
in the northern midlands, where Gell and Brereton were 
occupying Cheshire and Staffordshire for Parliament; 
and the Queen, who landed at Bridlington with plenty of 
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arms and money in February, was not a_ble to get through 
to Oxford until July. She was, however, able in May to 
send a large convoy to the King, and Newcastle was able 
to push as far as Newark, which remained throughout 
the war his ' furthest south,' and the nearest point of 
contact between the Royalist centre and left wing. 

In these circumstances London was naturally not happy; 
a Royalist plot to surrender the city was discover~d in 
May, and a Mr. Tomkins was hanged for it at his own 
door. Pym acted with vigour ; he forced through the 
Root and Branch Bill, he impeached the Queen, and he 
even compelled the small remnant of the Lords to assent 
to the calling of a general synod of Protestant divines 
to settle religion (June gth). Meanwhile, almost un
noticed for some months to come, Colonel Cromwell 
was training his select regiment of cavalry, and stamping 
out sporadic Royalism in the eastern counties. " It's 
no longer disputing," said he, in one of his fiery letters 
calling for help, "but out instantly all you can." His 
first little success ''Yas at Grantham in May, over a force 
twice his own in number ; but all midsummer he was crying 
out for money, and was not able to advance into Lincoln
shire till the end of July. 

June and July were the heyday of the King's success. 
Essex at last lumbered into action, and pierced the fortress
girdle along the London road, between Wallingford and 
Boarstall ; he got as far as Wheatley and Islip, but 
apparently, the more he looked at Oxford the less he 
liked what he saw. Rupert dashed out on him as he 
retreated to the Chilterns, and the result was Chalgrove 
field-a skirmish which might have been forgotten, but 
for the death of John Hampden. Less is known of 
this leader than of any man, whose character left such 
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an impression l!POJ;l his contemporaries; but . of his 
resolution, his modesty, his patriotism, his singleness of 
purpose; there can, I think; be no two opinions. He 
lingered for a few days in agony at Thame; the chalice 
from which he made his last communion is still preserved 
at H~mpden. Chalgrove victory was naturally followed 
by a Royalist counter-ratd far into ~ssex's quarters 
beyqnd Wycombe. All that country was then, as much 
of it is now, covered with dense forests of beech, through 
which the ·London road climbed up from. Tetsworth by 
Stokenchurch and down again to Wycombe and Beacons
field-just the sort of cover for the game of cutting off 
outposts and convoys. · 

Ten days later, June ,zznd, Newcastle, who was, still 
manceuvring between Hull and Bradford, inflicted on Sir 
Thomas Fairfax a signal defeat at Atherton Moor, outside· 
the latter ·place; but Fairfax and his father managed to 
escape to Hull, where the Hothams, also father and son, 
had just been seized and shipped off to London as potential 

·traitors. Newcastle began a somewhat weak ·'blockade 
of Hull, which kept him. bu_,sy until the autumn. The 
Queen's route was now open, and on July 13th she, with 
a large convoy of munitions, met Charles on Edgehill. 
Hopton was no less successful in the west ; he was, 
it is true, obliged . to leave Plymouth, Exeter and a 
few other Parliamentary garrisons untaken, ·but he . 
swept up through Somersetshire, joined Hertford and 
Prince Maurice, and stormed on July 5th the desperate 
position of Lansdown Hill,. outside Bath. It was one 
of the bloodiest actions of a very bloody war ; not a 
third of Hopton's horse was left, unwounded when the 
last height was won ; yet eight days later Sir Ralph, 
though badly wounded· at Lansdown and giving his 
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orders from his sick-bed, fought Waller again at Round
way Down, outside Devizes, not forty-five miles from 
Oxford, whence powerful reinforcements had reached 
the Royalists just in time; Waller's army was cut to 
pieces and ceased to exist. 

No time was lost before combining the armies of the west 
and centre for the siege of Bristol ; but sieges were little 
to Rupert's taste, and he had actually begun a storm, 
when Nathaniel Fiennes hung out the white flag, and the 
second city of the kingdom was in Royalist hands (July 
26th). Next the Puritan county of Dorset was overrun, 
all but the little ports of Poole and Lyme, which last was 
destined to stand a four months' siege ; but then it was 
defended by Robert Blake. Even Cromwell, who won, on 
the 28th, an important victory at Gainsborough, in Lincoln
shire, over an advance-guard of Newcastle's, was com
pelled to fall back before the advance of his main force. No 
wonder that in London the cries for peace at any price 
were loud and long. Mobs, as in the days of Strafford's 
trial, besieged Palace Yard, shouting for peace ; and the 
Lords voted for proposals in the same direction. But 
there was no faltering in King Pym; and he now resolved 
to take the decisive step, and to summon the Scots as 
his allies. The Scots, he knew, would come, but under 
one hard condition; Parliament must swallow the 
Covenant and swallow it whole. It would be very 
bitter of digestion. Well, had not the King been nego
tiating with the Irish rebels for months past, and what 
was the Covenant compared to Popery? The King 
had been negotiating with Scots, too, after his usual 
incongruous fashion. 

To many interests in Scotland, Lowland and Highland, 
but especially to Gordons, Macdonalds, Camerons and 
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Macleans, ·the dominion of Argyll was becoming daily 
more hateful, more impossl.ble; and Mon~rose began to 
have hcipes of creating a really serious party . for the 
Crownf-even of making'this t4e nationalist party. For 
thougt Argyll was undoubt~dly in treaty with Pym, 
and though Leslie's old soldiers of fortune, who were 
recruiting men all o'ver the country, ~auld follow the, 

, r 

leader who co:uld give them; not the best cause, but the 
best chance of success, Montrose hoped that the ' blue
bonnets;' would re~pond to the leader whO could, strike 

. the right ~ationalist chord; that _now. seemed to him to 
be the Royalist one: he had been a Covenanter in '38 
because then the Covenant had been the cause.of Scotland . . . 

against England ; but now it seemed as if ·the positions 
' . were reversed. · Montrose, however, underrated the ~trength 

of the Covenant as a religious symbol; and wrongly 
believed that a combination between' Irish; 'Stots and 

• • 
Royalists might be eff~cted and effectual. Moreover, it 
was a ~ong while before Montrose could get the. ear of 
Charles, and meanwhile Pym's negotiations with the · 
Covenanters had begun in earnest. . ' 

Four 'years of ~rgyll's supremacy had not raised the 
moral tone of his party, The rank and file undoubtedly 
followed him in the simple faith of the earlier days of 
the Covenant; }twas to them a religious ducy to enforce 
the. same on the three kingdoms, aud to the earnest, .if 
narrow, Presbyterian ministers it was no JllOre than this. 
But ·to the professional soldiers it seemed a pity to waste 
their fine new army, which, they did not doubt, would 
decide the ,English conflict in favour of which~ver cause 
it espoused ; obviously the Parliament would .be ,the 
better paymasters, as Argyll was a bet~er intriguer than, 
the King. Parliam~ntary commissioners went to Edin-

. ~ 

" 25 
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burgh and had little difficulty in buying the services of 
this army, Harry Vane being the main agent in the 
bargain. First a Convention of Scottish Estates, then 
the English Parliament, and finally an Assembly of 
English 'divines,' which on July rst had met at West
minster, 1 accepted, with some slight verbal modifications, 
a ' Solemn League,' which was to enforce the Scottish 
Covenant on Englishmen, and to bring the Churches of the 
three kingdoms to the 'nearest uniformity possible in 
religion, confession of faith, form of church government, 
and directory for worship, in accordance with the Word 
of God and the example of the best reformed Churches.' 
To effect this purpose a Scottish army was to enter the 
service of the Parliament at £3o,ooo a month, £roo,ooo 
down before it should cross Tweed. It was to prove a cruel 
bargain; one cannot fancy Hampden agreeing to it. 'To 
swear to the Covenant ' became a test and a shibboleth, 
which weakened the Parliamentary party in England, and 
ultimately divided it into the two camps of Presbyterians 
and Independents. More than this, it excluded from 
that party not only high-minded Puritan gentlemen, 
like Sir Ralph Verney, but able lawyers, like Selden and 
Maynard, who dreaded before all things the domination 
of clerics, and strove to maintain that absolute supremacy 
of the State over the Church which had been the greatest 
gain of the English Reformation. To these men the 
bitterest thought of all must have been that, by the time 
the league was completed, at the end of September, the 
sacrifice was no longer necessary, for the tide of victory 
had begun to turn against the King. 

1 This Assembly comprised 125 divines and 32 lay assessors; 
its average attendance seems to have been 6o; it contained a 
large Presbyterian majority. 
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But, wh~n the league was· e~~eted on: military aid 
seemed the one thing ne~d'£~1. The Irish Catholics'across \ 
the water were carrying· all before them, and the King 
had been in serious negotiation with them for six mo~ths. 
In Ap;il .he had commissioned Lord .Ormond, who' was 
in command of i;he remna~ts of Strafford's army,. to 
conclude a cessation of aims with the reb~ls, and to ship 
his army across to England. Ormond was a firm Royalist; 
but a firm Protestant : almost alone among the Protestant 
leaders, he always Wished to treat the Catholics with" 
justice and, had always acknowledged their great griev
ances ; but he· hated 'deeply the thought of abandoning 

- ' 
his co-relig~onists to the authors of the Ulster massacre ; 
he foresaw thg.t the withdrawal of his own rarmy would 
mean the unfetten~d triumph of the Catholics, and that 
this would pe;haps be· followed by the complete loss of 
Ireland. . B?t the King's express commands compelled 
his obedience, and, in the month of September, he agreed 
with the rebe~s to a year's, armistice, whjch left in English 
hands only a ·strip of territory round Cork,' and a narrow 
but much longer strip from Belfast to Dublin. And ·so 
four regiments of Ormond's army were sent to England 
to help the Kihg; the first two came to Bristol in October, 
and two more to Chester in November. Of course, in 
London· every one said they were ' bloody Papists ' ; in 
reality they were largely Protestants, with a few Catholic -. 
officers. 

As we have seen, these negotiations on both sides took 
time, and during that time the tide turned. As neither 

J· 

Newcastle nor Hopton could carry the best of their 
troops southwards or eastwards, while Hull and Ply
mouth were untaken, so Charles was beginning to find 
that the Parliamentary occupation of Gloucester made· 
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it difficult fo~ him to get recruits from South Wales. 
As matters stood, the King could not do better, while he 
waited for the advance of his wings, than empioy his 
centre in the reduction of Gloucester. It did not seem 
likely to be a long job, for it was a small, and by no means 
fiercely Puritan town, and commanded by Colonel Massey, 
a man whom Parliament gravely suspected of treachery. 
But it speedily became manifest that the King's army was 
utterly without materials for a siege, while a blockade 
would be slow work and would give time for a relief. 
Pym, who grasped the importance, of the situation, sent 
Essex, at the head of an army of London trainbandsmen, 
which on the march increased to some rs,ooo, to effect this 
relief. It was Essex's one great exploit in the war; for, 
from Aylesbury onwards, he was in an enemy's country 
all the way, and he accomplished his task, well over a 
hundred very hilly miles, in ten days. Twice, in the 
Cotswold country, he was assailed by fierce charges of 
Royalist cavalry, and twice he beat them back ; and when, 
on September 5th, he appeared on the hills above the 
city of Gloucester, Charles, who couldn't use his cavalry 
in the thick enclosures of that lovely vale, was obliged 
to break up his camp and raise the siege. 

It was an immense moral triumph for Parliament; but 
it might easily prove a fearful danger also. If the King, 
whose superior marching powers were indisputable, had 

' then advanced straight upon London, denuded as it was 
of many of its best defenders, the city might not have pre
sented as bold a front as in November, 1642. The King 
would, and did try it. Essex followed hard after him, and 
Rupert rightly urged Charles not to miss the chance of 
annihilating Essex on the way. The Royalists marched 
rapidly eastwards; and, reaching the Kennet valley in full 
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command ofthe higft road, tlirew the~selves across Ess~~·s 
path at Ne~bury ,(Septe~ber :2oth): . The battle was fl.~tce 
and long, and at nigh\{all Essex had failed. to ~orce:his 
passage. But the Londoners had fouglit with th~ ut~rist 
braver;r, and the Royali~t cavalry had b~en v~ry hard nit 

I "'"i~ • ~ • ' • ~ • l. 

by a sharp fire_ from behind lined hE1dg~rows. Three of tQ.e 
noblest of the King's champions, Falkland, Sp.nderland 

• ' ' 1 

apd Carnarvon, had fallen ; an_d at night the King, who~e 
ammunition was all' but spent, abandoned his intended 

' I A . • ' 

march on· London, left the road open to Essex, and with:- , .. r· ..c'· . I , 

drew 'to Oxf9rcL .. , . r' · 
~~· Thatwithdrawal·e~~h more than the failure at Gloucester 
was the turning point of the war. . Parliament was already 
putting two fr~.~h·,ar~ies in the field: Waller,. was to ~c(, 
in his old co:dntry of, the west, and Manchester. in the .. 

t·" . . . . 
eastern counti~s; the ·latter, at the opening of October,. 

t; ~ ... ~? . • . 

came to the support of the hard-: bested Cromwell: Fairfax 
from. Hull i:night be able, to hold out a hand toboth. What· 
if all three should effect a junc.tion with the Scots?·· On : 
the uth a sharp cavalry action. at Winceby repeated the ' 
lesson of Gainsborough, in favour of Cromwell's troopers; . 
and the re~ult 1was that Newcastle, already s~mewhat dis-. ·. . ,, 
concerted by a brave sally of the besieged, was obliged 
to raise the siege of H'!lil. Elsewhere the last lappings of 
the Royalist flood-tide penetrated a little further. The 
remaining Devonshi.re garrisons, Barnstaple, Bideford , 
and Dartmouth had already fallen, though Plymouth • 

• I . 

held out doggedly ; Reading was retaken, and the first 
efforts of WalLer's new army in the west were singularly. 
unsuccessful. Hopton held all Hampshire, and even 
penetrated into Sussex, where Arundel Castle fell to 
him in December; but it was retaken early-in January, 
and the ebb had definitely begun to set. . ' 

'· 
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Great was the fluctuation of feeling in London during 
this period, and, indeed, during the whole war. Trade was 
stagnant, and all commercial interests suffered accord
ingly. The richer citizens frequently inclined to peace 
at almost any price ; then would come some evidence 
of Charles' intrigues with Irish Papists or foreigners, 
which would stiffen their backs again : the men of 
moderate fortunes and the lower middle class in the 
city were, on the whole, firm. The same tempers were 
represented in Parliament. The small remnant of the 
Lords, swayed by men like Northumberland and Pem
broke, was always more ready to vote for accommodation 
than were the Commons ; but even in the Lower House 
the appearance of a strong peace party was a frequent, 
if always a temporary factor. I Ignorant impatience of 
taxation ' was another motive in favour of peace": Parlia
ment was very early obliged to recognize that legality 
must be utterly waived, that voluntary contributions 
would never sustain an army ; and it therefore voted 
a regular monthly assessment on all property within its 
clutches, and obviously this fell most heavily on the 
home counties. The King had to do precisely the same 
thing in his own quarters. 

One interesting and little-noticed fact is the surprising 
lies that the newspapers told ; there were weekly 1 Mer
curies' on each side, little quarto sheets of a few pages 
each, printed at London or Oxford, which always 
professed to give accounts of wonderful successes 
obtained by the party to which their editors belonged. 
There were also, in London at least, I opposition' news
papers, professing to give secret intelligence of the very 
pacific intentions of His Sacred Majesty, which when King 
Pym got hold of he burned by the hands of the hangman. 
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The c'ttaplains of the va:-rious 'regiments were often the 
special ~of~espondents of newspapers ; ' but it .. does. not 
seem to have occurred to either side that to shoot ah 
editor or two is an excellent and necessary work;· and ·' 
they' ~ere too humane to· shoot each other's chaplains.· ' • 

' ' . 
The winter of '43-4 was a comparatively idle. bfl.e : it ~·· 

was also .Je/Y. cold, and was followed by a flooded spring; · , 
Charles ceas;d' not from futile plots. The Scots were · ~ 
coming;- that: was the ~ne thing certain. Both English·.· 
armies were I almost as ,hard up for rrien as fo'r money,: 
and for forage; every detachment was ' extending Its 
quarters,' ..in ·order to draw upon less exhausted country. 
Parliament ~ould enlist large bodies of troops, especially. 
Londoners, for certain short services-e.g .. the relief of 
Gloucester ; · but, the instant the particulaf'~xploit was 
over;_~tlre men naturally clamoured to be back at thei< 
civil~;work. The King could hardly ever do this ; but, on 
the other hand,.his men grew into a hardy, if sma:ll veteran 
army, thougb their moral qualities may not have impr~ved 
in the process. On December 8th, after a long illness, died· 
John Pym. He had travelled far since he had moved for .~ 

the impeachment of Strafford ; but in the main he had-
' travelled in one steadfast direction-to give to the Hous~ 

of Commons, a:d.d not to the King or Lords the.ultimate 
voice in. the State. He was attached to no special forni 
of church governmentyi:-ovided that tlre voice of. Puritan 
England. could have free utterance under it. He was • 
never famous for scruple as to means, and he had un·
d~ubtedly be~ome more unscrupulous as the· conflict . 
sharpened. Had he lived till 1649, he would have been 
found with Cromwell, not with Fairfax ; and in r653 he 
would probably have been with Vane against Cromwell.· 
In other words, he was sinking the statesman in the party 
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leader, and the party leader is a person who generally 
ends by putting party above country. As enthusiasm 
declined, in the face of the growing cry for peace, 
Pym's enormous majority became a minority ; but a 
minority determined to enforce its will, to bring the 
cause to a triumph, in spite of the changing opinion of the 
nation. For the unflinching courage with whic~ by 
every means Pym strove to maintain his par,!y~ la 
hauteur, no praise can be too high. The Houses voted 
him a splendid funeral, and he was laid among the dust 
of kings in Henry VII.'s chapel. As a le1tder he was 
irreplaceable; no one in either House, Saye, Warwick, 
Vane or St. John, succeeded to a tithe of his influence. 
The lead of the Puritans, when they again got a leader, 
was to be taken by a man who rested on the sword alone. 

Cromwell had this in common with Pym, that he too 
desired mainly a system under which Puritan England 
should have free voice; and the Westminster divines 
had not been in assembly half a year, before a considerable 
minority discovered that this would not be the case should 
the Covenant be triumphant. As we should expect, in 
the midst of religious conflict, sects were multiplying 
upon sects-Separatists, Brownists, Anabaptists, An
tinomians, Seekers and the like, many of their members 
being returned emigrants from New England. There 
was even a gentleman, named John Smith, known as the 
' Sebaptist,' because, unable to agree with any Church, 
he publicly baptized himself. The voice of orthodox 
Presbyterianism lumped all these together as ' Inde
pendents,' though they were rather too apt to call them
selves ' the Saints.' The name ' Independent ' mainly 
meant that each congregation, voluntarily recruited, 
could choose its own form of Christianity and its own 
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minister, or even. dispense with the latter' adj'Unct alto- · 
...,_ ... ~~ ... ·- .-~ . . ·~·,~-

gether. \ . . . ' . .,. . ,. · · :. · 
It was not to pe wondered\ at that the EP,iscopa~i~m 

should say to the orthodox PJ,"esbyterian, ' I fold you so ; 
this ~i~~the end of civil and religious rebellion ; it spell~ ·r 
anarchy'; and not quite unnatural that the Presbyterian. j 

1-. • . . 
should,._dn time, come to think there was much to be·\: 

. ... )• ~ . . . . . . ; 

said fot •this view. .Tl:).ese :Independent!;; were especially ·, 
~'Ill , .. '. • • • . 

· strong in~the eastern counties, where Cromwell's influence .: 
/ • grew daily ; 'they m:ade, said h~, th~ bes~ of. ~old~et~-~ : 

why inquire into their religious opinions? Moreover, the .; 
. . i f 

'orthodox'. party, the Essexes and Manchesters !J.nd 
Wallets,, had sofar shown'themse~ves not only incapable . 
of ending the war victoriously, but even unwilJing to ' beat ,, 

. the K_ing too much!,' Whatever we do, they thought, 
: he ·is King/ and his ·posterity after him'; and they· had 

beeri·; good .de;il ~hocked when, in November, Py~ ·had j· 
car~ied a motion to ~ake a new Great Seal, '<-~hich seeped' i r 
to be· a grasp at sovereignty. The sword' :&ras bound' to 
slip from the grip of rpen who thought~and acted as' 
these Moderates did. Well, they could take comfor~ in~ 1 

~" the coming of the Scots; there wasrthey knew,'enough . : 
. ' orthodoxy ' in Scotland to swamp a dozen Cromwells. · 
'And ~n: January rgth, ' auld Sandy ' Leslie,· no~ Earl . . . 

... of Leven, with his far-off cousin David as Major-General 
· ·under him, began to cross the T~eed. 

In that same month the King took a step which seems 
to us simple and prudent. He summoned to Oxford the 
eighty-two peers and J:mndred and seventy-five members of 
the House of Commons, who had deserted what he now 
called the 'pretended Parliament' at Westminster. He 
ought to have done it at York eighteen months before. 
To these &rave. ~~~ patriotic ·men, many of whom were . . 

"-
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fighting as his bravest soldiers in the field, none of Charles' 
really cherished schemes were ever revealed, although he 
was at the very moment intriguing for French, Dutch and 
native Irish regiments. No scheme was too wild for 
George Digby, who had succeeded to Falkland's secretary
ship, to take up ; and perhaps it was Digby, who had an 
excellent wit, rather than the King, who dubbed the 
Oxford Assembly the 'mongrel Parliament.' Digby was 
as odious to the honest soldier of Rupert's type as to the 
constitutionalist lawyers, nor could the soldiers hope much 
from an Assembly which was excessively timorous as to 
all breaches of legality, and whose only important step 
was to send an earnest letter to Westminster inviting its 
enemies to a treaty of peace. It sat till April, and was 
then prorogued till October. The Houses at Westminster 
had answered by appointing (February r6th) an executive 
government, called the ' Committee of both Kingdoms,' 
to carry on the war, and to keep touch between Scots 
and English. On that body, beside Essex, Manchester, 
Northumberland, Waller and Warristoun, the leading 
Scottish member, sat Vane, Hazelrig and St. John, who 
were already in spirit Republicans, and Cromwell, who 
was a flaming sword. In the clash of parties the old 
Constitution was going to flinders. 

Fairfax opened the year '44 with a smart Parliamentary 
success at Nantwich, where he cut to pieces two of the 
Irish regiments, and got eight hundred of the survivors to 
desert and take the Covenant quite cheerfully. In February 
he practically held all Southern Yorkshire, and Rupert had 
to dash out to the relief of Newark, a piece of work which 
he accomplished successfully in March. Hopton's vic
torious career in the south received a fatal check at the 
end of that month. His excessive loyalty led him to 
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entrust, for one battle, the command of his hitherto 
tindefeated•army to th~ nominal Fommander-in-:ch~ef 
Ruthven; and Ruthven got-himself handsomely. beaten 
by Waller, after a desperate strife, at Cheriton, riear 

< • • 

Winchester; There was .a frightful slaughter among the 
King's veterans, both foot and horse, which could ill be 
afforde?. ;, All fears for London from this side being thus . 
removed, Manchester's whole force could now be thrown 
north~aids '; Essex and Waller could surely between 
them contain, if not pierce the Royalist centre. 

The peril in which Newcastle's f_orce ·now lay was· 
eviden,t. The Scots had pushed far beyond Durham, 
and, by tM.-end of April, York itself was in grave danger. 
Fairfax, Manchester and Leven were united to besiege it. 
Like every one else in' trouble, Newcastle.,squealed:for help 
to Rupert. The King 'fiesitated long; so great seemed 
the danger from a conjunction of Essex and.Wallt~r out
side Oxford that the Queen was packed off to Exeter, and 
several of the outlying fortresses, much against Rup~rt's 
will, were abandoned (Reading in April, Abingdon in May) .. 
But the well-fortified city of Oxford ~could surely stand 
siege for afew months ; and a few months, Rupert argued, 
would give him ample time to relieve York, beat the Scots, , 
and be back again for the final blow. In the middle of 

- May, with a strong reinforcement from Wales, he set out 
' on his famous march to the north ; through Shropshire, 

Cheshire and South Lancashire he passed like a firebrand, 
sacking Bolton with great slaughter and relieving Latham; 
then over the Pennines. by Skipton-in-Craven, the pass 
between Ribble and Aire ; over Wharfe, over Nidd, over 
Ure and Swale, till he stood, on June 3oth, at Knares
borough·, wit~in 'twelve· miles of the northern capital. 
The besiegers r~is_ed .,the siege .iri haste, and advanced 
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halfway to meet him. Rupert swept round them and 
joined Newcastle under the walls of York. 

The enemy's councils were very much divided. There 
was profound mistrust between Manchester and the Scots. 
The latter had already commenced a retreat, which would 
be through a hostile and wasted country; Newcastle 
advised delay, and delay was unquestionably the wisest 
policy. But the King's orders, said Rupert, were per
emptory ; and besides, his own army was flushed with 
victory. The Scots were recalled, and the two armies 
on July znd took post at Long Marston, on an open 
heath some six miles from York. Marston Moor is 
the most interesting battle of the war, both because of 
the numbers engaged, 26,ooo Parliamentarians to I8,ooo 
Royalists, and because the former, led by Cromwell, 
began the charges; otherwise one Civil War battle is 
much like another. Rupert was waiting for reinforce
ments which kept on coming from York, and was strength
ening his position against the morrow, when, and not 
till when he had expected to fight. The rebel guns had 
been pounding, in their usual ineffective fashion, since 
two o'clock, and Rupert ought either to have charged 
at once, or else fallen back to a more defensible position. 
As it was he lost his chance, and at about six Cromwell 
seized on the opportunity to take the initiative. Rupert's 
cavalry rallied from the first shock; but the Scots under 
David Leslie came to Cromwell's help, and before nightfall 
the finest cavalry in the royal army were in headlong 
flight. Goring, however, on the other wing, scattered 
Fairfax and Leven, even as Cromwell had scattered 
Rupert. The two centres got to push of pike as usual ; 
and the order of battle inverted itself when Cromwell, 
returning from his pursuit of the Royalist right, met 
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Goring's troopers returni!lg . from th~ir ~ursuit of ,. the 
.Parliamentary right. But 'cromwell's Ironsides 4 were 
in order; Goring's men came on anyha'w, and were rapiclly · 
swept from the field. Therl Cromwell· turned,' in the 
gathering darkness, and, aided by David' Leslie, drove . . 

into the centre of Newcastle's infantry; these gallant 
fellows ·fought desperately, refused all quarter and were 
hewn down to a man. It was by far the most ~ecisive 

I . . . . 
battle yet fought ; York surrendered; and ~he whole 
ofthe north was torn from the King's grasp. 

The 'siege' of Oxford, which Essex and Waller had 
contemplated, was, however, a very lame affair. ·The 
King slipped out, and manreuvred so successfully that . 

. . I . 

he divided their armies; and,· while Essex, thinking to . . . 
reap the fruits of Cheriton, marched off westward for 
the relief of Lyme and Plymouth, the King inflicted a .>; . .. 
sharp lesson on Waller at Cropredy,\ a little north of 
Banbury (June zgth). Then he turned on Essex, chased 
him west into Cornwall a~d ,.com'pelled the surrender 
of his whole foot at Lostwithiel _on September 2nd~ : The 
Parliamentary horse were allowed, either by the negligence . 
of Goring, or because the King, whose quarters were 
very widely extended, had been unable to block up all 
the roads, ~o slip out in the night and escape to Plymouth. 
Essex himself escaped by sea; .his military career was 
almost at an end. . ., 

The King had in 'reality gained little; mere numbers 
were telling fatally against him. The weariness of the 
war was greater at Oxford than even ~n London. The 
north was lost, the centre endangered and only the west 
saved. Charles' best chance lay in the growing disunion 
of his enemies. . There:,was, indeed, a: fierce quarrel going 
on at Westminster between Cromwell and .Manchester 
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which was rapidly developing into one between In
dependents and Presbyterians ; it even seemed for a 
moment as if they would refuse to co-operate in the 
necessary and obvious task of catching the King on his 
way back from the west, in order to cut him off from 
Oxford. The quarrellers did, however, agree on this 
one last act of union; and, joining Waller and Essex, 
met the King on October 27th a few miles from the old 
battlefield of Newbury. But in the battle Manchester 
deliberately refused to seize his opportunity; and the 
King was able to cut his way safely back to the shelter 
of his fortress-girdle, and even to strengthen. Basing 
and Donnington Castles. 

Naturally enough, the recrimination between the 
Parliamentary leaders became fiercer than ever. If the 
war was not to go on interminably, a complete change 
of organization must be adopted. The Scottish army 
was, indeed, in a very curious position. It had entered 
England as an ally of Parliament, because it wanted to 
force a particular form of church government upon the 
King and kingdom. It was beginning to discover that 
the most efficient part of its allies had no special lust 
for that particular form of church government. As to 
forcing anything else upon the King, the Scots were 
profoundly indifferent: in a vague kind of way, in spite 
of Covenants, they were attached to the old line of native 
kings; they did not like men who talked about 'pistol
ling them in the field.' " Why don't you make haste," 
they said to the Westminster Assembly of Divines and 
to Parliament, " to establish Presbyterianism ? " But 
not till January, '45, was the least article of that creed 
passed through the Houses ; and then it was only the 
' Directory for Worship '-a sort of order book of services. 
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The Scots then deliberately proposed to impeach Crom~ 
well as an 'incendia'ry '-without sU'Ccess. They ,forced . ' . 
through (Jariuary roth), to their eternaLshaine and,that 

' of th~ir allies,· .tlie ~ttainder and execution of poor old 
I • 

Laud, who ·'surely was harmless enough by this . time. 
"· ~ 

Finally, they managed to get on foot a real three weeks' 
' treaty'· at Uxbridge in February. That treaty was 
essent,ially a Scottish job; and the Scots ~ere far more 
horrifie_9. than pleased, when, in the course ohtlie dis
c'ussions,' 'ch'ar~es ·actually proposed to allow toleration 
potli. to' Presbyterians and Independents. 

From. this time onwards the real merit of Charles 
-9eg~n's t~ appear-a merit largely due, no doubt, to his 

. sanguine temperament, and his insane belief in his own 
diplomacy ; for h~ kept on persuading himself that, in. 
return for perfectly illusory concessions or absolut~ly false 
promises, some one, some party, some interest in· the 
State would come to his rescue, and re-establish him on 
a despotic throne. But partly, also, it was due to that 

·.dogged belief in the righteousness of his cause which 
was one day to make him such an excellent martyr:
"I will not give up Church, friends nor sword; !.don't 
exe~.ctly know where help is coming from, and I am quite 
prepared to sell my country and its inhabitants to any one 
who will help me to keep these three things ; ·but keep 
them I will, or die in the attempt." l{appily for Church 
and friends, for prerogative and his own fame, and still 
more happily for England, he was able to die without 
effecting a sale: but this was mai!J-lY because neither 
French, Spaniards, Dutch, Danes, Pope, nor wild Irish- t 

men could believe a word he said. The treaty of the 
spring of '45 was, therefore, as ineffectualoas that·of:l4J. 

From that. date the Scots grew more and more ., 
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dissatisfied with the situation. They overpowered and 
garrisoned Newcastle, Carlisle and most of the northern 
strongholds; they occasionally besieged and took for 
the Parliament some place like Worcester or Hereford; 
but their eyes were beginning to turn homeward. They 
made incessant complaints that the more sordid part 
of their bargain had not been observed any better than 
the religious part : 'our pay is always in arrear,~ and 
the arrears soon mounted to half a million. 

Meanwhile, ever since the second battle of Newbury, 
there had been proposals on foot to make the Parliament's 
army really efficient; of these Cromwell, in and out 
of Parliament, was the mouthpiece. The gist of them 
was that a central army should be formed, into which 
men should be enlisted for the duration of the war, and 
on regular pay defrayed by central taxation. The first 
open proposals for a' New Model' were made in Parlia
ment in November, '44; and very soon there was added 
to them a still more startling proposal, directed at the 
addresses of Manchester and Essex, that no member of 
either House should hold office in this New Model. The 
Lords, or rather the thirteen of them who remained at 
Westminster, fought stoutly against both these proposals: 
they did not accept the former till February, '45, nor the 
latter till April, when its shape had been so far modified 
that no member of either House was to continue to hold 
his present office in the army, although he might be 
(and Cromwell was) reappointed to a new one. The 
new army was put under the command of Sir Thomas 
Fairfax, whose simple honesty of purpose, devotion to 
the cause of Parliament, patience in the hour of trial 
and moderation in that of victory, have never received due 
recognition from history. That he was entirely devoid 
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of genius or originality was a grave defect; buthe had 
readiness and abundant resource in ordinary circum-

• stances, outside which he was never tried unless he had 
Cromwell at his elbow. Not the worst of his qualities 
for this war (it would have been fatal in most wars) was 
that he would always be in person in the thickest of the 
fight. Stout Skippon was his Sergeant~Major-General~ 
i.e. general of the foot-and soon was. added Cromwe~l 
as Lieutenant-General, with command of the horse. The 
army was to consist of. 22,000 men and to cost £56,oo~ 
a month. All local forces' were gradually incorporated 
in it, so that its nl1mbers rose rapidly. It took, of course,' 
some time to organize, and was barely organized when· 
it struck the decisive. blow at Na~eby. 

Carlyle has called it ' the remarkablest army ·that · 
ever wore steel in the world,' arid, if there is some exag
geration, there is also much truth in the statement. :· 
But at the beginning, and again at the end of its career,· l· 

it was merely an army much .like any other. The 
nucleus of it was formed by voluntary enlistment from 
the old armies·of Essex, Manchester and Waller: but 8,ooo . 
men had to be pressed to fill up the requisite number; 
and these, being levied·. from London and the eastern 
counties, !?ave it from the first 'a strong Puritan tinge.· 
Manchester's army at first supplied the greater number 
of the officers, but Cromwell's soon came to be the chief 
voice in the selection of these, and Cromwell deliberately 
selected extreme· Puritans"-i.e. Independents. He would 
have, as he long ago told Hampden, 'men of a spirit 
that would go as far as the spirit of gentlemen of honour · 
would go,' and this could only be found in men of ardent 
religious passions-men who would hew Agag in pieces 
before the Lord, and actually hewed him. The confidence 

• ' ,j 

. 26 
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of a Roman in the Gods of Rome was nothing compared 
to the confidence of Cromwell's troopers in the God of 
the Old Testament. Not that, as soldiers go, they were 
altogether neglectful of the precepts of the New ; habits 
of plunder were steadily eradicated and very sharply 
punished-indeed, in both armies they had hitherto been 
mainly the result. of irregular pay or no pay at all. 
Sharp punishment also awaited all breaches of the Third 
and Seventh Commandments: it is, however, a mistake 
to imagine that it was these soldiers alone who, in their 
zeal for the First, broke down all the carven work of 
our sanctuaries with axes and hammers ; much of the 
destruction of painted windows was done by order of the 
commissioners of Parliament appointed in r643 'to 
remove superstitious monuments' ; but, where the 
new army found such things standing, it spared very 
little. Example counts for more in armies than else
where, and no doubt the fanatic zeal and the strained 
use of biblical texts, which was common to most of its 
leaders except Fairfax, impressed itself largely on the 
regimental officers, and even on the men ; but much mu:;;t 
be discounted from the satire of the Restoration period, 
before we believe that the New Model never sang any
thing but psalms, and always carried a Bible in its knap
sack-still more before we believe that these things were 
done in hypocrisy. A more subtle temptation, indeed, 
awaited these soldiers-that of interference in politics; 
but of that hereafter. Finally, it would be another 
mistake to suppose that its officers were, as the Cavaliers 

. represented them to be, low-born mechanics and trades
men ; out of thirty-seven of its first colonels nine were 
of noble, and only seven were not of gentle birth. Pro
motion was, however, constantly given, as it had been . 
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by the Black Prince in old days, to stout soldiers 
irrespective of their· origin ; it would have come to be 
just the same in the King's army, if tliat had lasted long 
enough. 

.~. 1 

Against this new organization the King had little to 
oppose but hopes of more Irish. To the early days of' 4S 
belongs his commission to Lord Glamorgan to rais~ , 
troops in Ireland and abroad, at the price of complete 
repeal of the penp.l laws and open toleration' of CatholiC: 
worship in England and Ireland. Of course, he co.uldn't 
tell Hyde or any of his best civil advisers-he coula': 
hardly tell any of his best English soldiers-a word about\ 
this ; but they and the rest of the world knew all aboutj 
it in· a few months, when his private letter-bag, con-; 
taining copies of his recent letters to his· wife, r ten I 
thousand troops promised by the Duke of Lorraine,'! 
among other items), was captured at Naseby, and the'. 

I 

' Glamorgan treaty ' :became as famous as it was in- j 
~ ,.,.;ctual. Hyde had, indeed, already gone to the south-! 

aking the Prince of Wales, now fifteen years old,\ 
1im ; · Culpepper had. accompanied them, and ' 
1 was to be lieutenant-general of those parts ' 
Goring. The Queen had already fled to.France 
months ago, and had been very coldly received 

: Government there ; it looked as if the Prince 
reparing to join her. 
in this very dark winter and spring of '44-5, a 
ar had arisen in our firmament which might yet 
:hanged the military, though never for long the 
tate of affairs. Montrose, rebuffed by the King 
.onths before, had fled alone to Scotland and raised 
)yal standard in the Highlands. Loyalty was 
L new sentiment there; but once plan.ted there, it 
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was to be, for exactly a century, one of the most living 
forces in the British Islands ; and, in the hands of the 
greatest magician who ever put pen to paper, it was to 
be the theme of an undying romance. The Highlander 
of those days was to the Lowlander, still more to the 
Englishman, a breechless animal, 1 who lived by driving 
off his neighbours' cattle, which he mostly ate raw. 
It was not altogether true : the late King James had 
done a great deal to civilize him ; and Montrose, in 
giving him his great glory in history, only put back the 
clock so far as his civilization was concerned. But 
almost to a man the other clansmen were now suffering, 
and had been suffering for a century at the hands 
of the greedy and unscrupulous clan Campbell. The 
Campbells 'birsed yont' into every one's property; 
and most hateful among Campbells was Gillespie Gru
mach, the red-haired, squint-eyed Marquis of Argyll. 
His greatest feud was with the Macdonalds and their 
Irish cousins of the same name ; two thousand of these 
hardy bogtrotters were, when Montrose came - __ ... t.. 
already stamping about in the Highlands, under 
Antrim's brother, called 'Collkitto,' and plun 
friend and foe alike. 

It required but three things to utilize this irr 
energy : first, a man, not of Highland birth, b1 
timately acquainted with the temper and traditi1 
the Highlanders; secondly, one as desperate a 
of Argyll as themselves; and thirdly, one of real 
for warfare. Montrose was all three. If an old ~ 

or two of Dalgetty's type could come along and be 
a 'Major of Irishes ' (especially if he had such a 

1 As a matter of fact, he wore breeches in preference to 
his shirt was sometimes of woven tartan. 
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horse as Gustavus), so much the better. He almost 
0 • 

wept, we may remember, when he discovered that 
I . o 

'these savages' were armed with bows and arrows-
still more when he had to trust Gustavus to their untenty 
hands ; but the horse was, to these most active of foot 
soldiers, almost as fearful a beast as he was to the 
aborigines of Mexico. 

Montrose met the Macdonalds in Athol in the early • : 
autumn of '44, sent the fiery cross round the rriore . ' 
southern glens, and, with. armies never exceeding 4,000 
foot and perhaps 200 horse, proceeded to annihilate, in 
six pitched battles, every army that Covenanting Scot
land could sen~ against him. One. day he would. be 
knocking at the gates of Perth (victory of Tippermuir, 
September rst); a fortnight later he would storm Aber.7 
deen. 'It's a far cry to Lochow,' as· those know who 

I 

have walked it before the railways were opened, and 
Argyll boasted that no· one. knew the ' way into his 
country.' Montrose and . his Highlanders-Lochiel, 
Clanranald, Keppoch, Glengarry and Glencoe-would find 
it :-' oh for a guide through the skirts of Strathfillan.' . 
From Blair, in the depths of December, the host climbed 

" over Tummel and Lyon, past Loch Tay and down Glen 
Orchy to Loch Awe; and so to the gates of Inveraray: 
there Argyll shut himself up, much to the disgust of 
his own men: Then, to draw the Campbells out, Mont
rose turned northwards, leaving all their lands a desert 
as he passed, by Glen Etive and Glencoe to the foot of 
Ben Nevis, to the foot of Loch Ness, back to Ben 
Nevis again. There he met his enemy, who, strongly 
reinforced with Lowland troops, and sure of assistance 
from Lord Seaforth, had at last taken the field. At 
Inverlochy, on the shores of Loch Eil, r,soo starving· 
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Macdonalds cut to pieces double the number of Campbells 
and Lowlanders, and slew r,7oo of them outright. Argyll 
took refuge on a barge on the loch during the fight; 
though, as Ardenvohr, his clansman, said, " of his line 
of a hundred sires I know not one who would have 
retired while the banner of Diarmid waved in the wind." 

From the field of battle Montrose wrote to his King 
to come and rally all that was loyal, Lowland as well 
a:s Highland, under his standard. He was joined by 
the Gordons and by several sections of loyal ' Saxons ' ; 
but, as he advanced south, his Highland troop~ flocked 
back to their glens to secrete their plunder ; thus a 
raid on Dundee in April had to be followed by a retreat, 
in the face of odds of ten to one, which is extolled even 
now as a masterpiece of skilful strategy. In May there 
was another great triumph at Auldearn, by Nairn. 
Covenanting armies ID:ight spring out of the ground ; 
Montrose had a trick of making them melt back into it. 
At the very darkest moment of the Royalist fortunes, 
within a fortnight after Naseby, he cut Baillie to pieces 
at Alford on the Upper Don, and then carried his men 
straight southwards, by Dunkeld and Stirling, almost 
to Glasgow itself. Within a few miles of that city, on 
August rsth, against odds of two to one, he won his last 
great victory, Kilsyth, which left him master of all 
Scotland. 

This extraordinary turn of events began to tell on 
the attitude of old Leven towards English politics and 
warfare. Leven had already detached first troops and 
then regiments, to cope with this growing danger from 
the north; in July he began to think of drawing off his 
whole army. In Montrose's successes, even in his early 
ones, one would have thought that Charles would have 
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recognized the· very kind of opportunity for which he 
was always scheming-the chance of conquering England 
by the elements most alien to civilized English life. 
But in truth he paid very little attention to them._,iin 
the early days of '45 he had several ·courses open to. 
him; he might have fallen upon Leven, who was 
already being weakened by the despatch of troops to 
check Montrose, or he might have attacked the Parlia
mentary centre while the New Model was still in ·the 
crucible. If he entertained either of these designs, Crom-
well frustrated them in April by a fierce sweep right 
round Oxford, which straitened the. city for provisions, ·.: 
and robbed the King of horses for his. guns and baggage. : ' 
When at last ·Charles was abl~ to start, he made 'the· 
fatal mistake of dividing 'his army, and. sent Goring to 
reduce Taunton, where Blake had dqggedly held. out all. 
the winter, while he himself wande:red aimless~y of( to 
the midlands. Oxford was in terror ; but, in, spite of 
its terror, quite competent to stand the siege which~t·. ·~r 

. \ . '· 'fi 

Fairfax and Cromwell instantly began (May). In truth, 
it was··not till the begipning· of June that Crqmwell 
won from the reluctant Parliament free hand for Fairfax 
to command the New Army without interference fro~m 
committees. When he did they marched to meet the 
King and fight it out t? a finish. · :· 

Fresh from a successful storm of Leicester (May 31st), 
Charles turned to face them on that Northamptonshire 
roof of England, where so many battles were fought 
in the Middle Ages, and where so many good foxes have 
been killed since. Naseby is the simplest of battlefields; 
and, except for more hedges, is practically unaltered 
to-day-a rolling table-land, six hupdred feet_ above 
sea-level. In the parish rise ·two river§ ff9wing io tw:9 " . - .. ~ ~},., ,,_ 

'' 
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different seas. The battle of June 14th was hardly a 
fair one ; for the Royalists were outnumbered by nearly 
two to one (g,ooo to 14,000); otherwise it was much 
like the other battles;-Rupert on the right sweeping 
Ireton before him, as Cromwell on the other right swept 
Langdale before him. Astley, with the Royalist foot, 
was steadily pushing back double his own numbers, 
when Cromwell returned from his victory and reversed 
the fortune of the day. The King himself, with a power
ful reserve, was preparing to charge, when his irresolution 
got the better of him, and he was persuaded to fly. 
Rupert returned to find the foot surrendering in heaps. 
It was not a very bloody battle-I,ooo killed to s,ooo 
prisoners. Probably the spirits of the ordinary Royalist 
veterans ·were wearing out under the stress of war ; 
many of them were Welshmen, whose interest in the 
cause of the quarrel was slight. The loss of officers 
was immense and irreparable. "The King and the 
kingdom were lost in it," is Clarendon's brief comment 
on the battle. 

Almost the saddest thing was that the King continued 
just as sanguine after Naseby as before it: 'plenty of 
Irishmen coming,' he always thought ; and he also 
began to think seriously of Montrose. The loss of half 
the loyal gentlemen of England, who already lay beneath 
the turf or in prison for his sake, does not seem to have 
affected him in the least. But Rupert never recovered 
his spirits ; he could only advise his uncle, as he did 
incessantly from that hour, to make peace. Fairfax, 
with his victorious 'Model,' hastened to the west, beat 
Goring to pieces at Langport, captured Bridgwater, and 
so cut off the whole western peninsula, which could be 
reduced at leisure. Castle l:>y castle and town by town, 
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the Royalist garrisons fell, each taking less or more time 
according to the temper of its defender. \ Bristol, defended 
by Rupert himself, without troops enough to man 
one-third of the low walls, capitulated, 'far too ~asily' ...• . . ' 

said Charles, on September roth. Buf · Charles had 
done nothing for its ·relief, and had only darted :about 
from the Severn to, the Trent and back agai~, still 
retaining astonishing rapidity of movement, and here 
and there a · sting in his tail. At Oxford Rupert was 
actually arrested .and dismisse~ from all his offices ; 
very differently had. Parliament treated Wallet and 
Essex after their defeats. Rupert afterwards. came to 
the King at Newark, and told him a few home-truths; 
not wrongly cursing Digby as the author of all the 

l 

misfortunes of ,the Royalists. At first he thought of 
leaving England; but that gallant heart could. pever 
rest while the flag for whicli he had fought was still 

·flying. 
When Montrose was at last beaten the ~nd of the war •. 

was merely a question of months. His Highland troops 
•had melted away, and he had only r,soo men with' him 
at his last fight ; and of these only 500 were teady 
when he was surprised. in a thick mist by David ~eslie 
at Philiphaugh, in Selkirkshire, on September !3th. 
One or two leaders were given quarter, and the ihero 
himself escaped by flight ; all the rest, with such women 
and children as were following the army, were murdered 
in cold blood, either on the field, or, even when quarter 
had been given on the field, by a subsequent vote 
of Parliament at St. Andrew's. In the annals of English 
warfare we have to look back to the bloody days of 
Edward IV. to find a parallel for the savagery. of, the 
Kirk !'1-nd Argyll ; but we must remember that family 
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feuds lingered on in Scotland far later than in England, 
and that Montrose had appealed to every feud in Scottish 
history. What was remarkable and new was the way 
in which the ministers of the Kirk hounded on the 

• 
butchers. 

A fortnight after this, Charles, from the walls of Chester, 
watched another small remnant of his forces, under 
Langdale, routed and driven in headlong flight, though 
the city itself did not fall till March, '46. In the west 
Goring abandoned his army and fled to France; and 
Fairfax had only to face a small remnant under the 
stainless Hopton, who held out in Cornwall for two months 
longer (January to March, '46), thus allowing the Prince 
of Wales time to escape to Scilly, thence to Jersey, and 
finally, in• June, much against Hyde's will, to France. 
The last field army, under olq Sir Jacob Astley, sur
rendered at Stow-on-the-Wold on March zrst, '46; 
and, as that sturdy veteran remarked to his captors, 
"You may now go play-unless you fall out among 
yourselves." Of the garrisons, Oxford surrendered by 
treaty in June, Worcester in July, Pendennis and Raglan 
in August. A few Welsh castles held out into r647, 
Harlech being the last to fall, in March of that year. 



CHAPTER XVI i 

THE MARTYRDOM OF KING 
CHARLES 

THE victorious party in a civil war is rarely merciful, 
but the close of this first English conflict was~ stained by 
no bloodshed on the scaffold. At the same time, the 
enormous list of ' delinquents,' whom Parliament de
clared to be exempted from pardon, mak'es it very 
doubtful if we can acguit its leaders of b~oodthirsty 

intentions. This list comprised nearly every: person of 
. distinction who had fought for the King· or: counselled 
the King since the summer of '42. One does not imagine 
that Parliament would have cut off the head ,of Hopton 
or La:Qgdale ; . but it would proba})ly have f~red badly 
with Hyde and Culpepper, certainly .with Digby and 
Glamorgan, 1 if they had been caught. All the estates 
of these delinquents were voted into the melting-pot, 
along with the lands of bishops and cathedral

1 
clergy, in 

order to satisfy t~e claims of the Scots, to pay the ex
penses of the war in Ireland and, one is obliged to admit, 
to reward. the. victors. Ordinary persons wishing to 
' compound for delinquency ' were generally allowed to 
do so if they would take the Covenant, with ari oath not 
to bear arms again, and would pay down a lump sum 

1 Glamorgan was caught in '52, but by that time .men's 
passions were a little cooled; still, it eost Cromwell some trouble 
to. beg him off. 
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varying from half to one-third of the capital value of 
their estates. There is little doubt that the large majority 
of Royalists did ultimately compound ; but it needed 
much favour and heavy bribery to the members of the 
'committees for compounding,' which were established 
in each county. This spoliation, perhaps even more 
than the church question, was the real spoke in the 
wheel against that ' healing and settling ' of which the 
victors were so fond of talking ; for, if the King should 
ever 'have a turn again' (as the old Marquis of Win
chester, when his house of Basing was stormed and 
burnt over his head, hoped he would), nothing could 
prevent those who had lost all for his sake being restored 
to that all; and that would involve a fresh displacement 
of the new purchasers of the sequestrated lands. The 
' spoils to the victors ' wa'S a principle which we should 
hardly expect to see Fairfax and Cromwell accept ; yet 
the former added [5,000 a year in rents to his large 
estates, and the latter [2,500 to his small one. Nearly 
every one, civilian and soldier alike, dipped hands in the 
plunder as time went on, and with the plunder came the 
desire to keep it. At the close of the second English 
conflict, in 1648, far less mercy was shown to the defeated 
Royalists. A shocking example had been set by Argyll 
in Scotland; the cruelties and counter-cruelties in Ireland 
had embittered all minds, and the treatment of surren
dered prisoners after Preston and Colchester is in sharp 
contrast to that practised in 1646-7. 

New landlords, moreover, are proverbially unpopular, 
and the temper of the nation towards the victors grew 
steadily worse and worse. Anything like a real ' appeal 
to the country,' in the modern sense, was very far from 
the views of the Long Parliament, when, in August, '45• 
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it made some pretence of such an appea~ by beginning 
to issue writs to fill up its vacancies. Altogether some 
hundred and fifty new members were _:::added during 
the next six months : but, as no one who had fought 
for the King or in any way helped him, e~en with~money, 
could either elect or be elected; the whole tbing was a 
farce; and a farce parliamentary representation continued 

.·to· be, for the same reason, till the year r66o. The com
plexion of the House was not seriously i. altered by the 
new elections; if anything, the Independents rather 
than the Presbyterians gained . 
. And Sir Jacob Astley's prophecy re~ly came· true; 

they fell out among themselves. In ~he prospect of , 
their coming strife lay King Charles' greatest hopes; 
and his letters to his wife are full of cheerful avowals of 
the· same. One may say roughly that,, throughout '46 
and well into '47, the Presbyterians, had the best of it. 
They had for them (i) the Scots' army, (ii) the majority 
of both Houses of Parliament, (iii) the ,city of London. 
They were able to set up Presbyteria~ government to 
the extent of. getting ministers ordai~ed and elders 
elected for some of the parish churc~es of London. These · 
used the new 'Directory for Worship' . in place of the 
Prayer Book ; and the Vj estminster Assembly of Divines 
was ordered to compile a new Confession of Faith. Btit 
they were quite unable to use the eldership for 'fencing 
the tables '-i.e. examining persons ~efore admitting 
them to the sacrament, as the Genev~n and Scottish 

. practice was; the result was that t~e Presbyterians 
hardly administered the sacrament at all. "Truly, one . ' 
lives like a heathen here," wrote Mary Verney in March, 
'47, "I will get a minister into this house to christen 
my child the old way, for it's not the fashion here to 
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have godfathers and godmothers. . . . I could get no 
room in our parish church, for all the money I offered ; •.. 
even when one gets room, one hears a very strange kind 
of service, and in such a tone that most people do nothing 
but laugh at it." 

Moreover, there were no Church Courts with power to 
fine, imprison and excommunicate dissenters. It was 
but a 'lame Erastian presbytery,' said the Scots, very 
different from the pure Calvinian tyranny of Edinburgh 
or Geneva. The healthy English dislike of priestcraft 
was as efficient against Henderson as against Laud. 
To intellectual men like Selden the pretensions of the 
Presbytery were " merely a rather shabby version of 
the age-lo~g conflict for secular dominion waged against 
the State by ecclesiastics ever since ecclesiastics had been 
in existence." It must be admitted that the Pres
byterians were, with a few rare exceptions like Richard 
Baxter, seldom intellectual ; the encouragement they 
gave to the absurd doctrine of witchcraft would suffice 
to prove this. ' Liberty of Conscience,' the only real 
solution of the problem, began to be openly canvassed, 
but was rejected with horror by the Presbyterian ma
jority. We must remember that it was no new idea: 
there is a Baptist tract advocating it as far back as 1615; 
Lord Broke had written in its favour before the outbreak 
of the war; Cromwell and Vane, each with certain 
startling limitations, were warm advocates of it; on 
the Royalist side, Jeremy Taylor was just about to 
publish his famous ' Liberty of Prophesying.' 

The Scots were utterly disgusted, utterly weary:
' Give us our wages, you backsliding Erastian pagans, 
and we will go home (wages-bill now mounting up far 
above a million). Or, if you don't we will restore King 
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Charles, our and your lawful sovereign, whom we ob
serve you take no steps to restore, to his full power, if 
he will, as hesurely will, consent to take the Covenant.' 
Early in '46, as fortress after fortress fell, Charles began 
to see that he must go somewhere for safety. Escape 
beyond seas was the last and least attractive of his,pro
grammes. He was always ' moving about in worlds not 
realized' ; he contrived to think that he had only to 
throw in his lot with the Scots, with the Parliament, 'or 
with the New Model, in order to give complete victory to 
whichever got him, and to secure power for himself :as 
unfettered as if there. had been no war. At what time 
he began to make offers to all three of these bodies 
we don't know, but certainly before the end of '45 ; 
and certainly I?.e was at the same t.ime negotiating 'for 
French and Jt:ish aid : he thought he could raise his 
price to every one, by letting each know that. he had 
other strings to his bow. France, on .the whole, advised 
him to come to terms with the Scots; and, 'if he },lad 
any real insight, he might have known that France, :for 
her own sake, would give him the worst possible advice. 
French ambassadors, Montreuil, Bellievre, were flitting 
to and fro b_etween the Scots army and Oxford . all 
the autumn and winter of ;45-6; as far back as '44 
Baillie tells us that ' there is a little monsieur here, 
tinkling upon a mediation.' The Scottish commissioners 
in London denied unblushingly that they were intriguing 
with Charles ; but the· whole story was known when 
letters were captured at Dartmouth in January, '46. 
They told the King lies, too, and he told them lies. They 
knew that he knew they lied; he never seems to have 

known that they (or any <;me else) knew that he was not 
certain to be telling the truth. 
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The English Parliament clid not lie; still less the English 
Army leaders. Charles demanded of the former that he 
should be allowed to come to Westminster ' in safety, 
honour and freedom,' and talk the situation over quietly 
from the throne in the House of Lords. For a long time 
Parliament emphatically said 'No'; but this 'No' 
would weaken if there were any serious chance of Charles 
coming to terms with the Army. Far the best terms 
were, indeed, to be had from the Army, which on there
ligious question demanded only complete toleration both 
for Presbyterians and Independents : it would let Charles 
keep as many bishops as he liked, and even continue 
to call them the Church of England ; but to Charles a 
bishop was not a bishop unless he could coerce men's 
souls. The weary round of intrigue went on in one 
shape or another right down to the autumn of r648. 
For the moment, of all courses, the King chose the worst 
conceivable : on April 27th, '46, accompanied only by 
his friend Ashburnham, he fled in disguise from Oxford, 
perhaps hardly knowing whither he intended to betake 
himself, and probably with letters and proposals to all 
three parties in his pockets. After taking a look at 
London from Harrow, he finally joined the Scottish 
army at Southwell, in Nottinghamshire, on May 5th. 
Of course, the Scots thought he had come to take the 
Covenant; when they found that he had only come 
to talk about taking the Covenant, they soon let him 
know that he was not a guest but a prisoner. They 
took him back to Newcastle, and set Henderson 
to bait him theologically ; if a bad theologian, Charles 
was an excellent casuist, and so effectually routed the 
poor hoodie-craw man that he returned to Scotland and 
died in disgust. But the Houses at Westminster were 
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furious at this development, of affairs; and the New 
Model began to grasp its pikes. ·I twas voted on May rgth 
t~at the Scots army was no 

1
longer needed, and ought 

to go home : 'not without those arrears,' said the Scots ; 
and the arrears were' mounting up, in arithmetical pro' 
g~~ssion. And the City, which dreaded the sectaries and 
tlie New Model, was inclined to favour the Scots; and 
so sometimes were the Lords. It was altogether a very 
pretty tangle. 

~ •• ~n · July 13th th~ Houses sent to Charles as their , 
. ultimatum for a basis of p,eace a set of demands called~ 

the 'Newcastle Propositions'; these outran any de-. 
mands made at Uxbridge or anywhere else-e.g. enforced 
Covenant on >all subjects of the three kingdoms, control 
of the sword by Parliament for twenty years, enonnous · 
list of King's friends exempt from pardon, education of' 
chihhen of Catholics in Protestant faith, speedy vengeance· 
on•Jreland. Charles, of course, would have died rather 

' .\... . . ~ 

than accept anything of the kind-did, in fact, afterwards· 
die"7cl.ther than accept milder· pi~posals ; but he let: 
Parlia~ent think he might accept them, and· kept up the 
·shl~ty game all the summer and autumn._ Meanwhile, 
t:!J?ugh it ought to have been perfectly clear that France 
would do nothing for him,, he was putting his trust in 
French or in Irish help. 

All chance of that last had really come to an end, when, 
in the spring of '45, a papal legate, Rinuccini, came to 
Ireland, and cut the ground from under the feet of Ormond, 
of Glamorgan and of any loyal Catholics left in that 
island. The Pope had no interest in restoring King 
Charles, who had never done, and never would do any
thing for the Catholic faith. Rinuccini appealed, like_ 
any modern M.P., to primitive Celtic barbarism: ·he 

27 
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bought poor stupid Glamorgan body and soul to the 
same interest; he fired his own followers, so that they 
began to sweep into the sea the last relics of English 
rule, and gave the Scots a terrific beating at Benburb, 
on the Blackwater (June sth, I646). But Ormond 
would have none of this. Utterly loyal to King Charles, 
he was still more loyal to England and to civilization ; 
and when Dublin was in grave danger he wrote a dignified 
letter to the English Parliament (September,'46), begging 
it to send Protestant troops to help him-offering to 
surrender Dublin to its control upon the sole condition 
of getting the King's formal leave. It is a proof of the 
bitterness of party feeling in England that Parliament 
refused his services, and even refused him permission to 
consult the King. " Very well," said Ormond, " then I 
hold Dublin for King Charles-it won't be for long." 
In the course of the struggle of the previous year the 
' Glamorgan treatie.s ' had become known in London 
(January, '46), and had led to the first serious proposals 
for the King's deposition. 

As Charles went on spinning threads of false tissue, and 
as Parliament and the Scots began to see his meaning more 
clearly, the latter began to get tired of kneeling to him 
and imploring him to be guided by the logic of facts. 
He seems to have enjoyed his stay at Newcastle a great 
deal; but his intolerable self-sufficiency must have been 
very irritating to his gaolers-hosts as they called them
selves. By September they began to reduce their 
demands for arrears, and at last agreed to accept £4oo,ooo, 
half to be paid down in cash at once. The price (I do 
not think any sophistries can disguise the fact that it was 
a price-a contract of bargain and sale) was to be the 
surrender of King Charles. But, if we blame them for 
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·'selling their King as Judas sold his Master,' we must 
ask what else they were to do with him ? If they, took 
him to Edinburgh he might quite probably get up another 
civil war in Scotland; if they packed him off to1France 
he would be forever intriguing in his exile against both 
kingdoms. Still, they sold him, and, as kings go, very 
ch~ap. The details. took a long time to complete : the 
Scots were characteristically (cautious ; the guineas had 
to be weighed and tested and counted; and it was not . 
till the end of January, 1647, that the King was removed 
to Holmby House, Northamptonshire, as the: guest' ~f ~ 
the English Parliament. ·Before the middle of February 
the blue bonnets were back, guineas and all, on their own 
side of the border. Npw at last, sighed tax~ridden 

England, the war is really over,.and now we shallbe able 
to disband the New Model. 

It seems almost inconceivable that Parliament should 
have .,thrown away the game when .it was so completely 
in its hands, and that. by a piece of- the most barefaced 
injustice to its saviours. In spite of promise of regular 
pay, ther_,e wete arrears owing to the ~ew Model which 
amounted almost ·to £3oo,ooo. That Army, having 
done its work, wa~ted to go home quite as much as the 
civilians wanted it to go home. No thought of inter
fering in politics had as yet entered its head; but it 
could not go home without its pay. Now the Parlia
mentary leaders thought that, instead of paying it, 
they could sena it to Ireland; or at lea~t give ita choice 
between unpaid disbandment and the Irish- service. No 
doubt there were men in it whose fathers had served 

·under Mountjoy and had told horrible tales of Irish hard-
ships; and almostto a man the Army refused to be cajoled' 
or threatened into going, or into disban~ing without its 

.. ·, 
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arrears. The first movement of resistance came from 
the colonels, with Cromwell's son-in-law, Ireton, at 
their head. It was flat mu~- Fairfax was staggered; 
but before all things he was the soldier's friend, loved 
and followed by the troopers not only of his own regiment 
but of all the army. Yet it can hardly have been Fairfax, 
with his love of order and reverence for Parliaments, 
who resolved to make the mutiny effective. For that 
we must look to a man of more insight and impulse, a 
man already on fire at the prospect of Presbyterian 
intolerance, a man who cared very little for forms of 
government, who never saw far into the future, but 
had an unrivalled grasp of any present situation. 

Suddenly, it seems, on Cromwell's vision must have 
burst the. idea_tl!9:L!P.i2._A~my was a 'power called of 
God,' not merely for ending the war, but for healing 
and settling the state. Of the future dangers of such a 
course he would see little; yet it was a terribly dangerous 
course which he undertook to steer, and the Army, 
like a ship that takes control of herself, was very apt 
to send the wheel flying round against his hands. " Of 
course," the Royalists said, " he is merely using the Army 
as the tool of his own ambition." This I do not for a 
moment believe ; rather, he was led on from step to step, 
by the logic of facts or the mistakes of his adversaries, 
till he and the Army were left alone as the only organized 
force in the three kingdoms. 

In the end of April, '47, the Army was lying on the edge 
of Essex and Cambridgeshire when these matters came 
to a head. There were plenty of enthusiasts in it, both 
democratic and religious, into whose arms the. mass of 
the men, who merely wanted their pay, naturally fell. 
'Agitators '-i.e. agents-were elected for each regiwent, 
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to discuss grievances with the officers and to present 
petitions to Parli~ment. Fairfax cc;mld not refuse to 
support the petitions of the officers a~d soldiers for their 
arrears and against compulsory servi~ein Ireland:··. Parlia
ment either voted the petitions scandalous and ini- · 
prisoned the petitioners, or, in moments of. panic, made 
lavish promises of arrears and .s~tisfaction. Meanwhile, 
the Presbyterian leaders of both Houses were looking 
round for help. 'They would raise a new army in the city, 
under Skippon, under Massey, under anybody; they 
would reinvite the Scots under David Leslie; they 
would get French help: above all, they would conciliate 
the King. Cromwell and Fairfax knew all this, knew 
also perhaps that/their own lives wer~. in danger from 

I . 

such a movement. Before all things Cromwell· feared a 
fresh Scottish invasion. Why should he not act sWiftly 
and possess himself of the· King's person? 

The King had· beeh received by the ·populace on his 
southern journey .:with shouts of joy: in a vague way 
he represented peace and order, a· sort of 'live Great 
Seal.' Smiling and self-satisfied, he received the homage 
as his due. Holm by was a pleasant( house ; the Parlia
mentary commissioners,. Pembroke especially, were pro
fuse in lip-loyalty, and played bowls with him; ~he 
visited (with an escort) the neighbouring country houses, 
and· got a little mild hunting : but he had to submit to 
Presbyterian services and sermons ; and only through 
his barber was an occasional note smuggled in to him 
from Ashburnham or the Queen. He was soon frankly 
bored. At the end of May Cromwell struck, and sent 
Cornet Joyce with five hundred men to occupy Holm by; 
Joyce bettered his instructions and fetched the King away 
to the Army. The King professed to Parlia~ent the 

'• 
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utmost horror at the impious deed; really, he was 
immensely relieved. They took him first to Newmarket, 
where were fine horses-he and Cromwell shared a taste 
fpr fine horses. Though no soldier, he always liked 
soldiers, and the men of the New Model excited his 
critical admiration. Above all, they gave him his own 
chaplains and the Prayer Book service. One would give 
much for a shorthand report of the supper-table talk, in 
King James' old house, on one of those June evenings. We 
may be sure that Charles endeavoured to play the affable 
host ; but what did Pride or Okey or Whalley or the 
shrewd soldier-lawyer Ireton think of him? 

The Parliament was in absolute terror; promised the 
angry soldiers all their arrears and redoubled its prayers 
to the city and the Scots. Still worse grew the terror 
when the· grim Army, pike in one hand and petition in 
the other, began to break up ifs quarters and move 
towards the capital. Now there was more of the political 
in those petitions:-' let our eleven chief enemies in 
Parliament, Holies, Waller, Massey, etc.-the leaders 
of the rigid Presbyterian party-be excluded from the 
House, or even impeached for stirring up strife.' And 
the King was with these petitioners ! and was the King 
likely to love Holies, one of the' five men of 1642 '-nay, 
the 'man of 1629'? or Massey, who had repulsed him 
from Gloucester in '43 ? Worse still, the City refused 
to dance to the Parliamentary pipe, and actually sent 
messages to conciliate the Army on its own account. 
Higher and h_igher grew the tone of the petitions :-' a 
date, and an early one, for your honourable House's dis
solution; a full recognition of the right of petition ; ful1 
religious toleration I ' 

When the Army reacfied St; Albans the eleven members 
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. gave up the strugg_le' they 'suspended themselves from; ~ . 
the service of the House'; they asked (and got) its leave to 

O go abroad for six months. · By the end of June the victory 
t--: of the Army was complete, and parliamentary gcivernm~nt 

from that time onwards was the greatest farce imaginable. 
The shadow of it e{\gured a few years longer, simply be
cause it had once been a legal authority, and no other 
legal authority had even a' shadow left. And _now, what 
would the Army do with the King? The latter was now 
lodged in his own house' at Hampton Court, and was so 
elated!. at ~is kind treatment that he talked in a lofty 
way to Iretqn of 'mediating'; 'please, your Majesty, it is 
we who are the mediators between your Majesty and your 
Pa~lia~ent,' was the:cobvious:reply~- Charles tlirew away .. 

v '. -· . . . ; - . --
the game, as usual. Cromwell sent for Sir John Berkely, 
an old friend of Charles and a Royallst"ofhigh._character, 
to carry on the negotiation between Army and King. 
Berkely was convinced of the utter sincerity of ;the 
Army leaders, and told Charles as much; but he was 

_ also convinced of;'fhis old master's utter distrust of the() , 
Army. The scheme known as the 'Heads of Proposals,' J'.. ~ 
which was submitted to Charles in I uly. was Ireton's 
work. It included complete religious toleration inside an 
~iscopal Church; biennial Parliaments and a redistribu
tion Bill ; a'powerful Council of State, which was tem
porarily to ·control the sword;_ a future parliamentary 
veto on all appointments to offices of State ; only five 
persons to be excepted from amnesty, and these ,fo be left 
to the judgment of Parliament. The scheme, like its 
author, was entirely in advance of the age; the King, as 
~ual, dallied with it, but evaded giving any clear answer. 

The anxiety ()f the Amiy leaders to disguise the fact 
that Parliament~ was 'unfree is pitiful, Cromwell clung 

-~.--~ -~ ... ~--
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as long as he could to any shadow of a shade of legality. 
He would conciliate the Lords and the Presbyterian party 
to the utmost ; but it was a vain disguise. In July the 
City plucked up spirit, as the Army had moved somewhat 
further off; a mob broke into the Houses, forced them to 
recall the eleven members and to prepare for defence. 
Thereon the Independent leaders in both Houses fled to 
the Army, which drew forward again, and, at last, in 
August, marched into the city, r8,ooo strong. The one. 
chance of legal order seemed to be to get the King to 
come to terms with the Army, and all August and 
September were spent in a vain attempt to induce 
him to do so. 

But Cromwell and Ireton had invoked forces which they 
could not control; their very own men cried shame on 
them, and asserted that they were betraying the cause of 
the Army by their 'plots' with the King. Now we begin 
to hear of 'Levellers,' of Wildman and Sexb:~ ... .Df Colonel 
Rainsborough ; now open republicanism is talked in 
Parliament by Marten. Pamphlets are drawtLUP-..in. which 
the People, with a big P, is called the 'just original of all 
power'; the most famous of these is the 'Agreement 
of the People,' written by our old friend 'freeborn John' 
Lilburne, whom Laud had whipped ; ' natural rights ' 
are opposed to civil rights; 'fundamental laws' to Acts 
of Parliament. ' Cromwell,' men say, 'is playing for an 
earldom and a garter; assassinate him, ye Levellers.' 
One seems to be reading a bit of the history of the French 
Revolution. And then, at the end of October, Cromwell 
suddenly gives up the King. 

Was it because he must conciliate the Levellers? Not 
so, but because he found out that the King was again 
in earnest negotiation with the Scots. The Scots were 
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getting very uneasy at the triumph of the Independent· 
party ; as the King's cause went down in England, it 
rose in Scotland. Hamilton and nearly all the' nobles, 
e,xcept Argyll, were .. for a- fresh intervention:' Argyll, 
probably bribed by the Independents, still held bac~, -
and still held the, clergy and the lower middle i classes 
in his hands._ But Scottish commissioners were deluging 
Charles with offers, and Charles, genuinely <ilarmed 
at the state of affairs 1n London, -was ready 'on his 
side to concede something. In November he' deter
mined to escape from Hampton Court, and, by 
Ashburnham's advice, decided on flying to the Isle of 
Wight. Colonel Hammond, its Governor, had spoken 
open words of pity for him to Ashburnham; but he was 

- horrified. and perplexed when His Majesty arrived: 
' Dear Robin ' Hammond, as Cromwell called him, might 

well be torn in two by thi~ t;mlooked~for visit ; but pn the 
. whole he decided to b~ faithful to his soldie(s _tfl-!%t. and! 
he shut up the King in Caris brooke Castle. . ' Stick to h!m 
tight, dear Robin,' ~s;the gist ofCromwell's letters;~ 'tis a 
heavy burden the Lord hath laid upon the~.' From 'Cads
brooke the King was able to carry on a vigorous though 
secret correspondertce with _ the Scots. Meanwhile, 
Cromwell, sore-perplexed, clung bravely to his one thread 
of legality, the much-purged and much-coerced Parlia
ment, for if the Scots had to be fought, the Army must 
fight them in the name of that assembly. It and he alike 
dreaded the triumph of the Levellers ; he, but :not it 
dreaded the. triumph of the Scots even more. On 
November 14th the more violent of the Levellers broke out 
at a review near Ware into open mutiny, crying out for the 
'Agreement of the'People'and abolition of King and Lords. 
By superb presence of mind Cromwe~l quelled the mutiny 

·f 
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at the cost of only one life. December was a very anxious 
month, but passed without open outbreak; only the 
growing hostility of the mass of the nation to the un
settled state of things was more and more displayed. 
The 'man in the street' would have long ago welcomed 
the King back to absolute power, rather than be taxed up 
to the eyes to support an army of Levellers and a Par
liament of fanatics, who put down Christmas decorations 
and closed theatres. 

The King meanwhile haggled long before agreeil}.g to 
accept the terms proposed by Hamilton, but, as no offer 

D .. worth noticing came from Parliament or Army, he decided 
\r' at last, on Christmas Eve, to sign' the En~agement' with 

tiie Scots. It contained far better conditions than he 
had yet heard of from any party: so good, indeed, that it 
was more than doubtful whether a Scottish army could be 
collected to fight for him upon such terms. There was 
to be Presbyterianism in England for three ~ars, 

during which a new free Parliament and the Westminster 
Assembly, largely reinforced with roY.al nominees, 
were to discuss the future of religion. There was 
to be no toleration whatever for any sort of sectary; 
but neither King nor any one else was to be forced 
to take the Covenant. Not a word was said about 
future control of the sword or the appointment of 
officers of State with consent of Parliament; and there 
were to be no exceptions to a final Act of Oblivion when 
the war should be over. For themselves, the Scots 
modestly asked complete free trade with England, one
third of all places at court and the payment of an enor
mous sum of money. These terms being acceP._ted, 
Hamilton began in the spring to levy men: and the men 
he levied were probably the same as those who had fought 
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at Marston arid whose sur~ivors were t~ fight at Dunbar. . ' 

Royalist risings "\vere in preparation all over the country·; 
help would' come fromfJ?:olland, and the Prince of Wales 
should come to Scotlcind to head the movement. All, 

·as Crom"tten. saw, would be 'in blood again.' It s,ays 
much for him'and even for the wilder spirits of the Army 
that they ceased at once to squabble about natural rights 

L ~~ t • 

and future constitutions. They ,would have to beat :the 

'· ' 

Scots first, and they knew that the Scots would have',for 
thein' this time. all. the' vis' in:ertice' of, England, all who 

. detested inspired tinkers and who d!str:usted_·p~~yer- . 
meetings of soldiers 'lastingfrom 9 a.m. till 7 p.m.' Most~~· 
probably they would have for them the votes, certaiply -~ 

,the hearts of the majority of the Parliament itself: .. The 
hold of th~ Army on that body was, indeed, 'of the slightest. 
For the moment a' vote of non-addresses' was passed-
~.e. that Parliament will negotiate no ~ore with Charl~s; 
but' only the presence of regl.~~n!s underJheir ver.y no~es 
got this vote through the L9rds (January, 1648). The 
King was treated at las! as a real prisone~; and 'an 
eminently Carolian trait was seen, :-.yhen he tried to esca,pe 
through a window in Carisbrooke,Cas~le,' wi:.ich ~is faithful 
page Firebrace assured him was too small. He thought 
he knew_ better than any one else in this, as in other 

, matters ; but he found tp.at it_ is not mathematically 
demonstrable, as he asserted it to be, that where a 
man's head will go his body will go. ' 

Presbyterian Royalism was a very half-hearted affair, 
and much more half-hearted in 1648 than it was to be -in r66o:·· Its main cry was not 'God and the King,' 
as that of the, old Cavaliers had been, but .~ King 

Charles, peace and no tax~s.'. Still, t]ler.e were fearful 
tumults m London against the soldiers all through -

' \ 
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March and April, followed by sporadic outbreaks all 
over the country-Colonel Poyer's, at Pembroke, m 
South Wales, demanding in May the presence of 
Cromwell himself. Before Cromwell went he had dis
played extraordinary skill in conciliating Parliament and 
city: he got votes passed that government should' con
tinue to be by King, Lords and Commons,' and probably 
he intended to crown one of the younger princes. He 
left the control of the city trained bands wholly to 
Skippon, who was a Moderate in politics and a rigid 
Presbyterian in religion ; he allowed and encouraged 
every possible negotiation with Charles, in spite of 
the vote of non-addresses. But, on the day of his 
march to Wales, the Army fanatics held a prayer
meeting at Windsor, and resolved that, if they returned 
in peace, it would be their duty ' to call Charles 
Stuart, that man of blood, to account for all the blood 
he had caused to be shed'; Cromwell was not present, 
but must soon have heard of it. His immediate duty 
was to beat Poyer, and, if there was one thing character
istic of Cromwell, it was his habit of looking at only one 
duty at a time. In that same month of May there was a 
great rising in Kent, rendered worse by the fact that 
eleven ships out of the fleet had revolted and gone across 
to join the Prince of Wales in Holland. Fairfax, of whom 
Cromwell was by no means sure, went instantly to sup
press this movement-chased it into and through Maid
stone, from whence some 3,000 men under the old Earl 
of Norwich managed to escape and to make their way 
almost to London. Skippon refused them the succour 
they expected, and they crossed the river; then, gathering 
Royalists like a snowball, they threw themselves into 
Colchester-always with Fairfax at their heels. There 
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they stood at~-'bay under Sir Charles Lucas, and a most 
. gallant defen<pe th~y ~ade. Fairfax, 'Yho was' in .no 

merciful mood, "SUffered fearful loss in an attempt to . 
r -t,· ·... , 

storm, and h~d to sit down to a regular siege. Would 
· the Scots come 'in time to relieve the town ? Oh, but the 

Scots were long of coming ! , 
The cry of the Scottish ministers, carefully worked by 

Argyll, had been 'no support to p.n uncovenanted King,' 
and \no alliance with malignants :-i.e. old Royalists ; 

' and the absence of the Kirk's blessing was fatally felt in 
· Hamilton's a:fmy. Hamilton had, many gallant malig
nants with hi~-notably Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who 
had commanded Charles' left at Naseby, and the Mus
graves of Cumberland. He had also inost of the pro
fessional soldiers of the Scottish army of r644 ; but he 

...- - . . 
had not either~'of the Leslies, of whom _David at least 
stood for the C,ovenant or nothing. Ha~ilton himself 
may have been treacherous_ before; he was in earnest 
now, but he was perhaps the most incompetent com
mander in Europe : a Cromwell against a· Hamilton was 
fear!ul odds. Not till July 8th did the Scots cross the 
border. Thr~e days later Cromwell had-. finished off 
Poyer and :J?~mbroke Castle, and hurried to the north : 
he had to go eastward first, in order to get guns from 
Hull. Lambert, one of his best iieutenants, had been 
watching in Cumberland, and fell back before the Scots 
as they ,advanced from Carlisle into Lancashire .. Then, 
with a lightning march over.the hills, like Rupert''s of '44 
only the reverse way, Cromwell effected his junction with 
Lambert and fell upon the Scots as they marched 
through Preston town, with all the effect -that ?- flank 
attack in such a case must'..have. Langdale and tp~ .. 
English horse, who were guarding the Scottish left against. 

't ' 

t - f '; ' '. 
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such attack, fought, though utterly out-·numbered, a 
most gallant fight for four hours; some few troops 
under Monro and Musgrave slipped back on the northern 
road ; but the main Scottish army left Langdale un
supported, attempted to continue its march and soon 
paid the penalty for its mistake. The Ironsides followed 
hard after them, slaying till they were weary of slaughter, 
and pursuing till they were weary of pursuit. The foot 
surrendered at Warrington, and Hamilton himself, with 
the horse, at Uttoxeter in Staffordshire, on August 22nd ; ' 
ten thousand prisoners fell into the hands of the New 
Model. For Scotland as a country Preston ranks with 
the defeats o£ Flodden and Pinkie. For the Kirk and 
Argyll it was for the moment a cause of rejoicing: the 
'Engagers' were excommunicated, and every feeling 
of patriotism was trampled down under the iron heel of 
bigotry. 

While the Prince of Wales with the eleven 'revolted' 
ships of the English fleet hung about the mouth of the 
river, now deciding for an attempt on Berwick, now for 
fighting the rest of the fleet which was under Warwick, 
now driven back to Holland by a storm, and now trusting 
himself to the guidance of Rupert, who sensibly proposed 
to go off to Ireland and help Ormond, the siege of Col
chester drew to its terrible close. Lucas displayed the 
highest qualities of a soldier and beat back all attempts 
at storm ; but famine was telling against him, and the 
civilian population suffered even more than the Royalist 
soldiers. Fairfax would hear of no terms except surrender 

' at discretion; he_ rrieant to make an example of those 
who had ' put England in blood again.' This view was 
that of all the officers of the Army alike ; so, when the 
inevitable surrender came, on August 26th, Lucas and Li~le 
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. ' . ..l . . ' . '· < \ •4 
were shot in ·cold blood and the rest· of the defenders · 

f. • . • • ~ ' 

stripped to thetr shirts. Lords Norwich and Capel· were 
sent as prisoners to l.~:mdon t~ be dealt with by Parlia
ment. Parliament was in no melting mood either, 
and many, of· :the comm~:m' soldiers taken, whether at 
Preston or Golchester, were shipped off to Barbados as ., 
slaves. 

Cromwell had hurried on from Preston into· Scotland, 
• ~ ~ I . 

receiving the surrender of Berwick · and Carlisle on his 
way. Argyll called the worst bloodhounds of the Kirk,to 

' tl •' ' 

''rabble ' ev~ry Roy.alist in the Lowlands, and laid himself 
and Scot!arrd .at the· victor's f~et. All Hamilton's party 
were to be forever excluded from office, and Cromwell . .. 
probably prOip.ised·ithe Campbell the life of ,his enemy. 
Did he promise him the life of his .King also ? It is not 
likely, for, strange as it may seem, Cromwell .for two.· 

, months l~nger ~as st;iving to save that life .. He' came 

' . 

south at the end of October, without having opened ~. 

his, mind'.. tc/ any one on th~· fatai. subject. 'f.Nle .. ~~ {), 
had been in Scotland the English Parliament had 1\. · 
r!i~orieia;tw-·;ronged effort at an. aceommodation ? 
with .the. King .• ~~o:o;v_o!e~L,voU,:~ggr,essesr had_ ~e:e_n 
[~P~~~t~d,..,_an& a treaty, qpelJ.ed at Newport, in 'the 

• Isle of Wigh( on _September 18th ... This .treaty was 
P,E,C>J£n.g~-~--}lntjl tll~ iery· ehd~:oCN9Yember. ·. The• King 
was allowed out of the Castle on parole, and lodged in 
Newport towp.: Inch by inch he trod all the old ways.' 
of argument,· against a parliamentary commission of 

r, Independents and Presbyteri~ns :. bu~ explicit promises, . 
f'-.!. except the surrender of the sword for twenty years, he 

;,.;:::-made. none; three years Presbyterianism without the 
Covenant was the furthest he would go on church matt.ers. 
Parliament found and voted, one l;>y one, all his answers 

~· . 

. ,. 
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unsatisfactory; and, meanwhile, Ireton had so far R , yielded to the Levellers as to agree that none of Charles' 
~· answers ever would be satisfactory-that his death would 
_- be the only satisfactory thing. Much discussion seems 

to have taken place in the council of the Army, as to 
whether this should be effected by a shadow of the exist
ing Parliament (purged to taste), or by the 'Sovereignty 
of the People ' and the proclamation of a new Constitution 
based on the 'Agreement of the People.' Finally, the 
decision was given for the former plan ; probably for the 
simple reason that any new Constitution must involv~ 
elections to a Parliament of some sort, and that any 
sort of elections would certainly result in a Royalist 
majority. 

The punishment of the King and a speedy dissolution 
of Parliament were thus the text of the ' Rem..Q!!§jgnce 
of the Army,' presented to the House of Commons _on 
November zoth._ In horror the House at once voted that . . 
the King's late answers at Newport were the basis of a 
possible understanding with him ; but it was its last in
dependent act. Fairfax and Cromwell must have known 
perfectly well what was brewing, but no open word of 
opposition came from them when the preliminary steps 
were taken. The Army entered London on December_znd, 
and its head q_uarters were established at Whitt41all. On 
the 6th Colonel Pride stood at the door of St. St&Q_hen's 
Chapel, with a guard and with a list of names in his 
hand ; he took forty-five members into custod~d ex
cluded ninety-six others from the House. The remainder, 
to save appearances, demanded from Fairfax the release 
of their brethren; and Fairfax replied with a counter
demand for the impeachment of those who had stirred 

~ . 

up the recent war. and for a fixed and early date for the 
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dissolution of. Parliament. _For . the .next :.tw~ ... months /'·t 

the Lower_H6use was often. withouLeven ,the. n~tes- · >: 
~~ . \ . ... 

sary quorum of ·forty ·members;· . The Jeadmg_Presby'" * 

terians, both civilians ahd ~·soldiers, .were, imprisoned.; 
and many of them remained for years in prison without 
trial. 

M~l:!n_w_h_il~. the J{ing was removed to Hurst. Castle in~ 
Y~!:Y st!i£t)mprispnmenj.~ .. , -~~re he expected to be fmur- 1 

dered; but he was only harshly (not brutally) treated. 
The men of the. New Model ·w~re not murderers; what 
'they designed they were going ~o act in the sight of high 
Heaven, and with a very Hebrew conviction that it was 
theLord's work . .Q11 D.~e!llberr6ththe ~in_gwas fetched 
to_ Windsor ; . and we have much evidence that during the · 

next eleven ·days C~om~eil, p~eaded hard in the cou~cil 6, 
of officers . that his hfe: might be . spared. It was ~ • 
probably at his instigation that.a.final overture was made /) 
~o Charles, about Chrjstmas-.fi;J.y,.offeringhim a restoration 
~,condition of his abahdoning_all'.claims Jo a negat_ive 
wice on' any Acts of P~rliament. Cromwell certainly 
dreaded democratic mo~ements, and, though _using~ the 
language of a religious fanatic, mistrusted the ' rule of 
the saints ' as much as the no-rule of the ' People ' ; he 
had as litt~e sympathy with Ireton's. ~new-constitutional ' (') 
pedantries. But when the King, who by this time ~I 
was determined to face the worst,. refused !December -zzth) even to receive this last overture .. Cromwell's min.d 
changed. The King had better die ; an,d, once his mind 
~ ---- '"' .. • 
was made up,. Cromwell easily persua~ed himself that it 
was at God's bidding. 

On that same day the King ceased to be treated ~ 
king, and became ' Charles Stuart ' ; his servants were 
:Ot allowed to kneel· to him. On the next d,2-y_:._!he 

• I 28 
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Commons ' passed an ordinance for erecting a High 
Court of Justice for trying the said Charles Stuart, 
on the ground that ' by the fundamental laws of 
England it is high treason for a king to levy war 
against his Parliament and kingdom.' The thirteen 
persons who still were called the House of Lords 
rejected the ordinance with horror ; and hence
forth, though they continued to sit for a few weeks 
longer, no communication passed between them and 
the Commons. Thes~-v<2ted, on January 4th, 1649, 
almost in the words of the Levellers, that the People 
are under God the 'just original of all power'; further, 
that the Commons in Parliament assembled have the 
supreme power, and that their Acts need no consent of 
King or Lords. They obviously needed a concrete token 

.. of their new position, and so voted to make a new Great 
Seal, which bore the date of r648, ' the first year of 
Freedom by God's blessing restored.' Of course, any body 
of men, which has wholly emancipated itself from all 
existing law, and has an army at its back, can vote any 
nonsense it pleases-even the obvious nonsense about 
' fundamental laws' and 'natural rights' --but were 
these men unconscious of the humour of their use of 
the word ' freedom ' ? 

The court for Charles' trial was to consist of one 
hundred and thirty-five named persons, but, at its first 
sitting on January 8th, little over one-third of these 
attended; and, though Fairfax attended on that day, 
it was for the last time. On the roth John Bradshaw 
was voted President of the court, and on t~e 17th 
the King was brought to London and lodged in 
Cotton House, Westminster. The ' trial,' if it can be 
dignified with such a name, was conducted according 
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to the formulre of English justice. 9*n .tl}~-~', 
~51.1~f.~!.-~l~~c,a,3a~gj,Y;~P.$.Rt~th.e.~,K~g~,~PB~,er!ng 
in arms' at Edgehill, Naseby and elsewhere upon 

certain fixed dates. Jh~r~!{,ing~pi>~¥~rtre. ,S.~m.p~e and 
~iou~g~l!~i"_g!~~~!n~iug~;(D~!.£~~g~y::,?t~. this 

c~u~.~, .. (!D .. JP.Y~' ,P9W:~~gf .,.,~J1Yr-.~91!ll,:.-1R~7t5Yt,<O·h.~~ 
sovereig~ a,nq ~a ,.s11£j~:~~t&ill;!~~!~ . ..,£.!ec;._~_jJ~<;£~1lt 
!h!!lg~~'....F.s-di..d~~~nt, _ · · 

., ' 

nor oall the gods with vulgar spite 
to vindicate his helpless right, 

still less did he deign to plead for his .life·: he intended 
the people of England to understand that no one could 
expect justice until the power of kingship was restored 
as before r64o; for himself his reward in Heaven was 
sure. He was finally condemned for refusing to plead 

to the indictment. ~is ~f_a~~Wi!!§,tyf ... J!alt.and 

o~ .t~~ .. s.~f.f.Q~P£C?J?gRly._;.&~_?;£g~~U~!"Y~.~~;~~put tlie 
Eikon Basilike (perhaps composed by Dr. Gauden), which 
sold like wildfire all over London during the next few 
months, reached every one who could read. 

r:. j;_~i9~il£~~~,.g~~~;rt :.3tJfft<:£l!Y,..~~s.~-~xperi~ 
e~c~d .... ~~Q!>_iail!~g~~v.en,~th~AWYi"nin(!"'~ignatures,which 
are appended to the death.:.warrant or in getting any 
............. .:.._t.~:!:;:..~~~..l.~~~ ... ~·..,s~-·11" ... :-~ . 

officers to take a leading part at the death-scene. The 
King's serene self-confidence terrified the majority of his 
judges. What arguments Cromwell and Ireton used to 
make the waverers sign, we don't know: Jmt the.()riginal 

~.r:ra.m:,.w~wg_.gp,..2!l_.,th~~lb~:m!!.~!"~;:.~~~~ ~arly on 
the 30th Charles walked across St. James' Park to White-
hall, between two hedges of soldiers ; and he walked so 
fast that his guards could hardly keep up with him. 
He had put on two, shirts that morning lest the cold 
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might make him shiver, and so people might think he 
was afraid. They kept him waiting till two in the after
noon before they cut his head off. The crowd filling 
the wide street outside Whitehall was enormous, and 
utterly horrified. 



./ 

CHAPTER XVII· 

·THE RULE OF THE RUMP 

NoTHING in Charles' life was truly kingly except the 
-leaving it ; but that was kingly indeed. If h~ had been 
expressly acting a part for the benefit of posterity, he 
couldn't have taken a better line; but he was not 
acting in the least ... He believed himself to be truly 
religious; and he knew that he was a martyr for the 
sake of a particular form of chm:ch govemmen,t. And 

' he was quite without physical fear of. death or 'pain, 
to which happy condition his life-long temperance and . -
chastity, as well as the perfection of all the ·organs of 
his body (a fact proved when it was embalmed) no doubt 
contributed:· He was buried in Windsor, but without 

• .__..,. f •·'#feen .. -, ... Af~~~~~ ,').., 
the rites of the Church. There let us leave him ; alive, 
... ~ ... :~;...'- >~ ..... ···~·&""'o-.'"./1'• •-< .... ~.n- • 
he. seemed, even to his most faithful servants, fa, ted to 
be the ruin of any cause he espoused, and especially of 
his own; after his death his name became one to conjure 
with, and the force which his martyrdom gave to king
ship is not yet exhausted. 

To kill him, then, was perhaps the boldest thing any 
man or company of men ever did ; it was also one of the 

· most fatal blunders. The manner of doing it was charac
teristically bold, and· characteristically stupid-not by 
quiet murder, not by simple practical ~artial la\7, 
but by the cumbrou~ formalities of something which, 

437 
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to satisfy themselves, they called a law court, with a 
crier and an indictment, and pleadings and evidence. 
If the whole thing had not been so tragic, so laden with 
consequences, present and future, for him and for them, 
the procedure would have been almost comic. For most 
Englishmen the net result was that Charles II.-a young 
man nearly nineteen, of whom nothing but good was 
known-began to reign at a few minutes past two on 
January 30th, 1649. 

The best evidence of this lies in the complete failure 
of successive governments, during the next eleven years, 
to command even bare toleration from the mass of 
Englishmen. Yet Fortune played into the hands of 
these governments : during those years England was ruled 
by men who made her name infinitely more feared, her 
alliance infinitely more courted thah it had been since 
the days of Edward III.; who first gave her a navy 
that could hold the sea in all weathers, and protect her 
commerce all over the world; who by the great Naviga
tion Act built up that commerce on the sure foundation 
of a native mercantile marine ; who subdued the hated 
Irish and the scarcely less hated Scots into trembling 
vassals. A few of these men were, no doubt, mainly 
moved by selfish ambition, or by fear for their own lives ; 
but their leader, their true king was a man whose essential 
honesty of purpose and lofty patriotism no one at the 
present day is likely to dispute. 

yet these governments were hated and despised as no 
~overnment had been, since that of Mary. 'The Rule of 
the Saints by the Sword ' was no rule for Englishmen. 
Let all the principles and aims be as good and as high 
as you please, all the details were more vexatious than 
they had ever been under Charles. Taxation was more 
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~~an treble wp.at ,.it h<J,? .e,x.~r.,./lf.IJ,.e~~-. ~Ih_: ,,v!olt ~iop.s of 
habeas corpus . .were Jar _more flagrant.:...., Cony's _case 1 is 
... -.,...~ ""'"· ..,. _ _. ~ • , - .. ..,,_~,·r.....:..-...,.-...., ~ •-r-~----- __ _.._ ........... ,.-.,._--,' P • 

an exact parallel to that of Richard Ch~mbers; indeed, 
that stalwart mortal himself survived to protest against 
paying illegal taxes to the Com~onwealth,- and went 

to prison for it. §:ybset;.vie?-!,..JJJ.2~~~~~~ _}~iquitous 

<;kcj~;_ ... l!ll!:!.t01 Je ':Y,..-a11d. .... ~illetipg,., )Y.er!-~~.c..l!l..£Sh in 
evidence as if there had been no Petition of Right. Trial 

-~ __ __..,.. ..... ~·~-c."<li$oii.Wo . . ;..,A... '. ~· ~;. :1."-~~ ·'~.~ ... - .-r--~--~ ~..,.;.-:' ··~-'""~·-

by j~ty ~~s""~~"~9_nst.<:_n!ly_., n~gtes,ted;:;:-e~g. for the trial 
.of the Royalist peers taken at Preston and Colchest~r 
(Hamilton, Capel and Norwich), and for that of Lord 
Holland a special court like that for the King's case 
had to be erected. The best-behaved of red-coats (they 
all wore red now) were omnipresent and were det~sted· 
by all. The ludicrous attempt to enforce a higher 
morality by Act of Parliament (sham Parliament) 
provoked ordinary men and women past bearing :
' You prohibit qur theatres and our Maypoles, , our 
horse-races and our hunting parties, even our football 
matches; you profess to do it in the name of virtue, 
but we know that really you are afraid that any 
score of people gathered together are sure to be 
plotting for the King, and ~o they are : you shut our 
taverns at sunset under the same hypocritical excuses, 
but for the same reasons.' And the governments had 
good reason to fear ; not a month of those eleven years 
passed without some secret plot, discovered or :undis
covered. Puritanism in its more sober form remained, 

- ) 

and still remains the religion of the vast mass of the 
English people ; but militant Puritanism had shot its,bolt . . 
even before the death of the martyr King. -The misdeeds 
of the old Church w_ere forgotten; its sufferings, worthily 

1 Vid. infr. p. 484. 
. ' -
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borne, were rememl:Jered. The inquisitorial spirit of 
Laud's Church could never be restored, any more than 
the irresponsible monarchy of Charles ; much of the ex
ternals of both could be restored, and were welcomed back 
as a ble£sed alternative to the experiments of radical con
stitution-mongers, the rantings of tub-thumpers, and the 
dreary theological narrowness of the Genevan school. 

The poor Government, moreover, was almost in as 
much danger from its Levelling friends as from its Royalist 
enemies. That its enemies did not overthrow it sooner 
is due to the fact that they dreaded its friends worse 
than itself; for the regicide remnant of the House of 
Commons, and, after their fall, the Protector, stood firm 
against any social upheaval-they at least protected 
ordinary men's property. They tried to administer 
some of the known laws and to appeal to conservative 
instincts, where these did not conflict with their own 
existence. Some people think they would have been 
more successful if they had been less ' constitutionally
minded.' Cromwell, it has often been said, could neither 
live without Parliaments nor with them ; but he was 
always trying to live with them, and had better have 
established a frank despotism. This I do not for a 
moment believe .. On the contrary, I believe that his 
best chance of success lay in claiming the crown at some 
one great moment-say immediately after the battle of 
Worcester; he should then have endeavoured to rule 
by the old constitution and by that alone, casting over 
it all the glamour of his astounding military triumphs. 
But, even so, he could not for many years have dispensed 
with a strong army, and that army was just the one 
thing which would have made the. situation hopeless. 
During those eleven years half England was deliberately 
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d!sfren.~~ft,~nyJJlPg Ji~e ... ~ . .fr~e ___ set of ~lections 
~o,ni? .. -~~;e . ~~tl!rne<!, a,n .~Pv~>~«;!:~lmtJ?.g-,!Il~jori_ty ·· of 
moderate Roy§lli~!§.; ,...Jherefore;~I .. think~the~tas~. of·. the 

C_?~mo11;ve~lth. !'!:~d. ~t:9te~!-~~<J.~e"' .were_ ~op~l.~s .~rom ' 
the first. · · · 
'~ - . 

,J;~d,, a~ ~eg~r?.!..~~i...S~~~~=i&:;~;;!:~~~~?-
froin January, '49, to December, '53-'-0ne cannot 'deny 
··~~~ ...... 
't'Iia't"'the members of the.' Rump ' of the Long Parliament 
C1~~-~P~~~~~,~rt-ey 
l5'e'g~ifb~~~~r;~ of all 
remaining members who had voted in the year '48 for 
any sprt of treaty with Charles; five days .later they 
abolished the House of Lords; and, though three or 
four ex-peers w;ere admitted to sit in the . Rump, an it 
~verage of fifty-si~ ,;itte~!>. ~~~ §.Jl Jhc;~.t,body;could;muster. ~ ~ 

. . . ~ 1pey creat~~.: ·'¥:': ~e~ec.g+~e__g?d:X ~5=!1~~4,4g~~.<;:~mpdl of ; 
State, _of""~tY.;qn~ "m~mbeUl . ..r.~~.~~&~.~~Y, . .Y~~t, an~ ~ 
~f this we. fin~~:t~:.avera?~-~~~~~E;~:(YE?·.sat-t?,,p~,.fifteen. :~ 
In fact, only the regicides sat with any regularity.; and, ,. 
as for them, we must remember that their lives depended 
on their maintaining supn:!me power. Charles II. always 
said he would never· pardon any one who ·had signed · 
the death-warrant; h~ was ready to buy his crown 
by all manner of shuffling except ·that. . · {/; 

'[~re~ i~mediate_q~~g~fs !l~re~t~~§.J:~~ ·.t~~apt. re- ~\ <~ 
1blic:-the Levellers. Ireland and the Scots. The 
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there were the' Fifth Monarchy men,' who declared that 
Christ must be proclaimed king, and should rule by a 
self-elected Parliament of the Saints; Harrison, an 
excellent soldier, was their great supporter. Then there 
were the first English Communists/ called 'the diggers,' 
because they went and dug up other people's land near 
Weybridge: their spokesman was one Winstanley; 
they had an idea that, by overthrow of King and Lords, 
the Saxons had at last got the better of the Normans! 
Shortly afterwards there were the Quakers, who, though 
they made no attempt to resist the civil sword, disturbed 
men's minds by their irrational attacks upon all customs 
of society and even upon its ordinary language; they 
refused to take off their hats when politeness required 
them to do so ; and ' hat-honour ' was a very serious 
matter in the seventeenth century. Ultimately, as every 
one knows, they became the most peaceable of sects. 

The Royalists were quite ready to use any of these move
ments of discontent for their own ends; but Cromwell's 
bitt~rest enemies cannot deny that he had a matchless 
way of dealing with Radicals. He would ride up to a 
regiment that was seething with mutiny and bristling 
with loaded muskets, cover his man with a pistol, offer 
the rest their lives if they surrendered three ringleaders, 
let those three cast lots for their lives, and shoot only 
one of them after trial by court-martial. On his stern.J 
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most hostile friend the Commonwealth had, but it is 
indisputable that Cromwell had a sneaking respect for 
that illustrious anarchist: it was probably owing to 
his influence that, when in Octobyr,' 49, Lilburne was. at 

iot.at '"• Jlla;w;. • ....,.~~ ...... ...,,.. ..... 

~~ i!l.£!~9, .. ~g!;t_~~£.l!:~~hY,gg!"'(L·,£,ei!:,,tE}i~L,}?Y.,jury,· 
with the result that he was .. tri:umP.hantlJ acqtJ.itted . .. ~~.~ ·~,.. ·•· ... ~~-=-~!:>""~ ...... ~ ... "f!$1Y~:!::'"..,..'!·-·,_~ '":."-<i' 1'- £S~..:-:. ~v:>•'"~-... ,~. 

amid the shouts of the audience ;< in both logic and 
"!"""' ...... ~~~··;.~~*~~-.. -~14""~~~~ -.~ .... ~--..., 

law he quite overpowered his indictors. Indeed, it 
-~':-r~ .... ~·::.:~_ ...... A,l ·~ ..... ~~-~ ""1~--!!t",..._~,,t ~-~ -~~'lf:S'"~"• L 

had been difficult to get lawyers to serve the new 
State; six of the twelve judges had resigned their com
missions in February, '49, · and their places were only • 
gradually filled. The Great Seal had been vested in a 
commission of three, of whom Whitelocke was the most \ 
important. Test oaths of fidelity to the new state of 
things were imposed upon all lawyers, offic:;ers of Army 
and Navy, civil or municipal servants, freemen of London, 
graduates, schoolmasters and clergymen. By the end 

, -~W.-!VIrPifliiV><oo# 

of the year '49 t!w)mmediat~.,dangerJro):ll_the.L~vellers 
• . •vrttr T"""~~~~Ji~,;._...,_..-"pl>t-· ._ ., ".),. .r....:,, _ •• -.,.~.- .• 

was _decid.effiy l~s?,,~J>ut}t \vas never re~_lly_over befo!e 
_,;.._ .... . ·---~~.,. •'"---=!"-~{£._, ,,...,.,..,.,<,~-~~~~-:1~ .. ~--~~~.t~~~ ... 

the Restoration. · · · · · ··· 
-~ * ,; ··~-•""•<"•r 

Ireland was a more serious matter. Ormond· had, 
as far back as July, '47, surrendered Dublin to Parlia
....,,,":, and from Dublin Colonel Michael J aries was now 

ng · out on a wild island divided between half a 
t1 wiid factions. In '47 the game had been in the 
.s of Rinuccini and the extreme Celtic party ; but 
ion had crept in; and for a moment Ormond hoped 
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sides once, and who had a few excellently disciplined 
English troops at Dundalk, on the borders of Ulster, 
would surely declare for the King; Owen O'Neill, the 
extreme nationalist, professed himself willing to do 
the same. By the end of July, '49, only Dublin and 

. Derry stood really firm for the Parliament. But 
already in March that body had voted an army of 
12,000 men for Ireland, and, when it was known 
that Cromwell was to command it, the cries of the 
soldiers for ' arrears first' were wonderfully stilled. 
On August 2nd Jones, already strongly reinforced, sallied 
from his walls and inflicted on Ormond a severe defeat at 
Rathmines, just south of the city. ,A fortnight later 
Cromwell and Ireton landed; Ormond had just time 
to throw a garrison into Drogheda (which blocked the 
passage to Ulster), and to call upon O'Neill to relieve 
it, when Cromwell, ro,ooo strong, appeared before the 
town. 

Sir Arthur Aston, its governor, could dispose of about 
3,000 men, the flower of the old Anglo-Irish army. His 
defence was most valiant and protracted, and the storm on 
September nth was followed by that infamous massacre 
of the entire garrison and of some civilians, which is the 
blackest blot on Cromwell's fame. No doubt {i) the 
'law of war' allowed it-a garrison defending a place 
which has been hopelessly breached may by that 'law' , 
be massacred : (ii) Cromwell did it deliberately in ord! 
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which no one in either garrison was in the least likely 
to have been concerned. Meanwhile, the English fleet 
under Robert Blake' had arrived and blockaded Rupert 
in Kinsale, and Cromwell forthwith began his march 
round the coast into Munster. In this he was fai~ly 

successful; except at Waterford, but his army suffered 
terribly from the rainy climate, and in May, r65o, 
he was severely repulsed from Clonmel. One ' cannot 
say that he was as victorious as Mountjoy had been,· 

> but he certainly had the more difficult task. He was 
recalled, May 26th, by the dangers at· hom,e, and left 
Ireton as Lord Deputy to finish the job, with Edmund 
Ludlow, a stern republican, as General of the Horse 
under him. Not till October, '51, was Limerick, the last 

' fortress, surrendered. Ormond,~whom the Catholics basely 
undervalued, and whose advice they always slighted, had 
left Ireland in October, '50 ; and Ireton died of hardship 
a month after the fall of Limerick. Ludlow succeeded 
him in the command; and, by the en:d of '52, practically . 
all Ireland had submitted. The Catholic religion was 
not proscribed ; but no ,pledge was given against its 

;; future proscription by Parliament. · 
Ormond had urged his young sovereign to come in person 

to ·Ireland, but there is little doubt that Charles was . 
right in refusing to do so : nothing had wrecked his 
father so much as the stories of his intrigues with the 
Irish. The exiled court flitted about Holland, Belgium 
and Northern France (for no foreign power had yet 
recognized the regicide, Government), and, on the whole, 
depended mainly upon the support of Prince William 
of Orange, who had married Charles' eldest sister, Mary. 
The Prince was, however, very ill at ease with the rich 
merchants of Amsterdam,· who were always ~ore inclined 
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to be friendly with France than with the English Crown; 
the best that any government can wish to political exiles 
is to be well rid of them, and to the Dutch this oppor
tunity seemed to come from the attitude of the Scots. 

The Scots were extraordinarily unhappy at this time. 
Argyll was still the dominant factor, but his power was 
slipping from him ; he had gone too far in ' kowtowing ' 
to the victor of Preston. He had been able to get an 
Act passed called the ' Act of Classes,' which excluded 
all his enemies from power, but all that was best in 
Scotland was hissing against it. The Marquis, therefore, 
now began to hedge, and proclaimed Charles II., with 
the proviso that he was not to exercise the sovereignty 
until he had' satisfied the Kirk '-i.e. taken the Covenant 
and imposed it upon all his subjects. On the other 
hand, Montrose was urging Charles to do nothing of the 
sort, but to throw himself on the pure Royalists and the 
loyalty of the Highlands. Thus, two recently beaten 
Scottish factions, mutually irreconcilable, were calling 
upon Charles, who knew that 'satisfaction to the 
Kirk' must include the disavowal of Montrose and 
of Ormond as well. Would either of these factions 
command a serious rising in its favour in England, while 
the Army was standing. at the figure of 44,000 men, 
and while Blake's fleet rode triumphant at sea ? 

Montrose, who had far the best flag to raise, was busy 
all' 49 in trying to gather troops in Sweden and Denmark, 
but it was not till March, '50, that he was able to land 
in the remote Orkneys with some r,zoo exiles and 
foreigners ; and by the time he started Charles had 
decided to close with Argyll. Cut to the heart at this news, 
the one real hero of Scotland advanced through Caithness 
into Sutherland, and his little force was annihilated by 
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a fierce Covenanter, Strachan, at Car bisdale, in Strath
oykel, at the 'end of April. Montrose w~s soon after
wards captured, sent to Edinburgh and, on May 21st; hung 
without trial. It was his blood for which Argyll had 
thirsted beyond that of all other rivals. On May rst . ~ 

Charles signed at Breda a complete capitulation to all 
the demands of the Kirk. He would enforce the Covenant 
on all. three kingdoms, refuse all toleration and refer 
all Scottish questions to th~ General Assembly and 
the Parliament of Scotland. No Hamiltonian 'Engag~r,' 
i.e. no enemy of Argyll, was to be employed until he had 
'satisfied the Kirk,' i.e. done· penance for fighting for 
Charles I. Fortified with these consolations, Charles 

' . 

landed on the ea~t coast on June 23rd, and Scotland . 
sprang to arms under David Leslie 30,000 strong. Argyll, 
who must 'really have wished for success (for he proposed 
his own daughter as a bride for Charles), allowed the. 
kirkmen to lead him by the nose; and to heap fresh 
and fresh humiliations on his puppet. . First, they 
d~manded the' purging' of Leslie's army of some eighty' 
officers and three thousand men who were not ' sound ' 
on the Covenant, though all had taken it; next, they 
denounced any alliance with English Royalists or ·even 
moderate English Pr~sbyterians ; finally, they demanded· 
of Charles a denunciation of his father's backs~idings 
and his mother's idolatry. In consenting to this last 
disgrace, Charles probably argued that no one believed 
him, and that, once he was on the throne, he would be 
able to repudiate all this and much more. 

Meanwhile, England had not been idle. Th~ prospect 
of a Scottish war had quieted the Levellers-it was no 
time for the advocacy of political ·change inside the 
dominant party ; and money was raised by the sale of 
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church, crown and cavalier lands. Cromwell's reception 
in London, June 3rd, on his return from Ireland, though 
in no sense popular, was at least as splendid as Parliament 
could make it. The worst symptom was that Fairfax 
refused to serve the Government any longer. He laid 
down his sword and went off to write pretty verses and 
plant trees in his Yorkshire home, probably the most 
clean-handed man who ever wielded power in a revolution. 
Cromwell succeeded him as Lord-General of all forces : 
two of his best lieutenants, Lambert and Fleetwood, 
were to accompany him to Scotland ; Skippon was to 
be left in London, and Harrison in the north of England. 
It is significant that Cromwell did not venture to take 
even half the English army across the border ; towards 
the end of July he was at Berwick with only r6,ooo men. 
For supplies he depended, like Edward I., entirely on 
the fleet, which sailed alongside him and into the Firth of 
Forth. In a series of movements in the neighbourhood 
of Edinburgh, occupying all August, he was completely 
out-manceuvred by Leslie, who appeared to have the 
game in his hands, and whom he totally failed to bring 
to an engagement. When, on September rst, the English 
were compelled to fall back on Dunbar, Leslie at once 
blocked the only passage between the hills and the sea 
by which they could retreat to Berwick ; he believed 
that Cromwell was already re-embarking his great guns 
and many of his troops. In spite of this belief he would 
have avoided an engagement, had not the ministers 
threatened him with the censures of the Kirk if he let 
' these sectaries ' escape ; and so, on the 2nd, he drew 
down from his impregnable position on Doon Hill; and 
Cromwell, whose troops were just half Leslie's in numbers, 
guessed that there would be·a gap in the Scottish lines. 
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In: the.late hours of tlle night of the ·2nd the little' English 
army wheeled round with its back to the sea, and _hurled _ 

_ itself upon Leslie before he, was awake:-

Let God arise, and scattered 
Let all His en'mies be ! 

And the sun rose. Cromwell believed what he sang. 
He lost only twenty men; he slew 3,000, took ro,ooo 

, prisoners and all the guns, colours and -baggage of the 
,Scottish army. 
. Among· those who rejoiced 'at the result of Dunbar 
fight was probably King Charles IL The tyranny of 
the Kirk_ was not yet lifted from men~~ private lives, 
bt1t the Kirk _militant would never agail'! claim to direct 
operations in the field. · Meanwhile, the victors occupied 
Leith and '-Edinburgh, except the Castle, which held out 
till December 24th, while Leslie's shattered remnants 
fell l:>ack on Stirling and Perth. By the end of r6so 
the reduction of Southern Scotland was fairly complete. 
But the young King showed some skill . in recon~iling 

the feuds of his supporters ; and, after once more con· 
senting to please the Kirk by a public mourning for the 
'sins' of his father and grandfather (old James would 

\\J " . 

have smiled at the idea), he wa:s crowned at Scone on 
January rst, r6sr. By this time Argyll's bolt was en· 
tirely shot; though he was allowed to play a leading 
part at the coronation, he withdrew to Inveraray a few 
days after, and the rest of the drama transacted itself 
without him. -Relieved of his accursed presence, patriotic 
Scotsmen breathed again ; and a Parliament, held in 
March and April, was all but unanimous to renew the 
strife, and to raise a fresh army, from which no tests 
were to exclude good soldiers. . .r 

l • 29 

r 
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This army was gathered during the first six months 
of 'sr, and reached Stirling in June. It was as gallant 
a band of raw recruits as ever bouned it for the border. 
The worst feature was that it was full of divided counsels, 
and its best soldier, Leslie, was genuinely terrified of 
Cromwell : he could out-manceuvre him ; fight him he 
would much rather not. Neither Lauderdale, nor 
Middleton, nor the new Duke of Hamilton, nor the 
English Presbyterian Massey was a match in tactics for 
the weakest of Cromwell's colonels. Argyll came out 
of his retirement, looked at the army and left it again. 
As long as it was in Scotland Leslie's strategy was able 
to stave off battle; but when Cromwell at the end of 
July made a raid into Fife, in order to cut off the best 
source of Scottish supplies, Leslie was overruled into 
undertaking a march into England. The route followed 
was that which the last Scottish invasion was to follow 
ninety-four years later-Carlisle, Preston, Manchester, 
Wigan; and, as on that occasion, only a few Lancashire 
Catholics and loyalists rose tci greet the invaders. Lord 
Derby brought some r,soo, who were cut to pieces at 
Wigan at the end of August. Meanwhile, Harrison hung 
on the Scots' flank, and Lambert on their rear. Crom
well, who had left Monk to blockade Stirling, started in 
hot pursuit ; and, while Charles was pressing on to 
the Severn in the hope of getting recruits from Wales, 
he effected, on August 25th, his junction with Harrison 
and Lambert at Warwick. This made him z8,ooo strong 
to r6,ooo of the Scots. Worse than all this, the militia 
of the neighbouring counties flocked to Cromwell's 
standard ; hateful as the Rump and the soldiers were, 
this was a national fight against an old national enemy 
in the bowels of the kingdom.. So, as at Naseby, 
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it was overwhelming numbers that won the last 
. I 

battle at Worcester. The Scots fought most gallan,tly, 
first on the right (ban],< of the . Seve~i:J.; just ali~ove 
its junction with the Teme ; then on the left bJnk,. 
outside the city, where Ch~rles himself charged at Jthe 
head of his cavalry with the greatest bravery. Bu

1
t it, 

was all in vain; the Royalists were annihilated. Most 
of the leaders \vere ~aken. prisoners, and Lord n{rby 
and one or two others were executed ; of the conunon ' 

' soldiers, about a thousand were transported to ]New . . .· I 
England. Massey and Middleton escaped froni prison ; 
Lauderdale and Leslie remained in captivity till 1~66o. 
The King, after;. six weeks of wanderings; in whicrl he 

t· ..• ,. . •· 1 
owed his life entirely to his courage, endurance and ready 
wit, escaped to France. ' , . · . ~ f 

Worcester was fought on the anniversary of Duubar, 
·September 3rd, and with it the Civil War ciosed iri the 

identical sp~t •. ~here it had opened. ~o~k, .who I had 
been left beh1nd m Scotland, had taken Stirlmg m August 
and Dundee in September; all the. Lowlands wereJthen 
at his feet. In January, '52, English comrriissi(mers 
were sent .to 'regulate' Scotland;' this meant that' the 
estates of those who had fought in· the years '48,1 '50, 

.. . I 
'sr, were confiscated to pay for the war. A sham as-
sembly of ' citizens and burgesses., at Dalkeith was lcom
pelled to assent to the ' incorporation' of the 'Combon
wealth of Scotland' with that of England. Tolenttion, 
except of ~ourse to Papists and Episcopalians,, was 
proclaimed. The Scott~sh regalia, for which t~~ E1j1glish 
generals made a fruitless and feverish hunt, were buried 
by the loy~lists to· await better times. DeanEL and 
Monk then set to work to reduce the Highlandst and 

by the end of '52 . all Scbtl~~d was crushed anil stred 
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beneath an iron martial law. Alone of leading Scots
men Argyll submitted voluntarily to the commissioners. 

It was only natural that foreign nations should watch 
the growth of the new military power in England with 
very anxious eyes. The long war of religion in Germany 
had closed in r648 with the peace of Westphalia, but 
France and Spain were going to keep up their private 
quarrel for eleven years more. The United Provinces 
had been the chief gainers from the state of war, and 
their commerce covered all seas-European, Eastern and 
Western. But they were suffering from internal divi
sions, the House of Orange being out of favour with the 
rich merchants of Amsterdam; that House had been 
called to power to save the state, and now the state was 
saved many Dutchmen thought there was no need to 
prolong its power. Portugal had recently (1640) thrown 
off the yoke of Spain, and, though it was a small power, 
its possession of Lisbon, the finest harbour in the world, 
gave it some importance. These four, France, Spain, 
Portugal and Holland, were the powers chiefly interested 
in English affairs. 

At the end of 1649 Rupert's little fleet, which had 
gallantly broken through Blake's blockade at Kinsale, 
still kept some sort of hold on our outlying islands ; 
Man, Jersey, Scilly, were still possible places of refuge. 
No foreign government had yet' recognized' the Common
wealth; and, of course, Rupert's object was to get some 
neutral harbour in which he could sell the English prizes 
he captured. France was at first inclined to permit: this 
in her own ports, and, in the anarchic condition of the 
Channel, there was a good deal of privateering between 
French and English sailors. This was accentuated when 
the King of Portugal opened Lisbon to Rupert; for the 
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·enemy of Portugal would at orice become the friend of 
Spain, and the friend of Spain 'the enemy of France. 
So, between the two' great' powers~ the regicide republic 
at first· leaned decidedly to' the alliance of His Most 
Catholic Majesty; and, as a result, the English exiles .· 
were well received in· France, as~ up· to r65o, they· 
also were at ~~~ Hague. Rupert, however; though.' a 
brilliant am~teur on the quarter-deck, was no m_atch 
for Blake, who, in March, 'so, blockaded him in the . . ' /' ~. 

Tagus, getting water and victuals freely from· his Spanish 
friends. Blake even won a smart viCtory over a Portuguese 
fleet ~oming in from Brazil ; and, when. Rupert slipped 
out in a storm and entered the Straits, he pursued hiin 
into the Mediterranean and captured or destroyed nearly 
all' his ships. Admiral Penn followed Blake, and, relying 
on the friendship of all the Spanish ports in . that sea, • 
picked up French and Portuguese prizes in c~n~iderable 
numbers. The indomitable Rupert, however, again got 
together five ships, and in February, 'sr, slipped out 
into the Atlantic and planned an attack on our colonies 
and comme~ce ; he expected to find strong Royalist 
sympathies in Barbados and Virginia. All r6s·r-2 he 
hung abm.it between the Azores and 'the West I~dies, 
but without much success, except the capture of a few 
prizes. His brother Maurice was lost at sea, and he 
hpnself returned to Europe in' January, '53. · The main 
result of his piratical raids had been to wake up the 
English Government to put its fleet upon a thorough 
war footing. 

Now no nation conscious of possessing the best army 
and the best fleet in Europe was likely to let it rust for 
want of use. Seventeenth-century Puritanism was no 
religion of peace: Gustavus Adolphus was its hero,' an<~ 
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the ~tory of Ancient Israel its text-book. It is perfectly 
possible that Cromwell had visions of his Ironsides 
stabling their horses in St. Peter's, at Rome, while the 
Pope should be in chains in the lowest dungeon of 
St. Angelo. Once, in the course of the year '53, he gravely 
proposed to the Dutch, with whom we were then in the 
middle of a very bloody war, that the two republics 
should head a Protestant alliance against all states 
which maintained the Inquisition, and then should 
divide the trade of the world between themselves, all 
Asia to the Dutch, all America to the English. This 
was rather like the Napoleonic ideal, 'liberty, equality; 
war all over the world.' But, with all his fanaticism, 
Cromwell, and still more mimy of the Republican leaders, 
had clear notions of the limits of the possible. The 
expansion of English commerce and colonization, and 
the dominion of the sea were ideas that were never absent 
from their minds. And right athwart these ideas lay 
the sturdy Dutchmen. 

The one real supporter whom Charles II. was likely 
to get was the Prince of Orange; and when the latter 
died suddenly, in October, 'so, it seemed to the Common
wealthsmen that their worst danger was passed. True, 
a week after Prince William's death, there was born to his 
widow a child, destined to save successively both Holland 
and England, and at last to unite them in an age-long 
peace; but he would be a nonentity for at least twenty 
years to come. Therefore, in February, 'sr, Mr. St. John 
and Mr. Strickland were sent from London to negotiate 

· for an alliance, or even a political union of the two 
republics. The phlegmatic Dutchmen did not want 
to be hurried, and these unskilled diplomats sought to 
hurry them. England had really very little to offer 
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and a .very great deal 'to ask-expulsion of the Royalists, 
reparation for the massacre •of Amboyna of .thirty years·. . . 
ago, toll to be paid for the herring fishery on our coasts, 
etc. Anyhow, the ri'~gohation was quite unsuccessful ; 
Holland felt thlt the status quo was the thing for h~r, 
and perhapfro~erl~oked the fact that a regenerated 
England could not much longer put up with that. 

But Dutch:: commerce had immensely outgrown the 
Dutch fle~C and therefore outgrown the means of its 
protection:· A nation of traders may have great spurts 
oft.warlike 'activity, but .it is apt also to have periods of 
slothfulness in defence. Dutch eyes were very rudely 
opened when, in October, '51-i.e. within one month 
of the firial triumph of Worcester-the great 'Act of 
Navigation·' ·'was passed in the Rump Parliament. This 
Act simply declared that no goods were to be brought 
to England except in English or colonial ships or ships 
of the country where the goods,:were produced; and an 
' English ship ' must be one in which half of the crew 
were native Englishmen or colonists. No produce from 
Asia, Africa or America, was to come except in such 
ships ; and the fisheries were reserved for the same. 

) 

Now Acts of Parliament do not make a nation great; 
rather, it is a great nation that makes great Acts of 
Parliament. Yet, if ever a single Act did much .. to 
make a nation great, it was this one. Passed by a 

.'1... • 

ludicrous sham of a Parliament in a moment of irrita-
. . .. 

tion against the Dutch, it became the bulwark of. 
the naval and commercial supremacy of Great Britain ; 
it compelled Englishmen to take to the sea as they had 
never taken before. The Navigation Act was very. 
unpopular in the colonies, which wen~ in the habit ,. of 

buyin& most <?£ their Ea.stern goods throug~' the Dutch~ 
~ I 

. . ~· ... _ 
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it was, however, rigorously enforced in the West Indies ; 
not so rigorously, perhaps, in North America ; the 
home Government did everything it could to encourage 
the development of ship-building in that country, and 
prohibited the growth of tobacco at home, as some 
compensation for the losses suffered in Virginia from 
the Act. 

Thus the water was cut away from under the Dutch 
keels in their three most important sources of wealth
the fisheries, the spice trade and the carrying trade. 
Holland produced no goods at home, but she had almost 
monopolized the carrying trade in European waters, 
the import of spices from the Far East and the salt fish 
trade. That she would fight was now certain ; and 
three great wars she fought before she owned herself 
beaten. Now to Cromwell, keen as he was on the ex
pansion of commerce, it was a horrid thing that the first 
war the victorious republic was to wage should be with 
a Protestant nation. He protested, and loudly ; and 
the fact that Parliament and Council of State ignored 
his protests proves that his power was by no means yet 
so great as might be supposed. 

The Dutch could at least boast of an admiral, Tromp 
by name, to whom no English sailor could be compared ; 
and though Tromp, like most of the fighting Dutchmen, 
was a partisan of the House of Orange, he served his 
country most loyally, and died for her in glory. De 
Ruyter, De Witt and Evertsen were all reputable com
manders. England, it is true, threw up one of her greatest 
sailors in Admiral Robert Blake, and had some useful 
seadogs in Penn, Ayscue, Lawson; but her fleets were 
very apt to be commanded by ' Generals-at-sea,' like 
Monk and Deane; indeed, Blake himself was quite new 
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to the sea service. The stern resistance made .by the 
lesser nation with the lessef navy is due mainly to the 
great superiority of its admirals; for,. though the English 
fleet constantly suffered from want of pay and bad food, 
owing to 'fraudulent contractors and inefficient manage
ment, tliese conditions were iitfinitely. worse on the 
Dutch side, where ~ven powder -was frequently lacking. 
Against this we must set the great p.ifficulty that England 
found in getting naval stores, pitch, hemp, pinewood 
anq other' Baltic goods,' owing to the,alliance of Holland 
with the Danes,. which enabled them to blockade the · 
Sound ; this incidentally led, in the spring. of '54, to . 

. our first alliance with Sweden, always the enemy of the 
' 1 ' 

·Danes. The Dutch navies were constantly hindered, . . ' 

by having to gua:rd large fleets of slow and heavily 
laden merchantmen on their homeward voyage from the 
East and West. Indies; if the. Channel got too hot to 
allow these to ~ass, Tromp had to be called off ·to the 
Orkneys to p~lot them safely through the North Sea. 
A Dutch EasJ. Indiaman, with her. enormous hold full 
of rich spice.s, 'might, even then, be worth a quarter .of a 
million sterling. England had so little sea-borne com-.. ' 

merce in comparison, that · the losses of her private 
merchants were nothing compared to those suffered in 
Amsterdam. Remember, however,. that in all. naval 
wars merchants must be very hard hit : the loss of th~ir, 

. • f. '• .. 

ships falls on therri ; part of the gain from prizes taken 
' ~ 
goes to the State. , ·· 

Tromp began the game in May, '52, with an unpre- ! 

meditated attack on Blake off Hasti!lgs, which ended 
in a drawn battle; and a formal declaration of war 
followed. In ~ tily Ayscue destroyed a Dutch merchant
fleet off Dover, while Blake was dispersing a herring-
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fleet in the North Sea; in August Ayscue was beaten 
by De Ruyter off Plymouth. But the first really great 
battle was that of September 28th, off the • Kentish 
Knock,' a sandbank in the mouth of the river, in which 
Blake with seventy sail was matched against De Ruyter 
and De Witt with sixty-two ; and again the fight was 
almost a drawn one, though certainly in our favour. 
In November Tromp came out again with eighty-five, 
on hearing that the English Government had foolishly 
detached twenty sail to the Mediterranean to protect 
commerce; he drove Blake, who had only forty-five, 
many of them impressed merchant ships which deserted 
under fire, into the Downs with some loss. It was after 
this that he is recorded to have sailed down Channel 
with a broom at his masthead, to sweep the English 
from their own seas. 

The war was already fearfully unpopular in England, 
not only owing to loss of commerce, but to the aggravated 
taxation and the sweeping confiscations of Royalist 
estates, which became necessary to support it ; but the 
Government rose to the occasion, paid off a lot of soldiers, 
raised the pay-rate of sailors from nineteen to twenty-four 
shillings a month, put naval officers to command all im
pressed merchant ships, and ransacked the earth for naval 
stores; with the result that in February, '53, when the two 
fleets met again off Portland in nearly equal strength, 
Blake was victorious, and chased the Dutch back to their 
own shores, inflicting serious loss on them. Blake was, 
however, badly wounded in the action, and was under
stood to be dissatisfied with the turn home politics were 
taking (Cromwell had evicted the Rump in April) and 
to be desirous of peace. 

But in May his loyalty to England triumJ?hed over 
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wounds and politics (' my business is not to mind state 
affairs, but to keep foreigners from fooling us'), 
and he resumed his command in the Channel. l t was 
Monk and Deane who fought the fierce battle off Yar~ 
mouth on June z~d, 3rd, and, 4th, in which the Dutch lost 
twenty ships. This, coupled with the utter ruin of Dutch 
trade, led to the first serious overture. for peace. The 
conditions demanded by the English Council of State in-. 
eluded a close union of the two republics-a union which 
would obviously be all to the advantage of the greater 
po~er; and meanwhile, the war went on. On the .last 
day of July, Tromp, having succeeded in breaking 
through Monk's fleet, which was blockading the Texel, 
was killed at the beginning of a fierce battle, in which 
the Dutch lost twenty-six more ships, but in which' 
the English fleet also suffered severely. 

Through the autumn ·and winter of '53 the peace 
negotiations never entirely ceased ; but Cromwell, now 
practically in supreme power, was a bad diplomatist, 
and, w~ile sincerely an/{ious for peace, . he was too 
eager to retain the fruits of war. Sometimes he ·showed 
himself almost more anxious to exclude the Stuart 
princes from- Holland than to maintain the Navigation 
Act : at other times the distress cif English finances 
made him demand a heavy war indemnity, or a limita
tion of the numbers of the Dutch fleet; we know that 
h_e was never a mim who saw his way cleady till the 
last moment. Quite suddenly, at the end of March, '54, 
when he had already been Protector for three months, 
he resolved to conclude. The treaty was signed on 
April 5th, ansi pledged either Government to expel the 
enemies of the, other, although no actual mention•.was 
made of the ·English exiles i ~he only, other article of 
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importance was the reference to arbitration of the claim 
for damages for the massacre of Amboyna, and for 
other grievances of the English in the Far East ; the 
Dutch agreed to salute the British flag in British seas: 
and also agreed, very reluctantly, to an act excluding 
from office the little Prince of Orange ; he was only 
three, so it did not much matter. 

This first Dutch war marks a very considerable epoch 
in our history ; for not only was it the first war waged 
upon merely commercial grounds in the teeth of religious 
interests, but also the first in which the Government, 
rather than the nation, for deliberate and far-sighted 
reasons, took the lead. Holland grudgingly admitted 
herself for the time to be beaten, but, to any one who 
could see ahead, it was obvious that she would one day 
try to reverse the verdict of fortune. A more popular 
but less patriotic English Government might be hard 
put to it to maintain the honour of our flag. 

More unpopular it was hardly possible for any govern
ment to be. As far back as January, 'so, the question of 
a date for the dissolution of the Long Parliament became 
a burning one, and this question gradually resolved itself 
into a struggle between Cromwell and the principal 
officers of the Army against Vane, Bradshaw, Hazelrig, 
and Scot, the purely ' Republican ' party in the House. 
Vane's idea seems to have been that there might be 
fresh elections to fill up vacant seats, there might even 
be a sweeping Redistribution Bill, but that the existing 
members of the ' Rump ' must retain their seats without 
offering themselves for re-election ; in other words, that 
the oligarchy must continue. The Scottish war deferred 
the struggle for some time, but, immediately after 
Worcester (on September 25th, r65r), Cromwell carried 
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a. motion that a period should be put, to the Parliament ; 
though: when it came to be fi~ed, it was found to be three 
years ahead-viz. November, '54·· It cannot .be 'denied· 
that Cromwell· showed himself marvellously patient for 
eighteen months more ... As he would have put ithi111self, 
he 'sought the Lord day and night. to learn His will,' 
but it remained hidden until the' spring of '53· ~ .• :~; 
petitions for dissolutio1;1 increased in number. We begin 

... ,..._ +------·>-·---1'rifo¥'~~~---~~-~T-~~"'!'- ~:. _.fJt~V"" ... t;;. •• < ..... ~~ 
tal hear of the names' oligan~hs' and' grandees' applied 
to mem~ers of the Rump, many of whose large private 
fortunes had.been acquired-on easy terms out of Royalist 
fon'eitures. 
· It is quite obvious that Cromwell turned willingly 

to the.solution o£ the problem by some sort of kingship·: 
probably he wished to crown the little Prince .Henry, 
Charles' youngest son, wh~ alone of the ex-royal family 
was in the power;. of ·Parliament; but he also thought 

I .....,, I ( 

mort'; than once of claiming the crow!}.· himself-' what .. 
if a -man should take upon him to be. a king ? ' B<;~th 

Lambert arid .Haitison,_from _differenL,points of .fie;, 
':l:i''"?" 't +· '· -- ~ ~ ._.., +" • ., . ·~- " <•K... ~ ., • • •M ~-; c":~. -~.:...:i:., ...... ; . •'· . 

urgec! him. to_dis,so_lye_j_Q~. J~Jl.~P-",BY-$9t:.<:~_; but for 

· l~g,.J~,.~~-s~r2:~k.KJrm:~.;:t'th!~:~~le~c~. The Re-
publican· leaders knew what was in the air, and; were 

I - •~ 

ready1 to buy- their power by seducing Lambert, who 
was a~n ambitio~s, unsteady fellow, or even by· re.: 
calling' Fairfax; who refused to listen to them. At last, 

~ i ( 

on April 15th, '53, Cromwell, who had been absent 
from J')arliament for a month,' reappeared in it, and 

d~man;:ed an immediate dissolution; Vane answered~·· .. ·. 
w1th the counter-demand for a ' new Lord-General.' f T 

-~~ ~.oth, ~ he~r:ip.g_!~at _ ~ ~il~a~- p~~~cl_~~g ~to _pnable. 
1 

_--

the oligarchs to retain their seats Cromwell came to the 
~----- .J.t ..,.· . ~,.' •• . _..· -~r .. ·.• •--~ u ~~,... -··.; ·"1-- ~' 4' 

House, ~at silent during,the discussion._and,..,when it was 
......... ~+--~ ·l""" ., ."": ~ -~- .. - t. ~ .. ,. .._,._ .. -., -~-... ..,. ~.... ,. , 
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moved 'that this Bill do pass,' got up and railed at the 
whole pack of them in most unmeasured language : he 
then called in his soldiers, whom he had stationed at 
the door. This was the ' first dissolution of the Rump ' ; 
and Cromwell on the same day dissolved the Council 
of State in the teeth of a dignified protest from Bradshaw, 
who simply took the view that the Parliament was not 
'dissolved,' but woul? meet again when this tyranny 
should be overpassed. 

Thus King, Lords and Commons were gone, and the 
Army was left alone in power ; and if there was one 
thing that Cromwell in theory disliked it was the rule of 
the sword. He felt, indeed, that ' God had put this trust 
on him,' but that it could only be a temporary trust, 
and that some form of civil government must be devised 
to replace it. Kingship would be the best solution, 
but nearly the whole Army was hostile to this idea, and 
Prince Henry, whom he had once thought of crowning, 
had in February been sent across to Flanders, in order 
to prevent any such design upon him. Harrison was 
urging Cromwell to establish the rule of the Saints ; 
Lambert was pressing for a new civil constitution, modified 
from the 'Agreement of the People' : and, after estab
lishing a small Council of State of ten persons (nearly 
all soldiers), the General decided to try Harrison's plan. 
Letters were sent out to the Independent Churches in 
each county asking for nominations to a central Assembly 
of 'godly men': in May the Army Council weeded and 
altered many of the names sent up by the Churches; 
and this rather astonishing Assembly was allowed to 
meet, in the Parliament house at Westminster, on July 
4th, 1653. It contained a hundred and twenty-nine 
members for England, five for Scotland and six for 
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~3la,~d,;· ~~t ·~a~ t~ sit ~or sixteen· month~, and the~ 1 

to nominate a fresh Assembly for twelve months more. 
To Cromfvell it was. avowedly oli.ly an experiment, or 

. . I . 

even an :interlude: to be tried until Englishmen were 
sufficientl!r ' regenerated ' to ,be fit to exercise · the 
f h

. I . 
ranc 1se ·agam. 

No assdmbly of Englishmen could sit iii St. Stephen~s 
Chapel wi

1
thout being co,nvincecf:thatitwas a Parliament, 

with all f:he rights and powers' of that time-hoU:oured 
body ; arid these godly gentl~men at once took the bit 

r . . \ 
between their teeth. ·,Quite: fifty of them were extreme 
Radicals ~n politics, as well as visionaries in religion. 
The ftrst imme on the alphabetical list is that of Praise- . 

! . 

God Barebones, who is said to have given to his son 
"" J : ~ 

the almosl, more remarkable name of ' Unless-Christ- . • 
• l' . 

had-died-for-thee-thou-hadst-been~damned Barebmies.'-
. I ' . . . . . 
wherefore that young man, who became,, after the Restora-
tion, a SlllCCessful building speculator, was commonly 

I 
called by1 the profane ' Damned Barebones.' There _. 
were no. }awyers amon,g the members, and from· their 

1 . -~<:~,:->lll'"'t"""'"r 

first sitting .. JP.~Y. displa yyd ~a *viol~n t ,and~ .. unreasoning 
-~ ~ ,..__ .• .:.. • ...;S ...... ,. - .;, .... ,...,_~-'" ·-----...,.,._ .-- < ' :. ~~ ,.. ""_ -. - ' .'>-"· . '. "-·· 

~.~ tr .. e! t2J:h,~..,_!'f2itr:~!!l.eJ Y;f()n~e~:yatix.E)~.Pr:g.ft::s~igR9{ the law~~' 
1h~~-~~~- ab9.lis~ the Court ofCha~cery, P.IJd R~oposed 
t~c .. ~<l!!Y :fu~.~~..!ll~~~p_ese;;-~!,2~.~ p_,g,~k!:Lyolume ; 
nq .~<!-w.~uitl" wa~~!,o .. ~~t.~~~V21~-~gs._ They 
. also fell foul of church patronage and tithes; it is true 
~--·-~-Jb.,;;o.~;,,.,..,,.""'"-·· 

· that these had been burning questions in the Rump, 
• r. but all pr

1
oposals to abolish either had b~en defeated: 

I I . . . 
the Rump, however, had repealed all Acts wh1ch com-

' • ~ ' • .t 

pelled attE;ndance at· parish churches, provided that Jhe. 
absentee went, on the Lord's Day, to some form of 
public Chhstian worship; of course, a Catholic or a 

I .·· . 
Prayer Book· service did not count as ' Christian.' 

.\ ~ 
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The ' godly ' further proceeded to make marriage a 
civil contract to be witnessed by a justice of the peace, 
although of course you could go and be married in a 
church afterwards if you pleased. They proposed to 
destroy the universities, for the ' godly need no learning,' 
and meanwhile, their adherents out of doors, especially 
the Fifth Monarchy preachers, such as Christopher Feake, 
were frightening every one with demands' for the setting 
up of the law of Moses,' and many like words. Such 
suggestions were not pleasing even to tlie Levellers, or 
to Lilburne, who, having been banished by the Rump 
on pain of death, suddenly returned and attacked the 
whole new settlement. He was at once apprehended, 
tried by jury, acquitted, and then kept in prison 
by order of the Council of State ; so ' freedom,' as he 
said, was as far off as ever. He died in prison in August, 
'57, having become a Quaker just before his death. 

Cromwell's disappointment at the attitude of his 
' Little Parliament ' must have been acute ; yet he could 
not bring himself to dissolve it by force. It was left for 
Lambert to take the commonsense view and the steps 
for terminating the danger. By a skilful intrigue with 
the minority of the members, Lambert got a. snatch vote 
early on the morning of December 12th, by which the 
power of the Assembly was ' surrendered up to the Lord
General'; the majority of the members arrived to 
find this self-dissolution a fait accompli, and those who 
refused to accept it as such were cleared out of the hall 
by force. Lambert, however, had something ready to 
put in their place ; during the past month he had been 
working at a scheme, which may originally have been 
Ireton's, according to which the problem of sovereignty 
was to be solved by a written constitution. In this scheme, 
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and in all constitutions which pave been created after 
ib; likeness, there are certain ' fundamentals' whiCh 
none of the powers in the State, whatever these·may be, 
can alter. There may be, for instance, an as~embly 
of or~e or more chambers ; but it shall no•longer have the 
unlimited, if vague pow~r of the old English Parliament 
to tackle every question, for it must leave the 'funda
mmtals ' alone ; on the other hand, certain other ques
tion~-e.g. voting of taxes::Lshall be exclusiv;ely reserved 
for it. Again·; there may be a Single Person, call hiJ:? 

. King, President, Protector, or what 'you will ; but he 
too shall have _his exact sphere, beyond which he ~ay 
no( travel : Bills on some subjects he may veto,· not on 
others. Thus there will be a real system of : checks and 
balances ' ; each factor in the St~te ·will bow where it 
inw;t stop. _ i - - · _ - pi): 

1-.~ll..l~e~t ta!l .. e§ _!h_e ,doc~ll\er:t,,.m"'"'~l!~,c_,h~th~-~-S.S~~me ll\ 
~ em\J~}l,,J,J;l£,' ~R:W~Ill:eiJ,L.PL.2g~_r.~~~J/,..ltnd~ ·. 
presentedjt,~':li!~_.,..ih~=~fl8~~~~I;.~AmJ.~~n5il, to 
C;:or~~.$11, f~r ,J},~~~Ep_t?ll:~~_.,it_ .~~~~.,1U,,~X.,.=[sto~
~,ll;; .f£JJEJiU!lt.trlaJa9.~Mev12X~~Wti~;l.:~sJ,?-P~ij",.l(l~e,a i)· 

for i:he Lord-General himself. . · · 
~;;,._-...,.,.,, , b,4JJI5U4£ ,l'iilEI~"' 



CHAPTER XVIII 

OLIVER PROTECTOR 

THE worst points about the ' Instrument of Government ' 
were :-(r) That no arbiter between the several factors 
was established. Modern written constitutions usually 
establish an arbiter of some sort-e.g. they put it, as in 
America, in the hands of a Supreme Court of Justice to 
say, ' this or that act of the Single Person, or this or that 
Bill passed. in the Assembly, conflicts with the letter of 
the written constitution, is ultra vires, and can there
fore have no legal effect.' (2) That it provided no 
means of changing the 'fundamentals,' if they should 
become out of harmony with the needs of the times ; a 
state which lives by a writtin constitution also lives by 
a rigid one, unless therein means are provided of some 
special kind, as they are now in some foreign constitutions, 
for an alteration in any fundamentals. Your' sovereign,' 
in such a system, is no longer a man or an assembly 
of men, but a piece of parchment, a ' solemn sheep
skin,' as Carlyle might have called it; and there is 
very little flexibility in such sheepskins. But they offer 
enormous advantages, too ; they afford the greatest 
safeguard against hasty legislation, against measures 
got up to 'please the people' at the expense of the 
intelligent and propertied classes; they are probably' 

466 
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the only possible safeguards against the. evils of extreme 
:, demo,cracy. " . 

For the Englishmen of the seventeenth century the 
,Instrument was far too clev~r; for one thing, it created 

I 
., a Parliament,' and, as I have said above, if you call an 
i1ssembly a Parliament, that· assembly will think itself 

, ~~ real Parliament, and will claim all the vague powers 
o,f a real one; Lambert had ·far better have chosen 
sbme other name. for his Single Chamber. Moreover, 
it was far too clever for Cromwell. He was' deligl1.ted 
whh the idea · for it seemed to rid him of the burden 

I ' :W ~~··-t'f illiiiellfilo-<fitt~,fMibf'llifll~ ... ~-- i ...... f'l • ., ,.,_-... ... ~ 

ofi dictat<;>rship,,~~h.,..~~Qt§.~J:gg,~~!f~witJJi~Y~.'!-J:", 
cai;t upon his shouid~r.s.,,.EJ.I14~9.-~.,..,wiUtvg~y.,,.<;'llis,~qted !o 
••tttl( -~~;-_ ... ,it' .. ....-M:..~ ... ~>F-~ ..... ~~,;..r,..,_...:.,.. .... --t •. ·,...,"~ ...... ,.~~~"" 

lifr.\!L-4Js..,p~w.er~b:y!?J\1~J~m.!!.t~,, But to set a man 
of :~is strength and his weaknesses to work a complicated 
scheme of that kind, to enable him to act so far, and then 
to tet him find suddenly that the solemn sheepskin said. 
'stc\p,' when the Spirit of the Lord said, 'go on for the 

\ ~ . 
glori.ous cause of the people of God '-that would never 

·• suit him, and it soon became manifest that it wouldn't. 
Ot\e may, sum up the main. points of the Instrument 

' ' • .Jo. • ,,·---~---~~·~~~i·~~~~~~Q-14~)~~~-:~' 

thus '::-(i) There was to be a 'Single Person' called, 
Prot€ctor ; Oliver Cromwell, the first. He had no veto 
11$1.-·n~~-..--

on tb.e acts of (ii) a Single House of Parliament of t• 9t=- ~~ll";t,~~,:\:1J;~·~.,~-';"-

four hundred: ~nq , thirty~six ~p.ersons, el,ected, after a 
• • • . • •· · -~.,· ·-- ~::., ·,. ·-.-.J.-.,--i" ""'"' _, . • . h"· .~a..,·--., ~-«:J. • 

red1stnbutlon of seats, by all holders m the counties 1 of 
real or: personal property worth £zoo. The redistribution 
follow~d population, and the scheme disfranchised , a 
gr~at rp.any small boroughs, adding their members to 
the coi\nties, and enfranchising only four new towns. 

Scqq~p)~<;tn_q ~~~ ~re~sec.b~ .:.:epr,e~~~~d-~~~Y.J~irty 
1 No provision was made for any change in the borough fran

chise-this was probably a mere oversight. 
' 
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members each. This Parliament was to be triennially 
elected, and not to be dissolved until it had sat fc;r five 
months. In the intervals of its sittings the Protector 
was, in all executive matters, to act with the consent of 
(iii) a powerful Council of State; whose members were to 
be chosen for life by the Protector from names given in 
by Parliament, six names to be given in for each vacancy. 
The instalment here provided of parliamentary con
trol over the executive government is not great ; but, 
on the other hand, Parliament was to have an absolute 
veto on the Protector's nominations to the chief offices 
of State (Chancellor, etc.). (iv) For all extraordinary 
votes of money, and therefore in the case of a war, the 
Protector must have recourse to Parliament, but there 
was to be a fixed yearly revenue sufficient to support an 
adequate navy, an army of 30,000 men, and a perm<l-nent 
civil establishment, the cost of the latter being fixed at 
£2oo,ooo a year. Over this, which would now be called 
the 'peace-establishment,' the Protector was to have 
sole control. This apparent attempt to solve one of 
the burning questions of the Civil War in favour of the 
executive really left the main point untouched, for it did 
not mention the old 'constitutional' force of the militia, 
over whose control the dispute had arisen in 1642. Also, an 
army of 30,000 in time of peace, though no doubt necessary 
for the moment, seemed to the men of the period ridiculous 
to contemplate as a permanent burden. (v) Lastly, 
there was to be toleration ' except for Popery and Pre
lacy,' but a ' public profession of Christianity' was 
required, and the opinions tolerated must not lead to the 
' civil injury of other persons, or to actual disturbance of 
the public peace.' There were certain temporary clauses -
e.g. until the meeting of Parliament the Protector might 
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issue, wi1
1

:h consent of his Council,. such ' ordi~arices ' as he~·. 
. ·--~·-' ·-:."'="-~· ... ~--.._-:,;.:., ~:.~··~:···: *'flw!!-:f."•'\V.ij'"··t i:\"' ' 

thoifght' :B:t; two-thirds_ of .the 'fi~st.C<,>t;~;ncil.., we,r~:noEI}nated 
· in the lr(strument itself, an·<;l,the,Protecto:r~wa~· .. to choose 

• . •·\-. • --;. ',"•~·~~- _. . .._ ~.,}o•.O.·~_,·~··¥·' •,,~,o·'t.,t".'['t•,.";. ~ .,• 

the other third ; alhvho had fought for the .King were 
.-• _. tr,......,·-~"1; ¥ 1....,, .. • · f . 

d~prived1 of. th~jran~hise for. t~!'ee Par:lia1Ill1l:l}~~ Je. f?r 
mne years--=-while Papists were to be for _ever depnved of It. , . I . . . ., 
\~~-~r§,~~l~~~~~P,~~J>,2L.Jr~,_ ~~54· · - · 
~l;.~1?;;_:~,£!i~~ .. JB§!.~~+:~~ J>.&?.S;st~r, · 

with great apparatus of state, but without a single cheer 
I . ' . 

from thE; citizens .e~f Le~ndon or ariy other civiljan body. 
His firsi': Council coinprisea only one civilian . of any 
eminenc(~, Aritllony Ashley-Cooper, afterwards the fani9us 
Whig. le(:tder, LorlS~aftesbury .;, til~ other ,civili~ns,· !ike 'i · · 

Lawrence, were merely. good. practical admin.istrators 
of mode:rate views ;·all the'rest wer~ soldiers. Thurloe, 
who bec~:tme ·Olivees right-hand man, made an excellent' 
Secretar:'v to the Council. The state kept up by the 
Protecto:r at Whitehp.ll' was ~onsiderable_;_pe!haps, con-

sidering tall th~ngs: e~cessive ; before the' end of the 
Protectorate his Lifeguards alone costJ,£r4;ooo a year, 

, and their pay was .extravagantly high. Not only White
hall an~\Hampton ~ourt,;but St. James, Somerset House, 
G:reenw1ch and Wmdsor were Protectoral, as they had • 

. I , 
been Royal residences. Old Mrs. Cromwell, now hard 

~ l ~ . , 

on her ninetieth year, did not like it, and died soon after 
moving !into Whitehall. The Lady Pr~tectress, good 
Elizabeth Bourchier, received ambassadors arid kept a 
court lik!e a queen : ' His Highness' ' sons, the stupid Dick 
and the keen ·soldier. Harry, became ' my Lotd Richard ' 
and ' m!r Lord Henry ' ; Dick had a genius for ruririing 
into det!t, but Henry, though· querulous, was a man of· 
some at!ility, and subsequently did well as Deputy in 

' . 
Ireland. ' Then there were the daughters; · the' ·Lady 
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'Elizabeth (Mrs. Claypoole), the Lady Mary, who married 
Lord Fauconberg in r657, the Lady Bridget the widow 
of Ireton, now married to General Fleetwood, and the 
Lady Frances, who married into the family of the Earl of 
Warwick. Music, both vocal and instrumental, seems to 
have been the favourite recreation of the family: Oliver 
was, however, devoted to horses, and spent a great deal 
of money in importing fine Arabs; probably the only 
out-door recreation he got, after the establishment of the 
Protectorate, was hawking at Hampton Court. As a 
young man he had been a considerable athlete, and, like 
some modern athletes, he had left Cambridge without a 
degree ; to the end of his life he seems to have been fond 
of rather rough practical jokes ; once, when they had 
'drawn' some Jesuits, he made his courtiers dress up 
in the Popish vestments, which, says Pepys, ' caused 
abundance of mirth.' It is recorded that the Protector 
grieved because Louis XIV. would never address him as 
'My Brother' (as kings should call one another), but 
only as 'My Cousin.' 

Royalist satires on this clumsy ' state ' are, of course, to 
be received with caution, for every enemy, and innumerable 
old friends, at once called Oliver a disgusting hypocrite, 
who was playing for a crown. To the Fifth Monarchy 
men he became the ' Beast ' or the ' Little Horn ' or some 
other evil creature (see the Books of Daniel and Revela
tion, passim); h!_ly:c} _to remove from office and soon 
to_ i~nprison his old friend Harrison, whose main reading 
lay_ in the application of prophecy. Plots and assassins 
gathered round the Protector, and that told on his nerves 
and occasionally on his temper. But, dark as the path of 
duty often appeared to him to be, nothing ever diverted 
him from the direction in which he believed it to lie. 
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!,hus, i,?-. the1 ir~tety~~-eep.,J!i~""i.~~t<illa}~Q._J:!,~nd, th~:f. 
~g ~oLhis .fi~!·.~<!rlia.m~l!J,. he"-i_~§':!~<L ~?. ~1~~, than 

~gh!Y;l~<;_l~~n~~.f.~~· _rangip,~ fro;~n ~h: -~~?-~~:i?l! ~!;est 
oaths to the prohibition of. cock-fights. One of the best 

• .. ·< C '·< .. ,.. . •,C ' . ' • 

known is that which established a board of ' Triers,' to 
fill up vacant benefices in the Church. These commis
sioners, who were notunlike a modern bishop's' examining 
chaplains;' were to impose no doctrinal tests~ on the · 
candida,te for orders, but to satisfy themselves of his ' 
• godly conversation and integrity,' on the certificate of 
three persons to whom he must be known ; but the right < 

' ,i • • "' 

of the patron to pr~sent the candidate who had 'passea' 6 
was not 'interfered with : at the same time all 1 scanda..., 
lous ministers ' of profane or wicked life or guilty of using 
the Common Prayer Book were to be ejected. The great 
Protector was a man of the loftiest personal righteousness, 
and thoroughly determined to make his countrymen . . ' ' 

righteous : he believed that the Spirit of the Lord might 
speak to them in more than' one voice ; he held to a 

' -
few ' fundamentals '.in Christianity, as in politics ; once 
satisfied that these were right, he cared little whether the 
ministers were Anabaptists or moderate Calvinists. Thus 
every variety of Puritan doctrine was freely preached in 
Engl?-nd for • the next six years ; even ·for the earlv 

~. • w 

Quakers, if th~y would refrain from their habit of walking 
about Smithfield naked as a 'sign from 'the Lord,' or 

'\ from going into a church and shouting to some decent 
-.Presbyterian minister, 'come down, thou deceiver, thou 
' ~.hireling, thou dog,' there was ample toleration. The 
repression of 1 brawling' in church or elsewhere might 
he safely left, thought the Protector, to the action of the 
l 
(~rdinary Law Courts. · 

., Catholics, it was admitted, had an easier time under 
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Oliver than they had had since 1640, though the recusancy 
fines were regularly collected, and though one Catholic 
priest, the last person who suffered death in England 
for his religion, was executed in June, '54· Perhaps less 
strangely, the Jews, many of whom, as Dutch, Spanish 
and Portuguese subjects, had been for years past secretly 
in London, were at last allowed to build a synagogue 
and to purchase a burying-ground, though Oliver very 
properly refused to allow the country to be made an 
asylum for destitute Jews, as one enthusiastic rabbi 
proposed that he should do; the London merchants would 
have had something to say about that, in the days when 
London was a corporate entity, with real feelings of its 
own. The laws which required a profession of Christianity 
as a condition of toleration were not repealed, but a verbal 
assurance was given that they should not be enforced in 
the case of the Jews. It would, indeed, have been absurd 
if a government, which took the Old Testament for its 
text-book, had persecuted God's ancient people ; after 
all, many of the Spanish and, Portuguese Jews had been 
victims of the Inquisition, and, if it were to come to a 
fight with Spain, they might supply us with valuable 
information. Toleration was thus making real progress, 
and, before the end of the Protectorate, we can see the 
germs of the later Latitudinarian school at Cambridge, 
and of the future Natural Science school (the origin of 
the Royal Society) at Oxford; both these would sap the 
strength of dogmatic Calvinism. 

The first months of office passed away peacefully, and. 
September 3rd, 1654, was a day big with fate. Freedom 

· ... of election had been so far restrained that successful 
candidates were obliged to sign at the poll a declaration 
that they would not attempt to alter the 'government 
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' /f"" ,1 

"' il ·:' .• ~~~ '-~~ 1t·'t>1" .J ... 

by a Single Person arid Parliament.!. ... Many niust have' 
A!.' ::- ~ ..-. ,-,. .• .,..~,..--11!.& M"....,.,~~ .. · .. ..ao~ -J · 

signed this . declaration without i~tending tci be bound 
. . . --"' . ' 

1
• ~y·their· ~igna,.tutes, for there wa~~.:a61~,tr~1,19'~B~l~.t!.X _?f 

r~~.gjp,£~~~s_,::I~}E.~-~-<:l •. ,.~S11,_1}~~h~~~a~~~azehjg 
at their,.-head; there were even a few-tRoyalists. The 

~ majority '";;-"M""';d::rl;'in itsl'l·;~;~":=:triT'~et ~6~1y upon 

one, thing,· the repression of the extreme fanatics i~ 

Church and State ; practically none of the extremists· of ''! 
' the ' Barebones Parliament ' were returned. f '-.; 

Bnt the new.assemblY. had no sooner taken its seat than -1 .. liOt~l&l ...... ~ -~;;.;;,..;rr.;!._"'"'f';l\"'~:::'~~-~---"'"""~-~- -- ' 

it ·s;t~:oye .2Y...$X~lY.....!!!~ai}-s.,.,t2~~e~~l!P91L~ .... the.J??Wers '.J 

~~~er,ejg!l~Y, ~JlJ.~~*-~~~., bJ~~-~3'$!~~~~_2,:-"£:y .J.h~ J~ul!lP· i~; 
The Government met it without having any programme ·· 

,f' of its own to suggest, and' ,actually encouraged it to 
discus>; the clauses of the ' Instrument.' The conse-

, ~ . . 
quence was that Oliver had to submit to the overthrow 

{) of the ·very constitution by-virtue of which both he and 
":this Parliapie~~ existed. The majority. of the House 

was willing to· have a Protector and a .Protectorate,'
and evim perhaps a written constitution i but th~t 

Protecto:C must be limited, and that constitution. re
modelled, entirely at the good pleasure of a_ Sovereign 
Parliamei~. <?liver was. willing to submit _even to this, 
prqyigeqJJ:le_ H;o11,se. would not _touch the_ three.' funda-~ 
mentals ' \which he no_w:_ propounded : there must be, . 
said he, f!xed periods to.· Parliaments ; there 'must be 
toleration ;_ and he must have an ample share in the 
control of the sword:-" Will you; gentlemen, each sign 
an engagerr;ent, preliminary to the discussion, . that you (} 

will agree tl( ~hese fundamentals ? " r~~- ~I{~llf2;Z:S _at. ~' 
once protested that.they woul9 not, andso!lle hundred 
,._ ...... ""'"' • - y r ~ . -~ "'"" . ~-· -- . : . .__...__,. ~ -
and thirty-~;ix of the elected members were thereon ""*· • ... f'l :\'"-:~~ ... ~;"># '~ ---~· ..-•:'\'!f ._,_..._..,,~ ;,..~"(,;·~ :!~~.ll>j- .-~::: • ..... T,' 

excluded frdm · the House_;_ the . other three .hundred 
~-' ~- •• --"\ .... ''"''" "'· ,_..,...."f.._"'l-~"i'->"<~··,..~ '~.=_.,..'; _fo<c··~ -

. \ . 
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were willing to sign. But, in signing, they were Jar 
from accepting the 'fundamentals' in Oliver's sense; 
they spent five months in wrangling over them, and in 
preparing a Bill for a new constitution, which was to 
take the place of the Instrument. They made no diffi
culty over Oliver's first point, and passed a Triennial 
Act almost at once, but they altered the details of the 
Instrument in their own favour in several minor ways
e.g. the councillors were to be subject to the approval 
of each Parliament, instead of nominated for life, and 
the old forty-shilling franchise was restored in the 
counties. 

Oliver made no fuss about accepting these measures, 
but, when the House proceeded to except from his 
'fundamental' of toleration, in terms studiously vague and 
dangerous, 'all damnable heresies,' he pricked up his 
ears ; he would have views, as to what heresies were 
really ' damnable,' very different from those of the 
average Presbyterian who was a member of this Parlia
ment. And when the House demanded an immediate and 

· -'large reduction of the army, and vested the control 
of the militia in persons to be appointed by itself, he 
could bear it no longer. The House does not seem to 
have seen the rift coming-a week before its dissolution 
it voted, with some pomp, what the Protector regarded 

~ as a totally inadequate set ot' estimates for army and 
'-: navy, and prolonged it for five years. Jh~ll]le spoke agd 

struck, and on January 22nd, r655, dissolved the H~use, 
when it had sat twenty, week-s-i.e. five lunar months. 
IE_ __ his_ ~pe~ch of parting he told the members, 
what was quite true, that their dissensions had very 
much encouraged Cavaliers and Levellers to move against 
the established State. To Oliver, absolutely conscious of 
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his own good intentions and unselfishness, ~he -~ttitlide 
of the Opposition seemed 'to be the blackest ingratitude. 

+ ..-· ~ ~ ... v 

Much as he desired some form or other of responsible 
civil government, he, wouid ·not _sacrifice the ,' g!orious 

cause of the people of God ' to a Parliament, which was ~( 
alread. y reactionary, and w. hich mig. ht b.ecom·e. much.· more ~ r 
so. On the other hand, even to the most. moderate 

·&tO • I b l! ~-. lflf A ~-:Q!:! ... _W;J::fJ~ .. ~~- ~j.,-.~ 

~2d ...;~a;ona~ ~.~~J&!~f::&~1~.~~~~~;;;.;.!~rY.~ · 
~en!, ,~>li';,er rtP-J_;.~~d.Jl1~~,J,.bJk:~~~g;t;stomed · 
to cut knots and to over-ride constitutionalism : ~as; 
moreover, personally an enigma and a sort of volcano, 
which might burst out with mighty thunderings · and 

~~rumblings when least .expected; to t~J~~puplican ';md 
- . the Leveller:~he W<tS .. the )\-_postate worse than Straff<;>rd ; 

to the fifth Monarchist. the Beast ; to the PresbYterian; 
~h~ favourer--~f'dariii~u~O s~ct~~ O . c::-~·-H- •On • ••• •• 

- - ~--,~! ~-~-·-·-···--~-'-·· J~·-•. -- ··-•·-'<"~ ~-• .-.:-~~ 
Meantime, if he could not ·give England unity and 

peace at home, he was determined to. give _her glory 
and profit abrci~;d. He had been at first · somewhat 
inclined to favour a• Spanish alliance, but he would 
always prefer a French one, if Cardinal Mazarin 
would be reasonable. But Mazarin~ if he .was ·far· 
sighted and able, was .also the most timid of ministers, 
and· his power over France was nothing compan~d to 
Richelieu's; indeed, he had barely escaped completen 

~ overthrow in a foolish 'little feudal and municipal · 
disturbance of r648-5o, called the ' Fronde.' Before he 
conimitted ·himself so far as to accept the hand of f~iend
ship .from the English regi<>ides, he waited to make sure 
that their government ~ould be a stable one ; and, 
while he waited, the Spaniards retook Dunkirk, the 
great north-eastern frontier fprtress, from him. At 
last, at the end of '52, he made up his mind to ' recognize' 
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the Commonwealth of England; and this meant at 
least a repression of the piracy which had been 
going on between France and England ever since the 
King's death. Oliver, so tender of conscience in other 
matters, was of Blake's opinion that foreigners must 
not be allowed to fool us, and was quite shameless as 
to how he fooled them. He practically said to France 
and Spain, 'you may bid against each other for the 
English alliance.' If the French bid was not high 
enough, he would interfere on behalf of the French 
Protestants, whom he believed to be ' oppressed,' since 
Charles I. had abandoned their cause in 1630. The 
terms to be offered by France must certainly include a 
banishment of the Stuart princes from French soil, as 
those of the Dutch peace were to banish them from 
Holland ; and, if possible, they must include also the 
cession of a port on the Flemish coast, preferably 
Dunkirk, which France and England might conquer in 
common. From Spain Oliver would ask that she should 
bear the expenses of a joint war with France, and that 
England should have Dunkirk or Calais; but, as Spain 
was manifestly bankrupt, he began to change his views 
and to demand instead a far more serious pair of con
cessions-viz. freedom of religion for Englishmen in all 
the dominions of the Most Catholic King, and freedom 
of trade with Spanish America. 

It was upon this demand that the Spanish ambassador 
replied that Oliver ' might as well ask for his master's two 
eyes.' When this answer was given, which was shortly 
before the meeting of the first Protectorate Parliament, 
Oliver turned quite readily to the rival power, and 
decided, though as yet in secret, on making war on 
Spain. All the Elizabethan Englishman, which was 
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strong in him, swelled with pride at the idea of capturing 
treasure-fleets and West Indian Islands; and at first, 
no doubt, he thought i~ possible to confine the war to 
American waters. So his first step was to put a fleet 
in commission, under\Penn and Venables, for this 'West
ern design,' and another under.Blake to protect English. 

~ • t" 

conimerce. in the Mediterranean. But the ast~nis~ing 
thing is that he still held out for higher terms from 
Mazarin, and, .long after , the expedition had sailed to 
the West Indies, allowed the Sp~ni<,trds to think that 
Blake was their best friend. Blake's first task was to 
cripple the 'Barbary pirates '~i.e. the semi-in<;lependent 
Turkish states of Algiers and Tunis, a task which he 
performed with complete success, giving the first de
monstration of the power of naval guns to silence batteries 
on shore. He was illowed as late as April, '55, to get 
food and water in the Spanish harbours of Sardinia, and 
to pose as the friend of Spain and potential enemy of 
France. 

Meanwhile, Oliver was dreaming of the renewal·upon a 
l_arger scale of the exploits of Drake in the West. He 
forgot that the Spanish colonies had been very cbn
siderably .strengthened since Drak~'s day; and that, 
after all, neither Drake, Raleigh nor any Elizabethan 
had been able permanently to hold any colony that had. 
once been Spanish. Worse than that, he was in such 
a hurry to take the Spaniards by surprise, and to keep 

'~ j 

his venture secret, that he paid no attention to the 
' details of the expedition, of which, indeed, his Council of . . 

State had never much a.,pproved. Venables was a veteran 
of the Irish wars, who showed himself quite incompetent. 
on the new stage of the tropics ; Penn was· a good 
sailor, who got on badly with soldiers. The officers 
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and men were· either impressed, or were drafts from 
English regiments, selected by the colonels (who naturally 
enough drafted off their wastrels), and were only made 
up to g,ooo by levies hastily raised in Barbados and 
other small West Inclian islands. No water-bottles 
had been provided, and any one can see what that would 
mean on the shortest tropical march, in the month before 
the rainy season. The result was that the attack on 
San Domingo, one of the richest of the Spanish islands, 
in April, '55, was a complete failure. Everything went 
wrong from start to finish-the landing-place badly 
chosen-absence of water and food-dysentery-suffer
ings-abject cowardice except by the 'naval brigade' ; 
and the re-embarkation was accomplished with mutual 
recriminations of general and admiral. The fleet 
then sailed to Jamaica, which the Spaniards had hardly 
colonized as yet, and, by an undeserved stroke of 
luck, occupied the noble harbour which was one day 
to be Kingston, the few Spanish troops retreating into 
the interior. Penn and Venables, leaving a few troops, 
very badly provided with stores, sailed away home, 
still growling at each other, and the Protector, heart
broken at the failure of his pet scheme, sent both of 
them to the Tower. 

The great West Indian island, which in the eighteenth 
century was to rival San Domingo itself in riches, was 
at first regarded as a white elephant by every one at home 
except the Protector, who deserves the greatest credit 
for the steady care with which he watched over its 
fortunes. It was exceedingly difficult to get colonists : 
expropriated · Irish were at one time suggested ; the 
New Englanders were asked, and refused to help, but 
eventually an overflow from the smaller West Indian 
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islands began to solve the problem. · l'he attacks of 
the Spaniards were constant, but were always repelled. 
Oliver's colonial policy was also far-seeing elsewhere; 
he had planned the capture of the one Dutch settle
ment in North America, which now forms the States 
of New York and New Jer~ey, and, when th~ peace of 
'54 put' a_n end to that scheme, he diverted the troops 
which had been raised for it to'the task of overrunning 

. French Acadia, now Nova Scotia ; and Englishmen 

. actually occupied that country up to the gulf of St . 
. · · Lawrence. But Charles II., though successfully following . . ' 

· in Jhe Protector's footsteps in seizing the Dutch pos.:. 
sessions, restored Acadia to, France. 

MeJnwhile, the instructions sent by.the Government to 
• Blake' in '55 were of the vaguest ; it almost seems as if 

Oliver wished his admiral to act on his own responsibility, 
and to precipitate one or otherrof the possible quarrels 

·· \vith France or Spain. Blake was only told that he was 
to capture the Spanish plate-fleet, and to prevent troops· 
'being sent to succour the Spaniards in the West Indies. 
He rightly held that these orders did not warrant him 
in attacking other Spanish· ships, and, after a pe~ceful 
summer's cruise in the neighbourhood of the Straits,. 
he came back to England in October. In the following 
March, '56, Spain having declared open war, and a 
defensive treaty having been concluded with France, 

.:he returned to his old. station and had a look at Cadiz 
and Gibraltar, both of which he found too strong to b~ 
a.ttempted. But in September a squadron of six frigates, 
under Captain Stayner, was lucky enough to destroy 
a small plate-fleet with a loss to the Spaniards of t.wo 
million st~rling, of which, however, only a little over 
half a million was saved from the waves. Even half 
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of that (the rest seems to have fallen in as prize-money 
or plunder to Stayner's men) was a welcome refreshment 
to the impoverished English Government. Blake himself 
was successful in enforcing on Portugal the signature 
of a treaty, which had been depending for some time, 
and which assured liberty of religion and trade for 
Englishmen in Portuguese dominions. 

The crowning victory, however, did not come until 
April, '57, when Blake, who was still blockading the 
Straits, got news that a fleet from the West was in the 
harbour of Santa Cruz, in the Canary Islands. There, 
on April 2oth, the great English sailor thrust his ships into 
the harbour, and utterly destroyed sixteen huge Spaniards, 
which were lying under the guns of their own shore batter
ies ; and without the loss of a single ship of his own. A 
more daring piece of work has seldom been done ; it was 
our first great naval victory since the Armada. Blake 
died on the way home just as his ship was entering 
Plymouth. He left an indelible impression on the hearts 
of his countrymen, not only for his bull-dog coutage and 
contempt of difficulties, nor for his chivalrous char:acter, 
of which many stories are told, but also as the first ex
pounder of the principles that a British fleet ought to be 
able to blockade any enemy's ports, that shore batteries 
can be silenced by naval guns, and that the Straits of 
Gibraltar are all-important for him who would hold the 
dominion of the sea. 

Oliver, perhaps, never quite grasped this last point, and, 
as the year '56 ran to its close, he became more and more 
eager to secure the active co-operation of France, in order 
to enable England to get hold of a port in Spanish Flanders. 
This has been condemned by posterity as false policy, 
but it must be remembered that the war was very un-
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. : popular in England, mainly on account of the great losses. 
· inflicted on our commerce by the privateers fr~m Dunkirk ; 

where, from July, '55, we had to keep up a blockade 
with eleven large ships, each accompanied by a ' shallop ' 
(pinnace), to run after pirates over the shallows. France, 
of course, never really relished Oliver's idea, but to secure 
the co-operation of the English in her still desperf~.te · 
struggle with Spaip. she would make some sacrifice. In 
the s~mmer of '55 she had go~e so. far, in order to .please . 
the frotector, as to bring severe pressure to bear in a 
.very delicate matter on a very old friend, the Duke of 
Savoy. , 

1 
1hat Papist Duke had some Pr:otestant subjects, in 

~he. higher valleys. of Piedmont~ for whom toleration had 
been expressly secur.ed, within the limits of those valleys, 
nearly a century before. Since that time they, being. 
thriving, industrious fellows, had gradually pushed 
beyond these limits, and were in many cases well settled 
in the plains below ; suddenly, in the spr!ng of '55, the 
Duchess Regent told the settlers they must depart, bag 
and baggage, at three days' notice, and, when they 
natur~lly. 'hesitated to obey, massacred them wholesale, 
even employing a few French troops, which were in her 
service, to do so .. Protestant Europe cried out in horror, 
and the loudest cry was Oliver's. Milton w~ote one of 
hi~ noblest sonnets on the tragedy, and forty thousand 
pounds were raised in London for relief to the survivors 
of 'the massacre. Oliver spoke of a league of all Pro;. 
testant princes against the. Scarlet Woman; and the 
warlike King of Sweden, who had his private ends . to 
gain, gave willing ear. But, best of all, Oliver told 
Mazarin that he must instantly stop this sort of thing·; 
and Mazarin did ·at once' stop it. Thus the two· great 

3I 
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civilized nations of Western Europe were for the first 
time brought into line, and on a question of humanity, to 
speak to the less civilized in a tone of mastery. There 
followed the defensive treaty, already referred to, of 
October, '55, which made no mention of Spain, but 
excluded the Stuart family from French soil. Poor 
Charles II. had to go to Cologne, and thence, not long 
afterwards, to Spanish territory at Bruges. But Oliver's 
'Protestant league' never came to anything: tardily 
and with grief he perceived that the Dutch and Swedes 
were bidding for his friendship against each other, just 
as the French and Spaniards had bidded ; the Swedes 
were trying to turn the Baltic into a tame preserve of 
their own, the Dutch to keep it open, at least for them
selves. Oliver was only able to mediate for a temporary 
peace in the north (February, '58). 

The hesitation of Mazarin finally disappeared in the 
spring of '57, when the offensive treaty was signed between 
England and France, by the terms of which England 
was to supply a fleet and 6,ooo men for the conquest of 
the frontier fortresses of Gravelines, Mardyk and Dunkirk, 
the last two to be retained by England. And so, in April, 
Sir John Reynolds, a veteran from the Irish wars, landed 
with the required \number of men at Boulogne. The 
men were drafts, not whole regiments, and in many cases 
recruits ; but they were a fine lot, and the hero of the 
whole was Major-General Morgan, who had been Monk's 
right hand in his Scottish campaign. To Oliver's great 
disgust Marshall Turenne, the French commander, 
seemed in no hurry to attack the coast towns, but wasted 
all the summer in the interior, while our men cried out 
for ' beef and beer ' instead of black bread and sour wine ; 
but their discipline was splendid, and they astonished 
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the peasants by not plundering them. -Not tiU October ' . was Mardyk taken, .and then Turenne refused to move 
further that year. Not so had our Ironsides iearne~ 
war ; and Sir William Lockhart, Oliver's gallant Scottish 

' . • 1- ~ 

envoy, vainly offered Turenne five -whole regiments if 
he would at once tackle Dunkirk. The winter was a 
very severe one, and our men died in heaps in garris~m 

' 

at Mardyk ; but in the spring of '58 they were reinforced 
by 4,080 more, and, at , the end of May, the Fre~ch at' 
l~st advanced. On June. 3rd there was a terrific battle ' 
on the ,~and-hills outside Dunkirk: , The English Royalists 
formed several regiments in the Spanish army, one of 
them led by Prince James, and the 'King's Lifeguards,' 
~ . 
nearly all gentlem~n-exiles, were the last to ~etreat. But 
the Ironsides were as · irresistible. under Turenne. a~ . 
under Oliver, and the victory was complete. Dunkr.k 

t ~ • t ' 

at once surrendered and was .handed over to our men, · ,, .. . ' 

many of whom completed the campaign with the French 
army in a victorio:us march almost' to Brussels ... 

The victory of Dunkirk was,' moreover, a great blow 
to the hopes o£ the' Royalists ; · Charles a couple of 
months before had concluded a definite treaty with Spain, 
which was to lead to a landing of 6,ooo Spaniards on 
the east coast o( England, for all the old Royalists 
had told him that, without a foreign force as a nucleus, 
further risi~gs would be impossible : now this was all 
over for the time. Thurloe had known all about it ; 
he' was Postmaster-General as well as S~cretary, and 
he had spies even in the innermost committee of 
Royalists, though no ~oubt there were many plots 
for the assassination of Oliver, which even Thurloe 
never discovered. ·.- After Dunkirk Charles' best hopes 
rested on the ch~nce that France 1and Spain might 

t. 
.. 
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make their peace and agree to work jointly in his 
favour. 

No military successes, however, could make the Govern
ment really popular with Englishmen ; people acquiesced 
and tha~ was all, for the war cost a million a year. There 
had been a small but dangerous rising in the west in 
March, '55, in which the Royalists, under Penruddock 
and Wagstaffe, captured two assize judges and a. high 
sheriff, and, though they were easily dispersed by the 
troops and the militia, much difficulty was experienced 
in packing juries sufficiently to get convictions, some
times even in getting gaolers to detain prisoners; indeed, 
every one connived at escapes, and only a few persons 
were hanged for this rising. Great numbers, however, 
were constantly being arrested on suspicion, without 
being brought to trial ; and at least on two occasions all 
who had fought for the King were banished from London 
for several months. Worse than this was the fact that 
some of the few judges who had been content to hold 
their commissions from the Rump, questioned, after the 
failure of the ' experiment in Parliaments,' the authority 
of the Instrument of Government ; and so two of them 
and a Chief Justice (Rolle) had to be dismissed; two 
commissioners of the Great Seal also resigned. Oliver 
was slipping back into the ways of Charles, and some of 
the phenomena of their respective reigns bore a close 

~.mutual resemblance ; for instance, a certain Mr. Cony 
~ 'refused to pay customs duties; his trial dragged on from 

November, '54, to June, '55, and ended in the imprison
ment of his counsel and himself until he madesubmissi~n; 
it was tust ;Bate or Chamb:rs over again. 

The ~hole thing was really government by martial 
law-that condition g~11 others which the poor Protector 
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haQ. rn.<:J.st wished to ayoid. And this had to be avowed in 
th~ _9,UtJ1mn~of '5-51-when.the.~wh~.l.e,oLEngland"and ~Wales 
~-- .diyided .. into.,.. eleven~districts 1,.,o:V:e.r-eacb. _of-which 

~s __ plac~~ --~- '_I11_<1j?r~g;~t;ER!~JliJJl".~!tSll.,S?!H.~!s~~<:men> 
assistant. These majors~general were to command· a local 

~ . 
cavalry militia, voluntarily recruited ~nd· w~ll paid, to 
number 6,ooo horse in all. The rygular forces in Englan? 
and Wales were r~duced tb zr;ooo men, distributed in 
some' forty-six garrisons, nearly 'all of which were on the . 
coast or closet<:> it.1 

·· ;The. duti~s of the majors-general 
were primarily those of a mounted police, to patrotthe 

"-· ... • .... ~ • .l,~ ,. 

highways and repress sedition .. · But before they were' . . 
despatched to their tasks, in October, '55, still more invi-
dious duties were laid upon them: they were to become 
an armed agency -for enforcing godly life ; . ·and 'one can - . 
imagine nothing tnore intensely irritating to a high.;spirited 
nation, or more certain to brand the profession of godli

. ness with the name of hypocrisy._) All old Royalists' who 
' were lucky enough t~ ·~scape banishment, 'imprisonment.~ 

or sequestratio~ of their estates were forbidden to carry' ·: • 
arms, and were subjected to an extra ihcome,tax of ten 
per -cent., although they l).ad ·long ago purged their 
Royalism by compounding with the 'Long Parliament 

• l' ' L • 

commissioners. Even . then none of them were to 
receive or comfort any. of the ejected episcopal _clergy: 
who were no longer to be allowed to celebrate th~ 

sacram.ents. or ~ead the _:prayer Book to private con
gregations. ·~ 

! t ... I'Z!.:~~R!SI!!l~~t~..,~J-~e .. ~.s!l~~~'".!~~#~~~a~_lisN~g 
,a,.g9,!~!Ltn!lll..J?Y'il',!lJJl;f~J~'Y&;,.tgx,J?Y-I655, the country! 
without in the least acquiescing in the new syst~m of 

1 York, Shrewsbury, Hereford, Warwick and Wiud~?or are tbe 
exceptions. . '· .. .. 
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government, was to some extent beginning to settle 
down again-country houses were being reopened and 
life was resuming its old course. The prospect of this 
was now blighted by the sudden appearance of these 
eleven military grandmothers, who ordered that every 
stranger coming from abroad was to state, on landing, 
to the nearest major-general his name, business and 
destination, and to notify any change of address (one 
might as well have been living in modern Germany), that 
no one was to be allowed to ' ride post ' without the 
licence of a justice of the peace, and that every Royalist 
was to send in an exact return of his estate and of all 
stock on it. Even if he did so he might be summoned 
before the commissioners at any moment to answer 
questions; in which case favour or bribery would be 
better anchors to hold by than justice. So much for 
the poor Royalists, and it is to be hoped that the 
highwaymen, always chivalrous to the oppressed, ab
stained from robbing ·them now they were not allowed 
to carry arms. 

But for the majority of indifferents-and indifferents 
are always a majority-their alehouses were to be closed 
at sunset, their cock-fightings, horse-racings, and bear
baitings suppressed ; Colonel Pride went and slew the 
bears in Southwark gardens with his own hands. Out
side towns all alehouses were declared unnecessary ; 
markets on Saturdays, which 'encouraged profanation 
of the Lord's day,' were to be abolished; horses were 
not to be exercised on Sundays; brewers were forbidden 
to brew and maltsters to malt without leave of the new 
police; all 'rogues and idle men' were without convic
tion to be shipped beyond seas (even Henry VIII. had 
only whipped them), and the majors-general were 
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~?r?~r.eg,..to_,dr,'!~-r~P:-li.%i~ .. oJ<!~-Per~,?l1S~_fitA<Lbefba~ished.' 
The justices of the peace, Puritans_ as they were, would 
have hesitated to put these, or the numerous old Acts 
against drunkenness, swearing, etc., in force, had no~. the 
majors-general stood over theni and compelled therri to . -
do so. All newspapers but two were suppressed, and 
these, being ~itten by a sycophant· named Needham, 
who had formerly li~elled Oliver- as ' Coppernos~.· wlJ.o 
would-write for any sidefor pay, and ~ho.lived _to write 
against the. Whigs for Tory pay,· gave just what news 
the G~vetriment ·pleased. 

An attempt was made to enforce this wholesale pro- · 
gramme, more or less courageous in the several districts 
according_ to the firmness or lack of firmness' of th~ 
several majors-general. One may safely say that from_ 
the fir'st it was an utter failure. A great rl1~ny mo~e 
than 6,000, or e~en 6o,ooo men would have been needed:. 

• '>' ... 

to carry it through ~gainst the passive resistanc~ of a ~ 
whole nation. Mo~eover, the Protector's bark was far 
worse than his bite : except on rare occasions he . was 
incorrigibly merciful; the imprisonment of Royalists,. 

_ except of those who refused to give· security. for &'ood 
behavi_our, was always short;' no instance is recorded 
of an ejected clergyman being deprived of the pittance 
which the Long Parliament had left him. In London 
especially, with the exception of the poor bears and their. 
patrons, no one suffered ; good old Skippon, who had 
been appointed major-general for the city, resigned his 
commission, on the plea of age and infirmity, rather 
than attempt to execute it ; and when, in spite of pro
hibitions, Royalists flocked into London, to escape 
the pressure of the new ordinances, all attempts to evict 
them proved vain. Though the Government pad ordered 
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that no Royalist was to sit on any town council, the 
municipal corporations often made fierce resistance to 
any attempt to exclude fellow townsmen from election 
under the plea of • Royalism ' ; and so Oliver was com
pelled to draft a scheme for granting new charters, which 
would give him control over the town councils. One 
notes with amusement that he was thus doing exactly 
what Charles II. and James II. did thirty years later. 
This led to fierce riots-e.g. at Bristol and Colchester
which might easily be manipulated in the Royalist 
interest. 

Perhaps the saddest thing of all for the Government 
was that the ten per cent. tax was not even half enough 
to defray the expenses of the new militia. The defic~t 

had in the SJ2ri!lg~_aJr~'!AY re<:~.ched £soo,.ooo, and 
th~· :Pmt~torsa\v~th~tt''''tliere was n_othing for it but 

·.to appeal to another Parliament, for which accordingly, 
in the summe~,preparati2!;1s \Vere mad~. The majors
general appear to have thought that they could procure 
favourable elections, and, in the boroughs, they succeeded 
to some extent in doing so. When Parliament met the 
~trength of the Opposition centred in the county members, 
and, oddly enough, in those from the south-eastern 
counties, which had been the backbone of the • good 
old cause ' in 1640-5 ; this proves that the richest 
part of the nation already looked upon Oliver merely 
as a sovereign of the Charles I. sp~cies. Though con
senting to this appeal to the constituencies, which were, 
of course, those established by the ' Instrument,' Oliver 

(J knew that many of his enemies would be returned. He 
":. had taken the precaution to imprison the rigid RepubliCa"n. 

Vane, for writing a pamphlet in which an attempt 
was made to influence the electors against the Govern-
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ment. But he was prepared to go further and to. stretch 
~ r:;·~"-Jt'a'll~.*-~"""'"~- ,A~41f.;...,..~-t.."'~·:l'F-·-~~-.1.'f~~ . ....-~, -~:;" • 

to the utmost a certain clause of the Instrument which 
II 'Qlllll!!S:Cft 'll~:twf:~"!:'.~~~~~~~.;,:.:...!J'··... ~ 

gave -~o _th,; -.~2Y:?~~~~~#e~fl~~:!'9~~~~e __ 
returns in order to ensure that the- new members were -
~~--"fft'U-.-~!JIIF!!!i$11141!:-.J!~,.-~~..,...,~~-~'...,•":#f"'· 

'godly perSOnS ',;__,.._,t§s he nOW interpreted tO mean that I 

nO"-member might take his seat without ·a_·· tic~et from'/). 

the Government. · · · · -. \J\.. 
Thus, when Parliament opened on September rzth, i6s6, - · -

its inembers'fC}uiid'pcisted'"if the .... do6rthreec'6tonels- and ; 
· 'a guard.; {\;Ii7> ex~i,;ded aho~t.a h~ndred of them ; where- · 
. upon sixty more ~h~wed thdr .disg~st by abstaining, 
for· some time, from sitting. Both within doors and· •" 
without ·the indignation was great ; yet one is obliged , 
to admit that the strange operation was not wholly '• 
uns{rcc~;sful. Oliver, perhaps, thought that] .if,pnl/he 

., -:- , _ ' "._. c ... _ ~. . "iJ • 

could get some recognition of his power and pc;:>sitl.oii' from' 
ever ~o bastard a Parliament, he migl:itwith time accus-
tom the nation to his rule. _ And the Parliament, as 
~~-_purged, _ showe.d its.elf .. more _,.tractable-_ than might 
have been _C)Jepected. For 'the. excluded ~en, though 
representing the wealthier and more intelligent con

stituencies (~our,...gu;t .. of.,....six..-:tp~~l?,~f§..,..{<.?£~Ic:.o..!!iQ!?: .. .Were 

e~~~~-~v.! .JV~r:k. P~;;tilz~~t~Ir.W,~:s j{!<!" O.ll~~g~r~~tion 
or another; indeed, it seems as if these constituencie~, in 
their hatred of Oliver, liad chosen his bitterest enemies, · 
whatever their political opinions might, be. And, ori 

t_!le £>.!.h..¥ ,.~i,~!E· ~ th~ .... rtl.~j 9Eity ;;:;~'!.~-.;£qmp"~~.::..~~Ji~er' s :
personal friends, of p}'ofessional.s2Igier2_<1evoted tp _him, 

w_ * · • Y• Wt~Mf'dlllji!J!I...,. .... ~ ....... -~~~,.,~~~ • ...-...-~-.; ..... $.,. ........ •-''"·~n *""-fll!--..-. 
of lawy~rs, who thought, a settlement under him the 

. ( 

best- chance of 're-establishing legality; and finally, ' 
of: a large number of P.resbyterian gentlemen, who, 
though they had once hated him as a fanatic and 
sectary,·"-were begiu'ning to recognize that he was less 
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fanatic than formerly, that a restoration of the King 
was a forlorn hope, and that the tyranny of the R.ump 
had been just as heavy as, and far more corrupt than that 
of the Protectorate. To all these elements Oliver might 
come to stand as the best safeguard against anarchy ; 
he was quick to perceive as much, and did everything 
in his power to conciliate this essentially moderate, if 
heterogeneous majority. 

Thus, after the storm about exclusion had lulled a 
) little, the first few months of the Parliament were peace·· 
''able. Th~ House passed a strong Treason Act against 

Royalists and Levellers, who were quite ready to use each 
other as allies in the plot business ; it voted down the 
majors-general and the ten per cent. tax, Oliver cheerfully 
acquiescing ; and, in the beginning of the year '57, after 
the discovery of a plot, which had involved the blowing 
up of the Protector in Whitehall, m::?bscure Presbyterian 
member moved and carried that Oliver be asked to fix 
the government on the old known lines by taking the 
title of king (January rgth). To this, on February 23rd, 
was added a Bill for a revision of the Constitution, 
known as the ' Humble Petition and Advice.' This 
document, based in the main on the ' Instrument of 
Government,' differed from its prototype chiefly in 
suggesting a revival of something like the House of 
Lords (indeed, Oliver always spoke of the new creation 

) by that name), in the shape of a second chamber of 
._: seventy persons, to be nwinated by the Protector with 

cm;_sent of the Lower House. The title of the ' Single 
Person ' in the new constitution was at first left blank, 
in the hope that Oliver would accept that of king ; but 
after long. hesitation he refused (May 8th), in favour 

• cl the name of 'Protector.' Still, he was to be allo~ed 
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to name his successor! _and !hough no longer' 'able 
to issue· ordinances, he was to appoint his own· Council, 
and the co-ordinat~ power· of that body was almost, 'h. 
entirz!y. taken away. _A confession of faith. was to be , .. ' 
introduced by the Protector and th~ two Houses, and 
toleration was to be allowed to all but the unfortunate ' · 
~ -,.:...._.... ' ;': T; ~-}'Y~';l>.:""-:>,~;J:;:.._':_~'",1'~..;,.'\fi-J:~,:__~A ~~<._w;.';.\:~.; ... :.ft_~ -~'= "".::•. ,,.-~· ~N 

Papists and Episcopalians. A permanent· revenue of !" 
~-.._ . t i Pl,!!r-~-'·~~-~~""" ' , :: 

£I,300,ooo was to be settled Jor the Army; Navy and 
Civil Service, and ail 'extra £6oo,ooo for tlie ensuing 

·· · three years. . ' 
'Jhile ;ef~~ .. ll}e,.Jill:z~fu'J,;,.;Y.~P'-g!~~~~£epte~ . ' 

the rest of ·this reasonable scheme. And no doubt he 
~~~~~:t:ilt!WIIlllil~~-....-~~-~"-·..,-· 

would gladly have accepted the title tqo-riot ''that he 
valued tinsel gauds, ·but because it m~ant settlement 
and legality, because, ,as its supporters saw; no . one 

c~ul~ be accus,ed of treasci'n for adh~ring to a.· de . fa?to ~ 
kmg (Statute II F(enry VII.)-but the whole acttve 
force of the Ar~y was against the' title. ~.-~_eek . · 

•· oi,.Jhe--.P_!2P~~L7bt~~S!·~~e ~~~es!-::.t>oldier in 
~gl~!l§•,:;P!]Se,I}t~4w~-P!.ti;!lq~. -~si?r:,ed,, •by r:a r;:,.h~ndred 

·.~· l,e~~~~~-- o,ffi~;s. -~~-g~lRc~~~ !h~.~ ~~~~pt, i~ ~ould destroy 
\h~).as~ );_haE,ce:_of~ c~HE}\~~N~g,.ReBJ?b~ic,ans, ,Fifth Mon~ 
.~!?!..§, .. ~t:1:~il;,eye]ft~·•<•After all, the Army, whatever 
a few fanatics like Harrison might do or think, was 
on the whole solid in 'oliver's favour, and he could 
not afford to alienate it in order to please the Presby~ . 

• terians and lawyers, w~o would cheerfully throw· him 
() over whenever the real King should ' get a day again.' 
V', : ~~o,_Q~. Iune 26th,~with_t)le_u,tmost splendour, Oliver was ·-once more solemnly instfllled as Protector of the Coq1~ 

mnealfh~: a~d Parllameni'a?joumed tilftlie following '1.! 

January. The .. :,Seconp,Protectorate,:3rom the outset, 
e!_. on' even mqre .ofJhe_appeara_n~-~- of_r9yalty than the 

~· 
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First; the allowance for the household at once went 
up from £5o,ooo to £roo,ooo a year. 

O , Two points Oliver had misjudged or forgotten; by 
~~~aminating his 'House of Lords' from his best_ su~p

porters, he weakened his art in the Co~mons b~ :;~1e 
fort votes ~ nd the new constitution contained no 

. ··=-c: _...., :~·, ·~. ~ .. ~·- c 

clause allowin the Council to exclude men, ungodly or 
'gOdly, from ffie~I:mver"1ious~So"""ta~k, on Jan~iary-zoth, 
1658, came the recently excluded members, led by 
Hazelrig, thirsting for revenge and a good hundred 
strong ; and no fresh elections had been held to 
replace the lost forty. The only test required from 
members was an oath of fidelity to the Protector and 
to the liberties of the English people, and the Re
publicans felt so sure that they were going to secure 
the latter by upsetting the former, that they made no 
bones about a little perjury. Parties were as near as 
possible even, but all the fire and all the vigour were 
with the Opposition: 'in republics,' says Machiavelli 
approvingly, 'there is more life, more hatred.' On 
the third day the quarrel broke out on a trivial message 
from the Upper House; 'what,' cried the Republicans, 
'is this other House? what is this precious new con
stitution, at the making of which we, the representatives 
of the people, were not consulted ? ' Oliver sent for 
both Houses, and rated the Commons soundly for their 
divisions; but when a few days later the Lords sent 
down a suggestion that priests and Royalists should 
be banished from London, 'what? ' again was the 
cry; ' infringe the liberty of the subject ? ' In its 
rage the Opposition was ready to intrigue with dis
contented officers in the Army, or even with its 
natural enemies the Royalists. When Oliver heard, 
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. ~g,~~~XY _4th. -~hat }~.~""E~r~bFt~rJ~.;~ ~-Pl~P\lr:ing ,( · 
a demand that no officer should ·be cashiered without 
the consent of the Army Council, and a resolution.+ 
that ' the H~use of ComUlons _ _is the ~ol; :j;di~it'~;;-ofl \ 
.., ~ .,.,..t::;:...~_,::.,~-~·..::::,.;.::~,...~~t~.i;l"'l~~~~._.;~~"';t"' r""• -.;~--.;f..., H.~;· '• ""·· 

!hit r:_C1t~?n :.Jas~im. )y ,the w~y, ~ever put_ for'-':ard for 
any House of Commons, before or since); .he lost all 

. '.. . 
patience. William IV., when in haste to dissolv~ aif· · 
Parliament that had irritated hiin, said; to those who' 

• . . .~.,....- ;. '4< ~ -· • . • 

urged ·that he must at least wait tili the royal carriage 
could be got ready, "D-n the royal carriage! Call a 
hackney coach." Oliver did much the same; he even 
swore (w,hich was unusual for him to do), flung himself 
into t~effirst coach.he found at the door of Whitehall, 
and rushed to the House of Lords. " I do dissolve this 

. <t;'. ... t. I!Jil,.._~·.·J'h 

Parliament," he s~id; as soon as the Commons had an-
swered his·~~u:;on;'""T~ridw.~~~;~""'i~ 't'h;'" P;~t~d 

' ... $ 11''1«'~,_,.~~1~~~~~~,~~-. .-f~-""-

. ~hambJ!~;_;tN,g,l~Y~Q£1~j~1Sl~~~J~,Y~~~"!:ll~·· 
As matters then stood he was probably quite ~ight.-

The Opposition had the bit in its teeth, and would ·be, 

content with nothing pu·t· th. e full .pow. er its. ·l .. eaders had fj 
D wielded in the Rump. Jt was an imPasse, but it was one. V\ 
I(·. into. which <::)liver had beeiljed,_norhy' seifisli-~desire of .. 

£OWer but by desire .Of' he_aling and Settling;:. by desire I • 

to find a ~ivil basis for the J?o\ver~_which he _had gained 
£x the sword. And now his last chance of healing -and 
settling seemed to be gone . 

. , Except for tJ;le incessant financial distress, his last 
month~ were peaceful-so peaceful that he was pre
p~~ing for a fresh Parliament when he ·died. The last 
thing he did was to take the Army seriously in hand. _ · . ~ ~ 

Lambert, who .ne.:v~r .approved ot ,the, ... :.._P,etition and . 
~dvfce,', ha<:J ·_alre~dY:.r!~~jgn,~d l)._is ~ol!l.mJs.~iO!l .aJ?.d retired , 
to the country'; all Fifth Monarchists were now steadily 

~ ....... ?'~ .. ~~ ...... ~d~·-:;.-,_~ ..... ' .. 
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weeded out of the ranks, and all Levellers. The 
Army, in becoming more loyal, became also more pr<;J
fessional, and so, perhaps, more ready to acquiesce in 
changes of government. Fleetwood and Desborough, 
son-in-law and brother-in-law of the Protector, both 
men of extreme views, did not approve of this; but 
the colonels to a man were for Oliver. There was a bad 
Royalist plot in May, but it was discovered and put 
down with ease. The French ambassador, no bad judge, 
thought the Protector's power in the summer of '58, 
when to the laurels of Santa Cruz had been added the 
laurels of Dunkirk, firmer than ever. The Royalist 
Clarendon, writing long after, says that Oliver's greatness 
at home was but a shadow compared to his greatness 
abroad. But his health was steadily giving way; fever 
and ague, perhaps an inheritance from his early life in the 
fen country, where every one suffered from ague, played 
havoc with him; the death of a favourite daughter 
well-nigh broke his heart. All September 2nd a terrible 
storm raged over England; the devil, said the Cavaliers, 
had come for Oliver's soul. The next day was the 
anniversary of his two greatest victories ; and, when 
the storm had blown itself away, that great soul rendered 
itself to the mercy of God. It was, as his own steward 
said, one of the greatest that had ever dwelt in a tenement 
of clay-intensely religious and intensely human. The 
darkest crimes with which it was stained-Drogheda 
and Wexford-were due to the fiery if narrow belief 
that some portion of mankind are the enemies of God. 
In sharing this error he failed to rise above his contem
poraries. In other points of character he towered above 
them, perhaps above any Englishman who has ever 
wielded power. Certa~~ly m home government, no 
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Englishman ever _]!ad. a .. :p}o_:r.~~.Aif!l.eult task. allotted 
.-,....._··'"!"~.··~,. .... ..., .. ~-' .:Y"'tr , ...... ~r . .,.._,, , """'". "':"~,"\~~-.~·,., _ 

ts;> him, nor laboured at it . so bravely. He was an· 
·~-~"1e"~~~·;:t~:_....._. J.H,.~ ,.. h -~ 

idealist who never lost sight of his noble ideals, even 
when,· as he said of himself, his immediate task was like 

~- .~ .... ·~~,,__~·~'"•1><-- """""-1!:,.">1.~"~·-~·. wj~···~ ............ .z.·-%'·"• , 

that of a parish constable ~et :to keep 'fl:le .peac~. In '· 
~· ~~~-""'<~--~<l"'""'i'A·.,..,._'!"'.;-k'f!·.~"(':"..._...., ."':'":~·~f..>--;.~·,' :'::-.;,i·;J.-.,.. 

foreign politics:'thougn ·~c oaby in -tliplci~acy compared 
to his rivals; and though served by rh~rely self-taught ~ < 

. ' ~., 

diplomats, he got his way by sheer force' ·of cnaractef"• 
,!_., -

and fir'm belief in the power of England to accomplish · 
anything to which she set her hand. ,,. 

• J 
••• ( J ... 

., '' . ~ 
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: 
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CHAPTER XIX 

THE WIND FROM FLANDERS 

THE twenty-one months that now elapsed, before 
Charles II. rode into London, present a very strange 
spectacle. There were almost as many parties in the 
State as there are groups in a modern German Parliament. 
They were not exactly bloodthirsty against each other, 
but each feared the others, and each scrambled for place 
and power, mainly in order to be secure for the future. 
The ' constable of the parish ' was gone, and there 
was no one to keep order. The nation looked on in 
sullen apathy, praying only for a peaceful restoration of 
King Charles almost at any price. Charles alone repre
sented a principle which had a hold on the country; 
the Republicans and the Army each represented a 
principle, without a hold on the country ; the Protec
torate represented nothing except a large family group 
with even less hold: but a continuance of the Protector
ate would at least give the Moderates time to turn round ; 
and therefore, for the moment, that solution commended 
itself to moderate men. 

Each of the parties, however, was considerably 
divided in itself, and fragments would split off, each to 
combine temporarily with fragments of another party. 
Ev~11 tEe Rep~blicans were not united: some looked 

• ' towards the Ancient World and 450 B.C.; some towards 

' 
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the Long Parliament and A.D. 1649., Ih~F!; .. ~,!~hlf ... C!!,C!w, 

!~ .. :cri~Jp~r.at,.c;?!,_th~...JYP}~O.~l<;l ... ~Q!lle _; ~~~e 
democrat and constitJiti.on-mong~r.,_but critic of all govern-
_..,., £l _ lli 'IC li+I'"-Sl:i"ofi ....... jllj"_~;OW; a!i''""!"1."'..,:,.i~~_.ll.~ ........ - --

~...!_s; the B~~~ot~~~li~~~.lrig, gorge~ with 
Royalist plunder, who was ready to come to terms with 
the Army if orily it would a:'venge him on the House of · 
Cromwell; Marten, the profane . libertine and jester; 
and. the few' seco~d~~l'~;y~~~,h';'had- seryed the ·8· ;
regicide cause,~ Bradshaw, Cook and Scot. In t~~· 1 .. ,.. 
Fleetwood and Des borough. belonged to~family 
connexion of the Protectorate, but were at loggerhea.d?. , .,, 
with Henry Cromwell ; Fleetwood• was the darling of the ~ ,. 
~xtreme Iqd~pendents, pesbo~ough was moved mainly:~ .i 

by selfish 'i:dnbition. Lambert, the darling of the pro-
- ~ 'D£C '!t~_tl$ti'l j:IJWI iJ}_JI[ .i ~'MI'ht·~~~---~ -'"" ,. ,,., . 

. ~~-~~J.!;; .. .:~Jtir~~~~~e~~-h a taste' :>fr 
I for literature, painting and gardening, yet ever stirred 

to political actiort. by his ambitious wife, was hostile 

•. to Fleetwood . and Desboro~h·; . ~<?.Y..ent~:.-.-.h~~ ~~~ 
)2£s~ile.,to~son.~,.<!~g~!l}-.!!,},!.<;!J}~f.W~t§. : he was 

· still unemployed, but he had only to raise his finger for~-. 
a following .. Harrison, indeed, who had been continually!''· 
in,.and out of prison dux:ing Oliver's life, had ceased 
to be dangerous ; his name and doctrines had become 
somewhat an object of derision. And far away at Dal
keith, in S~otlafid, watching all parties and apparently· .• 
ir~terested .in none, .was that grim, taciturn Devonshire· 
gentleman, George Monk. ff?") 

Apart fro;;Repubiic~~s and soldiers stood the l~wyers~ ., 
and Moderate_§, -~Whitelocke, St. John, Thurl~h;' ail-. , ·. 
"'?'5 .!A£$1 SA~ • A. 

·knowing secretary, Lenthall the all-grasping time-server 
These inen had one great advantage, the actual possession 
of _the reins of civil government as they dropped from 
Oliver's hands." Many of them were Presbyterians, and 

' 
( 

:!'t 
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it was as hard for a Presbyterian not to be a Royalist 
in 1658 as it had been for him to be a Royalist in 1640. 
No doubt the discredit of the Royalists was great; they 
were in alliance with the enemies of England ; they had 
constantly rocked the country with insurrection plots 
and even murder plots : but it was to the Royalists 
that the Moderates would ultimately tum ; and, when 
the forces of revolution are spent, the Moderates usually 
come into power. For the moment their hopes were 
fixed on Richard Cromwell. 

It seems certain that poor Richard had been nominated 
as successor by Oliver during his last illness ; and to 
us it seems a very extraordinary nomination. Richard 
had been studiously kept in the background until 1657, 
when he had been made a councillor of state and given 
a regiment ; he was an amiable man of very weak 
character. The best explanation which can be given of 
Oliver's choice is that his mind was turning more and 
more, in his last days, towards hereditary monarchy 
as the best safeguard for law and order; what the Lord _ 
had not willed him, the man of blood, to accomplish 
might be vouchsafed to Richard, the man of peace. 
And Richar~ was accordingly proclaimed Protector 
three hours a~ter Oliver's death, and congratulatory 
addresses and bad verses poured in. But the Protectorate 
had been essentially a power of the sword, resting on 
the union of ' Protector ' and ' Lord-General ' in the 
same person; and how ludicrous it was that Richard 
should command the victors of Dunbar and Dunkirk! 
On the other hand, for functions of State, for the part of a 
'mechanical king,' Richard was admirably fitted: he 
spoke well (Oliver, it has been wittily said, spoke like a · 
rhinoceros with a pebble in its mouth), and looked the 
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part with much natural dignity. He gave his father a 
splendid funeral costing £6o,ooo, which, as the debt of 
the State was about a million and three-quarters, and 
its income barely as much; was rather extravagant. 
At the ceremopy the silence of the streets was reflected 
in the Abbey : there was no religious service ; and one 
of the Westminster boys who was present slipped between 
the legs of the guard, and stole from the bier a little. 
satin banner called the.' Majesty Scutcheon/ and no one 
dared to prosecute him. 

But directly Richard came to touch the Army he put 
his head 'into a bees' byke. In his Council the . civil 

~, ·• '~iili.iiiiiQC¥""""-'"f.".~~~~-c__,.~· ·,' · ~, 

el~_!Ile_nt was quarrelling with t:Qe milit;u.Y. befor~ he had . 
~---·"'·~--~·-·-·~-~---~~"'l!~l111'- . been Protector. a week. His brother Fleetwood artd his 
~ 1 -~~"ll.,_..;;,... ' 

-~·_uncle Desborough resented the first appointment which 
he made to a colonelcy, and forthwith· demanded a 
' separate Lord-General.' Their party, from its place . 
of meeting in Spring Garden~ •. · was known ·as the 

•. ~ 

'Wallingford House party,' or: the 'Grandees.' They 
• cried out for ~Fleetwood and the good old cause';, 

Richard stood unexpectedly firm, refused to recognize 
the Army as independent of himself, and; in November, 

~' ' ,., r a ts :iii ltt:iti;, ~ 

pre2areg. for Q. Parlia,me~t. I~_Qr...der t.o. p~k Jt success-
~~·~- . ··--~~-- ... ~~- ... ·---~·}-....- ...... -. ...-,..... ~ ......... ~i-:·.·~-.:.f,..,..--- .... --·-~---~--.!" 

fully the writs were sent out to the old constituencies, 
~~-~- ...... -~~!.. i!C' n«i ".!tJ::W:IUi"'"'~~.,.,._~~~}!l;tLitll!.~ :!1'~2-:i'f.'... 

not to those named in the ' Petition and Advice' ; this, 
it was thought, would rally Moderates, and it is obvious 
that the little boroughs were more accessible to govern
ment influence than the large county constituencies. 

Th~ r~~~~~fl.P~~J._e.,.b.,Y~l,lrable : though all. 
the leading soldiers and Republicans had seats, there 
wa.S a two-thirds majority for the Government. For 

• instance •. the sixty Scottish and Irish nominees went 
solid for it. 'Dick's Parliament' met on January 27th, 

4 ! *"'t~_,.Re/YW~.-4-t~~~ -'~""" 
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'59, and all the old questions were at once raised:-' Is 
there" a Protectorate? If so, was Richard nominated 
by Oliver ? If he was, are we bound to recognize him ? ' 
Vane led the yelping throng, and, with perverse logic, 
arg~e~ th~t. ~ven i_f we recognize him we are not bound 
to give him the same power as his father had. We are 
no"t ·bound by this written constitution-nor by any
thing. Least of all do we recognize the new' House of 
Lords.' But the majority was solid, and the Opposition 
was unable to carry any really dangerous measures, 
though every act of the late and the present Protector, 
every clause of the 'Petition and Advice,' was subjected 
to fierce scrutiny; and though a Bill to establish a life 
revenue, over and above that granted in 1657, was 
defeated. It was obvious, however, that real danger 

'· · .. .would come if the Republicans could form a coalition 
with the malcontents in the Army. To obviate this the 
pay of the soldiers had been considerably raised; but 
the General Council of the Army, which to satisfy Fleet
wood had been allowed to meet, presented early in April 
a petition which led to the final crash. It seems that 
the officers feared being implicated by parliamentary 
votes in the proceedings of the late majors-general; 
they talked vaguely of their grievances, of ' the good 
old cause,' of their enemies in Parliament. The petition 
was filled with the scriptural language once so dear to 
the Army, and ' religious liberty ' was its cry; but it 
is evident that the 'good old cause' was becoming a 
political rather than a religious one. Militant Inde
pendency was dying fast, even while its name was being 
shouted. · 

Parliament replied sharply, demanding a dissolution 
of the Army Council, and an engagement from all officers 
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that they would never interrupt the proceedings of the 
House. Fleetwood answered by calling all regiments 
in London to St. James' Palace for April 21st; There 
the demand was formulated th;~.t Richard should dissolve 
Parliament; and, after a .short resistance, he gave way. 
Fleetwood and Desb9rough would have liked to keep him 
as puppet Protector, l:{ut to the enormous majority of 
the colonels; accustomed to be ruled by a man, Rrchard· 

was me_r;ly a clothes"-horse. ~~!;I~~~~rig 

~iJ~hj.§._Jr~~$1~,lll~ll~'YJ.t~~ht~£",2!Q,Joes, 

~ and h!,.~ .. ~ll~~~~~~j,!~_ot~~~t2_.J,gtf,<m. of 
: the RumP. .. · The good Protecjo:r ~sJepp_ed ____ down . from 

~.;:*!¥..!'!':<:"~··~ ·-· --- ... , .. __ ,. __ ._,_,,_ ..... , 

.. his throne on May 4th Jh~_might,,perhap?, have thrown 
himself. into the c_ity and declared· for the King, but he 

. had a horror of the possibility of civil wai:-}, .and retired 
.~~'"":"' 

s>~~~~i.r~£?Jif~~:.,~~~t_tg.J1~.J1~is!J,n_r66o. 
Years afterwards an old man, going by the name of 
John· Clarke, used . to drive about the ileig~bourhood 
of Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire, in a pony-chaise. Once, 

< in Anne's reign, he visited London, and going with a · 
friend to the House of. Lords, looked at'the throne and 
said, ' Ah, I haven't seen that chair since I sat in it.' 

· He died in 1712. · . ~ 

R, ,,!;: :~,et i~~:r~;~:lll~·t~!i':~Q:;-:;Q h;~ 
Its programme was a brief orie :~ a Council of State, the 
Great Seal o( 1649, a committee to draw up a new 
constitution, after the completion of which ' Parliament' 
would dissolve;· itself ; ' religion and republicanism ' to 
be the tests for office; Fleetwood to be Commander-in- 1 

chfef, but all conimis?}ons to be signed by the Speaker. 
The Rump did not mean to give.up one jot of the authority 
~~~-""" .. t.iil;...~~.o..=~~~r,_;~~~~~..:.:.•;;..~~· .. !~r ~"·· 

!t~~i.~t~Y~ ... W..;£~Q~.~tP..:~=x~J.~~it~~s~EY~nt 
I 
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now, as then. In short, these forty-two old gentlemen 
acted as a 1 restored ' monarch will sometimes act ; 
everything done since their ~viction, on April zoth, 
1653, was null and void, unless they should be graciously .. -
pleased to confirm it. They had ' learned nothing and 
forgotten nothi~g.' Not so did Fleetwood understand the 
situation, and not so Desborough; still less Lambert, who 
had now resumed his commission. He, indeed, from his 
place in Richard's Parliament, had been Hazelrig's broker 
in the temporary alliance between Rump and Army ; 
he ~as~~eedingly jealous of the rival generals, and he 
was receiving overtures from the Royalists ; why shoulcl 
not the King or his brother marry Miss Lambert ?-quite 
a good-looking girl of most respectable family. While 
Lambert was away in the north, putting dovm the usual 

I 

summer rising of Royalists (rather more serious this 
time, but dangerous only in Cheshire under Sir George 
Booth, who was at last defeated in a sharp fight at 
Winnington Bridge), the 1 insolence' of Parliament 
grew exceeding great in the eyes of all soldiers ; and on 
his return in October he resolved to put an end to it. 
That Parliament dreamed of resistance is to be explained 
partly by the reckless temper of Hazelrig, but more by 
the encouragement it had received from Monk. Monk 
would have voted for a Restoration, if the rising of '59 
had promised any success ; but, on the news of Winnington 
Bridge, he decided to support the Rump. Obedience 
to that civil power which was in possession of the actual 
government was his creed-a good creed for ·a patriotic 
English soldier. · He had loyally served the King at the 
beginning of the Civil War, and had suffered a long 
imprisonment in his cause; had loyally served the 
Parliament in Ireland, Scotland and in the Dutch war ; 

'· 
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' 
loyally served the Protectorate, when he was sent back. 

' . 
to govern Scotland by Oliver, who loved and trusted him 
implicitly; and he would never have. forsaken Richard, as 
he used to say, if Richard h'ad not-, forsaken himself.' 
But at heart he remained a Royalist, as all his Devon 
kindred'were. By religion he was a' moderate Presbyterian. 

';[he brilliant.and.unsteady-Lamb.ert.,learnedjn dctober ~ 
tl~at -h_is ne.W m.ilster;? .. ha_d no __ q~_eJgrjJ,js seryices, nor for 
thoseof fl~~twoo(! or.D~~pQr<?_Y.gh., and so he anticipated 
his dismissal by turning· out his masters (October rzth) .. 
,He_roan(lged to_~c;:.Q!!£Ui;:~,t~~..Yane, who sat with some 
soldiers:on a·' Committee of Safety' (again one smells 
the French Revolut.ion afar off), and was_ allowed to· 
produce some ·wonderful schem~s of constitutions-the 
main point of which was that to the exclusion of Papists 
and .Episcopalians from power was now to be added 

£, that. of Presbyterians also. · The news of Jll.e. second 
• eviction of the Rump.reache<tMqnkpn.Qctop~r,Izth .. 

Now Monk's army was"not large,· 'barely IO,OOO in all. 
It w~ stiff with wild sectaries and unruly elements of 
every' sort, especially among the higher officers (such 
people used to be sent to Scotland for ' honest George ' 
to discipline}, and it was especially weak in horse. But 
its ~ilitary chest was full to overflowing, and Monk 
knew that Lambert's or Fleetwood's was 'likely to be 
very empty. The expiring. Rump had passed a very 
cunning vote in its last days-viz. that no f<i.xes were to 
be paid to any one except by authority of Parliament. 
Moreover, though Monk,.would be obligeq.. to leave 3,000 
men or so in Scotland, he had managed' during the last 
five years to make such progress in- conciliating the 
vanquished f~Scottish nobles-largely, perhaps, beca11se 
they guessed him t~ be at heart a King's man-that .they 

., . .) ...... ') 
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were likely rather to aid him than to rise in his absence. 
Lastly •.. phlegmatic and taciturn as he was, he was almost 
a faultless administrator, and could take measures with 
amazing swiftness. In two days he had secured Edin
burgh, and in three more Berwick, and had begun the 
process of purging his army of dangerous elements. The 
disarmament of these was a very risky job, but by the 
aid of Morgan, who had returned covered with glory 
from Turenne's campaign, it was effected. Lambert, on 
receipt of the news from the North, had flown up to York 
and to Newcastle; :n mere numbers his forces were double 
those of Monk. ?:hen Monk's real greatness was displayed; 
instead of a. swift march into England, and a fierce 
collision with Lambert's troops, which was the very 
thing for which the English military leaders were praying, 
he began a series of fine-spun negotiations with them, 
with the deliberate design of giving his opponents time 
to make themselves thoroughly impossible. This they 
proceeded to do, Lambert even having to resort to free 
qu_arter in order to feed his men; and, while negotiating, 
Monk lumbered slowly south to the Tweed and sat down 
by~the ford at Coldstream. 

\\' The unpaid garrisons in England began to see that 
, \ ,s!J.eer ap.arcJ:?.y was ahead of them, and to declare again 

for the Rump, or even for a free Parliament. The wind 
which had been ' blowing from Flanders ' ever since 
Oliver's death was increasing to a gale-a gale that 
would soon bring peace on its wings, and put England 

0 once more under the protection of the Common Law. 
~ •. On Christmas Eve a number of regiments in London 

rrmtinied against Fleetwood and reinstated the Rump. 
Then Monk crossed the Tweed (January Ist, I66o), and 
moved steadily upon London. Lambert's army melt~d 
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away f:r:om hirp._! .. and most of. it rallied round· Monk. 
tam bert fled .. and ,liid-;himse1Cai1d.'.in :Yorkilie victo~ious 
general, who had shed no drop of blood, met Fairfax. 
What he said to him we don't know, but it· must have 

R 
been satisfactory, and therefore in f.avour of a. free Parlia- ' 

• ment. 'A free Parliament' was the burden of the· 
, ~'~.~---~"' .-..,..Lf':_F. ---·-... ~ ' ---- - ~ "''~ L ~ - -,•- L : 

0 

.. 

£01l!l tless p~ti tiqn? th.<!.Lponred.in_pnJ\~pnk. og.his.maJ::c.h -~· ~ 
~ all of which he said nothing, but rode on chewing a 
quid of toba~co. But his friends and his best officers 
said a good deal, and what they said was entirely pleasing 
to th~ petitioners. · 

The nation was beginning to take heart and to form 
associations for petitions and even for agitation. 
London, above all, woke up, bitter in its hatred of the 
swordsmen ; for the first time since 1648 there . were 
apprentice-riots and men were killed in the streets. 
The boys hooted, kicked and stoned the troops,· and 
cried 'cobbler, cobbler,'· as Colonel Hewson (who had , 
once exercised that profession) marched ·into the city . 
For trade was stagnant (and no wonder), and bold 
Presbyterian ministers began to preach that the dmse 
was 'The Sin of the Nation '-what sin they referred 
to was easy to divine. As the riots. grew worse,· the 
Lord Mayor, bold fellow, called out the City militia, and 
purged the Common Council of sectaries and Republi-

. 'cans ; the Guildhall began to act as if there. were no I" 
Parliament, but alre~dy an interregn~m. EAn_d~ol1 F~bru- V( 
_?.rY,,3rd_Monk J99.~ :in!o ~W~sJminster,~~n.Q. ~<~:&rgr_t~t!.?. 
is the saviour ~;>f_t];le.nation-:b:x Speak~r L~!lt4all! 
' The ·impatient reader ~aturally. ~ays, " Good.Heav,ens, 
why doesn't the man give Lenthall a sound kick, raise 
the banner of the King, send over the fleet to fetch him 
{it h~d ~ready declared for a free Parliament) and let 

.. 
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us get to the bonfires? " But that was not Monk's 
way. He professed to be merely the servant of the 
Rump, and hoped that he would be able to persuade it, 
now that he had this vast popular movement at his back, 
to consent to the wishes of the nation. He was quite 
ready to swear oaths of fidelity to the Commonwealth : 
the only thing he refused to swear was, that he would 
never seek to restore the Stuarts; 'for,' said he, ' a future 
Parliament might require me to restore them ; of 
course, at present I wouldn't dream of such a thing.' 

The first fortnight of February was very critical. 
If the danger of haste was great, the danger of delay 
sometimes seemed greater. Lord Mordaunt, a Royalist 
messenger, was in the City, and had gained it heart and 
soul to the cause of Charles, who was ready to promise 
anything and everything ; and on the 8th the Common 
Council, getting impatient, voted that London would 
pay no taxes, because it was not represented by a 
single member in the Rump. Monk was thereon ordered 
by his masters to go into the rebellious. City, arrest 
eleven of the Royalist leaders and break down the gates 
and chains. He obeyed, and his own soldiers cried 
shame on their task; the City blazed into an angry roar 
behind him. That night (roth) he repented of what he 
had done, and on the next day hinted as much to 
Parliament, which, with incredible folly, suspended 
him and appointed Fleetwood General. Monk could 
obey no longer ; he marched again into the City, convoked 
the Common Council (which the Rump had dissolved), 
and told it that he was sorry for what he had done; but 
that he did it to prevent a worse man being entrus"ted 
with the task. Then he promised to compel the Rump 
to readmit the members excluded by Pride's purge 
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to dissolve itself· speedily, ap<Lto. is::;ue writs for a free . 
Parliament .. Then came the bells and the bonfires~ and ~ 

"tlie City we;t m~d with }o:y.· On the r2rst. the_~jected · 
members (amaj~rity of a hundredMo\fer:.9:testoforty-two · "' 
}\umpists), too.k their s~!).t~ •. repealed all Acts passed since 
December 5th, 1648, <t!ld.cre~teda new Coun'Gil of State . 
~tthMonk at'lts .. head:. :, . . .. . - .. 

The Restoration in some shape or other was· now a 
'.,. ~ .. 

foregone conclusion: But in what shape ? was it to 
be conditional or unconditional ? The few Presbyterian · • 
Lords who were left, Manchester and Northumberland 
especially, were for the conditions of the treaty of New
port-i.e. the Covenant, the control of the sword,· and 
a parliamentary veto on all officers. and ·counsellors. 
But the City was for no conditions-only for petitions 
to the King in favour of an act of amnesty and a national·· 

synod to settle religion. ~?nf.*'!.R9.9.l!~~Y'~-~ave 
· ~~?Jn£a.Y.gu.r..?J.s.,ol;Jqit,!.£.~;~~~A....~~td:.,lay, 
and' he was always hearing of plots of the wilder sectaries, 
which might yet upset the whole thing. The Commons 
were divided, bu~. came to lean more and more on Monk 
Suddenly Monk learned, on March rgth, that there· was 
a danger that Charles, who was at Brussels, might be 
arrested by the Spanish Government as a hostage for 
the restoration of Jamaica and Dunkirk ; and he at once 

"sent his cousin, Sir John Grenville, with a message im
ploring Charles to go straight into Dutch territory, and 

• thence to send over a gracious ·message offering an 
amnesty, a measure of toleration, and a confirmation of 
the sales of crown lands. 

Thre9.z,<!.f!YS before this the Lo~g P.m]iament. had 
!W.:§.lkd th~ ~pnditions of the fatal.Ac.t of May, r64rf 

. an<l given,its.own COJ;lSe_nt to its own dissolution. . Till the 
- . ; - ,_-

/ 
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free Parliament could meet on April 25th the crisis was 
in the hands of the Council of State--i.e. of Monk, who 
r~pidly -disarmed all dangerous people. The elections 
bettered the wildest hopes of the Royalists. Though in 
the writs it was laid down that no one who had fought 
against Parliament was to be returned, the constitu
~ncies t0ok not the slightest notice of any such restric
tion : this was to be a free Parliament, or rather, ' Con
vention,' the technical name for a Parliament summoned 
without royal writ ; one hundred and fifty such persons 
were returned, and no one dared mention their exclusion. 
Never forget that what was restored in r66o was not 

-.. so much the King as _lr___ee parliamenta~oy~EQ.!Pient. 
Most significant is it that hardly any one was returned 
who was in possession of an estate confiscated from a 
Royalist; and, of course, not a single Republican or 
sectary. Yet there were few Episcopalians; the Presby
terians were in overwhelming force. By a great stroke 
of luck, Lambert, who had escaped from the Tower 
(where he had been since January) and raised an insurrec
tion, was captured and brought to London on the 23rd, 
two days before the meeting of the Convention. 

The fleet had been gathering in the Downs since the 
early days of April ; and Mr. Pepys, Secretary to ' the 
Generals-at-sea,' was on board the 'Naseby,' flagship of 
his patron, Admiral Montagu. The Convention met and 
chose its Speakers : in the Lords there was still some 
talk about_' restrictions' and 'conditions,' but Monk 
said he would not answer for the peace of the country 

' ~· .. - •· ""'- -
for a day, if the King were not recalled at once; and 
~hen the King's letters were read, on the first day of 
meeting, they were voted to be entirely satisfactory, and 
.a deputatiol} ,from bot~ Houses was sent to fetch him. 
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1 The King's declaration, dai;.ed. fro~ J?n:d,a"on .. A,p~iL4th 
' ·I;; "the tw~Hfh'je~~~~~":a:~~i~ently 

-•.IG:-"'tq -l--'"····;c~~....:...::~~~~1t~~~~.~~~·' 

:;aii~.~~ctqr~; ... f,£!.-~~~'Y,J~p.g~,.~J~~~.tl~~
~t off his own shoulders:,~n-.. ~(}~t~ -~:--o --t ~,<28~~~ 
~~~~ .. 'YJU~pardon all, except those whom 
Parliament" sl].all except; I will grant toleration to any 
one to whom Parliament wishes to grant it,"-and the 

-like. To Charles the whole thing seemed almost too good 
to be true. 

· : Great were the preparations in the fleet. Admiral 
Montagu, whom Pepys heard on May 6th singing a song 
against the Rump, told him the next day to order I a rich 
barge, a n~ise of trumpets and a set of fiddlers;' besides silk 

_ flags and scarlet ' waist-cloathes ' to dress ship. On the 
nth they sailed from the Downs '(blowing .very hard)
tlie passageJo Scheveningen covered with vessels passing 
to and fro with' congratulatio!ls and orders. The King 
was alrea'dy at the Hague when on the 14th they dropped 
anchor at Scheveningen. Mr. Pepys, who got very wet in 

' 
landing, went up in a coach with two pretty ladies to the· 
Dutch capital, and there saw the young Prince of Orange, 
a slend~r boy of ten. · Some of the gallants had fared 
worse than Pepys at the rough landing, for he saw two 

. boats upset, and trunks, portmanteaus, hats and feathers 
swimming in the sea; also, every one was fleeced by the 
Du~ch boatmen. Indeed, the royal party had to wait 
for weather several days before they could get aboard, 

__ which they managed at last on the zznd and 23rd ; and 
then the King renamed the vessels of the fleet, which were 

. apt to be called ' Naseby,' ' Cheriton,' ' Lambert,' 
'Dunbar,' etc.-one would have thought he might have 
left 'Dunbar.' Pepys was delighted to see Charles so 
active · and familiar,' walking the deck up and down 
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continually, and telling every one tales of his escape from 

Worcester field. ~ daybreal~ ~n .!.!:~ ~5g1 tb-eY. were 
i_!_D~e~ .. !"oa~~-and _the_ King, .?-fter. J:?r_\akf~ting. on 
the ship's fare (£.ease, pork anA boiled beef) to please the 
sailors, ~enr ash~r~·· and-'found M()ll,k.~~~eeling on the 
beach. Pepys was left aboard, and ' found himself 
~ ...::.:= :t '·--.- ~ 

very uncouth when all the great company had gone.' 
From Dover to Canterbury, to Rochester and London 

was, of course, nothing but one long roar of welcome, like 
a Roman triumph-best of all a triumph bought without R one drop of blood. The King entered London on the 

'. ; zgth, his own thirtieth birthday, citizens and Mayor, Lords 
and Commons flinging themselves weeping at his feet, and 
v~pgfidelityuntil the wor!d's end. Charles had a frame 
of steel, and one of the coolestneads in Europe; but he 
was so spent by his triumph that he was unable to attend 
the thanksgiving service in the Abbey. 
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CHAPTER XX ~-~ ~ . t 
' f 

. BEYOND ... THE 1\ TLANTIC. ,. . . 
THAT which, perhaps, renders the Sixteenth Century.rri.ost .. 
memorable to us ·is the complete 1change wrought in' the 
external life of the English nation by the. commencement 
of the voyages to the New World-a world from which its 
first discoverers, the Spaniards, had in vain tried to ex
clude the adv~nturers of other nations. This change was 
ultimately to bring about a· change in the internal life 
of the nation also, and to convert Engl~nd fr~m an agri
cultural to a manufacturing country. Almost at once it 
was to make her a nation of sailors ; it was in American 

. ~ 

waters that she for the first time learned to measure 
herself as a s.ea-power.- The semi-piratical raids of the 
Drakes, Cavendishes ·and Hawkinses were, as we have 
seen, an excellent school of seamanship, and led directly 
to the idea of colonization, though at first perhaps for the 

' sake of gold mines only. To all European nations the 
primary object of economic policy in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries was to multiply gold and 
silver, and to keep it. To Spain alone fell the evil fortune 
to get from her American colonies immense quantities 
of these precious metals. Spain, therefore, became firmly 
convinced that gold and silver were the only real wealth 
worth having, and.sh~ set herself blindly to keep fast hold 
of them. In so doing she forgot two ,truths : {i) that the 
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possession of any quantity of gold or silver will not pre
vent a man or a nation from dying of hunger, unless 
these metals can be exchanged for more edible com
modities; {ii) that no laws can prevent such exceedingly 
valuable stuff from being smuggled out of a country 
wherein there is no exchanging work for it to do : if 
a gold coin will buy a cow north of the Pyrenees, and 
will only buy a hen south of them, that coin will go where 
it can buy the cow. That Spain continued to live at all 
was mainly due to the fact that she could not, in spite 
of all her attempts, keep her gold to herself. To her 
colonies she sent nothing in exchange for the gold she 
drew from them ; and, if they continued to live, it was 
mainly owing to a large contraband trade with French 
and English America. 

Now England and France were very nearly as stupid as 
Spain in the matter of desiring to grab and keep all the 
gold and silver they could; but as they had practically 
none of their own, and certainly got none from their 
American colonies, and as they began to perceive them
s~lves growing wealthy in spite of this alarming fact, 
they also began to have a glimmering idea that these 
precious metals were not the sole source of wealth. 'Still, 
they and their neighbours the Dutch, whose growing 
wealth, founded on the trade with the Far East, 
began to attract attention and imitation, strove by 
every means to secure for themselves what was called 
a ' favourable balance of trade '-i.e. to export to 
other countries more ' goods ' than they imported from 
them, and to get the balance paid in gold and silver. 
But before exporting these ' goods ' they had to 
make them, and so to become manufacturers. These 
ideas lay at the root of the 'Mercantile System; which 
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governed the econo-mic policy of _Europe fight down to 
the nineteenth cen!ury;- An essential principle of the Mer~ 
cantile Syste!TI came to be the establishment in distant . 
lands of colonies or settl.ements, trade with which should 
be confined to the mother-co~mtry that established them. 

It is probable that Elizabeth favoured the adventurous 
sailors o·f her reign mainly· because they occasionally 
brought to English _ports tangible riches in the shape of 
plundered Spanish tr~asures ; and, had- tJie earliest' e~.-.
peditions to the ·North American coast :t;esulted in the· 
discovery of gold mines, she would have at once set about· 
colonization. _ But a truer idea was certainly born before _ 
the Queen died .. Both-Sir Humphrey Gilbert (d. I577(: 
and Sir · Walter Raleigh had glimmerings of the real~

colonial principle. The successive ' plantations' of · • '. 
English settlers in Ireland, during the latter half of the . 
sixteenth ·century, had keJ?t· the-·idea- well 'lrbefore the· 
public mind. Even Henry VII., who employed Cabot· 

i ", f 

as an explorer, may: lay some claim to be a ;pioneer of 
colonies, for Cabot touched at Newfoupdland, and, though 
he left no .settlement there, the memory of the discovery 
remained, and Newfoundland was one of -the objectives 
of Sir~ Hu"mphrey Gilbert's voyage in I577· ·Isolated 
fishing stations were established there both by English 
and French during the seventeenth century, and the 
Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 did not so much cede that 
great island to Britain as recognize the priority of 
British occupation_ there. 

A small English settlement was actually effected on' 
the mainland of North America as early ~"'as 1584, 

and • was called ' Virginia,' after the Virgin Queen , · 
but before three years were out it had perished of' iri> 
anition. 1t was hard, in that intoxiGa._ting age of glory 

33 
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and romance, for the Elizabethan adventurers, bent upon 
making rapid fortunes, to realize that a colony must be, 
for some years after its foundation, entirely unremunera
tive to its :founders; but until that was realized no 
settlements would be permanent. 

What then are the true bases of the colonial idea ? 
and what are the conditions of its successful realization ? 
The idea is primarily founded on the desire of an old and 
crowded country to get rid, in some respectable way, of 
its superfluous population. The England of r6oo, with 
less than four millions of inhabitants, was probably as 
crowded in respect of its cultivated area, and its resomces 
in the way of employment, as the England of our own 
day with tenfold the population. One of the great 
evils of the Tudor period had been the dislocation of all 
old industries, and the number of hands thereby thrown 
out of work. Nor did this apply to the lower and lower
middle classes only. The younger sons of the landed 
gentry were as much ' out of work ' in a peaceful England 
as the sturdy beggars for whom the Tudors so fiercely 
ordered stocks and whip and gallows ; and ' younger 
sons ' have been the great foundation on which our 
colonies have been built. 

Secondly, the colonial idea is founded on that intel
ligent economic desire to create a market for the goods 
of the mother-country, to which I have referred above. 
It is not so much by what your colony sends you (be it 
gold or tobacco or corn) that you benefit, as by what it 
takes frotn you, by the number of your looms which it 
sets to work to make its clothes, and of your mines 
which are opened to dig out the iron for its axes. •By 
the creation of colonies a new area of production is 
opened, a new life given to all existing industries. 



CAUSES OF ENGLISH SUCCESS s±s.·. 
·When we tum to the othei; ques~ion and ask what are

the conditions of successful coloJ?.izatiol} ·(in other words, 
why were the English colonies more successful than those 
of France and Spain), we may answer : (i) a sufficiency 
of hand~ ready to emigrate, and these not loafers and 

\-! 
:·ne'er-do-wells, but intelligent thrifty persons; (ii) ,a con-
siderable and growing navy, ei~her royal or mercantile, 
with a hardy race of sailors; and _(iii) a good country to 
colo'~ize. Now, if we confine our view to a comparison·. 
of our own North American colonies with those of France . . 

and Spain, ,we shall see that England ;vas favoured by 
, luck in allthese respects. (iVShe had just the sort ()f men 

seeking employment who.would make the best colonists, 
and,· in one remad~ble set of cases, the powerful factor 
of Protestant zeal was thrown into the scale in her favour. 
France excluded her Protestants (the industrial ·elite 
of the nation) from her colonies, and Spain had no in
dustrial classt to sei!d. (ii) Though England ent~red 

the colonial ~ace last'of all three nations, she entered' it 
when she ~as alre~dy almost mist~ess of the seas; when 
her sailors were at least full of contempt for their rivals. 
Finally, (iii) the ter.ritory which she colonized, otherwise 
splendid ar:d fertile, produced no gold at all. 

From this blessed circumstance ca~e two great resul,ts, 
the first being that our colonists were driven to turn· 
their attention to agriculture. If we use the word 'agri
culture ' in its widest sense, to include the exploiting of 
the earth's surface by tillage, by pasturage, by forestry, it 
is utterly true that it is the most profitable of all industries, 
as it is also undoubtedly the in~~try most productive of 
a hardy and selt~reliant race of nien. ~d the second 
result of the absence ofgold was that the infant countries 
of Britisl~ North America were. ieft. very considerably 

... • ·l 

'' 

.. 
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alone, and were allowed by our Government to develop 
free institutions freely. They were by no means so 
wholly left alone as some have wished to make out. 
The financial arrangements necessary for their start 
were generally made 'in the City,' just as those for 
the exploitation of Africa are now; and the City was 
probably not less intelligent and wide awake to its own 
interests then than now. And it was not only the City 
that grasped the meaning of the new settlements ; 
educated men all over England, in an age which 
seriously set to work to drain the fens as a commercial 
speculation, were alive to what was going on. Shake~ 

speare, who reflects all the thoughts of his own day, has 
abundant references to the marvels of America, and once 
goes so far as to tell King James how-

His honour and the greatness of his name 
Shall be and make new nations. 

But at least our kings were spared the temptation (which 
gold mines would have offered them) of creating a great 
department of State like the Spanish 'Office of the 
Indies,' or of organizing emigration on a magnificent 
scale, as was done in the case of Canada and ' 
Louisiana by the great French statesmen Richelieu and 
Colbert. Canada, it is true, produced no gold, and France 
escaped the gold fever. The individual French colonists 
were fully as hardy and as adventurous as our own; 
and the agricultural skill and thrift of the French peasant 
far exceeds that of the English. But Canada has a 
harsher climate than the portion of America first occupied 
by English settlers ; the French hatred of expatriation is . 
far greater than the English ; the colony was taken in 
hand and over-governed from the very first ; and at last 
its main want came to be a respectable numbBr of colonists. 
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·The thousand mile§~.of ,$ea-board, which were· lrned, 
before the end of :the seventeenth century, by the first 
twelve English colpnies, 'are deeply indented witq creeks 
and rivers, and contain excellent harbours. The climate . ' 

is on the whole temperate, the soil is fertile, and much of 
• < 

it was clothe? ,.witlf virgin forest when .our people -first' 
came there. ·The danger from the natives has been much . ' 
exaggerated .. The' Red Indians,' as they were absurdly 

·1 ' • • ' • 

called? we.re' an exceedingly backward race, still practi: 
cally in the ' hunter-stage' of civilization. · Though here 
and t_her~;}It~y scratched the ground for a little maize, 
they lived" mainly upon the vast herds of buffaloes which 
roamed the prairies: We have no means of estimating their 
numbers, but we may fairly guess that a territory, which 
now with ease feeds }ts eightymillions, wo:uld then hardly 
support a million hunters. Admirable at night surprises 
and at sudden attacks, the ~ed men never showed capacity\ 
for sustained warfare, -"or for such ~ great confederation . ~ . . ~ 

of tribes as might ·q~v~ driven the first settlers ba<:k 
into the sea. Nor do they seem seriously to have re
sented the settlement of the pale-faces, with whom they 
welcomed opportunities of trading. When there was war 
i·t was usually because the pale-faces ill-treated them, or 
because the red men ~~hid not resist the temptation to 
steal. Vl'hen there was peace the quantity of furs that an 
Indian hunter would give for an axe or a musket made 
such barter very profitable -for our people. No doubt there 
was a great deal of spor?-dic murder of isolated settlers, 
and this went on far into the nineteenth century ; but on 
the whole I am inclined to relegate the Red Indian of oqr 
childhood to the domain of fiction? in which he appears as • 
such a delightful element of.terror. 

The practice of forming ' regulated companies' -i.e . ... 
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:::ompanies of merchants with a charter from the Crown 
authorizing them to exploit a particular trade and for
bidding other Englishmen to engage in it, had been 
steadily growing during the latter half of the sixteenth 
century ; and in the year r6o6 it was applied to the 
establishment of 'plantations' on the American coast. 
To two companies, with their respective head quarters 
at London and Plymouth, were allotted definite areas 
between certain degrees of latitude. These companies were 
to send out expeditions to settle and to trade with these 
territories; and the expedition of the London Company 
to Virginia in that same year was the true foundation of 
the United States of North America. In rapid succession, 
during the next hundred years, followed grants of territory 
and trading privileges, either to companies or individual 
proprietors, until the whole littoral was occupied by a row 
of English settlements, without any mutual cohesion, but 
all with indefinite possibilities of expansion to the west. 

In these settlements we shall find represented every 
variety of English life and English ideas, but in the long 
run a certain uniformity of character will be seen to run 
through all the settlers, and a certain uniformity of cir
cumstances has tended to form that character. These 
men were making a nation, ~hough they ignored the fact. 
Climate no doubt counted for much ; their greater ex
tremes of heat and cold may have led them to drop some 
English, to contract some un-English habits, ideas, even 
forms of speech and accent. Absence of co:t;J.tact with any 
great and civilized past, if it helped towards the irreverence 
of the American character, helped also to its profound 
adaptability and self-reliance. 

Common to all the colonies we find in the first place 
the fact that sooner or later the authority of the company 
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or proprietor who had started the colony was extinguished, 
and the Crmvn st~pped into 1his place. The Crown then 
appointed a governor, ·or, in rare cases, allowed the 
colonists to elect their owri governor; it also ,appointed ' 
a council,~ which. eventually took the shape of an ' Upper 
House ' ; it san;tioned, or at least did not prevent, the 

(<..-;. -· 

establishment of a ' Lower' House '-a~'popular assembly 
. elected upon a more' <;>r less wide franchise. Sometimes 
, these and other liberties were ·confirmed by a written 
. .;charter, and, if the colonial assembly misbehaved itself, 
there was always a danger that the Crown might declare 

~ 

the charter to be forfeited. The governor often had 
small quarrels \vith the assembly,,and thes,e w,ere mostly 
about money matters. 

Secondly, ·,the English Government, thouglJ. it nev~r 
directly taxe·~~ the colonists, not ;even .for what we should 
now call ' Imperial ' purposes, consta~tly legislated in 
Parliament for them, and regulated their trade, always 
more with an ·eye 'to the benefit o£ 'England than to 
that of America, although not exclusively SO; Thirdly, 
the religious freedom of the colonies was' very great, if 
they did not themselves display, as they too often did, 
the cloven hoof of persecution ; all were nominally 
in the diocese of London, but practically each was allowed 
to make whatever laws on religion it pleased. Fourthly, 
the settlers were in the main persons of some education 
and of some standing in English life ; various causes, 
hereafter to be analysed, drove or drew them to America, 
but, as a rule, all were men desirous of making a steady 
and intelligent haste 'to better their fortuneryounger 
sobs, farmers, sm~ll capitalists, adventurers, tradesmen 
or clever ~rtisans ; there were of course among them 
a few wastrels and broken men, even men who had ' left 
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their country for their country's good,' but such vvould 
have a poor chance of success in America. Lastly, the 
Common Law of England was law in the colonies, except 
where modified by the acts of their own assemblies ; all 
the broader principles of English constitutional and 
private law were assumed by the settlers to be in force, 
and took new life from being transplanted to a distant 
land at the very time when the Stuarts were seeking 
to override some of them in England. 

But, while such matters were common to and character
istic of all the North American colonies, there will also 
be found broad lines of cleavage between them; and 
on the whol~ we shall find two distinct groups, with 
fairly marked geographical boundaries. Virginia, founded 
by the London Company of r6o6, was at the head 
of a group of southern colonies devoted to the culti
vation of tobacco, and, farther south, of rice. Their 
climate was hot, and the two Carolinas (r663 and r670) 
were almost wholly swampy rice-fields. Tobacco and 
rice are crops which can be profitably cultivated by slave
labour; and the greed of English slave-traders and 
the example of the Spaniards were not long in introducing 
the fatal gift of negro slaves, kidnapped in Africa, into 
the southern colonies. Slavery naturally begets a 
bastard kind of landed aristocracy ; and any one who 
has read Thackeray's immortal work, the 'Virginians,' 
will be aware of' the semi-aristocratic state of society 
which ultimately grew up in the 'premier colony.' Of 
the leading families, each had its private wharf on one 
of the great rivers with which the country abounded, 
and shipped its tobacco direct to England, often in "its 
own ships ; a voyage to Bristol took about six weeks. 

But Virginiq. W<J.S CJ.lmost1 thou~h not quite the northern 
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limit of systematic slave-labour. The exceedingly pros
perous colony oL Maryland, founded in 1632 by Lord 
Baltimore, a Catholic peer, is generally reckofled with 
the southern group ; as a matter of fact it is ~- border 
state, as was shown by its divided sympathies in tl:le 
Civil War cif¥thl'nineteenth century. Maryland is also 
interesting as tlie first ' proprietary • colony in date of 
foundation; the Crown, by its charter, simply put Lord 
Baltimore arid his heirs in its own place, and ceded to 
him its rights, which it did not.resume till the Revolution 
of 1688: . It als~ was a tobacco-growing state, tnough . 
with ~a~ less slave-labour than Virginia. :r(~rth &f Mary
land the pres·enc€ of slaves, though frequent; was not 
systematic. . 

Far other· was. the origin of that northern group of 
states which we usuaily lump together as' New England.~ · 
From a great'fnimber of isolated settlements in the reigns 
of James I. and Charles I. were ultimately· formed four 
~olonies ; two of theiiJ., Massachusetts and Connecticut, 
bearing Indian names, and the other two called respec
tively Providence or Rhode Island and .New Hampshire. 
The name ' New England ' i's first.. used, Jsorfar as I am 
aware, in the case of a company of the.year 1620, which 
rose on the ruin of the Plymouth Company of 1606 ; 
the latter apparently had done very little towards settling 
its allotted territory. These colonies were in the main 
Puritan in origin, and some of them very rigidly so. 
As the southern colonies were geographica:lly exposed to 
attacks from the Spanish settle~ents in Florida and 
the West Indies, so the northern were often in danger 
from their French neighbours in !he valley of the St. 
Lawrence, or from the Dutch who had already settled in 
the valley of the Hudson, 
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The true origin of New England is, however, to be 
sought, not in any grant to a company or an individual, 
but in the accident that threw a certain very notable 
shipload of passengers ashore near Cape Cod. In the 
year r6zo there sailed from Delfthaven, in Holland, and 
finally from Plymouth, the famous vessel the' Mayflower,' 
with a hundred English emigrants on board. These 
hundred are the true and only ' Pilgrim Fathers,' descent 
from one of whom, in the rare cases in which it can be 
proved, is the proudest boast of American citizens to-day. 

The pilgrims were originally a congregation of 'In
dependents,' or, as they were then called, 'Brownists,' 
who, holding extreme Puritan views, and being in danger 
of persecution from the bishops of King James, fled in 
r6o6 from Scrooby, on the border of Lincolnshire, to join 
other refugee English congregations in Holland. Weary 
after a few years of an alien land, they turned their eyes 
to a mote distant one, that was yet not wholly alien. 
But they had intended to settle in Virginia, and it was 
a mere mistake in navigation which landed them where 

The breaking waves dashed high 
On' a stem and rock-bound coast; 

And the woods against a stormy sky 
Their giant branches tossed, 

And the ocean eagle soared 
From his nest by the white wave's foam, 

And the rocking pines of the forest roared-

Their names, such as Carver, Bradford, Winslow, Brewster, 
Allerton, Standish, etc., are pure middle-class English 
names, but the fact of their Lincolnshire descent suggests 
that there may have been a good deal of Danish blood 
in their veins. The journal of one of their leaders, William 
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Bradford, extends over the first forty years of the settle
ment, and was published in r856. The greatest interest 
that is attached to them lies in the fact that, being about 

' . Jii 
to land beyond the limits ()f Virginian territory, they 
conceived it to be their duty to regulate their political 
position for tJ:etriselves-in other 'words, to for~ them
selves into a political community, to give themselves a 
charter. And so the adult males of the 'ship's company 
met in the cabin of the' Mayflow~r,' Novembe;r nth, r62o, 
and did there, "1th unanimous personal assent, " covenant 
and combine , themselves together intq a· c~vil ~ody 

politic . . . ami by virtue thereof to enact, constitute 
and frame such just and. equal laws, ordinances, acts, 
constitutions and offices, from time to t_ime', ~~- shall be 
thought most meet and convenient for the gerteral good 
of the colony, ~t? which they proml.s~ all.due submis
sion and obedience." . 

They are most loyal subjects of their''.dread sover~ign 
• . I . , 

King James,' and profess it openly ; but they have no 
warrant from liim and must provide one. Said, and done ; 
and it is perhaps the only instance in history of the' Original 
Social Compact' which speculative philosophers have 
imagined to be the ~ne legitimate origin of government. 

Come hither, God-be-glorified, 
And sit upon my knee, 

Behold the dream unfolding, 
Whereof I spake to thee, 

By the winter's hearth at Leyden, 
' And on the stormy sea. 

So, in Mr. Holmes' poem, speaks the Pilgrim Father to 
his son ;. and the dream i;, from beginning to end, not far" 
short of absolute' independence of the dread sovereign 
King James or any other such person. 
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For nearly seven years this little colony of 'New 
Plymouth' lived and worked on a basis that was prac
tically community of goods ; but, at the end of that time, 
its increasing prosperity led to a division of land and stock 
among the settlers. It began to expand beyond the limits 
of one township, to have friendly relations with the 
Indians and to come in contact with other settlements 
which were soon made in the same neighbourhood. The 
settlement of Massachusetts, originally from the city 
of Dorchester in England, was the next in point of time, 
and may be roughly dated at r629 ; it was its first 
governor, John Winthrop, who fixed its site at Boston. 
But, whereas the Plymouth men never arrogated to them
selves exclusive possession of the true light, and therefore 
were not impelled to become persecutors, the colony of 
Massachusetts was, from its outset, distinguished by all 
that was fiercest and most uncompromising in the spirit 
of militant Puritanism. Citizenship was actually made 
dependent upon membership of a religious congregation; 
and, as men of various shades of opinion continually 
flocked to New England, each newcomer believing himself 
to be in possession of truer Gospel light than his fore
runners, and, as sect split off from sect, we often read in 
the history of Massachusetts of men being banished, or 
even put to death for their religious opinions. One is 
tempted to smile when one finds the Government of 
Charles II. sharply rebuking the men of Boston for their 
intolerance, but it was most amply justified in doing so. 
In two cases this intolerant policy was fruitful of ultimate 
prosperity to the colonies. For it was the banishment 
from Massachusetts of the brilliant but eccentric Roger 
Williams for ' heresy ' in r635 that led to the formation 
of the vigorous little communities on the southern shore 
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of the peninsula of Cape Cod, which came to be known 
as the 'Providence plantations,' and afterwards ·as 
' Rhode Island.' Connecticut also was little more than 
an overflow from the abounding theological vitality-or 
intolerance, call it which you, please-of Massachusetts, 
and constituted itself a separate, colony in 1638. Both 
offshoots were, however, honourably distinguished for 
upholding the principle of liberty of conscienee, which 
Roger Williams wa~ one of the first Englishmen 
to maintain. Firebrands like Harry Vane, .elected 
governor of Massach~~~tts in 1636, did _i).~t add to the 
peace of these new commonwealths. • ' 

But no intolerance or absurdity could stop the expan
sive force which felled the forests and broke up the virgin 
soil, northwards to the borders of French Acadia, and 
westwards to the shores df Lakes Champlain and George. 
Most of the·' hinter-iand' in this direction was made 

. . 
into the colonies of New Hampshire (not definitely 
constituted till r6Jg). and Maine; of these the latter was, 
after a' few years (r658), re.!incorporated with Massa
clmsetts: · ; It was no doubt the admirable harbour of· 
Boston which ultimately left that city the practical 

--.... . ' 

capital of New England. 
To all these newly constituted communities the English 

Government had little to say, except in cases where the 
revenue laws were violated; there were, however, loud 
growlings from Laud and his friends in the Privy Council 
at such rapid ap.d momentous developments of free 
thought under the English flag. The question of pro
tecting them from the French or the Dutch had hardly 
yet arisen, though there was continual strife ·between 
Engliiiih and French settlers north of the Kennebec 
River. The Civil War brought littie but advantage to 
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New England, and the Restoration did nothing to arrest 
its development. 

In conclusion, the seventeenth-century settlements in 
the West Indies call for a few words of notice. These, 
as we should expect, lacked the moving force of Puritanism 
at their birth. They were purely commercial enterprises ; 
yet in the greatest of them, Barbados, settled in 1626, 
a popular assembly seems to have sprung into existence, 
side by side with the governor and council, almost from 
the foundation of the colony. Once at least (1652) the 
Barbadians made the ' immodest suggestion ' that they 
should be represented in the English Parliament. Other 
settlements were made in the first half of the century at 
Antigua, Nevis, St. Kitts and Bermuda: and all were so 
prosperous that they were able to afford a substantial 
overflow of population for Cromwell's new acquisition 
of Jamaica. Their prosperity was mainly founded on 
sugar, which was introduced just before the Civil War, 
and their foreign trade was largely in Dutch hands; 
hence they resented the Navigation Act and remained 
Royalist in sympathy. Indeed, Barbados, which is only 
about the size of the Isle of Wight, actually kept the 
King's flag flying till the beginning of 1652. 
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FOR GOD AND THE"'KlN.G 

SIR ROGER THE EIGHTEENTH, whom we left looking atthe 
sunset towards the end of the old Queen's reign, died in .the • 
year of gunpowder treason, the last knight of his race. The 
great Hall at Tubney :rv.ranor was hung with black cloth, 
the lumbering family coach was painted black, ··black 
horses wer.e lent for the burial. by all the neighbouring 
squires, and the ve!"y curtains of the four-post beds were 
black for the next six months. Relations' rich and poor 
flocked to the funeral, and the high table was laden for 
several days with mighty chines of beef and brawn, 
wit~. capons and strong ale, canary, ·sack and Rhenish 
wine. The tenants lacked not their share of the unequal 
feast, though the provident steward remonstrated· with 
his young master at the idea of giving them the best 
home-brewed :-' far better send to Lewes, for stuff 
you can get at fourpence a gallon strong and twopence 
small.' But every one went away satisfied, some perhaps 

· in the condition of the immortal countryman, who 
'didn't rightly know whether it was a .wedding or a 

. ' 
. funeral he had been attending, but knew it had been 

a great success.' A painted hatchment soon hung over .,. 
the" porch displaying Sir Roger's anns impaled with 
those of his wife,~ and in due time in the north aisle of 
the church rose a stately tomb, which bore his effigy 

SWl 
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kneeling in a red furred gown and ruff, opposite that 
of his gentle lady who survived him but one year. By 
his will the house and land went, of course, to Roger the 
Nineteenth, but there were many bequests : half of the 
household effects to the widow for life ; twenty pounds to 
the poor of Tubney, Fyfield and Shoreham, where the 
family now owned ' Ropewalk Alley,' the only street in 
that port which smelt decently clean: £ro to provide his 
tomb ; £rz a year for ever for a schoolmaster for the 
village; £5 to his steward; £ro for a mourning ring to 
this or that cousm ; £ro to the county fund for re
deeming English captives from the 'pyrates of Sallye ' 
(Turkish corsairs, who are always plundering our merchant 
ships) ; and small annuities to his younger children. 

Hitherto I have said nothing of younger sons or 
daughters, but we may be sure there were plenty of such. 
Marriages are always going on, few men will long remain 
widowers if they can wed ' an estate of sufficient value ' ; 
and there is generally a ' brave sweet baby in the cradle' 
somewhere in the house. These die in infancy more 
often than not, but are soon replaced. Daughters were 
married off as early as possible, got their portion at 
marriage and were taught to expect no more. Sons 
went off to the wars by land or sea, to the Inns of Court, 
or to the city. One of ours is just going off with the 
first batch of colonists to Virginia, where he will build 
himself on the banks of the Potomac a log hut, which he 
will fondly name after the old Sussex home. Thence in 
due time, by way of Bristol and Shoreham, rolls of the 
best tobacco will find their way to that home, in exchange 
for nails, horsesh0es, etc., made of iron smelted at Rogef's 
forge in Dingley bottom: 'nothing like a Sussex axe 
for tha backwoods work,' writes the exile. Another 
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will go off to the Dutch wars; his brother will advance 
him £roo, to buy a lieutenant's commission in Lord 
Essex's regiment ; he is presently killed in a duel. 

A third has early been sent to a. writing school to learn 
'hands and accounts,' and is bound apprentice to a: ' 
famous London merchant. Contempt for trade is quite 
unknown in the old co~nty families ; Sir Roger would 
not have known the ~eaning of the word 'snob,: This 
boy, too, will see strange countries, and write wonderful 
letters, describing the barbarous Russians of Archangel, 

' . .'/1 .. " 
where the streets are paved with trees, ' and he that is 
not drunk on a' S~bbatH day is neither a friend to their 
God nor Emperor.' He serids home furs, 'Rusher 
squids,' and the more costly ~able; later on, from 
Aleppo, he will send home seeds of the great melons, 
which grow in the sands of the Euphrates ·after the iall 
of the winter floods. He goes even further F;ast, and is 
present when the v·aliant Captain Nich~las Downton, of 
the East India Company, :with only four vessels, wipes 
out an entire Portuguese armada outside ~Goa in r6!5. 
J!e prospers exceedingly, returns to Europe; and dies 
clothworker and alderman of London in the same year 
as .. King Pym. He is reckoned a man too indifferent to 
religion, arid even to grave constit~tional questions; in 
the Civil War he mainly sees a disastrous interruption 
to British trade, has been known to curs~ our Protestant 
brethren the .Dutch, of whose doings far East he has 
gruesome tales to tell, which as yet few believe. But 
he is obliged to subscribe £r,ooo to~quip Essex:s ar~y 
in '42, though he is gravely suspected of sending a like 
sum to the King .. After his death there is found among his 
papers a special ' protection ' signed by Prince Rupert, 
the day before ' the assault was intended on the city ' 

34 
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(November 13th, r642); also a most ungodly ballad 
about 

• 

Those valiant sons of Aymon, 
· May they hang as high as Haman, 

With the old Anabaptist they cameo~, 
With a hey, trolly, lolly, ho! 

But enough of younger sons; we must return to our 
village, where, in externals, life goes on much as before. 
There is the same early rising; Roger the Nineteenth is 
riding round his farms by six, after a breakfast on a crust 
and a cup of small beer ; the same ponderous dinner at 
twelve or one (always tending to get later as the century 
goes on); the same light supper off a poached egg, the 
same gout and the same dreadful remedies for it. The 
plague is rather too often with us (those Turkey mer
chants bring it in their carpets); Roger and his brother 
justices make stringent orders in plague-time against 
receiving strangers from London, from which city crowds 
fly in r625-and even the coronation has to be deferred. 
Roger distributes to the poor cartloads of sweet herbs, 
rosemary, rue, wormwood, as remedies ; for himself, he 
puts faith in a quill filled with quicksilver, worn by a 
string round the neck. One of his boys, who is at Eton, 
writes:-' Honoured Father, we are all ordered to smoak 
tobacco daily because of the plag. I find it agreeth 
very ill with my stomach : we here that the Winton 
Scholers be all sent home, and the Schole closed this six 
moneths. I would the plag might encrease to that 
height here,' etc, etc. Smallpox was a comparatively 
new terror, and the great antidote for that, and in~eed 
for everything, was 'Venice treacle,' the foundation of 
which was vipers•soaked in white wine (but see that you 
get the real stuff-none is genuine unless there is the 
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picture of an ostrich on the little" leaden pot ; English 
vipers will not make it strong enough) . 

. The present squire of Tubney, intensely proud as he 
is of his long desce'nt and his coat armour; is not relatively . . 
such a rich man as his grandfather; for the standard of 
wealth has gone up enormously. He pays £3 to the 

> 'I • 

' benevolence ' of i6r4 ; , his grandfather paid the same 
sum to Henry VIII.~ when· £3 meant three times what 
it does now. At any rate, he is not the man to waste his 
cash upon one of those new-fangled baronetcies,· which 
King James is sellin"g at £r,ooo a-piece. But in other 
respects he is apt to be extravagant. There is more of 
the late Elizabethan than of the Puritan squire about 
him; his favourite reading :is the Essays of one Mo:Q-

' taigne, a Frenchman, and he has been known to express 
doubts ·.as the sacred duty of burning witches aljve. 
He is also a man of 'projects,' as befits one who has 
known Raleigh in his youth, and to a certain extent he 

\ 

· realizes that the sources .of wealth are changing ; some 
of his projects .turn out well and some the reverse. For 
instance, that matter of the iron furnace involves him 
in heavy loss, yet it is grounded on solid sense. Sussex 
iron has long been famous, and there is plenty of the ore 
dug out at Tubney ; but it is .smelted with charcoal, 
which is both a slow and a cos9y process, leading to the 
destruction of the oak woods, and so to the loss of an 
article of prime necessity for the navy. Why not, 
thinks Roger, try to use 'sea-coal,' which is coming in 
increasing quantities to London from Newcastle, at 
about sixteen shillings per chauldron? it could easily 
be shipped on to Shoreham, and might come some way 
up Adur in a barge. Roger posts off to London, and 
takes out a patent for his new process:_to get which he 
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has to bribe no end of~greedy courtiers and lawyers; he 
builds a new water-mill to drive his bellows by water
power, and makes a contract to supply hammered iron 
at [25 the ton to His Majesty's cannon-foundry at Dept
ford. But our river is a slow one, and in dry seasons the 
' blast ' is quite inadequate; the charcoal-burners make 
riots, not once nor twice, slit the bellows in the night, and 
destroy plant of great value; and though Roger, as a 
vigorous justice of the peace, issues warrants against 
the offenders, few constables dare to execute them ~gainst 
the fierce children of the forest. His brother justices seem 
shy of the new process; and, even before the war, the 
forge is working at a serious loss. But at least ~oger 
has planted ten thousand oak-trees, some few of which 
may survive to bear his descendant to beat the French 
at Quiberon, 

Where Hawke did bang 
Mounseer Confiang. 

Not much more successful than the ironworks is a 
great plantation of mulberry-trees; few of the hundred 
saplings, wl!ich Reiger buys from Mr. Brown, of Soper 
Lane, London, live to bear silkworms; our Sussex clay is 
too cold for them. He incurs a further loss by a 
scheme for starting and horsing a stage--coach service 
between Arundel and London, which shall go faster 
than the carrier's cart of Joseph Broad wheel, who, 
once a fortnight, with six horses tandem, performs 
the journey (God willing) in five days ; Stone-Street 
Causeway, as a bit of the old Roman road is called, 
is a fearful trial. to horses' legs, and so is the mire· in 
' Honey Lane,' where the road enters Sussex. Sussex 
landowners never would repair the roads, and, as you 
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have a right, when the road is·' foundered,' to ride over 
the land on each side of it, they solved the problem by 
throwing in a strip of land on each side of the road (bless 
them for it even to-day). Hay, too, is ·extraordinarily 
scarce,' as· both sides found in the civil'wars ; there is ~till 
little but straw for sheep and beasts to eat when the snow 
lies deep on the weald:; practically every scrap of hay 
has to be saved for saddle horses and plough oxen.' 

Now a man of innovations and experiments is not-
• always popular with his neighbours, and Roger does not 
escape his penpyworth of malice any more than the loss 
of much hard cash. · But he .is a pioneer for improvements 
to come. 'In agriculture he is. much more _su~cessful. 
Y QU would perhaps be surprised to hear of growing turnips 
in a walled garden ? Roger hears that a Mr. Cromwell 
(a cousin of his wife's distant cousin the great Mr. Hamp
den of Hampden in Bucks), has gone in for this new root, 
and has even ,found it good for sheep-feeding; and he 
gets some packets of seed SPllt to him ' with harty· com;, 
mendations' from the ingenious gentleman in Hunting
donshite. He also· gets clover. seed imported from the 
Low Countries, and both his turnip-garden, and clover-. 
field prosper; the fields about Tubney begin to wear ·a 
modern look, and the squire is great on hedgerow timber. 
Before the war he will be getting six shillings an acr~ in 
rent for his arable, and nine shillings for the best meadow 
land. Frorri the sale of underwood he will perhaps get 
£6 an aore, and for seasoned oak timber almost anything 
he likes to ask. He plants and plants incessantly, not 
only oak, ·but pine, walnut and chestnut. The art of 
grafting roses on the priar is well known to him, and he 
will pay the village bpys a halfpenny a-piece for sturdy 
sweet-briar stocks gathered in the woods and lanes. 
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' Sparrow-grass,' as he and every one else always call 
asparagus, is successfully introduced into his garden. 
He turns maltster among other things, and dries his 
malt in the sun on the leads of his new brewhouse. He 
makes his own candles out of the honest mutton-fat of 
his own sheep; not, as some great houses do, his own 
soap or his own bricks. 

His charities are considerable. When his labourers' 
cottages are burned down, as they too often are, being 
mainly built of timber and wattles with a lining of plaster 
and with very miserable ' chimleys,' he rebuilds them. 
He pays apprenticeship fees for promising boys, and these 
are very high-often fro a-piece. He sends regular 
gifts of firewood and warm clothes to the aged and 
impotent. In r622 he pays a large voluntary subscription 
to the national fund which is being raised to assist the 
distressed Queen of Beauty and Bohemia ; and is con
tinually subscribing for the redemption of Christian 
captives, and for the relief of poor debtors. 

Much of his time and thought is naturally taken up 
with 'justice business' ; he never misses riding to meet 
the justices of assize at East Grinstead or Horsham 
(or, if the r~ads are in extra good condition, the judges 
may even come as far as Lewes). There he will take his 
turn at serving on grand jury; and, in spite of whispers 
about his ' novations,' his splendid pedigree procures 
him much consideration. Still less does he miss quarter
sessions, which are held now at one centre, now at another, 
nor petty sessions, held at shorter intervals for his own 
division of the county. Many a sharp reproof do he and 
his brother justices of the peace get from the Couflcil 
of King James, if they are not sharp enough at presenting 
Popish recusants. King Charles' Council is less aggressive 
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in this matter, for which, we observe, Roger himself 
·has little taste: he hates signing warrants to disturb 
peaceable neighbours, whom he constantly meets ,in the 
hunting field. But he is severe on all felons,, of whom, 
between 'J.Uarter-sessions and assizes, perhaps some two 
score are hanged every year; sheep-stealing is the com
monest felony, as, indeed, it has always been. There is 
plenty of flogging and pillory too: offender~ who c,an 
read a verse of the Scriptu,res are still allowed ' bene·fit of 
the clergy', for some crimes'-the law is perfectly eclectic 
in the matter; they are said to :pray their book' and 
are then ' burned in the hand' -,.i.e. branded with the 
letter T for ~ thief,' on the ' brawn of th¥ thumb '-and 
cannot claim to escape hanging ·a s~cond time. There 
are fines for smaller offences, such ~s playing cards or 
dice in an alehouse, for drunkenness, for swearing ; there 
is a regul~r tariff for oaths .. There are the stocks in every 
village, to which a man may be sentenced' protipulando' 
-for tippling more than one hour per day in the alehouse. 
The offender comes to church at morning prayer, confesses 
his fault, and is put in the stocks till the bell rings for 
evensong. Poachers will fare badly, especially those 
.who shoot pigeons from our dovecotes with crossbows 
or handguns; constables' are to search for such engines, 
to carry which we sparingly give licences. Smugglers 
are quite another matter: they have an odd knack of 
getting off scotfree, breaking prison whenever caught, or 
not being caught at all. The Council is foryver writing 
strong letters on this point:.:__' His Matie cannot 'but form_ 
an ill opinion of y• zeal of y• Sussex justices for his 
se4vice in yt matter ' ; and it would not do to inquire too 
closely whence Roger gets his French brandy. The 
habit is ingrained in the blood of the whole county .. ' 
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The justices are not above giving rewards to informers; 
there is more than one professional ' rogue-catcher,' who 
receives threepence per rogue. Being a rogue (' con
victus essendi Rogus incorrigibilis ') is, in fact, one of the 
commonest offences. It is a fine vague term,•and com
prehends much. But you must also not be ' an idler,' 
nor a 'lewd person,' nor a 'masterless man.' In short, 
you must have some visible and honest means of liveli
hood, or we'll harry you out of Sussex or existence. 
Probably the worst fate of all-a fate which poor debtors 
too often share with the rogues-is to be sent to that very 
noisome and fever-stricken place, the county gaol. 

The justices.have also a vast amount of administrative 
work. They levy rates for hospitals, gaols, poor relief, 
bridge repairs ; for pensions to maimed soldiers and 
sailors; for keeping open the short navigations of the 
rivers (Sussex rivers are always giving trouble, their 
estuaries shifting eastwards and silting up); for the relief 
of towns visited by fire-and note that poor parishes are 
partially relieved of these rates at the expense of rich 
ones. They refuse or grant licences to shopkeepers-all 
retail trades seem to have required a licence-and especial! y 
to alehouse-keepers; they try to compel landowners to 
maintain the roads; they regulate the sale of grain, pro
hibiting the making of malt when there is a bad harvest ; 
they settle disputes between masters and apprentices; 
and, at great periodical sessions, about every ten years, 
they take up the weary old job of fixing wages and prices . 

. A shrewd man like Roger may begin to suspect the wisdom 
of doing this ; but most of the justices are very like their 
ancestors in the fourteenth century : they find pri€es 
always going up, they can't make out why ; and their 
)nly remedy is to say they shan't, Wages, though still, 
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relatively to prices, a trifle higher thah they are to-day, 
do not go up at anything like the same rate-three and 
sixpence a week is a fair average for the farm ·labourer 
(say seventeen and sixpence in purchaiirig power of 
modern •money). · The war, when it comes,' will raise 

I· , 

agricultural wages; for Essex's and Waller's recruiting 
sergeants will offer eightpence a day for sturdy footmen. 

The war, in fact, disturbs' many things beside the rate
of wages, though 'at first Sussex is perhaps less affected 
by it than any county in England. As early as February, 
'42, there is a'Sussexpetition, most largely signed in.' the_ 
eastern parts of the county;. in 'favour of a thorough 
reformation of religion. We are wholly·in I the Parlia~ 
ment's quarters,' and· our ports are patrolled by the 
fleet. A KJng's messepger· trying to slip through to 
France-'' on some wicked Popish errand, of course '
will have to· trust to the smugglers of Rye or Brighthelm
stone. Poor young Lord Strafford is; in fact, stopped by 
Colonel Moriey, M~P. for Lewes, but after' some fuss is 
allowed to escape. But the gentry are much divided : 
Ford of Harting; at least, i~ up for the King, who hath 
named. him High Sheriff, and· so. ar~ 'Ashburnham and 
Leeds, the members for ~astings and Steyning ; an'd the 
Bishops of Parham, the Morleys of Halnaker, Morleys 
of West Dean, and Bowyers of Muntham. If Chichester 
and Lewes are Roundhead, Arundel .is Cavalier, though 
our Earl hath abandoned the cause and gone abroad. 

Most of the ladies are fierce Royalists, she of. Tubney 
especially so. Roger is now a widower, though only his. 
long white hair, which he steadfastly refuses to cover with 
one of those new-fangled French periwigs, betrays his 
seventy years: The lady is 1 his dear daughter Nan;' J:lis 
1 goocl J?p:;s,' the wife of his eldest son, a rather sad 
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Puritan gentleman. These and two fine grandsons, of 
twenty and seventeen, form the household at Tubney. 
Roger has seen no shot fired since he was at the Irish 
wars with Mountjoy. His son has fought beside the 
immortal King of Sweden, starved with him in thte leaguer 
at Nuremberg and been wounded where he fell on the 
field of Liitzen. He is the most dutiful of sons, and 
never wears hat in his father's presence, nor goes on a 
journey without asking his blessing. He clings to the 
Prayer Book service, but he is a root and branch man 
against bishops ; the old squire, who remembers the 
tolerant Church of Elizabeth, only objects to particular 
bishops-especially to his late lordship of Chichester. 1 

Father and son had hailed the Long Parliament with 
joy and rejoiced over the fall of Strafford. But there 
is a divergence of opinion too: civil liberty means 
more to the father, religious liberty more to the son. 
The son bitterly regrets the raising of the standard ; 
but, once it is up, there is not a shadow of doubt upon 
his illogical mind that his place is beside it; and before 
the end of August he and the two grandsons slip away 
to join Edward Ford, who has designs_ to seize Arundel 
Castle for the King. 

No one would suspect a man of seventy of any intention 
of taking the field in person, but it is well to make sure, 
and, early in September, '42, Colonel Morley, acting in the 
name of our sleepy neighbour of Petworth (the Earl of 
Northumberland, nominally Lord-Lieutenant for the 
Parliament), sends to Tubney twenty men from Lewes to 
' commandeer ' all weapons, all the best horses, and a 
heavy contribution in fodder for the service of the Parlta
ment. When, to the surprise of every one, old Roger 

: Bishop Montague, translated to NQrwi~,;b in 1638. 
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absolutely refuses to give security that he will not send aid 
·to the' malignants,' these twenty stout knaves remain·in 
garrison at his house, and display inordinate appetites 
for his beef and beer: Half the rents are sequestrated, 
·and fonfarded monthly to London. Then-for Ford's 
attempt collapses, as does a similar one on Chichester 
a few months later-the war rolls far away from Sussex, 
and Waller has secured the persons of most of our active 
Royalists. 

There is no moreregular twop,enny post from London, 
no more post-horses at threepence a mile for pleasant 
visits to one's friends.. Every high road 'is unsafe, and 
rogues gc about unwhipped. The boys are at Oxford 
with commissions in the King';s army; their father is· 
with Prince Maurice ... His rare letters are not good 
reading ; a loyal Puritan gentleman finds himself in 
queer company som~times. Soon comes a widowed 
granddaughter of nineteen years, to .shar.e the tedium 
and the po:"erty of the first' year of war. He~ young 
husband has fallen in some obscure skirmish in the west, 
and her baby is· born at Jubney. in May: In August the 
imminent danger of the Parliamentary cause leads to the 
withdrawal of the hostile garrison-and we breathe a 

\ ,, ' 

little more freely. In September two successive posts 
bring terrible news : the younger and favourite grandson 
has fallen at Newbury, and the elder has suddenly married, 
without asking any one's leave, a y~ung lady of the 
Marquis of Winchester's household-horror of horrors, 
she is a Papist! 'Dear daughter Nan' reels under the 
double blow, and is shocked a:t the old man's indifference 
to-the religion of his new granddaughter. 

In 'November we hear the war-noise coming nearer 
again. Mr. Baker of Mayfield is made High Sheriff for 
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the Parliament, and orders us to forward supplies of 
horses' meat and man's meat to Waller, now General 
of the 'South-Eastern Associated Counties' and about 
to commence the siege of Basing House. We fill a string 
of carts sorely against our will ; and, to the d"espair of 
daughter and granddaughter, the old squire insists on 
accompanying them, dressed in such antique armour 
as has been left in the house. He ha:> been very silent 
for many months, and novv apparently has thrown in 
his lot with the rebels ! 

But none of those carts ever reach Waller, and a week 
later a letter arrives for Nan :-

'Puss, look well to my house, and lay in what victuals 
canst find. There be hawks on the wing. Fill all sacks 
with earth for barricadoes. If I live, I'll send thee 
more powder, but thou'llt find ten barrels, with twenty 
carbines and a bullet mould, under the floor of the church 
tower (the rogues thought not to look there). Must 
strip the malthouse roof to cast thine own bullets. 
Good match may be had, if thou'llt boil rope in the resin 
tub. Will Hazelgrove, who cometh with these, knoweth 
my mind, and, under God and thee, shall command thy 
garrison. God be with thee. From the Lord Hopton's 
camp at Winton, where we intend upon Arundel shortly.' 

Arundel Castle, in fact, falls to the Royalists on Decem
ber gth, but they can only hold it a month. The Royalist 
scheme, which Ford had commended, of throwing up an 
earthwork round the broken walls of Bramber Castle, 
fails for want of men. Hopton cannot really keep a 
foot down in Sussex, and Winchester is his furthest east. 
All January, February and March he and Waller are 
strengthening their respective forces for the final tussle. 
The old man write!! to his Puss now and again-he has 
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a mean opinion of the 'Irishes,: five hur,ulred of whom 
are in their camp, but finds his health, in spite of the 
great cold of· the season, . wonderfully improved ·after 
the anxieties and confinement of the past year. On 
March zsth he writes :-

, Thy husband and . son came hither with the Lord
General and two thousand from Oxon yesterday. Thy 
dear lad hath confest his fault, but sweareth she is a 
brave sweet lady, which I doubt not. ,·Thy Hus. looketh 
old and sick. Both would dissuade me from ~iding jn 
the battle, .for which all now pray spee~ily, but I have 
his Lordship's promise, albeit unwilling.' 

The next post is dated from Basing House on the 3rst. 
It .J.s from Hopton himself, and seale,d with, a monstrous 
black seal. It bears the heaviest news that ever cc(me 
to our manor house. There has been a terrible battle. 
The direct male line of the old Scandinavian pirate is 
extinct; father, son and grandson lie dead in the fatal 
valley, where the infant .Itchen trickles down from 
Bramdean to Cheriton Mill. 

A month later small detachments of thG victorious 
Roundheads have silenced or hammered do\vn ·the few· 
Royalist mansions in West Sussex. Six hours battering 
from a couple of culverins have brought down the east 
wing of Tubney house, and the good Nan is obliged to 
surrender. Sh~ is 'made a delinquent' and barely 
escapes being, sent to prison. The house is not worth 
garrisoning, but practically all the stock, live or dead, 
is plundered. Five months later comes news froin 
Oxford: the poor young '~idow of her eldest son has 
died in childbirth, unforgiven for the hideous crime of 
being a Papist. Mrs. Nan leaves he~" other widowed 
daughter and her baby in tlie desolate house ; m~d, 
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borrowing from a neighbour one of those weird French 
coaches which has a bed at one end, and getting a pass 
from Waller (ever a courteous gentleman), sets off for 
Oxford, and fetches back to Tubney the latest heir of 
the battered, ruined estate. In that little frail body, 
which must have suffered much from the jolting and 
more from the change of wet-nurse, lies her only spark 
of hope. 

Thenceforward for nearly sixteen years her life is 
one long, gallant, but seemingly losing struggle against 
committees and sequestrators, requisitioners and majors
general, dishonest creditors and ungrateful tenants. 
Our Major-General in '55-6 is Gaffe, a drysal ter by trade ; 
he is a son of the old Rector of Stanmer, and two of his 
own brothers are Royalists, though it is to be feared that 
this last fact does not make him more lenient to people 
in Mrs. Nan's position. But she is one of the toughest of 
women, and she pulls through. Her daughter dies, and 
she is left to bring up the two children : almost all the 
servants are dismissed ; the battered east wing is pulled 
down, as she cannot afford to rebuild it-and you see 
to-day how incongruous (yet beautiful) is the white 
stone addition made in the ' classical style,' in Dutch 
William's time, to the old red-brick house. All the old 
squire's projects have 'gone to pot' (the metaphors of 
one age become the slang of another)-the ironworks, 
the turnip-garden, the rare trees; more than half the 
oakwoods have to be felled, and two-thirds of the land 
is sold. Nan owes what she saves largely to the good 
offices of some of the Hampden family, notably to Sir 
John Trevor, who has married Mistress Ruth Hampden. 

Apart from the mere losses, her life is a series of petty 
vexations. Former tenants, to whom she has once been 
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kind, complain that her fences are not mended and that 
her pigs break into 1 their crops. The old parson, w~o 
has held the living since r620, is prohibited from reading 
the Book of Common Prayer.:...._luckily he knows most of . -
it by heart. He is only not turned out because he is able 
to prove that he 'was constantly persecuted by Bishop 
Montague in Laud's time, for refusing to rail· off tlie 
communion table. He teaches her tw9 grandbabies 
their rudiments ; but it is pretty w:ell all the schooling 
tpe poor children get, for_ Nan is not learned herself, 
though she reads to -tliem daily from the Bible, and, 
after 1648, frolll: a beal:ltiful book, in which. they delight, 
with a picture of a king -kneeling and a ray· of light 
streaming from Heaven on his head. It is called ElK~w 
{3acn"AtK~, or the Pourtraicture of His .Sacred Majestie in .. 
His Solitudes and Sufferings, and no one doubts that it 
was writ by the hand of the- martyr Charles .. _.t\11 the 
Government's efforts to suppress the forty-seven editions 
of this wonderful book have_ been wholly in vain. · 

The. children probably talk broad Sussex for want of 
schooling. They call a snail a' snag,' a gate a' bar-way,' 
and elder-wine' ellet' ; they live much with the peasants, 
hunt the squirrel on St. Andrew's Day and stone the wren 
on St. Stephen's. The old parson dies in '52, and an 
eloquent tub-thumper is appointed by the county 'Com
mittee for the P;ropagation of the Gospel,' which noisily 
ignores Nan's right of patronage, and she is too poor to 
assert it. -She is _fined by the new justices for not keeping 
the fast on the last Wednesday of each month; Will 
Hazelgrove, who has stuck by her stoutly, is fined for 
c~lling the new minister ' a d--d doddipot ' (6s. 8d. 

for the curse and £r -for the epithet). Not long after, 
the irrepressible Will is sent to gaol for a month, for 

'•' 
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calling the rule of the 'Little Parliament' 'a peddling 
roly-poly independent anarchy.' From '55 onwards the 
Quakers are a terrible element of disturbance in Sussex 
life; Nan's cousin, Nick Beard of Rottingdean, hath 
even become 'a professor.' In '57 she may have smiled 
when that precious professor of salvation, John Pellatt 
of Steyning, was ' moved to go into the Steeplehouse ' 
(as he called Tubney Church), and there to revile the 
tub-thumping minister 'as a wheelbarrow, a whirligig, 
a louse, a mooncalf and a greenheaded trumpeter.' 

One incident of this dreary life the children long 
remembered. They were asleep in bed at about eight 
o'clock on October r4th, r6sr. Little Roger woke up, 
and saw a stranger taking a draught of small beer out 
of the big stone jug, which always stood by the cupboard 
in the nursery. He was a very tall man and very dark, 
and dressed as a farmer for riding; and when he saw 
the boy sit up and look ~earlessly at him, he nodded his 
head and said, 'God save you, little Cavalier.' But the 
boy said, ' Sir, there is a slice of rhubarb in that beer, for 
I saw Grandmother slip it in, when she thought I did 
not heed her.' And, as the tall man laughed, Grand
mother came in weeping and kissed the boy, and woke 
his cousin also ; and bade them get up and kiss the 
tall man's hand, which she also kissed and bathed with 
her tears. The tall man went on his way towards 
Bramber, and they saw him no more-for nine years. 
And they were never to speak of this till she gave them 
leave, and they never did. 

If any Royalist neighbour advised Nan to send her 
grandsons to be educated abroad at the court of that 
tall dark man, she always pleaded that she had no money. 
Nor would she ever by act, sign or word have anything 
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to do with plots or insurrections._ ' God in 'His own good 
time will make the wrong right,' she said; 'when the 
King is at Whitehall again, he wiil not forget that I have 

~ ' .~ 

given father, husband·.and sons to the cause; but for 
the tim€! I can give hought but prayers.' 

And, truly royal as King Charles H.'s ingratitude too 
often was, he offered little Rogir,• who was hard op 
sixteen at the Restoration, a' page's place· in the House
hold; and made the rafters of Whitehall ring with 
laughter when he . told the story of the rhubarb in the 
children's small beer: 'Odds. fish, boy;' s~id he, ' I had 
a thirst that night! and so had thy father, John' (the 
King turned towards' my Iprd of _Rochester as he spoke), 
' though he got no rhubarb to quench it.' i. 

1 Henry Wilmot, first Earl of Rochester, accompanied Charles 
in- his flight from Worcester fie! a; they embarked at Shoreham for 
~m~ . . ~ '. 

'•, 

•• .. ' 

END OF VOL. II 
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Peers will be found ~nder ,their _farrllly. names, J,ith a' reference from 
their titles; peeresses 9-nd foreign nobles undex:;their titles, or under 
the name by whiph they aye best_kno~~· ': ;..::-, .•. ;'; ' . 

ABBOT, • ~eorge, f-¥cl:J,~i~hop ~· ~f;, • ;;~,RICA, CiLbot in, 9 ; • effect of 
. Canterbury, 289 ';' .'l ' discovery· of, 8o; our early 
ABBOTS/ terroriZed, 59'' •'\ •,t{1' trade with, I76, I77 
ABERDEEN, ;'3I9, ;po, 405 ,.. .'"' ·. 1 . BRITisH, ~n. 2I4, 227, 234, 
ABINGDON, 380, 395 \•:. ,, • \:l36. 273. \s6, SIS, SI6, SI8, 
AcADIA, 479 • · ''\' J- .. .... 5I9, szo . 1t 
ACHEEN, 272 -~ +' \ ,~, '--:-:• SPANISH, 80ri20, I6$, I76, I77, 
ADMIRAL, office•cif, 75, 96, 284 250, 2$I, 262,' 263, 476,; 5 I I, 5 I2, 
ADMriALTY, office, 174, 3I3 . . sis ·· ;~ 
ADtJR, rivet, 5-3'{ • . # , ~· '· AMSTEimAM, 272, 445, 452, 457, 
'ADVENTURERS,' I75. 350 t H .459 f : I • 1 
AEsoP, fables of, I9I- ,f> ;- • 'AMUNDs~·N, Captain, Ii2 (note) 
AFRICA, 176, 'I77, 5 I6, 520 • '/ ANABAP-TISTS, I I7, 392, 4I4, 47I~ 
AGITATORS, 420.,. 42 I. '' • • _ ·~ 5 30 • ".f• ~ 
'AGREEMENT OF THE PEOPLE,'. ''ANCRUM MoOR, battle of, 7I 

424, 425, 43Z,.441, 462 1 . ANDREWE~i/ Launcelot Bishop of 
Aiim, river, 395 •·. . . ~ Winchester, 238 
ALBANY, .Dukes. cif, see Stuart ANGus, Earl of, see Douglas 
ALEHOUSES, 486, 536 ·• .,ANNA, Infanta of Spain, 2SI, 252, 
ALEN<;ON, _Fra:nc;ois, Due d', 159;, 255, 257 

I70, 171 . , , ~ _ ANNATES,Bi!lof,49, 50, 52,134 
A,LEPP.O,, 529 ' . I• ANNE, Queen, SOI 
ALEXANDER VI., Pope, 77, 176 ANNE I., Queen (Boleyn), 37, 38, 
ALFORD, battle of, 406 . · 50, 51, 53,'59, I46, ISO 
ALGIERS, 477 ANNE II., Queen ("of Cleves"), 
ALLEN, William·, Cardinal, I67 66, 67,'.'ti9 
ALL Soui.s CoLLEGE, Oxford, 40 ANNE, Queen ("of Denmark"), 
ALTAR, controversy abou( -288, . 25I, 252 

305, 306' ·' · 1 ANNESLEY, Francis, Lord Mont-
ALVA, Fernando Alvarez de. norris, 337 

Toledo,_ Duke of, coerciirg Pope, ANTIGuA, 526 
135, I36, I37 ;- extinguishing ANTINOMIANS, 392 

,. 

heresy, I6o, li65, I68, 170, I78 ANTONIO, Don, of Portugal, I7I 
A.!.IENAGE, 89 (U..ote), 245,.~ · • AJ:!TRIM, county of, 2I6 
AMBASSADORS, reports of, ·s : as ANTRIM, Earls of, see Macdonnell 

Spies, 14,. • . ANTWERP, 21, 167, 268 
AMBOYNA, massacre of, 272, 455,,1, APPEALS, Act of, 50, 52, 152 

460 • ;, •.J
1 

APPRENT}.C.ESHIP, 533 I < 
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ARAB, horses, 20I, 470; manu-
scripts, 302 

ARCHANGEL, 529 
ARCHITECTURE, 8 
ARCTIC SEA, 176 
' ARDENVOHR,' 406 
ARDLAMONT, 2I6 
ARGYLL, Earls of, Marquis of, see 

Campbell 
ARMADA, the Spanish, r8o, I8I, 

I82, I83, I84, 200, 222, 24I, 480 
ARMAGH, cathedral, 209 ; Tyrone 

in, 223; Mountjoy at, 225 ; 
forfeiture of county of, 226 

ARMINIANISM, 252, 282, 296, 303 
ARMISTICE, the Irish, 387 
ARMY, poor state of English, 75 
-, the English (of I639-40), 320, 

J2I, 325,326,332,333.334.337. 
338, 345 

-. the Irish (of I64o), 332, 334, 
337. 338, 345. 346, 444 

-, the Scottish (of I639-40), 320, 
32I, 325, 326, 333. 334. 344. 
345; see also Scots 

• ARMY,' the (see also ' New 
Model'), getting ready, 407 ; 
Charles makes offers to, 4 I 5, 
4I6; getting angry, 4I7; de
manding arrears, 4I9, 420 ; a 
' Power called of God,' 420 ; 
agitators in, 42I ; at New
market, 422; advancing, 423, 
424; Levellers in, 424; mutiny 
in, 425 ; prayer meetings in, 
427, 428 ; at Preston, 429, 430; 
remonstrance of, 432 ; Council 
of, 432, 433 ; mutinies in, 44I ; 
figures of, 446 ; Council of, 462, 
465 ; provision for, 468 ; de
mands for reduction of, 474; 
reduction of, 485; provision for, 
49I ; discontent in, weeding of, 
492, 493 ; becoming profes
sional, 494 ; has no hold, 496 ; 
Richard alienates, 499 ; mal
contents in, 500 ; Council of, 
soo, SOI 

ARRAN, Earls of, see Hamilton 
ARTHUR, Prince, I 5, 40 
ARTICLES, of Perth, the Five, 267, 

3I6 
-, the Forty-two, 104, I 53 
-, the Six, 66, 67, 9I, 98 
-, the Ten, 65, 66 
-,the Thirty-nine, 92, I 53 
ARTICLES OF \VAR, 366 

ARTILLERY, naval, 76, 77, 174; 
French, I36; in Civil War, 363, 
364 

ARTOIS, 35 
ARUN, river, 191 
ARUNDEL, 191, 205, 389, 532, 537, 

538, 540 
ARUNDEL, Earls of, se: Fitzalan, 

Howard 
AscHAM, Roger, 64 
ASHBURNHAM, John, 416, 421, 

425, 537 
ASHLEY COOPER, Anthony, after

wards rst Earl of Shaftesbury, 
28 I, 346, 469 

ASHRIDGE, 133 
ASKE, Robert, 6o, 6r 
ASPARAGUS, 533 
AssEMBLIES, the Colonial, 5 I9, 526 
ASSIZE OF ARMs, I 39 
AssociATION (of I 584), I72 
ASTLEY, Sir Jacob, 334, 374 and 

note, 408, 4IO, 413 · 
AsToN, Sir Arthur, 444 
ATHERTON MOOR, battle of, 383 
ATHLONE, 208, 216 
ATHOL,405 
ATTAINDER, 336, 338,- 339 
AUDLEY, Sir Thomas, Lord 

Audley of Walden, so 
AULDEARN, battle of, 406 
AUSTRIA, see Hapsburg 
AUTOLYCUS, 202 
AWBEY, river, 222 
AYALA, Pedro de, IS, I6 
AYLESBURY, 386, 388 
AYscuE, Sir George, 456, 457, 458 
AzoRES, IJI, I85, 453 

BABINGTON, Anthony, r66, I/'2 
BACON, Francis, Viscount St. 

Albans, his ' History of Henry 
VII.,' 7, 8, I9; on gardens, 204; 
rise of, 233 ; character of, 234; 
on the Union, 245; on Prince 
Henry, 257; his relations with 
Buckingham,259; impeachment 
of, conclusion on, z68, 21'59 

BAGSHOT, 2I9 
BAILLIE, Robert,' 317, 415 
-General William, 406 
BAKER, Thomas, 5 39 
BALE, John, Bishop of Ossory,.zi6 
BALLIOL COLLEGE, Oxford, I 32, 

379 
BALTIC, trade with the, I 76, 457; 

rivalry in the, 482 
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BALTIMORE, Lord, see Calvert 
BANBURY,, 374, 380, 397 
BANCROFT, Richard, Archbishop 

of Canterbury, 23I, 232, -248, 
252 ' 

BANNOCKBURN, battle of, 34, 37 
BANTAM, 272 
BAPTISTs,• see Anabaptists 
BARBADOS, 43I, 453, 478, 526 
BARBARY, pirates of, 477 
BAREBONES, Praise-God, 463 
BARLOW, Captain, I80 
BARNES, Robert, 42 
BARNSTAPLE,1 389 . · 
BARONETCIES, 265,53I 
BARTHOLOMEW'S DAY, 
BASING HousE, 380, 

540, 54I 
BASTWICK, John, 303 
BATE, John, 2-47, !484 
BATH, 358,.~383 · ' ' 
BAVARIA, 264, 267, 273 
BAXTER, Richard, 4~4 , 
BEACONSFIELI), 382 • 
BEARD, Nicholas, 544 

I68 
398, 4I2, 

·~ 

.. 

-,Dr. Thomas, 373. 
BEATON; David, Cafdinal, Arch

bishop of;St. Andrews, 69, 70, ii 
-,James, •·· Archbishop;: of .St .• • ' 

Andrews, 69 ' 1 ~-4 ' • 

BEAUCHAMP, Lord, see Seymour 
BEAUFORT, family of, 9. 
-, Lady Margaret, 9, 4r 
BECKET, Thomas, ,Archbishop of 

Canterbury, '39· 53, ,63,, 204 
BELFAST, 228, 387.' > > 
BELGIUM, see Flanders' • · 
BELLIEVRE, Poll)pone de; 4I5 
BELLINGHAM, Sir Edward, 2I7 ,• 
BENBURB,~battl.e~qf, 4I8 
BENEVOLENCES,•· ,19, 262, 29I, 
• 53 I '.; i . 

BEN NEVIS( 40 5 • :~ 
BERKELEY, Sir John, 42J 
B.ERKSHIRE, 9 . ' . 
BERMUDA, 526 
BERTIE, Robert, Ist EiJ.rl of 

Lindsey, 37 5 
~BERWICK-ON-TWEED, II2, 321, 

430, 43I, 448', 504 •. 
BIBLE, the A.V.1(of I539). 42, so, 

65, !00, ISI, 226; (of I6II), 
.232, 342 '<t.J, ;, 

BIDEFORD, 389 
BILSON, Thomas, Bishop of Win

chester, 238 
BILLETING, 293, 294, 439 

BIRMINGHAM, 80, 380 
BisHoP (of Parham), family of, 

537 
BisHoPRICS, creation of new, 64, 
~ 65 . . 
BISHOPS, method of election of, 

53; need of more, 64 ; the new, 
65 ; begin to be unpopular, 
I87; new claims of, 232; their 
position, 238 ; their courts, 

!.. 248, 302; London. petition 
against, 34 I, 342 ; Bill to ex
clude, 343. 348, 3SI,. 356; 

· imprisoned, 352 ; Parliament
arians fight to destroy, 367, · 
368 ; sale of lands of, 4I I, 448 

-,the Irish, 209, 2I6, 2I9 
-, the new Scottish, 266, 267, 3I6, 
-.3I9- ' 

See also Root and Branch Bill 
''BisHoPs' BooK.' the, 65 
BLACKHEATH, I2 
' BLACK-RENT,' 207 
BLACKWATER (the Northern), 

river, 223, 22S, 4I8 
BLAGGE, Sir George, 67 
BLAIR-ATHOL, 405 
BLAKE, Admiral Robert, at Lyme, 

3S4; at Taunton, 407; .at sea, 
446; at Kinsale, 1445, 452 ; in 
the Straits, 453 ; greatness of, 
456;. at ',Hastings, 457; at 
Kentish Knock!As8; at Port
land, 458; in the Straits, 477,' 
479 ; forces Portugal to treat, 
wil!s at SantajC~uz;· death and 
character of, 480 · 

BLOIS, Treaty·of, I68 
BLOUNT, Charles, Lor-d Mountjoy. 

. 2I9)i225~ 226, 4I9, 445. 538 
BoARSTALL HousE, 380, 382 
BocARDO, prison, 64, r'30, 378 
BODLEIAN LIBRARY, 302 

. BOHEMIA, 264, 265, 267, 269 
BoLEYN, family of, 5 I ; see also 

Anne 
-, Mary, 38 
-, Sir Thomas, Earl of Wiltshire, 

481,' -
BoLTON (Lancashire), 395 
-(Yorkshire), I62, I65 
( BoNAGI-TT/ 207 .• 
BoNNER, Edmund, Bishop of 

London, 52, 95, I08, IZJ, I28, 
tii9. I34 

BooK OF RATES, 247 
BooTH, Sir George, 502 
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BoRDER, unsettled state of the, 
244. 245 

BoROUGHS, creation of, 108, 239 
and note ; in Ireland, 227 ; 
disfranchisement of small, 467; 
Government influence in, 488, 
499 

BosToN, 524, 525 
BoswoRTH, battle of, 7, 9, 212 
BouLOGNE, 72, 90, wo, IOI, 482 
BowYER (of Muntham), family of, 

537 
-, Ludovick, 305 
BRADFORD (Yorks), 383 
BRADFORD, John, 127 
-,·william, 523 
BRADOCK DowN, battle of, 381 
BRAMBER, 540, 544 
BRAMDEAN, 541 
BRADSHAW, John, 434, 460, 462, 

473, 497 
BRANDON, Charles, Duke of 

Suffolk, 29, 34, 72 
BRANXTON EDGE, 33 
BRAY, Sir Reginald, 4, I I 
BRAZIL, 22, I43, I7I, 453 
BREDA, 447; 'Declaration of,' 509 
BRENTFORD, 377 
BRERETON, Sir William, 381 
BREST, 139 
BRICK COMPANY, 3II 
BRIDGES, 9, 358, 536 
BRIDGET, Saint, 209 
BRIDGWATER, 408 
BRIDLINGTON, J8I 
;BRIDPORT, 76 
BRIGHTHELMSTONE (Brighton), 

5 37, 545 (note) 
BRILL, 168 
BRISTOL, merchants of, 22 ~ bish

opric of, 65 ; navigation of 
Avon at, 76; prosperity of, 
So; Irish trade with, 210; 
population of, 359 ; Rupert 
takes, 369, 384; Irish regiments 
at, 38 7 ; fall of, 409 ; riots at, 
488 ; colonial trade with, 520, 
528 

BRISTOL, Earl of, see Digby 
'BRITAIN,' ' King of Great,' IOO, 

245 
BRITTANY, 185 
B.ROOKE, Lord, see Greville 
-, Henry, Lord Cobham, 235 
BROWN, Robert, 187 
BRoWNE, Sir Anthony, Lord 

Montague, 92 

BROWNISTS, 187, 392, 522 
BRUGES, 482 
BRUNSWICK-LUNEBURG, Duke of, 

IOI 
BRUSSELS, 120, 483, 507 
BucER, Martin, 103 
BUCKINGHAM, Dukes of, S~~ 

Stafford, Villiers • 
BucKINGHAMSHIRE, 39, 244, 301, 

380 
BULLINGDON HEATH, 378 
BuLLINGER, Henry, 192 
BURGH, DE, family of, 206 
-, Ulick de, 1st Earl of Clan

ricard, 207 
BURGHLEY, see Cecil 
BuRGUNDY, Margaret, Duchess of, 

IO, II 
-, Philip, Duke of, see Philip 
BuRNS, Robert, 282 
BURTON, Henry, 303, 333 
BuTLER, family of, 2 I r, 2 I z 
-,James, 12th Earl (afterwards 

Ist Duke) of Ormond, 346; 
concludes armistice, 387 ; losing 
ground, 417, 418; . Rupert 
suggests help to, 430 ; sur
renders Dublin, 443 ; garrisons 
Drogheda, 444 ; leaves Ireland, 
445 ; disavowed, 446 

BuxToN, I63 
BYRON, Sir John, 353 

CABOT, John, 9, 22, 5 I 3 
CADE, Jack, 12 
CADIZ, I8I, ISS, 224, 277, 284, 

285, 479 
CAITHNESS, 446 
CALAIS, well fortified, 15, zr ; to 

be defended, I 17 ; in danger, 
I 36 ; fall of, It3, I 38 ; ceded, 
149; Armada off, 183 ; Crom
well demands, 476 

CALSHOT CASTLE, 62 
CALVERT, George, Ist Lord Balti

more, 521 
CALVIN, John, 92, 103, 104 
CALVINISM, CALVINISTS, 92, 93, 

I 53. I63, I69,. 193, 253, 264, 
z6s, 280, 316, 34I, 373. 47I. 
472 

CAMBER CASTLE, 62 
CAMl.lRIDGE, foundations at, 4I ; 

early Protestants at, 42 ; royal 
endowments at, 64 ; Mary 
proclaimed at, I I 3 ; Cromwell 
member for, 342; Cromwell 
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at, 358, 470: Latitudinarians 
at, 472 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, Army in, 420 
CAMERON, the clan, 384 
CAMPBELL, the clan, 3I9, 320, 404 
-, Archibald, 5th Earl of Argyll, 

I61 · 
-, -, 8tfl Earl, 1st Marquis of 

Argyll, as , Lord Lorne, Co::re
n'anter, 319, 320; as Earl, 
his power over mob'; 322, 344, 
346 ; to be kidnapped, 347 ; 
created Marquis, 348 ; hatred 
felt for, treats with Pym, 
j85; ·his~cowarcFce, 405, 406; 
his cruerty,, 409?·. 41 'r ·; refuses 
' Engagement,'· 42 5 ; thwarts 
Hamilton, 429 ; after Preston, 
430; ·rabbles Royalists, receives 
Cromwel1.43 I; proclaims Charles 
II., 446 ; . kills Montrose, 447 ; 
his bolt shot, 449, 450; sub
mits, 452 · 

-, ] ohn, 9th Duke of Argyll, 
183 (note) 

-,John, 1stEarlofLoudoun.'316, 
'347 'it 

CAMPEGGIO', Cardinal,. 45 
CANADA, I43. I80, 5I6 
CANARIES, 480 
CANON LAW, 52. ' 
CANONS, the Scottish, 3I6 
- (of I604), 248 ; (of i64o), 

324 
CANTERBURY, 63, I03i 128, 3I7, 

510 
CAPE CoD, 522, 525 
CAPEL, Arthur, Lord Capel, 431, 

439 
CARAFFA, House.of, 132, I93 
CARBERRY•HILL,1battle of, I6I 
CARBISDALE,, battle Of, 447 
CAREW, faniily of, I35 
-,Sir George, 225 
-,Sir Peter, I22 
CARISBROOKE CASTLE, 425, 427, 

43I 
CARLISLE, 400, 429, 43I, 4SO 
CARLISLE, Lady, 34S 
CARLYLE, Thomas, 401, 466 
CARL:os, Don, I 59 
CARNARVON, Earl of, see Dormer 
C~OLINAS, the Two, S20 
CARR, Robert, Viscount Rochester, 

Earl of Somerset, 258, 259 
CARRYING TRADE, 456 
CJ\RTHJ\GENA: (Nueva}, 180 

CARTWRIGHT, Thomas, I64, 203 
CARY, Henry, ISt Viscount Falk-

land, 228 
~. Lucius, 2nd Viscount Falk
··. land, 329, 342, 3S3. 378, 389 
CASHEL, see Magrath 
CASKET LETTERS, I62 
CASTILE, I4, IS 
CASTLE PARTY (Dublin), z28 
CASTLES, Henry VIII.'s, 6z 
CATECHISM, IS3 
CATESBY, Robert, 2S3, ZSS 
CATHOLICS, discontented, I64 ; 

appeal to Philip, I65 ; on the 
whole loyal, I66 ; to be toler
ated, 249, 252; laws against, 
253 ; promises of toleration to, 
278; promises . broken, z8o; 
' the confederate.' 443 ; dis
franchised, 469 ; well treated,' ' 
471 

CAVALRY, in sixteenth century, 
7S; in Civil War,· 36I, 363; 365 

CAVAN, county of, 226 · 
CAVENDISH, Thomas, S I I 
-, William, ISt Earl (after- • 

wards Ist Duke) of Newcastle, 
3S5, 380, 38I, 382, 383, 384, 387, 
389, •'3'9S. 396 ' 

CECIL, Sir Edward, .afterwards 
Ist Lord Wimbledon, 283, 284 

-, Sir Robert, rst Earl of Salis
bury, I84, I85, r86, I87, I88, 
232, 233· 234. 250, 254· 255· 256, 
257· 258 

-, Sir William,· Lord Burghley, 
92 ; . deserts Somerset, 102 ; 
knighted, 105 ; his apprentice
ship, I07 ; shams sick, I ro ; 
Eliz1tbeth's con:!idant, I4I ; his 
position and character, I4S, 
I46 ; his religion, I so ; dreads 
Leicester, I 58; watching 
Netherlands, I6o; visits Mary, 
I63 ; .his anxiety, I67 ; his 
jealousy of France, I7I ; pre
pared to act, I72; pretends to 
scold' 'pirates,' I77; against 
war:''r84; 'death of, I86 

c:Ess, the, 2I8 
CHAtcROVE, bal:tle of, 382, 383 
CHAMBERS, Richard, • 29S• 296, 

3IO, 314. 439. 484 
CHAMPLAIN, Lake, 52S 
CHANCELLOR, Richard, 176 
CHANCERY, Court of, ss. s6. 243· 

463 
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CHANCTONBURY, 191 
CHANTRIES, 38, 63, 93, 103, 134 
CHAPLAINS,in armies, 366, 367, 391 
CHAPMAN, George, 190 
CHAPUYS, Eustace, 5 I 
CHARCOAL, 53! 
CHARLES, Archduke of Austria, 

ISO, I57. I58, I94 
CHARLES 1., King, as Prince of 

Wales: Bacon's dedication to, 7; 
at time of Gunpowder Plot, 2 53, 
2 54 ; comes round to Bucking
ham, 259; wants war, 265; 'a 
Protestant wife ' for, 269; his 
journey to Madrid, 274, 27), 
276; calls for war, 277; French 
bride for, 277, 278. As King, 
278; dialogue with Henry VIII., 
7 4; his attitude to Ireland, 
228 ; character of, 279 ; du
plicity of, 280 ; collects customs, 
282; foreign policy of, 283; 
quarrels with France, 284 ; 
ready for peace, 286 ; collects 
subsidies, 287 ; quarrels with 
Lords, 290; dissolves Parlia
ment, :i9I ; wins over Went
worth, 294 ; on Petition of 
Right, 294, 295 ; not a 'de
spot,' 298 ; indifferent to ad
vice, 299, 300 ; falls in love 
with his wife, 300 ; receives two 
Nuntios, 307 ; his revenue, 309; 
squeezing out cash, 3IO, 3I I, 
3I2, 3I3; visits Scotland, 3I6; 
'means to be obeyed,' 3I8; 
levies troops, 320; at Berwick, 
32 I ; calls Short Parliament, 
322; dissolves it, 323; calls Great 
Council, 325 ; calls Long Par
liament, 326 ; a ' Revolution
ary,' 327 ; accepts ' Own Con
sent' Bill, 332 ; accepts bi
monthly grant, 333 ; his 'army 
plots,' 334, 337, 338 ; sacrifices 
Strafford, 339; his remorse(?), 
344; goes to Scotland, 345 ; 
plots, plays golf, 347 ; returns 
to England, 348; on Irish re
bellion, 348 ; in. the City, 35 I ; 
on the 'five members,' 352, 
353, 354; leaves London, 354; 
goes to Hull and York, 355; 
at Shrewsbury, 374; at Edge
hill, 375; advance of, 376; 
at Turnham Green, 377 ; re
treats to Oxford, 378 ; neglects 

Montrose, 38 5 : concludes 
armistice with Irish, 387; at 
Gloucester, 388 ; at Newbury, 
388, 389 ; continues plotting, 
39I ; hesitates, 395 ; wins 
Cropredy and Lostwithiel, 397 ; 
at Newbury (the sec~nd time), 
398 ; his doggedness and in
trigues, 399 ; his commission 
to Glamorgan, 403 ; at Leices
ter, 407. ; at Naseby, 408 ; 
dismisses Rupert, 409 ; at 
Chester, 410; flies to Scots, 
4I6; rejects Newcastle pro
positions, 4I7; sold by Scots, 
4I8, 4I9; at Holmby, 4I9; 
with the Army, 42I, 422; at 
Hampton Court, 423; Crom
well gives up, 424 ; flies to 
Isle of Wight, 425 ; signs 
'Engagement,' 426; in Caris
brooke, 427; not to be 'ad
dressed,' 427 ; to be 'called to 
account,' 428 ; at Newport, 
43I, 432; his death demanded, 
432; at Hurst, at Windsor, 
423 ; his 'trial,' 435 ; his 
courage, 435, 436; his death, 
436 ; conclusion, 437 ; his 
death makes a cause, 443 

CHARLES II., King, as Prince of 
Wales : his Act surre,ndering 
feudal rights, 246; goes to York, 
355 ; to the west, 403 ; goes 
abroad, 4IO; to come to Eng
land, 427; is with the fleet, 428, 
430. As King, 438; refuses to 
pardon regicides, 44I; proclaimed 
in Ulster, 443 ; in exile, 445 ; 
proclaimed in Scotland, 446 ; 
lands there, ' satisfies ' the 
Kirk, 447 ; is crowned there, 
449; at Worcester and after, 
45 I ; cedes Acadia, 479 ; goes 
to Cologne and Bruges, 482; 
concludes a treaty with Spain, 
483; represents a principle, 
496 ; his promises, so5 ; goes 
to Holland, 507 ; letters from, 
508 ; embarks, 509; his break
fast nnd entry to London, 5 10 ; 

visits 'Tubney,' 544; tells the 
story, 545 • 

CHARLES V., Emperor, King of 
Spain, 3I, 34, 35, 36, 52, 62, 67, 
90, 1')7, II7, I20, 124, I33, I37• 
2I3 
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CHARLES VIII., King of France, 

12, 14 
CHARLES X., King of Sweden, 481, 

482 
CHARMOUTH, 76 
CHARTERHou'sE, the, 54, 168 
CHARTERS,· to . Irish town(;, 209, 

210; tt> English,i 4,88; to 
colonies, 519, 521 ' 

CHEAPSIDE, 118 
CHEKE, Sir John, 64 " 
CHERITON, battle. ,of,, ~05, 395, 

397. 541 .;, . ·•';. ,, ' : 
'CHERITO.N.' the, 509 
'C~ERWELL,,river, 378 ~ • 
CHESHIRE, 96,'129, 238(note), 374, 

' 38~; 395. so'2.;;..' , .• ,, 
CHESHUNT, 501'•' 
CH-EsTER, 65, 2'io, 216, 358, 387, 

394. 410 
CHICHESTER, 537, 539 
CHICHESTER, Sir Arthur, 224, 226 
CHILLINGWORTH, William, 308, 

319 
CHILTERNS, the, 382 J•· 
CHRISTCHURCH, Oxford, 30, ~;'IJI, 

379 ., 
CHRIST's CoLLEGE; Cambridge, 41 
CHRISTIAN IV., King of Denmark, 

255. 277, 283 
'CHRONICLE OF QUEEN JANE,' etc., 

112' . 
CHURCH' OF ENGLAND,' nee(i of 

reform of, 38 ; a department 
of State, 83, 84; the new 
Elizabethan, 15i, 152, 153.'154, 
163, 164; comes of age, 183; loss 
of influence of, 203; Laud's view 
of, 305, 306; <never again 
united, 308 ; Charles will main
tain, 351, 376, 399, 416, 437; 
will be restored, 439, 440 .. 

CHURCH COURTS, 39. 49. 248, 302, 
341, 414 

CICERO, 41, 191, 192 
CINQUE PoRTS, So, 312 
CIRENCESTER, 380 
CJSSBURY, 191 
' CITY,' the, see London 
CtviTELLA, 193 
CLANRANALD; Macdonalds, of, 405 
CLANRICARD, Earl of, see Burgh 
C~j,ARENCE, Duke of, ·s.ee Planta-

genet 
CLARENDON, Earl of, see Hyde 
'CLARKE,' John, i501 ' 
CLASSES, Act of, 446 

CLAYPOOLE, Elizabeth, 470 
CLEMENT VII., Pope, 25, 36,' 37, 

44. 45. 49. so, 51, 213 
CLERGY, benefit of, 38, 39, 535; 

first attack on, 48 ; brought 
under premunire, 49 ; see 
Church, Bishops 

CLERKENWELL, 288 
CLINTON,,Lord, see Fiennes 
CLONMEL, 445 < . 

CLoTH, export of, 15 ; manu-
facture of, 20, 21, 81, 3'9• 3Ci0, 
J8I ~ , . -

CLOTH oF GoLD, Field of tl).e, 35 
CLOVER, 198, 533 
CLYDE, river, 320 ' . 
CoBHAM, Lord, see Brooke 
COINAGE, 83. 90, .91, 106, ISO, 

208,,218, 325 
CoKE, Sir Edward, 266, 289,· 294 
CoLBERT, Jean-Baptiste, 5t6 
CoLcHESTER, abbot of, 54 ; siege 

of,, 428, 429, 430, 431; riots at,, 
488 -

GoLDSTREAM, 504 · 
CoLE, Henry, 216 
CoLET, John, 40, 41, 42, 43, 307 
' CoLKITTO,' Alaster Macdonald 

called, 404 • 
CoLNBROOK, 377 
.COLOGNE, 482 
CoLONIES, Chapter XX. ; the 

Spanish, 512 ; · the English and 
French, 514, 5 I 5 ; principles 
of, 514, 515 

CoLUMBUS, Christopher, 21 
CoMMERCE, Henry VII. patronizes, 
- 19, 20, 21 

CoMMISSARIAT (in Civil War), 364, 
365 • ' 

~OMMISSION OF ARRAY, 357 
CoMMISSIONS, Ecclesiastical and 

Royal, 52, 53, 58, 93, 97, I04, 
I63, 402 (see also High Com-
missio\1) · · 

COMMITTEE OF BoTH KINGDOMS, 
394 

- OF SAFETY, 503 
COMMON CoUNCIL, sos. so6; see 

also London, Guildhall 
COMMONS, House of, support the 

Crown,47, 48; Henry's trust in, 
74; journals of, 91 ; Puritanism 
of, I64; in Tudor and Stuart 
times, 239 and note, 240, 24I ; 
intolerance of, 282 ; vehemence 
of, 286, 287; remonstrance of, 
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295 ; violence of, 296, 297 ; at 
meeting of Long Parliament, 
328, 329, 330; attends sermons, 
342 ; peace-party in, 390 ; no 
qu01•um in, 433 ; erects High 
Court of .Justice, claims· all 
power, 434; claims judicial 
power, 493; leans on Monk, 
507 ; see also Parliament 

' CoMMONWEALTH,' Robert Ket's, 
99 

COMMONWEALTH, hatred for 
Government of, 438, 439, 440, 
44I; 'of Scotland,' incorporated, 
45I; not yet' recognized,' 452; 
Mazarin will recognize, 476 ; 
Monk swears fealty to, 506 

COMMUNISTS, 442 .and note 
CoN, George, 307 
CONFESSION OF FAITH, 49I 
CONFLANS, Hubert de Brienne, 

Comte de, 532 
CONGREGATION, Lords of the, 

I55· I56, I57 
CONNAUGHT, 220,222,227,228 
CONNECTICUT, 52I, 525 
CONSTANTINOPLE, I94 
CONSTITUTIONAL BILL, 474 
CoNSTITUTIONS, written and rigid, 

465, 466 
' CoNTRACT,' the great, 246 
CONVENTICLES, 305 
CONVENTION, elections to the, 

so8 
CONVOCATION, 49, 52, 83, I04, I 52, 

248, 324 
CoNwAY, Edward, 2nd Viscount 

Conway, 325 
CONY, George, 439, 484 
CORBET, Sir John, 292 
CORK, 2!0, 224, 387 
CoRN, export of, 82 
CoRNWALL, I96; insurrection in, 

12 ; rebellion in, 98, 99; 
creation of boroughs ,in, Io8; 
Royalist, 359, 369 ; Hopton in, 
38I, 4IO 

CoRPUS CHRISTI CoLLEGE, Oxford, 
4I 

CORPUS CHRISTI DAY, 95 
CORUNNA, I8I, I85 
CooK, ]ohn,497 
COPYHOLDER$, 8I, I96, 359 
COTSWOLDS, 388 
COTTINGTON, Francis, Lord 

Cottington, 299, 300 
COTTON HoUSE, 434 

COUNCIL OF NORTH, 295, 308, 
309, 333 

- OF STATE (of I649), 44I, 456, 
459, 462; {of I653), 462, 464; 
(of I654), 468, 469, 474, 489; 
(of I657), 49I ; (of I659), 50I; 
(of I66o), 507, 508 

CouNTER-ARMADA, I8t 
CouNTER-REFORMATION, 249, 260 
CouSIN, John, 288 
CouRSING, 20I 
CouRTENAY, family of, 37, 52, 6I 
-, Edward, Earl of Devon, I r6, 

I2I, I23, I33 
-,Henry, Marquis of Exeter, IO, 

sr. 62 
-, Sir William, Earl of Devon, IO 
COWDRAY, 92 and note, I99 
COWES CASTLE, 62 
CovENANT (of I 557), r 55 ; (of 

I638), a symbol of nationalfeel
ing, 3I7; signature of, 3I8 ; 
enforcement of, 3I9; vices of 
346; to be swallowed whole, 
384; still a symbol, 385; 
' Solemn League and,' 386 ; 
Irish soldiers take, 394 ; delin
quents to take, 4I I ; Charles I. 
talks of taking, .p6; to be en
forced, 4I7; not to be enforced, 
426, 43I ; Leslie for, 429; 
Charles II. takes, 447 ; the 
Presbyterian peers desire, 507 

COVERDALE, Miles, 42, 65 
' COYNE AND LIVERY,' 207 
CRAIGliHLLAR, bond of, I6I 
CRANFIELD, Lionel, Earl of 

Middlesex, 266, 299 
CRANMER, Thomas, Archbishop 

of Canterbury, suggests appeal 
to Universities, 49; becomes 
Archbishop, pronounces divorce, 
so ; called a heretic, 6o ; trans
lates Bible, 65; pleads for Crom
well, 66; puts away wife, 67 ; 
at Henry VIII.'s death, 73 ; 
burns two heretics, 87; com
piles Prayer Book, 94 ; opposes 
enclosures, 97 ; revises Prayer 
Book, I03; his heart breaking, 
107 ; accepts Edward's devise, 
I II ; imprisoned, II8 ; con
demned to d~ath for treas~n, 
I2I; m pnson, I30, I3I; 
martyrdom of, I 32 ; appoints 
Irish bishops, 2I6 

CRAWFORD, Earl of, see Lindsay 
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CREW, Sir Ranulph, C.J., 291 
CRoFT, Sir James, 217 
CROMWELL, Elizabeth, mother 

of Oliver, 373, 469 
-, Elizabeth (Bourchier), ' Lady 

Protectress,' 469 
-,Henry, 467,497 
-, Sir Oli"er, 230 • 
-, Oliver, boyhood o£, 230 ; in 

Parliament, 280 ; his first 
speech, 296 ; attacks .bishops, 
342 ; 'saves S:ambridge plate, 
358 ; character of, 373··; talents 
of, .374; his opinions, 377; in 
ea~tern '· ·'coun~ies: 382 ; at 
Gainsborough,'384;·atWinceby, 
389; becomes rea~·leader, 392 ; 
on· Committee of ,Both King
doms, 394 ; at Marston Moor, 
396, 397 ; Scots will impeach, ' 
399 .; demands better army, 
400, 40I ; near .Oxford, 407 ; . 
at Naseby, 408 ; saves Lord 
Glamorgan, 41 I (note) ; accepts 
rewards, 412; for liberty of <;on~ 
science, 414'; supports petitions, 
420 ; sends Joyce to Holm by, 
42I ; his love of~-horses, 422 ; 
sends for Berkeley', 42 3 ; clings 
to legality, 424 ;, Levellers dis
trust, 424;· w;rites .. to Ham
mond, fears Scots, 425; quells 
mutiny, 426; puts down Poyer, 
428, 429 ; wishes a king, 428 ; 
wins Preston, 429, 430; in Scot
land, 431 ; tries to save Charles, 
43I, 433; gives him )lp, 433; 
enforces signatures, 435 ; his 
chances of governing, . 440 ; 
deals with radicalSJ442; likes 
Lilburne, 443 ·; in Ireland, 
storms Drogheda, 444, and 
Wexford, • 445; becomes Lord 
General, goes to Scotland, 448 ; 
wins Dunbar, 449 ; on Pope, his 
proposals to Dutch, 454; hates 
Dutch war, 456; .negotiates 
with Dutch, 459, 460; angry 
with Rump, 460 ; desires a 
king, 462 ; scolds and evicts 
Rump, 462 1; evicts Council of 
State, 462 ; calls ' Little Parlia
ment,' 462 ; disappointed, 464 ; 
lccepts 'Instrument,' 465, 467. 
As Lord Protector,467; installed, 
469 ; his home life) 470 ; 
activity of, 47,I :_;~is first Parlia-.. -: 

ment, 473, 474; his foreign 
· policy, 475 •. · 476; his western 

design, 477 ; : his care for 
Jamaica, 478 ; desires French 
alliance, 480, 48 I ; talks of 
Protestant League, 48I; medi
ating in north, 482 ; sends troops 
to Boulogne, 483 ; his diffi
culties at home, 484; his majors
general, 48'5, 486, 487 ; called 
'Coppernose,' 487 ; his mercy, 
487 ; grants town chirters, 488 ; 
his second Parliament, 488 ; 
hatred felt for, 489 ; Moderates 
rely on, 490 ; is offered the 
crown, 490 ; accepts ' Humble 
Petition and Advice,' refuses 
crown; 490, 491 ; reinstalled as 
Protector, 49r'; rates and dis: 
solves Parliament, 492, 493 ; at 
peace, 493; weeds the army, 
493, 494 ; death of, 494 ; con
clusion on, 494, 495 ; rhino-

, ceres, 498 ; funeral · of, 499 ; 
~ ,turnip-growe'r, 533 
CROMWELL, Richard, 469; pro

claimed Protector, 498 ; his 
Parliament, 499 ; dissolves Par
liament, abdicates, 50 I·: ' for
sook himself,' ·503 

-, Thomas, Earl. of Essex, 4, 48 ; 
rise of, so,. 5 r ; .blood-thirstiness 
of, 53; visiting monasteries, 57, 
58 ; bullying abbots, 59 ; lhis re
moval· demanded, 6o; h1s fall 
certain, his death, 66 ; a bribe· 
to, I95 ; sacrifi.ced, 336 

CROPREDY, battle of, 397 
CROWN LANDS, revenue from; 19, 

246, 3IO; sale of, 448 · 
CUSTOMS, normal increase of the, 

I9, 83, 241, 266, 281 ; increase· 
by prerogative, 246, 247, 310; 
Commons withhold, 28I, 282, 
295 ; re.fusal to pay7 296, 297; 
are paid, JIO; bimonthly grant 
of, 333 ; Cony refuses to pay, 
484 

CULPEPPER, Sir John, 342, 353, 
403, 411 

<CUMBERLAND, 429 

DAcRE, William, Lord Dacre of 
Gilsland, 35 

D'AGUILAR, Don Juan, 225 
' DALGETTY,' Major Dugald, 404, 

405 
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DALKEITH, 45 I, 497 397; at Newbury again, 398 ; 
DARCY,Thomas,LordDarcy,sr,6o ousted, 4oo;his army incor-
DARNEL, Sir Thomas, 292 porated, 40I ; his regiment in 
DARNLEY, Earl of, see Stuart Flanders, 529 ; his sergeants, 
DARTMOUTH, 366, 389, 4I5 537 
DAVISON, \Vi!liam, I·73 DEVIZES, 384 
DAY, George, Bishop of Chi- DEVON, Earls of, see Courtenay 

chester, 102 DEVONSHIRE, rebellion" in, 98. 99 ; 
DEAL CASTLE, 62 martyrdoms in, I29; pluncler in, 
DEANE, Richard, 45I, 456, 459 285; campaign in, 366 (note); 
DEBTORS, 536 overrun by Hopton, 38I ; held 
DE LA PoLE, family of, 10, I3 by Royalists, 389 
-,Edmund, Earl of Suffolk, IO, I 3 D'EwES; Sir Symonds, 329 
-,John, Earl of Lincoln, IO, 12 DIARMID, 'banner of,' 406 
-,Richard, IO, I3 DIEPPE, 160 
DELEGATES, court of, 52 DIGBY, Sir Everard, 253 
DELFTHAVEN, 522 -,George, afterwards znd Earl 
DELINQUENTS, DELINQUENCY, of Bristol, 329, 338, 342, 353, 

4II, 412, 485, 54! 394. 409, 4II 
DELLHAVEN (Chichester Har- -,John, Ist Earl of Bristol, 269, 
bour~ I9I 27I,275, 2~~277, 29~ 30~ 328 

DENBIGH, Earls of, see Fielding ' DIGGERS,' the, 442 
DENMARK, treaty with, 20 ; em- DIGGES, Sir Dudley, 29I 

bassy to, 277 ; hopes of troops DILLON, family of, 349 
from, 355, 359; Montrose in, 'DIRECTORY FOR WORSHIP,' 3J9 
446; ally of Dutch, 457 4I3 

DEPTFORD, 76, 532 DIVORCE (of Queen Katharine), 
DEPUTY, the Irish Lord, see 36, 37, 38, 44, 45, 46, 50 

Vicerov DoN, river, 406 
DERBY, Earl of, see Stanley DoNEGAL, county of, 226 
DERBYSHIRE, I 29 DONERAILE, 222 
DERRICK, 168 DeNNINGTON CASTLE, 398 
DERRY, county of, 226; city of DooN HILL, 448 

(Londonderry), 444 DoRCHESTER, 524 
DESBOROUGH, General John, 494, DoRMER, Robert, Earl of Car 

497, 499, SOI, 503 narvon, 389 
DESMOND, Earls of, see Fitz- DoRSET, Earl of, see Sackville ; 

gerald Marquis of, see Grey 
DEVERElJX, Robert, znd Earl of DoRSETSHIRE, 384 

Essex, I84, I8S, I86, !88, 224, DouAI, 220 
277 DoUGLAS, family of, 69 

-, Robert, 3rd Earl of Essex, -,Archibald, 6th Earl of Angus, 68 
his wife divorced, 259; resists -,James, 4th Earl of Morton, 169 
forced loan, 29I ; in Long -,William, 7th Earl of Morton, 
Parliament, 328 ; appointed 347 
Lord General, 357, 360, 374; DovER, 35, I23, 355, 358, SID 
follows Charles, 374; at Edge- DowN, county of, 216 
hill, 375 ; in London, 376; DowNs, the, 286, 458, 509 
thanked by Parliament, 377; DowNTON, Captain Nicholas, 529 
at Turnham Green, 377 ; holds DRAGOONS, 362 
Aylesbury, 380; has no plan, DRAKE, Sir Francis, 73, I77, IJS, 
J8! ; looks at Oxford, 382; • IJ9, ISO, r8I, I84, I85, 27I, 
relieves Gloucester, 388 ; fights 277, 477, 5 I I 
at Newbury, 388, 389; a DRAPERS, Company of, So 
Moderate, 393 ; in Committee DROGHEDA, 209, 444, 494 

• 
of Both Kingdoms, 394; with DuBLIN, Castle of, zo8; charter 
Waller, 395.; at Lostwithiel, to, 209; drunkenness in, 210; 
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in the Pale, 21 r ; Kildare 
besieges, 2 I 3 ; officials in, 2 I 5, 
228 ; Tyrone threatens, ~2~ ; 
'Castle Court' of, 333 ; m 
danger, 347'; 349 ; in English 
hands, 387; Ormond,in, 4I8; 
Ormond surrenders:~43 ; holds 
out, 444• . 

DuDLEY, family of, 113, 122, 135 
-;Edmund, 17.' I9 
-,Lord Guilford," 109, I-21 
-. Jqhn, Lord Lisle, Earl of 

Warwick, Duke ofNorthumber
iand,"beats Fren.cli;f 72; great 
sailor. 77 ;' intriguer, 86, 88, 92 ; 
puts down .rebels, 99 ; upsets 
Somerset, ror ; vile govern
ment of, ro'2; relying on France, 
104-; becomes Duke of North
umberland, I05 ; his fear~. I07; 
attempts to coerce Mary, creates 
boroughs, ro8 ; his designs on 
the succession, I IO, I r I ; goes 
north,. r r 2 ; is. arrested, I r 3 ; 
death of, II8 ~· -

-.Robert, Earl of Leicester, I 57. 
Ij8, 165, 172 , . 

DUNBAR, Mary Stuart at, 161 ; 
battle of, 427, 448, 449. 498 

' DUNBAR,', the, 509 
DUNCANNON, 444. 4.45 
'DUNDALK, 2II, 444 
DUNDEE, 406, '45 I 
DUNKELD, 406 
DUNKiRK, 313. 475. 476, 481,482, 

483, 494. 498, 507 1.; -
DuNs LAw, 321 · 
DUNS SCOTUS, 41, 64. 

oDURHAM, 165, 325, 326, 333, 395 
DuTcH, see Holland 

_ at, 447 ; manceuvres round, 
~ 448; domwell occupies, 449; 

Monk secures,~504 
EDWARD l., King, 20, 68, 70, 208, 

3I7, 448 . '• 
EDwARD rr. .. King, zrr 
EDWARD III., King, 9, ro, 20, 21, 

38, I37, 186, 211, 3JI, 438 
EDWARD IV., King, 8, 9.' IO, II, 

I2, 28, '37, 81, 2II, 4@9 
EDWARD VI., King, birth of, 6r; 

proposed marriage for, ?ItiOO ;· 
• accession of, 85, 86; kept 

down by Somerset, 87, 88; his 
grammar schools, 94 ; tempted 
by Thomas Seymour, 96 ; to be 
' King of Great Britain,' roo ; 
betrothed to Elizabeth of 
france, 104'; callousness of, 
ro6; bad health of, I07 ; last 
public appearance. of, ro8 ; 
precocity of, 109 ; devises the 
succession, I ro ; death of, I I I ; 
his reign in Ireland, 2I4, 215 

EDWARD, the Black Prince, !03, 
403 ·, 

EDWARD. THE CONFESSOR, King, 
. shrine of, 93 . 

'EIKON BASILIKE,' 344, 4JS, S43 
ELpERS, lay, r64, 4i3 

., EL-DORADo,' 262, 263 
ELECTIONS, cases of disputed, 

244 
ELIOT, Sir John, z6I,28o, 28I, 287, 

288, -290, 29I, 292, 295. 296, 
297. 30I, ~302, 323, 329, 335 

ELIZABETH 'OF YORK,' Queen of 
Henry VII., 9, io 

ELizABETH, Queen, as >Princess: 
birth of, 5 I ; first flirtation of, 96, 

• ~ 97 ; begs a favour, ro6 ; enters 
EAST ANGLIA, trade of, t'8o ; :London, I I 6; proposed marriage 

martyrdoms in, i 28 '; li1~e of of, r I 7 ; at Mary's coronation, 
advance'through,' 380- l" I 19; her danger, 121, I 35; sent 

EAST GRINSTEAD, 534 to Tower, I23 ;· r~leased, I25 ; , 
EAST INDIA COMPANY, I75, 272, in retirement, 133. 'As Q~teen: 

529 • ~~ ' 0 
I f ·~ .• < restores COinage, 8 3 ; .#aCCeSSiOn 

EAsT INDIEs, 457, .,. ~ • o( 14I ;·character of, 146, I47. 
EDGEHILL, battle of, 374, 375. 376, I48 ;"her task, 148; periods of 

377, 435 ; meeting at, 383 her reign, 149; a Protestant, 
EDINBURGH,"sack of, 711:> .. spared, ISO; accepts Bible, ISI; hates 

roo; treaty of, 156; Charles I-: 1 , s~rmons, 152; fills up bishoprics, 
crowned at, 316; riot at, 317; · ;, 153; .,helps: Sc'ottis~ Protes-

"Covenant signed /,at,, 318; · · tants, I56'; her smtors, I58, 
General Assembly at, 321, 322; ' I 59;: h~elps Huguenots, I6o; 
Charles I. visits, 345. 346; ·~godmother to ·James, r6I; 
Vane at, 386; Montrose:s death puzzleq abou~, Mary Stuart, 

'' 
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162, 163 ; 'takes care' of 
Philip's cash, 165, 178; puts 
down rebellion, 165 ; eJCcom
municated, 166; her dangers, 
166, 167; her passion for 
diplomacy, 170; cherishes 
Don Antonio, I7I ;• at Mary 
Stuart's death, 173 ; pretends 
to scold pirates, 177; lends 
&hips, 179; starves navy, 179; 
lays embargo, 180; vacillates, 
181 ; heads ,her troops, 182 ; 
throws away her chances, 184, 
185; her parsimony, 184, 185, 
186; clings to Burghley, I86; 
beheads Essex, 187 ; last days 
of, 188; death of, conclusion on, 
189; at Whitehall, I94, 196; 
her visits to Sussex, 199, zoo; 
her task in Ireland, 215, 218, 
219; lets Essex go, her anger, 
224 ; her management of Parlia
ment, 239, 240; her Book of 
Rates, 247 ; fines Popish re
cusants, 253 (note); against 
printing, 304; her Commission 
to the North, 308 ; her 
'fiscality,' 309 ; her 'ship
money,' 312; her colonial 
ideas, Virginia called after 
her, 513 

ELIZABETH, ' Queen of Bohemia,' 
daughter of James I., 257, 265, 
372, 534 

ELLIOTT, Ebenezer, 442 (note) 
ELPHINSTONE, family of, 233 
ELYOT, Sir Thomas, his 'Book 

of the Governor,' 64 
EMPIRE,, election to the, 35 ; 

loyalty to, 265 
EMPSON, Richard, 19 
ENCLOSURES, 79, 81, 82, 88, 97, 

I04, 198, 358 
'ENGAGEMENT,' 'ENGAGERS,' the, 

425, 430, 431, 447 
' ENGLAND'S NEW CHAINS DIS

COVERED,' see Lilburne 
EPISCOPACY, see Bishops 
ERASMUS, Desiderius, 8 (note), 

4!, 42, 43· 307 
ERASTIANISM, 240, 414 
ERIC XIV., King of Sweden, 158 
ERLE, Sir Walter, 292 
EssEx, Army in, 420 
EssEx, Earls of, see Cromwell, 

Devereux 
-,Frances, Countess of, 259 

ESTATES, see Parliament 
'ETCETERA 0A'\H,' 324 
ETHELRED, King, 279 
ETON COLLEGE, I90; ' a letter 

from,' 530 
EUPHRATES, river, $29 
EvERTSEN, JoHANN,4~6 
ExcHEQUER, Court of, 247 
ExciSE, 293 
ExcLUSION BILL, see Bishops 
EXETER, 383, 395 
ExETER, Marquis of, see Courtenay 

FAGIUS, Paul, 103 
FALKLAND, Viscounts, see Cary 
FALMOlJTH, J8I 
FAIRFAX, Ferdinanda, 2nd Vis

count Fairfax, 381, 383 
-,Sir Thomas, afterwards. 3rd 

Viscount Fairfax, at Atherton 
Moor, 383; in Hull, 383, 389; at 
Nantwich, 394; at Marston Moor, 
396; to command New Model, 
400, 401, 402; besieges Oxford, 
407; at Naseby, 408; in the 
West, 408, 410; accepts rewards, 
412 ; staggered, ·420 ; supports 
petitions, 42 I ; at Maidstone, 
428 ; at Colchester, 4~9. 430 ; 
shuts his eyes, 432 ; demands 
dissolution of Rump, 432, 433 ; 
leaves High Court of Justice, 
434 ; goes home, 448 ; refuses 
offers of Rump, 461 ; sees Monk, 
505 

FARINGDON, 380 
FARMING, in sixteenth century, 

198 ; in .seventeenth century, 
533 

FARNESE, Alessandro, Prince of 
Parma, 172, 181, r82, I83 

FAROE IsLANDS, I84 
FASTDAY, the monthly, 342, 543 
FAWKES, Guy, 253, >!5S 
FEAKE, Christopher, 464 
FELTON, John, 28'5 
FENS, draina-ge of ihe, 5r6 
FERDINAND, King of Arragon, 14, 

16, 22, z9. 31, 34 
' FERIA, Gomes Suarez de Figuera, 

Count de, 140, 141: 
FERMANAGH, county of, 226 
FERRERS, family of, I I • 
FEUDAL RIGHTS OF CROWN, 55, 56, 

246. 310 
FIELDING, William, rst Earl of 

Denbigh, 285 
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FlltNNES, Edward, .9th. Lord 

Clinton, I 35,, 140 . 
-, Nathaniel, 329, 342,. 384 
-, William, Viscount Saye and 

Sele, 292, 301, 314, 328: '357/· 
392 

FIFE, county of, 450 , .:,J .•:' 
'FIFTH Mt!NARCHY MEN;'· 442, 

464. 47?· 475. 491, 493~ 494.'49·7~ 
FINCH, S1r John,,C.J., ~9(5; 313, 

315, 330, 331 ' ' . 
FIREBRACE, Henry, 427 .~. • ;"r 
FrsiiER, John, Bishop. of , Ro-· 

chester, 26, 4!: 51, 53. 54 .. ·' r 
FnzALAN, Henry,. 12th Earl' .of 

Arundel, IOI, 105, II2, 113, 
I I7, I2$, I 58, I65, I9~ . 

FITZGERALD, family of, 'II, 2II, 
213, 220, 22I, 224 

-, Gerald, 8th Earl of Kildare, 
. ~ ~. 

212, 213 
-, -, I sth Earl of D~smond, 22 I 
-, Thomas, 9th Earl of~ Kildare, 

2I3 ' ' 
FITZNIGEL,~family of, 206 
FnzRov, Henry; Duke 'of .Rich-

mond, j'6, 31 • · 
'FITzWILLIAM, Sir William 77 

' FrvE KNIGHTS,' CaSe of the, 292 
'FIVE· MEMBERs;• impeachment 

of the, 353. 354 • 
FLANDER,Sl(otherwise called.! the 
· Netherlands,~ the 'Low Coun

tries'), Yorkist movemen,ts in, 
II ; English woolmarket,' IS, 
20, 2I, 25, 52; passes to Haps
burgs, I4, I6; ',her~sy ::ip.1 I20,, 
I$5, 165, r68; settled Oh 'heirs 
of Mary and Philip,, 122; news 
arrives in, 132; Ertglish army. 
in, 137, 172; remains Catholic, 
I7o; French intrigues- tn. ·rio, 
171 ; rema~ns Spanish, Z49,imd 
note; Charles II! ·in exile, in, 
445 ; Prince Heiir.y' sent to, 
462 ; Cromwplf covets port in, 
476, 480 ; '•gale ,blowing from,'. 
504 . . • 

FLEET, see Na~y ,; ,• · 
FLEETWOOD, Charles, 448, 470, 

494.497·499. 500,501,502,503, 
504, so6 ' · 

FLODDEN, battle of, 32, 33, 37, 
tiS, 70, 75, 430 . 

FLORENCE, commercial treaty 
with, 20 

FLORIDA, I8o, 196, 521 

"# :;._. 

FORCED LOANS, 36;·289, 291, 292 
. FoRD, Sir Edward, 537, 538, 539, 

• 540 '" ,. 
FoREST Cou-RTs, 310 

,-FoRTESCUE, Sir John,-244 
·:FORTIV[iver, .firth of, 320, 448 
,FORTH,<Earl of;.see Ruthven 
FoTHERINGHAY, eastle.of, I73 
lcoUNTAINS, abbey, 59':t fl 
Fox¢• Charles James, 28.1 
·~.Richard, Bishop- of Win-
' chester, 8; II, 38, 41 ·< 
FRANCE, alliance 'with Scotland, ' 
it r~; 'Henry VII.'s little 'war 
.· Wlth, r6; Henry VIII.'s first 

war with 31, 32; his first 
treaty with, 34 ; his second war 
with, 35 ; peace with, 36; his 
third war with, and.peace with, 
72; danger from,. 90; Somer
set's war with,' ·roo, ror ; 
Warwick makes peace With,104; 
he expects help from, r r 2 ; 
danger from, I 20; nurses English 
refugees, I22, 135, 192, 193; 
at war with Philip, 135, 136; 
and with England, I 37 ; fear 
of invasion from, I 39 ; losing 
touch with Scotland, I45, 155 ; 
Cecil's distrust ·of, .I46; religious 
wars in, 148:. I 56, I6o; refugees 
from, 163 ; drawing to England 
r68 ; intriguing in Scotland, 
r69; in Portugal, 171 ; her 
trade with Ireland, 210; makes'~ 
peace with Spaiii, 249 ; alliance 

tof James. I. with, 256; .un
. stable policy of, z6o ; marnage 
·treaty with, 277, z;;S, 280; 
alliance of Sweden with, 283; 
Charles-I.'s war with, 284,285, 
286; Scottish'intriguewith, 323; 

l Charles hopes for troops from, 
399, 415; Prince of Wales goes 
to, 410; giv~S bad ~advice to 
Charles, t4r 5 ·,: Charles II. in 

i 1. exile in; 445 ; , he escapes to, 
~r 45 I ; fighting Spain, 452 ; hos

tile to ~ngland, 45 3 ; , Cromwell 
. leans to, 47 5 ; . bids .for English 

-alliance, 476 ; defensive treaty 
with, 479; scolds Savoy, 481 ; 
offensive treaty with, 482 ; her 
N. American colonies, SIS, 516, 
521, 525 ..... ' 

. FRANCHISE, _in ' Instrument,' 467 
• · and note; altered 474 
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FRANCIS 1.. King of France, 31, 
34. 35. 36 

FRANCIS II., King of France, as 
Dauphin, 71, roo, 155; as King, 
rs6 

FRANKENTHAL, 268 
FRANKFORT (on the Main), I5I, 

ISS 
FREDERICK V., Elector Palatine, 

257, 264, 265, 268, 269, 273. 286 
FREEHOLDERS, 8I, Ig], 239, 359 
FROBISHER, Martin, I]6 
'FRONDE,' the, 475 
FROUDE, James Anthony, 38 
'FUNDAMENTAL LAWS,' 335, 338, 

434. 465. 466, 46], 474' 
' FYFIELD,' manor of, I95. 203, 

528 

GAINSBOROUGH, battle of, 384 
GALLOWAY, 200 
GALWAY, charter to, 210 
GARDENS, in sixteenth century, 

204 
GARDINER, Stephen, Bishop of 

Winchester, author of Six 
Articles, 66; imprisoned, 95, 
ros ; in danger, 108 ; released, 
116; Chancellor, I 17; wishes 
to save Cranmer, 118 ; sup
ports Courtenay, 119 ; loyalty 
of, I23 ; relations with Renard, 
124; performs at Mary's wed
ding, 125; author of heresy 
Statutes, I 26, 12 7 ; as a per
secutor, 129; death of, I34 

GARNET, Father Henry, 254 
GARRISONS, list of, 485 and note; 

unpaid, 504 . 
GAUDEN, Dr. John, 435 
GELL, Sir John, 38I 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, see Kirk 
GENEVA, 103, I04, ISI, I63, 319, 

413, 414, 440 
GEORGE, lake, 525 
GERARD, John, his 'Herbal,' 204 
GERMANY, merchants of, 20, 176; 

Princes of North, 65, 66, roo, 
25I; Catholics of, 256, 265; 
Protestants of, roo, I I], 149, 
257, z6o, 264, 265, 268, 273. 
2]7, 2]9. 283, 284. 320. 

GIBRALTAR, 479, 480 
GILBERT, Sir Humphry, 2I9, 5I3 
GILD SYSTEM, decay of, 80 
GLAMORGAN, Earl of, see Somer-

set 

GLASGOW, Assembly of, 319, 321, 
322; Montrose threatens, 406 

GLASTONBURY, 59, 103 ; abbot of, 
54 

GLENCOE, Macdonalds of, 405 
GLEN ETIVE, 405 
GLENGARRY, Macdonalds of, 405 
GLEN 0RCHY, 405 e 
'GLORIANA,' I48, I94, 196, I99, 

222 
GLOUCESTER, bishopric of, 65 ; 

siege of, 388, 389, 391, 422 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, martyrdoms 

in, I29; Waller secures, 38I 
GLYN, John, 338 
GoA, 529 
GaFFE, Major-General William, 

542 
GOLD COAST, 77, I]], 195 
'GOLDEN HIND,' the, 179 
GoNDOMAR, Diego Sarmiento de 

Acuna, Count de, 258, 260, 262, 
263, 265, 269, Z]O 

GOODWIN, Sir Francis, 244 
GORDON, family of, 3I9, 320, 384, 

406 
-, George, 5th Earl of Huntly, 

r6r 
GoRING, George, Earl of Norwich, 

428, 431, 439 
-. -. 334. 374. 396, 397. 403, 

40], 408, 410 
'GRACE,' Pilgrima§ll of, 55, 6o, 6I, 

63,3 o8 
GRACES, the Irish, 228 
GRAHAM, James, Marquis of Mont

rose, a Covenanter, 320 ; invites 
Charles I., 344 ; in prison, 346; 
bates Argyll, 347, 385,. 403; 
liberated, 348 ; building a party, 
385; in Highlands, 403, 404; 
his campaign in Scotland, 405, 
406 ; at Philiphaugh, 409 ; calls 
on Charles II., is disavowed, 
beaten and hanged, 447 

'GRANDEES,' the, 461, 499 
' GRANDMOTHER,' government by 

ecclesiastical, 306 ; by military, 
486 

GRANTHAM, skirmish of, 382 
GRAVELINES, 138, 482 
GRAVESEND, castle of, 6z 
GREAT COUNCIL, 326 
'GREAT HARRY,' the, 76, 77, II~ 
GREAT SEAL, 50, 269, 356, 393 

421, 434. sor 
GREEK, revived study of, 5, 40, 
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41,42;modernfoolsdespise,42; HALNAKER, I9I, 537 
victbry of, 64 · ' HAM, 136 

GREENLAND, 272 HAMILTON, family of, I6I _ 
GREENWAY, Father Oswald, 254 -,.James, Ist Earl of Arran, 68 
GREENWICH, palace of, 28, 29, 96, -, -, 2nd Earl· of Arran, I 54. 

85, 109, I I I, 469; friary Of, I35- 155, I 59 . , 
GREGORY XIII., Pope, 22I · -,,-;· 3rd Marquis, Ist Duke of 
GRENVILL\:, Sir Bevil, 381 J~amilton, 300, 3II, 319, 347, 
-,Sir Richard, 185 -'348, 425, 426; 429,430,431,.439 
-, Sir John, 507. .~i . -,-:..., Patr_ick, 69 • ;'i ;; 
GREVILLE, Robert, 2nd Lord .,--~ Willi~liri-l2ndDuke,ofHamilton,.. · 

Brooke, 328, 414 • . 45ci/ · ' - ' ·~,. •. :_.... 1 

GREY, family of, 89, 109, iro HA'MMOND,,.ColoneJ Robert, 425 
-,Arthur, 14th Lord Grey de HAMPDEN, 'family of, 244, 533 

Wilton, 219, 221 -, ~~r Edmund, 292 
~. Henry, Marquis of Dorset, -, Johri;'resists forced loan, 29:i; 

Duke of Suffolk, 92 and note, ' holds meetings, 301 ; resists 
101, 105, 112, 121, 122, 123 Ship-money, 314, 315; in Long 

-, -, rst Eail of Stamford, 381 Parliament, 329, 333, 340, 373; 
-.Lady Jane, 9ti.' 109, rio, 112, ' attacks bishops, 342; at Edin-

113, 121, 123 - burgh, 346; in danger,.353.; on 
-,Lord Leonard, 214, 215 committee, 357; joins Essex, 
-,William, 13th Lord Grey de 376_; death of, 382; character 

Wilton, II=?, i22, 138 of, 383; a Covenanter, ? 386; 
GREYFRIARS, Kirkyard of the, 318 Cromwell's remark to, 401 
GRIMSTONE, Harbottle, 329 -, Miss Ruth, 542 
GRINDAL, Edmund, Archbishop of HAMPSHIRE, 12,• 380, 389 

Canterbury, 164 HAMPTON CoURT, 29, 3I, 66; 101, 
GROCYN, William, 40 ~. I$7. 231, 354,423,425,469,470 
GUADARRAMA; mountains, I44, HAPSBURG, family of, I4, 264• 
GUIANA, 263 .. ..- ·> HARLECH CASTLE, 410 
GUIENNE, 31 '. t:· ' HARRINGTON, Sir.John, I49 
GUILDHALL (ot London), I2J; 35I, HARRISON, Thomas, 442,.Lj_48, 450, 

354. 505 .· - 461, 462, 470; 491, 497 . 
GurNE:A CoAst, see Gold Coast HARROW-ON-THE-HILL,' 416 
GUISE, family of, 171 . . HARWICH, 62 ~ 1 • ' 

-,Franyois,Ducde, -136, I3;7, IJ8,' HASTINGS,-457 •.. 537 .• '' ··-_ .' 
139, ;I93 ,. ,,. ~ 1 , HATFIELD, 14I , ,t 

-,Mary of, Regent 
1
of Scotland, 'HAT=Ho~.ouR,' 442, 538 

69, 70, 155, 156 , • , , ' IHA'{RE-DE-GRACE, Iqo 
GursNES, I36, 138; i39 .1HAWKE, Edward, ,·:!~t Lord 
GUNPOWDER PLOT, 253, _254, 255 Hawke, 532. ._,. · 
'GUSTAVUS,' 405 , ' • HAW~ING, in sixteenth ,century, 
GusTAvus ADOLPHUS,' King of zoo"''-.;· ·~o' · 
.Swede~. 283, 320, 453.' 538. . HA-i>!n:Ns, family of, 77, .51 I - · · · / ...... v.. _-,Sir Jolin, 177, 178, ,195, I96 

'HABEAS CoRPUS,' .writ of, ;r43; ' HAY, family of, 2X3 .. ~. - :'V-0' •. 
292, 294," 301, 439. ' < >. - . ' HAZELGROVE,' family df, I9z, . 

HACKNEY COACHES, 3i1, ' ,.197; 198, 540, 54J - . 
HADDINGTON, 300 "'; HAZELRIG, Sir Artpuf, 329, 338, , 
HAGUE, the, 256, 453, 509 351, J53. 394, 460,473, 49~, 497, 
HALES, John, enclosure-commis- .5or; ·so2 

sioner, 97, 104 'HEADS OF PROPOSALS,' 423 
~. -, Fellow of Eton College, HEATH,',_l'ii<:;holas, .Bishop of Wor-

308 cester. '(afterwards Archbishop 
HALIFAX, 80 of York),' 102 ' 
HALIFAX, Viscount, see Wood · _:_, Sir Robert, C.J.; J!3 
1 
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HEIDELBERG, 267 
HELFESTEIN, Count, 194 
HENDERSON, Alexander, 3I8, 3I9, 

346, 4I4, 4I6 
HENRIETTA MARIA, Queen, 280, 

284, 300, 307, 332, 345. 349, 
353. 354· 355.381,382,383,395. 
403, 42I 

HENRY II., King, 39, 53, I39 
HENRY III., King, 270 
HENRY IV., King, 21, 91 
HENRY V., King, I7, 49, 9I, I86 
HENRY VI., King, I7, 73, z8I 
HENRY VII., King, character of, 3, 

7, 8; his 'chapel,' 8, 392 ; his 
. title, 9, IO; his Council, I I ; 
his diplomacy, IZ, I 3, I4, I 5; 
I6, 30, 32 ; his objects, I 5 ; 
his 'absolutism,' I6; his 
prudence I8, 34; his avarice, 
I9, 24, 34; his patronage of 
commerce, I9, zo, zi; conclu
sLm on, 22 ; Elizabeth's resem
blance to, I46 ; his Irish policy, 
ZIZ, 2I3; colonial ideas of, SI3 

liENR1" VIII., King, beheads 
Suffoll;., r 3 ; betrothed to 
Katharine, Is; courts popularity, 
17; character and preliminary 
survey of his reign, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27; personal appearance of, 28 ; 
marries Katharine, 28; extrava
gance of, 28 ; learning of, 29 ; 
joins Holy League, 29 ; his view 
of Wolsey, 3I ; his first French 
war, 32 ; candidate for Empire, 
visits Francis, is visited by 
Charles, 35 ; his second French 
war, 35 ; his conscience gr:owing 
tender, 36, 37, 38; his church 
policy, 38, 43 ; his charter to· 
Oxford, 43, 378; his awakening, 
44 ; cited to Rome, appeals to 
his people, 45, 46; appeals to 
Universities, brings clergy under 
premunire, 49 ; his divorce, 
marries Anne, so; excommuni
cated, 5 I ; appeals to General 
Council, 52 ; final break with 
Rome, 52, 53 ; his cruelty, 54; 
his legal knowledge, 55 ; be
heads Anne, marries Jane, 59; 
insurrection against, 6o ; dip
lomacy of, 6o, 6I ; is a widower, 
6r ; strikes down the Poles, 
confides in Parliament, builds 
castles, 62 ; trains the nation to 

arms, 62, 63; his zeal for learn. 
ing, 64; avoids' heresy,' 65, 66; 
concludes and drops a Protest
ant alliance, marries and leaves 
Anne II., 66; divorces her, 
defines the faith, 67 ; protects 
his servants, 67; marries Kath
arine II., 67 ; behea(~ her, 68 ; 
his Scottish policy, 68-71 ; his 
last war with France, 72 ; 
marries Katharine III., 72 ; 
dies, 73; his achievements, 
73-7; a constitutionalist, 74; 
a sailor king, 75-7, 174; his 
commercial policy, 78-82; his 
extravagance, 82; his debase
ment of coinage, 83 ; conclusion 
on, 83, 84; his will, 89, 
108, Iog, IZ§, I88 (note); his 
methods with dissenters, 95 ; 
Elizabeth's resemblance to, 
I46; his funeral, 191 ; seen in 
Sussex, I9I ; ' King' of Ire
land, 208, 214; puts down 
Kildare, 213 ; spends money in 
Ireland, 214; executes Grey, 
2 I 5 ; his Commission to the 
North, 308 

HENRY II., King of France, go, 
104, I I7, 120, 130, 135, I36, I 56 

HENRY III., King of France, I 59, 
I67, I7I 

HENRY IV., King~- France, I7I, 
249. 256. 258, 260, 280 

HENRY, Prince of Wales, son of 
James I., 25I:, 253, 255, 257. 
258 

HENRY, Prince, son of Charles I., 
428, 46I, 462 

HEPBURN, James, 4th Earl of 
Bothwell, 16i, 162 

HERBERT, family Of, 238 (note) 
-,Sir Edward, 353 
-, Lord, see Somerset, Glamorgan 
-, Philip, 4th Earl of Pem-

broke, 328, 390, 42I 
-,William, 1st Earl of Pem

broke, 92, IOI, 105, II I, I I2 
HEREFORD, 400, 485 (note) 
HERESY, 39 ; Statutes on, 49 ; 

statistics of persecution in 
Henry VIII.'s fl~ign, 67, 68, 84; 
in Edward VI.'s, 87, 91 ; in 
Mary's, I28, 129; repeal of tfte 
Statutes against, 91 ; re-enact
ment of these Statutes, I 19, I25, 
127 ; ' damnable,' 474 
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HERRING FISHERY, 272, 3I4, 455, 
456. 457 

HERTFORD, Earls of, Marquis of, 
see Seymour 

HEJiTFORDSHIRE, I33. 276. SOI, 
HEVENINGHAM, Sir John, 292 
REVER CASTLE, I I9 
HEWSON .. Colonel John, SOS 
HIGH CoMMISSION, Court of the, 

I63, 243. 333 ;• 
' HIGH COURT OF JuSTICE,' the 

first, 434, 43 5 ; the second, 439 
HIGHLANDERS, condition of the, 

207, 2I4, 3I9, 404, 405, 406 
HIGRT-ANDS, Monk's campaign in 

the, 45I 
HIGHWAYMEN, .486 
HISPANIOlA, 22 
HoADLY, Benjamin, Bishop of 

Bangor, de., I54 
HoUlORNE, Robert, 329, 338 
HoLLAND, (' the Dutch,' ·' the 

United P10vinces '),refugees in, 
· I63 ; fou.tdation of, I68, I 70; 
appeals ti:> Elizabeth, I72; 
blockades Parma, 182, r83 ; 

· Browriists secede to, I87; war 
for liberation of, Englis.h regi
ments in, 249, 250; )truce with 
Spain,. 'i56,; Protestants .uneasy 
in, z6o ; g6es.~to \var again:268 ; 
James. Ilro~oses, join~ co~quest 
of, 271; germs of Engltsh dtspute 

.with, 271, 272, •273. 529; her 
fleet in the Downs, 286 ; books 
printed ia, 303; 304; Charles I.'s 
hopes from, 334.,355. 399. 427 ; 
Charles II. in e'Xile in, ·;.445 ; 
riches of, 452 ; proposals to, 
454; the Navigation Act hits, 
455 ;· commerce and· riavy of, 
456, 457 ; allied with Denmark, 
457; English war. ~i~h, ,457., 

· 458, 459, 460 ; peace w1th, 459, 
460; Jews from, 472; her North 
American colony, 479, 52 I, 525; 
bidding against Sweden for 
Baltic ,power, 482 ; trade ot 
5 I 2 ; refugees in, 522 

HoLLAND, Earl of, see Rich 
HOLLES, Denzil, 296;· 300, 30I, 

329, 353. 422 . 
lfoLMBY HousE, 419, 421 
HoLMES, Oliver ·wendell, 523 
HoLYROOD HousE, 346, 348 
HoME CASTLE, Ioo 
HoMER, I90 

HoMILIES, Book of, xs2, IS3 
HoNEY LANE, 532 
HooKER, Richard, his • Ecclesi-

.astical Polity,' I 8 7 · 
HoOPER, John,· Bishop of Glou

cester and Worcester,'. 8 5,' 102, 
103, I06, I 27 

HoPs, I95. I98 
HoPTON, Sir Ralph, Lord Hopton, 

205,368,374. 38I, 383,384.387. 
389. 394;· 395. 403, 4IO, 540, 
541 . ' 

HORSE·RACESi 200, 300 and note 
HoRSES, breed of, :zoo' 
HORSHAM, . 534~~ . 
HOSPITALS, J66:~·s36 .... .J 

HoTHAM, ·s~r John, 355, 381,·, 383 
HouNDS, breed· ofi zoo •• · 
HowARD, family 'of, II,' 77, 89; 

I07, III , 
-, Charles, 2nd Lord Howard 

of Effingham, rst Ear! of Not
tingham, r8r, I82, 233, 266, 
284 (note) 

-, Lord Henry, rst Earl of 
Northampton, 233, 266 

'-, Henry, Earl of Surrey, 73. 
-, Katharine, see Katharine II., 

Queen 
-, Thomas, 2nd Duke of Nor~ 

folk, as Earl of Surrey, 29, 32, 
33 . . . 

-,Thomas, 3rd Duke of Norfolk, 
37; 48, 59, 6I, 67, 73, I r6 

-, Tho'inas; 4th Duke of Nor
folk, 165, I66 

-,Thomas, 2nd •· Earl of 
Arundel, 233, 266, 290, 320, 328, 
537 , ' •• • . . . . 

. -, Lord Willi<~om, · rst Lord 
· Howard of Effinghatri;\n7, I23, 

'125, 135, 192"1 ' · · 

HUDSON; river, 5z'i 
HUGUENOTS, 160, 169, 278, 280, 

284, 28 5, 476, 5 I 5 
HuLL; So, 345, 355, 369, 372, 383, 

387. 389. 429 
' HUMBLE PETITION AND ADVICE,' 

490; 499 . 
'HUNDRED YEARS' WAR,' 36I 
HUNGARY, I94 
HUNSDON, I I I 
HUNTING, ·in sixteenth century, 

199. 200 
HUNTINGDONSHIRE, 373, 533. 
HURST CASTLE, 62, 433 
HussEY, John, LOrd Hussey, 6o 
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HYDE, Edward, Ist Earl of 
Clarendon, on judges, 243 ; on 
dissolutions, 297 ; on ship
money, 3 I 5 ; in Long Parlia
ment, 329 ; defends bishops, 
342; leads a party, 350; on 
the five members, 353; writes 
state papers, 355 ; shocked, 
378 ; goes to West, 403 ; on 
Naseby, 408 ; on exiles, 4IO; 
spite against, 4II ; on Oliver, 
494 

ICELAND, 200 
IMPEACHMENTS, 266, 270, 330 
IMPOSITIONS, 247, 26I, 282, 3IO 
IMPRESSMENT, 75, I39, 29I, 3I2, 

35I, 36I, 40I 
' INCIDENT,' the, 347 
'INDIANS,' the Red, I97, 2I7, 5I7, 

5:24 
INDEPENDENTS, the, 392, 398, 

399. 40I, 4I3, 424, 425, 43I, 
462, 497. soo, so6, so8, 522 

' INDIES,' office of the, 5 I6 
-, the East, 27I, 272, 456, 457, 

512, 529 
-, the West, I8S, 195, 273, 453, 

456, 457. 477. 478, 52I, 526 
INFANTRY, in Civil war, 362, 365 
'INGLESANT,' John, 344 
INNOCENT X., Pope, 4I7 
INNS OF CoURT, I92, 528 
INQUISITION, the, I43, I8o, 250, 

276, 454. 472 
INSTRUMENT OF GOVERNMENT, 

the,465,466,467,468, 473,484, 
488, 489 

INVERARY, 405, 449 
lNVERLOCHY,' 405, 406 
IRELAND, Chapter IX. ; Yorkist 

temper of, IO, I I, I 3 ; Henry 
VIII. pacifies, 68 ; Jesuits in, 
I67 ; Spanish troops in, I79, 
I8S; horses from, 200; troops 
from, 320, 324, 337 ; kicking, 
325 ; Strafford's tyranny in, 
337; rebellion in, 347, 348, 349, 
358, 387 ; cruelties towards 
Irishmen, 360 (note), 4I2; regi
ments from, 387 ; hopes of more, 
399, 408, 415, 4I7; Glamorgan 
in, 403, 418; Ormond and 
Rinuccini in, 417, 4I8; Army 
to be sent to, 419, 42I ; Prince 
thinks of going to, 430 ; parties 
in, 443, 444 ; Cromwell's cam-

paign in, 444, 445 ; tinal settle
ment of, 445 ; in 'Little Parlia
ment,' 463 ; Parliamentary 
union with, 467, 499 ; re
garded as a colony, 5 I 3 ; Irish 
troops with Hopton, 54I 

IRETON, Henry, 408, 120, 422, 
423, 424, 432, 433. 435. 441, 
444. 445 

IRON WORKS, 528, 531, 542 
'IRONSIDES,' 373, 397, 430, 454, 

483 
IsABELLA, Queen of Castille, 14 
!SLAY, 2I6 
'IsLANDs VoYAGE,' see Azores 
IsLE OF MAN, 452 
ISLE OF WIGHT, 72, 77, 185, 425, 

43I, 526 
ISLIP, 382 
ITCHEN, river, 54I 

JAMAICA, 478, 479, 507, 526 
JAMES I., King of Scotland, I 69, 

373 
JAMES IV., King of Scotland, I2, 

IS, 32, 33 
JAMES V., King of Scotland, 34, 37, 

52, 62, 68, 69, 70 
JAMES VI. OF ScoTLAND, I. OF 

ENGLAND, King, succeeds in 
teeth of law, 89 and note ; 
birth and coronaJion of, I6I ; 
attitude to Elizabeth, 169, I72 ; 
rivals for hi? favour, I86, 224; 
Elizabeth's opinion of, I89; 
his attitude to Ireland, 227. 
As James I. of Great Britain, 
I 6 ; character of, 2 30 ; harries 
Puritans, 23I ; loves bishops, 
232; neglects Bacon, 233, 
234; condemns Raleigh, 234, 
235 ; spendthrift, 241 ; con
sults judges, 242, 243, 245 ; 
on disputed elections, 244; on 
Scottish union, 245 ; on 
feudal income, 246 ; increases 
customs, 247 ; scolds and 
dissolves first Parliament, 
248 ; foreign policy of, 249 ; 
true Protestant, wants tolera
tion, 2 53 ; bad habits of, 2 55 ; 
mediates a peace, 256; allied 
with Henry IV., 256; tak~ 
to favourites, 2 58 ; his second 
Parliament, 26I, 262; de
mands benevolence, 262 ; Ids 
Raleigh go, 263 ; betrays and 
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executes him, 263-; on 
Bohemian crown, 264 ; clings 
to Spain, 265 ; dismisses 
Coke, 266 ; visits Scotland, 
calls third Parliament, 267; 
sends embassies, 269; quarrel. 
with Parliament, 270, 271 ; 
delude!} by Spain, 2 7 3 .; anxiety 

· of, 274; treaty with Spain, 
275 ; disillusioned, 276, 277 ; 
death of and conclusion on, 
278 ; had civilized Highlands, 
404; his home at Newmarket, 
422 ; would have smiled at 

. Charles II., 449 ; ' makes new 
riations,' 5 r6, 522; pilgrims pro
fess loyalty to, .523 ; selling 
baronetcies, 531 ; his Coundl' 
scolding, 534 

JAMES, Prince (afterwards James 
II.), 483; as King, 137, 488 

JANE, Queen (Seymour), 59, 6r, 
86 • 

JAVA, 272'> 
JENKINSON, Anthony, 17~' ~ 
JERSEY, 410, 452 . < '; 
JESUITS, 143, 167, 168, 220, 

242, (note), 249. 250, 25!, 252, 
253, 288, 292. 470 

JEWEL, John, ~ish?P o'f Salisbury, 
!53 ,_ ... , • 

JEWS, 134: ·139, 472 • 
JoAN, Prine~!" qf Spain, 14, 16 
JoHN, King, 208; F<J 
-.Don, I69, J70 •,t:l, 
-of Gaunt, rz6; 173 
JoHNSON, Dr. Samuel, 011' Whigs, 

28I ; on excise, 293 
JoHNSTON, Archibald, of Warris

toun, 318, 319, 394 
JoNES, Colonel Michael, 443, 

444 • 
JoYCE, Cornet George, 421 
JuDGES, subservience of, 242, 243, 

439 ; dismissal of, 243, 266, 
3 r 3. 484; on aliens, 245 ; on 
Bate's case, 247 ; on five 
Knights' case, 293 ; on Petition 
of Right, 294, 295 ; on Habeas 
Corpus, 301 ; on ship-money, 
314, 3I5; altered tenure of 
the, 333 ; resign commissions, 
443 

~USTICES OF THE PEACE, 79, 192, 
!98, 29!, 464, 487, 530, 532, 
534. 535· 536. 537. 543 

JuxoN, William, Bishop of 

London (afterwards Archbishop 
of Canterbury), 340 

KATHARINE, Princess, ·daughter of 
Edward IV., ro 

KATHARINE I., Queen ("of Ara
gon"), marriage, widowhood, re
betrothal of, r 5 ; marries .Henry 
VIII., 28, 31 ; left Regent, 32; 
her foreign connection, 35 ; 
Henry tired of, 36, · 37 ; her 
dignity, 44. 45 ; her divorce, 
so ; plotting treason, 5 I· ; her 
child excluded, 53 ; death of, 
54 

KATHARINE II., Queen rHo-
ward'), 67. 68 . 

KATHARINE III., Q~e~n ('Parr'); 
'72, 96 .. ' . 

KATHARINE de Medid, 160 ' 
KJ1:LLS, 2II •• 
KELSO, 321 
KENNEBEC, river, 525 
KENNET, river, 388 
KENT, 9; Wyatt in, 122, 123 ; 

martyrdoms in, 128; line of 
advance through, 380 ; . rising 
in, 428 . 

KENTISH KNOCK, battle of the, 
458 

KEPPOCH, l\1acdonalds of, 405 
KER, Robert, rst Earl of Rox-

burgh, 347 . 
KERRY, county of, 221 · 
KET, Robert, 99 
KEYMIS, Lawrence, 263 
KILCULLEN, 2 II 
KILCOLMAN, 222 
KILDARE, county of, 2II 
KILDARE, Earls of, see Fitzgerald 
KILKENNY, county'of, Statute of, 

2! I .,. ' 

KILMAINHAM, 2I6 
KILSYTH, battle of, 406 
' KING's BooK,' The, 67 
KING'S COUNTY, 217 
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, I2J, 377• 

478 
KINGSTON (Jamaica), 478 
KINGSTON, Sir Anthony, 135 
KINSALE, 2!0, 225, 443, 445 
KINTYRE, 2I6 
KIRK, of Scotland, taking shape, 

r63, I64, 169; muzzled by 
James, 266, 267; augmented 
stipends of ministers of, 3I6; 
savagery of, 409, 4IO; against 

·· Hamilton, 429 ; after Preston, 
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430, 43I ; to be ' satisfied,' 
446, 447 ; its censures, 448 ; 
its bolt shot, 449 

KIRK, GENERAL ASSEMBLY of the, 
163, 235, 3I8, 3I9, 32I, 322, 447 

KNARESBOROUGH, 395 
KNox, John, chaplain to Edward 

VI., offered bishopric, 86, I07, 
ro8 ; his ' Admonition,' I 30 ; 
Elizabeth's ' friend,' I43 ; in 
Scotland, ' First Blast,' etc., 
IS 5 ; leads the Reformation, 
I 56 ; rails at Mary, I 57 ; at 
coronation of James, I6I; his 
view of the Kirk, I64 

KoMORN, I94 

LABRADOR, 22 4 
LAMBARDE, William, his ' Eiren-

archa,' 
LAMBERT, Miss Frances, 502 
-,John, 429, 448, 450, 46I, 462, 

464. 467. 493. 497. 502, 503, 
504, sos. so8 

'LAMBERT,' the, 509 
LAMBETH PALACE, 324 
LANCASHIRE, Stanleys in, 238 

(note); Rupert in, 395 ; Scots 
in, 429 ; Catholics of, 450 

LANGDALE, Sir Marmaduke, 408, 
4IO, 4I I, 429, 430 

LANGPORT, battle of, 408 
LANGSIDE, battle of, I6I 
LANSDOWN, battle of, 383 
LAsco, John a', I03 
LATHOM House, 395 
LATIMER, Hugh, Bishop of Wor

cester, 42, 43, 6o, 64, 66, 97, 
I06, liS, I28, I 30, I34 

LATIN, study of classical, 4I 
LAUD, William, Archbishop of 

Canterbury, 83, I 54; becomes 
Bishop of St. David's, 269; 
remonstrates, 288 ; his other 
promotions, 289 ; excuses for, 
298 ; tunes the pulpits, 300 ; 
patron of learning and Arch
bishop, 302 ; tyrant, 303 ; sup
presses lecturers, conventicles, 
emigrants, Bishop Williams, and 
heretics, 305 ; zealous reformer, 
306 ; his courage, no papist, 
307 ; Wentworth's letters· to, 
309; in Edinburgh, 3I6; Scots 
hate, 3I7; his windows broken, 
324; a 'Revolutionary,' 327; 
is impeached, 330; in Tower, 

33I, 339, 340; his death, 399; 
growls at emigration, 525 

LAUDERDALE, Earl of, see Mait-
land 

LAWRENCE, Henry, 469 
LAWSON, Admiral John, 456 
LEAGUE, 'the Holy,' 29, 30, 3I 
LECTURERS, suppressed,•305 
LEEDS, 80 
LEEDS, Thomas, 537 
LEICESTER, 45, 407 
LEICESTERSHIRE, martyrdoms in, 

I29 
LEIGHTON, Alexander, 303, 333 
LEINSTER, Kildare's possession in, 

2I I ; war in, 220 
LEITH, 7I, IOO, I$6, 347, 449 
LEIX, 2I7, 220 
LENNOX, Earldom of, I$9 
LENTHALL, \Villiam, 330, 332, 

354. 497. SOI, sos 
LEo X., Pope, 29, 43 
LEPANTO, battle of, I70 
LESLIE, family of, 319, 320 
-, Alexander, rst Earl of Leven, 

320, 32I, 325, 345. 347. 348. 
385. 393. 395. 397. 406, 407, 
429 

-, David, 393, 396, 397, 409, 
42I, 429, 447. 448, 449. 450, 
45I 

-,John, 6th Earl of Rothes, 
316, 347 ., 

LEVANT COMPANY, 176, 20I, 247 
'LEVELLERS,' 424, 425, 427, 432, 

434. 440, 441, 442, 443. 447. 
474. 475. 490, 49I, 494 

LEvEN, Earl of, see Leslie 
LEWES, I92, I95, I99, 527, 534, 

537. 538 
LEYDEN, 523 
LEYVA, Alonso de, 179 
LILBURNE, John, 303, 304, 424, 

441, 443. 464 
LILY, William, 40, 4I, I9I 
LIMERICK, 2!0, 245 
LINACRE, Thomas, 40 
LINCOLN, Earl of, see De la Pole 
LINCOLNSHIRE, rising in, 6o, 99 ; 

Cromwell in, 382, 384; 'pi~
grims' from, 522 

LINDSAY, family of, 233 
-, Ludovic, I6th Earl of Craw-

ford, 347 • 
LINDSEY, Earl of, see Bertie 
LISBON, I7I, I85, 277, 452, 453 
LISKEARD, 381 
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LISLE, Sir George; 430, 43 I 
LITANY, the, 25, 67, 303 
LIVERIES,. statute of, 18, 82 
LIZARD, the, I82 
' LoBSTERs,' 366 
LOCH AWE, 405 
LocH EIL, 405 
LocmEL, oCamerons of, 405 
LOCHLEVEN CASTLE, !6I 
LocH NESS, 405 
LOCH TAY, 405 
LockHART, Sir William, 483 
LoFTUS,- Adam, 1st Viscount 

Loftus, 337 
LoGGAN, David, 379 
LOLLARDS, 39, 40 

ist temper of, gates broken 
down, 506; is against conditions, 
507 ; Charles II. enters, 510; 
Colonies ' floated ' by, 5 16 ; 
are in diocese of, 519 ; plague 
in·, 5 30 ; coal trade of, 53 I 

'LoNDON CoMPANY, the, 5I8 
LORD LIEUTENANT, of counties, 

creation of office of, I 39 ; of 
Ireland, see. Viceroy 

LORD MAYOR, I9, 353, 506, 510 
-LoRDS, House of, numbers of, I-J, 

237; Henry VIII. manages, 
48 ; additions to, 92,' I05 ; 
rejects heresy Statutes, I25 ; 
passes them, I27 ;·. oaths not 
enforced on •m,m,bers .of, I 53; 
temper of, 237; • to be blown 
qp,, 253; Bishop Neile in, ~6I ; 
new creations, 265, 266; would 
have thrown out the Customs 
Bill, 28 I, 282 ; temper of, 289 ; 
cases of Arundel and Bristol 
in, 290 ; ·wants to check the '· 
Commons, ··295, 323 ; leader:s · 
of, in Long Parliament,· 328, 
329; imprisons Strafford, 330; 

LONDON, threatening, 36; popu• 
lation of, 63, 8o, 359; chronicles''
of, 91 ; rents in, 97 ; hostile 
to Somers·et, I02; Protestant, 
118; 'drawbridge at, I23, 192; 
entry of Philip and Mary to, 
I26; martyrs at, 128 ; temper 
of, 150; Essex _in, I86, 187; 
not to increase, 248 ; · Treaty 
of, 250; loans raised in',•265 ;. 
bo~fires in, 276 ; !"arliamen- 1 
tanan (1629), 295; secret presse~ 
in, 304 ; assessed for ship- 1 • 
money, . 313; riots in, 324, 

swallows ' Own Consent Bill,' 
332; to try Strafford,. 336 ; 
fair to him, 337 ; resents 
pressure, 338 ; passes Attainder 
Bill, takes '.Protestation and 
Oath,' 339; defends Prayer Book, 
34I, 342, 343; hears sermons, 
342 ; rejects Exclusion Bill, 
343, 348, 35I; acts with Com
mons, 345 ; imprisons Bishops, 
352; stands for the Law, 352, 
353 ; on the five members, 
353, 354; follows the Com
mons, 355, 356; passes Ex
clusion Bill, desertions from, 
356; the minority left votes 
for peace, 384, 390 ; fights 
against proposal for New Model, 
400 ; Charles wishes to come 
to, 4I6; Cromwell wishes to 
conciliate, 424 ; abolition de
manded, 425 ; vote of non
addresses passed in, 427; 
rejects the 'High Court of 
Justice,' 434; abolished, 44I ; 
Richard Cromwell visits, 50I ; 
is for a conditional Restora-

348 ; merchants alarmed, 325 ; 
joy in, 326 ; mob of, 336, 339 ; 
petitions ot, influence of, '341 ; 
Calvinism of, . 34I ; Charles' 
reception in, 348, 35I; Com
mon Council· of, 354 ; high
way from, 358 ; trained bands 
called out in, 36I, 376; Charles' 
objective, 374; temper of, 376, 
377 ; defences of, . 377 ; plots 
in, 382 ; peace party in, 384 ; 
sends relief to Gloucester, 388 ; 
its men at Newbury, 389; 
fluctuations of opinion in, 390 ; 
short service in, 39I ; relieved 
of fear, 395 ; Presbyterianism 
established in, 4I 3 ; leans to 
Scots, 4I 7 ; restless, 422 ; a 
mob in, 424 ; Army advances 
to, 424; tumults in, 427; Charles 
brought to, 434 ; Cromwell's 
reception in, 448 ; hostile to 
Protectorate, 469; Jews in, 

• 472 ; Royalists banished from, 
484; they return to, 487 ; 
Monk's advance on, 504; Monk 
enters, tumults in, 505 ; Royal-

tion, 507, 508 . 
-, a bastard House of, created, 

490 ; it . weakens Cromwell, 
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492 ; Cromwell in, 493 ; not 
to be recognized, 500 . 

LoRDS, JusTICES (in Ireland), 208, 
215 

LoRNE. Lord, see Campbell 
LoRRAINE, family of, 69 ; see also 

Guise 
-, Charles III., Duke of, 403 
LOSTWITHIEL, 397 
LoTHIANS, the, 71 
LOUDOUN, Earl of, see Campbell 
Lours XII., I{ing of France, I4, 

29, 31, 34 
Lours XIII., King of France, 278, 

280, 284 
Lours XIV., King of France, I37, 

470 
LOUISIANA, 5 I6 
LoUTH, county of, 2I I 
LOVEL, family of, I I 
LucAs, Sir Charles, 429, 430, 43I 
LUDGATE, 123, 252 

LUDLOW, Edmund, 445, 497 
LuNSFORD, Sir Thomas, 352, 374 
LUTHER, Martin, 39, 43, 45, 66, 

270 
LuTHERANS, LuTHERANISM, 42, 

44, 59, 6o, 65, 66, r 53, 264 
LuTZEN, battle of, 538 
'LYCIDAS,' 308 
LYME HEGIS, 76, 384, 397 
LYNN, KING's, rrz 
LYON, river, 405 
LYTTELTON, Edward, rst Lord 

Lyttelton, 356 

MACDONALD, tlre clan, 404, 405, 
406 

MACDONNELL, tribe Of, 216, 404; 
see also O'Donnell 

-, Randal, Earl of Antrim, 
J20, 346, 347· 404 

-, Sorley Boy, 216, 217, 220 
MACHIAVELLI, Niccolo, 4, 14, 

so. 142, 309, 492 
MACKENZIE, George, Lord Sea-

forth, 405 
MACLEAN, the clan, 384 
MACWILLIAM, tribe of, 220 
MADRID, 263, 268, 271, 274, 276 
-, Treaty of, 286 
MAGAZINES, 357 and note 
MAGDALEN COLLEGE, Oxford, 40, 

379; bridge at, 378 
MAGRATH, Miles, Archbishop of 

Cashel, 207, 219 
MAGUIRE, family of, 205, 349 

MAIDSTONE, 428 
MAINE, S25 
MAINWA-RING, Roger, Bishop of 

St. David's, 288 
MAITLAND, John, 2nd Ead, after

wards rst Duke, of Lauderdale, 
540, 45 I 

-,William, of Lethin~on, I57. 
I6I 

MAJORs-GENERAL, government 
by, 485. 486, 437, 490, 500, 542 

MALEY, Nicholas, ' Remedies for 
Diseases in Horses,' 1:99 

'MALIGN ANTS,' see Royalists 
MALMESBURY, abbey, S8 
MALT, 533 
MANCHESTER, 80, 450 
MANCHESTER, Earl of, see Mon-

tague 
MANDEVILLE, Lord, see Montague 
MANOA, 262 
MANSFELD, Ernest, Count of, 

277, 278, 283 
MARDYK, 482, 483 
MARGARET, Duchess of Burgundy, 

IO, I I 
MARGARET TuDOR, Queen of 

James IV., IS, I6, 68, 89, 159, 
I88 

MARIA, Infanta of Spain, 265, 
273, 275. 276 

'MARIAN EXILES,' the, 151, 153 
MARIGNANO, battle .. f, 34 
MARKHAM, Gerva$e, his 'Discourse 

of Horsemanship,' 199 
MARL, 198 
MARLBOROUGH, 262, 380 
l\iARSTON MooR, battle of, 396,427 
MARTEN, Henry, 329, 338, 424, 

497 
MARTIAL, epigrams of, 190 
MARTIAL LAW, 99, 284, 294, 437, 

439.442,451, 48~ 485 
MARTIN MAR-PRELATE, I87 
l\IARTYRS, the Marian, I28, I29, 

I30, 131, I32, I34, 139 
MARY Tudor, Queen of France, 

Duchess of Suffolk, r6, 34. 80), 
g6 

MARY !.,Queen, as Princess: birth 
of, 36 ; proposals for marriage, 
37, 69; her tutor, 40; plotting 
treason, SI, 52; prematurely 
aged, 90 ; allowed the mass, 9 5 ~ 
favours rebellion, 98 ; deprived 
of mass, 104 ; her affection, 
resists the council, 107 ; her 
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Spanish leanings, 108 ; hears 
of Edward's death, III ; writes 
to Council, 112. As Queen : 
praises her father, 73 ; her 
coinage, 83 ; joy at her 
accession, 88 ; proclaimed, 113 ; 
character of, 4. H4, IIS, 
rr6, en'ters London, releases· 
prisoners, rr6; to marry Philip, 
u7; I2I, I22; coronation of, 
II8, I 19; her first Parliament, 
I2I ; her vengeance, I23; her 
second Parliament, I24; her 
marriage, I 2 5 ; her third 
Parliament, I 26 ; her zeal · 
for persecution, I26, 127, IJO; 
her hopes of an heir, I.JO, I 32 ; 
her loneliness • and misery, 
·I 34 ; her fourth Parliament, 
I 34 ; refounds monasteries, 
I 34 ; her • throne tottering, 

· 13 5 ; fails to succour Calais, 
I38; her last Parliament, I39; 
her last days, I40; and death, 
I4I ; her Irish policy, 2I4, 215, 
216, 217; her Book of Rates, 
247; her candlesticks, 288 

MARY, Queen of Scots, birth of, 70; 
sent to France to escape English 
marriage, 72, roo·; her claim to 
English crown, I09, I20, I48, I 5 I, 
155, 163, 169, 173; her position 
and charac!er, I44, 145 ; in 

' France, I 54 ; cedes Scotland to 
France, I 55 ; drops English 
title, becomes Queen of France, 
I 56 ; returns to Scotlimd a 
widow, I 57 ; her suitors, marries 
Darnley, I 58 ; hates him, I 59 ; · 
her spirited policy, I6o ; birth 
of her son, murder of her hus
band, marriage to Bothwell, 
fights Langside, flees to Eng
land, I6I ; in prison in England, 
162 ; plots against Elizabeth, 
I62, I6J, I64, I65, r66, 172; 
cedes her rights to Philip, I69; 
tries Don John, I70; to be 
finished, I72; death of, 173 

MARY, Princess. of Orange, 
daughter of Charles I., 334, 445 

MARYBOROUGH, 2I7 
MARYLAND, 52I 
' MARY RosE,' the, 76, I9I 
MASON, Sir John, 92, I20, I33, 

I40 
MASSACHVl>F;HS, pi, $24, $25 

MASSEY, Colonel Edward, 388, 
421, 422,' 450, 4SI' 

MAURICE, Prince of Orange, 256 
-, Prince (brother of Rupert), 

38I, 383. 453. 539 
MAXIMILIAN 1., Emperor, I2, I4, 

29, 34 
- 1., Duke of Bavaria, Elector of 

Bavaria, 264, 273' 
MAXWELL, family of, 233 
'MAYFLOWER,' the, 522 

tMAYNARD, John, 386 
MAZARIN, Cardinal Jules, 475, 

48I, 482 
MEATH, diocese of, 209 ; county of, 

2II 
MEDINA SIDONIA, Alonzo Perez de 

Guzman, Duke of, I8I; I83 
MEDITERRANEAN, 194; England 

in the,77, 458, 477 
MELVIL, Andrew, I69 
MENDOZA, Bernardino de, I79' 
·' MERCANTILE SYSTEM,' the, 78, 

79. 512, 5I3 
'MERCHANTS - ADVENTURERS;' 

Company of the, 2I, I75 . 
MERTON COLLEGE, Oxford, 379 
MEXICO, 262, 263, 283, 405 
MIDDLESEX, martyrdoms in, I28 
-, Earl of, see Cranfield 
MILAN, duchy Of, 34, 35,. 143, 

I93 • 
-, Christina, Duchess of, 6r 
MILITIA, the, I29, I82; 35I, 356, 

450, 468, 474. 485. -487. 488, 
505; see also Trained bands 

-BILL, ORDINANCE, 351, 356, 
357 

MILLAIS, Sir John Everett, 6 
MILTON, John, 244, 308, 340, 481 
MoLuccAS,- see Spice Islands 
MoN A.STERIES, 38, 56. 57. s8. 59. 

63, 127, I34. zag, 2I4 
MONK, George, afterwards Ist 

Duke of Albemarle, at Dundalk, 
443, 444; at Stirling, 450, 451 ; 
takes Dundee, 451 ; at sea, 456, 
459; watching, 497 ; for the 
Rump, 502, 503; his army, 503; 
purges it, 504 ; at Coldstream, 
504 ; advances, 505 ; in city, 
506; sends to Charles II., 507; 
disarms dangerous people, 508 ; 
on Dover beach, 510 

MONOPOLIES, 310, -3 I I 
MoNRO, Sir George, 430 
l\10NTAGU, Admiral Edward, after-
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wards Ist Earl of Sandwich, 
508, 509 

:MoNTAGUE, Sir Edward, C.]., IIO 
-, Edward, Lord Mandeville, 

2nd Earl of Manchester, 
353.377.389,393.394.397.398, 
400, 40I, 507 

-, Richard, Bishop of Chichester, 
afterwards of Norwich, 288, 
307, 34I, 538, 543 

MoNTAIGNE, Michael de, his 
'Essays,' 53I 

MoNTEAGLE, Lord, see Parker 
MONTREUIL, Jean de, 4I5 
MoNTROSE, Marquis of, see Gra-

ham 
MoRDAUNT, John, Viscount Mar

daunt, so6 
MoRE, Antonio, I I4 
-, Sir Thomas, 6, 26, 29, 40, 41, 

43. 48, so. 53. 54. 64 
MORGAN, Sir Charles, 283 
-,Major-General Thomas, 482, 

504 
MoRLEY (of Brooms, West Dean), 

family of, 537 
-,Colonel Herbert, 537, 538 
MORTON, ] ohn, Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Cardinal, 7, 8, II, 

I7, 38 
-, Earls of, see Douglas 
MoUNTJOY, Lord, see Blount 
MouNTNORR1S, Lord, see Annesley 
MULBERRY TREES, 532 
MUNSTER, Desmonds in, 2I I, 220; 

plantation of, 22I, 222, 224 ; 
Cromwell in, 445 

MUNTHAM, 537 
MUSGRAVE, Sir Philip, 429, 430 
MUSKETEERS, 362 
MUSTERING STATUTE, 139, I82 

NAIRN, 406 
NASEBY, battle of, 40I, 403, 406, 

407, 408, 429, 435. 450 
'NASEBY,' the, 508, 509 
NAPLES, 35, I34, I35, I36, I43, 

I93 . 
NAVIGATION AcT, 20, 438, 455, 

456, 459. 526 
NAvY, under Henry VIII., 75, 76, 

174; under Mary, II7, I25; 
under Elizabeth, I74, I79. r8o, 
I8I, 182, 183, 184, 185; under 
Charles 1., 280, 284, 285, 287, 
3I3, 3I4; secured for Parlia
ment, 355, 369; ships revolt 

from, 428, 430; under Blake, 
446; accompanies Cromwell to 
the north, 448 ; in Dutch war, 
457, 458 ; in 'Instrument of 
Government,' 468 ; in Spanish 
war, 477, 478, 479, 480; in 
'Humble Petition and Advice,' 
49 I ; declares for Frt;e Parlia
ment, 505 ; in the Downs, 508, 
509 

NEEDHAM, !\larchmont, 486 
NEILE, Richard, bishop of Win

chester, afterwards Archbishop 
of York, 238, 26I, 305 

NELSON, Horatio, Viscount Nel
son, 1So, I84 

NEVILLE, Charles, 6th Earl of 
Westmoreland, I65 

NEVIS, 526 
NEWARK, 3S2, 392, 409 
NEWBURN, 325, 336 
NEWBURY, first battle of, 3S9, 539 
-, second battle of, 39S, 400 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, So, 3II, 

325,333,345, 357,400,4I6,4IS, 
504, 53I 

'NEWCASTLE PROPOSITIONS,' the, 
417 

NEWCASTLE, Earl of, see Caven
dish 

NEw CoLLEGE, Oxford, 4I, 42, 
379 

NEW ENGLAND, z:;q,Oo)os, 392, 478, 
521, 522, 523, 524. 525 

NEWFOUNDLAND, 22, 5I3 
NEW HAMPSHIRE, 52I, 525 
NEw INN HALL, Oxford, 379 
NEW JERSEY, 479 
NEWMARKET, 20I, 270, 422 
'NEW MODEL,' 365, 400, 401, 402, 

407 ; see also Army 
NEWNHAM BRIDGE, 138 
NEW PLYMOUTH, 524 
NEWPORT, 43I, 432, 507 
NEWSPAPERS, 390, 4S7 
NEw YoRK, 479 
NmD, river, 395 
'NINETEEN PROPOSITIONS,' the, 

357 
NoAILLES, Antoine de, 130, I35 
NOMBRE DEDIOS, I7S 
'NoN-ADDRESSES,' vote of, 427 
NoNcONFORMITY, I03 
NORFOLK, 9S, 99, III, 272 
-, Dukes of. See Howard 
NoRHAM CASTLE, 32 
NoRRis, Sir John, 205 
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NORTHAMPTONSH1RE, 407, 419 
NORTH-EAST PASSAGE, 77 
NoRTH POLE, I84 
NoRTHUMBERLAND, 32I, 325 
NORTHUMBERLAND, Earl of, see 

Percy ; Duke of, see Dudley 
NoRTH-wEsT PAssAGE, 77 
NORWAY, ~0, 209 
NoRwicH, So, 99. 359 
NOTTINGHAM, 358, 374 
NoTTINGHAM, Earl of,'see Howard 
-,Lady, 188 
NoTTINGHAMSHIRE, 4I6 
NovA ScoTIA, see Acadia 
NuNTIO, the Papal, 307 
NUREMBERG, 538 

OAK TREES, 5 32 ' 
O'BouRKE, family of, 206, 207 
O'BRIEN, family of, 214, 220 
O'BYRNE, family of, 220 , 
O'CoNNOR, famtly of, 220 
O'DoNNELL, family of, 2I6, 'zzo, 

224 
-, Rory, Earl of Tyrconnell, 223, 

225, 226 ' 
0FFALY, 2I7 
OGLETHORPE, Owen; Bishop of 

Carlisle, ISZ 
OKEY, Colonel John, 422 
OLIVARES, Gaspar de Guzman, 

Count of, 273, 276 _ , ; 
• O'NEILL, fami~ of, 206, 2I4, '2I6, 

2I8, 224, 349 
-, Hugh, 2nd Earl of Tyrone, 

222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227 
-, Owen, 444 · 
-,Shane, 218, 220 
-, Tirlough Luineach, 2I7, 220 
OQUENDO, Miguel de, 179, 183 
ORANGE, House of, 452, 456 
ORDINANCES, of Long Parliament, 

345 ; the Protector's, 471 
O'REILLY, family of, 205 
ORINOCO, river, 195, 262, 263 
ORKNEY IsLANDS, 446, 457 
ORMOND, Earls of, see Butler 
0SNEY, 59, 379 
OusE, river, 230, 358 
OVERBURY, Sir Thomas, 273, 276 
OxFoRD, bishopric of, 65 
-,Earl of, see Vere 
OxFORD, Lollards at, 40 ; Greek 

• at, 41, 42 ; early Protestants 
at, 42 ; royal charter to Univer
sity of, 43 ; royal endowments 
at, 64; t4e martyrs of, I30, IJI, 

I32 ; Laud's gifts to, 302 ; sends 
, plate to King, 357; navigation 

to, 358; Charles I. occupies, 376, 
377; Treaty of,. 376; becomes 
Royalist head quarters, 378; 
380 ;' defences of, 378, 379; 

'fortress-girdle round, 380 ; 
Essex looks at, 382 ; rein
forcements from, · 384 ; King 
falls back on, 389 ; newspapers 
at, 390; Parliament at, 393, 
394; first siege of, 395, 397 ; 
weary of war, 397; King falls 
back on; 398 ; second siege of, 
407 ; Rupert arrested at, 409 ; 
surrender. of, 410; French 
ambassadors at, 415 ; 1 ·Charles 
leaves, 416 ; germ of Royal 
Society at, 472 :· a delinquent's 
visit to, 541, 542 

0XFORDSHIRE, martyrdoms fu, 
I29; (North), Parliamentarian, 
380 

PACE, Richard, 4 ' 
PADSTOW, 196 · 
PAGET, Sir William, rst Lord 

Paget, 91, 92, 98, .102, ·105,. 
III, II3, II9, I20, I23, I24,125, 
I27, I40 . ' 

PALACE YARD, 263, 352, 384 
PALATINATE, the; 264, 265, 267, 

268, 273, 275, 278, 286 
PALE, the Irish, 2rr,' .2I2, 217, 

2I8, 223, 349 
PALOS, 21 
PANAMA, 178 
PAN,ZANI, Gregorio: 307 
PAPACY, 24, 25, 26, 3I, 36, 39, 45, 

us. I20, I43, r66~ 209, 249, 
3I7 •· 

PARHAM; 200, 537 
PARIS, 220 
PARKER, Matthew, Archbishop of 

Canterbury, 99, I63, 164 
-,William, Lord Monteagle; 254, 

255 
PARKINSON, John, 'Paradisi in 

Sole Piradisus Terrestris,' 204 
PARLIAMENT, growth of, 74; 

position of, 236, 237; 240, 24I, 
298, 299, 30I ; Act for triennial, 
33I, 474; Cromwell wishes for, 
440 petitions for a free, 504, 
505 Restoration the work of, 
509 legislation for colonies, 
519 • 
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PARLIAMENT, 'the Short,' 322, 323 
-the Long, 27!, 296, 302, 326; 

composition of, 328, 329, 330; its 
good work, 33I ; Triennial 
Act, 33I ; 'Own Consent Bill,' 
332; abolishes Star Chamber, 
etc., 335 ; . army plots against, 
334 ; Strafford's impeachment 
in, 335. 336, 337; his attainder 
in, 338, 339 ; parties in, 34I, 
342, 343 ; institutes Fast-day, 
342 ; close of first session 
of, 343 ; vacation committee 
of, 345 ; reassembles, demands 
a guard, 347 ; Grand Remon
strance in, 348, 350; pre
pares for war, 355, 356; deser
tions from, 356; raises army, 
357 ; borrows cash, 358 ; su
perior in artillery, 362 ; the 
better paymasters, 36I, 38 5 ; 
its basis of support, 367, 368 ; 
its naval power, 369 ; its 
demands, 376 ; supports Essex, 
377 ; to take Covenant, 384, 
386 ; a moral triumph for, 388 ; 
preparing fresh armies, 389 ; 
votes taxes, 390 ; hard up for 
men, 39I .; lacks a leader, 392 ; 
Scottish allies of, 398 ; kills 
Laud, 399 ; ' New Model ' 
passes, 400 ; commissioners of, 
402 ; gives Fairfax free hand, 
407 ; its spite, 4I I ; orders 
new elections, 412, 413; be
comes a farce, 413, 423; 
Charles' offers to, 415, 4I6 ; 
sends Newcastle Propositions, 
417; snubs Ormond, 418 ; 
wishes to send army to Ireland, 
419, 42I ; Presbyterian leaders 
in, 423 ; Independent leaders 
in, 424 ; Cromwell clings to, 
425, 428; passes 'Non Ad
dresses,' 427 ; repeals it, 43 I ; 
opens Treaty of Newport, 431 ; 
is horrified and purged, 432 ; 
becomes Rump, q.v. 

-,the 'Oxford,' 393, 394 
-. the ' Little,' 462, 463, 464, 

473 
-of I654. 473, 474 
-of I656-7, 488, 489, 490 
- of I659, 499. 500, 501 
-.the Irish, 209, 213, 2I4, 22I, 

227, 228, 322 and note 
-,the Scottish, I5,6, I 57, 235, 

317, 3I8, 322, 346. 386, 447, 
449 

PARLIAMENTS of Henry VII., 
IO, 12, I6, 17 

-of Henry VIII., attitude of, 
27, 74, 82, 83; of 1522, 36, 
83; of I529, 47, 48, 49; of 
I539. 66 • 

-of Edward VI., 9I, I05, ro8, 
I2I 

-of Mary, I2I, I24, I25. I26, 
127, I34, I39 

-of Elizabeth, I47, I5I, I52, 
I53. I64, I67, I72, 177, I84 

-of the Stuarts, 235, 236, 237, 
2J8, 239, 240, 24I 

-of James I., 244; of I604, 
244, 245, 246, 247, 248 ; of 
I6I4, 26I, 262; of I62r ,267, 268, 
269, 270; of I624, 277, 278 

-of Charles I., the first three, 
280, 28 I ; of I62 5. 28 r, 282, 
287, 290; of 1626, 287, 290 
291 ; of I628, 287, 293, 294 
29 5. 296. 297 

PARMA, see Farnese 
PARR, Katharine, see Katharine 

III. 
William, Ist Marquis of 

Northampton, 92, IOI, III, 
II2 

PARSONS, Father Robert, I67 
PATRICK, Saint, 21., 
PAUL III., Pope, 62 
-IV., Pope, II5, 132, I34, I35· 

I 36, I 37 
'PAuL's CRoss,' I 18 
PAULET, Sir Amyas, I73 
-,John, 5th Marquis of Win-

chester, 412, 539 
-, William, Ist Marquis of Win-

chester, 92, IOI, 105, III 
PAVIA, battle of, 36 
PEERAGES, sale of, 265 
PELHAM, Sir William, 2I9 
PELLATT, John, 544 
PEMBROKE, 428, 429 
-, Earls of, see Herbert 
PENDENNIS CASTLE, 62, 381, 4IO 
PENN, Admiral William, 453, 

456, 477. 478 
PENNINE HILLS, 395, 429 
PENNINGTON, Sir John, 355 
PENRUDDOCK, Colonel John, 484' 
PENTLAND FIRTH, I 8 3 
PEPYS, Sarn~el, 470, 508, sog, 

5IO 
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PERCY, Algernon, roth Earl of navy,· terrorizes England, I8) ; 
Northumberland, JI4, 325, 328, helps Irish rebels, z'zr, 223, 
334, 390, 394, 507, 538 225; death scene of, r44 

-,Henry, gth Earl of Northum- PHILIP III., King of Spain, 249 
berland, 233 PHILIP IV., King of Spain, 273, 

-,Thomas, 7th Earl of North- 275, 276, 453, 476 · 
umberland, I6S PHILIPHAUGH, battle. of; 490 

-,Thorn~, conspirator, 253 PHILIPSTOWN, 217 
PERIWIGS, 537 . PHILPOT, John, I3I 
PERROTT, Sir John, 2I$, 2I9, 22I PICARDY, 35, I37 
'PERTH, 405, 449; see also Articles PIEDMONT, 48I 
PERU, 179, 262 . PIKEMEN, 362 
PETERBOROUGH, bishopric of, 65 PILGRIM FATHERS, $22, 523 
PETER MARTYR (Vermigli), 103 PINKIE, battle of, 7I, roo, I54, 
PETERSFIELD, I9I. 430 
PETER'S PENCE, 52' PIONfERS (Engjneers) cin • Civil 
'PETITION AND ADVICE,' the War, 363, . .; . . 

Humble, see Humble Prus V., Pope, I66 • 
PETITION, the 'Millenary,' 231 . , PIZARRO~ Francisco, 262 
- OF RIGHT, 294, 295 •. 43~ ·. PMG{JE, 366 (note), 530 • 
PETRE, Sir Williatn, 92 PLANTAGENET/fam~ly of, .io6 
PETT, Phineas, JI2 d ......,, Edward, Earl of Warwick, 
PHEui?s, Sir R_9bert, 287, :zg,r, .. • • ''Io, II, i3 · 
PHILIP, Duke of Burgundy, I3, -.George:, Duke "of Clarence, 

I6, 20 -,IO, 37 , f ·' 

PHILIP II., King of Spain, 90; to , .....,.; Richard, Duke'ofYork: ziz. 
marry Mary, 107; 'izo; · to ·PLANTATION,~ see Ireland, Munster, 
be ' King of England,' I 2z ; , Ulster r ,· .• t ' '· . 
embassy to fetch, · lands in ·· P:cATo,' 40, '4I, I93 · 
England, marries Mary, I25 ; 'PLYMOUTH, 76, So, .r8·\· r?i, 285, 
character of, I26; hypocrisy of, · 369, 383, '387,. 389, 397, 458, 
b8 ; fayou~ Elizabeth, l~a':'es '480, ·522, 523 :, · 
England, 133; at war w1th PLYMOUTH ,.COMPANY, the, 518, 
Pope, 1.34 ;. with France, r 36 ; ' . 5 z'I , ·' .• " 
his care. for Calais, 136; wins PoACHERS, 535 
battle of SJ. Quentin, I37; PoLE, family of, 37, 52, 6r, 62 
tries to save· Calais,· 140, 149 ; ·-, Henry, Lord Montague, 62 
sends to Elizabeth, I40; his -, Reginald, Archbishop of Can-
European position and char- terbury, Cardinal, ro; plotting 
acter, 143. 144 ;· Elizabeth's treason, 51; libels Henry, 6o; 
'best friend;' 143. 148, 178 ; in Flanders, 6r ; in a passion, 
his attitude to ,Mary of Scot- 62; urges Charles V., 90; in-
land, 148; his hesitation, 149; vited to England, 95 ; his 
woos Elizabeth, 158; must advice'to·Mary, II7; Gardiner 
support Guises, 160 ; his in- dislikes, r'r'9 ; • 'lands as legate, 
trigues in England, 163, 164; 126; a persecutor, 128, I29; 
his poverty, dismisses an am- Archbishop, 132; accused of 
bassador, · 165; angry with heresy,,,137 ;, last days of, 139; 
Pius V., plots assassinations, death of, 14I 
r66; jealous of Don John, PooLE, 384 ' 
170; fights William of Orange, PooR,LA\Y, 81, 536 
171; gets Portugal, I7I ; assas- . PoPULATION, statistics of, 359, 5I4 

.sinates William, I72 :. prepares PoRTLAND, battle off, 458 . 
· for Armada, I73 ; sends troops PoRTLAND, Earl of, see 'Weston 
to Ireland, I79; his sailors •. I PoRTSMOUTH, 72, 76., 285, 355, 
I79; lays embargo, I8I; starves I9I . · 
his Armada, I8I ; rebuilds · • PoRTUGAL, I4; claims a mare 
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clausum, 77, 176, 177; Philip PRIDE, Colonel Thomas, 422, 432, 
gets crown of, 171 ; complains 486 
to Cecil, 177; her ships in PRIMER of Henry VIII., 67; the 
Armada, I8o; could have been Latin, of Edward VI., 4I 
liberated, 184; loses Eastern PRIVILEGE OF PARLIAMENT, 74, 
possessions, 271, 27.2; is liber- 238, 244, 269, 270, 296, 354 
ated, 452 ; Rupert in, 453 ; PRIVY CouNCIL under Henry VII., 
Jews from, 472; treaty with, ll, 18; under Henr)1 VIII., 29, 
480; victory over, 529 60, 213; under Edward VI., 88, 

PosT OFFICE, 3II 89, go, 92, IOI, 102, 104, 105, 
POTATOS, Ig5 I08, IIO, I II, II2; under Mary, 
POTOMAC, river, 528 • IIg, 120, 12I, 122, 123, 124, 
PoYER, Colonel John, 428, 42g 133; under Elizabeth, 140, 151, 
PoYNET, John, Bishop of Win- 243, 2go; under James I., 226, 

chester, 102 • 252, 261, 262, , 534; under 
PoYNINGS, Sir Edwara, 212, 213. Charles I., 290, 2gz, 293, 2g5, 
PRAGUE, 265 · • , .. ' ' 2g6, 2gg, 300, 323, 338, 339, 
PRAYER BooK of Edward VI., the . 525, 535 

First, 67; g4,, 103, II6, r::ig, -,The Scottish, 3I6, 317, 318 
I 50 , ' :PROCLAMATIONS, Statute of, 62 ; 

- of Edward VI., the Second, use of, 243 
· 103, I 5 I · , . ' PROPOSITIONS, ' the Newcastle,' 

-of Elizabeth, 152,' 165, r86, · . 'the Nineteen,' see 'New-
' PRAYER BooK,' the, so, 231;232~ castle,' 'Nineteen • 

239, 240, 2£4, 305, 341, 342, 367, PROTECTORATE, go, 467, 468, 4g6, 
368, 376, 422, 463. 471, 485, ' 497· 4g8 
543 , • PROTEST of I62I, 270, 27I 

-,for Ireland:216, 226 PROTESTANTS, the French, ses 
-,for Scotlano, .JI6 · • '' • Huguenots · 
PRECEDENTS,· legal doctrine. of,' -,the Vaudois, see Piedmont 

242 ' '· ' PROTESTATION AND OATH,' 33g 
' PREMUNIRE/ 39, 49 ' • ' , • PROVIDENCE, see l}hodes Island, 
PRESBYTERIANS,' PRESBYTERIAN·. PROVISORS, Statute of, 39 

ISM, in Scotland, 163, 164, 231, PRYNNE, William, 303, 333 
266, 267, 3t9; the only alter~ PURITANS, PURITANISM, 163, 164, 
native to Episcopacy, · 342; r86, 231, 239, 240, ,259, 282, 
intolerance of, j85, 3g2, 393; 287, 289, 293, 300, 305, 306, 
quarrel with • Independents, 307, 317, 340, 368, 401, 439, 
398, 399; power of, -in Parlia- . 471, 521, 523 
ment and City, 413; dread of PUSEYITES, 103 
Army, 421; leaders 'of, 422; PYM, John, imprisoned, 270; 
Cromwell will conciliate, . 424 ; in Charles' early Parliaments, 
becoming Royalist: 426, 427, 280, 287, 296 ; holds meetings, 
431 ; imprisonment 6f leaders 301 ; leads Short Pailiament, 
of, 433 ; Moderates, 447 ; 323 ; intrigues with Scots, 323 ; 
Quakers insult, 471 ; • hate fans the flame, 325 ; in Long 
sectaries, 474; dread Crom:- Parliament, 329; will have 
well, 475 ; come to rely on him, Strafford's life, 330, 335 ; opens 
48g, 490; nearly all Royalist, impeachment, 336; agrees to 
497, 498 ; to be excluded, 503 ; attainder, 338 ; is 'King Pym,' 
a daring preacher, 505 ; for 339; becoming a :radical, 341 ; 
conditions, s·o7 ; majority in attacks bishops, 342 ; evidence 
Convention, 508 of his treason, 344 ; reve"!;lS 

PRESTON, battle of, 429, 430, 431; plots, 335, 345, 347; prepares 
Scots take, 450 , Remonstrance, 347, 350; to be 

PRICES, rise of, 6, 79, 8o, 82, 104, impeached, 352, 353 ; on com-
I06, rg8, 536 mittee, 357 i stands firm, 377; 
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impeaches Que-~n, carries motion 
for a synod, 382 ; calls in Scots, 
384, 385; sends to Gloucester, 
388 ; death and character . of, 
39I, 392; makes a new Great 

in ''Humbie Pe.titi~n. and Ad
vice," 49'r; of·'Richatd, 5_00 

REYNOLDS, ·sir John, 48Z 
Rm~. Isle of, 28 5, 2g2 

Seal, 393 '' 
PYRENEES, the, 512 

• 
QUAKERS, 442, 47I, 544 

RHINE; ·river, 256 , ~ 
. RHODE! ISLAND! 52!, 525 

RHoi:ms, Castle of, 21. 
RIBBLE, i'i;ver, '\395' . 

• RicH, Frances (Cromwell), 47P 
-,Henry, Earl_of Holland,; 321, QUARTER SESSIONS, '198, 534, 535• 

439 . '-f ' 536, 537 ' 
QUEENBOROUGH, castle of, 62 
QUEEN'S ;COUNTY, 217 
QiJIBERON, battle of, 532 

' 

...,.., Richard~, 6o: ' • ·' •. • 
-,Robert; 2nd•Earl· of Warwick, 

29I, . 31_:p, 3•I4,.;J328;" '355, 392, 
430, 470 . i 

~, 1 ,.R]CHELIEU,Ir Arm~nd'; Duplessis, 
RADCLIFFE, Thomas, 3rd Earl off ,;.Carq!D:al, '233, ~6o,, 284, 285, 

S 6 · •· 323"'· 340' 5 r6• · ' · ussex, I 5, 2I7 ~ t .. ""' . • _.: . .. , . ·· •1-: • 
RAGLAN CASTLE, 410" .. , .'> J '>R~CHliWND;- 28, ii88' . 
RAINSBOROUG~, Colonel Thadi<}st.0 ·_. , Duke of, fee-Fitzroy , . ; " · 

424 • . · ·~ ~· •. · RI'm.ilEY, . Wicl\.o1a.s,: Bishop of 
RALEIGH, Sir Walter, 6, 73. i8o, ' iRoche5t~rlof'LoridOif, 94, I02, 

I84, I86, 217; 222, 234,: 235, . '':' .. io3~ .1'18: 1.30, "i34 ..... : 
250,200,262,263, 477! S13, 53:i ~RIDOLFI, •Robertd,;;I96~ 

-,Walter, the younger,, 263 '· RfN'pc«?i~:u;·.~~ G,io,y.alini Battista, 
RANDOLPH,. Thomas, 4_.•'• J, 41~, 443 /:( • • 1• ·~·.· '' 

RATHLIN IsLAND, 216 . 1: ~: RIPo~,. Tr:ea'ty ef,-3.~6; 333, 344 
RATHMINES, battle· of, 444 ;. .tt •. t~Izz.I.?, Davidj,i60 .•/ , . > 
READING, 358,. 377;• 080, 38I, 389, RoBER;r l. {Bruce);.f;E(mg .of,Scot-

395 ; abbot of, 54 '• 1lanC1-,f'7'1 ·'/., 1 i"i~;,<:;.i ·1 ;t' ' 
RECALDE, Juan Martinez d~, ,RocHELLi,, Lit '28_?.{ 284, 28 5 

I79, I83 .•._.,,. :ReCHE~TER, 5IO d' 
'RECUSANCY,• 253 and not~, 255:~ \•ROcHESTER/Earl of, see Wilmot; 

269, 288, 472, 534 . -~ · · • ·_ Vts~ount; see Carr "\ 
REFORMERS, the Foreign (' Hot ;Ro'E, Sjr Thomas, f300 , , 

Gospellers'), 102, 103, II8 t ':!'· •''Rk)<>ER TliE: EIGHTEENTH,' Chap
REGius P~oFEssoR~HrPs, 64 1 ,, _, 1 .ter yru. I· ~ . · .. -~ 
RELICS, destruction of~ 63 . :< 'RoGER THE NINETEENTH,' Chap· 
REMONSTRANCE, 'the. Grand, 348, . :. ter X'XJ, -~., · • · 

35~ . ;t· '", ·RoGER.s, John, 65, I27, I3I, 192 
RENARD, S1mon, 109, I 19, I20,. , ROLLE, j'oh,n, 295, 296 
, I2I, I24, I25, I28., , .;..,, 'Henry, ;C.J:; 484 1 

REP,UBLICANS, 329, 424, 460, 46r/ RoME, -sacli: of, 36; see Papacy 
473, 474, 475.,.491, 492, 493, RopKwo'oD,. ,Ambrose, 253 · 
496, 497, 499, 500, 508 :ORooT AND 'BRANCH BILL, 3;1-2, 

REQUESENS, Don Luis, I70 343; 382 ,,. .l,;. 
REQUESTS, Court of,- 98 RoTHES, Earl. of, see Leslie 
'RESOLUTIONs,' ithe Three, 296 RouEN, I6o • · ' 
RESTORATION, the, 507, 5IO ROUNDWAY DOWN,~ battle Of, 366, 
'REVENGE,j.';the, I85 . 384 '. "ii.. . 
REVENUE of Henry VII., 19 ; ~OXBURGH,. 100 

of Henry VIII., 82, 83 ; the"• .~;·Earl of, see Ker 
Irish, 2I4; of Elizabeth, 241 ; (RoYALISTS (see • also Delin· 

•of James I., 246, 266; of quents), 281,282, 'jz8;348, 350, 
Charles I., 309; 3IO; in' Instru- ~360, 361, 362, 363,~1':365, :367, 
ment of Government,' 468; :368, 369, 375, 380,· .,381, 382, 
discussed in Parliament, '474; 1 383, 384, 385, 388, ·389, 396, 

,. 
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408, 409, 4I2, 4I4, 420, 427, 
428, 43I, 432, 439. 442, 446, 
447, 45 I, 455, 458, 470, 473, 
483, 434, 48), 486, 487, 488, 
489, 490, 494. 498, 502, 508, 
526, 537. 539. 540, 54I, 542, 
544 

RoYAL SociETY, 472 
' RuMP,' the (Long Parliament 

after December 6th, I648), state 
of, 433 ; sets up High Court, 
434 ; abolishes King and Lords, 
44I ; passes Navigation Act, 
455 ; for war, 456; to be dis
solved, 460, 46I ; first dissolu
tion of, 462 ; tithe and patron
age question in, 463 ; its 
religious policy, 46 3 ; first re
storation of, SOI, 502; second 
dissolution of, 503 ; second 
restoration of, 504 ; alienates 
Monk. 506; ejected members 
restored to, dissolves itself, 507 

RUPERT, Prince, character of, 372, 
373; at Edgehill, 375 ; at 
Brentford, 377 ; at Chalgrove, 
382; his raid into Bucks, 383; 
takes Bristol, 384 ; urges 
battle, 388 ; hates Digby, 394 ; 
relieves Newark, 394; his 
march to North, 395, 396; at 
Marston Moor, 396 ; at Naseby, 
408 ; surrenders Bristol, 408 ; 
is dismissed, tells Charles the 
truth, 409; ·with the fleet, 436; 
at Kinsale, 443, 445, 452 ; in 
Portugal, 452, 453 ; in Atlantic, 
453; a 'protection' from, 529 

RUTHERFORD, family of, 320 
RuTHVEN, Patrick, Ist Earl of 

Forth, 374, 375. 395 
RusKIN, John, on Ships of the 

Line, 3I2 (note) 
RussiA, 273; trade with, I76, 

529 
RussELL, Francis, 2nd Earl of 

Bedford, I46 
-·,-,4th Earl of Bedford, 30I, 

3I4, 328 
-, John, rst Earl of Bedford, 

92 
RUYTER, Michael de, 456, 458 
RYE, 191, 199, 537 

SABBATH, the Puritan, 306 
SACKVILLE, Thomas, rst Earl of 

Dorset, 233 

SACRAMENT, doctrine of the, 66, 95, 
103, 129, 153. 306 

SADLER, Sir Ralph, 4, 70 
ST. ALBANS, 422 ; abbey of, 31 
ST. ALBANS HEAD, 183 
ST. ALDATE's, Oxford, 378 
ST. ANDREW'S, 71' 409 
ST. ANGELO, castle of, ~54 
ST. AuGUSTINE, (Florida), 180 
ST. GEORGE's CHAPEL, see Windsor 
ST. GILES', Edinburgh, 3I7 
-, Oxford, 378, 379 
ST. JAMES', palace, 469, 501 ; 

park, 435 
ST. JoHN, Oliver (of Marlborough), 

262 
-,-,M.P., 314, 329, 392, 394, 

454. 497 
ST. JoHN's CoLLEGE, Cambridge, 

41 
-, Oxford, 378 
ST. JuAN DE LuA, 177, 178 
ST. KITTS, 526 
ST. LAwRENCE, Gulf of, 479, 521 
ST. LEGER, Sir Anthony, 217 
-,Sir Warham, 219 · 
ST. MARY's, Oxford, 130, 131 
ST. PAUL's CATHEDRAL, 87, 102, 

192, 306 
-ScHOOL, 41 
ST. PETER's, Rome, 193, 454 
ST. QuENTIN, batt~ of, 137, 138 
ST. STEPHEN'S, l'ee Commons, 

House of 
SALAMANCA, 220 
SALISBURY, Earl of, see Cecil 
-, Margaret, Lady, 10, 62, 68 -
SALLEE, 528 
SALT CoMPANY, 31I 
' SANCTUARY,' privilege of, 39, 48 
SANDERS, Lawrence, 127 
-,Dr. Nicholas, 167, 221 
SAN DoMINGo, r8o, 476 
SANDOWN CASTLE, 62 
SANDSFOOT CASTLE, 62 
SANDYS, Sir Edwin, 287 
SANGATTE, 136, 138 
SANTA CRuz, battle of, 480, 494 
-, Alvaro de Bazan, Marquis of, 

171, 179, r8o, r8r 
SARDINIA, 477 
SARMIENTO, see Gondomar 
' SARUM,' use of, 94 
SAVOY, Charles Emmanuel It., 

Duke of, 481 
-,Christina, Duchess Regent of, 

481 
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SAVOY, Philipert, Duke of, 137 rears,, 415, 417; Charles I. 
SAvE .Aim SELE,. Viscount, see flies to army .:of, 4r6; sell 

Fiennes Charles I., 418, 419; Charles I. 
ScA:RBOROUGH CASTLE, 137 negotiates with, 424, 425; fresh· 

. SctiEi.i::n, river, 12, 181, 182, 183 army of,.·425, 426; advance of, 
Sc:HEVEN1NGEN, 509 battle of Preston, 429, 430; 

"ScHOOLS,41,64,93.94,21S,36o, Cromwell in, 431; troops in 
:_, 379 • • Ulster; 443 ; Montrose's end 
Sc1LLY IsLES, 96, 410, 452 in, 445; 446; offers to Charles II. 
ScoNE, 449 · from; 446; Charles II. comei· 
Scot, Reginald, his 'Perfect Plat- to, 447';' Cromwell's eampaign 

,form· of a Hop Garden,' 198 in, 448, 449 ;, Charles II . 
..,c.., Thomas, 460, 497 crowned in, 449 ; clefeated at 
ScoTLAND, ScoTs, Henry VI I.'s Worcester, 450, 45 r ,; . in-. 

·policy towards, 14, 15, r6, 24; corporation of, 451; in 'Little 
' auld alliance ' ·with France, Parliament,' 462 ; union with, 
15, 32, 34, 69, !45, 156, 169, 467; Monk in, 503, 504 

·· 323; Henry VIII.'s blunders in, ScoTT, Sir W;J.lter, ·33• 68, 168 
24; 68, 69, 70, 71 ; his first 'Yar ScROOBY, 522 
with, 32; his second w,ar with, SEA-COAL, 531 · 
70; Protestantism in,- 69, 70, SEAFORTH, Lord·, sse Mackenzie 
71, 100, I54, .. 155, I$6, 15J; SECTARIES, see Independents 
Somerset's war, with, 100, I01 ; SEJANUS, 290 ,,, f 

\Varwick makes peace with, 'SEEKERS,' 392 . 
104; Elizabeth's attitude to, ' SEINE, river, .183 · • 
I48. I 56; Reformation in, 'SELDEN, John, 289, 329, 338, 386, 
154, 155,.156; Mary Stuart 414 
returns to, I 57 ; Mary's career SELKIRKSH1RE, 409 
in, 160, I6'1 ; example to SELLING, William, 40 
England, 164; Jesuits in, i67; SETTLEMENT, Act of, i22 
allied with ·England, 169; re- SEVERN, ·river, 358, 409,. 450: 
lations with Ireland, 2I6; 451 · ; · 
colonizes U!ter, 227; James SEXBY, Edmund, 424 . 
leaves, z3o; proposed union SEYMOUR, family of, 59·, 72 
with, 245; James' diplomacy ----,,.Edward, ·Earl of Hertford, 
in, 266 ; his visit to, 267 ; Duke of Somerset, Protector, 
Charles I.'s visit to, 316; na-. raids Scotland, 7I, 72; character 
tiqnal movement in, 3I6, 317, of, 86, 87; becomes Protector; 
3I8, 319; arming, 320; first 89, 90; his first Parliament, 9I ; 
war with, 321 ; arming again, his religion, 92, 93; his tolera-
323, 324; second war with, tion,- 95 ; iinprisons bishops, 
325, 326;. holding northern 95 ; executes his brother, 96,97; 
counties, 3 3 3 ; ·commissioners causes of his fall, 97, 98, 99, 100 ; 
in London, 3-43, 344; Charles I.'s denounces enclosures, 97 ; his 
second visit to, 344, 345, 346, Court of Requests, 98 ; issues 
347, 348; troops sent to Ireland pardons, 99 ; his 'foreign policy, 
froiJ?., 349; Pym negotiates roo, IOI ; rising against, 101 ; 
with, 384, 386; Argyll's power sent to Tower, I02 ; read-
in, 38 5 ; army. coming from, mitted to Council, 105 ; accused 
393 ; in Marston Moor cam- and executed,· 105, I06 
paign, 391, 395; getting im- -,Thomas, Lord Seymour of 
patient, 398 ; procure. Treaty, Sudely, ,g6, 97 · 
399; take WorceSter,; etc., -,William, Lord.Beauchamp, 188 

.. 400; Montrose's campaign in, -, -, znd Earl, rst Marquis .of 
400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, ' Hertford, 380, 381, 38'3 · 
406, 409, 4ro ~· disappoint- SnAFTESBURY, Earl of, see Ashley--
ment of, 414 ; demanding ar- Cooper 

J 
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SHAKESPEARE, William, 51, 175, 
255. 257. 258. 5I6 

SHARINGTON, Sir William, 96 
SHAXTON, Nicholas, Bishop of 

Salis bury, 66 
SHEFFIELD, 80 
SHENE, I35 
SHIP-MONEY, 29I, 293, 3I2, 313, 

3 I4, 3 I 5, 323, 333 
SHIRLEY, Sir Thomas, 199 
SHOREHAM, 72, 528, 531 
SHREWSBURY, 374, 485 (note} 
SHROPSHIRE, 374 
SIBTHORP, Robert, 289 
SICILY, I43 
SIDNEY, Sir Henry, 217 
-,Sir Philip, 172 
SIMNEL, Lambert, II, I3, 212 
'SINGLE CHAMBER,' 467, 468 
'SINGLE PERSON, 465, 466, 467, 

473. 490 
SroN HOUSE, II2, 135 
SKEFFINGTON, Sir William, 2I3 
SKELTON, John, 29 
SKIPPON, Philip, 374, 400, 421, 

'428, 448. 487 
SKIPTON-IN-CRAVEN, 39) 
SLAVERY, slave trade, 177, 431, 

451, szo, 521 
SMERWICK, 221 
SMITH, John, 392 
-, Sir Thomas, 92, 98 
SMITHFIELD, 68, I92, 471 
SMUGGLERS, 535 
SoAP CoMPANY, 3II 
SOLEMN LEAGUE AND CoVENANT; 

386 ; see also Covenant 
SoLWAY Moss, battle of, 70 
SOMERSET, Earl of, see Carr ; 

Duke of, see Seymour 
-,Anne, Duchess of, 107, II6 
-, Edward, ISt Earl ot Wor-

cester, 233 
-, -, Lord Herbert of Raglan, 

Earl of Glamorgan, 380, 381 .• 
403, 4II and note, 417, 418 

-, Henry, 6th Earl, rst 1\Iarquis 
of Worcester, 357, 380 

-House, 87, 469 
SOMERSETSH!RE, 359, 383 
SmiME, river, I 37 
SoUND, the, 457 
SOUTHAMPTON, I25 
SOUTHAMPTON, Earl of, see \\'ri-

othesley 
SouTHSEA CASTLE, 62 
SOUTHWARK, 123, 486 

r SoUTHWELL, 4I6 
i 'SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS,' the, 3 I 2 

SovERE£GN1:Y, problem of, 236, 
:i37, 270, 27I, 328 

SPAIN, European position of, 4, 5 ; 
ambassadors of, 5; Henry VII. 's 
policy towards, r 4, r 5, r 6, 28 ; 
her iirst colony ; 22, \he rival of 

· France, 24; greed of, 29; 
riches of, 35 ; claims to. a mat'e 
clausum, shipwrights from, 77 ; 
love of Mary for, I I 5, I I7 ; 
embassy from, II8; the foe of 
freedom, I20; Mary's heirs not 
to inherit, 122; embassy to, 
fleet of, 125; temper of, 126; 
friars of, I 30 ; Philip's burden 
in, 133, I43; war with France, 
I36, 137, 139; the cause of, 144; 
dreads union of England and 
Scotland, 148 ; beginning of 
breach with, I65, r68, 178 ; her 
ambassadors, r66 ; influence 
in Scotland, 169 ; subdues 
Flanders, loses Holland, 170; 
bankrupt, 171; poor navy of, 
r 74, 179 ; absurd claims of, 
I 76, 177 ; colonies of, I 77 ; 
her troops in Ireland, 179, 225 ; 
quarrel with England, 180 ; 
Armada of, 181, r82, I83; course 
of the war with,,..184, 185, r~6; 
English hatred ior, 192, 193 ; 
Irish appeals to, 213, 220, 221 ; 
Tyrone's intrigue with, 223 ; 
James wishes for pe,1ce with, 
235. 249; treaty with, 250; 
her riches and her soldiers, 
252; James' diplomacy with, 
253, 256; James becomes a 
tool of, 258, 263, 264, 265, 270; 
Raleigh's hatred for, 263, 264 ; 
the Dutch fighting, 272; pro
posals of marriage to, 273; her 
attitude to English Catholics, 
273; Prince Charles in, 275, 
277; crv for war with, 276; 
war witf1, 279, zBo, 283, 284; 
peace with, 286 ; her fieet in 
Downs, 286 ; Strafford asks 
loan from, 324 ; hopes of 
troops from, 334, 399 ; her 
war with France, 452 ; friendly 
to England, 453 ; Jews fro~. 
472; Cromwell leans to, 475; 
takes Dunkirk, 475; bids for 
English alliance, 476 ; refu:;e;; 
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terms, 476 ; to be surprised, 
477; war in West Indies with, 
478, 479 ; in Mediterranean, 
plate fleet of, 479, 480 ; war 
declared by, 479 ; progress of 
our war with, 482, 483 ; Charles 
H.'s treaty with, 483; her 
Americ<fn mines, 5 r r, 5 r 2, 5 r 3 ; 
her colonies, srs. sr6, 52I 

' SPECIALE MANDATUM REGIS,' 
292 . 

SPENCER, Henry, rst Earl of 
Sunderland, 389 ._, 

SPENSER, Edmund, 221, "222 
SPICES, SPICE IsLANDS, the, IJ!, 

272, 45~ 457 ·-
' SPORTS,' Declaration of, 306 · 
SPRING GARDENS, 499 
STADE, 283 
STAFFORD, . family of, I I 
-, Edward, Duke of Buckingham, 

IO, 28, 37 
-,Thomas,· 136 
STAFFORDSHIRE, I 29, 38 I, 430· 
STAGE CoACHES, 532 
STAMFORD, Earl of, see Grey 
STANLEY, family of, 238 (note) 
-,Sir Edward, 33 . . · 
-, James, 7th Earl of Derby, 

450, 451 
STANMER, 542 
STAR CHAMBER, r8, I68, 243, 244, 

296, 303, 3~4. 309, 310, 333 
· STARCHMAKERS' COMPANY, 3II 

STAPLE, Merchants of the, 21 
STAYNE:<:, Captain Richard, 479, 

480 I . 

STEPHEN," King, 208 
STEYNING, 203, ·<537, 544 
STIRLING, 406, 449, 450, 45·1 
STOCKS, the, 535 
STOKE, battle of, 12, 212 
STOKENCHURCH, 382 
STONE STREET CAUSEWAY, 532 
'STORM MONEY,' 365 •·· , 7 

STORY, John, 167 
STOW-ON-THE-WOLD, 410 
STRACHAN, Archibald, 447 
STRAITS, see Mediterranean 
STRAND, the, 304 . 
STRASBURG, IOJ . 
STRATFORD-ON-AVON, 257 
STRATHFILLAN, 405 

'!;TRATHOYKEL, 447 
STRATTON, 381 
STRICKLAND, Walter, 454 1 

·• 

STRODE, William, 301, 329, 353 

STUARTS, circumstances of ac
cession of, 89 and"'note.; acces
sion of, 229; blindness of, 235, 
236,237; failto defend the flag, 
273; to be excluded from Hol
land, 459, 460; from 'France, 
476, 482 ; Monk refuses to 
abjure, 506 

STUART, Arabella, .r88 
..::...., Henry, Earl of Darnley, I 59, 

r6o, r6r 
-,James, Earl of Moray, 157, 

r6o, r6r, r62, 169 
-,John, Duke of Albany, 68 
-, .-, Lord Traquair, 318 , 
STUBBS, Thomas, ·r68 "' 
-, William, Bishop of Oxford, 22 
STUKELY, Thomas, 221 
STUMP,john,58 . 
SuccESSioN, Act of, 53, 54 
SUEZ, 272. .. 
SuFFOLK, Duke of, ·see._Brandon; 

Grey ; Earl of, see De Ia Pole 
' SUMMONERS,' 39, 49 ' 
SUFFRAGANS, 65 " 
SuNDERLAND, Earl of; see Spencer 
' SUPERINTENDENTS,' I64 

. SUPREMACY, the Royal Acts of, 
49, 53. gr. I24, r'52, 153. I63, 
240, 288, 289 

SURREY, martyrdoms in; I2,8 • 
SuRREY, Earl of, see-Howard 
SusA; treaty of, 286' ., 
SussEx, martyrdoms in~ 128, I92; 

Hopton prepares to in{;-ade, 380, 
389 ; see also Chapters VIII., 
XXI. '· 

Suss:E'X,' Earl of, see Radcliffe 
SUTHERLANDSHIRE,446 
SwALE, river, 395 
SwEDEN, embassy to, 277; allied 

witli France, interferes in war, 
283 ; ·Montrose in, 446; allied 
with England, 457 ; negotiating 
with Oliver, 48I, 482 

SWIFT, Jonathan, 
1
219 

SWITZERLAND, 14,' 117 
SYNODS, provtncial, r64 ; 

general, 382 

TAGUS, river, see Lisbon 
TANISTRY, 206, 207 
TARRING, West, 204 
TAUNTON, 407 
TAYLOR, Jeremy, Bishop of Down 

and Connor, 238, 414 
~,Rowland, 127, 131 1 
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TEES, river, 326. 
TELESIO, Bernardino, I93 
TEME, river, 45I 
TENURES, the Irish, 207, 2I4; the 

feudal, see Feudal Rights 
TERCEIRA, I7I 
TETSWORTH, 382 
TEXEL, battle of the, 459 
THACKERAY, Vl'illiam Makepeace, 

I99. 520 
TRAME, 382 
THAMES, river, 76, 26I, 3II, 330, 

358, 36~ 378. 379. 458 
THEROUENNE, .P 
THIRTY YEARS' WAR, 256, 264, 

268, 36I 
THOMOND, Earl of, see O'Brien 
THROCKMORTON, Francis, I66 
-, Sir Nicholas, r 22 
THUCYDIDES, I 1'4 
THURLOE, John, 469, 483, 497 
TIBERIUS, 290 
TILBURY, Castle of, 6z ; mu'lter 

at, I82 
TILL, river, 33 
TINTERN, abbey, 59 
TIPPERARY, County of, 2II, 22I 
TIPPERMUIR, battle of, 405 
TITHES, 463 
TOBACCO, 20J, 204, 456, 520, 521 
TOBERMORY, I83 (note) 
ToMKINS, Nathaniel, 382 
TONNAGE AND POUNDAGE, see 

Customs 
TOURNAI, 3I, 32 
TowcESTER, 380 
'TRAINED BANDS,' 62, 361, 388 
TRAQUAIR, Lord, see Stuart 
TREASON, Acts of, I8, 87, 91, I2I, 

490; doctrine of, 242, 335, 3'36, 
338, 434 

TRENDALL, John, 305 
TRENT, river, 322, 358, 409 
TRESHAM, Francis, 253, 254 
TREVOR, Sir John, 542 
TRIENNIAL ACT, 33I, 474 
' TRIERS,' board of, 47 I 
TRIM, 21 I 
TRINITY COLLEGE, Cambridge, 64 
- -·,Dublin, 215 
-HousE, 76 
TROMP, Martin, 456, 457, 458, 

459 
TUAM, 209 

· ' TuBNEY,' Manor of, Chapters 
VIII. and XXI. 

' TUDOR ROSE.' IO 

TuDoRs, character of the race, 3, 
4, I6, 54, 85, 89, u4, q6, I47. 
175. 236 

TUMMEL, river; 405 
TuNIS, 477 
TuNSTALL, Cuthbert, Bishop of 

Durham, gi, 102, roR 
TURBERVILLE, George, •' Book of 

Falconry,' 199 
TuRENNE, Henri de la Tour d' Au

vergne, Vicomte de, Marshal, 
482, 483, 504 

TuRKEY, 273, 295 ; our trade 
with, I76, 530; see Levant 
Company 

TuRKS, 2I, 35, 170, 194, 268 
TURNHAM GREEN, 377 
TURNIPS, 533 
TussER, Thomas, ' Five Hundred 

Points of Husbandry,' I98 
TUTBURY, I6j 
TwEED, river, 32, J2I, 325, 333, 

386, 393· 504 
TYLER, Wat, I95 
TYNDALE, Willi:::ro, 42, 65 
TYNE, river; 325 
TYRONE, county of, 223, 226 
TYRONE, Earl of, see O'Neill 

ULSTER, 205 ; earldom of, 212 ; 
Shane O'Neill in, 220; Essex 
neglects, 224 ; :Mountjoy re
duces, 225; plan!ation of, 226, 
227 ; rebellion in, 349 ; Scots 
in, 443 

UNDERTAKERS, the, 26I 
UNIFORM, in Civil War, 365, 3t16, 

439 
UNIFORMITY, Acts of, 94, 95, ISZ, 

305 
UNITED PROVINCES, see Holland 
UNIVERSITIES (see Cambridge, 

Oxford), 4I, 107, 252, 300, 464 
URBAN VIII., Pope, 324, 345 
URE, river, 395 
URRY (or Hurry), Sir John, 374 
URSWICK, Christopher, 4 
UsEs, Statute of, 47. 54, 55, 56, l'io 
UsHER, James, Archbishop of 

Armagh, 340 
UTRECHT, Treaty of, 5I3 
UTTOXETER, 430 
UxBRIDGE, Treaty of, 399, 4I7 ..., 

VAGRANTS, VAGRANCY LAWS, 79, 
8I, 98, I97, 359, 5 I4 

VALDES, Diego Flores de, I79 



VALDES, Pedro de, I79, 18-3 
VALENTINE, ·Benjamin, 30I 
VANE, Sir "Henry, the elder, 337 •. 

338 
-,-;the younger, 329, 338, 386, 

392, 394. 4I4, 460, 46I, 488, ' 
497' soo,. 503, 52 5 

VATICA~PALACE, IY3" • 
VENABLES, General Robert, 477,' 

478 . . 
'VENERIE,' 'The Noble Art'. of,' 
I~ . ' 

•VENICE, VENETJ ANS, 5, '20, 'ZI, 

133· !88, 299. 530, 5'31 
VERE, Sir Francis, 249 
-., John de, I 3th Earl of. Ox-

ford, 7 • ' • \ , : 
VERNEY, family of, 244 · · 
-,Sir Edmund;' 25 I; 358, · 367~ 

368, 375 • . . 
-,Mary, 413, 414'· ; 
-,Sir Ralph, 239, 368, 386 
VICERO'I!> the Irish: 205,'207, 208, 

209, ZI9 
VIENNA, 194, 268, 269 
VILLEINS, I96 
VJLLIERs, George, 1st Duke of 

Buckingham, 233, 259, 260, 265,. 
• 266, 274, 276, 277, 278, 279, 

z8o, 284 and note, '28s, z9o; 
291, 295, 347 ~ 

VICTORIA, ~een, 189 
VIRGIL, 190 . . 
VIRGINIA: I80, 453, 456, 513, 518, 
. 520, 522, 528 
VoYSEY, John, Bishop of Exeter, ' 

102 . i 
VULGATE, the, 4I . . :J 

. ·"" 
\V A,DHAM CoLLEGE, Oxford, 378 
WAGES, 79, 80, 90, 104, 536, 537 
WAGSTAFFE, Sir Joseph, 484 , 
.WAKEFIELD, 80 . 
'WALES, . martyrdoms' in, · 129 ; 

· Herberts in, 238 (note); re
presented in Parliament, 239, 
(note); Council of, 333; Royalist 
recruiting ground, 359, 369, 374, 
395, 450; weary of war, 408 ; 
surrenders· in, 410; Cromwell 
in, 428, 429 ·_.. 

WALLER, Sir William, 368, 374, 
384, 389, 393. 394. 395. 397. 

- 398, 401, 422, 537. 5.39. 540, 
54I, 542 .,· .. 

•WALLINGFORD, 380, 38~ 
- HousE, 499 · 

"' ~·:.~ 

WALLOON3, IOJ 
'W ALSINGHAM, Sir Francis; • 167, 

!85 . • 
WALTER, Sir John, 301 
\VARBECK, Per}dn, ·u,,I2, I3, 213• 
WARDS AND LIVERIES, Court of, 

3JO ' .. 
\VARE,'425 
W ARHAM, William, Archbishop of 

!! Canterbury, 41, 42, 43, so • 
WARRINGTON, 4-30 . . 

'WARRISTOUN, -see Johnston 
WARWICK, 450, 485 (note) 
-,. Earls of, see Dudley, Plan

i • tagenet, Rich · 
·WARWICKSHIRE, :380 
WATERFORD, 209, 213, 224" .. 444• 

445 ' .• 
WATERMEN, 3II '~,~"' " 
'WAVERLEY HONOUR,'. 199 
WENTWORTH, Thoi:nas, 2nd Lord 

Wentworth, 138 · 
-, ---.,, rst Earl ·Of. Strafford; his. 

Irish government, 227, 228 ; in' 
\, · James' second Parliament, 26I; 

in Charles I.'s Parliaments, 280; 
. his views on foreign policy, z'8 7 ; 
struck off the Commission of 
the Peace, 29 I ; resists foi:ced 
loan, 292 ; denounces the 
Government, hates ·Puritans, 
293 ; proposes Act of Habeas " 
Corpus, goes over to King, 
becomes Viscount, 294'; Pre
sident of Council of North, 295 ; 
views on government, Z98, 299 ; 
at Yof.k, 308, 309; in Ireland, \. 

, 309; on Ship-money, 314; his 
• advice· to Charles, 320 ; advises 

'Short Parliament, created Earl, 
322 ; knows of treason, speaks 
qf army, levies· • money, 324 ; 

L made General, is ill, 325 ; loses 
" control, 326 ; a ' Revolution

ary,' 32,7 ; is impeached, 330 ; 
in Tower, 331; plots to deliver, 
332; his impeachinent, 335, 
336, 337, 338 ; · his attainder, 
338, 339 ; his letter, 339; death 
of, conclusion on,. 340 ; ghost 
of, 344 ; successors of (in Ire
land, 349) ;ifejoicings over his 
fall, 538 

-,William, '2nd Earl of Straf
ford, 537 

WESTCOTT,· Brook Foss, Bishop of 
~prham, 42 (note) 
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NEST DEAN, 537 . 
NEST INDIES, see}Indies 
NESTM1NSTER, 347, 348, 35I, 394, 

397. 400, 416, 434. 462, 505 
- ABBEY, 8, 93, II8~ II9, I 34, 

342, 392, 499. SIO 
-ASSEMBLY, 386 and note, 392, 

398. 413, 426 
-, bishopric of, 65 
-HALL,- I27, 259, 330, 337, 339, 

435 
- St. Margaret's Church at, 342 
- ScHOOL, 499 
NESTMORELAND, Earl of, see 

Neville 
NESTON, Richard, Ist Earl of 

Portland, 299, 307, 309, 3!0 
,VESTPHALIA, Peace of, 452 
NEXFORD, 2):I, 444, 494, 
NEYBRIDGE, 442 
NHALLEY, Colonel Edward, 422 
NHARFE, river, 395 
,1\'HitATLEY, 382 . 
NHITEHALL, 29, 3I, I23, I94, I96, 

2I8, 224, 254. 337. 339. 343. 
344. 352, 3'53. 354. 432, 435. 
436. 469, 490, 493. 545 

NHITELOCKE, Bulstrode, 337, 443, 
497 

WHITE RosE,' 3I7 
NHITE SEA, 176 
NHITGIFT, John, Archbishop, of 

Canterbury, r86, 187, 203, 23I 
NICKLOW, 220 
NIGAN, 450 
NILDMAN, John, 424 
YVILLIAM I., King, I8, 39, 52 
WILLIAM IV., King, 493 
N1LLIAM I., Prince of Orange, 

I66, I67, I70, I72 
WILLIAM II., Prince of Orange, 

334. 445. 454 
vVILLIA M III., Prince of Ofange, 

454. 460, 509 
WILLIAMS, John, Bishop of Lin

coln, Archbishop of York, 269, 
278, 305, 339, 352 

..:..., Roger, 524: '525 
WILLS, Statute of, 55, 56 
NrLMOT, Henry, rst Earl of 

Rochester, 54S. and note 
-, John, 2nd Earl of Rochester, 

545 
WIMBORNE, Lady, I$4 
W1NCEBY, battle of, 389 
WINCHESTER, I25, 129, 288, 395, 

540, 541 

vVINCHESTERCOLLEGE, 125, 230 
\VINDEBANK, Sir Francis, 307, 

330, 33 I 
WINDSOR, 8, 102, Jo89, 355, 428: 

433, 437, 469, 48'5 (note) 
vVINNINGTON BRIDGE, 502 
'WINSTANLEY, Gerard, 442 
WINTHROP, John, 524 • 
WrsDoN, I99 . : 
WITT, Corneliszoo'n de, 456, 458 
WoLSEY, Thomas. Archbishop of 

York, Cardinal, 4, 24; his 
character, wealth and prefer
ments, 30, 3I ; fails for the 
Papacy, 3 r, 36, I 32 ; his vain 
schemes, 32, 34, 35 ; his quarrel 
with Parliament, 36, 83 ; Anne's 
hatred for, 38, 44; wishes tc 
reform ·. monasteries, 38 ; ap
proves of Greek, 4I ; not a 
persecutor, 42 ; • on the divorce, 
44, 45 ; fall and death of, 45 ; 
legation of, 49; patron of 
Cromwell, 50 

WooD, Charles, znd Viscount 
Halifax, I 54 

WOODSTOCK, I2$ 
WooL, export of, I 5, 20, 2I, 35, 

46, 54 
-, price of, 199, 205 
WooLLEN manufacture, see Cloth 
WooLWICH, 76 · 
WooTTON, Dr. Nich<:lfas, 92, I20, 

IJS, 136, 140 
WoRCESTER, 374, 380, 400, 410; 

battle of, 440, 45I, 455, 460, 
545 (note) 

WORCESTER, Marquis of, see 
Somerset 

vVORCESTERSHIRE, I 29, 2 54, 2 55 
WoRDSWORTH, William, on liberty, 

315 
WRIOTHESLEY, Thomas, ISt• Earl 

of Southampton, 90, 92, ror 
WYATT, Sir Thomas, I22, 123, 

192 
WYCL1F, John, 39, 129 
WYMONDHAM, 99 
WYNTER, Thomas, 253 
-,Admiral Sir William, 182, 183 

YARMOUTH, 80, 311,459 
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